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FOREWORD 

 

This book contains the proceedings of the 5th International Conference on Informatics in Control, 

Automation and Robotics (ICINCO 2008) which was organized by the Institute for Systems and 

Technologies of Information, Control and Communication (INSTICC) in collaboration with the 

University of Madeira (UMa) and held in Madeira. ICINCO 2008 was technically co-sponsored by 

the IEEE Systems Man and Cybernetics Society (IEEE-SMC) and the International Federation for 

Automatic Control (IFAC), and held in cooperation with the Association for the Advancement of 

Artificial Intelligence (AAAI). 

The ICINCO Conference Series has now consolidated as a major forum to debate technical and 

scientific advances presented by researchers and developers both from academia and industry, 

working in areas related to Control, Automation and Robotics that benefit from Information 

Technology. 

In the Conference Program we have included oral presentations (full papers and short papers) and 

posters, organized in three simultaneous tracks: “Intelligent Control Systems and Optimization”, 

“Robotics and Automation” and “Systems Modeling, Signal Processing and Control”. We have 

included in the program four plenary keynote lectures, given by internationally recognized 

researchers, namely - Miguel A. Botto (Instituto Superior Técnico, Portugal), Peter S. Sapaty 

(Institute of Mathematical Machines and Systems, National Academy of Sciences, Ukraine), Ronald 

C. Arkin (Georgia Institute of Technology, U.S.A.), and Marco Dorigo (IRIDIA, Université Libre 

de Bruxelles, Belgium). These keynote speakers participated also on a plenary panel entitled “The 

new frontiers of Control, Automation and Robotics”.  

The meeting is complemented with two satellite workshops and two special sessions, focusing on 

specialized aspects of Informatics in Control, Automation and Robotics; namely, the International 

Workshop on Artificial Neural Networks and Intelligent Information Processing (ANNIIP), the 

International Workshop on Intelligent Vehicle Control Systems (IVCS), the Special Session on 

Service Oriented Architectures for SME robots and Plug-and-Produce, and the Special Session on 

Multi-Agent Robotic Systems. 

ICINCO received 392 paper submissions, not including those of workshops and special sessions, 

from more than 50 countries, in all continents. To evaluate each submission, a double blind paper 

review was performed by the Program Committee, whose members are highly qualified researchers 

in ICINCO topic areas. Finally, only 190 papers are published in these proceedings and presented 
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at the conference. Of these, 114 papers were selected for oral presentation (33 full papers and 81 

short papers) and 76 papers were selected for poster presentation. The full paper acceptance ratio 

was 8,4%, and the oral acceptance ratio (including full papers and short papers) was 29%. As in 

previous editions of the Conference, based on the reviewer’s evaluations and the presentations, a 

short list of authors will be invited to submit extended versions of their papers for a book that will 

be published by Springer with the best papers of ICINCO 2008. 

Conferences are also meeting places where collaboration projects can emerge from social contacts 

amongst the participants. Therefore, in order to promote the development of research and 

professional networks the Conference includes in its social program a Welcome Drink to all 

participants in the afternoon of May 11 (Sunday) and a Conference and Workshops Social Event & 

Banquet in the evening of May 14 (Wednesday).  

We would like to express our thanks to all participants. First of all to the authors, whose quality 

work is the essence of this Conference. Next, to all the members of the Program Committee and 

the reviewers, who helped us with their expertise and valuable time. We would also like to deeply 

thank the invited speakers for their excellent contribution in sharing their knowledge and vision. 

Finally, a word of appreciation for the hard work of the secretariat; organizing a conference of this 

level is a task that can only be achieved by the collaborative effort of a dedicated and highly capable 

team. 

Commitment to high quality standards is a major aspect of ICINCO that we will strive to maintain 

and reinforce next year, including the quality of the keynote lectures, of the workshops, of the 

papers, of the organization and other aspects of the conference. We look forward to seeing more 

results of R&D work in Informatics, Control, Automation and Robotics at ICINCO 2009, to be 

held in July in Milan. 

 

Joaquim Filipe 

Polytechnic Institute of Setúbal / INSTICC, Portugal 

Juan Andrade-Cetto 

Institut de Robotica i Informatica Industrial, CSIC-UPC, Spain 

Jean-Louis Ferrier 

LISA-ISTIA – Université d’Angers, France 
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DEALING WITH UNCERTAINTY IN THE HYBRID WORLD∗

Luı́s Pina and Miguel Ayala Botto
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Abstract: This paper presents an efficient state estimation algorithmfor hybrid systems based on a least-squares Interact-
ing Multiple-Model setup. The proposed algorithm is shown to be computationally efficient when compared
with the Moving Horizon Estimaton algorithm that is a brute force optimization algorithm for simultaneous
discrete mode and continuous state estimation of a hybrid system. The main reason has to do with the fact
that the proposed algorithm is able to disregard as many discrete mode sequence estimates as possible. This is
done by rapidly computing good estimates, separating the constrained and unconstrained estimates, and using
some auxiliary coefficients computed off-line. The successof this state estimation algorithm is shown for a
fault detection problem of the benchmark AMIRA DTS200 three-tanks system experimental setup.

1 INTRODUCTION

In the last decade hybrid systems have become a ma-
jor research topic in Control Engineering (Antsaklis,
2000). Hybrid systems are dynamical systems com-
posed by both discrete valued and continuous valued
states. The dynamics of a hybrid system is governed
by a mode selector that determines, at each time in-
stant, which discrete mode is active from endogenous
and/or exogenous variables. The continuous state is
then updated through a dynamic relation that is se-
lected from a set of possible dynamics according to
the value of the active discrete mode. In fact, the pres-
ence of physical components such as on/off switches
or valves, gears or speed selectors, or behaviors de-
pendent on if-then-else rules imply explicitly or im-
plicitly the discrete/continuous interaction. This in-
teraction can be found in many real world applica-
tions such as automotive control, urban and air traffic
control, communications networks, embedded control
systems, and in the control of complex industrial sys-
tems via the combination of classical continuous con-
trol laws with supervisory switching logic.

The hybrid nature has attracted the interest of
mathematicians, control engineers and computer sci-
entists, therefore leading to different modeling lan-

∗This work was supported by project PTDC/EME-
CRO/69117/2006 co-sponsored by FEDER, Programa Op-
eracional Ciência e Inovação 2010, Portugal.

guages and paradigms that influenced the line of re-
search on hybrid systems in several different ways.
For instance, the computer science research commu-
nity is more focused on systems whose variables take
values in a finite set, so adopted the discrete events
modeling formalism to model hybrid systems, us-
ing finite state machines, Petri nets, temporal logic,
etc. On the other hand, the control systems commu-
nity typically considers a continuous valued world,
where time is continuously changing, thus consider-
ing a hybrid system as described by a differential (or
difference) equation with some switching mechanism.
Examples of such hybrid models include Piece-Wise
Affine (PWA) (Sontag, 1981) and Mixed Logical Dy-
namical (MLD) (Bemporad and Morari, 1999) mod-
els. A PWA model is the most intuitive representation
of a hybrid system since it provides a direct relation to
linear systems while still capturing very complex dy-
namical behaviors. However, a MLD representation
is most adequate to be used in optimization problems
since it is able to embed both propositional logic state-
ments (if-then-else rules) and operating constraints in
a state linear dynamics equation by transforming them
to mixed-integer linear inequalities. Despite these
differences, PWA and MLD are equivalent models
of hybrid systems in respect to well-posedness and
boundness of input, state, output or auxiliary variables
(Heemels et al., 2001). This fact allows to interchange
analysis and synthesis tools between them.
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Research on hybrid systems spans to a wide range
of topics (and approaches), from modeling to sta-
bility analysis, reachability analysis and verification,
study of the observability and controllability proper-
ties, methods of state estimation and fault detection,
identification techniques, and control methodologies.
Typically, hybrid tools rely on the solution of opti-
mization problems. However, due to the different na-
ture of the optimization variables involved (integer
and continuous) the main source of complexity be-
comes the combinatorial (yet finite) number of possi-
ble switching sequences that have to be considered. A
hybrid optimal solution thus requires solving mixed-
integer non-convex optimization algorithms with NP-
complete complexity (Torrisi and Bemporad, 2001).

Analysis and synthesis procedures for hybrid sys-
tems when disturbances are present either on the con-
tinuous dynamics or on the discrete mode of the hy-
brid system, is still an open research topic that has
being tackled by several authors using distinct ap-
proaches. In the state estimation problem two distinct
approaches are usually followed, the main difference
being the knowledge of the active mode: some ap-
proaches consider only continuous state uncertainty
with known discrete mode, while others assume that
both the discrete mode and the continuous state are
unknown. The combination of both uncertainties
(state and mode) on the estimation process of a hybrid
system presents a very difficult problem for which a
global solution is not yet found. When the discrete
mode is known in advance, the problem is greatly
simplified and the state estimation methodologies for
linear systems can be applied with very little modi-
fications. For example in (Böker and Lunze, 2002)
a bank of Kalman filters is used and in (Alessan-
dri and Coletta, 2003) an LMI based algorithm com-
putes the stabilizing gains for a set of Luenberger
observers. If, on the other hand, the discrete mode
must also be estimated the estimation problem be-
comes much more complex and every discrete mode
sequence (dms) must be checked to choose the one
that provides the best fit for the observed data. The
continuous state estimates are then computed for the
estimateddms. Several works address this problem,
see (Balluchi et al., 2002) where a location observer is
used to estimate the discrete mode and a Luenberger
observer is then used to estimate the continuous state.
In (Ferrari-Trecate et al., 2002) and (Pina and Botto,
2006) a Moving Horizon Estimation (MHE) scheme
simultaneously estimates the discrete mode and the
continuous state, differing in the fact that the latter
can also estimate the input disturbances.

The derivation of the truly optimal filter for sys-
tems with switching parameters was first presented in

(Athans and Chang, 1976). The objective was to per-
form simultaneous system identification and state es-
timation for linear systems but the derivation is quite
general and is directly applicable to the hybrid state
estimation problem. This method requires the con-
sideration of all admissibledmsstarting from the ini-
tial time instant, being obviously unpractical since the
number ofdms grows exponentially in time, and so,
suboptimal methods were developed. From the var-
ious possibilities, considering all the admissibledms
of a given length is usually the preferred methodol-
ogy. In view of this, suboptimal multiple model esti-
mation schemes where then developed and applied for
tracking maneuvering vehicles, as surveyed in (Mazor
et al., 1998), and systems with Markovian switching
coefficients, (Blom and Bar-Shalom, 1988), proving
their efficiency for state estimation in multiple model
systems. Multiple model estimation algorithms use
a set of filters, one for each possible dynamic of the
system. In this paper an efficient state estimation al-
gorithm for stochastic hybrid systems, based on the
Interacting Multiple-Model (IMM) estimation algo-
rithm, is proposed. The method is applicable to most
of the existing models of hybrid systems subject to
disturbances with explicitly known probability den-
sity function, so being rather general. This estima-
tion method will be further compared to the Moving
Horizon Estimation (MHE) algorithm and tested in
the benchmark AMIRA DTS200 three-tanks system
experimental setup.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 pro-
vides a description of the considered PWA model and
in section 3 the proposed Interacting Multiple-Model
estimation algorithm is presented. Section 4 presents
an experimental application of the proposed algo-
rithms to the AMIRA DTS200 three-tanks system ex-
perimental setup. First the experimental setup is pre-
sented and modelled, including a full characterization
of all uncertainties. Then the proposed algorithms are
tested and their performance is compared. Finally,
in section 5 some conclusions are drawn along with
some possible future developments.

2 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The proposed estimation algorithm is developed for
PWA systems which were introduced in (Sontag,
1981). The following stochastic PWA model will be
considered:
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x(k+1) = Ai(k)x(k)+Bi(k)u(k)+ fi(k)+Li(k)w(k)

(1a)

y(k) = Ci(k)x(k)+Di(k)u(k)+gi(k)+v(k) (1b)

iff

[
x(k)
u(k)
w(k)

]

∈Ωi(k) (1c)

wherek is the discrete time,x(k)∈X⊂R
nx is the con-

tinuous state,u(k) ∈ U⊂ R
nu is the input,y(k) ∈ R

ny

is the output,i(k) ∈ I = {1, . . . ,s} is the discrete
mode, ands is the total number of discrete modes.
The matrices and vectorsAi , Bi , fi , Li , Ci , Di , gi
depend on the discrete modei(k) and have appro-
priate dimensions. The input disturbancew(k) and
the measurement noisev(k) are modelled as inde-
pendent identically distributed random variables, be-
longing to the setsWi andVi , with expected values
E{w(k)} = 0, E{v(k)} = 0 and covariancesΣwi and
Σvi , respectively. These conditions are not restrictive
at all since the zero mean can be imposed by sum-
ming a constant vector to the disturbances and com-
pensated in the affine term of the system dynamics
(1) and, the setsWi andVi can be considered large
enough to contain all possible disturbances relevant
for practical applications, for instance 99.99% of all
admissible values. Notice that the input disturbance
and measurement noisepdfs may depend on the ac-
tual mode of the systemi(k). The setsWi andVi are
respectively defined for each modei(k) by:

HWi(k)
w(k) ≤ hWi(k)

, ∀k∈N0 (2)

HVi(k)
v(k)≤ hVi(k)

, ∀k∈N0 (3)

The discrete modei(k) is a piecewise constant func-
tion of the state, input and input disturbance of the
system whose value is defined by the regionsΩi :

Ωi : Si x(k)+Ri u(k)+Qi w(k) ≤ Ti (4)

Some helpful notation regarding the time-compressed
representation of (Kamen, 1992) for system (1) will
now be introduced. The time-compressed represen-
tation of a system defines the dynamics of the sys-
tem over a sequence of time instants in opposition to
the single time step state-space representation. Con-
sider the time interval[k,k+T−1], the sequence of
discrete modes over this interval is represented as
iT = iT(k) , {i(k), . . . , i(k+T−1)}. To simplify the
notation, the time indexk is removed from the discrete
mode sequence (dms) whenever it is obvious from the
other elements in the equations. In view of this, the
output sequence over the same interval can be com-
puted by:

YT(k) = CiT x(k)+DiT UT(k)+giT +LiTWT(k)+VT(k)
(5)

Figure 1: Interacting Multiple-Model Estimation Algo-
rithm.

where the input, input disturbance and measurement
noise sequencesUT(k), WT(k) andVT(k) respectively
are defined in the same way as the output sequence
YT(k) , [y(k)T, . . . ,y(k+T−1)T]T. The matrices and
vectorsCiT , DiT , giT andLiT are computed from the
system dynamics (1a-1b) according to what is pre-
sented in (Kamen, 1992). The same reasoning can
be applied to the constraintsΩiT :

ΩiT : SiT x(k)+RiT UT(k)+QiT WT(k)≤TiT (6)

where the matricesSiT , RiT , QiT andTiT can be com-
puted from the system dynamics (1a) and partitions
(4). The inequalities that define the disturbance and
noise sets over adms iT , WiT andViT respectively,
can also be easily found from equations (2) and (3):

HWiT
WT(k)≤ hWiT

(7)

HViT
VT(k)≤ hViT

(8)

3 INTERACTING MULTIPLE
MODEL ESTIMATION

The proposed Interacting Multiple-Model (IMM) Es-
timation algorithm is composed of three parts; the Un-
constrained Filter Bank (UFB), the Constrained Filter
Bank (CFB) and, the Discrete Mode Sequence Es-
timator (DMSE). A schematic representation is pre-
sented in figure 1.
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The estimation algorithm works as follows: first
the continuous state estimates are computed in the
UFB without considering the constraints. Then, the
DMSE computes the squared errors of these estimates
and ranks them. Finally, starting with the estimate
with the lowest squared error, the estimates are re-
computed in the CFB considering the presence of
constraints. When the most accurate estimate is al-
ready a constrained estimate the whole process stops.

As the estimation is based on sequences of mea-
surementsYT(k) and discrete modesiT(k), two dis-
tinct time instants must be considered: the time in-
stant at the beginning of the sequences,k, and the
time instant at the end of these sequences, which is
the present time instantt = k+T−1. The state esti-
mates will be computed at time instantk, and can be
propagated to the present time instant according to the
estimated dynamics.

3.1 Unconstrained Filter Bank

The UFB computes the unconstrained state estimates.
It is composed by a set of unconstrained least-squares
filters, one for each possibledmsjT :

x̂u
jT (k|t) = x̂jT (k|t−1)+ (9)

KjT
(k|t−1)

[(
YT(k)−DjT

UT(k)−gjT

)
−CjT

x̂jT
(k|t−1)

]

wherex̂jT (k|t−1) is thea priori continuous state es-
timate for mode sequencejT using measurements up
to time instantt−1. KjT (k|t−1) is the filter gain:

KjT(k|t−1)=
(

Σ−1
xjT

(k|t−1)+CT
jT Σ−1

YjT
CjT

)
−1

CT
jT Σ−1

YjT
(10)

ΣYjT
=

[
LjT IT.ny

]
[

ΣWjT
0

0 ΣVjT

]
[
LjT IT.ny

]T
(11)

The covariance of the obtained unconstrained esti-
mate can also be computed:

ΣxjT
(k|t) =

(

Σ−1
xjT

(k|t−1)+ CT
jT Σ−1

YjT
CjT

)
−1

(12)

This covariance matrix not only provides some in-
sight on the accuracy of the continuous state estimate
x̂u

jT
(k|t), but also defines the confidence on the past in-

formation at the subsequent time instant ˆxjT (k+1|t):

ΣxjT
(k+1|t)=A j(k)ΣxjT

(k|t)AT
j(k)+L j(k)Σw j(k)L

T
j(k)
(13)

When computing the unconstrained state estimate, no
a priori information may be available or one may be
interested in discarding it, thenΣ−1

xjT
(k|t−1) should

be set to 0. The corresponding unconstrained state
estimate is referred to as ˆxu∗

jT
(k|t).

3.2 Constrained Filter Bank

The CFB will recompute the state estimates but now
considering the constraints (6), (7) and (8). The con-
strained least-squares filter is somehow more compli-
cated. First the least-squares state vector must be aug-
mented to incorporate both the input disturbance and
measurement noise vectors, since there exist explicit
constraints on these variables:





xjT (k)
WjT (k)
VjT (k)



 (14)

Notice that by explicitly considering the input distur-
bance and measurement noise sequences, all the un-
certainty is removed from the observation equation
(5) and it becomes an equality constraint:

He .





xjT
(k)

WjT
(k)

VjT
(k)



= he ⇔ (15)

⇔

[
CjT

LjT
InY

]
.





xjT
(k)

WjT
(k)

VjT
(k)



=
[

YT(k)−DjT
UT(k)−gjT

]

The constraints of thedms (6) and the bounds on the
input disturbance and measurement noise vectors de-
fined by the setsWjT andVjT described by equations
(7) and (8) compose the inequality constraints of the
least-squares problem, according to:

Hi .





xjT (k)
WjT (k)
VjT (k)



≤ hi ⇔ (16)

⇔






SjT QjT 0

0 HWjT
0

0 0 HVjT




.






xjT (k)

WjT (k)

VjT (k)




≤






TjT−RjT UT (k)

hWjT
hVjT






Having defined the constraints matrices, the con-
strained least-squares filter corresponding to the mode
sequencejT is given by:





x̂jT
(k|t)

ŴjT
(k|t)

V̂jT
(k|t)



 =





x̂jT
(z,k|t−1)

ŴjT
(k|t−1)

V̂jT
(k|t−1)



+

KjT
(k|t)





[
he
hi

]

−

[
He
Hi

]

.





x̂jT
(k|t−1)

ŴjT
(k|t−1)

V̂jT
(k|t−1)









(17)

The constrained least-squares filter gain is defined as:
KjT (k|t) = (18)












ΣxjT
(k|t−1) 0 0

0 ΣWjT
0

0 0 ΣVjT






−1

+

[
He
Hi

]T
ZjT (k|t)

[
He
Hi

]







−1
[

He
Hi

]T
ZjT (k|t)
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whereΣxjT
(k|t−1) is the covariance matrix associated

with thea priori state estimate ˆxjT (k|t−1). ZjT (k|t) is
the diagonal matrix that defines the active constraints.

There are several methods, most of them itera-
tive, for determining the matrixZjT (k|t), or equiva-
lently the set of active constraints. Here, the active set
method presented in (Fletcher, 1987) will be used.

As in the unconstrained case,a priori information
may be discarded by settingΣ−1

xjT
(k|t−1) to 0. The

corresponding constrained state estimate is referred to
asx̂c∗

jT
(k|t).

3.3 Discrete Mode Sequence Estimator

The DMSE deals with the estimation of the discrete
mode sequence and, consequently, selects the filter
which will provide the final continuous state estimate.

According to the least-squares philosophy, an ap-
proximation of the measured output sequence is com-
puted for every possibledms and then, the one pro-
viding the smallest squared error should be selected
as the least-squares estimate.

Thedms estimate is then selected as the one that
presents the lowest constrained squared error,αc

jT
:

îT(k|t) = arg min
jT

αc
jT (k|t) (19)

The squared error associated with thedmsjT is given
by:

αjT (k|t) =
∥
∥Ŷ∗jT (k|t)−YT(k)

∥
∥

2
Σ−1

YjT

=

=
[

Ŷ∗jT (k|t)−YT(k)
]T

Σ−1
YjT

[

Ŷ∗jT (k|t)−YT(k)
]

(20)

where:

Ŷ∗jT (k|t) = CjT x̂∗jT (k|t)+ DjTUT(k)+ gjT (21)

andx̂∗jT (k|t) is the estimated state of thedmsjT when

all past information is discarded,
(
Σ−1

xjT
(k|t−1) = 0

)
.

The squared errors computed by equation and (20)
are useful when comparing continuous state estimates
from the samedms. However, when the covariance
matrices are different, an additional factor,ᾱjT , must
be considered to allow a meaningful comparison be-
tween squared errors. Recalling the relation between
least-squares and the maximization of the Gaussian
likelihood function (or its logarithm), the value of̄αjT
should be defined as:

ᾱjT =−
1
2

ln
(

(2π)nY det
(
ΣYjT

))

(22)

Equation (20) should be modified to:

αjT (k|t) = ᾱjT +
∥
∥Ŷ∗jT (k|t)−YT(k)

∥
∥

2
Σ−1

YjT

(23)

Equation (23) can be used to compute the squared er-
rors of both the unconstrained estimates,αu

jT
(k|t), and

the constrained estimates,αc
jT

(k|t), usingx̂u∗
j (k|t) and

x̂c∗
j (k|t), respectively.

3.4 Computational Issues

Concerning computational requirements, it is noticed
that there can be as many asnT

s dms, which becomes
an extremely large number even for relatively smallns
andT. So, computationally demanding calculations
should be preformed for the minimum number ofdms
possible.

Analyzing the required computations one con-
cludes that ˆxu∗

jT
(k|t) can be determined by simple

matrix sums and multiplications if the filter gain
KjT (k|t−1) is computed off-line, since there are no
varying terms as can be seen in equation (9). The cor-
responding squared errorαu

jT
(k|t), computed through

equation (23), can also be determined using simple
matrix sums and multiplications from ˆxu∗

jT
(k|t). The

continuous state estimate ˆxu
jT

(k|t) on the other hand,
requires a matrix inversion to determine the corre-
sponding filter gain using equation (10) since the ma-
trix Σ−1

xjT
(k|t−1) is not known in advance.

The constrained estimates require much more
complex computations in the solution of the inequal-
ity constrained least-squares problem. An iterative
algorithm has to be preformed online, and involves
one matrix inversion at each iteration which is com-
putationally heavy. There is the possibility that the
solution corresponding to the truedms is the same
as the unconstrained solution and the iterative algo-
rithm stops at the first iteration. In general, how-
ever, this will not be the case. So, the computation
of constrained solutions should only be done in cases
of absolute necessity. The squared error of the con-
strained estimatesαc

jT
(k|t) can be determined using

simple matrix sums and multiplications from ˆxc∗
j (k|t).

The proposed algorithm should take these knowl-
edge into account and arrive at the final estimates in
the most efficient way possible.

To avoid the computation of the constrained least-
squares estimates from all discrete mode sequences,
the following relation between the constrained and
unconstrained squared errors for a given discrete
mode sequence is used:

αu
jT (k|t)≤ αc

jT (k|t) (24)

An efficient reduction on the number of constrained
estimates that have to be computed can be achieved
by computing all unconstrained estimates ˆxu∗

j (k|t) and
the corresponding squared errorsαu

jT
(k|t) and then,

start replacing the unconstrained solutions with the
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corresponding constrained ones, from the lower val-
ues of the squared error. Whenever the lowest squared
error corresponds to a constrained solution, the algo-
rithm stops since no further reduction of the squared
error can be done. The discrete mode sequence and
continuous state estimates are the ones corresponding
to that lowest squared error.

This algorithmic procedure may provide a sub-
stantial reduction in the number of inequality con-
strained least-squares problems to be solved since the
increase in the squared error should be small, or even
zero, for the truedms. However, the unconstrained
solutions of incorrectdmsmay have low squared er-
rors, which rise substantially only when the respective
constrained solutions are computed. An efficient pro-
cedure to detect these incorrectdms before comput-
ing the respective constrained estimates would reduce
the computational requirements even more.

To further improve the algorithm, the followingB
matrix must be introduced. Each coefficientβiT ,jT of
the matrixB is defined as the maximum value ofαc

iT
under whichαc

iT
is always smaller thanαc

jT
, or in an

even more restrictive way, under whichjT is never
the estimated sequence. The coefficientsβiT ,jT can
be computed off-line by the following optimization
problem, which falls in the general class of Second-
Order Cone Programs for which efficient solvers have
already been developed, for instance, by (Alizadeh
and Goldfarb, 2001):

βiT ,jT = min
YT ,UT

αc
iT (YT ,UT)

subject to :

UT ∈ U
T

îT = jT

(25)

By this definition ofβiT ,jT , when the constrained so-
lution of adms iT is computed, alldms jT such that
βiT ,jT is greater thanαc

iT
(k|t) can be discarded. This

algorithmic procedure provides an even greater re-
duction on the number of constrained problems to be
solved. Notice that this procedure does not even re-
quire the computation of the unconstrained solutions
of thedms to be discarded.

Both previous modifications to the algorithm re-
quire the existence of one constrained solution to dis-
card any otherdms. Furthermore, the number of
discardeddms depends on the quality of the con-
strained solution. In the following, some attention
will be given to the recursiveness of the DMSE and
the methodology to determine thedms that will most
likely provide good constrained estimates.

At a given time instantt+1 the following quanti-
ties have been computed at the previous time instant:
the discrete mode sequence estimate,îT(k|t), the
squared errors (or lower bounds) of alldms, αc

jT
(k|t)

and, the continuous state estimates ˆxc∗
jT

(k|t) and the

values of the estimated input disturbancesŴjT (k|t) for
the dms whose squared errors have been computed,
including thedms estimate. These quantities allow
the computation of thea priori continuous state es-
timate corresponding to the discrete mode sequence
estimate at the following time instant:

x̂∗jT (t+1|t) =
(

A j(t) . . . A j(k)

)

x̂∗jT (k|t)+
[

A j(t) . . .A j(k+1)B j(k), . . . ,B j(t)

]

UT(k)+
[

A j(t) . . .A j(k+1)Wj(k) , . . . , Wj(t)

]

ŴjT (k|t)+
(

A j(t) . . .A j(k+1) f j(k) + . . .+ f j(t)

)

(26)

This estimate can be used to obtain some insight on
the likelihood of the discrete mode at the next time
instant j(t+1). The discrete modesj(t+1) can be
sorted by ascending values of:

γjT , j(t+1|t) =

max
(

Sj x̂∗jT (t+1|t)+Rju(t+1)+Q jŵ(t+1|t)−Tj

)

(27)

The value of ˆw(t+1) should be set to E{wj}.
The discrete modesj(t+1) that provide the lower

values ofγjT , j(t+1|t) correspond the discrete mode
sequencesjT =

{
j(k+1), . . . , j(t), j(t+1)

}
at time in-

stantt +1 most likely to succeed tojT at time instant
t.

Applying this methodology to the discrete mode
sequence estimate at the previous time instant,îT(k|t),
should providedmswith very low squared errors that
discard most of the other candidatedms. The same
reasoning should be applied to all other discrete mode
sequences of the previous time instant that have not
been discarded yet, starting from the ones that present
lowest squared errors and then the ones with the low-
est bounds.

4 EXPERIMENTAL
APPLICATION

To demonstrate the applicability of the hybrid estima-
tion algorithms, the laboratory setup of the DTS200
three-tanks system from AMIRAr (Amira, 2002)
will be used to simulate different situations common
in hybrid estimation. A photo of the three-tanks sys-
tem is presented in figure 2 showing the different
components of the experimental setup. The plant con-
sists of three plexiglas cylinders or tanks,T1, T2 and
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T3 with similar cross section. These are connected in
series with each other by cylindrical pipes with cross
sectionSn. Located atT2 is the single so called nom-
inal outflow valveV0 which also has a circular cross
sectionSn. The outflowing liquid (colored distilled
water) is collected in a reservoir, which supplies the
pumpsP1 and P2. Here the water circuit is closed.
hmaxdenotes the highest possible liquid level in any of
the tanks. In case the liquid level ofT1 or T2 exceeds
this limit the corresponding pump will be switched
off automatically.Q1 andQ2 are the flow rates from
pumpsP1 andP2, respectively.

Figure 2: The three-tanks setup.

The pump flow ratesQ1 andQ2 and the position of
the valvesV13, V23, V0, V10, V20, V30, denote the con-
trollable variables, while the liquid levels ofh1, h2 and
h3 are the output variables. The necessary level mea-
surements are carried out by piezo-resistive difference
pressure sensors. There are also potentiometric sen-
sors that measure the position of each valve. The sen-
sor signals are preprocessed to the interval[0;1] and
so need to be adjusted to[0;hmax] for the water lev-
els. For the remainder of this section the three-tanks
system will be adapted so that more realistic hybrid
estimation problems can be studied while simultane-
ously simplifying the presentation of results. The new
model is present in figure 3 where the elements in grey
are assumed to be nonexistent, the elements in green
are fully operational and the elements in red may be
subject to faults and will be used to model input dis-
turbances.

PumpP1 is considered to be a fully operational
on/off valve. ValveV13 will have two nominal values
“on” and “off”, while Valve V10 will remain closed.
Both these valves are subject to a possible fault re-
sulting in an unmeasurable flow to cross them and de-
scribed as an input disturbance. The water level sen-
sor of tank 3 can also be subject to a fault. The Valve
V30 is considered to be a fully operational “on/off”

Figure 3: Final model of the three-tanks system.

valve with no possible faults, while ValvesV20, V23
andV0 will remain closed and so can be considered to
be nonexistent.

The system can exhibit a large number of differ-
ent dynamics, depending on the state of each discrete
variable. The full hybrid model description of the sys-
tem can be found in (Pina, 2007).

4.1 Estimation of the Fault in Valve V10

In this example, the estimation algorithm will have
to estimate the discrete mode that indicates a fault on
valveV10. As the analysis will focus on valveV10, the
faults on valveV13 and sensorh3 will be considered
nonexistent. A single test will be performed where
various situations arise and are then analyzed sepa-
rately. The system is excited according to the discrete
variables presented in table 1. Various positions for
the valveV10 are considered, corresponding to differ-
ent intensities of the fault.

Table 1: Evolution of the discrete variables.
Time(s) 0-49 50-99 100-149 150-199 200-249 250-300

V10 “ok” “faulty” “faulty” “faulty” “faulty” “ok”
med max med max

V13 “ok” “ok” “ok” “ok” “ok” “ok”
h3 “ok” “ok” “ok” “ok” “ok” “ok”
P1 “on” “on” “on” “on” “on” “on”

V13 “open” “open” “open” “open” “open” “open”
V30 “open” “open” “open” “open” “open” “open”

The measured outputs and the estimated water lev-
els are presented in figure 4, where the influence of the
intensity of the fault can be clearly seen.

The real (observed) and estimated values of the
fault using the IMM algorithm are shown in figure 5.
As the fault in valveV10 takes one time instant to be
reflected in the water level measurements, only the
value of fV10(k− 1|k) is relevant. Note thatfV10(k−
1|k) is a discrete variable that takes value 1 when a
leak occurs, and value 0 when there is no fault.
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Figure 4: Water levels estimation using the IMM and MHE
estimation algorithms.
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Figure 5: Estimation of the discrete mode sequence relative
to the fault in valveV10.

The corresponding estimated continuous input
disturbances by both algorithms are shown in figure
6. As the fault in valveV10 takes one time instant to
be reflected in the water level measurements, only the
value ofwV10(k−1|k) is estimated. The variablewV10

determines the leaking flow and is considered to be a
uniformly distributed random variable defined in the
interval [−0.4;0.4]cm, with zero mean and variance
0.82

12 cm2 for all k, where 0.8 is the maximum water
level change when the valveV10 is fully open.
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Figure 6: Estimation of the input disturbancewV10(k−1|k)
corresponding to the fault in valveV10.

The difference observed in both algorithms for the
estimation of the disturbancewV10(k−1|k) shows that
the MHE algorithm is not able to weight the distur-
bance with any prior value so allowing it to change
freely, which increases the variation of the input dis-
turbance estimates.

The estimation results presented in figures 4 and 5
will now be analyzed independently for the 3 consid-
ered valveV10 fault intensities.

4.1.1 Case 1 - Fault Inactive

For time intervals[0 ;50[s and[250 ;300]s valveV10
remained closed and the fault is considered inactive.
Despite being inactive, there is still a possibility of
a wrong estimate reflected on the value of the dis-
crete variablefV10. However, as shown in figure 7,
the valve’s true state was correctly estimated during
these time periods.
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Figure 7: Map of probability of correct mode estimation,
with 1s delay, when valveV10 is fully closed. (Red - prob-
ability of correct mode estimation 0, Blue - probability of
correct mode estimation 1)

Figure 7 shows that if the valveV10 is closed there is
no possibility of estimating a discrete mode sequence
corresponding to an open valve condition. Thus the
inactive fault is always correctly estimated.

4.1.2 Case 2 - Fault Active with Intermediate
Intensity

The valveV10 has an intermediate open position dur-
ing time intervals[50 ;100[s and[150 ;200[s allow-
ing an unmeasured flow to cross it. In this case, a fully
closed valve was estimated by the IMM algorithm in
several time instants. These wrong estimates are un-
derstandable since the effect on the water level of tank
1 is not too drastic and can be mistaken by any other
source of uncertainty, like measurement noise for in-
stance. This difficulty in discerning whether the valve
is slightly open or fully closed is patent in the map of
probability of correct mode estimation shown in fig-
ure 8. It can also be concluded that the probability
of an incorrect estimation of the valve’s condition in-
creases as the water level of tank 3 becomes lower.

The map of probability of correct mode estimation
is not able to show the existing dependence between
the probability of correctly determining the valve’s
condition and its real position. It is clear from figure
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Figure 8: Map of probability of correct mode estimation,
with 1s delay, when faultfV10 is active. (Red - probability
of correct mode estimation 0, Blue - probability of correct
mode estimation 1)

4 that the valveV10 is more closed during the time
interval [50 ;100[s than in[150 ;200[s. This fact
is reflected in a higher number of incorrect mode se-
quence estimations in case the valve remains closer to
its nominal closed position. The following case will
further explore this dependence.

4.1.3 Case 3 - Fault Active with Maximum
Intensity

If valve V10 is fully open it becomes much easier
to determine its position, thus allowing the IMM al-
gorithm to provide correct estimates for the discrete
mode sequence during time intervals[100 ;150[s and
[200 ;250[s. This is quite obvious since the effect on
the water level of tank 1 is very intense and can not
be mistaken by any other source of uncertainty. This
result is depicted in figure 9.

This map of probability of correct mode estima-
tion was computed considering an hypothetical model
for the system where valveV10 can only be fully open
or fully closed.

Figure 9 shows that when the faultfV10 has max-
imum intensity,wV10 = 0.4, it is always correctly es-
timated. However, further results have shown that for
very low water levels in tank 1 the difference between
a fully open or fully closed valve are reduced, being
even undetectable when the tank is empty. This is ex-
plained by the fact that the maximum fault intensity
allowed by the model,wV10 = 0.4, can not be achieved
in practice when tank 1 is almost empty but rather
when it is full.
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Figure 9: Map of probability of correct mode estimation,
with 1s delay, considering that faultfV10 has maximum in-
tensity,wv10 = 0.4. (Red - probability of correct mode es-
timation 0, Blue - probability of correct mode estimation
1)

5 CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented an efficient hybrid estimation al-
gorithm based on an IMM setup composed by a set
of least-squares filters. The computational efficiency
is obtained by some algorithmic procedures that dis-
card many candidatedms before performing heavy
computations. These procedures rely on the early de-
termination of good estimates, on the separation of
constrained and unconstrained estimates and on some
bounding parameters for the squared errors.

The IMM was able to provide accurate online es-
timates for both continuous states and discrete vari-
ables when applied to the hybrid model of the bench-
mark AMIRA DTS200 three-tanks system experi-
mental setup. The potential of the IMM algorithm
was demonstrated when comparing its computational
efficiency with the MHE with unknown inputs algo-
rithm for a fault detection problem.

One of the most relevant issues that influence the
computational efficiency of hybrid methodologies has
to do with the high number of discrete modes that
are tipically involved in a medium size hybrid system
model. This fact eventually turns most of the prob-
lems untractable. For the case of the three-tanks sys-
tem experimental setup, it was noticed that the con-
sideration of all three tanks in the same hybrid model
requires huge computational resources. Thus, authors
believe that a multi-agent modeling architecture can
significantly simplify the all model complexity while
being able to retain its full hybrid dynamical flavour.
As the size of the problems to be solved with hy-
brid systems grows exponentially with the number
of discrete modes involved, multi-agent architectures
may be the solution to the huge complexity of hybrid
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methodologies, thus being a very interesting and pos-
sibly fruitful research topic.
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Abstract: A flexible, ubiquitous, and universal solution for management of distributed dynamic systems will be 
presented. It allows us to grasp complex systems on a higher than usual, semantic level, penetrating their 
infrastructures, also creating and modifying them, while establishing local and global dominance over the 
system organizations and coordinating their behavior in the way needed. The approach may allow the 
systems to maintain high runtime integrity and automatically recover from indiscriminate damages, 
preserving global goal orientation and situation awareness in unpredictable and hostile environments.  

1 INTRODUCTION 

We are witnessing a rapid growth of world 
dynamics caused by consequences of global 
warming, globalization of economy, numerous 
ethnic, religious and military conflicts, and 
international terrorism. To match this dynamics 
and withstand numerous threats and possible 
adversaries, effective integration of any available 
human and technical resources is crucial. These 
resources may be scattered and emergent, lacking 
the infrastructures and authorities for organization 
of the solutions needed, in real time and ahead of it.  

Just communication between predetermined 
parts and systems with possible sharing a common 
vision, often called “interoperability”, may not be 
sufficient. The whole distributed system (or system 
of systems) should rather represent a highly 
dynamic and integral organism, in which parts may 
be defined and interlinked dynamically in 
subordination to the global organization and 
system goals, which can vary at runtime, with the 
coined term “overoperability” (Sapaty, 2002) 
becoming more appropriate.  

A related ideology and accompanying 
information & control technology, allowing us to 
provide a much higher than usual level of system 
understanding and control, will be outlined in this 
paper. 

2 THE WORLD PROCESSING 
PARADIGM 

Within the approach developed, a network of 
intelligent modules (U, see in Fig. 1), embedded into 
important system points, collectively interprets 
mission scenarios in a special high-level language, 
which can start from any nodes, covering the 
networked systems at runtime. 
 

Self-evolving scenario

Emergent 
components

Universal control

U

U U

 
Figure 1: Runtime coverage of a distributed system. 

The system “conquering” scenarios are integral and 
compact, being often capable of self-recovery after 
damages. They may be created on the fly, as 
traditional synchronization, data, code, and agents 
handling and exchanges are effectively shifted to the 
automatic implementation. This (parallel and fully 
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distributed, without central resources) spatial 
process can take into account details of the 
environments, which may be unpredictable and 
hostile, in which mission scenarios evolve. 

Initially represented in a unified and compact 
form, the scenario and resources which may be 
needed for its development, can start from any 
system point (as shown in Fig.2).  
 

Scenario

Resources
Application 
point

D i s t r i b u t e d  W o r l d  
Figure 2: The initial state. 

The scenarios can self-split, replicate, and modify 
while covering the distributed world or its part(s) 
needed at runtime, bringing operations and (both 
virtual and physical) resources into different points, 
also lifting, activating, and spreading further other 
scenarios and resources, already accumulated in 
the navigated world, as in Fig. 3. 

 
Figure3: Spreading operations and resources. 

This is causing movement of information and 
physical matter, as well initiating interactions 
between manned and unmanned components, 
command and control (C2) including, as in Fig. 4 
(S is for spatial scenarios or their parts, and R – for 
resources to implement the scenarios). 

The main difference of this approach with the 
other works is that it describes on a higher level, in 
a concise way, of what the system should do or 
how should behave as a whole, while delegating 
numerous routines of partitioning into components 
(agents), with their interaction and synchronization, 
to the effective automatic level, while other 

approaches used to do the latter manually, and from 
the start. The approach can, however, describe and 
implement the system organization and its behavior at 
any levels needed, which may include: 
 

S R

S R

S R
S R S R

S R

S R

S R

S R

S R

S R

Dynamic C2 
infrastructures

Movement of 
the partitioned, 
replicated and 
modified 
scenarios and 
resources

Start

Communicati
ng humans or 
robots

D i s t r i b u t e d  W o r l d  
Figure 4: Resultant interactions between system parts. 

• Most general, semantic, task formulation. 
• Explicit projecting intelligence, information, 

matter, and power into particular physical or 
virtual locations, with doing jobs directly in the 
places reached, and if needed, cooperatively. 

• Creating new active physical, virtual, or combined 
worlds, and organizing & coordinating their 
activity. 

• Setting up implementation details, at any levels, 
say, for optimization of the use of scarce resources. 

3 THE WORLD PROCESSING 
LANGUAGE (WPL) 

This ideology and technology are based on the World 
Processing Language, WPL (Sapaty, 2005) describing 
what to do in distributed spaces rather than how to do, 
and by which resources (or even system organization), 
leaving these to the automatic interpretation in 
networked environments. The WPL fundamentals 
include: 
• Association of any action with a position in 

physical, virtual, or combined space. 
• Working with both information and physical 

matter. 
• Runtime creation of distributed knowledge 

networks. 
• Unlimited parallelism. 
• Free movement or navigation in physical, virtual, 

or combined worlds. 
• Fully distributed decision making with high 

integrity as a whole. 
• Automatic command and control. 
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It is a higher-level language to efficiently 
command and control emergent human teams and 
armies. It is also a fully formal language suitable 
for automatic interpretation by mobile robots and 
their groups. Due to peculiar syntax and semantics, 
its parallel interpretation in distributed systems is 
straightforward, transparent, and does not need any 
central resources. Such complex problems as 
synchronization of multiple activities and 
collective (swarm as well as centrally or 
hierarchically controlled) behavior can be solved 
automatically by the networked interpreter, without 
traditional load on human managers and 
programmers.  

This dramatically simplifies application 
programming, which is often hundreds of times 
more concise (and simpler) than in traditional 
programming languages. WPL allows for a direct 
access to the distributed world, performing any 
operations in any its points over local or remote 
data, which may represent both information and 
physical matter. Navigating in the world, WPL can 
modify it or even create from scratch, if required. 
Different movements and operations can be 
performed simultaneously and in parallel, and 
these may be free or may depend on each other.  

WPL has a recursive syntax which can be 
expressed on the top level as follows (square 
brackets are for an optional construct, braces mean 
construct repetition with a delimiter at the right, 
and vertical bar separates alternatives). 
 
wave           constant | variable | [ rule ] ( {wave , } ) 
constant     information | matter 
variable      nodal | frontal | environmental 
rule             evolution | fusion | verification | essence 
evolution  expansion | branching | advancing |           
repetition | granting 
fusion          echoing | processing | constructing | 
            assignment 
verification   comparison | membership | linkage 
essence       type | usage 
 
A rule is a very general construct, which, for 
example, can be: 
• Elementary arithmetic, string or logic operation. 
• Hop in physical, virtual, or combined space. 
• Hierarchical fusion and return of (remote) data. 
• Parallel and distributed control. 
• Special context for navigation in space. 
• Sense of a value for its proper interpretation. 

 
Different types of variables, especially when used 
together, allow us to create efficient spatial 
algorithms which work “in between components” 
of distributed systems rather than in them. The 

variables called nodal can store and access local 
results in the system points visited, while others ones 
can move data in space together with the evolving 
control (frontal variables) or can access and impact 
the world navigated (environmental variables). 

4 ELEMENTARY EXAMPLES 

4.1 Setting Global Dominance 

Let us assume that a node in the distributed system 
(see Fig.5) wants to establish the field of its 
dominance over other nodes which have a lower rank 
that itself (here the content, or name, of each node is 
considered as its rank). 
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Figure 5: Distributed system nodes. 

The following parallel and distributed program, 
applied in this node, spreads its own rank throughout 
the whole system in the frontal variable Rank. This 
puts the rank into the nodal variable Dominance in 
each visited node, if Rank exceeds the already 
existing value in Dominance (by the first access, the 
variable Dominance is assigned the value of the 
personal rank of each node). 
 
frontal Rank = CONTENT;  
nodal Dominance; 
repeat ( 
   if (Dominance == nil, Dominance = CONTENT); 
   if (Dominance < Rank, 
         (Dominance = Rank; hop all neighbors), 
            stop)) 
 
If applied, say, in node 11, this distributed program 
establishes only a partial dominance in the system, as 
shown in Fig. 6. 
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Figure 6: Resulting in partial dominance. 

That will not be the case for node 14, which will 
set up its absolute dominance over the whole world 
by the program above, as in Fig. 7. 
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Figure 7: Setting absolute dominance of node 14. 

4.2 Creating Infrastructures in the 
Distributed Space 

It is easy to set up any infrastructures in the 
distributed space by the approach presented, with 
any topology. The following program, starting 
from node 3, will create (in parallel and distributed 
way) the networked structure shown in Fig. 8 over 
the set of already existing nodes. 

 
Figure 8: Creating a distributed infrastructure. 

hop node 3;  
create links ((L6# 2; L8#14),  
   (L7#12; L5#7; L4#3), (L1#14; L2#9; L3#7)) 
 
Any functionality can be associated with both nodes 
and links of the obtained infrastructure at runtime, 
which will be operating as a system for the purpose 
needed. 

4.3 Finding Patterns in the 
Infrastructure 

It is convenient to find any patterns in the distributed 
infrastructures in WPL. Let such a pattern be a 
triangle, and we would like to find all of them in the 
infrastructure created. The following spatial program, 
starting in any node, does this, with listing resultant 
nodes of the triangles in their descending ranks. 
 
hop all nodes; frontal (Triangle) = CONTENT;  
twice (hop all links; CONTENT < BACK;  
           Triangle &=  CONTENT);  
hop all links; element (Triangle, first) == CONTENT; 
output Triangle 
 
The result, issued in the node where the program was 
injected, will be as: (14, 3, 2), (12, 7, 3) -- see Fig.9. 
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Figure 9: Finding all triangles in the infrastructure. 

5 WPL INTERPRETER 

The WPL interpreters may be embedded in internet 
hosts, robots, mobile phones, or smart sensors (an 
interpreter can also be a human being herself, 
understanding and executing high-level orders in 
WPL, while communicating with other humans or 
robots via WPL too). The interpreters may be 
concealed, if needed (say, to work in a hostile 
system); they can also migrate freely, collectively 
executing (also mobile) mission scenarios, resulting 
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altogether in the extremely flexible and ubiquitous 
system organization.  

The basic WPL interpreter organization (Sapaty, 
1993, 1999, 2005) is shown in Fig, 10, which may 
have both software and hardware implementation 
(the latter as “wave chip”). 
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Operation 
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Figure 10: The WPL interpreter architecture. 

The interpreter consists of a number of specialized 
modules working in parallel and handling and 
sharing specific data structures, which are 
supporting persistent virtual worlds and temporary 
hierarchical control mechanisms. The whole 
network of the interpreters can be mobile and open, 
changing the number of nodes and communication 
structure between them.  

The heart of the distributed interpreter is its 
spatial track system enabling hierarchical 
command and control and remote data and code 
access, with high integrity of emerging parallel and 
distributed solutions. The interpreters can be 
embedded into any other systems, like mobile 
robots, allowing them to behave as integral teams, 
as shown in Fig. 11. 
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Figure 11: WPL interpreters (WI) forming distributed 
robotic brain. 

 

6 EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT 

Emergency management, EM (Sapaty, Sugisaka, 
Finkelstein, et al., 2006), due to the increased world 
dynamics, is becoming one of the hottest topics today. 
The emergency managers around the world are faced 
with new threats, new responsibilities, and new 
opportunities. Novel technologies, like the one of this 
paper, can alleviate consequences of natural (say, due 
to global warming) or manmade (like war conflicts) 
disasters. They can allow law enforcement and 
intelligence investigators to identify potential terrorist 
plots and then mount preemptive strikes to stop their 
plans. 

The technology described can help in solving 
many EM problems by using communicating 
interpreters embedded in different electronic devices 
like, for example, laptops or mobile phones, with 
some disaster situation shown in Fig 12. 
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Figure 12: A disaster area with WPL interpreters embedded. 

A very simple example may be here as a necessity to 
count the total number of casualties in the disaster 
area, on all its affected regions.  
 
The following program can be applied from any WI as 
an entry one, which can reside within the disaster area 
or be away from it, and then can self-spread via local 
communications, organizing the whole region with 
embedded interpreters to work as an integral spatial 
supercomputer.  
 
frontal Area = <disaster area definition>; 
output sum ( 
  hop (directly, first come, nodes(Area)); 
  repeat( 
    done(count casualties), 
    hop(any links, first come, nodes(Area)))) 
 
More complex operations which can be organized in 
WPL may include the delivery of relief aid, an 
organized evacuation from the disaster area, and 
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organization of and cooperation with the rescue 
teams (which may include robotic components). 

7 SENSOR NETWORKS 

Sensor networks are a sensing, computing and 
communication infrastructure that allows us to 
instrument, observe, and respond to phenomena in 
the natural environment, and in our physical and 
cyber infrastructure. The sensors themselves can 
range from small passive microsensors to larger 
scale, controllable platforms. Typical applications 
of wireless sensor networks (WSN) include 
monitoring, tracking, and controlling. Some of the 
specific applications are habitat monitoring, object 
tracking, nuclear reactor controlling, fire detection, 
traffic monitoring, etc. Any distributed problems 
can be solved by dynamic self-organized sensor 
networks working in WPL (Sapaty, 2007a).  

Starting from all transmitter nodes, the 
following program regularly (with interval of 20 
sec.) covers stepwise, through local 
communications between sensors, the whole sensor 
network with a spanning forest, lifting information 
about observable events in each node reached, as 
shown in Fig. 13. Through this forest, by the 
internal interpretation infrastructure, the data lifted 
in nodes is moved and fused upwards the spanning 
trees, with final results collected in transmitter 
nodes and subsequently sent outside the system in 
parallel. 
 
hop (all transmitters); 
loop ( 
 sleep (20); 
 IDENTITY = TIME; 
 transmit ( 
  fuse ( 
      repeat (free (observe (events));  
      hop (directly reachable, first come))))) 
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Figure 13: Collecting data by a sensor network. 

Another program, below, provides for spanning tree 
coverage of some distributed phenomenon, with 
hierarchical collection, merging and fusing partial 
results got from different sensors into the global 
picture. The latter will be forwarded to a nearest 
transmitter via the previously created infrastructure 
with links infra, as shown in Fig. 14. 
 
hop (random, all nodes, detected phenomenon). 
loop ( 
   frontal Full = fuse ( 
     repeat ( 
       free (collect phenomenon),  
       hop (directly reachable, first come,  
                detected phenomenon))); 
    repeat (hop links (-infra)). Transmit Full) 
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Figure 14: Space coverage with hierarchical assembling of a 
distributed phenomenon. 

In more complex situations, which can be effectively 
programmed in WPL too, we may have a number of 
simultaneously existing phenomena, which can 
intersect in a distributed space. We may also face a 
combined phenomenon integrating features of 
different ones. The phenomena (like flocks of birds, 
manned or unmanned groups or armies, spreading fire 
or flooding) covering certain regions may change in 
size and shape, they may also move as a whole, 
preserving internal organization. All these situations 
can be managed in WPL.  

8 DIRECTED ENERGY SYSTEMS 

Directed energy (DE) systems are of a growing 
interest for broad applications in the nearest future, 
especially in infrastructure protection and defense. 
The DE-based systems will be able to operate under 
flexible command and control in WPL, restructuring 
and recovering in unpredictable environments without 
loss of functionality (Sapaty, Morozov, Sugisaka, 
2007). 
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An elementary DE-based system may consist 
of a control center, DE source, relay mirror (RM), 
and target. Using WPL, the system functionality 
can be set up dynamically, on the fly, as by the 
following program: 
 
sequence ( 
  parallel ( 
    (hop (DE); adjust (RM)), 
    (hop (RM); adjust (DE, Target))), 
  (hop (DE); activate (DE))) 
  
Three snapshots of the system operation under this 
program are shown in Figs. 15-17. 

 
Figure 15: DE system operation, Snapshot 1. 

 
Figure 16: DE system operation, Snapshot 2. 

 
Figure 17: DE system operation, Snapshot 3. 

Boeing’s Advanced Relay Mirror System (ARMS) 
concept plans to entail a constellation of as many as 
two dozen orbiting mirrors that would allow a 
constant coverage of every corner of the globe. When 
activated, this would enable a directed energy 
response to critical trouble spots anywhere.   

We will show here, be the program below, how the 
shortest path tree (SPT) starting from any DE source 
and covering the whole set of distributed mirrors can 
be created at runtime with the use of the technology 
presented. This will enable us to make optimal 
delivery of the directed energy to any point of the 
globe. The distributed SPT creation process is shown 
in Fig. 18. 
 
nodal (Distance, Predecessor); 
frontal (Length, Range = 400);  
hop (DE);  
Distance = 0. Length = 0; 
repeat ( 
   hop (Range, all);  
   Length += between (WHERE, BACK);  
   or (Distance == nil, Distance > Length); 
   Distance = Length; Predecessor = BACK) 
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Figure 18: Dynamic shortest path tree through all RMs. 

In case the target is defined, the following program 
forms a path from the DE source to the target via the 
relay mirrors, using the SPT formed, with a 
subsequent activation of the DE source to impact the 
target, as depicted in Fig. 19. 
 
adjust (Seen (range), Predecessor); 
repeat ( 
   hop (Predecessor, first);  
   adjust (BACK, Predecessor)); 
activate (DE) 
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Figure 19: Energy delivery via the path found. 

9 ELECTRONIC WARFARE 

Electronic warfare (EW) is becoming one of the 
main technological challenges of this century. All 
existing and being developed electronic support, 
attack, and protection measures usually have a very 
limited scope and effect if used alone. But taken 
together they may provide a capability for 
fulfilling the rapidly growing needs. Traditional 
communication and cooperation between these 
systems may not be sufficient. They should 
comprise altogether a much more integral system 
of systems with global situation awareness and 
“global will”, which can be expressed and 
provided in WPL (Sapaty, 2007). 

One of the typical EW tasks is fighting 
malicious intrusions and viruses in computer 
networks. Being itself a super-virus on the 
implementation level, the technology proposed, via 
the embedded network of WPL interpreters, can 
simultaneously discover and analyze electronic 
viruses, with blocking their spread and inferring 
attack sources. For example, the following scenario 
can find all virus sources in parallel, as shown in 
Fig 20: 
 
nodal (Trace, Predecessor); 
sequence ( 
    (hop (all nodes);  
    nonempty (check general (viruses)); 
    repeat ( 
      increment (Trace);  
      nonempty (Predecessor = check special 
(viruses));  
      hop (Predecessor))), 
 output (  
   sort ( 
     hop (all nodes); empty (Predecessor);  
     nonempty (Trace); Trace & ADDRESS)))  
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Figure 20: Finding virus sources in parallel. 

10 AVIONICS  

Avionics, or aviation electronics, represents a 
substantial share of the cost of any modern flying 
devices.  
• Any avionics system, whether for a single aircraft 

or a group of them with manned or unmanned 
units, may be considered as a complex 
organization consisting of numerous components 
properly interacting with each other to pursue 
global goals. This organization can be effectively 
expressed in WPL on a variety of levels. 

• This organization can be made flexible enough to 
recover from indiscriminate damages and 
restructure at runtime. 

• The WP approach may offer real possibilities for a 
runtime recovery after damages, including 
reassembling of the whole system (or what 
remains of it) from any point. 
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Figure 21: Aircraft self-analysis by the WPL network. 
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Implanting communicating WPL interpreters into 
main components of an aircraft, as universal 
control modules U (see Fig. 21), may allow us to 
convert the whole distributed object into a parallel 
computer capable of solving a variety of complex 
problems at runtime, including aircraft’s safety and 
recovery (Sapaty, 2008). 

The following program, starting from any point, 
is collecting availability of vital mechanisms of a 
damaged aircraft, analyzing their completeness to 
operate as a system, with making proper decisions 
(which may include the alarm with emergent 
evacuation of the crew). 
 
nodal Available_Set =   
     repeat (  
          free (if CONTENT belongs_to      
                       (left_aileron, right_aileron, left_elevator,   
                        right_elevator, rudder, left_engine,  
                        right_engine,left_chassis,           
right_chassis, …)  
                             then CONTENT),  
          hop_first  all_neighbors); 
if sufficient Available_Set 
          then control_with Available_Set  
                 otherwise alarm 

11 DISTRIBUTED OBJECTS 
TRACKING 

Tracking mobile objects in distributed 
environments is an important task in a number of 
areas like air and road traffic, infrastructure 
protection, national and international crime, or 
missile defense. The example here relates to 
tracking aerial objects by a dynamic network of 
unmanned aerial vehicles, UAVs (Sapaty, 2008), 
with the following features to be taken into account. 
• Each UAV can observe only a limited part of 

space. 
• To keep the whole observation continuous, the 

object discovered should be handed over 
between neighboring UAVs during its 
movement, along with the data accumulated 
about it.  

• The model can catch each object and 
accompany it individually by the mobile 
intelligence, while propagating between the 
WPL interpreters in UAVs.  

• Many such objects can be picked up and chased 
in parallel by a dynamic UAV network. 

 
The following program, starting in all units, 
catches the object it sees and follows it wherever it 
goes, if it is not seen from this point any more (its 
visibility becomes lower than a given threshold).  

hop all_nodes; Frontal Threshold = 0.1;  
frontal Object =  
   select_max_visible (aerial, Threshold); 
repeat ( 
   loop (visibility (Object) > Threshold ); 
   choose_destination_with_max_value ( 
      hop all_neighbors.  
      visibility (Object) > Threshold))  
 
A snapshot of a possible situation in a distribute space 
is shown in Fig. 22. The information about the tracked 
objects can be accumulated by individual mobile 
intelligences (Sapaty, Corbin, Seidensticker, 1995), 
which can cooperate with each other, making 
individual or collective decisions about the further 
fate of the objects (e.g. classifying them as friendly or 
hostile).  
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Figure 22: Collective tracking of a mobile object. 

12 COLLECTIVE BEHAVIOR 

The higher-level, semantic WPL scenarios are well 
understandable by humans, who can perform jobs 
written in the language and delegate other jobs to 
other group members, establishing runtime relations 
with each other. These scenarios also represent fully 
formal descriptions that can be effectively interpreted 
by robots and their groups automatically.  

Both human and robotic suitability allow for a 
fully unified approach to organization of teams that 
can range from purely human to purely robotic. These 
teams can be open and emergent, and can operate in 
unpredictable environments, where team members can 
indiscriminately fail at any time but the mission 
scenario, collectively interpreted by the distributed 
group, can survive and fulfill objectives. The 
collective team behavior can be based on a loose 
organization like swarms, or can be strictly and 
hierarchically controlled. Different solutions in WPL 
throughout this organizational range are possible, 
including any combined ones (Sapaty, 2005).  
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With the initial distribution of units shown in 
Fig. 23, let us consider a collective swarm-like 
movement, where each unit randomly, within 
certain hop limits defining general direction, tries 
to move in new positions, keeping the established 
threshold distance to other units. 

 
Figure 23: Initial distribution of units. 

This can be done by the following program, which 
can start from any unit, manned or unmanned.  
 
nodal (Limits, Range, Shift); 
hop all_nodes; 
Limits = (dx (0, 8), dy (- 2, 5)); Range = 5; 
repeat ( 
   Shift = random (Limits );  
   if empty hop (Shift, Range) then move Shift) 
  
A snapshot of the group movement by this spatial 
program is depicted in Fig.24. 
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Figure 24: A swarm movement snapshot. 

To have more coordinated actions of the group, we 
may set up a distributed hierarchical infrastructure 
over it, to be used in command and control and in 
maintaining global awareness. As the group is 
distributed in space and distances between units 
can change, such an infrastructure should be 
preferably based on the current physical position of 
the units, with top of the hierarchy to be close to 
the group’s center, in order to optimize global 
coordination. We will consider here how the 

topologically central unit can be found at runtime, 
during the movement within a swarm, and how the C2 
hierarchy can be formed starting from this central unit. 
The following distributed program, starting from any 
unit, finds topologically central unit of the distributed 
swarm, which is shown in Fig. 25. 
 
frontal Aver =  
   average (hop all_nodes;  WHERE); 
nodal Center =  
   element ( 
      min ( 
         hop all_nodes;  
         distance (Aver, WHERE) & ADDRESS), 2) 
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Figure 25: Finding topologically central unit. 

Starting from the central unit found, the next program 
creates runtime hierarchical infrastructure with 
oriented links infra, as shown in Fig. 26. 
 
frontal Range = 20. 
   repeat ( 
      create_links (  
          + infra, first_come, nodes (Range))) 
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Figure 26: Hierarchical infrastructure built. 

This runtime hierarchy created may be effectively 
used for maintaining global awareness in the 
distributed space, collection and fusion of targets seen 
by individual units, spreading the set of collected 
targets back to all units, which may select the most 
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suitable ones for an individual impact. The 
following program, navigating the infrastructure 
created, follows this scenario, as shown in Fig. 27. 
 
repeat ( 
   if nonempty ( 
      frontal Seen = Repeat (  
                     Free (detect targets),  
                     Hop_links + infra)) then 
      repeat (  
         free (if TYPE == UAV then  
                      select_move_shoot Seen),    
         hop_links + infra)) 
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Figure 27: Hierarchical fusion and distribution of targets. 

As the whole group moves and distances between 
separate units may change in the swarm, the 
programs of finding the center and hierarchical 
infrastructure may be repeated with a certain 
regularity, which will help to maintain the group’s 
optimal spatial organization in a distributed 
environment. Any position in this dynamic 
hierarchy (the top one including) may happen to be 
occupied by any unit at any moment of time, 
regardless of whether it is manned or unmanned. 

Many more applications of this world 
processing paradigm (previously known as 
WAVE) can be found in (Sapaty, 1999, 2005), also 
(Sapaty, Morozov, Finkelstein, et al., 2007). 

13 CONCLUSIONS 

We have touched only some of the areas currently 
in active investigation for the WP technology 
being developed. The experience obtained allows 
us to claim the following. 
• The proposed technology converts any 

distributed system into a universal spatial 
computer capable of solving complex problems 
on itself and on the surrounding environment. 

• This system, for example, can be a single unit or a 
group (or army) of them, with individual units 
being manned or unmanned. 

• The whole system is driven by high-level 
scenarios setting how to behave as a whole and 
what to do, while omitting traditional 
implementation details which are effectively 
delegated to intelligent distributed interpretation 
system. 

• The system scenarios in the World Processing 
Language are very compact and can be created at 
runtime, on the fly, swiftly reacting on a rapidly 
changing environment and mission goals. 

• Any scenario can start from any available 
component and cover the system at runtime, 
during its evolution. 

• The approach may offer real possibilities for a 
runtime recovery after indiscriminate damages, 
including reassembling of the whole system (or 
what remains of it) from any point. 

• The technology can help dominate over other 
distributed system organizations, especially those 
explicitly based on communicating and interacting 
parts (agents). 
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BEHAVIORAL DEVELOPMENT FOR A HUMANOID ROBOT 
Towards Life-Long Human-Robot Partnerships 
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT 

A significant research effort was conducted at Sony's 
Intelligence Dynamics Laboratory (SIDL), involving 
personnel from Georgia Tech, MIT, CMU, Osaka 
University, and SIDL, working towards the 
implementation of a theory of designed development 
for a humanoid robot. This research involves 
numerous insights gleaned from cognitive 
psychology (drawn from both new and old theories 
of behavior) and integrating these techniques into 
Sony's humanoid robot QRIO architecture with the 
long-term goal of providing highly satisfying 
longterm interaction and attachment formation by a 
human partner. Included are models of deliberative 
(willed) reasoning and its interfacing with a reactive 
(automatic) controller (Glasspool 00, Shallice and 
Burgess 96, Ulam and Arkin 07). In particular 
aspects of skill transference from planned to routine 
activity are incorporated (Cooper and Glasspool 01, 
Cooper and Shallice 97, Chernova and Arkin 07). In 
addition, a multi-method learning technique inspired 
by assimilation models of Piaget provides for 
runtime incorporation of disparate learned skills into 
the existing behavioral substrate (Takamuku and 
Arkin 07). Finally non-verbal communication 
mechanisms that overlay ongoing behavior 
performance and utilize both proxemics (spatial 
separation) and kinesics (body language) are 
described (Brooks and Arkin 07). All of the 
underlying models, their implementation and the 
results obtained on QRIO are presented. 
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SWARM INTELLIGENCE AND SWARM ROBOTICS 
The Swarm-Bot Experiment 

Marco Dorigo
IRIDIA, Université Libre de Bruxelles  

Belgium 

Abstract: Swarm intelligence is the discipline that deals with natural and artificial systems composed of many 
individuals that coordinate using decentralized control and self-organization. In particular, it focuses on the 
collective behaviors that result from the local interactions of the individuals with each other and with their 
environment. The characterizing property of a swarm intelligence system is its ability to act in a coordinated 
way without the presence of a coordinator or of an external controller. Swarm robotics could be defined as 
the application of swarm intelligence principles to the control of groups of robots.  
In this talk I will discuss results of Swarm-bots, an experiment in swarm robotics. A swarm-bot is an artifact 
composed of a swarm of assembled s-bots. The s-bots are mobile robots capable of connecting to, and 
disconnecting from, other s-bots. In the swarm-bot form, the s-bots are attached to each other and, when 
needed, become a single robotic system that can move and change its shape. S-bots have relatively simple 
sensors and motors and limited computational capabilities. A swarm-bot can solve problems that cannot be 
solved by s-bots alone. In the talk, I will shortly describe the s-bots hardware and the methodology we 
followed to develop algorithms for their control. Then I will focus on the capabilities of the swarm-bot 
robotic system by showing video recordings of some of the many experiments we performed to study 
coordinated movement, path formation, self-assembly, collective transport, shape formation, and other 
collective behaviors.. 
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Abstract: This paper describes a robust localization system, similar to the used by the teams participating in the Robocup
Small size league (SLL). The system, developed in Object Pascal, allows real time localization and control
of an autonomous omnidirectional mobile robot. The localization algorithm is done resorting to odometry
and global vision data fusion, applying an extended Kalman filter, being this method a standard approach for
reducing the error in a least squares sense, using measurements from different sources.

1 INTRODUCTION

Soccer was the original motivation for Robocup. Be-
sides being a very popular sport worldwide, soccer
brings up a set of challenges for researchers while
attracting people to the event, promoting robotics
among students, researchers and general public.
RoboCup chose to use soccer game as a central topic
of research, aiming at innovations to be applied for so-
cially significant problems and industries (rob, 2008).
As robotics soccer is a challenge in an highly dy-
namic environment, the robot and ball position infor-
mation must be accessible as fast and accurate as pos-
sible (Sousa, 2003). As an example if the ball has
a velocity of 2 ms−1 and if the lag time is 100 ms,
the ball will travel a distance of 20 cm between two
sampling instants, compromising the controller per-
formance (Gonçalves et al., 2007). The presented lo-
calization algorithm is updated 25 times per second,
fulfilling the proposed real time requisites.
Robots maintain a set of hypotheses with regard
to their position and the position of different ob-
jects around them. The input for updating these
beliefs come from poses belief and various sensors
(Borestein et al., 1996). An optimal estimation can be
applied in order to update their beliefs as accurately as
possible. After one action the pose belief is updated
based on data collected up to that point in time, by a
process called filtering (Thrun et al., 2005).

2 RELATIVE POSITION
ESTIMATION

Omnidirectional vehicles are widely used in robotics
soccer, allowing movements in every direction, where
the extra mobility is an important advantage. The fact
that the robot is able to move from one place to an-
other with independent linear and angular velocities
contributes to minimize the time to react, the num-
ber of maneuvers is reduced and consequently the
game strategy can be simplified (Ribeiro et al., 2004).
The omnidirectional robots use special wheels, that
allow movements in every direction. The movement
of these robots does not have the restraints of the dif-
ferential robots (Dudek and Jenkin, 2000), presenting
the disadvantage of a more complex control. It is pos-
sible to conclude from the geometry of a three wheel
omnidirectional robot, presented in Figure 1, that the
velocities Vx, Vy and w vary with the linear veloci-
ties V1, V2 and V3, as shown in equations system (1)
(Kalmár-Nagy et al., 2002).
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Figure 1: Geometry of a three wheel omnidirectional robot.

2.1 Odometry Calculation

The robot relative position estimation is based on the
odometry calculation. The odometry calculation uses
each wheel velocity in order to estimate the robot po-
sition, the disadvantage is that the position estimate
error is cumulative and increases over time.

The robot kinematic equations can be represented
by the equations system (2), in alternative to the equa-
tions system (1).
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The linear and angular velocities V , Vn and w can
be obtained rewriting equations system (2) as equa-
tions system (3),
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By this way θ can be found, applying an first order
approximation, as shown in equation (5),

θ(K) = θ(K−1)+wT (5)

where T is the sampling time.

After θ calculation an rotation matrix, presented
in matrix (6), is applied in order to obtain Vx and Vy,
as shown in equations system (7),

B =




cos(θ) −sin(θ) 0
sin(θ) cos(θ) 0

0 0 1


 (6)
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x and y estimate is calculated applying an first or-
der approximation, as shown in equations (8) and (9),

x(K) = x(K−1)+VxT (8)

y(K) = y(K−1)+VyT (9)

where T is the Sampling Time.

2.2 Odometry Error Study

With the objective of evaluate the odometry error a
robot race was made, as shown in the flowchart pre-
sented in Figure 2. It is possible to observe that the
robot moves across several locations, executing the
trajectory presented in Figures 3, 4, 5 and 6.

The goal of the controller is to move the robot to a
target position with controlled velocity. As input pa-
rameters we have as goal the robot displacement to
a target position. Initially a position vector pointing
to the target position is calculated, the position vec-
tor is normalized converting it into a velocity vector,
becoming this the objective to accomplish. The equa-
tions (1) are used to calculate the velocity that each
wheel must have in order to accomplish the objec-
tive. At each sampling time the estimated position
changes, consequently the position vector changes,
the velocity vector changes and the reference speed of
each motor changes. The controller has also as objec-
tive to follow the trajectory with an angle near to zero.
One important fact that needs to be enhanced from the
graphics presented in Figures 3, 4 and 5, is that when
it is expected the robot to pass by the position x = 20
cm and y = −20 cm, the robot starts to move to the
next target position. This happens because the objec-
tive of reaching one position is accomplished if the
error in x and in y is less than 2 cm, making the state
machine evolve to the next state, changing the objec-
tive to x = 20 cm and y = 20 cm.

The presented graphics (Figures 2, 4, 5, 6 and 7),
allow to obtain the odometry error model, relating
the acceleration with the odometry error. If the robot
accelerates there is an error increase because the ac-
celeration forces the wheels to slip. This situation is
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Figure 2: Flowchart of the robot race.

Figure 3: Estimated and real robot trajectory.

Figure 4: a) Real position x, and (b) Odometry x error.

more observable when the robot trajectory changes its
direction, causing the robot to decelerate and to accel-
erate causing disturbances in the robot angle, increas-
ing the angle error and consequently changing the rate

Figure 5: a) Real position y, and (b) Odometry y error.

Figure 6: a) Real angle, and (b) Odometry angle error.

that the estimate position error evolves.
By this way, if the robot is not moving the vari-

ance for x and y is considered null and if the robot is
moving the used odometry variance error model for x
and y is:

Varxy = K1 +K2la(k−1)2 (10)

• K1 is the variance when the robot is moving in
steady state.

• K2 is a constant that relates the variance with the
previous sample time acceleration la(k−1).

The previous sample time acceleration is used in-
stead of the present sample time because it is more
representative to evaluate the odometry error noise,
because the encoder transitions (necessary to calcu-
late each well velocity estimation resorting to an first
order approximation) are updated from the previous
sample time up to the present sample time. The angle
variance is modeled in a similar way.

Figure 7: Linear acceleration modulus.
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3 ABSOLUTE POSITION
ESTIMATION

The Global vision system is required to detect and
track a mobile robot in an area supervised by one
camera. The camera is placed perpendicular to the
ground, fixed to an metallic structure, allowing a max-
imal height of 3 meters, although in the presented case
is placed only at 2 meters height. Placing the camera
higher reduces the parallax error, reduces problems
such as ball occlusion and the vision field increases,
although the image quality decreases and the error
due to the barrel distortion effect increases. The im-
age quality concept, in this case study, is related with
the number of pixels that are available at each frame
to identify and localize an robot marker. The markers,
placed on the robot top, have the goal to provide infor-
mation about the robot localization. Their geometric
shape is a circle, all with the same dimensions and
with different colors. The number of observed pixels
for each marker depends on the illumination condi-
tions, color calibration and camera height. If the cam-
era is placed higher the vision field is bigger, conse-
quently the maximum number of observed pixels for
each marker will be reduced.

3.1 Robot Localization

Knowing at first hand that are necessary to localize
the robot two different markers, one to identify the
center and another to provide information for the an-
gle calculation. Being the field green, and the ball
orange, the colors for the robot markers should be the
most distant as possible in the RGB cube. The chosen
colors were blue for the robot center and yellow for
the angle, being the official Robocup colors to distin-
guish two teams in the SSL placing a colored marker
in each robot center (rob, 2008). The ball localiza-
tion is achieved the same way as the robot center, the
only difference is that is a marker placed at a different
height and associated to a different color. The blue
and yellow markers are used for the robot detection
and localization. The blue marker allows x and y cal-
culation, and the yellow marker allows the angle cal-
culation. The used robot is illustrated in Figure 8.

3.2 Global Vision Error Study

It was made for the global vision localization sys-
tem an analysis of the error probability distributions
(Thrun et al., 2005)(Choset et al., 2005). The posi-
tion error probability distributions were approximated
to Gaussian distributions (Ribeiro, 2004)(Negenborn,
2003), being the results presented in SI units. The

Figure 8: Omnidirectional robot prototype.

number of obtained pixels for the blue marker (Q1),
affects the error variance in x and y, as shown in the
next table:

Table 1.
Q1 x y

5-10 1,5E-05 1,9E-05
10-20 9,25E-06 7,36E-06
20-30 4,84E-06 4,86E-06
30-40 4,15E-06 3,80E-06
≥ 40 1,96E-06 2,21E-06

On the other hand the variance of the angle error
probability distribution is affected by the number of
pixels obtained for both makers, for the blue (Q1) and
for the yellow (Q2), as shown in the next tables:

Table 2.
Q1 5-10 10-20 20-30 30-40

5-10 0,14 8E-02 1,2E-02 1E-02
10-20 1,6E-02 9,9E-03 1,3E-02 6,6E-03
20-30 1,5E-02 9,9E-03 7,2E-03 4,9E-03
30-40 1,4E-02 9,5E-03 5,9E-03 4,4E-03
≥ 40 1,4E-02 7,2E-03 5,77E-03 3E-03
Q2

Table 3.
Q1 ≥ 40

5-10 6,2E-03
10-20 4,6E-03
20-30 3,9E-03
30-40 2,9E-03
≥ 40 3E-03
Q2
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4 ODOMETRY AND GLOBAL
VISION DATA FUSION

Odometry and global vision data fusion was achieved
applying an extended Kalman filter. This method was
chosen because the robot motion equations are non-
linear and also because the measurements error prob-
ability distributions can be approximated to Gaussian
distributions (Choset et al., 2005).

4.1 Extended Kalman Filter Algorithm

With the dynamic model given by equations system
(7) and considering that control signals change only
at sampling instants, the state equation is:

dX(t)
dt

= f (X(t),u(tk), t), tε[tk, tk+1] (11)

Where u(t) = [V1V2V3]T , that is, the odometry
measurements are used as kinematic model inputs.
This state should be linearized over t = tk, X(t) =
X(tk) and u(t) = u(tk), resulting in:

A∗k =




0 0 −sin(θ)
2sin( π

3 ) + cos(θ)
2(1+cos( π

3 ))

0 0 cos(θ)
2sin( π

3 ) + sin(θ)
2(1+cos( π

3 ))
0 0 0


 (12)

with state transition matrix:

φ∗(k) = exp(A∗(k)(tk− tk−1)) (13)
Resulting in:

φ∗k =




1 0 (−sin(θ)
2sin( π

3 ) + cos(θ)
2(1+cos( π

3 )) )T

0 1 ( cos(θ)
2sin( π

3 ) + sin(θ)
2(1+cos( π

3 )) )T
0 0 1




(14)
Where T is the sampling time (tk− tk−1).
Thus the observations are obtained directly, H∗ is

the identity matrix.
The extended Kalman filter algorithm steps are as

follows (Welch and Bishop, 2001):

1. State estimation at time t = tk,X(k−), knowing the
previous estimate at t = tk−1, X(k− 1) and con-
trol u(tk), calculated by numerical integration as
shown in equations (5), (8) and (9).

2. Propagation of the state covariance

P(k−) = φ∗(k)P(k−1)φ∗(k)T +Q(k) (15)

Where Q(k) is the noise covariance (11) and also
relates to the model accuracy. In order to achieve a

more realistic model of the odometry error prob-
ability distribution it is necessary to have in ac-
count that for abrupt acceleration or deceleration
the wheels can slip, consequently there is an sig-
nificant position estimate error increase, mainly in
the angle (Gonçalves et al., 2005).
As there is a measure, the follow also apply:

3. Kalman gain calculation

K(k) = P(k−)H∗(k)T (H∗(k)P(k−)H∗(k)T +R(k))−1

(16)
Where R(k) is the covariance matrix of the mea-

surements.

4. State covariation update

P(k) = (I−K(k)H∗(k))P(k−) (17)

5. State update

X(k) = X(k−)+K(k)(z(k)−h(X(k−,0))) (18)

Where z(k) is the measurement vector and
h(X(k−,0)) is X(k−).

4.2 Kalman Filter Performance

With the objective of evaluating the Kalman filter per-
formance another robot race was made, as shown in
the flowchart presented in Figure 2. The robot trajec-
tory is presented in Figures 9 and 10.

Figure 9: a) Robot trajectory, and (b) Estimated Angle.

Figure 10: a)Estimated x, and (b) Estimated y.
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The image quality of the robot markers for the pre-
sented robot race are presented in Figure 11 and the
variance of the estimated robot position is presented
in Figure 12. Whenever the image quality decreases
the variance error of position estimate increases com-
promising the controller performance. On the other
hand whenever the image quality increases the error
variance is reduced and when the state update is done
the position estimate error is reduced.

Figure 11: a) Image quality of the center marker Q1,
b)Image quality of the angle marker Q2.

Figure 12: a) x and y variance, and (b) Angle variance.

5 CONCLUSIONS

Omnidirectional vehicles have many advantages in
robotics soccer applications, allowing movements in
every direction. The fact that the robot is able to move
from one place to another with independent linear and
angular velocities contributes to minimize the time to
react, the number of maneuvers is reduced and conse-
quently the game strategy can be simplified.

The robot relative position estimation is based on
the odometry calculation. The odometry calculation
uses each wheel velocity in order to estimate the robot
position, the disadvantage is that the position estimate
error is cumulative and increases over time.

It was made for the global vision localization sys-
tem an analysis of the error probability distributions.
The number of obtained pixels for the blue marker
(Q1), affects the error variance in x and y. On the
other hand the variance of the angle error probability
distribution is affected by the number of pixels ob-

tained for both makers, for the blue (Q1) and for the
yellow (Q2).

Odometry and global vision real time data fu-
sion was achieved applying an extended Kalman fil-
ter. This method was chosen because the robot motion
equations are nonlinear and also because the measure-
ments error probability distributions can be approxi-
mated to Gaussian distributions.
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Abstract: This paper presents some aspects of the (gray level) image binarization methods used in artificial vision 
systems. It is introduced a new approach of gray level image binarization for artificial vision systems 
dedicated to the specific class of applications for moving scene in industrial automation – temporal 
thresholding. In the first part of the paper are remarked some limitations of using the global optimum 
thresholding in gray level image binarization. In the second part of this paper are presented some aspects of 
the dynamic optimum thresholding method for gray level image binarization. In the third section are 
introduced the concepts of temporal histogram and temporal thresholding, starting from classic methods of 
global and dynamic optimal thresholding of the gray level images. In the final part are presented some 
practical aspects of the temporal thresholding method in artificial vision applications for the moving scene 
in robotic automation class; highlighting the influence of the acquisition frequency on the methods results.

1 IMAGE BINARIZATION WITH 
GLOBAL THRESHOLD 

Threshold methods are defined as starting from the 
analyse of the values of a function T of the type: 
 

T = T [x, y, p(x, y), f(x, y)]  (1)
 
Where: 
f(x, y) – represents the intensity value of the 

image element located on the co-ordinates (x, y); 
p(x,y) – represents the local properties of the 

specific point (like the average intensity of a region 
centred in the co-ordinates (x, y)). 

T – is the binarization threshold 
The goal is to obtain from an original gray level 

image, a binary image g(x, y) defined by: 
 

⎩⎨
⎧

≤
>= Tyxf

Tyxfyxg ),(for            0
),(for             1),(  (2)

 
For T a function only of f(x, y), the obtained 

threshold is called global threshold. 
In the case of T a function of both f(x, y) and p(x, 

y), the obtained threshold is named local threshold. 

In the case of T a function of all f(x, y), p(x, y), x 
and y, the threshold is a dynamic threshold. 

1.1 Intensity Level on Normal 
Distribution Assumption 

Gray level histogram represents the probability 
density function of the intensity values of the image. 

In order to simplify the explanations, we suppose 
the image histogram of the gray levels is composed 
from two values combined with additive Gaussian 
noise: 

- The first segment of the image histogram 
corresponds to the background points – the intensity 
levels are closer to the lower limit of the range (the 
background is dark) 

- The second segment of the image histogram 
corresponds to the object points – the intensity levels 
are closer to the upper limit of the intensity range 
(the objects are bright). 

The problem is to estimate a value of the 
threshold T for which the image elements with an 
intensity value lower than T will contain background 
points and the pixels with the intensity value greater 
than T will contain object points, with a minimum 
error. For a real image, the partitioning between the 
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two brightness levels is not so simple and also not so 
accurate. The partitioning is fully accurate only if 
the two modes of the bimodal histogram are not 
overlapped. The classification is defined as the 
process of the distribution of the pixels in classes. 
The goal of the binarization process is the 
minimisation of the error of classification. The 
optimum binarization threshold is located in the 
intersection position of the two normal distributions. 

The estimation of the error of classification is 
obtained from the area of the overlapped segments: 

image size
BAE +

=  (3)

 

Suppose the image contains two intensity level 
values affected with additive Gaussian noise. The 
mixture probability density function is: 

 

)()()( 2211 xpPxpPxp +=  (4)
 
Where: 
x – the random value representing the intensity 

level, 
p1(x), p2(x) – are the probability density 

functions, 
P1, Pp2- are the a priori probabilities of the two 

intensity levels (P1 +P2= 1). 
For the normal distribution case on the two 

brightness levels: 
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Where: 

)()()( 2211 xpPxpPxp +=  (6)
 

21 ,μμ  - are the mean values of the two 
brightness levels (the two modes), 

21 ,σσ  - are the standard deviations of the two 
statistical populations. 

Suppose the background is darker than the 
object. In this case 21 μ<μ  and defining a threshold 
T, so that all pixels with intensity level below T are 
considered belonging to the background and all 
pixels with level above T are considered object 
points. The probability of misclassification an object 
point (classifying an object point as a background 
point) is: 

Similarly, E2:   

dxxpTE

dxxpTE

T

T
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∫
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=
 (7)

The probability of error is given by: 
)()()( 1221 TEPTEPTE +=  (8)

 

To find the threshold value for which the error is 
minimum, E(T) is differentiate with respect to T: 

tpPtpP ()( 2211 = ) (9)
 

Applying the result to the Gaussian density we 
obtain: 

AT2+ BT + C = 0 (10) 
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If the standard deviations are equal, a single 
threshold is sufficient: 

1
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If the probabilities are equal p1 = p2 the threshold 

value is equal with the average of the means. 
A way of checking the validity of the assumption 

of bimodal histogram is to estimate the mean-square 
error between the mixture density, p(x) and the 
experimental histogram h(xi). 

2

1
)]()([1
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N

i
i xhxp

N
M −= ∑

=
 (13)

Where: N – number of possible levels of the 
image (usually N = 256) 
The image binarization is obtained changing the 
colour attribute of each pixel according to its 
intensity level relative to the binarization threshold. 
Characteristics of the global thresholding methods 
(Borangiu, et al., 1994)., (Haralick and Shapiro, 1992): 

- The assumption that both classes have the same 
standard deviation is acceptable, but the assumption 
the classes (two levels) have the same a priori 
probabilities in many applications is not acceptable. 

In the case of the artificial vision systems 
dedicated to object recognition for industrial 
applications there is a large amount of a priori 
information about the image that has to be 
processed. Better results of estimation of the 
distribution of the image elements of the scene 
(background image, without the objects) can be 
obtained. Usually, in robotic applications, the 
illumination environment is known and controlled 
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and also the object classes with a probability of 
apparition in the image are not known. In many 
robotic application an estimation of the ratio 
between the area of the objects to be analysed and 
the total area of the image scene, can be made with 
good results (a batter estimation than the assumption 
of P1 = P2 = 0.5). 

2 IMAGE BINARIZATION WITH 
DYNAMIC THRESHOLD 

There are some classes of scenes of artificial vision 
systems where using the global threshold methods is 
not acceptable: 

• The case of the applications where the lighting 
system does not supply a uniform intensity all over 
the analysed surface. 

• Segments of the image (or some times, image 
elements) do not have the same behaviour in the 
same lighting conditions. 

For these types of images, for binarization of the 
image, the most often used are dynamic threshold 
methods. The methods are based on the local analyse 
of the image. The algorithm of the estimation of the 
dynamic threshold consist of: 

• The original image is divided in regions of a 
prescribed size. 

• For each region it is estimated the histogram 
• For each histogram it is estimated the error 

induced from the assumption of bimodal histogram 
(a histogram built from two normal distributions) 

• If the value of the error is less than an 
acceptable value, the global threshold for the region 
is estimated. 

• If the value of the error is too big (the 
histogram is too far from a bimodal histogram) the 
threshold value for binarization is estimated from the 
interpolation of the neighbours region threshold 
values (for which the assumption of a bimodal 
histogram is considered acceptable). 

• In the final stage, a second interpolation process 
is applied: for each image element is assigned a 
threshold value T(x, y) from the interpolation of the 
values of the neighbour image elements. 

The method is called dynamic thresholding 
because the value of the resulted threshold for each 
image element is dependent of the position of the 
element in the image - T(x, y). 

Characteristics of the dynamic thresholding 
methods: 

- Lack of processing time consumption – each 
element of the image is used at least two times (the 

method requires multiple-pass of the image) in 
different steps of the algorithm (and the number of 
the elements is very large). 

- Estimation of the acceptable error value (or the 
validation of the bimodal histogram assumption) is a 
complex process. 

- To choose the size of the image regions we 
have to take into account: 

- Large size of the region makes the method to 
loose the dynamic threshold characteristics and to 
fail into a global threshold method 

- Small size of the region makes to loose the 
statistical characteristic of the population of the 
image elements contained by the analysed region 
(and the accuracy of the results is lost). 

The last comment on the method is the fact that 
this method does not solve the problem of the non-
uniformity of the illumination system or of the 
acquisition sensor. 

3 TEMPORAL HISTOGRAM 

For the class of artificial vision systems dedicated 
for moving scene (used very often in inspection and 
robotic applications) three types of image intensity 
level distortions can be identified (Croicu, et al., 
1998), (Hossu, et al., 1998): 

• Illumination non-uniformity (obtaining a 
uniform intensity of the light on the whole area of 
the scene where the image is analysed – usually 2 m 
– it is practical impossible). 

• Sensor non-linearity – for linear cameras with a 
large number of pixels per row (2048 and more) can 
be identified areas of non-linear behaviour of the 
sensor (there are segments of the linear sensor with a 
different behaviour of the elements sensitivity at 
light intensity). 

• Sensor cells non-uniformity – in cameras with 
CCD sensor, the cells presents a different response 
on sensitivity at light intensity related to their 
neighbours 

In Figure 1 are presented the image intensity 
level distortions. 
 
The main problem of the methods presented before 
represents the assumption that the image is a 
statistical population obtained from the addition of 
two ore more distributions (in the general accepted 
case normal distribution).  
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Figure 1: Image intensity level distortions for CCD linear 
camera acquisition. 

In the general case (an array image) an image 
represents a data set of: 

 

{f(x, y) | x ∈ [0,N], y ∈ [0,M]} (14)

where: 
N represents the number of image elements per 

row (number of image columns), 
M represents the number of image elements per 

column (number of image rows), 
In the linear image case, this data set become: 
 

{f(x) | x ∈ [0,N]} (15)
 

where: 
N represents the number of image elements per 

row (number of image columns).  
This assumption on the distribution of the 

intensity levels has the starting point the assumption 
that the insertion point of the noise is located on the 
transmission level of the information. In other 
words, the assumptions is that: 

- The acquired image is an ideal image (with 
only two gray levels: the gray level of the scene 
pixels and the gray level of the pixels corresponding 
to the object) 

- Then a global noise is applied, transforming the 
two levels in two normal distributions. 

The assumption is false and using it we are 
analysing a histogram, which is far away of two 
normal distributions, and from here the results are 
distorted. In reality the noise on the intensity level 
has its insertion point on the acquisition level and 
not on image transmission level. Intensity source has 
the meaning of intensity signal on the acquisition 
element and not only the lighting system. This 
implies the fact that the noise on the intensity source 
represents the whole chain of: lighting source noise, 
reflective characteristics of the object surface and 

reflective characteristics of the scene surface and the 
sensitivity characteristics of the sensor. Moving the 
insertion point of the noise we obtain: In the general 
case (an array image) an image represents a data set 
of: 

{fi(x, y) | i ∈ [0,L]} (16)
 
where: 
L represents the number of the image frames (the 

size of the statistic population analysed), 
x ∈ [0,N], N representing the number of image 

elements per row (number of image columns), 
y ∈ [0,M], M representing the number of image 

elements per column (number of image rows). 
In the linear image case, this data set become: 
 

{fi(x) | i ∈ [0,L]} (17)
 
where: 
L represents the number of the image frames (the 

size of the statistic population analysed), 
x ∈ [0,N], N representing the number of image 

elements per row (number of image columns). 
In this way several temporal built statistical 

populations (from intensity levels of the same image 
element on a set of image frames acquired on 
different moments) replace the spatial built 
statistical population (made from image elements of 
the same image). The method of temporal histogram 
has the result the fact that each element of this set of 
histograms represents a bimodal histogram with two 
not overlapped modes (in case of a correct 
acquisition environment). It can be also introduce an 
estimation of the quality of the acquisition and 
binarization process using the estimation of the 
misclassification error analysing the parameters of 
the two normal distributions. The method offers also 
the capacity of identification of the areas where 
some modifications should be done (on the lighting 
system) in order to improve the quality of the 
acquisition and binarization process. The lack of the 
proposed method is the memory consumption (it has 
to be built N x M different histograms in array 
acquisition, or N – in linear acquisition case). This 
problem is not so restrictive because at the end only 
the threshold values have to be stored and not the 
whole histograms. Another restriction is the fact that 
the method requires a large number of image frames 
acquired for construction of the statistical 
populations (in application set-up time). In the case 
of the systems dedicated to industrial applications 
usually this does not represent a real problem. This 
type of applications does not require a system 
response in condition of a small number of image 
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V [m/min] Object Min+ Object Max Object Min- Scene Min+ Scene Max Scene Min- Threshold
1 20,7 221,532847 203,810219 168,364964 66,459854 44,306569 22,153285 110,766423
2 25,9 174,338624 160,391534 132,497354 52,301587 34,867725 17,433862 87,169312
3 31,1 147,510373 135,709544 112,107884 44,253112 29,502075 14,751037 73,755187
4 36,2 130,479452 120,041096 99,164384 39,143836 26,095890 13,047945 65,239726
5 41,3 118,513120 109,032070 90,069971 35,553936 23,702624 11,851312 59,256560
6 46,4 109,644670 100,873096 83,329949 32,893401 21,928934 10,964467 54,822335
7 51,4 102,927928 94,693694 78,225225 30,878378 20,585586 10,292793 51,463964
8 56,5 97,474747 89,676768 74,080808 29,242424 19,494949 9,747475 48,737374
9 61,6 93,040293 85,597070 70,710623 27,912088 18,608059 9,304029 46,520147

10 66,7 89,363484 82,214405 67,916248 26,809045 17,872697 8,936348 44,681742
11 72,5 85,877863 79,007634 65,267176 25,763359 17,175573 8,587786 42,938931

Intensity levels relative to the scene speed
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Figure 2: The influence on the intensity levels of the speed of the scene (acquisition frequency). 

frames a priori acquired. The vision systems 
dedicated to industrial applications can take the 
advantage on the fact that the image environment 
does not change a lot in time. In this way it can be 
initially reserved a certain time for acquiring a large 
enough number of image frames in order to be able 
to identify the permanent characteristics of the 
environment. All the intensity level distortions 
present permanent characteristics. Using this method 
is a necessity for the artificial vision systems 
dedicated to applications where the errors on 
binarization are not acceptable. In the applications 
dedicated exclusively to shape recognition the errors 
are accepted in a predefined range. 

4 BINARIZATION THRESHOLD 
VALUE AFFECTED BY THE 
ACQUISITION FREQUENCY 
ON THE  

In moving scene applications, in order to maintain a 
constant resolution of the vision system along the 
direction of the scene movement, it is necessary the 

ratio between the acquisition frequency (the image 
lines rate – in the case of a line scan camera) and the 
scene speed to be constant. The acquisition 
frequency determines the exposure time of the CCD 
sensor cells. It can be notice an important influence 
of the speed (of the conveyor) on the intensity level 
of the same image element in the same lighting 
environment. In Figure 2 are presented the 
experimental results obtained analysing the 
influence on the intensity levels (for both: bright 
object and dark background) of the speed of the 
conveyor (acquisition frequency). The results were 
obtained on a statistical population from an image 
element on each measured speed. The second 
column represents the measured speed of the scene 
(conveyor) – V [m/min]. The 3rd to 8th columns 
represent image intensity levels estimated from the 
analysed statistical population (temporal histogram). 
The values from the Threshold column are the 
binarization threshold values obtained from a global 
optimum temporal thresholding method applied on 
the histogram built for each analysed level of the 
speed. In Figure 3 are presented graphical the 
explanations on the meanings of the data involved in 
the analysis of the influence of the speed 
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(acquisition frequency) on the intensity levels. The 
artificial vision system benefits from these results 
using a relation between the value of the binarization 
threshold and the speed V of the scene  

 

T = T (x, V) (18)
 

Because of the response time restrictions 
imposed to the artificial vision system, instead of 
using an explicit expression of the estimated 
function T(x, V), a search method in an a priori filled 
table (at set-up time) is more appropriate. The size 
of the table is 256 (the number of the possible values 
of the binarization thresholds), containing floating-
point values of the speed of the conveyor 
(acquisition frequency) for which the value of the 
binarization threshold has to be changed. 
 

Object Min- Object Min+ 
Scene Min- Scene Min+ 

Scene Max Object Max 

Threshold 

Increased speed 
influence on 
intensity levels 

Intensity level

Intensity level

Number of 
pixels 

Number of pixels 

Figure 3: The influence of the speed on the intensity 
levels. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

For the class of artificial vision systems dedicated 
for inspection and measurement industrial 
applications the error on binarization process is not 
acceptable. In this, case classic methods like global, 
local and dynamic threshold are not applicable. The 
paper introduces a new approach of gray level image 
binarization – temporal thresholding. For the class of 
artificial vision systems dedicated for moving scene 
the acquisition frequency is dependent on the speed 
of the transmission support (usually a conveyor). To 
solve this problem, the artificial vision system has to 
estimate the influence of the acquisition frequency 
on the histogram and on the binarization threshold 
values. The paper proposes a processing time 
efficient method to estimate the binarization 
threshold for the case of an error free vision system 
in the case of variation of the acquisition frequency. 
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Abstract: An active security system assures that interacting robots don’t collide or that a robot operating independently
doesn’t hit any obstacle that is encountered in the robots workspace. In this paper, an active security system
for a FANUC industrial robot is introduced. The active security problem where one robot needs to avoid
a moving obstacle in its workspace is considered. An obstacle detection and localization mechanism based
on stereoscopic vision methods was successfully developed. To connect the vision system, an operator’s pc
and the robot environment a real-time communication is set up over Ethernet using socket messaging. We
used fuzzy logic for intelligent trajectory planning. A multitask oriented robot application in the KAREL
programming language of FANUC Robotics was implemented and tested.

1 INTRODUCTION

In industrial settings, robots often work on valuable
products and with expensive tools. When more robots
are working together on one assignment, a collision
free interaction of the robot arms needs to be guar-
anteed at all time. Systems that establish collision
free robot interaction are identified as Active Security
Systems (ASSYS). ASSYSs can also be situated in
the domain of interaction between industrial manipu-
lators and human operators, where the physical safety
of the operator, rather than an economical concern,
constitutes the necessity for the design of an appro-
priate security system.

The key principle of ASSYSs is the vigilance of
the work area of cooperating robots and the streaming
of information about events that are unexpected for
each robot. This contrasts with a strategy where every
robot is seperately programmed to execute its task and
where interaction signals are sent between robots over
rigid communication media.

Safe robot motion is typically guaranteed by the
use of a sensor system. A camera network based
human-robot coexistence system was already pro-
posed in (A.J. Baerveldt, 1992) and a safety system
also using a network of cameras and with path re-

planning in an on-line manner was presented in (D.
Ebert et al., 2005). In this paper, we present the setup
of a basic vision system to detect and positionally
reconstruct obstacles in the robot’s workspace. The
stereoscopic vision techniques applied in the design
of the vision system will be presented in section 2.

In literature, some researchers focus on the direct
kinematics of robot manipulators. Using the differ-
ences between actual and goal angular configuration
of every axis, output actions for every axis’s motor are
produced taking into account an obstacle’s configura-
tion in the two or three dimensional space. In this
paper, we will present a security system that controls
the motional actions of an industrial FANUC Robot
Arc Mate 100iB with six degrees of freedom and a
circular range of 1800 millimeters. Instead of giving
commands to every axis’s motor, positional and ro-
tational configuration of the robot arm will be calcu-
lated along the nodes of an alternative path around one
detected obstacle. Intelligent path planning is done by
using a fuzzy logic control system. A rule base com-
posed of linguistic if-then implications is used to sim-
ulate human reasoning in decision taking. The fuzzy
system produces a set of alternative positions and ro-
tational configurations that assure collision free mo-
tion continuation towards a final location. Fuzzy logic
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is popular due to its simplicity and hands-on, intuitive
design of the control strategy and was successfully ap-
plied by preceding authors, e. g. in (Bischoff, 1999),
to build active safety systems for robots. In this paper,
a three dimensional obstacle avoidance strategy will
be introduced that is founded on the idea of repelling
and attracting forces (P. Zavlangas et al., 2000). The
design of a fuzzy logic controller will be highlighted
in section 3.

Although specialised solutions exist for each com-
ponent of the proposed ASSYS, the goal in this paper
was to build such a system using only basic compo-
nents communicating over an Ethernet network. No
multiple robot interaction was assumed and due to the
early stage of the investigation, the vision system was
only designed to make the robot avoid collision with
a single, however dynamically moving, obstacle. At-
tention was also given to the time performance of the
vision system.

To make the industrial FANUC robot move along
an alternative path in an on-line manner, a robot ap-
plication needed to be programmed in the proper pro-
gramming language KAREL of FANUC Robotics. A
multitask oriented design in the KAREL language
assures that alternative positions can be read in by
the robot’s system and subsequently moved to by the
robot arm. The architecture of the robot application,
as well as details on the real-time communication sys-
tem established over Ethernet, will be commented in
section 4. In section 5 results and drawbacks of the
designed ASSYS are commented.

2 ARTIFICIAL VISION

2.1 3D Object Reconstruction

Stereoscopic vision applications intent to reconstruct
the 3D location of characteristic object points. From
(Torre Ferrero, 2002) an analytical method was taken
that allows for a unique 3D reconstruction of an object
point P, knowing the pixel sets (u1, v1) and (u2, v2) of
P’s projection into two different image planes I1 and
I2. The camera’s projection matrices, that are com-
posed of the camera’s extrinsic and intrinsic parame-
ters (Gonzaléz Jiménez, 1999), are also needed for re-
construction. These parameters were obtained for ev-
ery camera by applying a camera calibration method
based on (J. Heikkilä et al., 1997). For more details on
camera projection principles and reconstruction meth-
ods, please consult (Gonzaléz Jiménez, 1999) and
(Torre Ferrero, 2002).

2.2 Camera Setup of the Vision System

A triplet of network cameras was installed to watch
the robot’s workspace. Camera images can be ob-
tained by sending an image request signal to their IP
address over a Local Area Network (LAN). For ev-
ery camera, a video stream of images using ActiveX
components is activated. Images are taken out of the
video stream and saved as image matrices of dimen-
sion 480x640x3 in the Red Green Blue (RGB) image
space. A pc is used to perform image processing op-
erations. The cameras were collocated in a triangular
pattern and mounted on the ceiling above the robot’s
workspace.

2.3 Object Detection and
Reconstruction Methods

In industrial settings, image processing times need to
be small. Preliminary knowledge about the object’s
color and shape is therefore often used to detect obsta-
cles in the robot’s workspace as quickly as possible.
For the experimental setup of our vision system, we
worked with a foam obstacle of parallelepiped struc-
ture. The motion of the obstacle is achieved by simply
dragging the foam into the robot’s workspace with a
rope. Because it is not within the scope of this paper,
no attention was given to the detection of the robot’s
arm, nor to the detection of humans or objects of other
form than a parallelepiped. In the next sections, we
will introduce the vision techniques that were used
for the detection of a moving obstacle and for the re-
construction of its 3D position. The reconstruction
method is based on the technique of epipolar lines,
which form a useful geometric restriction in vision
applications.

2.3.1 Obstacle Observation

The obstacle of parallelepiped form is detected in an
image by converting this image to binary form and
subsequently check for the presence of contours of
squared form, using a simple criterion that relates a
square’s perimeter to its area. The presence of the ob-
stacle is checked by drawing the image of one camera
out of the activated video stream every 50 millisec-
onds and by applying the square detection criterion.

When a moving obstacle is detected for the first
time in the workspace, the ASSYS halts all robot mo-
tion. Only if the obstacle stops moving within a cer-
tain number of time frames after it had first been de-
tected, the robot will resume its motion, now moving
around the obstacle. By taking subsequent images out
of the video stream of the same camera and resting
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Figure 1: Pixel correspondence algorithm.

two subsequent image matrices, the system checks if
the object has stopped moving. As soon as this condi-
tion holds, images are drawn out of the video stream
of the two other cameras and the 3D reconstruction
of the obstacle is initiated. We typically reconstruct
the 3D location of the obstacle’s four upper corners.
These characteristic object points are determined by
applying a Canny edge detector (Gonzaléz Jiménez,
1999) and a corner detection operator on the three im-
ages.

Once characteristic points -true and also false ob-
ject corners due to image noise or nearby objects- are
detected, an algorithm is applied to determine corre-
sponding corners. This problem boils down to finding
for every upper corner of the obstacle in a first image,
the location of the same corner in the second and third
image.

2.3.2 Calculation of Pixel Correspondences

The applied algorithm is based on the geometric re-
striction of the epipolar line: an image point P that
is projected onto a pixel in a first image can only be
projected onto one line of pixels in a second image.
We aim to find three pairs of pixel coordinates of one
point in space that is projected into three images I1,
I2 and I3. This problem is identified as the search for
pixel correspondences. The algorithm can briefly be
explained as follows, according to the notations of fig-
ure 1. The image point p2 in the second image I2 that
corresponds to the point p1 in the first image I1 has
to be situated on the epipolar line E2 associated to p2.
Characteristic pixels of I2 that are located sufficiently
close to this epipolar line are selected as correspon-
dence candidates P2i in I2. When the epipolar lines
E3 j associated to all correspondence candidates P2i
are constructed in a third image I3, this results in a
number of intersections p3k in I3 between the epipolar

lines associated to the set P2i and the epipolar line E3
associated to p1. The intersection that coincides or is
located sufficiently close to one of the characteristic
points in I3, results in the unique corresponding pixel
triplet {p1, p2, p3}. Epipolar line pixel equations from
(Torre Ferrero, 2002) were used to construct epipolar
lines.

As soon as the corresponding corner pixels are
found in the three camera images, the pixel correspon-
dences are used to calculate the obstacle’s 3D location
in space, as described in section 2.1. False pixel cor-
respondences, that originated from detected corners
not belonging to the object, can be discarded because
the resulting 3D positions don’t fall within the range
in which the obstacle is expected to be encountered.
The obstacle’s 3D location in space is used as an input
of the fuzzy logic controller that calculates an alterna-
tive trajectory.

3 FUZZY LOGIC CONTROL

3.1 Introduction

A Fuzzy Logic Controller (FLC) is a useful tool to
transform linguistic control strategies based on exper-
tise into an automatic control strategy (O. Cordon et
al., 2001). The basic idea is to assign linguistic la-
bels to physical properties. The process that converts
a numerical value into a linguistic description is the
fuzzification process. Using a rule base that simulates
human reasoning in decision taking, a number of lin-
guistic control actions is computed and subsequently
defuzzified or converted to numerical control actions.
For more information and a detailed description on
FLCs, please consult (O. Cordon et al., 2001).

A pneumatically controlled tool was mounted on
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the robot arm. The term End Effector is used to indi-
cate this tool, that is depicted in figure 2 for different
configurations. In robot terminology, the central point
of the End Effector is called the Tool Center Point
(TCP). The dots between the ends of the End Effector
in figure 2 represent this TCP.

3.2 Fuzzy Avoidance Strategy

A fuzzy rule containing two types of actuating forces
was designed. An attracting force proportional to the
1D distance differences between actual TCP coordi-
nates and final location coordinates causes the FLC to
output distance increments towards the final location.
A repelling force describing the distance to the obsta-
cle’s sides deactivates the attracting force and invokes
specific avoidance actions that have to be undertaken
by the robot’s End Effector to avoid collision with the
obstacle.

Further on, it will be explained how safety zones
are constructed around the obstacle, based on the dis-
tance differences between the TCP and the obstacle’s
sides. When the robot’s TCP enters one of these
safety zones around the obstacle, two types of avoid-
ance actions are undertaken. Rotational actions guar-
antee the End Effector’s orthogonal position to the ob-
stacle’s sides and translational actions assure an accu-
rate avoidance in position. This idea is depicted in
figure 2.

5 4 
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2 .
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.

 

.
 

.

1

+90° y 

-90° y  

Very Close 

Figure 2: Fuzzy avoidance strategy.

3.3 Inputs to the Fuzzy Logic Controller

The inputs of the FLC consist of two types. A first
type describes 1D distance differences between actual
TCP coordinates and final location coordinates, while
the second input indicates if the TCP is near to one of
the obstacle’s sides. The first input is related to the at-
tracting influence and the second one to the repelling
influence. It will now be explained how both types of
inputs to the FLC are composed.

The distance between final location and TCP can
be described in linguistic terms as e.g. Close or Far.

     
Close
Neg

Far
Neg

VClose
Neg

VClose
Pos

Close
Pos

Far
Pos

∆r

Figure 3: MFs for fuzzy sets of attracting influence.

For a given numeric value of distance to the final lo-
cation, each of the linguistic labels will be true with
a certain value in the range [0, 1]. This value will
be determined by the Membership Function (MF) of
the specified linguistic distance label. Figure 3 illus-
trates the MFs of the labels that describe the distance
difference ∆r in x, y and z direction between the coor-
dinates of the Tool Center Point and the final location
coordinates. MFs of triangular and open trapezoidal
form were chosen because they are easy to implement
in programming applications and require small evalu-
ation times. The central triangular represents the MF
for Contact with the obstacle. Table 1 indicates the
1D distance descriptions in coordinates r = x, y and z
towards the final desired configuration.

Table 1: Labels for attracting influence.

Linguistic label Short notation
Goal Far Negative GFar Neg r

Goal Close Negative GCl Neg r
Goal Very Close Negative GVCl Neg r

Goal Reached Goal r
Goal Very Close Positive GVCl Pos r

Goal Close Positive GCl Pos r
Goal Far Positive GFar Pos r

The second FLC input is related to the repelling
force. To understand how these FLC inputs originate,
we make the following consideration. If the robot’s
TCP is Very Close to the positive x side of the obsta-
cle, this means it is close to the positive x bound of
the obstacle AND: within the y and z range OR within
the y range and very close to the positive z bound OR
... . Figure 4 illustrates this idea for the construction
of the label Very Close Positive x.

The distance differences ∆s (s = x, y and z-
dimension) represent the distances of the TCP to the
closest obstacle bound in the considered coordinate.
For the example of figure 4, the considered label
needs to be evaluated using AND and OR logical oper-
ators. Table 2 represents distance difference descrip-
tions towards the sides of the obstacle.
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Figure 4: Construction of label Very Close Positive x.

Table 2: Labels for repelling influence.

Linguistic label Short notation
Far Negative Far Neg ∆s

Not Close Negative NCl Neg ∆s
Close Negative Cl Neg ∆s

Very Close Negative VCl Neg ∆s
Contact Contact ∆s

Very Close Positive VCl Pos ∆s
Close Positive Cl Pos ∆s

Not Close Positive NCl Pos ∆s
Far Positive Far Pos ∆s

Note that, according to the idea of figure 4, the
labels of table 2 have three-variable MFs, because
they are all composed of one dimensional MFs for
coordinate differences ∆r (r = x, y and z) towards the
obstacle’s boundary coordinates. These 1D MFs are
similar to the ones for the attracting forces depicted
in figure 3. Next step is to construct safety zones
around the obstacle, as shown in figure 2 for the label
Very Close. Analogously, zones Close and Not Close,
and an outer region Far, complementary to the inner
zones, are constructed.

To fuzzify the entrances of the Fuzzy Inference
System, we used a singleton fuzzificator (J. R. Llata
Garcı́a et al., 2003).

3.4 Design of a Rule Base

The basic principle of the rule base is the deactivation
of the attracting influence -determined by the distance
to the final location- when the repelling influence is
triggered. Taking this into account, logical rules for
closing up to the final location can be constructed.

For the rules related to the repelling influence, we
can state that the designer of the rule base is free to
choose the direction and sense of the avoidance ac-

tions. We decided to undertake an avoidance action
in positive z direction when the TCP closes up to the
(Very) Close x or y, Negative or Positive side of the
obstacle.

The avoidance action for the (Very) Close z, Pos-
itive or Negative side, is decided upon by a criterion
that checks the distance difference in x and y coordi-
nate of the TCP’s current position and the final loca-
tion coordinates. If the distance difference is bigger
in the x direction, then an avoidance action in x is un-
dertaken, otherwise in y direction.

As soon as the TCP enters the safety zone Not
Close, a rotation of -90◦ or +90◦ around the appro-
priate axis of a fixed coordinate system needs to be
undertaken, to prevent the End Effector from hitting
the obstacle (see figure 2).

To resolve the fuzzy intersection operator used for
the composition of rule premises and for the impli-
cation on rule consequents, we used a T-norm of the
product type. In the aggregation of rule consequents
an S-norm for the fuzzy union operator was chosen.
We implemented a maximum operator as this S-norm
to save in processing time.

Given an initial and final position and an obsta-
cle’s location supplied by the vision system, the FLC
outputs a set of positional and rotational configura-
tions that guarantee collision free motion towards the
final location.

3.5 Outputs of the FLC

Fuzzy outputs of the Sugeno singleton type (J. R.
Llata Garcı́a et al., 2003) were used for defuzzifica-
tion. Depending on the output of a rule, a specific
value can be assigned to the considered system out-
put. The designer of the FLC is free to determine the
size of the output actions.

Upon detection of an obstacle and halting of robot
motion, the TCP’s current position is sent by the
robot’s operational system over a socket connection
to the artificial intelligence system as a start point
for the calculation of an alternative path. Alternative
positions and rotational configurations are then sent
back over the socket in data packages that contain the
desired coordinates of the TCP and the desired rota-
tional configuration of the End Effector with respect
to the fixed coordinate system.
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4 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

4.1 Real-time Communication

Robotic control applications often have cycle times
of typically hundreds of microseconds. When oper-
ational data needs to be exchanged between a robot
and an operator’s pc, the fastness and the guarantee
of data transmission is of utmost importance. For
many years, Ethernet was banned as a communication
medium from the industrial work floor, for data pack-
ages that are sent over the Ethernet by devices con-
nected to a same Local Area Network can collide and
be lost, due to the network’s media access control pro-
tocol CSMA/CD (Van Moergestel, 2007). Nowadays,
Fast Ethernet switches can be used to isolate network
devices into their own collision domain, hereby to-
tally eliminating the chance for collision and loss of
data packages. Ethernet switches together with the
development of Fast Ethernet (100Mbps) and Giga-
bit Ethernet (1Gbps) have made Ethernet popular as
a real-time communication medium in industrial set-
tings (Decotignie, 2005).

To establish the Ethernet communications in the
ASSYS, we used so called Ethernet sockets. Sockets
are software entities that are assigned to a combina-
tion of communication port and IP address, so that
they can be used by a client and a server device to
communicate over a LAN. In our setup, this LAN was
created by a Fast Ethernet switch. The exchange of all
data packages between the industrial FANUC Robot
Arc Mate 100iB and a pc running the vision and fuzzy
logic applications is performed by socket messaging.

4.2 Multitask Robot Application

A multitask oriented active security application was
developed and tested in KAREL, the programming
language of FANUC Robotics for advanced user ap-
plications. A motion task executes a normal opera-
tion trajectory until a condition handler is triggered
by the detection signal that was received through an
Ethernet socket by a concurrently running communi-
cation task. When this condition handler is triggered,
robot motion is halted within a time that is accept-
ably small and the TCP’s current position is sent by
the communication task to the operator’s pc, where
the FLC calculates the first alternative positions and
sends them back over the opened socket connection to
the communication task. An interrupt routine for mo-
tion along the alternative path is then invoked in the
motion task. The robot axes’s motors start accelerat-
ing immediately. Meanwhile, the communication task
completes the reading in of subsequent alternative po-

sitions and rotational configurations. Motion contin-
ues until the original final location is reached. The
KAREL application is written in a non-cyclic way.
Upon reaching the final position, program execution
is aborted. Coordination between the motion task and
the communication task was realised by the use of
semaphores. The artificial vision system, the FLC and
the robot control application in KAREL were tested in
an integrated way.

5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The obstacle is dragged into the robot’s workspace
when the robot arm is close to the leftmost or right-
most point of its regular trajectory. Absence of the
robot’s arm in the central zone of the workspace is
necessary for correct obstacle detection because the
robot arm would deform the binary image of the ob-
stacle’s squared contour. Further development of the
vision system is therefore needed to distinguish the
robot arm from the obstacle in order to be able to sig-
nal obstacle presence in all operational situations. In
an advanced stadium, detection criteria for human op-
erators can also be elaborated.

However, if the robot arm is occulting one of the
obstacle’s upper corners in one of the three images,
performing an accurate reconstruction of the obsta-
cle’s 3D location is still possible, since a free view on
three of the four upper corners in all images is suffi-
cient for the reconstruction. The parallelepiped in fig-
ure 5 depicts the result of the vision system and fuzzy
logic path planning.

Figure 5: Alternative trajectory around reconstructed obsta-
cle.

With distance increments of 50 millimeter in the
FLC we typically obtained a number of 40 alterna-
tive positions. The designer of the FLC is free to
choose the size of the translational increments larger
or smaller and in a rather intuitive way. However, a
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thorough study can be performed making a trade-off
between small increments and thus larger calculation
times and larger robot processing times or large dis-
tance increments and thus smaller calculation times
and robot processing times. This last option impli-
cates however that the safety zones around the obsta-
cle need to be bigger and that longer trajectories have
to be completed by the robot tool before it reaches
the final location. For industrial settings, where small
robot motion execution times are of utmost impor-
tance, this trade-off study is an interesting topic for
future research. More specifically, a time efficient and
distance optimal path construction algorithm can be
designed.

The FLC only takes the TCP’s position as an in-
put. Collision of the robot’s arm is prevented by ro-
tating the End Effector +90◦ or -90◦ when it enters
the first safety zone Not Close. For the majority of
practically executable robot trajectories, this preven-
tive action has proven to be sufficient. In future re-
search however, the distance to the obstacle of extra
points on the robot’s arm will have to be monitored to
guarantee safer motion.

In this design, a parameter to take into account
is the processing time needed by the robot’s system
to handle new motion instructions. The robot system
is able to continue program execution after launching
a motion instruction. Moreover, a continuous transi-
tion between two separate motion instructions is pos-
sible using the appropriate clauses in the motion com-
mands. Nevertheless, we chose to keep the number
of motion commands as limited as possible and de-
cided to only send every fourth alternative position as
an effective motion instruction to the robot. Given the
fact that alternative positions are situated close to each
other (see figure 5), this strategy still results in accu-
rate obstacle avoidance and in a smooth, continuous
robot motion.

The time needed to draw images out of the video
stream and save them as pixel matrices for further
image processing could be restricted to 15 millisec-
onds. The computational time to identify pixel corre-
spondences and make a 3D reconstruction is also very
small. Regarding processing time, the bottleneck of
the vision system, and thus of the entire ASSYS, has
proven to be the identification of characteristic object
pixels, in our case corner pixels of the parallelepiped.
Improvements have to be made. Remark that during
3D reconstruction of the obstacle the robot is motion-
less, thus no unsafe situation is created due to the high
processing times of the vision system.

6 CONCLUSIONS

An active security system for an industrial FANUC
robot was designed. With special attention for real-
time performance of the constituting subsystems, sat-
isfying experimental results were obtained. The setup
of the Ethernet communication through sockets, the
fuzzy obstacle avoidance mechanism and the vision
system open wide perspectives for future investiga-
tion on active security. More attention can be given
to distinguishing the robot arm from foreign objects,
to optimizing image processing times, to searching
cost optimized alternative paths and to automating the
robot application in a cyclic way.
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Abstract: The kinematical accuracy of robot is very important. It is induced by the rigidity of each mechanism of the 
robot. The paper presents a numerical method to evaluate the rigidity of worm-gearing teeth. The software, 
including setting-up and graphic display, could be adopted of any kind of cylindrical worm-gear drive or for 
spur gear drives and bevel gear drives, mechanisms which are in the robot structure. Besides, we can 
determine geometrical parameters of the gear drives which influence the increase of accuracy of robot 
linkages.   

1 INTRODUCTION 

Into the kinematical chain there are worm-gear 
drives, screw-nut mechanisms and pinion-rack 
drives. During the working, these gear drives and 
mechanisms of the robot deform under the load, 
leading to the motion errors. The errors can not be 
entirely eliminated, but their maximum values must 
be limited. The theoretical advantage of the 
conjugate action in involute gears is lost due to the 
deflection of the teeth under load and due to the 
manufacturing and assembling errors. These factors 
produce instantaneous variations in the gear ratio. 

As it is well-known, the rigidity of the meshing 
teeth changes as the contact point moves from the 
initial point of contact to the final point of contact. 
During the meshing the normal force is mobile on 
the tooth flank, it changes continuously the position 
with respect to the fixing zone of the teeth. The load 
is unevenly distributed, depending on the contact 
ratio. Consequently, all these factors causes rotative 
speed variations of the driven shaft, vibrations, 
shocks, noise, power loss, low durability of gears. 
The purpose of the present work is to develop a 
methodology to evaluate the rigidity of the worm-
gearing tooth. By means of this methodology the 
performances of the robot mechanisms may be 
improved. 

2 GEOMETRY OF THE  
WORM-GEARING TOOTH 

In order to analyze the rigidity of the worm-gearing 
tooth we assume that the spatial gearing consists of 
more plane-gearings (pinion-rack drives), that in fact 
are cross sections perpendicular to worm-gear axis 
(Figure 1). The analytic solving of the problem, even 
for a ruled worm-gearing, is very difficult due to the 
complexity of the equations of the plane-gearing 
profiles that are involved in the enveloping. 
Consequently, we use the “minimum distance 
method” applied in the case of the “discrete 
representation” of the enveloping profiles. Thus, the 
enveloping profile of the elementary worm-gear 
(plane-gear) can be determined numerically by 
knowing “discretely” a matrix having as elements 
the coordinates of the worm axial section and by 
using the theorem of the “minimum distance 
method”.  

The minimum distance theorem in “discrete 
way” states (Ghelase, D., Daschievici, L., 2006): 

The envelope to the family of curves, represented 
in “discrete way” as massive of the coordinates of 
the points belonging to the family curves, consists of 
the all points there are on these curves, for which, at 
a certain size of the increment ϕ1, the distance at the 
meshing pole is minimum. 
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Figure1: Worm-gear drive. 

2.1 Worm-Geometry 

In order to determine the coordinates of the worm 
axial section, we focus on the case of a worm-
gearing with modified profile could ensure, as well 
as possible, the generalization of the model from the 
geometrical viewpoint. Hence, let the axial section 
(x=0) of the worm (Figure 2) with constant pitch, 
having a circular arch profile with the centre in O1 
for the right flank and in O2 for the left flank. The 
coordinates of the centre O1, respectively O2, are 
given by the following relations: 

 
YO1=Re-u·cosα-a·sinα 
ZO1=b+u·sinα-a·cosα 

(1) 
YO2=Re-u·cosα-a·sinα 
ZO2=-b-u·sinα-a·cosα 

 
where: a is a constant parameter; 
        b=π⋅m/4-1.25⋅m⋅tg α;  
        p=m/2; 
         u=1.25⋅m/cosα; 

        R a u= +2 2 is the radius of the circular arc 
profile;  
            Re is the tip radius of the worm tooth, all 
measured in mm (see Figure 2). 

2.1.1 Equations of the Worm Flanks 

In accordance with Figure 2, a point of the worm 
flank has the following coordinates:  

 
Figure 2: Worm flank geometry.  
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 For the left flank: 
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In the above relations, ν1 and ν2 are variable 

parameters of the right flank and left flank, 
respectively. Generally, the helical motion can be 
written by means of two coordinate transformations 
corresponding to simple motions, components of the 
helical motion: rotation about Oz axis, having 
parameter ϕ, and translation on the same axis, 
proportional to the rotation angle p⋅ϕ, p being helical 
parameter. In this way, the helical motion of the 
movable coordinate system XYZ is described by the 
matrix equation: 

 
x X aT= ⋅ +ω ϕ3 ( )                        (4) 

or 
x
y
z

X
Y
Z p

=
−

⋅ +
⋅

cos sin
sin cos

ϕ ϕ
ϕ ϕ

ϕ

0
0

0 0 1

0
0          (5) 

 
where x is the matrix of a point coordinates with 
respect to the coordinate system xyz fixed to the 
frame, X is the matrix of the same point coordinates 
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with respect to the movable coordinate system, a is 
the matrix of the point O coordinates (the origin of 
the movable coordinate system) with respect to the 
point O1 (see Figure 3), and ω3(ϕ) is the matrix of 
the rotation transformation.  

 
Figure 3: Coordinate system applied for the helical 
motion. 

Substituting (1), (2) and (3) in (4), we obtain the 
parametric equations of the right flank surface and 
left flank surface.  

Then, crossing these surfaces with the plane 
x=H, the curve representing the worm profile 
corresponding to the sectional plane takes the form 
(for example, the right flank): 
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2.2 Determination of the Worm-Gear 
Flank Profile 

The worm-gear tooth surface is generated by the 
rolling.  

We apply the “minimum distance method” on 
the algorithm of the discretization in the case of 
generation with the rack-bar tool.  

First of all, we get the discretization of the 
generating curve CΣ, which in this case is the worm 
profile, represented by the vector (7), where: 

yi and zi are the coordinates of the profile from 
the “H” plane, which were determined by (5).  

The gear flank generation of the elementary gear 
drive is made with the rack-bar tool (see Figure 4). 
 
 

g

y z
y z

y zn n

=

1 1

2 2

. .

. .

. .

                              (7) 

 
The rolling condition interpreted in “discrete” way is 
the following: 

K⋅Δλ=Rr⋅Δϕ⋅j                          (8) 
 
Where Δϕ is the angular increment of the rolling. It 
is then obvious that for generating a profile with 
high accuracy from the technical viewpoint, this 
increment has to be enough small. 

2.2.1 Generation Motion 

The generation motions of the worm-gear flank are: 
1) Rotation of centroid, associated to the gear of the 
elementary gear drive, with respect to the fixed 
coordinate system xyz, described by the matrix 
equation 

x=ω1
T(j⋅Δϕ) X.                     (9) 

 
In this relation, x is the matrix of the point 

coordinates with respect to the fixed coordinate 
system, X is the coordinates matrix of the same 
point with respect to movable coordinate system 
XYZ and ω1(ϕ) is matrix of the rotation 
transformation about Ox axis; 
2) Translation of the movable coordinate system ξηζ 
associated to the rack, with respect to the fixed 

Rolling line of  
the rack 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Worm-gear flank generation. 
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coordinate system, described by the equation (a is 
the coordinates matrix of the point O1, the origin of 
the movable coordinate system, with respect to the 
point O): 

x=ξ+a                           (10) 
with  

a R
R j

r

r

= −
− ⋅ ⋅

0

( )Δϕ

.                (11) 

 
3) Relative motions 

Combining (9) and (10) we obtain that the 
motion equation of a point on the generating curve 
“g” (Figure 4) from the coordinate system XYZ with 
respect to the coordinate system ξηζ is as follows: 

 

ξ=ω1
T(j⋅Δϕ) X-a                     (12) 

 
X=ω1

T(j⋅Δϕ)[ξ+a].                  (13) 
 

From the last equation, we infer that 
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The system of equations (14) represents the 

family of generating curves “g” with respect to the 
coordinate system of the worm-gear, η and ζ being 
the coordinates of the points that are on the 
generating curve (Figure 5).  

 
Figure 5: Coordinates of the meshing pole P. 

The envelope to the family (14) is what we have 
to determine, more precisely, the gear profile (see 
Figure 6, flank of gear).  

 

Figure 6: Line of contact (l.a.) in the plane H0. 

The enveloping condition is given by the 
minimum of distance 

 

d Y Y Z ZP P= − + −( ) ( )2 2 ,                    (15) 
 

where YP and ZP (coordinates of the meshing pole) 
are: 

YP= -Rr⋅cos(j⋅Δϕ); ZP= Rr⋅sin(j⋅Δϕ).         (16) 

2.3 Surface of Contact 

The surface of contact is defined as locus of the 
contact points of the two conjugated surfaces (which 
are in enveloping) in the fixed coordinate system 
xyz (Figure 4). The parametric equations of the 
surface of contact are obtained associating the 
enveloping condition to the absolute motion 
equation of the worm-gear flank profile. In the 
sectional plane x=H, the line of contact is given by: 

y Y j Z j
z Y j Z j

= ⋅ ⋅ − ⋅ ⋅
= ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅

⎧
⎨
⎩

cos( ) sin( )
sin( ) cos( )

Δϕ Δϕ ;
Δϕ Δϕ .

          (17) 

3 WORM-GEARING TOOTH 
RIGIDITY 

Once the algorithm for the determination of the 
contact points, both on the flank height and along 
the line of contact, is performed, then it is possible 
to evaluate the rigidity of the worm-gearing tooth.  

3.1 Bases of Design 

The mathematical model is based on the following 
assumptions: 
 The worm-gearing is errors free and the gears are 

rigid except the teeth; 
 Taken into consideration only the bending 

produced by the meshing normal force; 
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 Consider that the worm-gearing consists of more 
plane-gear drives (pinion-rack drives), named 
“elementary gear drives”, that in fact are cross 
sections perpendicular to axis of rotation of the 
worm-gear (Figure 1); 
 The tooth of the elementary gear drive is 

supposed to be a beam fixed at one end in the body 
of gear; 
 The assembly of the plane-gear drives into the 

worm-gear drive was made provided that the teeth of 
the elementary gear drives to deform together and 
not separately under the same load. 

3.2 Computer Program 

Our algorithm to evaluate the rigidity of the worm-
gearing tooth is the following (Ghelase, D., 2005): 

1) Computation of the rigidity for an elementary 
tooth; 
2) Computation of the rigidity for a pair of 
elementary teeth; 
3) Computation of the rigidity for an elementary 
gearing tooth (pinion-rack drive); 
4) Computation of the rigidity for the worm-
gearing tooth. 
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Figure 7: Rigidity of the worm-gearing tooth. 

By means of the numerical modelling, these 
steps will be added to the computer program used 
for the study of the worm-gearing tooth geometry, 

finally providing the instrument for the 
determination of the worm-gearing tooth rigidity. 
The computation diagram of rigidity of worm-
gearing tooth can be seen in Figure 7.  

The cvasisinusoidal zone of the curve from 
Figure 7 repeats periodically, because it represents 
the rigidity during the meshing when the all plane-
gear drives are involved in the meshing. Thus, if the 
input and output rigidities are eliminated, being less 
importing for our study, we get the elasticity 
characteristic of the worm-gearing tooth. 

3.3 Elasticity Characteristic 

The elasticity characteristic represents the variation 
of rigidity of the worm-gearing tooth depending on 
the rolling angle (j·Δφ), where “j” is the rolling 
angular parameter (Ghelase, D., Tomulescu, L., 
2003). It is cvasisinusoidal curve with the high 
jumps when a tooth binds or recesses (Figure 8). 

The investigation of the elasticity characteristic 
is very important for the study of an elastic system, 
such as: gearing, linkage. Hence, the introduction of 
this concept contributes to the completion of the 
used gearing study and it leads to increase of the 
gearing tooth rigidity. 

 
Figure 8: Elasticity characteristic of the worm-gearing 
tooth. 

3.4 Influence of Geometrical 
Parameters 

The influence of the geometrical parameters on the 
rigidity was obtained by means of the computerized 
simulation (Ghelase, D., 2003). It was applied to 150 
worm-gear drives and we can present the following 
conclusions: 
1. The rigidity of worm-gearing tooth increases if 
diametral quotient q increases and radius of profile 
curvature R increases (Ghelase, D., 2003). 
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2. The rigidity of worm-gearing tooth reduces if 
profile angle α increases (Ghelase, D., 2003) and 
number of the gear teeth z2 increases (Figure 9, 
Table 1). 
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Figure 9: Rigidity depending on number of gear teeth z2. 

Table 1: Influence of number of gear teeth on rigidity. 

z2 

Maximum 
Rigidity 
[kN/mm] 

Minimum 
Rigidity 
[kN/mm] 

Medium 
Rigidity 
[kN/mm] 

53 2267.385 1215.140 1741.262 
80 1727.633 1132.201 1429.917 
90 1581.896 1079.696 1330.796 
169 1055.990 853.826 954.908 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

Finally, we can draw the following conclusions:  
1) A method to evaluate the rigidity of worm-

gearing tooth was developed; 
2) The proposed approach may be applied for 

any types of cylindrical worm-gearing and for spur 
gearing and bevel gearing. These mechanisms are in 
the structure of robot and by them rigidity depends 
the kinematical accuracy of robot;  

3) The introduction of “elasticity characteristic” 
concept contributes to the completion of study for 
the used mechanisms; 

4) The developed computer program enables to 
obtain numerical solutions and graphic illustration;  

5) The numerical method, proposed and analyzed 
in this paper, affords the geometry optimization and 
the study of the meshing for various geometrical 
parameters of the worm-gearing, being in fact a 
simulation of meshing; 

6) Moreover, we can determine the parameters 
which influence the improvement of rigidity for 
worm-gearing tooth and the increase of accuracy of 
robot linkages.   
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Abstract: In this paper, a new Driver Assistance System (DAS) for automatic driver’s drowsiness detection based on 
visual information and image processing is presented. This algorithm works on several stages using Viola 
and Jones (VJ) object detector, expectation maximization algorithm, the Condensation algorithm and 
support vector machine to compute a drowsiness index. The goal of the system is to help in the reduction of 
traffic accidents caused by human errors. Examples of different driver’s images taken over a real vehicle are 
shown to validate the algorithm. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Active Security, whose objective is to endow 
vehicles with intelligent systems that predicts and 
avoids accidents, has acquired a growing interest 
and it has become one of the most important 
research fields in the transport security. Indeed, DAS 
objective is to contribute in traffic accident reduction 
by using new technologies; this is, increasing the 
vehicles security, and at the same time, decreasing 
the danger situations that may be generated during 
driving process. 
Current research is interested in the study of driver's 
state behavior; in this ambitious research, it has 
taken relevance the driver's drowsiness study, also 
denominated fatigue and related closely with 
distraction. Drowsiness is presented in stress and 
fatigue situations in an unexpected and inopportune 
way. The dream sensation generates the decrease 
vigilance level state, and this factor produces danger 
situations and increases the probability of causing 
some accident. Drowsiness may also be produced by 
dream's illnesses, certain type of medications, and 
even, bored situations, such as driving for a long 
time. It has been estimated that drowsiness produces 
among 10% and 20% of traffic accidents with dead 
drivers (Tian and Qin, 2005) and hurt drivers (Dong 
and Wu, 2005). Whereas trucking industry produces 
57% of fatal truck accidents for this fatality (Ji and 
Yang, 2002; Bergasa et al., 2004). Fletcher (Fletcher 
et al., 2003) goes further on and has mentioned that 

30% of total traffic accidents have been produced by 
drowsiness. For these reasons, it is important to 
design systems that allow monitoring the drivers and 
measuring their level of attention during whole 
driving process. Fortunately, people in drowsiness 
produce several typical visual cues that are detected 
on the human face: yawn frequency, eye-blinking 
frequency, eye-gaze movement, head movement and 
facial expressions. Taking advantage of these visual 
characteristics; computer vision is the feasible and 
appropriate technology to treat this problem. 
The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 
2 presents an extended state of the art. Section 3 
introduces the proposed method for face location 
and eye detection in detail. Finally, in section 4 
results and conclusions are shown. 

2 PREVIOUS WORK 

Ji and Yang (2002) has presented a detection 
drowsiness system based on infrared light 
illumination and stereo vision. This system localizes 
the eye position using image differences based on 
the bright pupil effect. Afterwards, this system 
computes the blind eyelid frequency and eye gaze to 
build two drowsiness indices: PERCLOS and AECS. 
Bergasa and his colleagues (Bergasa et al., 2004) has 
developed a non-intrusive system that also uses 
infrared light illumination, this system computes 
driver vigilance level using a finite state automata 
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with six eye states that computes several indices, 
among them, PERCLOS; on the other hand, the 
system is able to detect inattention through face 
pose. Horng et al. (2004) has shown a system that 
uses a skin color model over HSI space for face 
detection, edge information for eye localization and 
dynamical template matching for eye tracking. 
Using color information of eyeballs, it identifies the 
eye state and computes the driver’s state. Brandt et 
al. (2004) has shown a system that monitors the 
driver fatigue and inattention. For this task, he has 
used VJ method to detect the driver’s face. Using the 
optical flow algorithm over eyes and head this 
system is able to compute the driver state. Tian and 
Qin (2005) have built a system for verifying the 
driver’s eye state. Their system uses Cb and Cr 
components of the YCbCr color space; with vertical 
projection function this system localizes the face 
region and with horizontal projection function it 
localizes the eye region. Once the eyes are localized 
the system computes eye state using a complexity 
function. Dong and Wu (2005) have presented a 
system for driver fatigue detection, which uses a 
skin color model based on bivariate Normal 
distribution and Cb and Cr components of the 
YCbCr color space. After localizing the eyes, it 
computes the fatigue index utilizing the eyelid 
distance to classify between open eyes and closed 
eyes. 

3 PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In this paper, a system to detect the driver’s 
drowsiness is presented; it works on grayscale 
images taken with the camera inside the IvvI 
(Intelligent Vehicle based on Visual Information) 
vehicle, Figure 1 (b). IvvI is an experimental 
platform used to develop driver assistance systems 
in real driver conditions. IvvI is a Renault Twingo 
vehicle, Figure 1 (a), equipped with a processing 
system which processes the information comes from 
the cameras. This system consists of several parts 
that will be described throughout this section. 

3.1 Face Detection 

To localize the face, this system uses VJ object 
detector which is a machine learning approach for 
visual object detection. It uses three important 
aspects to make an efficient object detector based on 
the integral image, AdaBoost technique and cascade 
classifier (Viola and Jones, 2001). Each one of these 
elements is important to process the images efficiently 

 
Figure 1: (a) IvvI vehicle, (b) Driver’s camera. 

and near real-time with 90% of correct detection. A 
further important aspect of this method is its 
robustness under changing light conditions. 
However, in spite of the above-mentioned, its 
principal disadvantage is that it can not extrapolate 
and does not work appropriately when the face is not 
in front of the camera axis. Such would be the case 
when the driver moves his/her head; however, this 
shortcoming will be analyzed later on. 
 

 
Figure 2: Face and eye detection on different drivers. 

Continuing with the algorithm description, when 
driver’s face is detected, it is enclosed with a 
rectangle R which is addresses by left-top corner 
coordinates ),( 000 yxP =  and right-bottom corner 
coordinates ),( 111 yxP = , as can be observed in 
Figure 2 (a), (c). Indeed, rectangle size comes from 
experimental analysis developed on the face 
database that has been created for this task. 

3.2 Face Tracking 

The principal problem of VJ method is that it is only 
able to localize the human face when it is in frontal 
position at camera. This drawback induces to have 
an unreliable system to driver’s analysis during all 
driving process. Much effort has been put to correct 
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this problem; so, using a dual active contour (Gun 
and Nixon, 1994; Dokladal et al., 2004) is able to 
solve this disadvantage and to track the face in the 
driving process appropriately.  
This face tracker needs to be initialized to extract an 
approximation of the head boundary. This is done 
once the face has been located through the rectangle 
R of the previous section, the system automatically 
generates an internal and external ring around the 
face based on gradient information, continuing with 
the calculation of the energy of the two active 
contours, after that, it corrects the position that 
corresponds to the face contour model. 

3.3 Eye Detection 

Once the face has been located through the rectangle 
R in previous section, using the face anthropometric 
properties (Gejgus and Sparka, 2003) which come 
from face database analysis, two rectangles 
containing the eyes are obtained. Preliminary, we 
use RL for left eye rectangle and RR for right eye 
rectangle. The rectangles coordinates are presented 
in Table 1 and Figure 3 (a) shows some examples. 

Table 1: Preliminary rectangles that contain the eyes. 

 Left eye 
Left top 
corner 

)4/,6/(),( 0000 hywxvu LL ++=  
 

Right bottom 
corner )2/,2/(),( 0011 hywxvu LL ++=  

 Right eye 
Left top 
corner )4/,2/(),( 0000 hywxvu RR ++=  

Right bottom 
corner )2/,6/(),( 1111 hywxvu RR −−=  

 
where 01 xxw −=  and 01 yyh −= . 
After the previous step; the exact position of each 
eye will be localized, incorporating information 
from grey-level pixels through the following 
algorithm: 
• Generate the image J  by means of the following 

equation: 

σ
myxIyxJ −

=
),(),(  (1) 

where m  and σ  are the mean and the standard 
deviation, respectively. They are computed over 
the eye rectangles described in Table 1, and 

),( yxI  is the pixel value in the position ),( yx . 
• Generate the image K  using the equation: 

⎩
⎨
⎧

<+
≥−

=
0),(),(256
0),(256),(

),(
2

1

yxJifyxJ
yxJifyxJ

yxK
δ

δ

 

(2) 

     where )1)256/),((,0max(1 −= yxJceilδ ,      
     ))256/),((,1max(2 yxJceil=δ  and )(xceil is   
     the function that returns the smallest integer   
     larger than x . 
• Obtain the binary image , B , from image K  

through the equation (3), namely, 

⎩
⎨
⎧ ≥

=
caseother

yxKif
yxB

0
),(255

),(
κ

 (3) 

where κ  is computed by Ostu’s method (Otsu, 
1979), Figure 3 (b). 

• Compute the gradient image, G, using the Sobel 
horizontal and vertical edge operator followed by 
an image contrast enhancement (Jafar and Ying, 
2007), Figure 3 (d). 

• Compute the logarithm image, L, with the 
objective to enhance the iris pixels that are the 
central part of the eye (Wu et al., 2004), Figure 3 
(e). 

All previous information produces a random sample 
that comes from a distribution function that it has an 
elliptic shape; i.e., the pixels coming from each eye 
through the images B, G and L can be viewed as a 
realization of a random variable. Having specified 
all the data describing the model, to obtain the 
parameters of this function the expectation 
maximization algorithm (EM) has been used. 
Special attention has received the ellipse center, 
because, it allows to obtain the exact position of the 
eye center. The ellipse axes determine the width and 
height of the eyes. The result is shown in Figure 3 
(c), (f), while in Figure 2 (b), (d) the eye position 
generated for this procedure is depicted. The 
expectation maximization algorithm computes the 
mean, variance and the correlation of X and Y 
coordinates that belong to the eye. The initial 
parameters to run EM are obtained from a regression 
model adjusted with the last square method. These 
parameters will be used in the eye state analysis 
below. 

3.4 Eye Tracking 

There are a number of reasons for tracking. One is 
the VJ’s problems mentioned above. Another is the 
necessity to track the eyes continuously from frame 
to frame. A third reason is to satisfy the real-time 
conditions reducing the eye search space. For this 
task; the Condensation algorithm that was proposed  
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Figure 3: Eye location through RL and RR and Expectation Maximization algorithm over a spatial distribution of the eye 
pixels: (a) grayscale image, (b) binary image B, (d) gradient image G, (e) logarithm image L, (c) right eye image, and (f) 
ellipse parameters: center position, axes and inclination angle. 

by Isard and Blake (1998) for tracking active 
contours using a stochastic approach has been used. 
The Condensation algorithm combines factored 
sampling with a dynamical model that is governed 
through the state equation: 
 

),( 11 −−= ttt XfX ξ  (4)

where tX  is the state at instant t , )(⋅f is an 
nonlinear equation and depends on a previous state 
plus a white noise. The goal is to estimate the state 
vector tX  with the help of systems observation 
which are realization of the stochastic process tZ  
governed by the measurement equation: 
 

),( ttt XhZ η=  (5)

where tZ  is the measure system at time t , )(⋅h  is 
another nonlinear equation that links the present 
state plus a white noise. The processes tξ  and tη are 
each one white noise and independent among them. 
It must be pointed out that tX is an unobservable 
underlying stochastic process, for this problem, it is 
eye position over the image and its velocity: 

T
t yxyxX ),,,(

••
=  (6)

 
The Condensation is initialized when the eyes are 
localized with the method of previously explained. 
Table 1 shows the eye tracking results that has been 
developed in two sequences of images. 

3.5 Eye State Detection 

To identify drowsiness through eye analysis is 
necessary to know its state (open or closed) and 

develop an analysis over the time. The classification 
among the open and closed state is complex due to 
the changing shape of the eye, among other factors, 
changing position and face rotating, twinkling and 
illumination variations. All this makes difficult to 
use only color cues to analyze eye in a reliable 
manner. For the problems that have been exposed a 
supervised classification method has been used for 
this challenging task, in this case, support vector 
machine (SVM) classification (Cristianini and 
Shawe-Taylor, 2000; Chang and Lin, 2001) which is 
rooted in statistical learning theory. SVM uses a 
training set, { }miyxS ii ,,1:),( == , where ix  is 

the characteristic vector in nR , }2,1{∈iy represents 
the class, in this case 1 for open eyes and 2 for 
closed eyes, and m  is the number of elements of S . 
To do this work a training set has been built that 
consists of images of open eyes and images of 
closed eyes. The images come from diverse sources, 
under several illumination conditions and different 
races. A further important aspect of this eye database 
is that contains images of different eye colors, i.e., 
blue, black, green. Previous to SVM training, it is 
indispensable to process each image that consists on 
histogram equalization, filter with the median filter, 
followed by the sharpen filter and to normalize in 
the ]1,0[  interval. The median filter is used to reduce 
the image noise, whereas the sharpen filter is used to 
enhance the borders. The main objective of training 
SVM is to find the best parameters and the best 
kernel that minimizes the optimization problem 
(Chang and Lin, 2001), so, after several training 
experiments of the SVM algorithm, it has decided to 
use the RBF kernel, i.e., ),( ji xxK  is 

)exp(
2

ji xx −−γ , 35=C  and 0128.0=γ ; these 

parameters reach high training classification rate that 
is about 94%.  
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Table 2: Result of eye tracking and eye state analysis. 

Eye tracking Eye state analysis  
 

      Total    
      frames 

Tracking failure Correct rate 
(%) 

Eyes Open Eyes Closed Correct rate  
(%) 

Video1 960 20 97.91 690/700 258/260 98.90 
Video2 900 30 96.60 520/560 339/340 96.27 

 

 
Figure 4: Different stage of the proposed algorithm on several instants of time and driving conditions.

3.6 Drowsiness Index 

The eye-blinking frequency is an indicator that 
allows to measure driver’s drowsiness (fatigue) 
level. As in the works of Horng et. al. (2004) and 
Dong and Wu (2005), if five consecutive frames or 
during 0.25 seconds are identified as eye-closed the 
system is able to issue an alarm cue. Table 2 also 
presents the result of eye state analysis over two 
sequences of images. 

4 CONCLUSIONS  

A non-intrusive driver’s drowsiness system based on 
computer vision has been presented in this paper. 
This system uses visual information to analyze and 
to monitor driver’s eye state at near real-time and 
real-driving conditions, i.e., external illuminations 
interference, vibrations, changing background and 
facial orientations changing. Experiments were 
carried out in the IvvI vehicle with different drivers. 
This guarantees and confirms that these experiments 
have proven robustness and efficiency in real traffic 
scenes. Another drowsiness indexes will be 
implemented as future works and they will be 
compared. Figure 4 shows an example that validates 
this system. 
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Abstract: The System Set-up Time it is one of the characteristics of an Industrial Vision System, besides the accuracy 
performances and response time. Minimizing the set-up time while keeping the performances in accuracy 
and in response time is one of the goals of any advanced Vision System. Starting from the purpose and the 
required performances of the proposed Industrial Vision System, in the paper is presented a calibration 
method developed for a multiple line-scan camera Vision System (in particular for a dual line-scan camera 
system). The calibration method presented is based on analyzing the image of a calibration tool exposed to 
the Vision System. There are presented the type of dimensional distortions identified from the experimental 
results. The second part of the paper presents the calibration method. The Industrial Vision System 
described in the paper is designed for silhouette inspection of planar objects located on a moving scene 
(transport conveyor), in a robotic handling application (it is a pure 2D Vision System, the volumetric 
characteristics of the analyzed objects being not relevant for the application). However the height of the 
object is varying in time (from one set of objects to another). Due to the fact the distance between the 
cameras and the objects is changing, the measuring results are affected. The proposed calibration method 
allows the Vision System to self adjust the calibration parameters for a known change in height of the 
objects, without affecting the accuracy system performances. In the final section of the paper are presented 
some practical aspects of the proposed calibration method, and the balance between the off-line and the on-
line required computational efforts from the Vision System. 

1 MULTI LINE-SCAN CAMERA 
VISION SYSTEMS 
CHARACTERISTICS 

The class of the Artificial Vision Systems dedicated 
for analyzing objects located on a moving scenes 
(conveyor) presents some specific characteristics 
relative to the Artificial Vision Systems dedicated 
for static scenes. These characteristics are identified 
also on the Image Calibration Process (Borangiu, et 
al., 1994)., (Haralick and Shapiro, 1992). 

Figure 1 presents the model of the image 
obtained from a dual line-scan camera Vision 
System. 

For this class of the Artificial Vision Systems we 
could identify as relevant for the calibration process 
the following characteristics: 

- The system is using line-scan cameras for 
the image acquisition. 

- The system is a dual-camera. 
- The obtained image has significant 

distortions on (and only on) the image sensors 
direction. 

- There is an overlapped image area 
between the two cameras. The end of the 
acquisition line of the 1st camera is overlapping 
the beginning of the acquisition line of the 2nd 
camera. This overlapping area is significant in 
dimension and is a constant parameter resulted 
during the artificial vision system installation 
process. 

- There is a lengthwise conveyor distance 
between the acquisition lines of the two 
cameras. This distance is also a constant 
parameter and its value is fixed during the 
system installation process. 
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2 THE PATTERN BASED 
CALIBRATION TOOL 

For the calibration process we adopted the method 
of using a Pattern based Calibration Tool. 
This Pattern based Calibration Tool represent a set 
of blobs with a priori known dimensions and 
locations for the real world (millimeters and not 
image pixels) (Croicu, et al., 1998). 

The outcome of using this type of calibration 
technique was to obtain the following: 

- Estimation with the highest accuracy of the 
scene model parameters on the distortions 
direction 
- Estimation of the size of the overlapped image 

area for both cameras 
- The parallelism of the two acquisition lines if 

obtain during the installation process, using the 
support of the Calibration Tool 
- The accuracy of installing the cameras in such a 

way to obtain the perpendicularity of the 
acquisition lines on the moving direction of the 
scene (of the conveyor). 
- Obtain a high accuracy on the distance 

lengthwise the conveyor of the acquisition lines. 
The shape and the dimensions of the pattern 
adopted for the Calibration Tool force this 
characteristic. 

3 CALIBRATION TOOL 
DESCRIPTION 

In Figure 2 it is presented the pattern adopted for the 
Calibration Tool used for the dual line-scan camera 
Vision System (the dimensions are presented in 
millimeters) (Croicu, et al., 1998)., (Hossu, et al., 
1998). 

The characteristics of the adopted Pattern: 
- The pattern contains dark blebs (marks) 

placed on a bright background (with a high level 
of light intensity for the image) 

- The pattern is symmetrical on the vertical 
direction (lengthwise the conveyor). The two 
cameras have the acquisition lines parallel one 
each other but located on different position on 
the conveyor (due to the lighting system 
adopted – built from two fluorescent tubes used 
for obtaining the image from the reflection on 
the object surface). 1st Camera will have the 
acquisition line located on the top edge of the 
lower section of the pattern, and the 2nd 
Camera will locate its acquisition line on the 
bottom edge of the upper section of the pattern. 

- The pattern is partially homogenous on the 
horizontal axis (the direction crosswise the 
conveyor, the direction of the distortions) 

- The pattern contains a characteristic of a small 
difference (1 mm.) between the even and the 
odd marks. This will force the installation 
process to be very accurate in obtaining  

the parallelism of the acquisition lines of the 
cameras and also the perpendicularity on the 
conveyor direction. 

 
Figure 1: The image obtained from a dual line-scan camera Vision System. 
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4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF 
THE CALIBRATION PROCESS 

In Figure 3 are presented the results obtained from 
the Calibration process performed on the 1st Camera. 

The Excel Cell used as support for representing 
the results of the Calibration on the 1st Camera 
contains the following: 

- The 1st column (called Mark) contains the 
number of the corresponding Mark existing in 
the pattern 

- The 2nd column (called Calib. Cam) 
contains the values of the coordinates of the 
marks on the Calibration Tool.  

These values are obtained from the “real 
world” from direct measuring of the Pattern 
applied on the Calibration Tool (represented in 
millimeters). 

- The 4th column (called Pixel(x)) represents 
the coordinates of the existing Marks on the 
image. These coordinates are represented in 
pixel number. 

- For both cameras we chose a Polynomial Trend 
of order 3 for the approximation of the 
conversion function of the image coordinates 
values (pixels) into the conveyor coordinates 
values (millimeters). Using this type of trend the 
calibration method will provide results with a 
maximum approximation error inside the 
accuracy requirements of the particular Vision 
System 

- On the top and right side of the Excel Cell (the 
first two rows and the last four columns) are 
stored the parameters of the 3rd Order 
Polynomial estimated as trend. 

- The last column (called Estimated (y)) contains 
the estimated of the marks coordinates values 
(on the conveyor), obtained from applying the 
Polynomial trend of order 3. 

- In the bottom right side of the Excel Cell is 
presented the graphical chart of the trend of the 
coordinates values of the marks on the conveyor 
related to the pixel coordinates. 

 
Figure 2: The pattern of the Calibration Tool used for the dual line-scan camera Vision System. 

L L1 H H1 H2 alfa a1 b1 c1 d1
4636 1408 2592 17 31 3.01984E-03 1.448567E-09 -9.128585E-06 0.5088785 338.9459

Mark Calib Cam1 Real Cam1 Pixel (x) Estimated (y)

1 436 429.08037 175 427.7278
2 535.5 529.18545 380 531.0810
3 635 629.31390 576 629.3081
4 734.5 729.46574 777 729.5128
5 834 829.64098 979 829.7479
6 933.5 929.83962 1181 929.5853
7 1036 1033.08381 1390 1032.5400
8 1135.5 1133.32999 1595 1133.2616
9 1235 1233.59960 1799 1233.3085

10 1334.5 1333.89265 2004 1333.7361
11 1434.5 1434.71331 2210 1434.6181
12 1534 1535.05337 2415 1535.0504
13 1633.5 1635.41690 2621 1636.0883
14 1733 1735.80390 2825 1736.3342
15 1832.5 1836.21437 3028 1836.3487
16 1932 1936.64834 3231 1936.6953
17 2036.5 2042.15453 3443 2041.9242
18 2136 2142.63667 3644 2142.1760
19 2235.5 2243.14232 3844 2242.4668
20 2335 2343.67150 4046 2344.3760

Camera 1

y = 1.44857E-09x3 - 9.12858E-06x2 + 5.08879E-01x + 
3.38946E+02
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Figure 3: Experimental results of the calibration process on the 1st camera. 
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Figure 4: The distortions estimated on the acquisition lines direction. 

 
Figure 5: Using the calibration results for a dual line-scan camera system. 

In the figure we are using the following notations: 
- x coordinate value in image – (pixels) 
- y coordinate value on the objects scene (on 

conveyor) – (mm) 
- 11

2
1

3
1    dxcxbxay +++=  for the 1st 

Camera and 
- 22

2
2

3
2    dxcxbxay +++=  for the 

2nd Camera 
 

In Figure 4 is presented the graphical chart of the 
evolution of the distortions estimated on the 
acquisition lines direction. The two cameras are 
covering around 4 meters wide view. The figure 
represents the behavior of the two acquisition 
cameras: in the are from 400 mm to 2250 mm it is 
represented the behavior of the 1st camera and in the 

area from 2250 mm to 4400 mm it is represented the 
behavior of the 2nd camera. 

 

We can notice the distortions are effecting the 
pixel width of the image form 0.49 mm/pixel to 
0.507 mm/pixel. 

Ignoring this variation of the pixel width along 
the image acquisition line, would lead to 
accumulation of very high errors in some areas of 
the image, due to the fact the amount of pixels 
contained in an acquisition line is high (8096). 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

The most important thing obtained from estimating 
the scene parameters, is the estimation of the image 
distortions. 

Horizontal 
matching 

 Sliding the 
2nd Camera 

Vertical 
matching 

Sliding the 
2nd Camera 

Image area 
removed for 
both 1st and 
2nd Camera 

Cam 1 Cam 2 
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This end of the process of distortion estimation 
leads to obtaining a table for conversion the image 
coordinates (pixels) in scene coordinates 
(millimeters) for each of all the 8096 pixels of the 
acquisition lines. This lookup table will contain 
8096 values (double representation) representing the 
real values of the scene (conveyor) coordinates of 
each pixel.  

The CPU effort of the image processing 
algorithm will be minimal on converting the image 
coordinates into conveyor coordinates, using the 
pixel coordinate as the index of the offline built 
lookup table.  

In order to minimize the processing time of the 
image, the polynomial estimation is not used on-line. 
The polynomial estimation is used for building the 
pixel to millimeters lookup table, in the offline stage 
of the presented method. In fact using a polynomial 
trend of 3rd order or other type of trend is not 
relevant for the response time performances of the 
vision system but only for obtaining the required 
approximation error. This stage, being offline and 
using a relative small amount of data, another more 
sophisticated approximation method could be used. 

In Figure 5 are presented the ways the last two 
steps of the calibration process are performed. 
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Abstract: Behavior architectures are widely used to program interactive robots. In these architectures multiple behaviors
are usually running concurrently so a mechanism for integrating the resulting actuation commands from these
behaviors into actual actuation commands sent to the robot’s motor system must be faced. Different architec-
tures proposed different action integration mechanisms that range from distributed to central integration. In
this paper an analysis of the special requirements that HRI imposes on the action integration system is given.
Based on this analysis a novelle hybrid action integration mechanism that combines distributed attention fo-
cusing with a fast central integration algorithm is presented in the framework of the EICA architecture. The
proposed system was tested in a simulation of a listener robot that aimed to achieve human-like nonverbal
listening behavior in real world interactions. The analysis of the system showed that the proposed mechanism
can generate coherent human-like behavior while being robust against signal correlated noise.

1 INTRODUCTION

Behavioral architectures are widely used to program
interactive robots (Ishiguro et al., 1999), (S Karim,
2006). Behavioral architectures employs a vertical
decomposition of the software design into a set of co-
running behaviors that continuously map the current
state of the environment into commands to the actua-
tors of the robot. A basic problem that must be solved
in any such architecture is how to integrate the results
of multiple running processes into a final command
sent to the actuators of the robot. The proposed solu-
tion to this problem (referred to as the action integra-
tion problem hereafter) can be divided into selective
solutions that selects the action of a single behavior at
any point of time to control the robot and combinative
solutions that generates the final commands based on
the proposed responses of multiple behaviors and hy-
brid solutions that tries to combine cooperation with
coordination. Another dimension of comparison be-
tween action integration solutions is whether or not a
central integrator is employed. According to this di-
mension available solutions are central or distributed.
The action integration mechanism proposed in this
paper can be classified as a hybrid two layered archi-
tecture with distributive attention focusing behavior
level selection followed by a fast central combinative

integrator.
The next section formalizes the requirements for

an action integration mechanism suitable for HRI ap-
plications. Section 3 introduces the L0EICA archi-
tecture for which this action integration mechanism
was designed. Section 4 gives the details of the ac-
tion integration mechanism proposed in this paper
and section 5 reports an experiment with a humanoid
robot that used the proposed action integration mech-
anism.The paper is then concluded.

2 REQUIREMENTS

One goal of HRI research is to realize robots that
can use human-like verbal and nonverbal interaction
modalities. To achieve this goal researchers usually
employ behavioral architectures because of their ro-
bustness and fast response. A special property of HRI
applications is that the details of the external behav-
ior of the robot will be interpreted by human users
as intentional signals (Breazeal, 2005), and usually
combining nonverbal messages results on absolutely
different messages. This is why combinative archi-
tectures are not common in HRI research and most
of the HRI specific architectures employ a selective
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integration strategy. For example (Ishiguro et al.,
1999) proposed a robotic architecture based on situ-
ated modules and reactive modules in which reactive
modules represent the purely reactive part of the sys-
tem, and situated modules are higher levels modules
programmed in a high-level language to provide spe-
cific behaviors to the robot. The situated modules are
evaluated serially in an order controlled by the mod-
ule controller. Research in nonverbal communication
in humans reveals a different picture in which mul-
tiple different processes do collaborate to realize the
natural action. For example (Argyle, 2001) showed
that human spatial behavior in close encounters can
be modeled with two interacting processes. It is possi-
ble in the selective framework to implement these two
processes as a single behavior but this goes against
the spirit of behavioral architectures that emphasizes
modularity of behavior (Perez, 2003). This leads to
the first requirement for HRI aware action integra-
tion: The action integration mechanism should allow
a continuous range from pure selective to pure com-
binative strategies. In other words the system should
use a hybrid integration strategy. The need to manage
the degree of combinativity based on the current situ-
ation entails the second requirement: The action inte-
gration mechanism should adapt to the environmental
state using timely sensor information as well as the
internal state of the robot. In current systems this re-
quirement is usually implemented by using a higher
level deliberative layer but in many cases the interac-
tion between simple reactive within the action inte-
grator can achieve the same result as will be shown in
the example implementation of this paper.

The Hybrid Coordination approach presented in
(Perez, 2003) is the nearest approach to achieve this
first requirement. In this system every two behav-
iors are combined using a Hierarchical Hybrid Co-
ordination Node that has two inputs. The output of
the HHCN is calculated as a nonlinear combination
of its two inputs controlled by the activation levels
of the source behaviors and an integer parameter k
that determines how combinative the HHCN is, where
larger values of k makes the node more selective. The
HHCNs are then arranged in a hierarchical structure
to generate the final command for every DoF of the
robot (Perez, 2003). Although experiments with the
navigation of an autonomous underwater robot have
shown that the hybrid coordination architecture can
outperform traditional combinative and selective ar-
chitectures, it still has some limitations in the HRI do-
main. One major limitation of the hybrid coordination
system is its reliance on binary HHCNs which makes
it unsuitable for large numbers of behaviors due to the
exponential growth in the number of HHCNs needed.

Another problem is the choice of the parameter k for
every HHCN. Yet the most difficult problem for this
system is figuring out the correct arrangement of the
behaviors into the HHCN inputs. This leads to the
third requirement: The action integration mechanism
should not depend on global relationships between
behaviors. One of the major problems with this ar-
chitecture is that every behavior must calculate its
own activation level. Although this is easy for be-
haviors like avoid-obstacles or go-to, it is very diffi-
cult for interactive processes like attend-to-human be-
cause the achievement of such interactive processes is
not manifested in an easily measurable specific goal
state that must be achieved or maintained but in the
exact way the overall behavior of the robot is chang-
ing over time. This leads to the fourth requirement:
The action integration mechanism should separate the
calculation of behavior’s influence from the behavior
computation.

The number of behaviors needed in interac-
tive robots usually is very high compared with au-
tonomously navigating robots if the complexity of
each behavior is kept acceptably low, but most of
those behaviors are usually passive in any specific
moment based on the interaction situation. This prop-
erty leads to the fifth requirement: The system should
have a built-in attention focusing mechanism. HRI
systems usually work in the real world with high lev-
els of noise but it is required that the robot shows a
form of goal directed behavior. This leads to the sixth
requirement: The action integration system should be
robust against noise and data loss to provide a goal-
directed behavior.

In summary the six requirements HRI imposes on
the action integration system are:

R1 It should allow a continuous range from pure se-
lective to pure combinative strategies

R2 It should adapt to the environmental state utilizing
timely sensor information.

R3 It should not depend on global relationships be-
tween behaviors

R4 It should separate the calculation of behavior’s in-
fluence from the behavior’s computation

R5 It should have built-in attention focusing

R6 It should be robust against noise and data loss.

Table 2 compares the action integration scheme of
some well used behavioral architectures with the pro-
posed system in terms of the six requirements

In this paper an action integration mechanism that
has the potential of meeting these requirements is pre-
sented.
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Table 1: Comparison of the Action Integration Capabilities of Some Behavioral Architectures in Terms of the Six Require-
ments in section 2.

Architecture Integration Implement. R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6
Subsumption (Brooks, 1986) Selective Distributed

√ √ √

ASD (Maes, 1989) Selective Distributed
√ √

PDL (Steels, 1993) Combinative Central
√

Motor Schemas (Arkin, 1993) Combinative Distributed
√ √

Hybrid Coordination (Perez, 2003) Hybrid Distributed
√ √

AVB (Nicolescu and Matarić, 2002) Selective Distributed
√ √ √

Situated Modules (Ishiguro et al., 1999) Selective Central
√ √ √ √

Proposed System Hybrid Hybrid
√ √ √ √ √ √

Figure 1: The Proposed Action Integration Mechanism.

3 L0EICA

EICA is a behavioral hybrid architecture designed for
HRI applications (Mohammad and Nishida, 2007).
The basic behavioral element of EICA is the inten-
tion. Every intention implements a simple well de-
fined reactive capability of the robot. Intentions are
more like motor schema of (Arkin, 1993) than com-
plete behaviors. Every intention has three attributes:

Attentionality a real number (0 1) that specifies the
relative speed at which the intention is running.

Actionability a real number (0 ∞) specifying the ac-
tivation level of the intention. A zero or negative
activation level prevents the intention from execu-
tion. This attribute controls the influence of this
intention on other running components.

Intentionality a real number (0 ∞) set by the dis-
tributed action integration layer and used by the
central integrator to combine the actions of vari-
ous intentions.

4 THE PROPOSED SYSTEM

Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of this hybrid system.
The following subsections will detail the two layers
of the system.

4.1 Behavior Level Integration

The goal of this layer of the action integration mech-
anism is to provide timely values for the actionabil-
ity, attentionality, and intentionality for various inten-
tions in the system. The first two of those parameters
will determine how frequent every intention will be
allowed to send actions to the central action integra-
tor, and the third will be used by the action integrator,
along with other parameters, to integrate the actions
proposed by all the running intentions as will be de-
tailed in the next section.

This layer is implemented as a set of processes
connected together and to the intentions through effect
channels.

Every process runs with a speed directly propor-
tional to its attentionality level as long as its action-
ability is positive. The processes are connected to-
gether through effect channels in a network. Every
effect channel has a set of n inputs that use continu-
ous signaling and a single output that is continuously
calculated from those inputs according to the opera-
tion attribute of the effect channel. The example pre-
sented in this paper uses the Avg operation defined as:

y =

n
∑

i=1
(aixi)

n
∑

i=1
(ai)

, where xi is an input port, ai is the ac-

tionability of the object connected to port i and y is
the output of the effect channel. Every process or in-
tention has a single effect channel connected to its at-
tentionality attribute and another effect channel con-
nected to its actionability attribute, and effect chan-
nels can be arranged into hierarchical structures like
the HHCNs in (Perez, 2003) but rather than carrying
action and influence information, the effect channels
carry only the influence information between differ-
ent processes of the system.
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4.2 Action Level Integration

This layer consists of a central fast action integrator
that fuses the actions generated from various inten-
tions based on the intentionality of their sources, the
mutuality and priority assigned to them, and general
parameters of the robot. The actionability of the ac-
tion integrator is set to a fixed positive value to ensure
that it is always running. The action integrator is an
active entity and this means that its attentionality is
changeable at run time to adjust the responsiveness of
the robot. The action integrator periodically checks its
internal master command object and whenever finds
some action stored in it, the executer is invoked to ex-
ecute this action on the physical actuators of the robot.

Algorithm 1 shows the register-action function re-
sponsible of updating the internal command object
based on actions sent by various intentions of the
robot. The algorithm first ignores any actions gen-
erated from intentions below a specific system wide
threshold τact . The function then calculates the to-
tal priority of the action based on the intentionality
of its source, and its source assigned priority. Based
on the mutuality assigned to every degree of freedom
(DoF) of the action, difference between the total pri-
ority of the proposed action and the currently assigned
priority of the internal command, the system decides
whether to combine the action with the internal com-
mand, override the stored command, or ignore the
proposed action. Intentions can use the immediate at-
tribute of the action object to force the action integra-
tor to issue a command to the executer immediately
after combining the current action.

4.3 Requirement Achievement

1. The system can achieve a continuous range of
combinative to selective behavior based on the
values of the actionability and attentionality of the
intentions and the mutuality assigned to the ac-
tions. On one extreme τact can be set to the same
value of the intention with the highest intention
which will lead to a purely selective behavior. On
the other hand τact and action mutuality can be
set to zero while keeping the intentionality of all
intentions equal which will lead to a purely com-
binative behavior.

2. The distributed layer of the system can use the
sensor information and internal state stored in the
processes to manipulate the tauact parameter as
well as the intentionality of various intentions to
control the level of combinative behavior based on
timely information from the environment.

Algorithm 1 : Register Action Algorithm.

function REGISTER-ACTION(Action a, Inten-
tion s)

if s.actionability < τact ∨ s.intentionality <
τint then

exit
end if
c← current combined command
p ← a.priority + max priority ×

s.intentionality
for every DoF i in the a do

combined← true
if p < c.priority∧ s 6= c.source then

c.source← s
c.do f (i)← a.do f (i)
c.priority(i)← p
c.hasAction(i)← true

end if
if c.source 6= null then

c.source← null
c.priority(i)←max(p,c.priority(i))

else
c.source← s
c.priority(i)← p

end if
if a.mutual = true∨ c.source = s then

c.source← s
c.do f (i)← a.do f (i)
c.priority(i)← p

else
c.do f (i) ←

p×a.do f (i)+c.priority×c.do f (i)
p+c.priority

end if
if combined = true then

return false
end if
c.actionable← true
if a.notCombinableWithLower then

c.stopCombiningLower← true
end if
if a.immediate then

execute a
end if

end for
end function

3. The proposed action integration mechanism does
not depend on any global relation between the
intentions or the processes and adding new pro-
cesses or intentions will only involve deciding the
local effect, and data channels related to this new
active component.
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4. The influence of any intention on the final behav-
ior of the robot is controlled based on its intention-
ality which is in turn controlled by the processes
of the behavior integration layer rather than the
intention itself. This provides the required sep-
aration between the calculation of influence and
the computation of the basic behaviors.

5. Attention focusing is implemented in the lowest
level of implementation in the proposed system
and is controlled by the attentionality of various
processes and intentions. This calculation is sepa-
rated from the influence calculation through the
actionability parameters. Most existing robotic
architectures do not separate these two aspects of
behavior control. By separating the actionability
from the attentionality and allowing actionabil-
ity to have a continuous range, EICA enables a
form of attention focusing that is usually unavail-
able to behavioral systems. This separation allows
the robot to select the active processes depending
on the general context (by setting the actionability
value) while still being able to assign the compu-
tation power according to the exact environmental
and internal condition (by setting the attentional-
ity value). The fact that the actionability is vari-
able allows the system to use it to change the pos-
sible influence of various processes (through the
operators of the effect channels) based on the cur-
rent situation.

6. The central action integrator acts as a low pass fil-
ter that reduces the effects of noise by combining
the actions sent by various intentions and accumu-
lating them for a period that is controlled by the
attentionality of the action integrator itself. This
provides a simple means of noise rejection. A
more subtle advantage of the proposed system in
relation to goal-directed behavior is the distribu-
tive nature of the behavior integration layer which
allows, for well designed robots, the emergence
of complex external behavior from simple internal
processes. The other option to achieve this com-
plex external behavior was to map this complexity
directly to the intentions themselves which would
have complicated the design too much.

4.4 Limitations

Although the previous subsection has shown that the
proposed architecture can theoretically achieve the six
requirement of section 2 the system still has some lim-
itations. One of the major problems with the proposed
system is that it is sometimes difficult design the
behavior level integration layer because of its asyn-
chronous distributed nature and it is also difficult to

learn the parameters needed to control the timing of
the operation of various processes in it. Although
careful division of the task into a set of intentions
and task-specific integration processes can alleviate
this problem, a general guideline to this process is
needed to simplify the design of EICA robots. This
limitation can be overcame by restricting the number
of processes active at any moment to only one process
but this will lead to over-complication in the design of
the intentions. A better solution to this problem is a
direction for future research.

5 EXPERIMENT

The ability to use human-like nonverbal listening be-
havior is an advantage for humanoid robots that coex-
ist with humans in the same social space and is com-
plex enough to test some of the proposed system’s
features. (Kanda et al., 2007) implemented a robot
that tries to use natural human like body language
while listening to a human giving it road directions
based on the situated modules architecture. The road
guidance task is simplified by the fact that there are
no other objects of interest in the scene except the hu-
man. In this work we try to build a general listener
robot that can generate natural nonverbal behavior in
an explanation scenario involving unknown number
of objects that can also be moving. As a minimal de-
sign, only the head of the robot was controlled during
this experiment. This decision was based on the hy-
pothesis accepted by many researchers in the nonver-
bal human interaction community that gaze direction
is one of the most important nonverbal behaviors in-
volved in realizing natural listening in human-human
close encounters (Argyle, 2001). This example is in-
tended as a guide for designing systems that can uti-
lize the proposed integration strategy and a proof of
its applicability for HRI.

5.1 Procedure

The evaluation data was collected as follows:

1. Six different explanation scenarios were collected
in which a person is explaining the procedure
of operating a hypothetical machine that involves
pressing three different buttons, rotating a knob,
and noticing results in an LCD screen in front
of a Robovie II robot while pretending that the
robot is listening to the explanation. The data was
collected using the PhaseSpace Motion Digitizer
system (PhaseSpace, 2007) by utilizing 18 LED
markers attached to various parts of the speaker’s
body. The data was logged 460 times per second.
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2. The logged data were used as the input to a robot
simulator that implemented the proposed system.
The behavior of the robot’s head was compared
with known human-human behavior in terms of
mutual gaze and gaze toward instructor.

3. For every scenario 20 new synthetic scenarios
were generated by utilizing 20 different levels of
noise. The error level is defined as the percentage
of the mean value of the noise term to the mean of
the raw signal. The behavior of the simulator was
analyzed for every one of the resulting 120 sce-
narios and compared to the original performance.

5.2 Design

Four reactive intentions were designed that encapsu-
late the possible interaction actions that the robot can
generate, namely, looking around , following the hu-
man face , following the salient object in the envi-
ronment, and looking at the same place the human
is looking at. Each one of those intention is imple-
mented as a simple state machine (Mohammad et al.,
2007). The sufficiency of those intentions was based
on the fact that in the current scenario the robot sim-
ply has no other place to look, and the necessity was
confirmed empirically by the fact that the three be-
havioral processes needed to adjust the intentionality
of all of these intentions.

The analysis of natural listening requirements
showed the need of three behavioral processes. Two
processes to generate an approach-escape mechanism
controlling looking toward the human operator which
is inspired by the Approach-Avoidance mechanism
suggested in (Argyle, 2001) in managing spatial dis-
tance in natural human-human situations. These pro-
cesses were named Look-At-Human, and Be-Polite.
A third process was needed to control the realization
of the mutual attention behavior. This process was
called Mutual-Intention. The details refer to (Moham-
mad et al., 2007). A brief description of them is given
here:

1. Look-At-Human: This process is responsible of
generating an attractive virtual force that pulls the
robot’s head to the location of the human face.

2. Be-Polite: This process works against the Look-
At-Human process generating a repulsive virtual
force that pulls the robot’s head away from the lo-
cation of the human face depending on the period
of attending to the human.

3. Mutual-Attention: This process tries to pull the
robot’s head toward direction to which the human
is looking.

Table 2: Comparison between the Simulated and Natural
Behavior.

Item Statistic Simulation H-H
value

Mutual Gaze Mean 31.5% 30%
Std.Dev. 1.94% –

Gaze Toward Mean 77.87% 75%
Instructor Std.Dev. 3.04% –
Mutual Mean 53.12% unknown
Attention Std.Dev. 4.66% –

Five perception processes were needed to imple-
ment the aforementioned behavioral processes and in-
tentions. The details can be found in (Mohammad
et al., 2007).

5.3 Results

Some of the results of numerical simulations of the
listening behavior of the robot are given in Table 2.
The table shows the average time of performing two
basic interactive behaviors obtained from the simu-
lated robot in comparison to the known average val-
ues measured in human-human interaction situations.
The average times in the human-human case are re-
ported from (Argyle, 2001). As the table shows the
behavior of the robot is similar to the known aver-
age behavior in the human-human case for both mu-
tual gaze and gaze toward instructor behaviors and
the standard deviation in both cases is less than 7%
of the mean value which predicts robust operation in
real world situations.

Although the average time of showing the three
evaluation behaviors are similar to the human-human
values as shown in Table 2, this similarity is not
enough for completely judging human like natural be-
havior and the dynamical aspects of the interaction
must be taken into account before drawing final con-
clusions. This method of analysis, although limited,
was selected because of two reasons. First the be-
havior of the speaker in this experiment is not to-
tally natural because the robot did not respond at real
time, which affects the dynamics of the interaction
but it was hypothesized that the effect on the aver-
ages used for evaluation is much less. Second there is
no available data about the detailed dynamics of the
behavior of the listener and the speaker in the human-
human case during explanation scenarios. In near fu-
ture a wide scale human-human experiment will be
conducted by the authors to collect such data for more
accurate evaluation.

Fig. 2 shows the effect of increasing the error level
on the percentage of time mutual gaze and gaze to-
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Figure 2: Effect on the error level on the behavior of the
robot.

ward instructor behaviors were recognized in the sim-
ulation. As expected the amount of time spent on
these interactive behaviors decreases with increased
error level although this decrease is not linear but
can be well approximated with a quadratic function
as regression analysis revealed. This means that the
performance degrades gracefully with the increased
noise level even for signal correlated noise.

5.4 Discussion

One of the main purposes of having robotic architec-
tures is to make it easier for the programmer to divide
the required task into smaller computational compo-
nents that can be implemented directly. The pro-
posed action integration mechanism helps in achiev-
ing a natural division of the problem by the following
simple procedure. First the task is analyzed to find the
basic competencies that the robot must possess in or-
der to achieve this task. Those competencies are not
complex behaviors like attend-to-human but finer be-
haviors like look-right, follow-face, etc. Those com-
petencies are then mapped to the intentions of the sys-
tem. Each one of these intentions should be carefully
engineered and tested before adding any more com-
ponents to the system

The next step in the design process is to design
the behavior level integration part of the action inte-
gration. To do that, the task is analyzed to find the
underlying processes that control the required behav-
ior. Those processes are then implemented. The most
difficult part of the whole process is to find the correct
parameters of those processes to achieve the required
external behavior. Currently this parameter choice is
done using trial-and-error but it will be more effective
to use machine learning techniques to learn those pa-
rameters from the interactions either offline or online.
The current architecture supports run-time adaptation
of those parameters, and this feature will be exploited
in the future to implement learning of the behavioral
integration layer. Those behavioral steps are added
incrementally and the relative timing between them is
adjusted according to the required behavior.

This simple design procedure is made possible be-
cause of the separation between the basic behavioral
components (intentions) and the behavior level inte-
gration layer (processes).

It is informative to compare this procedure with
the procedure suggested in (Ishiguro et al., 1999)
for the situated modules architecture. Every situ-
ated module should have a list of preconditions that
is always checked by the module controller which
chooses that module that is most suitable to the sit-
uation. The problem with this arrangement for HRI
applications is that the evaluation of the preconditions
can be very time consuming or even very difficult to
decide in the first place. Let’s consider the situated
module look-at-human that should be activated dur-
ing the interaction enough to make the speaker feel
comfortable but not too much. How can the designer
find all the rule to select all the occasions in which
the behavior is to be invoked? and how can this list
be updated for reuse in other applications? The main
problem is that it is too difficult to find the precondi-
tions for a behavior as simple as look-at-human and
the only solutions are either to complicate the behav-
iors used (increase the granularity) or to complicate
the module controller (may be by using deliberation).
In the proposed system this problem does not exist be-
cause the behavior itself (the intention) is coded with-
out any need to think about its preconditions. The be-
havior level integration processes are then designed
based on the global view of the task and not the re-
quirements of each intention which means that this
set of preconditions need not be built at any point in
the design process. This allows intentions to be thin-
ner than the situated modules without the need of a
higher deliberative layer.

A widely accepted definition of intention is:
”a choice with commitment” (Cohen and Levesque,
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Figure 3: The evolution of intentionality of the four basic
intention used in the listener robot.

1990). This definition emphasizes that for a behavior
to be perceived as intentional it must possess a form
of behavioral inertia that makes the robot stick with
its behavior until its goal is achieved or the situational
changes result on the adoption of a new goal. Care-
ful design of the behavior level integration processes
can achieve this goal in the proposed architecture. For
example Fig. 3 shows the evolution of intentionality
of the aforementioned four basic reactive intentions
in one case annotated with the external behavior as
perceived by the interacting human. As shown in the
figure the effects of the fluctuations of the input sig-
nals ,although mapped to the intentionality of various
intentions, do not affect the final behavior directly be-
cause of the existence of the central action level in-
tegrator that averages those fluctuations and provides
this needed behavioral inertia to make the final be-
havior look intentional for the human.

6 CONCLUSIONS

This paper analyzed the required properties for ac-
tion integration mechanisms suitable for interactive
robots, and presented the design of a new two lay-
ers hybrid action integration mechanism that utilizes
both distributive integration in the behavior integra-
tion layer and a central action level integrator that can
achieve the aforementioned requirement. The paper
also presented a simple example of a listener robot
implemented based on the proposed mechanism.
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Abstract: In this paper, we will consider the localization problem of the autonomous minirobot Khepera II in a known 
environment. Mobile robots must be able to determine their own position to operate successfully in any 
environments. Our system combines odometry and a 2-D vision sensor to determine the position of the 
robot based on a new triangulation algorithm. The new system uses different colored cylinder landmarks 
which are positioned at the corners of the environment. The main aim is to analyze the accuracy and the 
robustness in case of noisy data and to obtain an accurate method to estimate the robot’s position. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Vision-based localization is the process to recognize 
the landmarks reliably and to calculate the robot's 
position (Borenstein et al., 1996). Researchers have 
developed a variety of systems sensors, and 
techniques for mobile robot positioning. (Borenstein 
et al., 1997) define seven categories for positioning 
system: Odometry, Inertial Navigation, Magnetic 
Compasses, Active Beacons (Trilateration method 
and Triangulation method), Global Positioning 
Systems, Landmark Navigation, and Model 
Matching. Some experimental systems that work on 
localization are using mobile robots equipped with 
sensors that provide range and bearing 
measurements to beacons (Witkowski and Rückert, 
2002) and some other work with vision sensors 
(Chinapirom et al, 2004). 

Because of the lack of a single good method, 
developers of mobile robots usually combine two or 
more methods (Borenstein et al., 1997). To predict 
the robot’s location, some systems combine 
odometric measurements, landmark matching, and 
triangulation with observations of the environment 
from a camera sensor (DeSouza and C.Kak, 2002; 
Yuen et al., 2005). (Martinelli et al, 2003) combine 
the odometric measurements, uses encoder readings 

as inputs, and the readings from a laser range finder 
as observations to localize the robot.  

Many solutions to the localization problem 
included geometric calculations which do not 
consider uncertainty and statistical solutions (Kose 
et al., 2006). Triangulation is a widely used to the 
localization problem. It uses geometry data to 
compute the robot’s position in indoor environment 
(Shoval et al., 1998).  

Triangulation is based on the measurement of the 
bearings of the robot relatively to the landmarks 
placed in known positions. Three landmarks are 
required at least for solving the triangulation. The 
robot’s position estimated by the triangulation 
method is based on find the intersection of the two 
circles which passes through the robot and two 
landmarks, show figure 1. 

Cohen and Koss, 1993 present four methods for 
triangulation from three fixed landmarks in known 
locations in an environment: iterative search (IS), 
geometric triangulation (GT), iterative Newton 
Raphson (NR) and geometric circle intersection 
(GCI). NR and GCI methods are found to be the 
most efficient ones. IS and GT are not practical. 

The geometric triangulation method is based on 
the law of sins and works consistently only when the 
robot is within the triangle formed by the three 
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landmarks (Casanova et al., 2002, Esteves et al., 
2003). The geometric circle intersection method is 
widely used in literature. It  fails when the three 
landmarks and the robot lie on a same circle. Betke 
and Gurvis, 1997 are using more than three beacons.  

The landmark is written as a complex number in 
the robot-centered coordinate system. The 
processing time depends linearly on the number of 
the landmarks. Casanova et al (Casanova et al., 
2002; Casanova et al., 2005) address the localization 
problem of moving objects using laser and 
radiofrequency technology through a geometric 
circle triangulation algorithm. They show that the 
localization error varies depending on the angles 
between the bacons. 

In this paper, a system for global positioning of a 
mobile robot is presented. Our system combines 
odometry and 2-D vision data to determine the 
position of the robot by a new Alternative 
Triangulation Algorithm (ATA). ATA is obtained 
from a set of equations from the triangles between 
the robot and the landmarks. We present simulation 
results for noisy input data to estimate the robot’s 
position with respect to the environment. 

In the next section, the robot platform is 
described. Section 3 describes the triangulation 
method based on the law of cosine. Section 4 
contains the description of the new Alternative 
Triangulation Algorithm. Results are given in 
section 5.  

 
Figure 1: The robot’s position is the intersection of two 
circles. Each one of the two circle passes through the robot 
and two landmarks. 

  
Figure 2: Khepera with the camera module in the test 
environment. 

   

Figure 3: Khepera minirobot II equipped with FPGA 
module and 2D color CMOS camera module, and a typical 
image with 640 x 480 pixels from camera module. 

2 ROBOT PLATFORM 

The main idea is the detection of landmarks of 
different color by using a CMOS color sensor. For 
this, the robot gets pictures of the environment in 
different orientations and/or from different positions. 
An image processing algorithm will be used to 
extract the centre of each landmark; details are given 
in (Ebied et al., 2007). Also the different angles 
between different landmarks as viewed from the 
mobile robot will be calculated using the odometry 
method as show in figure 2. Then we develop a new 
alternative triangulation algorithm to calculate the 
robot’s position based on parameter set (angles) and 
the knowledge of the positions of the landmarks.  

The positioning system has been implemented on 
the minirobot Khepera (K-Team, 2002) that uses an 
additional camera module, as show in figure 2. The 
camera is a 2D color CMOS camera from Transchip, 
model TC5740MB24B. To control the camera we 
use an FPGA module that is equipped with USB 2.0 
port. Via the USB port the programmer is able to see 
on a computer screen what the robot is capturing. 
The received images have a resolution of 640 x 480 
pixels in 8 bit RGB color, see figure 3. 

3 THE TRIANGULATION 
ALGORITHM 

This section shows how to apply well-known 
triangulation algorithm (Betke and Gurvis, 1997) to 
the robot localization problem. If the positions of the 
landmarks are known and also the angles between 
the landmarks relative to the robot’s position are 
known, then we can use the law of cosine to 
calculate the distance between the robot and the 
three landmarks. Let (xi ,yi), i=1…3 be the positions 
of the landmarks L1 … L3 in the Cartesian 
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coordinate of the environment. From the triangle 
between the robot and the landmarks L1 and L2 , we 
get the following equation by applying the law of 
cosine 

 

( ) ( )1801cos2122
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2
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2
21

πθddddxx ∗−+=−  (1) 

 
where di, i=1…3 are the unknown distance 

between the landmarks and the robot’s position, and 
θ1 is the angle between landmarks L1 and L2 relative 
to the robot’ position, as shows in figure 4.  

With three landmarks, there are three pairs of 
landmarks (i.e. landmarks 1 and 2, 2 and 3, and 1 
and 3). So we can get system of equations to 
determine the distance di between the robot’s 
position and the landmarks Li, by applying the law 
of cosine to all pairs of landmarks 
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Where θ2 is the angle between landmarks L2 and 

L3 relative to the robot’ position, as shown in figure 
4. The system of nonlinear equations (1), (2), and (3) 
can be solved using a least square method. Once the 
distances di are found, the robot’s position (xr ,yr) 
can be estimated from solving the following 
equations: 
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Figure 4: Estimated robot’s position R using law of cosine. 

4 AN ALTERNATIVE 
TRIANGULATION 
ALGORITHM 

In the alternative triangulation algorithm, also at 
least three landmarks are required to estimate the 
robot’s position. We can use the triangles between 
the robot and the three landmarks to estimate the 
robot’s position. From the triangle between the robot 
and the landmarks L1 and L2, we get the following 
equations 
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The angles θ1a and θ1b can be computed from the 
measured angle θ1, as shows in figure 5. 

111 θθθ =+ ba  (9) 

 
We can apply the same equations to another pair of 
landmarks and get a system of six equations in six 
unknown variables which can be solved to give us 
an estimate for the robot’s position (xr, yr). Applying 
the same equations on the triangle between the robot 
and the landmarks L2 and L3, we get the following 
equations 
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Figure 5: An alternative triangulation algorithm to 
estimated robot’s position R using three Landmarks. 
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5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Four distinctly coloured landmarks are placed at 
known positions at the edges of the environment. 
For a robot’s environment with a size of 62 x 74 
cm2, the floor of the environment will be divided 
into squares (cells) that are used to determine the 
position of the robot. We have used a grid with 11 
by 13 lines in each direction which results in a data 
set of 143 robot’s position. The robot’s position 
error is considering as the Euclidean distance 
between the estimated robot position and the actual 
robot position. We averaged the robot’s position 
error over 143 places in the environment. 

In the first experiment, the alternative 
triangulation algorithm has been used to estimate 
robot’s position in the experimental environment. 
The experiments deal with different combinations of 
three landmarks. In Figure 6, the position error has 
been plotted as a function of the robot’s position. 
The average of the position error is 0.35cm which is 
limited between 0.02cm and 3.5cm. Maximum error 
is obtained when the two angles between three 
landmarks relative to the robot’s position is less than 
90○. It is easily to overcome the error in robot’s 
position by using all the visible landmarks.  

Using several landmarks yield a more robust 
robot’s position estimate. If we have n landmarks, 
there are many different combinations of the three 
landmarks that can be used to compute the position 
of the robot. We can obtain the minimum position 
error by using two different ways. First, we can 
calculate the average from the estimated robot’s 
position from all different groups of three 
landmarks. Or by using a suitable algorithm to select 
the best 3 landmarks with at least one angle greater 
than 90○.  

The position error average from all different 
groups of landmarks is 0.253cm which is limited 
between 0.022cm and 0.935cm. The position error, 
based on selecting the best 3 landmarks with at least 
one angle greater than 90○, is 0.242cm which is 
limited between 0.021cm and 0.767cm. So by using 
a suitable algorithm to select the best 3 landmarks 
with at least one angle greater than 90○, we can 
obtain the minimum position error, as show in figure 
7. 

The second experiment deals with the 
triangulation algorithm based on the law of cosine. 
Solving system of nonlinear equations using the 
least square method requires making a starting guess 
of the robot’s position.  Table 1 shows the results of 
the experiments in which the starting guess of the 
solution takes across the environment diagonal. Our 

results show the minimum, maximum, mean, and 
standard deviation of the position error. We begin to 
receive a minimum of the position error close to the 
environment center.  The mean of the position error 
is 0.0035cm when the center coordinate of the 
environment is used as the starting guess. 

The last experiment, we consider the robot’s 
position problem for noisy angle data that are 
measure using odometry method. Errors in odometry 
are caused by the intersection between the wheels 
and the terrain, for example slippage, cracks, debris 
of solid material, etc. (Borenstein et al., 1997). We 
add a random noisy angle θΔ  of degree to each 
actual angle. Table 2 shows the position error using 
the alternative triangulation algorithm with different 
combinations of three landmarks, and using the 
random generated angles θΔ  on the specified 
interval [-3○, 3○] which are added to the actual 
angles.  

 
Figure 6: Estimated robot’s position using an ATA. Three 
landmarks have been placed at the right and left bottom 
corner and at the left top corner of the environment. The 
maximum error happened when the robot was been almost 
on the same line with one of the landmarks parallel to the 
x-axis. 

 
Figure 7: By using a suitable algorithm to select the best 3 
landmarks with at least one angle greater than 90○. 
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Table 1: Minimum, maximum, mean, and standard 
deviation values (in cm) for the robot’s position error at 
different starting guess of the solution. 

 (10,10,10)cm (15,15,15)cm (20,20,20)cm 
min 0,0002 0,0002 0,0002 
max 66,0609 66,0609 0,0351 
mean 8,0755 1,8593 0,0035 
std 18,1959 10,5717 0,0046 

Table 2: Minimum, maximum, mean, and standard 
deviation values (in cm) for the robot’s position error of 
different groups of landmarks. The results from selecting 
the suitable three landmarks with at least one angle greater 
than 90○ are given in column Select. 

 Landmark groups  

 1, 2, 3 1, 2, 4 2, 3, 4 1, 3, 4 average Select
min 0,222 0,102 0,097 0,047 0,106 0,20 
max 8,631 10,12 11,01 21,24 6,490 4,07 
mean 1,924 1,944 2,136 2,154 1,403 1,50 
Std 1,511 1,602 2,065 2,520 0,897 0,88 
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Abstract: Automated Data Collecting System (ADCS) is a common name for automatic systems that collect data of 
any kind. These systems are becoming more and more common in several industries and play an important 
part in many of today’s and future applications. Information flow architecture is an important issue, when 
employing an ADCS. This paper presents different kinds of architecture models and their typical 
characteristics, concentrating on traffic load issues in different parts of the system. The results presented in 
this paper, give a basis for more accurate specifying and designing of the architecture model for each 
automated data collecting application in question. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Information flow architectures play an important 
role in many present day and especially future 
applications. As automatization becomes more 
common in many industries, the problem of 
information flow architecture must be solved. This 
actually consists of several “sub-problems”: where 
data is transferred, how it is transferred, where data 
is stored, who can access the data, how the access is 
performed, what configuration is needed and which 
party performs them, how the new participant is 
added etc. etc. (Jie et. al., 2006) 

All the above questions must be answered to 
make the system optimally suited for an intended 
application. Every application has its own individual 
characteristics and therefore a common answer for 
the information flow architecture cannot be given. 
All the options have their own pros and cons, and 
these are discussed in this study. The main focus is 
however in comparing throughputs and traffic loads 
in different parts of the Automated Data Collecting 
Systems (ADCS) and in different models. 

ADCS is defined here as including all types of 
automatic systems that collect any kind of data. Well 
known examples can be, for example, RFID-systems, 
supply chain management systems, automatic meter 
reading (AMR) systems, forest fire surveillance 
sensor networks or highway speed control systems. 

The common factor is that systems collect data and 
in some way make it available for their users. 
(Bodrozic, Stipanicev, Stula, 2006; Wang et. al., 
2005) 

An ADCS usually consists of data collection 
units (DCU) (e.g. RFID readers or water 
consumption meters), database(s), optional server(s) 
and network and data links between these 
components. All of the components have an effect 
on the nature and behaviour of the system. Therefore, 
the components must be chosen based on the needs 
of the application in question. Video data stream 
systems transfer large amounts of data and they 
require small jitter and high throughput due to their 
real time operation. AMR systems transfer small 
amounts of data and also the real time demand is 
very low. Supply chain management systems also 
deal with small data quantities, but they might need 
very short response times and delays, for example 
where handling machines are exploiting the data. 
EDI systems (Electronic Data Interchange) do not 
usually demand real time features, but the 
transferred data amount might still be high. Forest 
fire surveillance sensor networks put a lot of 
emphasis on energy efficiency, because of the need 
for long maintenance intervals (Yu, Wang, Meng, 
2005). 

Depending on which application the ADCS is 
designed to be used in, different attributes must be 
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emphasized. For AMR systems it is not 
recommended or necessary to roll out a system with 
effective and high-cost real time operations. In 
supply chain management it can be considered 
needless expense to employ a system with very high 
throughput, instead of concentrating resources on 
keeping delays low. 

The simulations presented in this study present 
the differences in traffic load in different 
architectures. These results give a basis for 
specifying and designing a suitable system for each 
application. This paper is sectioned as follows: 
chapter 2 presents three different architecture 
models and their main characteristics. Chapter 3 
contains the simulation descriptions and TCP theory, 
and traffic load simulation results and discussion are 
presented in chapter 4. Finally, chapter 5 concludes 
the study and also takes a look at future work. 

2  ARCHITECTURE MODELS 

The simulations were done with three different types 
of architecture model. These were centralized, semi-
distributed and distributed architectures. The 
differences between these architectures are: 

• The placement and number of data 
storage(s) e.g. database(s) 

• One-way or two-way traffic 
• Reaching the database directly or through a 

dedicated server 
 
All links in the simulation models are marked as 

A, B, C or D, depending on their characteristics. A, 
B and C links have 100 Mbps capacity whereas D 
has 10 Mbps. The delay for every link is 1 µs and 
BER is 0 %. The same delay and BER are also used 
for every node in the network as is the buffer size of 
50 packets. 

2.1  Centralized Architecture Model 

The centralized architecture model consists of one 
server, 12 data collection units (DCUs), 6 switches 
and 7 routers (GWs) as seen in figure 2.1.  

In this simplified model of centralized 
architecture, all data is stored in the one dedicated 
server and all users can access the data through that 
server. This means that the information flow is 
considered as uni-directional. The links themselves 
are however bi-directional, as TCP/IP-connections 
always are, because of the protocol requirements, 
acknowledge-packets etc. 

 
 
 

 
Figure 2.1: Centralized architecture model. Data is stored in the server. 
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In this model the DCUs send their data direct to 
server. Other components like switches or GWs only 
forward the data packets to the following link. 

2.2 Semi-Distributed Architecture 
Model 

The semi-distributed architecture model consists of 
the same components as the centralized model and 
the used topology is also similar as presented in 
figure 2.1. In this model the data is however stored 
in several databases, which are located in every GW. 
However users will always access the data through a 
dedicated server, which requests the data in question 
from each database as needed. Due to these GW-
databases, only the on-demand data is transferred 
beyond its own GW, which decreases the traffic load 
in the server and A/B links significantly. 

In this procedure, the information flow is uni-
directional between DCUs and GWs and bi-
directional between GWs and the server due to the 
queries the server uses to request data from GWs. 

2.3 Distributed Architecture Model 

Unlike the two other architecture models presented 
above, the distributed architecture model does not 
have a server. Other components remain the same as 
in figure 2.2. 

In this model users access data, or actually the 
GW which hosts the database, directly from their 
own branches (or subnets), not through any 
dedicated server as in the previous architecture 
models. The user requests the needed information 
from a specific GW by sending a query packet(s). 
The GW then sends the data back to the user. 

3 SIMULATIONS 

These simulations were performed with the NCTUns 
Network simulator 3.0 by SimReal Inc, which uses a 
novel kernel re-entering simulation methodology 
(Wang et al 2003). The purpose of the simulations 
was to find the changes in link loads between 
different architectures.  

3.1 Generated Traffic 

The generated traffic sequence was similar in all 
three architectures. The modelled time period was 
40 seconds and each DCU produced data for one 
continuous 10 second period. In the centralized 
architecture model data was transmitted directly 
from DCUs to the server, whereas in the semi-
distributed and distributed models the data was first 
stored into GWs, and then requested from there by 
the server or other DCU. 

 
Figure 2.2: Distributed architecture model. Data is stored in the GWs. 
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These queries lasted 1 second each, as did the 
answers (e.g. data transfers) for them. Each GW 
received two of these queries. This means that 10 % 
of the data each DCU produced was requested by the 
users and transferred from the databases.  

This simulated traffic used basic TCP protocol 
with 1024 B of payload and all connections used 
their own individual TCP port numbers 
(Transmission Control Protocol, 1981). Two major 
characteristics of TCP are powerful mechanisms for 
error correction and congestion avoidance, which 
make it suitable for this kind of use, where data is 
error critical and congestions are highly likely to 
exist at some point. 

The congestion control mechanism of TCP 
protocol consists of two procedures: slow start and 
congestion avoidance. In slow start the extra 
window for sender, the congestion window (cwnd), 
will be taken into use. The congestion window 
defines the number of sent segments before an 
acknowledgement packet is expected to arrive. At 
the beginning of transmission, the cwnd is 1. When 
acknowledgement for this first sent packet arrives, 
the value of cwnd is doubled. This is done after 
every successful transmission. (Allman et al, 1999) 

When the first error occurs, the sender switches 
to the congestion avoidance procedure to reduce 
growth speed and achieve network capacity less 
aggressively. This switching point is called slow 
start threshold, sstresh. The increase in the size of 
the congestion window, and the number of sent 
segments before acknowledgements, will continue. 
The value is increased by one per every round trip 
time. The round trip time is a calculated time for a 
packet to travel from sender to receiver and the 
receiver’s acknowledgement to travel back to the 

original sender. The increase is now linear, whereas 
in the slow start phase it was exponential. Eventually, 
the packet will be lost again. Now the cwnd is reset 
back to 1, and sstresh is set to the value of half the 
current window size. Now the transmission 
continues with the slow start procedure again, until 
an error occurs, or the cwnd reaches the sstresh 
value, and switches again to congestion avoidance 
procedure. (Allman et al, 1999) 

The transmission continues performing these 
mechanisms, all the time seeking the current 
maximum network capacity. It is important to 
realize, that the sstresh does not always fall, it can 
also rise. If the error in congestion avoidance occurs 
when the window size is more than twice the sstresh, 
the sstresh will increase. The following figure 3.1 
presents the changes in the cwnd and sstresh during 
slow start and congestion avoidance procedures. 
Other TCP congestion avoidance algorithms have 
also been developed, but they are not discussed here, 
since the focus of this study is in architecture models, 
not in protocols (Wikipedia, 2007). 

TCP protocol was selected for these simulations 
because it is very commonly used in several kinds of 
applications and is designed to act well in difficult 
circumstances. Another protocol option considered 
was User Datagram Protocol (UDP), which is 
“lighter” and a connectionless protocol. UDP does 
not have error correction or congestion avoidance 
procedures, but because of its low overhead features, 
it would suit low-power consumption systems well. 
However systems demanding very low power 
consumption usually have their own application 
specific and customized protocols, such as the Kilavi 
protocol used in building automation (Soini et. al., 
2006). 

 
Figure 3.1: The use of congestion window and slow start threshold in TCP transmission (Allman et al, 1999). 
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4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

Throughputs in A- and B-links can be seen from the 
following graphs. The figure 4.1 shows server link A 
traffic load in centralized and semi-distributed 
architectures. 

As can be seen, the throughput is substantially 
lower in the semi-distributed architecture than in the 
centralized model. This also leads to much lower 
load on and requirements for the dedicated server. 

The traffic in link B is shown in figure 4.2. The 
picture presents the corresponding graphs from three 
different architectures. The presented load is 
measured from branch 5 (as in the graphs in figures 
4.3 and 4.4). 

As can now be seen, the traffic load in the 
centralized model is much higher and more 
continuous than in the other two models. The 
distributed model has more “spikes” than the semi-
distributed, due to data queries, which come directly 
from DCUs and not from the dedicated server. These 
queries also produce traffic for link B. 
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Figure 4.1: Link A throughputs in centralized and semi-distributed architecture models. 
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Figure 4.2: Link B throughputs in all three architecture models. 
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Examining link C it can be seen that data 
collecting traffic from DCUs is similar in all 
architecture models. This is presented in figure 4.3.  

Graphs indicate that the only difference appears 
in the distributed model, where data queries also 
produce load in the link. These queries can be seen 
as an extra “double spike”. In all the other situations 
it does not matter which architecture model is used 
when considering traffic load in link C. 

These characteristics can also be seen when 
examining the traffic load of link D, as can be seen 
in figure 4.4. 

When examining the centralized architecture 
model, a few typical characteristics can be 
discovered. First of all the traffic load in all links is 
very high and also continuous. Huge differences 
compared to the other architectures emerged in links 
A and B. This leads to the conclusion that server and 
link capacity must be high for centralized 
architecture to work well, or alternatively, the 
amount of collected data must be small. This, added 
to the fact that administering this kind of one 
database system is much easier and simpler than 
systems with several databases due to user  
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Figure 4.3: Link C throughputs in all three architecture models. 
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Figure 4.4: Link D throughputs in all three architecture models. 
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authentication configurations, means that centralized 
architecture is suitable for ADCS if the system is 
small and the amount of collected data is also 
relatively small. Also adding a new DCU is quick 
and easy because it only communicates with one 
partner, the server. 

The semi-distributed architecture model 
produced significantly less traffic than the 
centralized model with the systems main links A and 
B. This is because only required information is 
transferred beyond the databases (or gateways in this 
case). A semi-distributed model is however more 
complicated to administer, because of distributed 
resources and databases throughout the system. On 
the other hand these divided resources do reduce the 
requirements placed on the equipment, which makes 
the whole ADCS more reliable and cost-effective. 
Adding a new DCU or configuring user 
authentication rules for semi-distributed systems is 
easy, because all the information is distributed 
through one dedicated server, which is the only 
communication partner for the databases. The semi-
distributed architecture model is therefore suitable 
for automated data collecting systems, which have 
rather large numbers of DCUs and architecture or 
topology which might change regularly. 

The distributed architecture model differs from 
the other two, because it does not have a server or 
server link A. The traffic load in link B is quite 
similar to that of the semi-distributed model, but the 
distributed model has data queries coming from 
DCUs too. This slightly increases the throughput, 
but still the traffic load is much lower than in the 
centralized model. The distributed model is hard to 
administer, because of the several databases and 
communication partners all over the system. Adding 
a DCU is also complicated, because it needs to 
communicate and authenticate with several partners. 
The distributed architecture model is most suitable 
for an ADCS with a large amount of data and many 
DCUs, but the architecture is likely to be fixed and 
new users or DCUs are not expected to be added 
frequently. 

The traffic load in links C or D is very similar in 
all simulated architectures. Only the distributed 
model has slightly more traffic here, because data 
queries come straight from DCUs. Still, the 
difference is marginal, when most of the traffic load 
is generated from collected data which is similar in 
all models. 

The security aspects constitute an entity which, 
despite being essential for each application, is not 
discussed extensively in this paper. The main 
security issues for information flow architectures are 
user authentication and data encryption, which differ 
more or less for each model. The common factor is 
that they usually increase system complexity and 
also traffic load in each model. The need and level 
of encryption is strongly dependent on the nature of 
application in use. User authentication, on the other 
hand, is substantially different for each architecture 
models, due to different numbers of communication 
partners, as mentioned earlier. These aspects 
however require more specific investigation to 
accurately determine requirements and possibilities 
for different user authentication methods. (Sikkilä et. 
al., 2006; Perrig et. al., 2002) 

The main characteristics of all three studied 
models are summarized in the following table 4.1. 

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE 
WORK 

This paper presented three different information 
flow architecture models for automated data 
collecting systems, and the main characteristics of 
each of them. Comparisons of the traffic loads in 
each part of the systems were also presented, and 
suitable models for different application types were 
recommended. These presented results can be used 
as a basis for designing and specifying an 
application-specific automated data collecting 
system.  

Table 4.1: The main characteristics of different information flow architecture models for ADCS. 

Model Traffic load Maintenance Modifiability Number of 
DCUs 

Example 
applications 

Centralized High Very easy Very good Small Video 
surveillance 

Semi-
Distributed Low Easy Good Large Water meter 

reading 

Distributed Low Hard Bad Very large Supply chain 
management 
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As mentioned earlier, every application has its 
own characteristics and requirements for ADCS. 
Therefore more application specific studies must be 
made with each area of intended use in mind. In 
supply chain management the supply chain must be 
accurately studied, because even supply chains for 
different products may have very different needs. In 
AMR systems the metering environment and needs 
must be strictly surveyed to achieve an optimal 
outcome. Therefore this study will be continued with 
a more accurate definition of the supply chain in the 
paper reel industry and implementation of an RFID-
based ADCS in the paper industry environment. 
Also the security issues such as user authentication 
methods will be studied more deeply to determine 
the procedure options and requirements for adding 
new parts and partners to ADCS. 
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Abstract: The main goal of the research project was designing and realization a distributed control system of the 
hydrogen powered prototype car. Next goals of project were real time control, speed and final time 
optimizing with minimal fuel consumption and monitoring of driver biomedical parameters.   The control 
system was realized by several mobile embedded systems and one central system.  The embedded systems 
hardware was realized with Freescale processors and communication CAN bus. Central system hardware 
was realized by notebook and communication with embedded systems in car was realized by GSM 
communication.  Control system software using of multi-agent technology with dynamic mutual negotiation 
of mobile system parts. This task allows in a form of control system for prototype race car modelling of 
distributed control system. The real hardware and software model is also important motivation for extended 
research.   

1 INTRODUCTION 

A team of several specialists and students of 
Department of Measurement and Control, VSB-
Technical University of Ostrava have designed and 
realized a prototype of hydrogen powered car based 
on fuel cell technology and electrical DC drive. The 
project is called HydrogenIX and the works and 
testing activities came through between October 
2004 and today. 

Figure 1: The HydrogenIX car. 

The motivations for the project are following: 
• There is The Laboratory of Fuel Cells at 

Department of Measurement and Control. The 
development of mentioned car is first 

application of fuel cell in mobile system at the 
laboratory.  

• Activation of the interest of students, Ph.D. 
students, researchers and public in renewable 
and alternative energy sources.  

• Involve students to design and development 
activities in interesting area and demonstrate the 
result of the project in a competition of 
economization of energy in mobile vehicles. 
The competition is called Shell Eco-Marathon. 

 
The Shell Eco-Marathon is a competition 

organized by Shell Company and take place at race 
circuit in Nogaro, France. Teams of whole Europe 
try to reach highest distance with 1 liter of petrol, in 
the other words to have lowest consumption of the 
fuel. Even if the majority of teams use petrol engines 
in their vehicles, there are also vehicles powered by 
diesel, LPG, hydrogen and other alternative 
energies. The results are obtained by recalculating 
using calorific value of each type of fuel. So that it is 
possible to compare different types of fuel. 
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2 CONTROL SYSTEM 

The vehicle powered by hydrogen fuel cell needs 
electronic a control system assuring operation of its 
different parts. The complex electronic control is 
necessary already for basic operation of the vehicle, 
because there are lots of subsystems that have to be 
coordinated and controlled. The control system 
assures especially following tasks: 
• Control of fuel cell operation – hydrogen input 

valve control, combustion products output valve 
control, fuel cell fan control, coupling of 
produced electrical energy to electric DC-drive 
system. 

• Control of DC-drive system – motor current 
control, speed control. 

• Processing security tasks – assuring safe 
operation of fuel cell system and drive system, 
processing of hydrogen detector information, 
temperature measuring.  

• Managing the driver control panel – complete 
interface to pilot that allows controlling the car 
– start/stop, speed set point, time measuring, 
emergency buttons and indicators. 

• Creating data archives with saved process 
variables – saving important process data to 
archives that can be then exported and analyzed. 

• Sending actual data to display panel in car – 
display panel in the car is the “process” 
visualization of the system. All important data 
are online displayed on it. 

• Communication with PC monitoring station – 
control system send data and receive commands 
from PC monitoring station using wireless 
communication system. 

 
The car onboard control system is built on 

embedded system with Freescale HC12 
microprocessors. The control system has distributed 
architecture and it is divided into two parts: 
• A fuel-cell control block that controls whole 

installation of the fuel-cell, DC drive system 
and security tasks. 

• An interface control block that assures interface 
to the pilot, a wireless communication with PC 
monitoring station. This block contains the text 
display, which is used to monitor important 
parameter of the car and makes possible to do 
important settings. 

Both part of control system are connected via 
CAN communication network. The wireless 
communication between the car and with PC 
monitoring station is realized by GSM 
communication – GPRS data transfer. The data 
transfer is realized by dial-up connection.  

The PC monitoring station operates a process 
visualization application that is realized by SCADA 
system Promotic. The process visualization displays 
all parameters measured during the car operation, all 
the system states and alarms, make possible to 
display trends of required values and log measured 
data in data archives. 

The complete block diagram of the car control 
system is demonstrated in figure 3 and realization in 
figure 2. 

Figure 2: The HydrogenIX car control electronic testing 
workplace. 

2.1 Operating Values Monitoring 

The car control system monitors a lot of variables.  
Some of these variables are used for basic control 
activities, the others are used for optimization of 
operation. The measured variables are following: 
• Electrical variables – fuel cell voltage and 

current, motor voltage and current, voltages of 
super-capacitor and on-board battery. 

• Non-electrical variables – temperatures and 
pressures in fuel cell circuit, car speed. 

• The system is ready for measurement of others 
supplementary variables that can be used for 
optimization of the operation – wind speed, 
outside temperature, track position. 
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Figure 3: The HydrogenIX car control electronic block scheme. 

2.2 Bio-telemetry System 

The vehicle is also equipped by bio-telemetry 
system that makes possible to monitor biological 
functions of the pilot. The embedded portable 
telemetry system of biological parameters serves for 
reading and wireless data transfer of measured 
values of selected biological parameters to far 
computer.  

The telemetric system can be used for real time 
monitoring of the basic life functions of race driver. 
The driver has to be very concentrated and the 
reactions of driver have to be very quick. The 
telemetry system provides better control of physical 
and psychical condition of driver during race. It is 
possible to analyze effect of a stress situations, high 
speed and high psychical stress on the race driver 
during the race and crisis situation, more precisely 
during high physical and psychical stress.  

For biophysical monitoring were chosen these 
parameters: Electrocardiography – ECG, Pulse 
frequency, Oxygen saturation – SpO2, Body 
temperature, Outside temperature and Respiration 
frequency. 

3 MULTI-AGENT CONCEPT OF 
CONTROL SYSTEM 

The track passage optimization task of the laboratory 
car with minimal energy consumption in real time is 
quite complex. 

Range of inputs and outputs of the control 
system, communication flows and safety of 
operation require the adaptability at occurred 
situations and environment changes – strategy 
control by multi-agent systems (MAS). Among basic 
expected properties of proposed MAS belong a 
strategic, targeted system behavior, robustness and 
adaptability at environment changes. 

This can be provided by decentralization of 
control activities in the control system, by 
distribution of functions and by modularity based on 
fundamental elements – agents (Srovnal, V., 
Pavliska, A., 2002). 

 
 
 

Comunication 
modem

Comunication 
modem
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3.1 MAS Structure Description 

The higher level of control system is represented by 
a personal computer. In the PC the signal from 
differentially GPS positioning system may be 
entered, which represents the relative coordinate 
system of environment – allow the precise of the 
position of the race car on the circuit. At the output 
is connected GPRS communication modem which 
transmits commands for race car. 

The algorithm of agent’s cooperation was 
proposed with the control agent on a higher level. 
The control agent determines the required behavior 
of the whole control system as the response to the 
dynamic behavior of car and to the one‘s own global 
strategy in the task and knowledge about the last 
situations, which are saved in the database. The 
agent on a higher level controls the other agents 
(Srovnal, V., Horák, B. and Bernatik, R., 2004).   

The separate task is the transformation which 
converts the digital data position into the object 
coordinates (car position on the circuit) which are 
saved in the database of the circuit. This database is 
common for all agents in the control system. Each 
agent sees actual the whole data and is capable of 
controlling its behavior in a qualified way. The basic 
characteristic of a control algorithm of a subordinate 
agent is the independence on the number of decision 
making agents for car on the circuit.  

Agent system has a common goal, to control of 
the car during race with optimizing - minimizing of 
fuel consumption and control of critical speed. For 
successful assertion of one’s own race strategy the 
extraction and knowledge of changeable 
environment and learning capabilities are very 
important. 

Main architecture of such hybrid agent system is 
characterized via: 
• Layered control. Agent is described by number 

layers of abstraction and complexity. 
• Layered knowledge base. 
• Bottom-up activating 
• Top-down execution. 

Agent is connected with environment through 
interface with sensors, actuators and communication 
module. Control is allowed through layers at three 
levels: reactive layer, layer of local planning, and 
layer of cooperative planning. They are use 
information from knowledge bases (“world” model, 
“mental” model and “social” model), (Garani, G. 
and Adam, G., 2006). 

 Reactive layer is responsible for adequate 
reactions at the stimulations from environment that 
require immediate reaction and execution of called 
procedures from local planning layer. Fundamental 
characterization of such layer is: 

• Use of effective algorithm of compare with 
patterns of behavior. Serve to pick-out of the 
actual situations. 

• Situation description for timely actual reactions 
at received stimulus. 

• Hard-wired links. Recognized situations are fix-
connected with targets for reactive behavior. 
Immediate execution of program actions. 

• Solution request of situations not–corresponding 
with couples situation-action are transmitted in 
local planning layer. 

• Execution liability is coming from local 
planning layer activate procedures of reactive 
layer patterns of behavior. 

Some situations can be not solved by execution 
of template action like an answer to stimulation from 
environment only, but they require certain level of 
deliberation. A function of plans creation for solving 
of the targets performs the layer of local planning. 

Local planning layer have such fundamental data 
structures: 
• Targets – state sets. Sets are characterized by 

attributes that are fulfilled at reaching targets. 
• Planning – planning from second principles. 

Sets of plans are defined before in data structure 
– plans library. Mapping of target sets to plans 
library is existed. For each target is possible to 
assign the plan for its reaching. 

• Plans library – contain the plans for reaching of 
agent targets. 

• Scheduling – secure the timely limited plans 
stratification. Be created the plan schedules like 
the step sequences, to execute. 

3.2 Cooperative Planning Layer 

A basic control cycle of cooperative planning layer 
is creation, interpretation, decision making and 
execution of local plans.  

In first phase the reports from nearby layers are 
processed. Reactive layer sends requests to solve 
new task or status of executed behavior templates. 
Schedules of active plans are actualized. 
Subsequently the status from reactive layer executed 
procedures is checked.  

In case of successful procedures finalization the 
plan is erased from accumulator. Reports from 
highest layer are related to creation or cancellation 
of commitment for the plan execution at local base 
or plan evaluation. In case of plan execution request 
or his cancellation the accumulator of active plans is 
actualized.  

The plan availability is a result of difference of 
his relative value for the agent and his costs for 
execution. The plan value is derived from target 
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value that is possible reach by plan. The plan costs 
are determined by function that assigns for every 
plan a real number calculated at basis of his 
fundamental action costs according to specific rules. 

 
4 CONCLUSIONS 

The algorithm of the control system should be 
proposed in a way so that it would ensure the 
requirements for the immediate response of control, 
so that the system of race car would be controlled in 
real-time. That is why, it is very important so that 
the algorithm for critical speed and fuel consumption 
would be optimized. The system response should be 
shorter than the time between two data frames from 
a GPS station.  In the event that this limit is 
exceeded, the frame is cut out and the control quality 
may be decreased.   

The main possibilities of algorithm adjustment 
are as follows:  
• Dynamic control in the control and decision 

module of a control agent.  
• The control and decision modules and 

communication protocol of the decision agents.  
• The strategy of planning in the control model of 

the action agent.  
• Learning of a race strategy and using the 

extraction results for decision rules generation as 
a part of the rules decision database of a decision 
agent. 
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Abstract: This paper deals with the experimental identification of thedynamic parameters of the C5 parallel robot.
The inverse dynamic model of the robot is formulated under the form of linear equation with respect to the
dynamic parameters. Moreover, a heuristic procedure for finding the exciting trajectory has been conducted.
This trajectory is based on Fourier series whose coefficients are determined by using a heuristic method.
The least squares method has been applied to solve an over-determined linear system which is obtained by
sampling the dynamic model along the exciting trajectory. The experimental results show the effectiveness of
the identification procedure.

1 INTRODUCTION

A parallel architecture is a closed-loop mechanism
in which the end-effector (mobile platform) is con-
nected to the base by at least two independent kine-
matic chains. The pioneering works in this field are
those of Stewart who proposed in 1965 a parallel plat-
form with 6 DOF. Since then, several authors have
proposed a large variety of designs and studies. Paral-
lel architectures were first used for building flight sim-
ulators and tire testers. Since then, they were used in
other applications like the handling of heavy objects
with great accelerations, or the assembly of parts re-
quiring high precision. More recently, parallel robots
appeared in the medical field . The latter requires the
design of very precise parallel machines performing
in a limited workspace

Because of their structure, serial robots have lim-
ited dynamic performances. In the other hand, due to
their reducted inertia, parallel robots allow for the re-
duction of coupling dynamic effects and consequently
to better dynamic performance.

In the literature, several techniques were proposed
for the identification of dynamic parameters of robot.
A CAD method based on identifying inertia param-
eters is proposed in (An et al, 85). Usually these
methods lead to an unsufficient precision of inertia pa-
rameters estimation and do not allow for the determi-
nation of other dynamic parameters (viscous friction,
coulomb friction). For better results, an estimation of

the whole dynamic parameters of the assembled robot
is required.

The identification procedure consists usually of
four main steps: (1) Calculation of an identifiable dy-
namic model, (2) Generation of the optimized excita-
tion trajectory, (3) Estimation of the dynamic parame-
ters, and finally (4) Validation of the obtained model.

The first step consists of calculating the minimal
set of dynamic parameters to be identified ( set of base
parameters). This set can be computed by using the
QR decomposition of observation matrix (Gautier,
91). In the second step, the optimal exciting trajec-
tory is calculated in order to guarantee the relevance
of the measured data. This step includes the choice of
an optimization criterion.

The third step consists of estimating the dy-
namic parameters from the measured data. Least
squares method is one of the most widely used es-
timation method. It consists of solving an over-
determined linear system (Janot, 07). An improve-
ment over the classical LS method is the use of a
Weighted Least Squares(WLS) estimator, (Renaud et
al, 06). Another approach is the Maximum Likeli-
hood Estimator(MLE) whose principle assumes that
the true parametric model is known exactly (Swevers
et al, 97). Other estimators like the ellipsoidal algo-
rithm or the interval analysis (Poignet et al, 03) have
been proposed in the literature.

The fourth step of identification procedure con-
sists of validating the identified dynamic model. In
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most cases, this is realized by comparing the predicted
and the measured torques for a trajectory which is dif-
ferent from the exciting trajectory.

In this paper we present the identification of dy-
namic parameters of the 6 DOF parallel robot with C5
joints. First, the dynamic model is expressed as a lin-
ear relation with respect to the dynamic parameters.
The parameters are estimated by the classical tech-
nique of least squares solving an overdetermined lin-
ear system obtained from a sampling of the dynamic
model, along the exciting trajectory.

The paper is organized in four sections. First one
describes the mechanical architecture of the C5 par-
allel robot. Second section presents the inverse dy-
namic model of the robot. Section 3 presents an esti-
mation of the dynamic parameters of the robot. Cal-
culation of the exciting trajectory along with the data
filtering procedure are developed in section 4. Fifth
section is dedicated to the presentation and analysis
of the experimental results including the cross valida-
tion procedure. Finally, a conclusion and some per-
spectives are given in the last section.

2 DESCRIPTION OF THE C5
PARALLEL ROBOT

The C5 parallel robot consists of a static part and a
mobile part connected together by six actuated links.
Each segment is embedded to the static part at point
A i and linked to the mobile part through a spherical
joint attached to two crossed sliding plates at point Bi
(Fig. 1).

Theoretical study concerning this architecture has
been presented in the literature. The C5 links paral-
lel robot is equipped with six linear actuators; each of
them is driven by a DC motor. Each motor drives a
ball and screw arrangement. The position measure-
ments are obtained from six incremental encoders,
which are tied to the DC motors.

Figure 1: Parallel robot.

3 MODELING OF THE C5 ROBOT

3.1 Inverse Dynamic Model

The inverse dynamic model of the C5 parallel robot is
given in (Khalil et al, 04):

To solve our identification problem, we rewrite the
inverse dynamic model to make it linear with respect
to dynamic parameters (Poignet et al, 02). The dy-
namic model is rewritten then as follows:

Γ = D(ωp, ω̇p,V̇p,q, q̇, q̈) Xs (1)

with

• Γ : (6×1) torque vector

• D : (6×34) observation matrix

• Xs : (34×1) standard parameters vector:

Xs = (Xs1 Xs2 Xs3 Xs4 Xs5)
T

Xs1 = (M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 Mp)

Xs2 = (XX XY XZ YY YZ ZZ MX MY MZ)

Xs3 = (Ia1 Ia2 Ia3 Ia4 Ia5 Ia6)

Xs4 = (Fv1 Fv2 Fv3 Fv4 Fv5 Fv6)

Xs5 = (Fs1 Fs2 Fs3 Fs4 Fs5 Fs6)

4 DYNAMIC PARAMETERS
IDENTIFICATION

For the purpose of dynamic parameters identification,
we use the formulation given in (Janot et al, 07). The
principle of identification consists in sampling the in-
verse dynamic model of the robot with respect to
the base parameters, obtained byQR decomposition
(Gautier, 91) along the exciting trajectory. A filtering
process is applied to the measured data in order to ob-
tain a good estimation of dynamic parameters. This
technique allows us to obtain an over-determined lin-
ear system of full rank.

5 EXCITING TRAJECTORY
CALCULATION

The quality of the exciting trajectory can be evaluated
through a good condition number of the regressor
matrix. The calculation of this trajectory can be
done by nonlinear optimization. In our case, we
used an exciting trajectory based on Fourier series
(Swevers et al, 91). For each segmentj ( j = 1,2, ...6),
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the positionq j can be written as follows:

q j(t) = q j ,0+
M

∑
k=1

(a j ,k sin(kω f t)+ (b j ,kcos(kω f t))

(2)
with

• ω f the fundamental pulsation of the finite Fourier
series.

• t the time.

• a j ,k and b j ,k (k = 1, ...5) the amplitudes of sine
and cosine functions

• q j ,0 is the initial value of the position trajectory.

In order to excite the robot in the bandwidth of the
position closed loop,fdyn< 2 Hz, we have chosen the
fundamental frequency of trajectories equal to 0.1Hz
and the number of harmonicsk = 5.

As the number of Fourier series coefficients is
high, it is difficult to determine them by a nonlinear
optimization. For this reason, we calculate these co-
efficients in a heuristic way. The calculation of these
parameters is based on the motion constraints which
are imposed by physical limitations of robot. These
constraints can be expressed as follows:

−0.05m< q j(α) < +0.05m (3)

−0.1m/s< q̇ j(α) < +0.1m/s (4)

−0.5m/s2 < q̈ j(α) < +0.5m/s2 (5)

Where:
Vector α includes the trajectory parametersq j ,0,

a j ,k andb j ,k.
The heuristic approach allows us to find the excit-

ing trajectories shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: Exciting trajectories.

5.1 Data Filtering

For a good estimation of the dynamic parameters, the
measurements signals need to be filtered . So the posi-
tion is filtered by the 4th order Butterworth filter. The
vectorY and each column of matrixW are filtered by
the 8th order Tchebychev filter and are resampled at
lower rate in order to reject the high frequency ripples
of the measured torques. The computation of joint ve-
locities and accelerations is made by using the central
difference algorithm in order to avoid any distortion
of phase and amplitude.

6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The table given in Fig. 3 shows the estimated base
parameters. The relative standard deviations are also
given.

parameters
identified
values X̂

relative
standard
deviations
%σ

X̂ jr
M1 + Ia1(kg) 0.5435 7.0629

M2 + Ia2(kg) 0.4075 11.3082

M3 + Ia3(kg) 0.5436 7.0617

M4 + Ia4(kg) 0.5909 6.7516

M5 + Ia5(kg) 0.4909 8.8692

M6 + Ia6(kg) 0.5718 6.7108

Mp(kg) 8.2652 9.6980

XX(kg.m2) 0.1035 1.7892

YY(kg.m2) 0.2124 5.8701

ZZ(kg.m2) 0.0178 7.0021

MX(kg.m) 7.5925 2.0799

MY(kg.m) -1.8212 8.6681

MZ(kg.m) 21.2650 16.1002

Fv1(N.m.s.rad−1) 8.8464 2.0209

Fv2(N.m.s.rad−1) 7.9940 2.2183

Fv3(N.m.s.rad−1) 8.7253 2.1198

Fv4(N.m.s.rad−1) 7.5517 2.2366

Fv5(N.m.s.rad−1) 8.1706 2.2777

Fv6(N.m.s.rad−1) 8.7312 2.1182

Fs1(N.m) 0.5034 5.1484

Fs2(N.m) 0.3424 7.4246

Fs3(N.m) 0.2344 9.3723

Fs4(N.m) 0.2705 8.3329

Fs5(N.m) 0.1753 13.1492

Fs6(N.m) 0.2335 9.4081

Figure 3: Identified parameters.
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Note that the dynamic parameters present in most
cases a relative standard deviation lower than 10%,
which represents a good estimation. However the rel-
ative standard deviation of the parametersMZ, and
FS5 is higher than 10%. This deviation is due to me-
chanical constraints, consequently, we conclude that
the obtained results are encouraging and we can state
that these identification results are globally accept-
able.

In order to validate the estimated dynamic param-
eters, we proceed to a cross validation which con-
sists in comparing the measured torques with those
obtained by the inverse dynamic model with the iden-
tified parameters. The trajectory which is used for this
validation has not been used previously for the iden-
tification. Figure 4 show the results of this validation.
For the others axis, we have also obtained the same
ting than figure 4
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Figure 4: Estimated and measured torque for the joints 1
and 2.

Note that the calculated torques using the inverse
dynamic model with the estimated parameters are
close to those measured on the robot. Consequently,
one can conclude that the estimation of the dynamic
parameters, using the least squares method is valid.

7 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we identified the physical parameters
of the C5 parallel robot. The identification is based
on the least squares method. The application of this
identification method uses an exciting trajectory cal-
culated from a heuristic approach. To validate the
identified parameters, we considered another trajec-
tory different from that used in identification. The
cross validation enables us to conclude with the ef-
fectiveness of the considered identification. In short
term of our project, we propose to include the joint
elasticity, which is the major source of flexibility in
many practical applications.
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DETECTION AND CONTROL OF NON-LINEAR BEHAVIOR BY 
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Abstract: Results from simulations of a Planar Robot Model, when it is placed in the same plane of the action of the 
gravity force are reviewed in this paper. The model includes several parameters usually discarded in current 
models, such as Driving, and Non-linear Friction, for an industrial-type robotic manipulator and its 
actuators. When we develop more exact representations of the dynamics of a manipulator and their 
actuators, chaotic behavior is detected for certain parameter values of the robotic manipulator. This chaotic 
behavior – without external inputs – was exactly controlled by Sliding Modes. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

A variable structure system (VSS) is a system whose 
structure is intentionally changed to achieve the 
desired performance. This intentional structural 
change is typically accomplished through 
discontinuous control action in accordance with a 
presigned algorithm and switching hyperplanes 
(Zohdy, M., Fadali, M.S. and Liu, J., 1992). 

For nonlinear dynamical systems with 
uncertainties and disturbance, the sliding modes 
control (SMC) is a method which has some 
advantages. The SMC was proposed and elaborated 
initially in the fifties in the former Soviet Union 
(Park, D. and Choi, S., 1999). This control method, 
which can be obtained by an appropriate 
discontinuous law, is the principal operation mode in 
the variable structure control system (VSCS). This 
method is known for its robustness to disturbance 
and parameters variations (Bartoszewicz, A., 1995). 

The sliding mode controllers have excellent 
characteristic in the sliding movement of the state on 
the sliding surface. During this sliding movement, 
the system has invariants properties, producing a 
robust movement regarding the unknown parameters 
of the system and the external interferences. The 
design of the VSS based sliding mode controllers 
can be broken down into two major phases: the first 
one is the determination of a stable manifold, called 
the sliding surface, and the second phase is to design 
a switching control law according to the sliding 

surface to satisfy the attraction manifold. When the 
sliding mode occurs, the system state will remain on 
it forever and the system behaves as an equivalent 
system with desired dynamics which is governed by 
the sliding surface equation; at the same time the 
system has good characteristics such as fast 
response, good robustness and disturbance rejection, 
etc. (Xu, J., Lee, T.H., Wang, M. and Yu, X., 1996). 

Efficient control of industrial robots is an 
important issue to success of industrial automation 
in these years (Lu, X. and Spurgeon, S., 1999). 
Along with the development of robot manipulator 
control theory and its applications, there has been 
increasing demand for more efficient control 
schemes to achieve satisfactory results (Chen, C. and 
Xu, R., 1999). 

The paper is organized as follows: in section 2, a 
friction model is given. In section 3, manipulator 
dynamic equations are presented. In section 4, the 
state-space model for a 3 link planar robot and its 
actuators, is developed. In section 5, the robot 
controller is developed. Section 6 presents some 
simulation results. Finally, in section 7, the 
conclusions are discussed. 

2 FRICTION MODEL 

Models representing friction effects have been 
widely studied in concerned literature (Canudas, C., 
Aström, K. and Braun, K., 1987), (Kircanski, N. and 
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Goldenberg, A., 1997), (Urrea, C., 1999). In this 
paper, we use a model that includes both effects, 
whose friction curve is discontinuous and non-
symmetrical.  

 θ)())θ(()θ( 210 θ0
2

⋅α+⋅⋅α+α= sgnvF e  (1)

where: )θ(F : is the friction torque [N · m]; θ : 
angular velocity [rad / s]; α 0 + α 1: static friction [N · 

m];  v 0 : Stribeck velocity [rad / s]; α 2: viscous friction 
[N · m · s / rad]. 

3 MANIPULATOR DYNAMIC 
EQUATIONS 

The dynamic equation of a robotic manipulator in 
the joint space can be written as follows (Leahy, M., 
Valavanis, K. and Saridis, G., 1989); (Mahla, I., 
Urrea, C., 1999): 

 τBD =+⋅ )θ,θ(θ)θ(  (2)
where:  

 )θ()θ(θ)θ,θ()θ,θ( GFCB ++⋅=  (3)

in which θ : joint angle vector, nR∈θ ; )θ(D : 
inertial matrix, nxnRD ∈θ)( ; )θ,(θC : Coriolis and 
centrifugal torque matrix, nxnRC ∈)θ,θ( ; )θ(G : 
gravity torque vector, nRG ∈θ)( ; τ : joint torque 
vector, nR∈τ ; n : degrees of freedom. 

4 STATE-SPACE MODELS 

4.1 Manipulator 

If in an industrial-type robotic manipulator, the 
following state variables are chosen:  

 x  1 = θ  1;  x   2 = θ 1;  x   3 = θ    2; 
x   4 = θ 2; x   5 =θ    3; x   6  =   θ 3 

(4)

then: 

 x 2 =  θ 1; x 4 =  θ 2, ; x 6 =  θ 3 (5)
If some of the elements in the inertial matrix 

D(θ(t)) are defined as constants, there it is obtained:  

          k 1  =  m 1 · l c1 + (m 2 + m 3) · l 1 (6) 
          k 2 =  m 2 · l c2  + m 3 · l 2 (7) 
          k 3 =  m 3 · l 3  (8) 

where m 1 : mass of the first link [kg]; m 2 : mass of 
the second link [kg]; m 3 : mass of the third link [kg]; 
l1 : length of the first link [m]; l2 : length of the 
second link [m]; l3 : length of the third link [m]; l c1 : 

distance between the gravity centre of the first link 
and its driving axis [m]; l c2 : distance between the 
gravity centre of the second link and its driving axis 
[m]. Replacing eq. 1 and eqs. 4 to 8 into eqs. 2 and 3 
(n = 3), we have: 
 

τ L1 

*=  ( I 1 + I 2 + I 3 + m 1 · l c1
2 + m 2 · (l 1

2 +  
l c2

2
 ) + m 3 · (l 1

2 + l 2
2 + l c3

2
  ) + 2 · k 2 ·       

l  1 · cos x 3  + 2 · k 3  ·   ( l 1 · cos ( x 3 + x 5 ) 

+ l 2 · cos ( x 5 ))) · x 2    / N 1
 

 + ( I 2 +  I 3 + 
m 2 · l c2

2 + m 3 · ( l 2
2 + l c3

2
 ) + k 2 ·  l 1 · 

cos   ( x 3 ) + k 3  · ( l 1 · cos ( x 3 + x 5 ) + 2 ·  

l 2 · cos ( x 5 ))) · x 4    / N 1 + ( I 3 + m 3 · l c3
2 

+ k 3 · (l 1 · cos ( x 3 + x 5 ) + l 2 · cos ( x5))) 
· x 6    / N 1

 
 + ( k2 · ( - l 1 · sin ( x 3) · ( 2 · x 2 · 

x4 + x 4
2

 )) + k 3  ·   ( -  l 1 · sin ( x 3 + x 5 ) ·  
( 2 · x 2 ·   ( x 4 + x 6 ) + ( x 4 + x 6 )2)   -  l 1 ·    

sin ( x 5 ) · ( 2 ·   ( x 2 + x 4 ) · x 6  +  x 6
2)))  / N 1 

 

+ g ·( k1 · cos ( x 1)  + k2 · cos ( x 1 + x 3 ) + 
k3 · cos ( x 1 + x 3 + x 5 ))  / N 1

 
 +  F1 ( x 2 )  /  

N 1 

 

(9)

τ L2 

*= ( I 2 + I 3 + m 2 · l c2
2 + m 3 · ( l 2

2 + l c3
2

 ) + 
k 2 ·( l 1 · cos ( x 3 ) + k 3  · ( l 1 · cos ( x 3 + 
x5) + 2 ·  l 2 ·cos (x 5 ))) · x 2    / N 2 + ( I 2 +  
I 3 + m 2 · l c2

2 + m 3 · (l 2
2 + l c3

2
 ) +  k3 ·  2 · 

l 2 · cos ( x 5 )) · x 4    / N 2  + ( I 3 + m 3 · l c3
2 

+ k 3 · l 2 · cos ( x 5 )) · x 6    / N 2 + ( k2 ·  (  l 1 
· sin ( x 3 + x 5 ) · x 2

2
 ) +  k 3  ·   (  l 1 · sin ( x 3 

+ x 5 ) · x 2
2

   -  l 2 · sin ( x 6 ) · ( 2 ·   ( x 2 + x 4 ) · 
x 6  +  x 6

2)))  /  N 2 
 + g   · ( k2 · cos ( x 1 + x 3 ) 

+ k3 · cos   ( x 1 + x 3 + x 5 ))  / N 2
 

 +  F2  ( x 4 )  

/ N 2 

 

(10)

τ L3 

*= ( I 3 + m 3 · l c3
2 + k 3 · (l 1 · cos ( x 3 + x 5 ) 

+ l 2 ·cos ( x 5 ))) · x 2    / N 3
 

 + ( I 3 +  m 3 · 
l c3

2 + k 3 · l 2 ·cos ( x 5 )) · x 4    / N 3
 

 + ( I 3 
+ k 3

2) · x 6    / N 3
 

 + k 3  ·  (  l 1 · sin  ( x 3 + x5) 

· x 2
2

  +  l 2 · sin ( x 5 ) ·  ( x 2 + x 4 )2)  /  N 3 
 + g   

· k3 · cos ( x 1 + x 3 + x 5 )  / N 3
 

 +  F3 ( x 6 )  / 

N3 

(11)

where τ L1 
*: torque applied in the first link, referred 

to the first motor axis [N · m]; τ L2 
*: torque applied in 

the second link, referred to the second motor axis [N 

· m]; τ L3 
*: torque applied in the third link, referred to 

the third motor axis [N · m];  N 1 : reduction factor of 
the first gear train; N 2 : reduction factor of the 
second gear train; N 3 : reduction factor of the third 
gear train; I 1 : moment of inertia of the first link [Kg · 

m]; I 2 : moment of inertia of the second link [Kg · m]; 
I 3 : moment of inertia of the third link [Kg · m]; F1 : is 
the friction torque in the first link axis, [N · m]; F2 : is 
the friction torque in the second link axis, [N · m];    
F3 : is the friction torque in the third link axis, [N · 

m]; g : is the gravity force [N · m]. 
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Defining the following functions: 
 f 1 

*= ( I 1 + I 2 + I 3 + m 1 · l c1
2 + m 2 · (l 1

2 + 
l2

2
 ) + m 3 · (l 1

2 + l 2
2 + l c3

2
  ) + 2 ·   k 2 ·  l  1 

· cos x 3  + 2 · k 3  ·   ( l 1 · cos ( x 3 + x 5 ) + l 2 
· cos ( x 5 )))  / N 1                                             

(12)

 f 2 

*= ( I 2 + I 3 + m 2 · l c2
2 + m 3 · ( l 2

2 + l c3
2

 ) + 
k 2 ·  l 1 · cos ( x 3 ) + k 3  · ( l 1 · cos( x 3 + x 5 ) 

+ 2 ·  l 2 · cos ( x 5 )))  / N 1 
 

 
(13)

 f 3 

*=  ( I 3 + m 3 · l c3
2 + k 3 · (l 1 · cos ( x 3 + x 5 ) 

+ l 2 · cos ( x 5 )))  / N 1 
 

(14)

 f 4 

*= ( k2 ·   ( l 1 · sin ( x 3) · ( 2 · x 2 · x 4 + x 4
2

 )) + k 3 

·   ( l 1 · sin ( x 3 + x 5 ) · ( 2 · x 2 ·   ( x 4  + x 6 ) +  

( x 4 + x 6 )2)   +  l 1 · sin ( x 5 ) · ( 2 ·   ( x 2 + x 4 ) · 
x 6  +  x 6

2)))  /N 1 
  - g · ( k1 · cos  ( x 1)  + k2 · cos 

( x 1 + x 3 ) + k3 · cos ( x 1 + x 3 + x 5 ))  /  N 1
 

 -  

F1 ( x 2 )  / N 1 
 

(15)

 f 5 

*= ( I 2 + I 3 + m 2 · l c2
2 + m 3 · ( l 2

2 + l c3
2

 ) + 
k 2 · ( l 1 · cos ( x 3 ) + k 3  · ( l 1 · cos( x 3 +  
x 5 ) + 2 ·  l 2 · cos ( x 5 )))  / N 2 
 

(16)

 f 6 

*= ( I 2 + I 3 + m 2 · l c2
2 + m 3 · (l 2

2 + l c3
2

 ) +  

k3 ·  2 · l 2 · cos ( x 5 )) / N 2 
 

(17)

 f 7 

*= ( I 3 + m 3 · l c3
2 + k 3 · l 2 · cos (x5 )) / N2 

 
(18)

f 8 

* = - ( k2 ·   (  l 1 · sin ( x 3 + x 5 ) · x 2
2

 ) + k 3  ·   (  l 1 
· sin ( x 3 + x 5 ) · x 2

2)   -  l 2 · sin ( x 6 ) · ( 2 ·       

( x 2 + x 4 ) · x 6  +  x 6
2)))  /  N 2 

 - g  · ( k2 · cos    

( x 1 + x 3 ) + k3 · cos ( x 1 +  x 3 +   x 5 )  / N 2
 

 

-  F2 ( x 4 )  / N 2 
 

(19)

f 9 

* = ( I 3 + m 3 · l c3
2 + k 3 · (l 1 · cos ( x 3 + x 5 ) 

+ l 2 · cos ( x 5 ))) / N 3 
 

(20)

f10
* = ( I3 +  m3 · l c3

2 + k 3 · l2 · cos ( x5 )) / N3 

 
(21)

f11
* = ( I 3 + k 3

2)  / N 3 
 

(22)
f12

* =  
 
 

then: 

- k 3  ·   (  l 1 · sin  ( x 3 + x 5 ) · x 2
2

   +  l 2 · sin    

( x 5 ) ·  ( x 2 + x 4 )2)  /  N 3 
  -  g  · k3 · cos ( x 1 + 

x 3 + x 5 )  / N 3
 

 -  F3 ( x 6 )  / N 3  (23)

τ L1 

* + f 4 

*= f 1 

* · x 2 + f 2 

* · x 4 + f 3 

* · x 6 (24)
τ L2 

* + f 8 

*= f 5 

* · x 2 + f 6 

* · x 4 + f 7 

* · x 6 (25)
τ L3

* + f 12
*=  f 9 

* · x 2 + f 10 

* · x 4 + f 11 

* · x 6 (26)

 Defining: 
f 13 

*= 1/[  f 3 

* 
 ·   f 5 

* 
 ·   f 10 

* 
 - f 3 

* 
 ·   f 9 

* 
 ·   f 6 

* 
 - f 2 

* 
 

·   f 5 

* 
 · f 11 

* 
 - f 2 

* 
 ·   f 9 

* 
 ·   f 7 

*·    f 6 

* 
 ·   f 11 

* 
 - 

f 1 

* 
 ·   f 10 

* 
 ·   f 7 

*
 ] 

(27)

f14
*= f 13 

* 
 ·   [  f 6 

* 
 ·   f 11 

*
 - f 10 

* 
 ·   f 7 

*
 ] (28)

f15
*= f 13 

* 
 ·   [  f 9 

* 
 ·   f 7 

*
 - f 5 

* 
 ·   f 11 

*
 ] (29)

f16
*= f 13 

* 
 ·   [  f 5 

* 
 ·   f 10 

*
 - f 9 

* 
 ·   f 6 

*
 ] (30)

f17
*= f 13 

* 
 ·   [  f 3 

* 
 ·   f 10 

*
 - f 2 

* 
 ·   f 11 

*
 ] (31)

f18
*= f 13 

* 
 ·   [  f 1 

* 
 ·   f 11 

*
 - f 3 

* 
 ·   f 9 

*
 ] (32)

f19
*= f 13 

* 
 ·   [  f 2 

* 
 ·   f 9 

*
 - f 1 

* 
 ·   f 10 

*
 ] (33)

f20
*= f 13 

* 
 ·   [  f 2 

* 
 ·   f 7 

*
 - f 3 

* 
 ·   f 6 

*
 ] (34)

f21
*= f 13 

* 
 ·   [  f 3 

* 
 ·   f 5 

*
 - f 1 

* 
 ·   f 7 

*
 ] (35)

f22
*= f 13 

* 
 ·   [  f 1 

* 
 ·   f 6 

*
 - f 2 

* 
 ·   f 5 

*] (36)

Redefining functions, 

f 23 

*= f 14 

* 
 ·    f 4 

* (37)
f24

*= f 15 

* 
 ·    f 8 

* (38)
f25

*= f 16 

* 
 ·    f 12 

* (39)
f26

*= f 17 

* 
 ·    f 4 

* (40)
f27

*= f 18 

* 
 ·    f 8 

* (41)
f28

*= f 19 

* 
 ·    f 12 

* (42)
f29

*= f 20 

* 
 ·    f 4 

* (43)
f30

*= f 21 

* 
 ·    f 8 

* (44)
f31

*= f 22 

* 
 ·    f 12 

* (45)

 The state equation model for the three-link 
planar RRR arm can be written as: 

x 1 = x 2 (46)
x 2 = f 14 

* 
 ·    τ L1 

* + f 23 

* + f 15 

* 
 ·    τ L2 

* + f24
* 

+ f 16 

* 
 ·    τ L3 

* + f 25 

*
 

 

(47)

x 3 = x 4 (48)
x 4 = f 17 

* 
 ·    τ L1 

* + f 26 

* + f 18 

* 
 ·    τ L2 

* + f 27 

* 
+ f 19 

* 
 ·  τ L3 

* + f 28 

* (49)

x 5 = x 6 (50)
x 6 = f 20 

* 
 ·    τ L1 

* + f 29 

* + f 21 

* 
 ·    τ L2 

* + f 30 

* 
+ f 22 

* 
 ·  τ L3 

* + f 31 

* (51)

4.2 Actuators 

By employing state equations models for three DC 
motors, and from (Craig, J., 1996), we have 
equations (52) to (54): 

x 7 = [ k a1   · v a1 (t) −  r a1      ·   x 7 −  k a1     ·  k b1   ·   x 2 ·   

N1 
 ]    /   L a1  

(52)

x 8 = [ k a2   · v a2 (t) −  r a2      ·   x 8 −  k a2     ·  k b2   ·   x 4 ·   

N2
 ]    /   L a2 

(53)

x 9 = [ k a3   · v a3 (t) −  r a3      ·   x 9 −  k a3     ·  k b3   ·   x 6 ·   

N3 
 ]    /   L a3 

(54)

where k aj : proportional j-motor-torque constant  
[N · m  / A];  v aj : armature voltage [V]; r aj : j-motor 
armature resistance [Ω]; x j+6   =    τ  j  : torque generated 
by the j-motor axis [N · m]; k bj : j-motor 
proportionality constant [V · rad / s]; L aj : j-motor 
armature inductance [H];  with  j = 1, 2, 3. 
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4.3 State Equations Model 

The torque generated in the j-motor axis is equal to 
the sum of the j-motor and its load, i.e.: 

)θ()(θ)()( j
*

j mfmjjLmjmj TttJt ++⋅= ττ  (55)
  
with mjJ : j-motor inertia moment reflected to j-
motor axis [N · m · s2

 / rad]; mjθ : j-motor angular 
acceleration referred to j-motor axis [rad / s2]; fmjT : 
friction torque generated in the j-motor axis referred 
to j-motor axis [N · m]; mjθ : j-motor angular velocity 
referred to j-motor axis [rad /s], with  j = 1, 2, 3. 
From eq. 55: 

τ L1 * )( 1111 NxTNxJx ·· 227 fmm −− ⋅=  (56)

τ L2 * )( 2222 NxTNxJx ·· 448 fmm −− ⋅=  (57)

τ L3 * )( 3333 NxTNxJx ·· 669 fmm −− ⋅=  (58)

From eq. 52 to 54, and replacing eq. 56 to 58 in eqs. 
46 to 51, the following state equation are obtained: 

x 1 =
 

x 2 (59)
x 2 =

 

 f 14 

* 
 · ))(( 1111 NxTNxJx ·· 227 fmm −− ⋅

+ f 23 

* +  f 15 

* · 222 fmm TNxJx 48 −− ⋅⋅(

))( 2Nx ·4 + f 24 

* + f 16 

* 
 · −9x( 6xJ 3m ⋅  

333 NxTN ·· 6fm (− )) + f 25 

*      

(60)

x 3 =
 

x 4 (61)
x 4 =  f 17 

* 
 · ))(( 1111 NxTNxJx ·· 227 fmm −− ⋅

+ f 26 

* +  f 18 

* · 222 fmm TNxJx ·48 −− ⋅(  

))( 2Nx ·4 + f 27 

* + f 19 

* 
 · ·69 xJx 3m ⋅−(  

333 NxTN ·6fm (− )) + f 28 

*
  

(62)

x 5 = x 6  (63)
x 6 =  f 20 

* 
 · ))(( 1111 N·xTN·xJx 227 fmm −− ⋅

+ f 29 

* + f 21 

* 
 · ⋅⋅− 48 xJx 2m( 22 fmTN −

))( 2Nx ·4 + f 30 

* + f 22 

* 
 · ·69 xJx 3m ⋅−(

)( 333 NxTN ·6fm− )+ f 31 

* 

(64)

   x 7 =[ k a1   · v a1 (t) −  r a1      ·   x 7 −  k a1     ·  k b1 (t)   ·   x 2 ·  

N1 
 ]    /   L a1 

(65)

 x 8=[ k a2   · v a2 (t) −  r a2      ·   x 8 −  k a2     ·  k b2 (t)   ·   x 4 
·N2

 ]    /   L a2 
(66)

x 9 =[ k a3   · v a3 (t) −  r a3      ·   x 9 −  k a3     ·  k b3 (t)   ·   x 6 ·   

N3 
 ]    /   L a3 

(67)

5 CONTROLLER MODEL   

The controller is modelled as: 

Va1 (t) = − k 1 · sgn(s 1) (68)
Va2 (t) = − k 2 · sgn(s 2) (69)
Va3 (t) = − k 3 · sgn(s 3) (70)

  in which:  

s 1 = w 1  · (x 1 - x 1d )  + x 1 (71)
s 2 = w 2  · (x 2 - x 3d )  + x 2 (72)
s 3 = w 3  · (x 3 - x 3d )  + x 3 (73)

 where k j : j-discontinuity gain [V]; s  j : j-sliding 
surface [rad / s] ; w j :  j-position gain [1 / s]; with j = 1, 
2, 3. 

6 SIMULATIONS RESULTS  

In these simulations the specified changes in 
revolution joint angles are sinusoidal signals: 

Table 1: References trajectories. 

Joint Amplitude [rad] Frequency [rad /s] 
x  1 π/3 3π/5 
x  3 π/4 π 
x  5 1 0 

The given initial conditions were [ x 1(0)  x 2(0)  
x 3(0)  x 4(0)  x 5(0)  x 6(0)  x 7(0)  x 8(0)  x 9(0) ]T

  =  

[0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0]T; the required torque to be 
delivered by the actuators was determined.  

When usually neglected nonlinearities are 
considered, for certain system parameters (see 
appendix), chaotic behavior was detected in the end-
of-arm, just as it is presented in the figures 1 and 2.  

 
Figure 1: Last link position. 
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Figure 2: Phase plane ( x 5  , x 5). 

     For every robot joint, a prescribed path is 
considered. In t  = 1 [s] step response for the end-of-
arm is imposed; for the first and second link, in t  = 0 
[s] sinusoidal signals are imposed  (see figure 3).  

 
 

Figure 3: Angular position of the links. 

From figure 3, it is possible to appreciate that the 
chaotic behavior was controlled and the desired 
paths were tracked.  

7 CONCLUSIONS 

In this article, models are developed for the actuator 
and manipulator that address some of the 
nonlinearities usually neglected in current models.  

The manipulator is placed in the same plane of 
the action of the gravity force and effects such as 
viscous, static and Coulomb friction in DC motors; 
viscous, static and Coulomb friction in manipulator 
joints; actuators and gear trains, are considered in 
this dynamic model. 

The controller design has allowed controlling the 
detected chaotic behavior. 
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APPENDIX 

Simulation Parameters. The following parameter 
values were taken from (Hu, J. and Dawson, D., 
1996), (Van Willigenburg, L. and Loop, R., 1991), 
(Vukobratovic´, M., 1997). 
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Motors and their Reduction Gears 

Manipulator 

Link 1 Link 2 Link 3 

m 1  9.86 m 2  6.38 m 3  3.21  3* [Kg]

l 1  0.45 l 2 0.5 l 3 0.3 [m]

l c1  0.3 l c2  0.3243 l c3  0.2  0.25* [m]

I 1  1.1835 I 2  0.1371 I 3 0.0268 [Kg · m]

α 0   100 α 0   100 α 0  100 [N ·m]

α 1   1.01 α 1   1.01 α 1  1.01 [N ·m]

α 2   0.018 α 2   0.018 α 2  0.018 [N·m·s /rad]

v0   0.01 v0   0.01 v0  0.01 [N·m·s /rad]

The manipulator parameter values that generated 
chaotic behavior were denoted with *. This chaotic 
behavior was eliminated by the following parameter 
values that we have proposed for the controllers. 

Controllers 
1. First Actuator (M1) Controller 

k 1 260 [Volts] 
w1 10 [1 / s ] 

2. Second Actuator (M2) Controller 

k 2 100 [Volts] 

w2 20 [1 / s ] 

3. Third Actuator (M3) Controller 

k 3 200 [Volts] 
w3 3 [1 / s ] 

 

Motor M1 Motor M2 Motor M3 

1a L    0.0048 2a L    0.0048  2a L    0.0048 [H] 

1a R     1.6 2a R     1.6  2a R     1.6 [Ω] 

1a K
 

  0.35 2a K
 

  0.35 2a K    0.35 [N · m  / A] 

1b K     0.04 2b K     0.04  2b K     0.04 Volts·s / rad] 

α 0      260 α 0      260 α 0      260 [N · m] 

α 1    1.64 α 1    1.64 α 1    1.64 [N · m] 

α 2    0.018 α 2    0.018 α 2    0.018 [N· m· s / 
rad] 

v0    0.01 v0    0.01 v0    0.01 [rad / s] 

 N1   62.55  N2   62.55   N3   62.55 
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Abstract: A tentacle manipulator is a manipulator with a great flexibility, with a distributed mass and torque that can 
take any arbitrary shape. Technologically, such systems can be obtained by using a cellular structure for 
each element of the arm. Shape memory alloy actuation offers an interesting solution, using the shape 
transformation of the wire/structure in the moment of applying a thermal type transformation able to offer 
the martensitic temperature. In order to assure an efficient control of SMA actuator applied to inverted 
pendulum, a mathematical model and numerical simulation of the resulting model is required. Due a 
particular possibility SMA actuator connection, a modified dynamics for wire or tendon actuation is 
presented. For an efficient study a Simulink block set is developed (block for user configurable shape 
memory alloy material, configurable block for dynamics of single link robotic structure, block for user 
configurable wire/tendon actuation). As conventional control possibilities were explored, the fuzzy control 
structure applied in this paper, offer an improved response. A more compact SMA actuation is proposed and 
experimented. The results are commented. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Shape Memory Alloy (SMA) are materials that, 
once mechanically deformed at given temperature, 
are able to recover the deformation through an 
appropriate thermal cycle (Funakubo, 1987).  

Between the alloys that show this property, 
attention has been focused on Nickel – Titanium 
alloy: it show properties which are suitable for the 
applications in robotics, general propose actuator 
and medicine (Faravelli and Marioni, 1996). The 
nickel titanium alloys, generally refereed to as 
Nitinol are four times the cost of Cu-Zn-Al alloys, 
but it possesses several advantages as greater 
ductility, more recoverable motion, excellent 
corrosion resistance, stable transformation 
temperatures, high biocompatibility and the ability 
to be electrically heated for shape recovery. Other 
important proprieties of the Nitinol, superelasticity 
(or pseudoelasticity) refers to the ability of NiTi to 
return to its original shape upon unloading after a 
substantial deformation.  

This is based on stress-induced martensite 
formation. The application of an outer stress causes 
martensite to form at temperatures higher than Ms. 

 
Figure 1: Martensitic and Austentic transformations. 

The macroscopic deformation is accommodated 
by the formation of martensite. When the stress is 
released, the martensite transforms back into 
austenite and the specimen returns back to its 
original shape. Superelastic NiTi can be strained 
several times more than ordinary metal alloys 
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without being plastically deformed, which reflects 
its rubber-like behavior. It is, however, only 
observed over a specific temperature area. The 
highest temperature at which martensite can no 
longer stress induced is called Md. Above Md NiTi 
alloy is deformed like ordinary materials by 
slipping. Below as temperature, the material is 
martensitic and does not recover. Thus, 
superelasticity appears in a temperature range from 
near Af and up to Md. The largest ability to recover 
occurs close to Af. 

Another important feature of superelastic 
materials is that their unloading curves are flat over 
large strains. Thus, the force applied by a 
superelastic device is determined by the temperature, 
not by the strain as in conventional Hookian 
materials. The basic rule for electrical actuation is 
that the temperature of complete transformation to 
martensite Mf, of the actuator, must be well above 
the maximum ambient temperature expected. 

2 DYNAMICS OF TWO-LINK 
TENDON-DRIVEN ROBOTIC 
STRUCTURE  

There are many methods for generating the dynamic 
equations of mechanical system. All methods 
generate equivalent sets of equations, but different 
forms of the equations may be better suited for 
computation different forms of the equations may be 
better suited for computation or analysis..  

Using the kinetic energy and Lagrange methods 
results: 

( )1 1 1c c s s2 2 2 2 2 2 12 2 21
1 12c s 02 2 12 2

⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤α+β δ+ β − β θ − β θ +θ⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥θ
+ •⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥

θ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦δ+ β δ β θ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦

& & &&&

&&
&
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⎤
⎢⎣

⎡
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⎤
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2
1
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1
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τ
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θ
&

&
 

 (1) 

Where 

( ) ( ) ( )m m2 2 2 2 2 2 21 2l w l w m r m l r1 21 1 2 2 1 1 212 12
α= + + + + + +   (2) 

m l l2 1 2β =  (3) 

( )m 2 2 22 l w m r2 2 2 212
δ = + +  

(4) 

with w1, w2, l1, l2 the width and respectively the 
length of link 1 and link 2. 
 

 

 
Figure 2: Two link robotic architecture. 

3 SHAPE MEMORY ACTUATOR 
STRUCTURE  

Due the actuation architecture a simple 
mathematical model can be establish. Schematically 
the shape memory actuation is 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3: Shape memory alloy actuation structure.  

In Figure 3 lv is the variable length of shape 
memory alloy wire, the l is the robotic link length 
between the articulation point and the shape memory 
alloy wire connection, r is the distance between the 
second end of the SMA wire (which is a fixed point) 
and the articulation point of the link (fixed point 
too). 

Using simple mathematical computation the 
mathematical dependence can be established 

( )2 2 2
v

1

l r l
arccos

2lr

⎛ ⎞− +
⎜ ⎟θ = ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

( )2
1 vf l⇔ θ =  

(5) 

The graphic of θ1 as function of lv (considering 
the real domain variation for [ ]1 0,θ ∈ π ) is linear, 
that the liniarisation in modeling can be done 
successfully.  

The explanations concern the structural variation 
of SMA actuator, which are limited superior by lv 
and inferior by 0.5 lv. The mathematical model 
including the SMA actuation can be developed in 
two ways: First is possible to consider for position 
control, ONLY the length variation of the SMA 
actuator. This approach is a correct one, the 
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additional torque, provided by the particular 
proprieties of SMA, enforces the actuation. The 
situation corresponds to tendon actuation or wire 
actuation. Using the substitution: 

v
1 v22 2 2

v

2l
l

l l rlr 4
lr

−
θ =

⎛ ⎞− −
− ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

&&
 (6) 

2v
1 v v2 22 2 2 2 2 2

v v

2l 2l l
l l r l l r

lr 4 lr 4
lr lr

−
θ = − −

⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞− − − −
− −⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
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&& &&&

 
  

( )2 2 2 2
v v 2

v222 2 2
3 3 v3

4l l l r
l

l l r
l r 4

lr

− −
−

⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞− −⎜ ⎟− ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠

&
 (7) 

Analyzing the equilibrium conditions, results 
that ( )1 1 1bτ = θ  and 2 2 2

vl r l= + , state which  
correspond to real case. 

Second way makes a simplifying assumption: 
because the SMA connection with single link 
structure can be choose near to the articulation point, 
we can assume that the entire SMA torque is directly 
used for movement. Then the mathematical model 
can be expressed as 

( ) ( )
2

1 1 11 1
SMA 1 1 1

gm w cosm w
b

3 2
⎛ ⎞ θ

τ = θ + + θ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

&&  
(8) 

4 CONTROL OF SHAPE 
MEMORY ALLOY TENTACLE 
ROBOTIC STRUCTURE 

In order to investigate the SMA robotic structure  
comportment a Quanser modified platform was used 
for experiments. The basic control structure uses a 
configurable PID controller and a Quanser Power 
Module Unit for energizing the SMA actuators. 

In order to investigate the SMA robotic structure  
comportment a Quanser modified platform was used 
for experiments. The basic control structure uses a 
configurable PID controller and a Quanser Power 
Module Unit for energizing the SMA actuators. 

PID controller was changed, in order to adapt to 
the particularities of the SMA actuator. A negative 
command for SMA actuator corresponds to a 
cooling source. The actual structure use for cooling 
only the ambient temperature. 

The best results arise when a PI controller is 
used. The PI experimented controller parameters are: 

the proportional parameter KR=10 and the 
integration parameter is KI =0, 05.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4: Quanser modified platform. 

The input step is equivalently with 300 angle 
base variation and the evolution of this reference is 
represented with the response of real system in 
Figure 5. The control signal variation is presented in 
Figure 6. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5: System response, 
for step input. 

Figure 6: PI controller 
response, for step input. 

For negative step, the evolution of the system 
and the control variable evolution are presented in 
Figure 7 and Figure 8. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7: System response, 
negative step input. 

Figure 8: PI controller 
response, negative step 
input. 

Using PID, PD controller the experiments 
conduct to less convenient results from the point of 
view of time response or controller dynamics. 
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Using heat in order to activate SMA wire, a 
human operator will increase or decrease the amount 
of heat in order to assure a desired position to 
robotic link. Because of medium temperature 
influence, can not be establish, apriori, a clear 
control law, available for all the points of the robotic 
structure workspace. A simple and efficent control 
structure can be implemented. 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 

Figure 9: Fuzzy control structure. 

For an efficient control it is proposed the 
following definition for input and output members: 
- input 1 is the first derivate of pozition error, with 3 
fuzzy member: Negative, Zero, Pozitive 
- input 2 is pozition error with 3 fuzzy member: 
Negative, Zero and Pozitive 
- output is temperature heating with 3 fuzzy 
member: Temperature Negative (temperature under 
austenitic start transformation), Temperature Zero 
(temperatures between start and final austenitic 
transformation), Temperature Positive (temperature 
above temperature of final austenitic 
transformation).  

Table 1: Fuzzy rules for the proposed controller. 

e&              e  P Z N 
P TP TP TP 
Z TZ TZ TZ 
N TN TN TN 

The result of the numerical simulation are 

promising, related to the simplicity of the control 
structure, for the case of the sinusoidal reference 
with frecvency of 5 rad/sec. 

Figure 10: Fuzzy robotic structure output evolution. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

The simulations, the mathematical model and the 
initial experiments developed in the article offer a 
background in studying the serial link robotic 
control possibilities. The results respect the real 
evolution of the structure. In the future, the authors 
will explore improvement of the control 
performnces and the extension of the experiments to 
n link robotic structure. 
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Abstract: This article explains the telecontrol platform for industrial installations developed by CARTIF Foundation. 
Using this system it will be able to send control orders and receive notification of alarms from the PLC 
thanks to SMS (Short Messages System) messages which use GSM technology. In case of requiring a 
greater flow of data it will use telephone line combined with MODBUS protocol. All this will enable us to 
monitor and control any industrial installation with a very low cost. Copyright © 2007. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The possibility of remote connections with industrial 
processes can represent significant savings of time 
and money for companies. In fact, you can control 
and monitor equipments, update the software or 
locate faults regardless of equipment location with a 
simple remote connection. 

These monitoring tasks can be carried out with 
conventional technologies, as GSM network or 
switched telephone network, (International 
Engineering Consortium, 2007) which have been 
installed for many years. These systems are 
reappearing in industrial applications thanks to its 
low cost and the broad range of possibilities offered 

By using of these technologies (GeneralLynx, 
2007), CARTIF Foundation has developed a 
monitoring system based on GSM modems and 
analogical ones that allow us to monitor and modify 
variables of processes controlled by SIEMENS S7-
200 automatisms. 

The article is organized as follows. In Section 2 
we explain the first part of this project that consisted 
in creating a system capable of controlling and 
monitoring a process through SMS messaging. In 
Section 3 we expose the second part of this project. 
In this case we use an analogical modem to link PLC 
and SCADA. In Section 4 we will explain a practical 
case of the combined use of the library SMS and 
communication via RTC modem. Finally 
conclusions and open issues for future research are 
discussed in Section 5. 

2 MONITORING OF PROCESSES 
USING GSM TECHNOLOGY 

In the case we're dealing with we’ll use the GSM 
network, which will allow us to send simple control 
commands between a cellular and a PLC from any 
place as long as we have enough coverage; this 
system requires only a GSM modem and a SIM card 
which are very cheap. 

In this section we’ll explain the library called 
SMS developed by CARTIF Foundation. This 
library has been developed to be used with a 
programmable Siemens PLC although similar 
developments can be performed to be used with 
other brands as Telemecanique, Omron or Allen-
Bradley. 

2.1 Elements of the System 

CARTIF Foundation uses mainly programmable 
PLCs of Siemens or Telemecanique. We decided to 
develop SMS library to be used with a low-mid 
range Siemens PLC. In this way, the automatism 
that has been selected is a S7-200. Developing this 
library for the S7-200, subsequent developments in 
other PLC´s will be able to be conducted in a very 
similar way. 

Besides that it will be needed a RS 232/PPI 
Multi-Master cable because the ports of Siemens S7-
200 series are RS-485 and GSM modems usually 
have RS-232. 

The third item of the system is a GSM modem. 
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At first it was wanted to develop a library that would 
be independent of the brand and model of GSM 
modem, but it wasn’t possible because each brand 
have different responses to the commands that are 
sent to it. In order to simplify the design of the 
library it will be used a generic one, GSM/GPRS 
Wavecom Fastrack (Fastrack Modem M1306B, 
2007). 

 
Figure 1: PLC & GSM modem. 

2.2 Characteristics of SMS Library 

SMS library has as basic functions the reception and 
sending SMS messages, always besides their 
treatment. The great advantage is that 
communication with modems is standardized 
through the use of AT commands (AT Commands 
Interface Guide, 2007). AT commands are just 
coded instructions for communication between a 
device and a modem. As we said before although the 
instructions that are sent to modems are standardized 
through the AT commands, the modems responses 
are not. This causes the library not to be valid for all 
GSM modems, although its adaptation to other 
models is very simple. 

2.2.1 AT Commands 

The commands AT used in the library are: ATE0, 
AT+CPIN ?, AT+CPIN = "Nº PIN", AT+CMGF = 
1, AT+CSMP = 17,167,0,0, AT+CREG ?, 
AT+CPMS = "SM", AT+CMGS = "PHONE 
NUMBER", AT+CMGR = X, AT+CMGD = X. 

2.2.2 Library Functions 

The library functions are: 
 Sending SMS. 
 Periodical control of coverage.  
 Output of error.  

 Automatic blocking in case of entering a 
wrong PIN. 

 Reception of SMS  
 Elimination SPAM.  
 Automatic Clearing of the read SMS.  
 Permits of access.  
 Treatment automatic SMS. 
 Treatment of SMS by the user. 
 Size in program memory: 4.5Kb  
 Size in data memory: 490 bytes. 

2.3 Compatible SMS 

For the use of library SMS is only necessary to have 
a mobile phone (Moya, 2007). You can send SMS of 
two types: 

2.3.1 SPECIFIC Messages 

These messages are customized for an installation in 
concrete. In this case, the library SMS returns the 
text message received and is the programmer of PLC 
who is responsible to deal with it. These messages 
have the following format: 
 

“PERS” “STOP MOTOR 1” 
 
In addition, the programmer of PLC can send 

SMS of notification of alarms or as a response or 
acknowledgement to an SMS received, being the 
format of these messages to choice of the controller. 

2.3.2 STANDARD Messages 

These messages are called standard because they are 
not specific of an installation. They are treated 
directly by the library SMS and in the event that it 
will have configured, send an acknowledgement of 
receipt. 

This kind of message has the following format in 
the case of messages of modification of variables: 

 
“ESTA”“SYMBOL”“ADDRESS”“OPERATION” 

 
or in case of messages of consultation 
 

“ESTA” “SYMBOL” “ADDRESS” “?” 
 
Once received a message of consultation, the 

response is sent automatically, and in the case of 
modifications of variables is sent an 
acknowledgement if it has been configured. 

In this kind of messages, “SYMBOL” 
corresponds with the type of variable (V, VB, VW, 
VD and VR). The “ADDRESS” corresponds with 
the memory address (1000.1). The “OPERATION” 
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field corresponds with the value to write in the 
direction of memory and in the case of "?" means 
that it is a consultation of the value of the data 
located in this address. 

Table 1: Operations performed by SMS. 

DATA OPERATION DESCRIPTION 

1 Force a bit to be ON  

0 Force a bit to be OFF 

 
V 

? Ask about a bit status 
VALUE Change a byte  

VB ? Ask about a byte value 
VALUE Change a word  

VW ? Ask about a word value 
VALUE Change a integer  

VD ? Ask about a integer value 
VALUE Change a real  

VR ? Ask about a real value 

2.4 Program Flow 

As is shown in the flow diagram (figure 2), firstly a 
start stage is done in which, among other things, it’s 
checked whether the PIN code is entered (if it’s not, 
it will be entered) and the existence of coverage is 
verified.  

The following step is to check if there are 
messages in the SIM card. In the case that there are 
any, the message is downloaded from the SIM card 
to a reserved area in the PLC. In the case that there 
are not, it would go to the stage for sending SMS 
from which it would send a message in the case that 
the user program required so. In the next step it’s 
checked whether the SMS sender’s telephone has 
permission to access to the control and modification 
of variables. This eliminates directly SPAM and 
telephones without access permission. 

In the next step it’s verified that the text message 
has not been read in previous cycles. In the case that 
the telephone does not have permission to access or 
the SMS has been read, the message is deleted. In 
the case that the SMS has not been deleted in the 
previous stage, it is checked whether the type of 
message is: “ESTANDAR”, “SPECIFIC” or none of 
the two types. In the last case it is removed. 

When it is received a “ESTA” SMS, it is dealed 
by the library SMS whether it is a monitoring 
message or if it is a control message. 

If it’s a message "PERS" type it is returned by 
the subroutine SMS to the main programme and it is 
the programmer the responsible for its dealing. 

Then, once dealed, the SMS is removed from the 
GSM modem’s SIM memory. In the next step 
SMS’s are sent both of the acknowledgement, 
responses to consultations or notification of alarms. 

 
Figure 2: SMS program flow. 

3 SUPERVISION & CONTROL 
OF PROCESS THROUGH 
ANALOGICAL MODEMS 

In recent decades, the improvement of 
communication systems has caused a change in the 
form that the society sees the world. These 
improvements have narrowed the gap between the 
different points of the planet so any event can be 
known anywhere almost instantaneously. 

Communications via telephone line and its 
application to computer systems through the 
modems have largely contributed to this. 

The great coverage of the conventional telephone 
network enables an almost immediate connection 
between two computers if modems are used, and if 
it’s extended to the industrial area it will provide us 
a cheap and effective method of controlling a 
process without the need for large disbursements. 
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3.1 Items of the System 

3.1.1 PLC 

Like for communication via GSM the PLC that we’ll 
use will be a S7-200, although once set the 
foundations of the system, it can be carried out in 
other brands’s PLC by introducing small changes. 

3.1.2 Analogical MODEM 

The Modem chosen is a module for expansion of S7-
200. It does not need any library and its 
configuration is very simple, thanks to the assistant 
of the PLC’s programming tool. It works in slave 
mode, and it uses MODBUS protocol to 
communicate with the PC, which will play a master 
role in our supervision system (Jiménez, 2007). 

3.1.3 Personal Computer 

The master of the system is a PC. This has a Modem 
to communicate with the Modem EM241 via the 
telephone line. To treat the data being received, a 
software application in Visual Basic has been 
scheduled, which transforms the MODBUS strings 
characters in data that can be displayed in a SCADA 
also scheduled in Visual Basic (Janeiro, 2006). 

3.2 System Characteristics 

3.2.1 Description of Modbus RTU Protocol 

Once the connection between the modem local 
modem and remote modem connected to the PLC is 
established, we must choose a protocol that helps us 
to exchange data between the PC (MASTER) and 
the PLC that controls our process (SLAVE). 

In our case the protocol which we’ll use will be 
MODBUS RTU, very used in the industry for 
communications via modem. 

The controllers communicate by means of a 
master-slave technique, in which only one device 
(master) may start transactions. The other devices 
(slaves) respond by supplying the master the data 
requested, or carrying out the action requested in the 
petition. Among the master devices typical central 
processors and programming panels are included. 
Typical slaves are the PLC’s. 

3.2.2 The Query-Response Cycle 

Query: The function code in the petition indicates 
the slave device directing the type of action to 
perform. The bytes of data contain any additional 

information that the slave will need to carry out the 
function. The data field must contain the information 
to indicate the slave in what registration it should 
begin and how many has to read. The error 
verification field provides a method for the slave to 
validate the integrity of the contents of the received 
message. 
Response: If the slave develops a normal response, 
the function code content in the response is a replica 
of the function code sent in the petition. The bytes of 
data contain data collected by the slave, such as 
values of registers or states. If an error occurs, the 
function code content in the answer is different from 
the function code sent in the petition, to indicate that 
the answer is a response of error and the bytes of 
data contain a code that describes the error. The 
verification of error field allows the master to 
confirm that the contents of the message are valid. 

3.2.3 Queries Implemented by the 
Application 

Modbus is a protocol developed by Modicon for its 
range of PLCs. Siemens, particularly S7-200, has 
implemented libraries, which introduced in the 
program code, allow to use it. In our case, the 
EM241 module has them included, for what it’s not 
necessary to modify anything in the PLC’s 
programme. 

Table 2: Modbus operations implemented by SIEMENS. 

FUNCTION DESCRIPTION 
1 Read coil status 
2 Read input status 
3 Read holding registers 
4 Read input registers 
5 Force single coil 
6 Preset single register 

15 Force multiple coils 
16 Preset multiple registers 

 
Despite that Modbus incorporates a wide variety 

of functions, SIEMENS only has 8 implemented 
which are those indicated in the table 2. 

These operations act on bits in the case of inputs 
and outputs, or in words if it is variables in PLC 
memory. In the case of desiring to use different 
variable sizes, as double words, bits of PLC 
memory, etc, it must be done from these functions. 

The application which has been developed, has 
taken into account this problem and has been 
programmed to allow the following requests: 

 Read and write digital outputs.  
 Read analogical inputs.  
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 Read and write integers.  
 Read and write double integers.  
 Read and write real numbers.  
 Read and write bits from V memory. 

The PLC responds by strings MODBUS RTU in 
hexadecimal that must be decoded. 

3.2.4 AT Commands used 

As in the case of communication using a GSM link, 
it has been needed AT commandsm: AT, ATE0, 
ATS30=time (s), ATDnumber, ATH. 

3.2.5 Application Flow 

Before establishing any communication it must be 
verified that the configuration of PC-Modem is 
correct. If this is so it can proceed to dial the 
telephone number of the modem connected to the 
PLC. In the case of being the line occupied or not to 
establish the connection it will generate a message 
informing about what is happening. 

 
Figure 3: Program flow. 

After connecting with the PLC test strings will 
be sent to see check that the communication is good. 
If everything is OK application will send petitions to 
the PLC with the frequency of refresh assigned by 
the user. The times of refresh can vary, from 2 

seconds. Application must send petitions to the PLC, 
receive the responses from it, decode them and 
display in a screen through the SCADA. In addition 
to this, it will have to detect the communication 
errors that may occur. 

On the other hand, it also takes into account the 
possible delays that may result from a wrong 
function of the modem, temporary disconnections of 
the line, etc. If these failure times are excessive, as 
in the previous case, the Modem gets disconnect and 
the cause is notified. In the case of wanting to 
change a variable of the PLC, the SCADA 
refreshing cycle is interrupted and the petition sent. 
If the operation is carried out successfully it returns 
to the routine of variable reading. 

4 PRACTICAL APPLICATION 

Now we will explain a practical case of the 
combined use of the library SMS and 
communication via RTC modem. 

The case that we explain is a wheat storage and 
dosage plan. The process is divided into two parts: 
the part storage of wheat (Figure 4) consists of the 
bunghole and the first of two silos, while the part 
dosage of wheat (Figure 5) includes the last five 
silos and a weight scale. 

 
Figure 4: Storage of wheat. 

The download of wheat from the truck is carried 
out in the bunghole. To transfer the burden of wheat 
from the entry deposit to one of the two storage silos 
(Silo 1 or 2) the engine on the left must be on to 
activate the endless screw and the buckets elevators 
(horizontal and vertical displacement of wheat). 

The wheat shall be deposited in Silo 1 or Silo 2, 
depending on whether the upper chopping block in 
Silo 1, is open or not. The wheat flow considered 
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when this transfer performed is 10 kg/s. 
The process of dosage consists on four silos 

(Silo 3, 4, 5 or 6) where different types of wheat are 
stored and on silo 7, where the mixture composed by 
wheats form Silos 3, 4, 5 or 6 is obtained. The 
maximum capacity of all these silos is 10.000 Kg. 
The flow of endless screws and the buckets elevators 
is as maximum 50 kg/s. The wheat supply in Silos 3, 
4, 5 or 6 comes from storage Silos 1 and 2 of. The 
operator will be responsible for selecting the 
destination of wheat from Silos 1 and 2 by 
opening/closing the different upper chopping blocks 
of Silos 3, 4, 5 or 6. 

 
Figure 5: Dosage of wheat. 

Apart from "ESTANDAR" SMS configured for 
this installation, the following "SPECIFIC" 
messages have been programmed: 

Control: It can activate the dosage and stop it. 
Consultations: It can make consultations such as 

the weight of different silos, of the bunghole or of 
the dosage. It can ask about the state of the engines, 
as well as the state of the chopping blocks. 

Maintenance: The alarm notifications have been 
programmed: unloading a truck in the bunghole, 
failure of any of the engines, filling of silos, and 
failure in the dosage and notices that the dosage has 
been completed. 

To display the status of the process and the 
changes that we are doing via SMS we use the 
SCADA scheduled in Visual Basic, which uses the 
RTC line to establish the communication with the 
PLC. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

The aim of this project was to make a system for 
supervising processes that allowed remote control of 

any installation in a simple and safe way but without 
incurring big costs. 

This platform has been focused to be used in 
mid-range automatons such as the S7-200, because 
this PLC is the most indicated to control the 
processes that can be supervised by this system. 

It has been tried to deal with the issue from two 
fronts, through a wireless communication by GSM 
Modems and on the other hand, a communication 
through telephone line. The choice of one or another 
depends on different factors such as: the location 
and accessibility of the plant, means of 
communication, level of automation, process 
complexity, etc. 

In general, it can be said that for all activities that 
require an important exchange of data or/and a 
constant supervision, it would be advisable the 
implementation of an analogical modem 
communication system. 

In the future is planned to develop this platform 
with other PLC brands like Telemecanique and 
Omron. 
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Abstract: Proposed in the paper is an approach to generate the PLC code from the Discrete Event System 
Specification (DEVS) model. DEVS have been widely accepted to model the real system for the discrete 
event system simulation. The objective of this paper is to generate PLC control code from the DEVS model. 
To achieve it, this paper proposes two steps. First step is to convert the real system into the virtual model 
using the ‘three-phase-modeling procedure’. In the second step, the obtained model is formalized with 
DEVS formalism. The final model consists of different components, among them the State manager and the 
Flow controller model plays vital role to generate PLC code. In this paper, proposed steps are described 
with a work cell example.  

1 INTRODUCTION 

To survive and prosper in the modern manufacturing 
era, a manufacturing company should be capable of 
adapting reduced life cycle of products in a 
continuously changing market place. Simulation is a 
useful tool for manufacturers to adapt this kind of 
rapidly changing market to design and analyze 
complex systems that are difficult to model 
analytically or mathematically (Choi, 2000). 
Manufacturers who are using simulation can reduce 
time to reach stable state of automated 
manufacturing process by utilizing statistics, finding 
bottlenecks, pointing out scheduling error etc... For 
the simulation of manufacturing systems, 
manufacturers have been using various simulation 
languages, simulation software for example 
ARENA, AutoMod. Most of traditional simulation 
languages and softwares focus on the representation 
of independent entity flows between processes; their 
method is commonly referenced to as a transaction-
oriented approach. In this paper, we propose an 
object-oriented approach that is based on the set of 
object classes capable of modeling a behavior of 
existing system components. 

The object-oriented modeling (OOM) is a 
modeling paradigm, that uses real world objects for 
modeling and builds language independent design 
organized around those objects (Rumbaugh, 1991). 
Even though OOM has been widely known to be an 

effective method for modeling complicated software 
systems, very few researchers tried to apply the 
OOM to design and simulate manufacturing system 
software models. Based on the OOM paradigm, 
different researchers have proposed various 
modeling approaches despite the fact that they 
express them in different ways with different 
notations. For example, Choi et al. presented the JR-
net framework for modeling which is based on  the 
OOM paradigm of Rumbaugh et al., which is made 
of three sub-models(an object model, functional 
model, and dynamic model). Chen and Lu proposed 
an object-oriented modeling methodology to model 
production systems in terms of the Petri-nets, the 
entity relationship diagram (ERD) and the IDEF0 
(Chen, 1994). Virtual factory (VF) is also very 
important concept to be considered in today’s 
simulation environment. By using the OOM 
paradigm, VF concept can be implemented 
efficiently (Onosato, 1993). 

Recently, Park (Park, 2005) proposed a ‘three-
phase-modeling framework’ for creating a virtual 
model for an automated manufacturing system. This 
paper employs the three-phase-modeling framework 
of creating a virtual model, and the Discrete Event 
System Specification(DEVS) (Zeigler, 1984) for 
process modeling. The proposed virtual model 
consists of four types of objects. The virtual device 
model represents the static layout of devices. This 
can be decomposed into the shell and core, which 
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encourages the reusability making possible to adapt 
different system configurations. For the fidelity of 
the virtual model, The Transfer handler model 
handles a set of device-level command that mimics 
the physical mechanism of a transfer. The Flow 
controller model decides the firable transfers based 
on decision variables that are determined by the 
State manager model. The State manager model and 
Flow controller model can be converted to PLC part. 
After finishing the process modeling by employing 
the three-phase-modeling framework, those two 
models will be the control information for the 
converting to PLC. 

The overall structure of the paper is as follows. 
Section 2 represents the brief explanation about the 
PLC, and Section 3 is about the DEVS. The overall 
approach to create manufacturing system model for 
generation PLC code is described in Section 4. 
Section 5 gives as example cell, which is observed 
to find correlation between the PLC code and the 
DEVS model in Section 6.  Finally, Conclusion and 
discussion is addressed in Section 7. 

2 PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC 
CONTROLLER (PLC) 

The Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) is an 
industrial computer used to control automated 
processes in manufacturing (Parr, 1999). PLC is 
designed for multiple inputs and outputs 
arrangements, it detects process state data through 
the sensing devices such as limit sensors, proximity 
sensors or signals from the robots executes logics in 
its memory and triggers the next command through 
the actuator such as motor, solenoid valve or 
command signal for the robots etc. PLC executes the 
control logic programmed in different types of 
languages. IEC published IEC 61131-3 to 
standardize PLC languages including Ladder 
diagram, Sequential Function Chart, Structured Text 
and Function Block Diagram (Maslar, 1996). 

 
Figure 1: The PLC code in the form of Ladder diagram. 

3 DISCRETE EVENT SYSTEM 
SPECIFICATION (DEVS) 

DEVS formalism is introduced by Zeigler, which is 
a theoretic formalism and it supplies a means of 
modeling discrete event system in a modular, 
hierarchical way. With this DEVS formalism, we 
can perform modeling more easily and correctly by 
dividing large system into segment models and 
define the coupling between them. Formally, an 
atomic model M is specified by a 7-tuple: 

M  = < X, S, Y, δ int, δ ext, λ , ta > 

X : input events set; 

S : sequential states set; 

Y : output events set; 

δ int : S S : internal transition function; 

δ ext: Q x X  S : external transition function 

Q = { (s, e)|s ∈   S,  0 ≤  e ≤ ta(s)} : total  

state of M; 

λ :  S->Y  : output function; 

ta :  S Real : time advance function: 
 
The second form of the model, called a coupled 

model, indicates how to couple several element 
models together to form a new and bigger model. 
Formally, a coupled model DN is defined as: 

 

DN = < X, Y, M, EIC, EOC, IC, SELECT > 

X : input events set; 

Y : output events set; 

M: set of all component models in DEVS; 

EIC ∈  DN.IN x M.IN : external input coupling  

relation; 

EOC ∈  M.OUT x DN.OUT : external output 
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coupling relation; 

IC ∈  M.OUT x M.IN : internal coupling relation; 

SELECT : 2M - ø-> M : tie-breaking selector, 
 
      Where the extension .IN and .OUT represent the 
input ports set and the output ports set of each 
DEVS models. 

4 APPROACH TO CREATE 
MANUFACTURING SYSTEM 
MODEL TO GENERATE PLC 
CODE 

To construct the automated process, the factory 
designers have to consider the overall process 
layout. After deciding skeletal layout, the process 
cycle time is simulated by the discrete event system 
software like ARENA or AutoMod. In this stage, 
including the process cycle time and production 
capability, the physical validity and efficiency of co-
working machines are also described. Simulation 
and modeling software QUEST or IGRIP are used 
for this purpose (Breuss, 2005). 
 

 
Figure 2: Automated Factory construction procedure. 

On the next step, the PLC code programming for 
logical functioning is done without utilizing 
information from previous discrete event systems 
modeling. The gap between the high level 
simulation of discrete event system and the low level 
physical process control logic need to be bridged for 
the utilization of process modeling and practical 
simulation in terms of physical automated device 
movement. This paper tries to find the bridge 
between these two different simulation levels and 
further describes automatic generation of PLC code 
from the DEVS model. 

In developing the DEVS model, the first thing 
we have to do is to model the manufacturing system 
by the three-phase-modeling framework (Park, 
2005). The framework describes manufacturing 
system modeling with 4 components; the Virtual 
device model, the Transfer handler model, the State 
manager model and the Flow controller model as 
shown in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3: Outline of the virtual manufacturing model. 

The Virtual device model shows the manufacturing 
devices. It has input port to receive the action signal 
and output port to send the work done signal. The 
Transfer handler model handles the parts stream and 
assisting resources (tools and pallets) between 
devices. This approach focused on the physical 
mechanism enabling the transfer than conventional 
approaches. In reality, a transfer happens by the 
combination of device-level command between co-
working devices (giving and taking devices). The 
State manager model collects the state data of every 
device. Whenever there is a state change of devices, 
it will update the device states. Then, this 
information will be delivered to the Flow controller 
model as a decision variable. After getting the state 
information from the State manager model, the Flow 
controller model will decide firable transfer based on 
the system state (decision variables). 
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    For the implementation of the virtual 
manufacturing system model, this paper employs the 
Discrete Event Systems Specification (DEVS) 
formalism, which supports the specification of 
discrete event models in a hierarchical modular 
manner. The formalism is highly compatible with 
OOM for simulation. Under the DEVS formalism, 
we need to specify two types of sub-models: (1) the 
atomic model, the basic models, from which larger 
ones are built and (2) the coupled model, how 
atomic models are related in a hierarchical manner. 
   When the DEVS model is developed, both the 
State manager atomic model for the process 
monitoring and the Flow controller atomic model for 
the actual control can be replaced the PLC part. 
Namely, control part for the manufacturing cell. 
Here is the goal of this paper.  

5 DEVS MODELING OF A 
SIMPLE CELL BASED ON THE 
THREE-PHASE-MODELING 
FRAMEWORK 

In this Chapter, we will observe a small work cell 
example. The work cell is modeled according to the 
three-phase-modeling framework and converted to 
the DEVS model like mentioned above. Finally, we 
will compare the DEVS model and the PLC code to 
find some meaningful bridge. 

Figure 4 shows the small cell example. At first, 
an entity is generated from the Stack, which will lay 
on the AGV machine in P1, then AGV senses this 
raw part and moves to the P2 for machining. When 
machine detects the part arrival by the AGV, the 
machine starts to operate. 

 
Figure 4: Example cell. 

When we consider this example cell in terms of 
the three-phase-modeling framework, there are three 
virtual device models; the stack model, the AGV 

model and the machine model. The stack model 
generates the raw part entity and places it on the 
AGV for transfer. Until this point, the entity transfer 
process is between the stack and the AGV virtual 
device model as a result the transfer handler model 
is created between the stack the AGV model. 
Similarly, entity transferring between the AGV 
model and the Machine happens. This transfer 
handling model can be represented as THam. If there 
is any state change among the virtual devices, the 
changes are supposed to be reported to the State 
manager model. The State manager model maintains 
the decision variables in compliance with the 
reported state changes of the virtual devices and the 
Flow controller model will make a decision on 
firable transfer based on the decision variables. 
Figure 5 represents the constructed model about the 
example cell. 

 
Figure 5: Modeling of the example cell in the Park’s 
methodology. 

Once the modeling by means of the three-phase-
modeling framework is finished, second step is to 
convert the model to the DEVS formalism. In this 
example, every model is converted to the atomic 
model and entire cell will be the coupled model that 
is consist of all atomic models. Figure 6 is the 
converted DEVS model example of AGV. In the 
traditional implementation of discrete event system 
simulation using DEVS, DEVSIM++ is a simulation 
framework which realizes the DEVS formalism for 
modeling and related abstract simulator concepts for 
simulation, all in C++ (Kim, 1994). Through this 
open source frame, we can develop the discrete 
event system simulation engine easily. Once, both 
the DEVS implementation and the simulation with 
PLC control logic is done, we can achieve the 
overall physical control simulator for automated 
process.  
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Figure 6: DEVS model of the AGV. 

6 CORRELATION BETWEEN 
THE PLC CODE AND THE 
DEVS MODELS 

For the auto generation of PLC code from the DEVS 
model, we need to examine the PLC code of 
example cell and the DEVS models, especially the 
State manager and the Flow controller model.  

In the manufacturing unit, PLC collects the 
process state information through the sensors. These 
sensor signals are referenced to decide next 
command or operation. This task is done by the state 
manager model in the modeled frame. The State 
manager model detects every change in state of the 
virtual device and then updates the decision 
variables. Similar to PLC code, the Flow controller 
model is supposed to have running logic that is kind 
of combination of decision variables. As a result, 
PLC code from the DEVS model can be divided into 
two parts. One part is for updating the decision 
variable from the signal of input port in the State 
manager model. Another is for actual logic 
composed of decision variables to fulfill the 
intended process control. 

 
Figure 7: Two part of PLC code. 

In the front part, the State manager model 
collects every state changes through the input port. 
The one input port of example cell has different kind 
of signal depend on the state. For example, the input 
port I2 is the signal from the AGV and it has 4 
different kinds of state signals. With the same way, 
each input port of the State manager model has 
multiple input signals like shown in Table 1. 

Table 1: The States of Atomic models. 

The memory structure in the PLC code can be 
classified into three groups. The first group is input 
memory which consists of input signal names and 
the second group is the output memory consisting 
output signal names and the last is the internal 
memory which is used to maintain the signal 
information of input or output and for temporary 
numerical calculation. The name of input signal can 
be determined with combination between the input 
port and its state name. In this way, we can give a 
name to all input signals. 

As mentioned before, the flow controller model 
reads the decision variables to execute next 
command. Thus, we have to make decision variables 
representing the process state as the internal 
memory. As we did in the input variable for naming, 
we can give decision variables’ name by putting the 
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‘On’ between the port name and the state name. 
Then, this decision variable shows the port’s current 
state is active condition. Once decision variables are 
set, the Flow controller detects the firable output 
signals from the set variables. Figure 8 show the 
decision variables of each input of AGV model and 
moving condition. To the AGV, the possible 
condition  to move from P1 to P2 is when the raw 
part is on the AGV, AGV’s state is ‘GoP2’, and the 
machine state is ‘Idle’ at the same time. 

 

 
Figure 8: The triggering condition for AGV move. 

As we have noticed for the case of the AGV 
model, the other devices’ executing condition can be 
derived. While the PLC code for the State manager 
model part can be generated automatically with a 
combination of decision variables, the flow 
controller part is sometimes rather ambiguous. That 
is because unlike the flow controller, DEVS model 
is quite abstract and high level, the PLC part is very 
specific control area. Even though, process system 
designer can construct the DEVS model including 
low level of PLC, normally DEVS modeling is not 
fulfilled in this way. This aspect will be limitation or 
designer’s choice in reference to PLC code auto 
generation. The DEVS modeling here is done 
specifically in mind of the PLC code generation of 
the Flow Controller model part. Figure 9 illustrates 
the two part of PLC code about the AGV from the 
State manager and the Flow controller model. And 
the Flow controller DEVS model for PLC code auto 
generation with the simple work cell is shown in 
Fig. 10.  

7 DISSCUSSION AND 
CONCLUSIONS 

This paper presents the PLC code auto generation 
methodology from the DEVS model. The PLC level 
control logic is rather closed and unopened 
engineering area while discrete event system 
modeling and simulation is widely used to  

 
Figure 9(a): PLC code from the State Manager model of 
AGV model. 

 

Figure 9(b): PLC code from the Flow Controller model of 
AGV model 

measure the process capacity. By using the discrete 
event system simulation technique, the process or 
overall cycle time and throughput can be calculated.  
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Figure 10: The Flow Controller DEVS model. 

 
However, there is a big gap between the PLC code 
and the discrete event system simulation. This gap 
causes the repetition of process analysis work for the 
PLC programmer and the time delay to implement 
automated processing system in a manufacturing 
unit. 

The overall procedure for proposed approach has 
three steps. Modeling the real system according to 
the three-phase-modeling framework is first step. 
And this model is converted to the DEVS formalism 
in second step. Among the 4 kind of models, the 
State manger and the Flow controller model is going 
to be replaced to the PLC part. 

The generated PLC code from our approach can 
be categorized into two parts, one is from the state 
manager and another is from the flow controller. The 
first part is created from the input signals and the 
decision variable. And the latter part is from the 
control part which is from combination of decision 
variables. 

The latter part generation is not achieved 
perfectly because the DEVS modeling level is more 
abstracted than the PLC level. However, this 
approach offers the overall framework for the PLC 
code generation from DEVS model. In the following 
future, the direction mentioned above will be the 
inevitable stream for the more physical process 
simulation, for the time saving toward the mass 
production condition and for better competitiveness 
to the company. 
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Abstract: With the aid of the powerful computational ability and software tools, we undergo rapid change in a whole 
product manufacturing process. In a traditional way, it took long time and cost to build real manufacturing 
line. The behind time change for the manufacturing process ends up with supplementing large amount of 
budget. Therefore early detecting the errors on manufacturing process saves quite a big amount of time and 
money. As a result, the need for plant simulations rises. When we simulate manufacturing line on a virtual 
environment, it is not easy to acquire 3D data. If we have 3D CAD data, we can reuse them for each tools, 
products and equipments for the manufacturing line. Even in this case, the size matters. The large size of 
CAD data makes it difficult for us to directly use CAD data for simulation. As the CAD data and simulation 
data differs in their own purpose, we can reduce the size of the CAD data without losing simulation purpose. 
In this paper we propose effective methods for reducing the size of the CAD data and re-using them for 
simulation, assuming the 3D CAD data are already available. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

As the computer hardware gets faster, we can deal 
with large data which needs huge computation. In a 
product design, the commercial CAD software is 
widely used to model the products. Preparing 3D 
simulation data from the scratch takes enormous 
efforts and time which is not applicable for most 
cases. The importance of the availability of CAD 
information in product and process design and 
process visualization is increasing rapidly. If we 
already have CAD data for each component used in 
the manufacturing process, we can reuse the CAD 
data for simulation. 

To build the simulation data, we need to 
integrate the CAD information with manufacturing 
models such as machining process simulation 
models upstream with concurrent engineering 
activities. In this case, there are two problems. One 
is the data interfacing problem due to various CAD 
data format (Iyer, Arjun, 2002). The other is the size 

of the integrated CAD data. For the data format 
problem, we used simple STL (Stereolithography) 
format as a data interface. For the data size, we will 
discuss in this paper. 

Simulation data for the production line consists 
of hundreds of CAD data for each device, robot and 
part. Each CAD data can be some hundred 
megabytes when represented in STL format. Even 
for a small cell, the size of direct sum of CAD data 
can reach several gigabytes. As a matter of fact, this 
approach is not applicable for production line or 
whole plant even we take consideration of the high 
performance of the modern computer hardware. 

The purpose of the CAD data is different from 
that of the simulation data. The main purpose of 
CAD data is to produce the model by verifying the 
shape and checking the static interference between 
assembled parts. It contains very detailed level of 
geometry like small sized holes and small parts like 
bolts and nuts, which results in a big size of the data. 
On the other hand, simulation data needs not be 
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described so detail. Though, it depends on the 
simulation purpose, generally speaking, simulation 
data needs far less level of detail compared to that of 
the CAD data. In a large scale simulation like 
manufacturing process simulation or whole plant 
simulation, we assume that the operations which 
need high accuracy already have been verified on a 
cell level using OLP(off line programming). It 
means, the error tolerance of the geometry for the 
simulation data can be larger than that of CAD data. 
Using the increased error tolerance, we can reduce 
the size of CAD data. In this paper, we assume that 

1) 3D CAD data is available for simulation. 
2) In some cases, we assume that OLP program 

data is available, like IGRIP or RobCAD for 
the devices which has kinematic information 
like robots or jig fixtures. 

3) Triangular mesh is used for solid geometry 
handling for various CAD data interface. 

4) We do not assume any restriction for the 
relationship between original CAD data and 
converted triangular mesh geometry 
hierarchy by IGRIP or RobCAD. 

5) We assume developing our own simulation 
software to adopt our simulation data. 

2 REUSING 3D CAD DATA 

We are developing manufacturing process 
simulation software called PlcStudio. It is divided 
into two major modules called generic kernel and 
graphic module. The generic kernel is used to build 
logical model of the manufacturing process. It uses 
either software PLC(Programmable Logic Control) 
or hardware PLC to control and verify the 
manufacturing process, and interfaces graphic 
module to display the simulation results and/or to 
get the sensory information (Chang Mok Park, 2006). 
 

 
Figure 1: Graphic module architecture. 

Graphic module gets the geometry information 
from the CAD file generated by the CAD software 

like AutoCAD or CATIA. Similarly, it can get both 
the geometry information and kinematic information 
from various OLP software like IGRIP or RobCAD. 

2.1 Background and Related Work 

There were many research for simplifying mesh for 
the curved surface. Michael et el. summarized these 
efforts into 3 classes (GarlandM, 1997). Vertex 
decimation, vertex clustering and iterative edge 
contraction. They suggested pair contraction method 
using a quadric error calculation. The 
implementation of the idea is available as an open 
source, and it shows nice performance for the curved 
surface. In many cases, the geometry of device for 
the production line does not contain curved surface. 
Therefore this approach is not effective for device 
CAD model. For device CAD model, it is more 
plausible to use geometric features only if we can 
extract them. 

2.2 Classification of CAD Data 

If we have to build simulation data from the CAD 
files, the size of total simulation data grows 
exponentially. We can effectively reduce the size of 
CAD data based on the features 

Conceptually, CAD data can be divided into two 
groups. The one is manufacturing devices like robots, 
jigs, conveyors etc., which contains few curved 
surfaces. The other is parts or workpieces, which 
contains lots of curved surface. For the convenience, 
we call the former as device CAD model and the 
latter as workpiece CAD model. 

2.2.1 Device CAD Model 

Device CAD model data has the following 
characteristics. 

1) Has few curved surface : 
In almost case, it can be represented with the 
combination of box, cylindrical frustum, 
sphere etc. 

2) Has lots of primitives : 
Contains lots of cylinders, boxes etc. 

3) Has lots of small part : 
It contains lots of small parts like bolts and 
nuts, which are not necessary for simulation 
purpose. 

4) Has lots of holes : 
The purpose of the device CAD model is to 
manufacturing the device itself, so it 
contains lots of holes for bolts and nuts for 
part assembly. 
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5) It contains inner part data : 
In many cases, device CAD model data 
contains invisible inner part data, which are 
not necessary for simulation purpose. 

2.2.2 Workpiece CAD Model 

In many cases, workpieces have lots of curved 
surface. For car assembly line, almost every 
workpieces have smooth surface, like body, side, 
door, hood, fender etc. The CAD model for this 
workpieces are far more bigger than that of the 
device CAD model, because it represents smooth 
surface using triangular mesh. Typically, CAD 
model for car door exceeds some hundreds mega-
bytes, while the size of device CAD model for 
robots is some mega-bytes. 

Due to the different characteristics, we apply 
different methods to reduce the size of CAD model. 

2.3 Reducing Device CAD Model Size 

After converted by various software, the structural 
information for the geometry data can be lost. This 
makes it difficult to go further processing for 
geometry handling. However, it is relatively easier 
to detect geometric features from device CAD model 
rather than workpiece CAD model.  

We used the geometric features extracted from 
device CAD model to reduce data size. 

2.3.1 Replacing the Primitives 

In many cases, the device CAD model contains lots 
of primitives like cylinder, sphere etc. For replacing 
cylinders, we assume that a n-side cylinder 
representation in the CAD model is an 
approximation of the pure logical cylinder which has 
infinitely large n.  
A cylinder consists of top, bottom and n-side faces, 
where n ≥ 3. A cylinder with n-side consists of 4n-4 
triangles. A cylinder contained in the device CAD 
model typically has large n value. By detecting this 
cylinder geometry and reducing the n, we can reduce 
the size of data.  
 

 
Figure 2: Calculation of n-side for cylinder. 

Figure 2 shows how many number of cylinder 
sides we can reduce, when the final error tolerance e 
for simulation data is given. Using the radius r of the 
pure logical cylinder and error tolerance e, we can 
calculate maximum θ for reduced cylinder. The 
reduced cylinder has 360/θ side faces. 

Though this method is quite effective, it is 
difficult to apply in real situation, because it is hard 
to identify cylinder geometry from unstructured 
triangular meshes. For sphere, it is more difficult to 
identify. So this method is only applicable when the 
CAD data contains structural information and we 
can identify them.  

Another problem for this method is after 
replacing into the simple geometry, some parts 
attached to the original cylinder side surface can be 
dangling on a replaced cylinder. 

2.3.2 Removing Small Parts 

The device CAD model contains lots of small 
components needed for part assembly. Small bolts 
and nuts are one of those things. If these parts are so 
small that the size is less than the error tolerance for 
the simulation, we can safely remove them. 

But in this case, it is not always possible to 
identify small parts from unstructured triangular 
meshes. 

2.3.3 Removing Small Holes 

The effect of removing holes from the geometry is 
quite potential. A cube without hole can be 
represented with 12 triangles, while a cube with one 
hole of n side needs 4n + 8 triangles. (n+4 for top, 
n+4 for bottom, 2n for side) If a hole is consists of 
20 sides, the number of triangles reaches 4*20+8 = 
88, which is more than 7 times of 12. If number of 
holes increases, the number of triangles increases 
rapidly. 

The hole removing algorithm is difficult to 
implement, because it is not always possible to 
identify holes from unstructured meshes. For this 
reason, first we detect small inner circle from a 
surface. It is relatively easy to implement even if we 
don’t have structural information.  

Step 1: Group faces which exists in a same plane. 
That means, the faces has the same plane equation, 
and they are inter-connected. 

Step 2: merge the grouped faces 
Step 3: Trace boundary edges from the merged 

face 
Step 4: Identify outmost boundary edges 
Step 5: Using the boundary edges, re-triangulate 

the surface. 
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By applying these steps, we can easily remove 
any circle in a plane, but it can only remove top or 
bottom of the hole, whereas the wall of the cylinder 
still remains. Theses cylinder walls are hard to 
identify from unstructured set of meshes. These 
walls can be further removed by visibility check 
routine explained later.  

2.3.4 Removing Invisible Parts 

In many cases, CAD model contains invisible parts. 
Components or parts of a component placed below 
other component are invisible from user. For 
example, the engine installed in a car is not visible to 
the user unless the hood is open. In a simulation, 
these invisible components need not be rendered. 
After applying hole removal process, the cylinder 
walls of the hole geometry are not removed, yet. 
These wall are invisible to the user, so it can be 
removed by applying visibility checking, too. 

Deciding whether a given geometry is visible 
from a given camera position or not requires quite 
large computation and the implementation of the 
algorithm is not simple. With the aid of modern 
graphic card functionality, we can successfully 
distinguished invisible parts from visible parts (Sang 
C. Park, 2005). This method is easy to implement 
and it is fast enough to apply, because it uses 
hardware function.  

We take a shot for the scene while moving the 
camera position. The typical camera positions 
looking at the scene are 6 cubic directions plus 8 
corner positions. Cubic directions are TOP, 
BOTTOM, FRONT, REAR, LEFT and RIGHT 
directions. Corner directions are top-front-left, top-
front-right, top-rear-left, top-rear-right, bottom-
front-left, bottom-front-right, bottom-rear-left and 
bottom-rear-right directions as depicted in figure 3. 

 After taking shots at a given camera positions, 
we collectively combine all shots, and 
mark(remember) all visible parts. On the whole 
scene, parts which is not marked as visible forms 
invisible parts. The camera positions are 
heuristically determined, and there are cases that 
given camera positions can’t distinguish invisible 
parts. But in many cases, 6 cubic angle point and 8 
additional corner point is enough to distinguish 
visibility property. 

These process can be implemented by drawing 
each entities with unique color onto the back-buffer, 
while moving the camera positions, and read each 
pixel value back from back-buffer, and checking the 
color value as a unique key. 

 

 
Figure 3: Camera positions to view the scene. 

By using graphic hardware for deciding visibility, 
we need not implement the visibility algorithm and 
it can be computed very fast. The visibility checking 
algorithm implemented in a graphic card is widely 
tested by vendor for a long period of time, so it is 
well verified algorithm. We can use the algorithm 
almost for free. In addition, modern graphic card can 
draw millions of triangles in a second. It means that 
we can compute the visibility for a large scene in a 
very short time. 

 Next figure shows the result of data reduction by 
removing invisible parts after removing small parts 
and holes. 

 

        
# triangles = 8220           # triangles = 1845 

Figure 4: Processing result: before and after. 

           
Figure 5: Mesh view: before and after. 
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2.4 Reducing Workpiece CAD Model 
Size 

Workpiece CAD model which contains very 
complicated surface is not proper to apply the 
proposed algorithm. The proposed algorithm is 
based on the features extracted from 3D CAD model. 
It is almost impossible to identify features from the 
workpiece CAD model containing curved surfaces. 
So we can use well known mesh simplification 
methods like decimation to the curved surface.  

3 RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

The proposed methods are based on the feature 
extraction of the CAD model. Extracting primitives 
from the CAD is not always successful. If the CAD 
keeps the information about the primitive, we can 
easily extract them and we can apply the methods. 
But in general case, we can’t assert that information 
is available. Identifying small parts has the same 
problem. But, identifying the holes and removing 
invisible parts works very well even the CAD data 
does not keep any information about the feature. It 
can even be extracted from raw triangular mesh. 
The next table shows the result of reducing cell data 
which contains 16 devices. We only applied non 
curved surface reduction algorithm for this result. 

Table 1: CAD data reduction result. 

 Original 
data 

Reduced 
data 

Ratio(%) 

# devices 16 16 100 
# solid 4,567 2,966 64.94 
# mesh 86,833 24,170 27.84 
# 
triangles 3,316,146 600,478 18.11 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

When we have to construct 3D simulation data from 
CAD data, we have difficulties for the size of the 
CAD data. In the proposed method, we used an hole 
removal and visibility checking algorithm to reduce 
the data size. This method is easy to implement and 
very fast because it utilizes graphic hardware 
functionality. If the original CAD data contains 
more information for solid identification, we can 
further apply the methods by replacing the 
geometries. These methods applied to non-curved 
surface do not distort the original shape except that it 

removes the holes and small parts, which are smaller 
than the simulation tolerance error. Using these 
methods, we can reduce the size of the sample 
production line by 20% of the original data. In our 
future work, we plan to develop improved method to 
identify features from unstructured triangular mesh. 
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Abstract: This preliminary simulation study introduces methods to configure a low cost localization system based on 
existing passive RFID technology. A group of small robots work together in order to configure the system 
autonomously. Probabilistic estimation methods are used for data fusion. The robots should be able to build 
and expand the localization system without human aid. When properly configured the system is able to offer 
positioning information with bounded error. The use of passive RFID tags as beacons makes the cost of 
expanding the robots' working area negligible.

1  INTRODUCTION 

For a successful task execution a mobile robot has to 
know its position and heading. Different kinds of 
localization methods have already been developed. 
There are systems where all the needed equipment 
for the localization (wheel encoders, gyroscopes, 
laser scanner, etc.) is on board the robot. One 
problem with this kind of localization system is that 
over time the robot's estimate of its absolute location 
can get too erroneous for effectively continuing the 
mission. Also the cost of the high precision 
equipment can be considerable. 

Another approach is to use external references 
such as beacons or landmarks for localization. The 
mobile robot can use absolute position data provided 
by measurements and calculations involving these 
external objects in order to obtain a better position 
estimate. The main problem with this kind of system 
is that the installation of the required external 
objects can be costly and time consuming. 

The system introduced in this paper uses passive 
RFID tags as beacons. A passive RFID tag contains 
an antenna and an IC with small (0-1kbit) memory 
capacity. It operates on the power obtained from the 
reader antenna. A typical operating range for a 

900MHz system is up to 2 meters. The cost of one 
tag is only a few cents and it does not need external 
connections or a power supply. Also the sticker-like 
tags are light to carry and a robot can place them on 
suitable spots when moving to new working areas.  

A multi robot approach is used for the system 
configuration in order to replace the need of highly 
accurate sensors for robot's localization in the initial 
phase. Using a group of robots instead of one robot 
also gives better fault tolerance as a single fault will 
not endanger the whole mission. 

2  RELATED WORK 

Several studies have already been made on passive 
RFID localization in robotics using a mobile RFID 
reader (Hightower et al. 2000; Hähnel et al. 2004; 
Bohn 2006; Kulyukin et al. 2004 and Kleiner et al. 
2006). All of these are very different from each 
other. Kulyukin et al. use a RFID system for 
recognition of specific places inside a building. The 
system is intended to help visually impaired people 
recognise specific office doors, elevators, etc. 
Kleiner et al. have been successfully using RFID 
tags for sharing mission related information in a 
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rescue scenario involving both robots and humans. 
Bohn introduces a super-distributed RFID  tag 
infrastructure, where mobile objects may leave 
virtual traces in the physical space they traverse by 
writing an ID to the tags  in the floor (up to 120 
tags/m2) while passing directly above them. 
Hightower et al. have designed a system to help 
people to localize objects equipped with passive 
RFID tags in their vicinity.  

Hähnel et al. study the problem of localizing 
RFID tags with a mobile platform equipped with a 
laser scanner and a pair of fixed RFID antennas. A 
probabilistic sensor model of each antenna is used to 
estimate location of a detected tag. When a tag is 
detected for the first time a set of 1000 randomly 
chosen positions around the robot are chosen for 
initial estimates of the location of the tag. With each 
measurement the probability of these locations is 
calculated according to the sensor model. This is a 
single robot approach where the robot builds a 
database of tag positions. When localizing a robot 
with the RFID tags and odometry the position error 
was about 1 m.  

The system proposed in this paper is based on 
similar technology as the aforementioned system by 
Hähnel et al. However, there are three major 
distinctions. Our approach uses several simple 
robots instead of one sophisticated robot. Instead of 
one database, the localization data is distributed to 
the tags. Also the relative displacement between the 
robot and a tag is based on measured bearing angles 
and not on a simple sensor model.   

3  OPERATING PRINCIPLE 

Our key interest is in developing a self configuring 
localization system using a group of simple, 
inexpensive robots. The idea is that even if the 
robots have only wheel encoders and an RFID 
reader for localization purposes they should be able 
to localize themselves within bounded error. An 
RFID reader is placed on each robot and stationary 
tags are placed around the working area of the robot 
group. The tags can be distributed by humans or by 
robots if they are equipped with an appropriate 
system (Kleiner et al. 2006) 

The cooperative localization is based on a simple 
Kalman filter. When the robots are configuring the 
system and localizing the tags the main source of 
error is the accumulated odometry error which, on a 
group of robots, is assumed to follow roughly a 
Gaussian distribution. Thus when the location 
estimates of several independent robots on a 

common object are combined, the location estimate 
of the object converges towards the correct position. 

3.1  System Operation 

In the beginning the passive RFID tags contain no 
data. The robots start at some chosen reference 
location. A robot uses wheel encoders in order to 
keep track of its current position. When a robot 
detects an RFID tag it calculates an estimate for the 
location of the tag. The estimate of the tag's location 
has an uncertainty, which is calculated each time the 
tag's location is estimated. The necessary algorithms 
are explained in chapter 3.2. 

The location estimate and the uncertainty are 
stored in the memory of the tag. The next robot that 
detects the tag reads the information found on the 
tag and calculates a new estimate for the location of 
the tag by combining the information stored in the 
tag with the new measurements. 

As soon as there is a position estimate stored in 
the tag's memory the robots can use the tag as a 
beacon in order to correct their own position. When 
exploring new areas the robots have to return often 
to areas with well localized beacons in order to 
maintain reasonable estimate of their own position. 

3.2  RFID Localization 

The RFID localization is based on the measured 
bearing angle to a beacon represented by a passive 
RFID tag. The antenna of the RFID reader is turned 
one full circle while trying to contact tags near the 
robot. For each detected tag a bearing angle is 
calculated based on the sector where the tag 
responded to the calls of the RFID reader. 
  

 
Figure 1a: Bearing angle estimation for a single RFID tag.  
1b: Tag localization method. 

The Figure 1a shows how the bearing angle of the 
tag is estimated. The start and stop angles define a 
sector where the tag responded to the readers calls. 
The bearing angle estimate λ is obtained by solving 
for the middle of the sector and subtracting the 

a) b) 
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systematic error ε. The systematic error depends on 
the geometry of the antenna and the immediate 
surroundings of the antenna's mounting place. It 
must be defined separately on each robot unless the 
robots and the antennas are exactly alike. 

3.2.1  Tag Localization 

The robot uses bearing angle measurements and 
odometry data in order to estimate the tag location 
(Ex,Ey). In Figure 1b places R1 and R2 represent two 
places where the robot has measured a relative 
bearing angle to the tag. The distance A to the tag is 
solved from the displacement D between the 
measurement places and the gamma angle. The 
absolute bearing angle φ is calculated as a function 
of the measured relative bearing angle λ2 and the 
robot's estimated heading angle θ. A variance is 
calculated for each tag location estimate. The x- and 
y-coordinates have different variances which depend 
on the angle φ. The C and G are parameter constants 
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With each new angle measurement the robot 

calculates location estimates for the tag using all the 
previous angle measurement. Thus after two 
measurements the robot has one estimate for the tag 
location and n measurements give 1+2+3+...+(n-1) 
estimates. 

Each estimate is fused with the previous estimate 
of the tag location using a simple Kalman filter. It is 
a recursive estimator, so all the prior information is 
contained in the previous estimate (Maybeck, 1979). 
The calculated variance Pk represents the uncertainty 

in the location of the tag. The equations for the 
Kalman filter are shown below. 
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Odometry error and angle measurement error 
may both cause significant deviation from the 
correct position. Thus several estimates from 
different robots are needed in order to properly 
localize the tag. 

4  RESULTS 

Simulation models for the multi-robot localization 
system were built in order to get an idea of the 
effects of different measurement errors. The 
simulations were run on Matlab. The system 
presented here simulates a scenario where a single 
tag is localized by a group of robots passing the tag 
one by one. Each robot has random error on its own 
position and heading angle estimate. Each bearing 
angle measurement also contains a random error. 
After each bearing angle measurement the robot 
calculates new estimate of the location of the tag. 
The result is then written on the tag's memory. A 
robot is able to detect the tag inside a circular area 
(r=50cm) in front of the tag. If the tag already 
contains an estimate of its position, the robot tries 
also to correct it's own position.  

4.1  Effects of Inaccuracies 

Several simulations were run with different 
parameters in order to discover the effects of 
inaccuracies in different estimates. First simulation 
contained 500 independent groups of ten robots 
passing the tag and localizing it cooperatively. The 
Figure 2 shows the average and maximum error in 
the estimated location of the tag as a function of the 
error in the bearing angle measurement for two 
different runs.  

The curves A and C represent average and 
maximum error when the robots' position error was 
at most ±8 cm on each axis. The curves B and D 
represent a run where robot's position error was 
doubled to ±16 cm. The maximum heading angle 
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error was ±4° on both runs. The simulation results 
show that the bearing angle error is a lot smaller 
factor than the error in robot's position. 

 
Figure 2: Effect of the bearing angle error. 

 
Figure 3: Convergence of tag position estimate. 

The Figure 3 shows the convergence of tag's 
position estimate when 1000 independent groups of 
20 robots pass a tag. Two runs with different bearing 
angle error factors (5 and 10) were made. The curves 
show average and maximum error in tag position 
after each robot. The increase in bearing angle error 
does not have significant effect on the position error. 
Also a smaller group of robots can localize a tag 
when they pass the tag multiple times. 

5  CONCLUSIONS 

The simulations indicate that the tags can be 
localized with certain accuracy even if the angle 
measurement to the tag is not very accurate. The 
error in the tag’s position depends on several 
different factors, such as errors in robot's position 
and heading angle estimate. When several robots 
participate in the localization the position error 
settles on an acceptable level. 

This study suggests that it is possible to build a 
localization system that offers a bounded error after 
it has been autonomously configured by simple, 
inexpensive robots with readily available RFID 
technology. 

6  FUTURE WORK 

Initial tests for the bearing angle measurements in 
the office environment are under way. The first 
RFID localization modules for laboratory tests will 
be designed according to the information obtained 
from the angle measurement tests. The system will 
be tested with a group of small robots. In order to 
obtain accurate localization information further 
research is required in tag positioning and filtering 
of the bearing angle measurements in an office 
environment. 
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Abstract: Robotic systems are used within a great variety of medical disciplines. A handheld robot promises a number 
of advantages compared to conventional (medical) robots but this approach leads to strict specifications 
regarding size, weight and dynamic properties. A new hybrid kinematics – the Epizactor – seems to be 
advantageous and is compared to two well-known parallel kinematics regarding the ratio of workspace and 
volume the number of kinematic elements, the cost of computation, the stiffness the effects of clearance, 
actuation (weight), and accuracy using a well-described industrial method for comparison. It becomes clear 
that the Epizactor has advantages concerning the ratio of workspace and volume, needs a smaller number of 
kinematic elements and fewer computations, and has less than half the mass than the parallel kinematics. Its 
accuracy, stiffness and the effects of clearance are comparable. The advantages of this new kinematic set-up 
lead to a first deployment within the field of medical robotics. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Design and evaluation of robotic set-ups for medical 
and especially surgical applications has been 
ongoing for the last 20 years. Systems for a vast 
variety of medical disciplines and deployments have 
been investigated (Pott PP et al., 2005). One possible 
solution to provide a useful tool for numerous 
medical tasks is to use a handheld robot that 
combines the process control of the surgical task by 
the surgeon and the accuracy and repeatability of a 
robot. Within the project "Intelligent Tool Drive" 
ITD, a handheld robot for orthopaedic surgery is 
being developed. The intention is to align a milling 
tool relatively to a patient and to decouple the tool 
from unintentional hand movements at the handle 
(Pott PP et al., 2003; Wagner A et al., 2004). A 
handheld robot has to be as small and lightweight as 
possible while providing high dynamics for accurate 
stabilisation of a surgical tool (Wagner A et al., 
2004). This most important criterion is mainly 
determined by the kinematic set-up. 

 

Figure 1: The EPIZACTOR, 6-DOF hybrid kinematics 
with rotating elements. 

Parallel robots are widely used, where high 
stiffness, high dynamics, or low error propagation 
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over the kinematic chains is required, e.g. 
positioning and stabilization platforms (Huynh P, 
2001) and vibration isolation (Chen Y et al., 2004). 
An obvious advantage is that a parallel robot 
provides high potential for a lightweight 
construction. The moving masses of parallel 
kinematics are low and this leads to low static and 
dynamic forces (Honegger M, 1999; Huynh P, 
2001). 

 

Figure 2: The HEXAPOD, 6-DOF parallel kinematics 
with actuated prismatic joints in the struts. 

Alternatively a new kinematic set-up can be used 
(). This concept –called "Epizactor"– involves two 
disk-systems (systems A&B) each described by a 
planar 3-DOF 4-link manipulator. These two serial 
kinematic chains act on a connecting element that 
moves the surgical tool by homokinetic joints with a 
lead-screw and a prismatic section respectively. 
Each disk-system uses four links to overcome 
singularities by redundancy. So this hybrid 
kinematics uses only rotating elements to provide 6-
DOF manoeuvrability (Pott PP et al., 2007; Pott PP, 
Weiser HP et al., 2004). 

The aim of this work is the comparison of a new 
kinematic set-up with two well-known alternatives 
for a handheld medical robot.  

2 MATERIAL & METHODS 

Three different kinematic set-ups were assessed. The 
well-known Stewart-Gough-platform or Hexapod 
(Figure 2) with active struts (Gough V et al., 1962; 
Stewart D, 1965), the Merlet-platform or Hexaglide 
(Merlet JP, 1988) with base-fixed actuators and 
passive struts (Figure 3) and the Epizactor (Pott PP 
et al., 2007; Pott PP, Weiser HP et al., 2004) (). The 
first two set-ups are based on parallel kinematics 
while the Epizactor is based on a hybrid kinematics 

set-up. To describe the set-ups' forward and inverse 
kinematics as well as the inverse dynamic models a 
literature research and own considerations were 
conducted. For the assessment of the actual 
mechanical design three robots were available. Each 
is based on one of the kinematic set-ups described 
and shows a certain state of project ITD.  

2.1 Comparison 

To compare the kinematic set-ups the method by 
Kesselring (Kesselring F, 1951) is used. Here a set 
of criteria is defined and evaluated by one or more 
experts using a score reaching from 4 (very good) to 
1 (poor). To further refine the comparison, each 
criterion is weighted. Finally for each kinematic set-
up the sum of all products of score and weight are 
added up and lead to a total benchmark for each 
kinematic set-up. To define the weighting factors the 
method described by Wenzel (Wenzel R et al., 1971) 
is used. Here all criteria are listed and each criterion 
is compared to the remaining leading to a graduation 
in importance of the different criteria.  

 

Figure 3: The HEXAGLIDE, 6-DOF parallel kinematics 
with base-fixed actuates prismatic joints. 

To assess the three kinematic set-ups the 
following criteria were used. 
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2.2 Ratio of Workspace and 
Installation Space 

Given a certain workspace needed for a specific 
task, this ratio describes how large a machine will 
become at least. Especially in a surgical 
environment the installation space should be as 
small as possible while the workspace is determined 
by the surgical task. 

To assess this ratio each kinematic set-up was 
simulated using Matlab (The Mathworks Inc, 
Natick, MA, USA) and a given workspace definition 
of 40mm translation of the tool in each axis and 
±20° rotation in each axis at all times. Using this 
simulation procedure the three kinematic set-ups 
were scaled until predefined kinematic restrictions 
were just not violated but the desired workspace 
could still be produced. Each kinematic set-up is 
circumscribed by a cylinder that defines the minimal 
installation space of an imaginary machine based on 
the corresponding kinematics. The length of the 
cylinder is aligned with the tool nearest to the base-
platform. 

2.3 Number of Kinematic Elements 

Kinematic elements are defined as "joints", "struts" 
or "links", "base", and "tool". The number of 
kinematic elements can be used as a measure of 
complexity of a kinematic set-up (El-Shenawy A et 
al., 2007). 

To assess the number of kinematic elements each 
kinematic set-up was analysed and the elements 
were counted.  

2.4 Cost of Computation 

The cost of computation can be a measure for the 
hardware-effort that has to be made by the control 
system to compute the forward and inverse 
kinematic problems in real-time. 

To assess the cost of computation for each 
kinematic set-up the Matlab-code was analysed 
regarding the number of additions, 
multiplications/powers and trigonometric functions. 
To compare the three set-ups a computation of both 
kinematic problems was concerned and all 
computation steps were summed up. The set-up with 
greatest number was rated "1" the one with the 
smallest number was rated "4". In between a linear 
interpolation was performed.  

2.5 Stiffness 

Although stiffness is not a kinematic property and 
system stiffness is mainly affected by the actual 
design of a machine the three set-ups can be 
analysed qualitatively regarding the distribution of 
forces within the kinematic elements. It can be stated 
that short and compact elements under uniaxial load 
will be stiffer than flat elements under bending 
strain. 

To analyse the three set-ups the kinematic 
elements were examined regarding the distribution 
of force and shape. 

2.6 Effects of Clearance 

As it can be regarded as one of the major 
impediments for accurate machine performance 
clearance becomes one of the most important 
criteria. Again this is not a purely kinematic feature 
but the kinematic set-up has an influence on error 
propagation. 

To assess the effects of clearance a score 
especially for the assessment of parallel and hybrid 
kinematics was introduced (Pott PP, unpublished). It 
was assumed that the clearance ki of i joints of a 
serial kinematic chain in the most unfavourable case 
is summed up to 

 

 ∑=
i

isertot kk ,
  (1) 

 

For the parallel arrangement of j serial chains it 
is assumed that the clearance can be treated as 

 

  ( )∑=
j

serjpartot kk 2
,,

 (2) 

 

For simplification the clearance in any joint is 
standardised to "1". 

2.7 Actuation / Weight 

The actuation of a robot is not a kinematic property 
but becomes important when size and weight of the 
actual machine is evaluated. Electromagnetic linear 
actuators provide high acceleration but a poor force-
to-weight ratio. Correspondingly conventional 
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rotating motors deliver high power at high speeds 
but poor torque when used without gearing (Pott PP, 
unpublished). So the actuation has an immanent 
influence on the weight of a machine based on a 
certain kinematic set-up. 

To assess the three kinematic set-ups they were 
analysed regarding performance needed and 
theoretical weight. To determine the strut forces of 
the Hexapod and the Hexaglide corresponding 
dynamic models were used (Dasgupta B et al., 1998; 
Khalil W et al., 2004; Wagner A et al., 2006)., 
dynamic models (Dasgupta B et al., 1998) were 
used. The Epizactor was assessed using a model 
based on the iterative Newton-Euler-Method and 
own considerations regarding the forward- and 
inverse kinematic problems (Pott PP et al., 2007). As 
input for the simulation a vibration trajectory with 
12Hz and 1mm amplitude was used. This trajectory 
was applied to each of a set of 680 pre-defined grid-
points throughout the whole desired workspace. 
Additionally the direction of the trajectory and the 
static forces [ ] NF T202020=  and moments 

[ ] NmM T8.011=  were permutated in the main 
coordinate system directions. Forces, moments, 
frequency (velocity, acceleration) were taken from 
the specifications of the handheld robot (Pott PP et 
al., 2003; Pott PP, Wagner A et al., 2004). Masses 
and mass-related values of the kinematic elements 
were taken from the CAD-models of the three 
available robots. The maximum forces and torques 
in each actuator were computed. For the parallel 
kinematics this force was multiplied by six, as the 
symmetry of the set-up leads to the conclusion that 
any actuator will have to be able to produce this 
force. Regarding the Epizactor the torques of all 
actuators were summed up. To achieve the 
theoretical weight of the actuators of each set-up the 
over-all force was multiplied with the specific force-
to-weight-ratio of the linear actuators and the 
rotating actuators respectively. It could be shown 
from manufacturer's data that an average electric 
linear motor with a maximum force of about 50N 
(30s) has a force-to-weight ratio of about 47.2N/kg. 
The torque-to-weight ratio of an average motor with 
a gear that allows a torque of 1Nm is about 
3.4Nm/kg (Pott PP, unpublished). 

2.8 Accuracy 

The accuracy of a robot is determined by the 
accuracy and resolution of sensors and actuators, the 
adjustment of control parameters, the elastic 
properties of the mechanics, and the transformation 

of workspace coordinates into actuator axis 
positions. As the first three parameters are affected 
by the actual mechanical design, the latter is 
dependent on the kinematics-type and actual 
configuration only. 

To assess the theoretical accuracy the tolerable 
position error of the robot of 0.1mm (Pott PP et al., 
2003) was applied to the set of grid-points described 
above. Doing so, the displacement of the actuators 
was computed and compared to a realistic accuracy 
of 0.005mm and 0.0005rad respectively, which can 
be reached by real encoders used in a mechanical 
design. A score was introduced that describes the 
number of points where the accuracy specification is 
reached. 

3 RESULTS 

3.1 Comparison 

Table 1 shows a summary of the results for each 
kinematic set-up. The comparison criteria are 
aligned in rows. The columns show results, ratings 
and weighted scores for each of the three kinematic 
set-ups. The results of the comparison and a ranking 
are summed up in the bottom line. It becomes clear 
that the Epizactor has advantages regarding the ratio 
of workspace and installation-space and theoretical 
weight of its actuators. Additionally it needs less 
kinematic elements, uses rotating actuators that 
provide a better performance-to-weight ratio than 
linear motors, and needs fewer computations for the 
inverse and direct kinematic problem. Main 
disadvantage of this new kinematic set-up is the 
limited stiffness. 

3.2 Ratio of Workspace and 
Installation Space 

The Hexapod can be enclosed by a cylinder with a 
minimal volume of 3941cm³. This leads to a ratio of 
workspace and installation space of 1:62. 

The cylinder around the Hexaglide has a 
minimal volume of 4247cm³ so the ratio of 
workspace and installation space can be computed to 
1:66. 

A cylinder circumscribing the Epizactor has a 
volume of 1445cm³. Compared with the required 
workspace this leads to a ratio of workspace and 
installation space of 1:23.  
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3.3 Number of Kinematic Elements 

The Hexapod and the Hexaglide each consist of a 
base-platform, a tool-platform, and six legs. Each 
leg uses two rotating and one prismatic (actuated) 
joint and a strut. Overall 26 kinematic elements can 
be counted. 

The Epizactor consists of a base, a connecting 
element (tool) and two identical disk-systems. Each 
disk-system has 3 disks and a homokinetic joint. The 
first disk is actuated directly. To drive the 2nd disk a 
single toothed ring is necessary, to drive the 3rd disk 
two toothed rings are used and the joint is driven by 
three rings. Overall 22 kinematic elements can be 
counted. 

3.4 Cost of Computation 

To calculate the Hexapod's inverse kinematic 
problem 60 additions, 132 multiplications and 
powers, and 174 trigonometric functions have to be 
computed. The forward kinematic problem can only 
be solved by an iterative procedure. Within the 
simulations carried out around 40 iteration steps 
were necessary for each computation. To compute 
the kinematics once in both directions 15086 

computations have to be carried out. 
For the Hexaglide the inverse kinematic problem 

is solved in the same way and also the forward 
kinematics needs to be computed by iterations. Here 
around 10 iteration steps were necessary. To 
compute the kinematics once in both directions 4046 
computation steps have to be done. 

The inverse kinematic problem of the Epizactor 
needs 106 additions, 171 multiplications and 
powers, and 132 trigonometric functions. The 
forward kinematics are computed by 31 additions, 
115 multiplications and 177 trigonometric functions 
(Pott PP, unpublished). To compute the kinematics 
once in both directions 732 computations have to be 
carried out. One has to consider that the inverse 
kinematic problem finally is solved by a singularity-
robust control algorithm (Chung YG et al., 2000; 
Pott PP et al., submitted) and does not need to be 
computed. 

3.5 Stiffness 

The struts of the Hexapod kinematics can be 
regarded as pendulum links. Each of the struts is 
loaded by pressure and tension which must be fully 

Table 1: Summary of the results and comparion of the three kinematic set-ups assessed. The comparion criteria are 
aligned in rows, the results of the comparison, the rating, and weighted results are listed in columns. The bottom lines 
show the result and the ranking of the three kinematic set-ups. The higher the result the better the set-up is suited for the 
assessed deployment. 

Hexapod Hexaglide Epizactor criteria unit weight 

results rating result 
rating 

results rating result 
rating 

results rating result 
rating 

Ratio of 
Workspace 
and Instal-
lation Space 

1 0.28 1:62 2 0.56 1:66 2 0.56 1:23 4 1.12 

Number of 
Kinematic 
Elements 

1 0.09 26 3 0.27 26 3 0.27 22 4 0.36 

Cost of 
Computa-
tion 

score 0.02 15086 1 0.02 4046 3.36 0.07 732 4 0.08 

Stiffness 
rating 0.14 

high and 
constant 
stiffness 

4 0.56 
high but 
variable 
stiffness 

3 0.42 
medium 
stiffness 

2 0.28 

Effects of 
Clearance 

score 0.19 7.3 2 0.38 7.3 2 0.38 7.1 2 0.38 

Actuation / 
Weight 

kg 0.19 7.1 1 0.19 5.6 2 0.38 2.2 4 0.76 

Accuracy score 0.09 300 1 0.09 440 2 0.18 420 2 0.18 

Results of 
the compa-
rison 

 
   2.07   2.26   3.16 

Ranking     3   2   1 
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absorbed by the actuated prismatic joint in each 
strut. As the passive parts in each strut can be 
designed as stiff as necessary the stiffness of the 
prismatic joint depends on its design, the 
construction of the actuator, and the quality of the 
control loop. The stiffness of the struts is almost 
constant over the length so it can be stated that the 
over-all stiffness of the Hexapod in its workspace is 
constant.  

To consider the stiffness of the Hexaglide a 
similar approach can be used. Differences exist as 
the struts of the Hexaglide usually tend to be as light 
as possible as they do not need to be actuated. Also 
two variations of parallel kinematics with base-fixed 
actuation exist. One that uses sliders (Hebsacker M 
et al., 1998), here the over-all stiffness within the 
workspace can be seen as constant. The version that 
uses piston-like actuators (Merlet JP, 1988) provides 
lower stiffness for extended actuators and changing 
over-all stiffness within the workspace.  

Forces applied to the connecting element of the 
Epizactor are propagated to the disk-systems and 
absorbed within the planes of the disk systems. The 
stiffness of the disk-systems in this direction is 
rather good. Only the force-component within the 
axis of the connecting element acts perpendicular to 
disk-system B so that here the stiffness is less good. 
The stiffness is constant within the workspace as the 
connecting element can be designed as stiff as 
necessary. 

3.6 Effects of Clearance 

The Hexapod is based on six identical kinematic 
chains between base-platform and tool. Each chain 
consists of three joints. The clearance ktot,ser of each 
chain is computed to 
 

 3111, =++== ∑
i

isertot kk . (3) 
 

For the whole set-up the score can be computed to 
  
 ( ) 3.736 22

,, =⋅== ∑
j

serjpartot kk  (4) 
 

The same assumptions can be made for the 
Hexaglide and lead to a similar result. 

The Epizactor uses two serial chains with 5 
elements acting in parallel on the connecting 
element. The clearance ktot,ser of each chain is 
computed to 

 
 511111, =++++== ∑

i
isertot kk . (5) 

 

For the parallel arrangement of the two chains, 
the overall score can be computed to 

 
 ( ) 1.755 222

,, =+== ∑
j

serjpartot kk .  (6) 

3.7 Actuation / Weight 

The simulations for the Hexapod lead to maximum 
forces of 55.7N in each strut. Thus the six actuators 
needed to drive the Hexapod weighs at least 7.1kg. 

For the Hexaglide the maximum force needed to 
drive the set-up is 44.4N. With the same 
considerations regarding the force-to weight-ratio 
the actuators theoretically weigh about 5.6kg. 

The Epizactor has a maximum torque 
requirement in the specific actuators of 1.33Nm, 
1.53Nm, 0.94Nm, 0.8Nm, 0.95Nm, 1.52Nm, 
0.26Nm, and 0.02Nm. So the theoretical weight of 
all actuators of the Epizactor sums up to 2.2kg. 

3.8 Accuracy 

The Hexapod can provide the desired kinematic 
accuracy in 300 of the tested 680 grid-points. These 
points are located near the main xz- and yz-plane of 
the base-platform. 

The Hexaglide reaches the desired accuracy in 
440 of the tested grid-points. These are distributed 
symmetrically to the main xz-plane of the base. 
Within a small strip just next to this plane the 
accuracy is not reached. 

The Epizactor reaches the accuracy specification 
on 420 grid-points. These are symmetrically 
distributed within the workspace. The desired 
accuracy is not reached at points were a certain 
configuration of the disks leads to a very sensitive 
behaviour of the kinematics. 

4 DISCUSSION 

Three different kinematic set-ups have been 
evaluated. The method to compare the three 
kinematic set-ups refers to the German norm VDI 
2222. This method leads to a reproducible result 
when it is done out by a group of experts. Here a 
single expert carried out the comparison so a certain 
bias can be assumed. However as primarily 
measurable criteria were evaluated, the bias is 
believed to be small. The graduation of the ratings is 
rather raw but this simplifies the rating itself. It 
becomes obvious that the Epizactor provides a 
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number of advantages when compared to two well-
known parallel kinematic set-ups. This lead to the 
decision to design such a set-up within the medical 
robotics project ITD and for future projects.  

It could be shown, that the ratio of desired 
workspace and theoretical installation space of the 
Epizactor is about three times better when compared 
to the well-known parallel kinematics. The desired 
workspace is derived from the specifications of the 
ITD project and is described by a cube. If another 
workspace-specification is taken into account, the 
comparison will produce different results. The 
method to simulate the desired workspace and to 
scale down the kinematic set-up does not lead to an 
optimization but seems to approximate the actual 
set-up to this point. This criterion is the most 
important within the comparison. 

The Epizactor needs a smaller number of 
kinematic elements than the Hexapod or the 
Hexaglide. However the larger number of common 
parts within the parallel kinematics simplifies the 
actual manufacturing of those kinematic set-ups. 

The fact that there seems to be no closed-form 
solution for the inverse kinematics of the Hexapod 
and the Hexaglide leads to a large number of 
computations for the forward kinematic problem. In 
contrast the mathematically well-defined kinematics 
of the Epizactor leads to only a small number of 
computations. It has to be considered that the code 
analysed for comparison is not optimised. Although 
the cost of computation is unequally distributed 
between the three kinematic set-ups this criterion has 
the least importance, as today's computer 
performance allows even large computations in real-
time.  

Stiffness is depending on the actual design of a 
machine and is not an original kinematic property. It 
is affected by the force distribution in the kinematic 
set-up and therefore can be regarded quite important 
as it applies to the robot's accuracy. Here stiffness is 
analysed qualitatively and leads to the conclusion 
that the Epizactor appears to be less stiff as forces 
are distributed through flat rotating elements rather 
than by robust pendulum supports utilised by the 
parallel kinematics. 

Although the effect of clearance is the second 
most important due to accuracy reasons the 
differences between the three set-ups are marginal as 
it could be shown by the score that was introduced. 
This can be explained by the fact that the length of 
the kinematic chains and their quantity compensate 
for each other. One has to remark that this score can 

only be applied to parallel kinematics and that 
experimental results have not yet been made to 
substantiate this comparison. 

While actuation is not a kinematic property this 
criterion is used to evaluate a theoretical weight of 
the actuators and hence for the weight of a 
hypothetically realised machine. During the work on 
the ITD-project it became obvious that linear 
actuators seem to provide an unfavourable ratio of 
force and weight, so that a machine driven by such 
actuators becomes heavier than a machine driven by 
rotating actuators considering comparable 
performance. This also applies when rotating 
spindles are used because of their additional weight. 
The parallel kinematics are 3.2 times (Hexapod) and 
2.5 times (Hexaglide) heavier than the Epizactor due 
to the use of rotating actuators in this set-up and its 
more favourable dynamic properties.  

The resolution and accuracy of sensors for linear 
displacement and rotating angles are limited. So the 
accuracy of a machine based on a certain kinematic 
set-up is not only limited by mechanical precision, 
elasticity and the quality of the control loop but also 
by the kinematic transformation of tool and axis 
coordinates. The Epizactor's coordinate 
transformation seems to be advantageous here. 

The discrimination between purely kinematic 
properties and features of the technical realisation is 
not easy. This seems not to be a disadvantage as the 
idea of the Epizactor aims to a practical use of the 
kinematics in a handheld medical robot. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

The Epizactor is a new kinematic concept for a small 
6-DOF robot. A first deployment of this approach 
will be a handheld robot for medical applications. 
Here sharp restrictions regarding size, weight and 
workspace exist and it could be shown, that the 
Epizactor meets the main specifications in a most 
favourable way. 
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Abstract: The proliferation of mobile computing devices and local-area wireless networks has fostered a growing 
interest in location-aware systems and services. Additionally, the ability to let a mobile device determine its 
location in an indoor environment supports the creation of a new range of mobile control system 
applications. Main area of interest is in model of radio-frequency based system enhancement for locating 
and tracking users of our control system inside buildings. The developed framework described here joins the 
concepts of location and user tracking as an extension for new control system. The experimental framework 
prototype uses a Wi-Fi network infrastructure to let a mobile device determine its indoor position. User 
location is used to data pre-buffering and pushing information from server to user’s PDA. All the server 
data are saved as artefacts with their position info in building. These technique allow to exceed the data 
transfer speed limits in mobile control systems. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The usage of various wireless technologies has 
increased dramatically and will continue for the 
coming years. This will lead to the rise of new 
application domains each with their own specific 
features and needs. Also, these new domains will 
undoubtedly apply and reuse existing (software) 
paradigms, components and applications in 
information and control systems. Today, this is 
easily recognized in the miniaturized applications on 
network-connected PDAs that provide more or less 
the same functionality as their desktop application 
equivalents. It is very likely that these new mobile 
application domains adapt new paradigms that 
specifically target the mobile environment. We 
believe that an important paradigm is context-
awareness. Context is relevant to the mobile user, 
because in a mobile environment the context is often 
very dynamic and the user interacts differently with 
the applications on his mobile device when the 
context is changed. While a desktop machine usually 
is in a fixed context, a mobile device goes from 
work room, cross the building in company area, to 
work in-a-meeting, etc. Context is not limited to the 
physical world around the user, but also incorporates 
the user’s behaviour, and terminal and network 
characteristics. Context-awareness concepts can be 
found as basic principles in long-term strategic 

research for mobile and wireless systems such as 
formulated in (WWRF, 2007). The majority of 
context-aware computing to date has been restricted 
to location-aware computing for mobile applications 
(location-based services). Our focus here is on 
position determination in an indoor environment. 
Location information is used to determine an actual 
user position and his future position. We have 
performed a number of experiments with the control 
system, focusing on position determination, and are 
encouraged by the results. 

2 BASIC CONCEPTS 

The proliferation of mobile computing devices and 
local-area wireless networks has fostered a growing 
interest in location-aware systems and services. A 
key distinguishing feature of such systems is that the 
application information and/or interface presented to 
the user is, in general, a function of his physical 
location. The granularity of location information 
needed could vary from one application to another. 
For example, locating a book in a library would 
require fine-grained information whereas locating a 
nearby room in company buildings area requires 
fairly coarse-grained location information. While 
much research has been focused on development of 
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services architectures for location-aware systems, 
less attention has been paid to the fundamental and 
challenging problem of locating and tracking mobile 
users, especially in in-building environments. In RF 
area we focus mainly on RF wireless networks in 
our research. Our goal is to complement the data 
networking capabilities of RF wireless LANs with 
accurate user location and tracking capabilities for 
user needed data pre-buffering. This property we use 
as information ground for extension of mobile 
control system to exceed the data transfer speed 
limits. 

2.1 Data Collection 

A key step in the proposed research methodology is 
the data collection phase. We record information 
about the radio signal as a function of a user’s 
location. The signal information is used to construct 
and validate models for signal propagation. Among 
other information, the WaveLAN NIC makes 
available the signal strength (SS), which is reported 
in units of dBm. A signal strength of Watts is 
equivalent to 10*log10(s/0.001) dBm. For example, 
signal strength of 1 Watt is equivalent to 30 dBm. 
The WaveLAN driver extracts the SS information 
from the WaveLAN firmware each time a broadcast 
packet is received. Then the information is make 
available to user-level applications via system calls. 
It uses the wlconfig utility, which provides a 
wrapper around the calls, to extract the signal 
information. 

2.2 Localization Methodology 

The general principle is that if a Wi-Fi-enabled 
mobile device is close to such a stationary device – 
Access Point (AP), it can “ask” the location 
provider’s position by setting up a Wi-Fi connection. 
If the mobile device knows the position of the 
stationary device, it also knows that its own position 
is within a range of this location provider (100 
meters app.). Granularity of location can be 
improved by triangulation of two or several visible 
Wi-Fi APs. The PDA client will support the 
application in automatically retrieving location 
information from nearby location providers, and in 
interacting with the server. Naturally, this principle 
can be applied to other wireless technologies. The 
application (locator) is now implemented in C# 
using the MS Visual Studio .NET 2005 with .NET 
compact framework and a special OpenNETCF 
library enhancement (OpenNETCF, 2007). Schema 
on figure 1 describes a runtime localization process. 

The stars points are exactly measured and computed 
points of suppose user position. The real track on 
figure presents real movement of user during the 
time. The exact track mean computed track from 
measured Wi-Fi intensity level. 
 

 
Figure 1: Localization principle - triangulation. 

2.3 Predictive Data Push Technology 

This part of project is based on a model of location-
aware enhancement, which we used in debug control 
system. These info-data are used in developed 
framework to increase real dataflow from wireless 
access point (server side) to PDA (client side). 
Primary dataflow is enlarged by data pre-buffering. 
These techniques form the basis for predictive data 
push technology (PDPT). PDPT push data from 
information server to clients PDA to be on hand 
when user comes at desired location. The benefit of 
PDPT consists in reduction of time needed to 
display desired information requested by a user 
command on PDA. Time delay may vary from a few 
seconds to number of minutes. It depends on two 
aspects. First one is the quality of wireless Wi-Fi 
connection used by client PDA. A theoretic speed of 
Wi-Fi connection is max 687 kB/s. However, the 
test of transfer rate from server to client’s PDA, 
which we have carried out within our Wi-Fi 
infrastructure provided the result speed from 43 to 
160 KB/s on three various type of PDA (HTC 
Roadster, Blueangel and Universal). The second 
aspect is the size of copied data. We advice to use 
partitioned blocks from original data files or blocks. 

2.4 Data Artefact Management 

The PDPT Server SQL database manages the 
information (for example data about Ethernet 
hardware such as Ethernet switch, UTP socket, 
CAT5 cable lead, etc.) in the context of their 
location in building environment. This context 
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information is same as location information about 
user track. The PDPT core controls the data which 
are copied from server to PDA client by context 
information (position info). Each database artefact 
must be saved in database along the position info 
belongs to. The data artefact manager is used to 
manage these information. 
 

 
Figure 2: System architecture – UML design. 

2.5 Framework Design 

PDPT framework design is based on most 
commonly used server-client architecture. To 
process data the server has online connection to the 
control system. Data from technology are 
continually saved to SQL Server database (Tiffany, 
2003) and (Reynolds, 2003). The part of this 
database (desired by user location or his demand) is 
replicated online to client’s PDA where it is 
visualized on the screen. User PDA has location 
sensor component which continuously sends to the 
framework kernel the information about nearby 
AP’s intensity. The kernel processes this information 
and makes a decision if and how a part of SQL 
Server database will be replicated to client’s SQL 
Server CE database. The kernel decisions constitute 
the most important part of whole framework because 
the kernel must continually compute the position of 
the user and track and make a prediction of his 
future movement. After doing this prediction the 
appropriate data (part of SQL Server database) are 
pre-buffered to client’s database for future possible 
requirements. The PDPT framework server is 
created as Microsoft web services to handle as 
bridge between SQL Server and PDPT PDA Clients. 

2.6 PDPT Client 

For testing and tuning of PDPT Core the PDPT 
Client application was created. This client realizes 
classical system and extension by PDPT and Locator 
module. Figure 3 show classical view of data 

presentation form SQL CE database to user (in this 
case the image of Ethernet network in company area.  
 

 
Figure 3: PDPT Client – Windows Mobile application. 

3 EXPERIMENTS 

We have executed a number of indoor experiments 
with the PDPT framework, using the PDPT PDA 
application. Wi-Fi access points are placed at 
different locations in buildings, where the access 
point cells partly overlap. We have used 
triangulation principle of AP intensity to get better 
granularity. It has been found that the location 
determination mechanism selects the access point 
that is closest to the mobile user as the best location 
provider. This technique partially uses a special 
Radius server (Radius, 2007) to realize “roaming” 
known in cell networks. Currently, the usability of 
the PDPT PDA application is somewhat limited due 
to the fact that the device has to be continuously 
powered. If not, the Wi-Fi interface and the 
application cannot execute the location 
determination algorithm, and the PDPT server does 
not receive location updates from the PDA client. 

3.1 Data Transfer Tests using PDPT 

The result of utilization of PDPT framework is 
mainly at data transfer speed reducing. The second 
test is focused on real usage of developed PDPT 
Framework and his main issue at increased data 
transfer. At table 1 are summary of eighteen tests 
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with three type of PDA and three type of data 
transfer mode. Each of these eighteen tests is 
fivefold reiterated for better accuracy. The data in 
table are average values from each iterations. 

Table 1: Data transfer tests results. 

no Type Mode Data Time Speed 
1 Sql CE 257 0.4 643 
2 Sql CE 891 0.4 2228 
3 Sql 257 5 51 
4 Sql 891 13 69 
5 PDPT 257 1.1 234 
6 

  
HTC 
Blue-
angel  
  
  
  PDPT 891 3.2 278 

7 Sql CE 257 0.5 514 
8 Sql CE 891 0.5 1782 
9 Sql 257 5 51 
10 Sql 891 14 64 
11 PDPT 257 1.2 214 
12 

  
HP 
iPAQ 
h4150  
  
  
  PDPT 891 3.7 241 

 
The data mode column has three data transfer mode. 
The SQL CE mode represents the data saved at 
mobile device memory (SQL Server CE) and the 
data transfer time is very high. The second mode 
SQL means data which are stored at server (SQL 
Server 2005). Primary the data are loaded over 
Ethernet / Internet to SQL Server CE of mobile 
device and secondary the data are shown to user. 
The data transfers time consumption of this method 
is generally very high and the waiting time for user 
is very large. The third data mode PDPT is 
combination of previous two methods. The PDPT 
mode has very good results in form of data transfer 
acceleration. Realization of this test consists at user 
movement from location A to B at different way 
direction. Location B was a destination with 
requested data which are not contained at SQL CE 
buffer in mobile device before test. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

The main objective of this paper is in the 
enhancement of control system for locating and 
tracking of users inside a building. It is possible to 
locate and track the users with high degree of 
accuracy. In this paper, we have presented the 
control system framework that uses and handles 
location information and control system 
functionality. The indoor location of a mobile user is 
obtained through an infrastructure of Wi-Fi access 
points. This mechanism measures the quality of the 
link of nearby location provider access points to 
determine actual user position. User location is used 

in the core of server application of PDPT framework 
to data pre-buffering and pushing information from 
server to user PDA. Data pre-buffering is most 
important technique to reduce time from user request 
to system response. The experiments show that the 
location determination mechanism provides a good 
indication of the actual location of the user in most 
cases. The median resolution of the system is 
approximately five meters. Some inaccuracy does 
not influence the way of how the localization is 
derived from the Wi-Fi infrastructure. For the PDPT 
framework application this was not found to be a big 
limitation as it can be found at chapter Experiments. 
The experiments also show that the current state of 
the basic technology used for the framework (mobile 
device hardware, PDA operating system, wireless 
network technology) is now at the level of a high 
usability of the PDPT application. 
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Abstract: In this paper, a Perceptual Motor Control Model(PMCM) based on output feedback adaptive control theory is
considered from the viewpoint of voluntary movement such as hand-tracking control. We give an account of
the PMCM structure using together with both of the output feedback controller designed by using an almost
strict positive real characteristics for the controlled plant and the Smith predictor for plant with pure time
delay. In the proposed method, the attractive structural similarity exists between the cerebrum-cerebellum
neuro-motor signal feedback loop and the adaptive controller - compensators local minor feedback loop. The
proposed perceptual motor control model is evaluated through the comparison of between the experiment and
the simulation of for handling 1-link mechanism in order to track an indicator.

1 INTRODUCTION

The construction of collaborative human-machine
system is being recognized as an important technol-
ogy from the viewpoint of human centered assist-
ing system development (Takahashi and Ikeura, 2006;
Yamada and Utsugi, 2006). While such assisting sys-
tems aim at partial replacement of control task or
an amplification of control power, those have insuf-
ficiency in order to achieve the accurate maneuver-
ing, where human performs as a main controller in
the human-machine system. For the purpose of im-
provement of the maneuvering performance and the
response of human-machine system, authors have de-
veloped a new compensator named as ”collaborater”,
which can support the collaborative work of human
and machine (Ohtsuka et al., 2007). The model of hu-
man response behavior is required to design the col-
laborater and the collaborative assisting system, but
it has been difficult to construct an accurate model
of human perceptual motor control system (e.g., limb
and muscle). Kleinman et al. applied optimal con-
trol theory to develop a model of human behavior in
manual tracking tasks (Kleinman et al., 1970). Their
model contains time delay, a representation of neuro-
motor dynamics, and controller remnant as limita-

tions. Recently, Furuta considers that the analysis of
human control action is one of fundamental problems
in the study of human adaptive mechatronics (Furuta
et al., 2004). From such a viewpoint, in the authors’
previous study, Delayed Feed-Forward (DFF) Model
has been used for describing human’s hand-tracking
motion with visual information (Ishida and Sawada,
2003). The DFF model can realize the characteristics
that the limb motion, with prediction of target posi-
tion, makes the predicted value to minimize the tran-
sient error in the considering frequency range. How-
ever, for the non-cyclical target value and/or the con-
trolled machine output, it has been resulted in that
the DFF model has an insufficient reliance because
of the shortage of consideration through the experi-
mental study.

In this paper, for the upper limb motion in the
hand-tracking control, a new Perceptual Motor Con-
trol Model (PMCM) is considered. Namely, the visual
feedback controller is modeled as the output feed-
back type adaptive controller stabilizing the closed
loop system based on an Almost Strict Positive Real
(ASPR) characteristic of the controlled system. The
Parallel Feed-forward Compensator (PFC) has been
introduced in order to make an ASPR augmented sys-
tem (Iwai et al., 1993). And, Miall et al. have
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proposed a human’s brain model by introduction of
Smith Predictor (as forward internal model) in order
to predict the consequences of actions and to over-
come pure time delays of neuro-motor signal trans-
mission associated with feedback control (Miall et al.,
1993). So, taking into account of those approaches,
both PFC and Smith Predictor are located into the
minor feedback loop for the output feedback adap-
tive controller. So, the PMCM has similar structure
to the cerebrum-cerebellum neuro-motor signal feed-
back loop. The effectiveness of the proposed PMCM
is discussed through the comparison between the ex-
periment and simulation results.

2 OUTPUT FEEDBACK TYPE
ADAPTIVE CONTROL SYSTEM

In this section, as a preparation for discussion about
the PMCM of human, we briefly outline an output
feedback adaptive control method, where the con-
troller is designed to realize the plant output converg-
ing to reference signal. Let us consider the following
SISO plant:

ẋ(t) = Ax(t)+bu(t)
y(t) = cT x(t) (1)

where x is the nth order state vector, u and y are scalar
input and output, respectively. A, b and c are unknown
matrix and vectors with appropriate dimensions. The
transfer function form of the plant Eq.(1) is expressed
by

G(s) = cT (sI−A)−1b+d = N(s)
D(s)

N(s) = bmsm +bm−1sm−1 + · · ·+b1s+b0
D(s) = sn +an−1sn−1 + · · ·+a1s+a0.

(2)

Now, we make the following assumption.

Assumption 1. The Plant Eq.(1) or Eq.(2) is
ASPR(Almost Strictly Positive real).

From this assumption, there exists a constant gain kp
such that the transfer function

Gc(s) = (1+ kpG(s))−1G(s) (3)

is SPR(Strictly Positive Real). Sufficient condition
for Assumption 1 can obtained, such that (1) N(s) is
Hurwitz polynomial, (2) γ = n−m≤ 1, and (3) bm > 0
(Kaufman et al., 1998). Under the Assumption 1, the
following adaptive algorithm:

u(t) = k(t)e(t) (4)

k̇(t) = ge(t)2 (5)

Figure 1: Adaptive Control System with PFC.

generates the control of the plant Eq.(1), where e(t) =
r(t)− y(t) and g is positive constant. And, it can
achieve the output error e(t) convergence to zero.
Furthermore, against to the input disturbance and to
the un-modeled dynamics of the plant, the following
modified adaptive adjusting law

k̇(t) =−σk(t)+g
e(t)2

1+ εe(t)2 , (6)

can be utilized in order to maintain that the all sig-
nals in the closed loop system become uniformly ulti-
mate bounded (UUB), where σ and ε are given as suf-
ficiently small positive constants (Iwai et al., 1993).

However, Assumption 1 is not satisfied by most
practical systems with large relative degree γ > 1. To
overcome this problem, as shown in Fig.1, dynamic
compensator F(s) is introduced to construct the aug-
mented ASPR plant Ga(s) = G(s) + F(s) satisfying
the above-stated sufficient condition. Thus, the out-
put feedback adaptive control law can be applied to
the augmented plant Ga(s) and maintain the stability
of closed loop system. So, F(s), located in parallel
path for the plant, is called as parallel feedforward
compensator (PFC) (Kaufman et al., 1998).

3 PERCEPTUAL MOTOR
CONTROL MODEL

In the brain science research area, the cerebellum has
attracted the attention of theorists and modelers, and
the need for a unifying theory for the role of the cere-
bellum in motor control has been recognized for many
years (Miall et al., 1993; Ito, 1970; Wolpert et al.,
1998; Kleinman et al., 1970). Specially, based on
data from the control of the primate arm in visu-
ally guided tracking tasks (Fig.2), Miall et al. have
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Figure 2: Human Body Dynamics.

Table 1: Parameters and Variables.

Notation Parameters and Variables
r(t) position of the target
y(t) position of the hand
v(t) command signal from the brain

δ
dead time in the nervous system from
the retina to the brain

ξ dead time in the nervous system from
the brain to the muscle

τ1 time constant of the brain
τ2 time constant of the muscle dynamics

suggested that the cerebellum acts as a Smith Pre-
dictor, which is based on internal representation of
controlled object suffering with long and unavoidable
feedback delays. Ito et al. also suggested that there
exists the cerebrum-cerebellum neuro-motor signal
feedback loop (Fig.3) and the cerebellum may form
the internal model, based on physiological and clin-
ical evidence (Ito, 1970). There are two varieties of
internal model, i.e., forward model and inverse model
(Wolpert et al., 1998). Forward models capture the
forward or causal relationship between inputs to the
system, such as the arm, and the outputs. The Smith
predictor can be regarded as a kind of forward model.
While the problem of pure time delay can be over-
come by Smith predictor, the performance of visual
feedback control is mainly affected by the setting of
output feedback gain. However, conventional most
of neuro motor models have fixed the feedback gain
as constant. On the other hand, the adaptive control
methods, based on the ability of animal to adapt itself
to changes in its surroundings, have been developed.

Taking into account of both the concept of adap-
tive control method and the brain science researchers’
suggestions, let us construct a new perceptual motor

Figure 3: Cerebrum & Cerebellum (Ito, 1970).

control model as shown in Fig.4 for the control prob-
lem as shown in Fig.2, in which a human operator
controls the machine to follow the target. Here, the
time delay of nervous system transmission is success-
fully compensated by Smith predictor:

G1(s)−G1(s)e−(δ+ζ)s (7)

where G1(s) = GP(s)/(τ2s+1).
Then, the controlled system from a side of the out-

put feedback adaptive controller becomes a series of
three elements. Namely, it consists a first lag ele-
ment with time constant τ1 which is involved in brain
dynamics, a first lag element with time constant τ2
which is involved in muscle dynamics, and a con-
trolled machine dynamics GP(s). In order to con-
struct a stable output feedback adaptive control sys-
tem, the ASPR compensation must be implemented
for G(s) = G1(s)/(τ1s+1). So, suppose that the fol-
lowing assumption holds.

Assumption 2. G(s) satisfies that

(1) G(s) is minimum phase system.

(2) the relative degree γ is larger than 2.

(3) the nominal value of the leading coefficient bm of
G(s) is known.

Then, according to one of practical PFC design
method (Iwai et al., 1994), PFC:F(s) as shown in
Fig.5 can construct the augmented plant G(s)+ F(s)
which satisfies the above-mentioned sufficient condi-
tion for Assumption 1. Here, δ is sufficiently small
positive constant, γ is a relative degree of G(s), αi are
positive constants and βi are coefficients of the Hur-
witz polynomial:

R(s) = βγ−1sγ−1 + · · ·+β1s+β0, (8)

where β0 is a leading coefficient of G(s). Both the
Smith predictor and PFC can be located into the mi-
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Figure 4: Perceptual Motor Control Model.

Figure 5: Ladder Network Type PFC (Iwai et al., 1994)

nor feedback loop for the output feedback gain k ad-
justed by the adaptive algorithm Eq.(6) using ea(t)
instead of e(t). So, it ease to recognize that such mi-
nor feedback structure is very similar to the cerebrum-
cerebellum neuro-motor signal feedback loop model
in Fig.3. Thus, we can imagine that the Smith predic-
tor and PFC perform the role of cerebellum.

4 EVALUATION OF PMCM

Fig.6 shows the experimental equipment for the vir-
tually guided tracking task. An indicator shows the
target position, which is driven by AC motor 1, and
the operator controls a handle to follow the indicator.
AC motor 2 is assembled in order to generate the as-

Figure 6: Experimental Equipment.

sisting torque for the operator, while it performs as a
load inertia for human in this situation.

Mechanical System. From the experimental results
of automatic positioning control, the transfer function
of the one-link arm mechanism involving AC motor 2
was estimated as follows

GP(s) =
4213

s(s+1)
(9)

Human Dynamics Model. Through the experimental
results, the parameters of human dynamics model are
estimated such that δ+ζ = 0.13[s], τ1 = τ2 = 0.03[s],
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Figure 7: Experimental Results.
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Figure 8: Input Torque (Experiment).

respectively (Saito and Nagasaki, 2002). In this case,
the controlled system from a side of the output feed-
back controller, which is the above-mentioned series
of three elements is given as follow.

G(s) =
4213

s(s+1)(0.03s+1)2 (10)

PFC. Because G1(s) has a relative order as 3 and
minimum phase characteristics, for the simulation,
PFC is constructed as follows:

F(s) =
f1s

(τ1s+1)(s+α)2 +
f2s

(τ1s+1)(s+α)
, (11)

where design parameters are given as f1 = 350, f2 =
6, α = 0.5.

Results of Experiment and Simulation. Experi-
mental results for the target position r(t) = 30 [de-
gree] are shown as Fig.7 and Fig.8. And, Fig.9 and
Fig.10 also shows the simulation results for the vari-
ance of design parameter g in Eq.(6). In the sim-
ulation, the other parameters in Eq.(6) are given as
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Figure 9: Simulation Results.
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Figure 10: Input Torque (Simulation).

k(0) = 0, σ = 0.1 and ε = 0.01. Although there exists
some fluctuation in the experimental results obtained
for three testors, we can recognize that the both re-
sponses are very similar. Because, by comparing be-
tween Fig.7 and Fig.9, the overshoots are almost same
level and the damping ratio and the values of peak
time are close resemblance. Furthermore, by com-
parison of Fig.8 and Fig.10, both signal wave forms
also show a close similarity. So, we can note that the
proposed model can maintain its good performance.
Furthermore, we can set up a hypothesis such that
the fluctuation in the response occurring every exper-
iment can be interpreted as the fluctuation of PMCM
parameters.

5 CONCLUSIONS

From the point aimed at the minor feedback loop in
the brain, i.e., the nervous network between the cere-
brum and the cerebellum performing minor feedback
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loop element, and a hypothesis for cerebellum gen-
erating a forward model of motor apparatus dynam-
ics, a perceptual motor control model has been dis-
cussed. The proposed method is based on output feed
back type adaptive control using ASPR characteristics
of the controlled plant, which accompany with PFC.
In the nervous network, there necessarily exists dead
time (pure time delay) of signal transmission between
cortex and lower apparatus. To overcome the influ-
ence of the feedback of the sensed signal involving
time delay, the Smith predictor method is introduced.

From the viewpoint of the mutual connection be-
tween the cerebrum and the cerebellum, we showed
that the PFC and Smith predictor perform as cere-
bellum generating a forward model for the controlled
machine and human’s motor apparatus, and the adap-
tive controller performs as cerebrum adjusting the vi-
sual feedback control signal. The effectiveness of the
proposed model was examined through the compar-
ison between of experimental results and simulation
results for one-link arm positioning control problem.
And, it was confirmed that the proposed model can
represent the manual control response with sufficient
accuracy.
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Abstract: This paper describes a hierarchical registration process using the iterative closest point algorithm combined 
with a Progressive Mesh. To find the exact pose of objects in a robotic bin picking process we simulate the 
appearance of object poses and compare them with the real range data provided by laser range sensors. The 
coarse pose is estimated in a first step and then refined with the well known iterative Closest Point (ICP) 
algorithm combined with Progressive Meshes for hierarchical object localization. We evaluate our approach 
with different test scenarios and show the comprehensive potential of this idea for other registration 
problems. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Today robots get more and more involved in 
industrial processes, because they are superior to 
man regarding requirements on strength, speed and 
endurance. Robotic automation processes became 
very successful in the last years, and offers a wide 
range for research. The task of robotic bin picking is 
easy to explain: Pick a known or unknown object out 
of a bin with an unsupervised industrial robot. This 
is called the “bin picking problem”(Hashimoto & 
Sumi,1999), (Katsoulas, 2005). It is also known as 
the de-palletizing problem, which occurs in nearly 
every industrial sector. The approach in this paper 
focuses on the object localization step, which is the 
most challenging step in the whole process. We 
introduce a simulation of a full laser scanning 
process. Industrial laser range sensors are modelled 
to transfer a cad-aided-design (CAD) model to a 
2.5D range data representation. This virtual range 
data is aligned to the real range data of the scene 
with the help of combination of the Iterative Closest 
Point algorithm (Besl & McKay, 1992) and 
Progressive Meshes (Hoppe, 1996). Beside the 
significant improvement in speed our approach leads 
to better accuracy and robustness of the whole 
system. After the overview in section 2 the coarse 
pose estimation for a pose pre-selection is 
introduced in section 3. In the refinement step of our 
system we use the Progressive Mesh based Iterative 

Closest Point (PMICP) algorithm to derive optimal 
solution with high accuracy. We evaluate our 
approach with test range data in section 4 and 
conclude with upcoming extensions of our approach. 

2 SYSTEM OVERVIEW 

An overview of the proposed object localization 
system is shown in the figure 1.  

 
Figure 1: System overview. 

The object localization is separated into pose 
estimation and refinement. To reduce the number of 
possible poses in the computational expensive 
refinement step, we make a pre-selection in the pose 
estimation step. The refinement step uses a modified 
registration algorithm to increase the accuracy. The 
components of our system are introduced in detail in 
the following sections. 
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3 POSE ESTIMATION 

The purpose of the object pose estimation is to find 
adequate coarse positions of an object in the scene.  

The object pose simulation creates a virtual 
range image (VRI) with help of a simulated sensor 
and a virtual scene points. The triangulated CAD-
based object model is used to generate virtual range 
images with the help of the simulated range sensor. 
The sensor model virtually scans the object and 
produces a range image in the same way like the real 
scene. For every possible position and orientation a 
VRI is produced. This VRI is indexed with a known 
position and orientation of the model in a database.  
The range data representation of the VRI and the 
real range image (RRI) are datasets of three 
dimensional points with the position x, y and z. 
Every VRI is compared to the RRI determining the 
difference between the distance values z for acquired 
data from the range sensor and the simulated data 
with the following error function:  
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The error is defined as the mean of the difference 
between every distance value Z1 of the simulated 
object and the distance value Z2 of the scene. We use 
this efficient calculation considering the fact, that 
both coordinate systems of RRI and VRI are equal 
due to knowledge of the real scene setup.  Different 
VRI’s for different kind of objects are compared to 
the RRI in the same way. So the object classification 
is integrated in the step of object localization. One 
advantage of this pre-selection of matching positions 
is the fact, that all VRI can be calculated offline and 
stored in a database. So the process for our coarse 
pose estimation can be summarized in that way: 

 the RRI is delivered by the sensor 
 all VRI in the database (one for each 

possible pose) are compared to the RRI 
 these VRI with the best error value are 

selected for pose refinement  
We take the VRI candidates within the best 10-

20% of all error values in the coarse pose estimation. 
These VRI candidates are delivered to the pose 
refinement process, starting with the best matching 
candidate.  

4 POSE REFINEMENT 

In the previous section the coarse pose estimation 
creates an error value for every pose. The best VRI 

candidates were chosen and used as input for the 
pose refinement to find the best matching candidate. 
The task of the pose refinement is to find a nearly 
exact match between the object in the scene and the 
simulated image. The classical and most commonly 
used algorithm for determining rigid transformations 
is the Iterative Closest Point algorithm (Besl & 
McKay, 1992), (Chen & Medioni, 1992). Because of 
the slow convergence speed, the ICP was improved 
by many researchers (Rusinkiewicz & Levoy, 2001).  

We use the ICP algorithm in combination with 
Progressive Meshes (Hoppe, 1996) to find the exact 
matching pose for every VRI candidate in the real 
scene captured by the laser range sensor. We call 
this combination Progressive Mesh Iterative Closest 
Point Algorithm (PMICP). The major problems of 
the ICP algorithm are the low performance 
calculating a huge amount of points in scene and 
model and its sensitivity to outliers (Rusinkiewicz 
and Levoy, 2001). In every iteration step all points 
of the two datasets must be compared to each other 
with a complexity of O(NRRI*NVRI) where NRRI and 
NVRI are the numbers points in the datasets. Our 
hierarchical approach now reduces this complexity 
by comparing only a reduced number of points Ni of 
each dataset. The representation of Progressive 
Meshes provides a highly efficient implementation 
for adjusting the level of detail in a point dataset and 
includes an inbuilt noise reduction. This 
representation is given by a set of meshes M0 to Mn. 
M0 is the mesh with the lowest accuracy and Mn is 
the mesh with the highest accuracy. The process of 
generating Progressive Meshes from point datasets 
is described in detail in the work of Hoppe et. 
al.(1993). In our experiments we choose the simplest 
way to connect the hierarchy of the Progressive 
Mesh representation to the ICP: The Progressive 
Mesh representation Mi is increased by a fixed 
increment and starts with a defined level of detail in 
each iteration step. The obvious advantage is the 
increased performance. But the profoundly effect is 
the increased robustness against outliers. By 
reducing the mesh up to M0 outliers can no longer 
affect the result of the distance calculation. The 
shape of the model in representation of M0 is similar 
to the M0 representation of the scene representation. 
This leads to a very good initial position in the 
iterative process of the closest point algorithm. We 
have evaluated our PMICP with several experiments 
which are described in the next section.  
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5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

It is obvious that some results depend on the used 
registration data and the initial pose. In our 
applications the ICP has to find the transformation 
between range images (RRI) and the simulated range 
images (VRI), which are more or less similar in 
shape to the “fractal” scenario of the following test 
scenarios. To evaluate our idea we used the 
reference datasets of Rusinkiewicz and Levoy 
(2001). We us the same test environment with 
synthetic meshs of 2000 points added with Gaussian 
noise and outliers. The datasets are shown in figure 
2a. The “incised” dataset has two lines in shape of 
an “X” in the middle of a planar surface. This 
“wave” dataset is an easy scenario because of low 
frequency features and a smooth surface. In opposite 
to the wave scenario the “fractal” dataset represents 
landscape data of terrain registration and has 
features in all level of details. 

5.1 Results 

To compare our results we implemented the standard 
ICP algorithm according to (Besl & McKay, 1992) 
without approximation and any other possible 
improvements described by Rusinkiewicz and Levoy 
(2001). We changed the distance error calculation 
from Euclidian distance to  

( ) ( ) ( )2
21

2
21

2

21 zzyyxxE −+−+−=∑  (2) 

to avoid computational floating point errors and 
increase calculation performance. We implemented 
the Progressive Mesh based Iterative Closest Point 
Algorithm (PMICP) based on the Progressive Mesh 
implementation of Hoppe in DirectX (Hoppe 1998). 
In our tests we start with an initial meshs consisting 
of five triangles and increase the number of vertices 
in the meshs by five triangles for each iteration step.  

The initial Mi does not suffer from outliers like 
the standard ICP does. With the increasing iteration 
steps and the number of points in the datasets the 
PMICP implementation degenerates more and more 
to the reference algorithm with a better robustness. 
The convergence performance (figure 2b) of the 
“wave” scenario is similar to the “fractal” scenario. 
The algorithm outperforms the standard algorithm in 
the “incised” scenario over most iteration steps. The 
higher error between iteration step 20 and 40 shows 
the rotation ambiguity of the alignment of two plane 
surfaces. Especially in the first few iteration steps 
the PMICP aligns the datasets to a good initial pose. 
The squared distance error is always smaller when 
comparing to the standard ICP.  

All this experiments concentrate on convergence 
robustness and final distance error issues. But the 
experiments show, beside the improvements 
mentioned above, that the overall performance of the 
refinement process can be increased significantly. 
The complexity of the ICP algorithm depends 
mainly on the number of points in the dataset. The 
search of the closest points has a computational 
complexity of O(Nj*Ni). We reduce the number of 
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Figure 2: Test scenarios (2a) with convergence performance (2b). 
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points in the dataset, starting with only a few points 
and increase the number in every iteration step. The 
computational complexity is reduced in average to 
O((0.5*Nj)*(0.5*Ni)) assuming we do not stop the 
iteration until we reach the end (Mn mesh). 

If the iteration process is stopped, because the 
ICP reached the minimum, the performance of our 
implementation is always better than    
O((0.5*Nj)*(0.5*Ni)). Our Progressive Mesh ICP 
experiments need in average 25% of the time of the 
standard ICP implementation. 

6 FURTHER EXTENSIONS 

Many of known modifications of the ICP can be 
combined with the PMICP without loss of 
generalization. For example the performance in the 
closest points search is often increased using Kd-
Trees implementations (Z. Zhang, 1994) to 
O(Nj*log(Ni)). The Kd-Tree search could be used in 
addition to our PMICP leading to a significant 
improvement in speed especially in the higher level 
of details.  The ICP algorithm is  known to be very 
sensitive to wrong initial poses of the two datasets 
because of the fact, that the ICP will always 
converge to the local minimum (which is of course 
commonly not identical to the global minimum). So 
the determination of the optimal initial start value 
for the number of points in the mesh is very 
important. In the current implementation the level of 
detail in the Progressive Mesh is connected to 
number of iterations in the ICP. Finding the optimal 
number of points for each iteration step in ICP 
iterations is one of possible improvements in the 
next steps of our research.  

7 CONCLUSIONS 

We described a system to align range data surfaces 
in a context of industrial process automation. We 
focused on the improvements in the refinement step 
of our hierarchical object localization system. The 
well known and proven ICP Algorithm is modified 
with the use of Progressive Meshes. To be sure to 
meet the requirements of different applications we 
evaluated our system with test scenarios, which 
cover many types of possible range data scenes.  

The simulation of real scenes offers the 
possibility to use our approach in many scenarios. 
The described two-step object localization is 

integrated in our system robotic bin picking covering 
different application scenarios (Boehnke, 2007).  
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Abstract: This work presents an automatic hybrid matching of central catadioptric and perspective images. It is based
on the hybrid epipolar geometry. The goal is to obtain correspondences between an omnidirectional image
and a conventional perspective image taken from different points of view. Mixing both kind of images has
multiple applications, since an omnidirectional image captures many information and perspective images are
the simplest way of acquisition. Scale invariant features with a simple unwrapping are considered to help
the initial putative matching. Then a robust technique gives an estimation of the hybrid fundamental matrix,
to avoid outliers. Experimental results with real image pairs show the feasibility of that hybrid and difficult
matching problem.

1 INTRODUCTION

Recently, a number of catadioptric camera designs
have appeared. The catadioptric cameras combine
lenses and mirrors to capture a wide, often panoramic
field of view. It is advantageous to capture a wide
field of view for the following reasons. First, a wide
field of view eases the search for correspondences as
the corresponding points do not disappear from the
images so often. Second, a wide field of view helps
to stabilize egomotion estimation algorithms, so that
the rotation of the camera can be easily distinguished
from its translation. Last but not least, almost com-
plete reconstructions of a surrounding scene can be
obtained from two panoramic images (Svoboda and
Pajdla, 2002).

A hybrid image matching is a system capable of
establish a relation between two or more images com-
ing from different camera types. The combination of
omnidirectional and perspective images is important
in the sense of that a single omnidirectional image
contains more complete description of the object or
place it represents than a perspective image thanks to
its wide field of view and its ability to unfold objects.

In general if we want to establish a relation be-
tween two or more views obtained from different

cameras, they must have a common representation
where they can be compared. We face this problem
when we want to match omnidirectional images with
perspective ones. Few authors have dealt with this
problem and they followed different strategies. In
(Menem and Pajdla, 2004) Plücker coordinates are
used to map ℘2 into ℘5 where lines and conics are
represented in 6-vectors and a geometrical relation
can be established. A change of feature space is in-
troduced in (Chen and Yang, 2005). The perspec-
tive image is partitioned into patches and then each
patch is registered in the Haar feature space. These
approaches have a major drawback, they require in-
formation about the geometry of the particular mirror
used to get the images, which in most cases is not
available. Besides they perform hard transformations
over the image.

Another approach to deal with this problem is to
establish a geometric relation between the images.
Sturm (Sturm, 2002) develops this type of relation be-
tween multiple views of a static scene, where these
views are obtained from para-catadioptric and per-
spective cameras.

We propose to explore a way to overcome these
drawbacks avoiding the use of the so complex geo-
metry of the mirror and the formulation of a geomet-
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ric model. We present an automatic hybrid matching
approach with uncalibrated images using the hybrid
epipolar geometry to establish a relation between om-
nidirectional and perspective images.

2 HYBRID IMAGE MATCHING
USING EPIPOLAR GEOMETRY

To deal with the problem of the robust hybrid match-
ing a common strategy is to establish a geometrical re-
lation between the views of the 3D scene. We have se-
lected a strategy that does not require any information
about the mirror. A geometrical approach which en-
capsulates the projective geometry between two views
is used. Epipolar geometry (EG) is the intrinsic pro-
jective geometry between two views. It is indepen-
dent of the scene structure, and only depends on the
cameras’ internal parameters and relative pose (Hart-
ley and Zisserman, 2000). This approach needs pairs
of putative corresponding points between the views.
In this work we use the SIFT descriptor (Lowe, 2004).

Sturm proposes a hybrid epipolar geometry, where
a point in the perspective image is mapped to its corre-
sponding epipolar conic in the omnidirectional image.
Recently Barreto and Daniliidis (Barreto and Dani-
ilidis, 2006) have exposed a more general scheme
where they compare the mixture of central cameras,
including pin-hole, hyperbolic and parabolic mirrors
in catadioptric systems and perspective cameras with
radial distortion.

The fundamental matrix F encapsulates the epipo-
lar geometry. The dimension of this matrix depends
on the image types we want to match. In the hybrid
case we have two options, a 4×3 matrix in the case of
para-catadioptric and perspective cameras or 6×3 in
the case of hyperbolic mirror and perspective cameras
in a catadioptric system. In (Barreto and Daniilidis,
2006) for this last case a 6× 6 matrix is considered,
which can result in a very difficult corresponding es-
timation problem.

2.1 EG with Perspective and
Catadioptric Cameras

In general the relation between omnidirectional and
perspective images with the fundamental matrix can
be established by

q̂T
c Fcpqp = 0 (1)

subscripts p and c denote perspective and catadioptric
respectively.

From Eq.1 with known corresponding points bet-
ween the two images, we can derive the hybrid fun-
damental matrix. Points in the perspective image are
defined in common homogeneous coordinates. Points
in the omnidirectional image are defined depending
on the shape of the epipolar conic. The general repre-
sentation for any shape of epipolar conic is a 6-vector.
A special case where the shape of the conic is a circle
the coordinate vector has four elements. These repre-
sentations are called the “lifted coordinates” of a point
in the omnidirectional image.

In the hybrid epipolar geometry points in the
perspective image are mapped to its corresponding
epipolar conic in the omnidirectional image. Conics
can be represented in homogeneous coordinates as the
product q̂T c = 0, where q̂T represents the lifted coor-
dinates of the omnifirectional point q. In this work
we have two representations for this point, one of
them is the general homogeneus form of a conic, a
6-vector q̂ = (q2

1,q
2
2,q

2
3,q1q2,q1q3,q2q3)T . The other

one constraints the shape of the conic to be a circle
q̂ = (q2

1 + q2
2,q1q3,q2q3,q2

3)
T . These representations

are called the “lifted coordinates” of the omnidirec-
tional point q.

If the point in the omnidirectional image is repre-
sented with a 6-vector lifted coordinates q̂, the fun-
damental matrix is 6× 3 (F63) in such a way that
c ∼ Fcpqp. When the 4-vector lifted coordinates is
used the fundamental matrix is 4× 3 and the conic
(circle) is obtained by the same product c∼ Fcpqp.

2.2 Computation of the Hybrid
Fundamental Matrix

The algorithm used to compute the fundamental ma-
trix is similar to the 8-point algorithm (Hartley and
Zisserman, 2000) for the purely perspective case, with
the difference that the points in the omnidirectional
images are given in lifted coordinates.

The automatic computation of the fundamental
matrix is summarized as follows:

1. Initial Matching. Scale invariant features are ex-
tracted in each image and matched based on their
intensity neighborhood.

2. RANSAC Robust Estimation. Repeat for n sam-
ples, where n is determined adaptively:

(a) Select a random sample of k corresponding
points, where k depends on what model we are
using (if F43, k = 11 or if F63, k = 17)1. Com-
pute the hybrid fundamental matrix Fcp as de-
scribed above.

1Matrices are up to scale, so we need the number of ele-
ments of the matrix minus one corresponding points.
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(b) Compute the distance d for each putative cor-
respondence, d is the geometric distance from
a point to its corresponding epipolar conic
(Sturm and Gargallo, 2007).

(c) Compute the number of inliers consistent with
Fcp by the number of correspondences for
which d < t pixels.

Choose the Fcp with the largest number of inliers.

The Fcp is used to eliminate outliers which are
those point correspondences for which d > t.

3 HYBRID EG EXPERIMENTS

In this section we present experiments performed with
real images obtained from two different omnidirec-
tional cameras. The first one is a model composed by
an unknown shape mirror and a perspective camera.
The second one is composed by a hyperbolic mirror
and a perspective camera.

The purpose of this experiment is to show the
performance of this approach to compute the hybrid
epipolar geometry in real images. We use 40 manu-
ally selected corresponding points to compute it. In
order to measure the performance of F we calculate
the geometric error from each point to its correspond-
ing epipolar conic. Fig.1(a) shows the epipolar con-
ics computed with the F43 matrix using the unknown
shape mirror. Fig. 1(b) shows the epipolar conics
computed with the F63 matrix using the hyperbolic
mirror. The mean of distances from the points to
their corresponding epipolar conics are 2.07 pixels
and 0.95 pixels respectively.

(a) Experiment with the unknown shape mirror using F43.

(b) Experiment with the hyperbolic using F63.

Figure 1: Experiments with real images using both mirrors
and both hybrid fundamental matrices.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2: Set of images used to test the automatic approach.
(a) Omnidirectional image. (b) An image cut from (a). (c)
Perspective1 image. (d) Perspective2 image.

4 AUTOMATIC MATCHING

In this section we present some experiments perform-
ing automatically the matching between an omnidi-
rectional and a perspective image. There exist ap-
proaches matching automatically omnidirectional im-
ages using scale invariant features (Murillo et al.,
2007) which demonstrate a good performance, but it
does not work with hybrid matching. An easy way to
transform an omnidirectional image into a common
environment with the perspective one is to unwrap the
omnidirectional image, which consists in a mapping
from Cartesian to polar coordinates.

The initial matching between the perspective and
the unwrapped omnidirectional image has a consid-
erable amount of inliers but also a majority of out-
liers. This scenario is ideal to use a technique like
RANSAC where we have a set of possible correspon-
dences of points useful to compute the hybrid epipolar
geometry.

One omnidirectional image, a part of it and two
perspective images, all of them uncalibrated, are used
to perform the following experiment. We use the al-
gorithm explained in section 2.2. Table 1 summarizes
the results of this experiments giving the quantity of
inliers and outliers in the initial and the robust match-
ing. For example, in Experiment 1 we use images
Fig.2(a) and Fig.2(c). The initial matching gives a
35% of inliers. After applying the robust estimation
we obtain a 80% of inliers. Notice that just 2 inliers
have been eliminated. Fig. 3 shows the final matches.

The results show that the epipolar geometry elim-
inates most of the outliers. For practical reasons in
the estimation problem, we use the F43, the simplest
model of the hybrid epipolar fundamental matrix.
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Figure 3: Matching between omnidirectional and perspective image using the unwrapping and the hybrid EG as a tool.

Table 1: Numerical results of the matches using the set of images.

Omni SIFT Persp SIFT Initial Matches Robust EG matches
(inliers/outliers) (inliers/outliers)

Experiment 1 636 941 37/70 35/9
Experiment 2 636 1229 19/36 16/11
Experiment 3 246 941 36/11 34/4
Experiment 4 246 1229 20/14 16/6

5 CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have presented an automatic wide-
baseline hybrid matching system using uncalibrated
cameras. We have performed experiments using real
images with different mirrors and two different ways
to compute the hybrid fundamental matrix, a 6-vector
generic model and a reduced 4-vector model. The
last one has demonstrated be useful in order to require
fewer iterations to compute a robust fundamental ma-
trix and having equal or even better performance than
the 6-vector approach. We also prove that an easy
polar transformation can be a useful tool to perform a
basic matching between omnidirectional and perspec-
tive images. Finally the robust automatic matching
proved its efficiency to match an omnidirectional im-
age and a perspective image, both uncalibrated.
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Abstract: We describe three recurrent neural architectures inspired by the proprioceptive system found in mammals; 
Exo-sensing, Ego-sensing, and Composite. Through the use of Particle Swarm Optimisation the robot 
controllers are adapted to perform the task of identifying motion dynamics within their environment. We 
highlight the effect of sensory-motor coordination on the performance in the task when applied to each of 
the three neural architectures. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

In situated agents, the actions that they perform are 
the pre-cursor for the senses that they experience 
which, in turn, are the basis for their next action. 
Often it is assumed that senses are read and then 
actions are made. It has been suggested that the 
coordination of the action is as important as the 
sensing and that the close coupling of these 
behaviours is fundamental to building complex 
behaviours (Nolfi, 2002b) and even knowledge 
(O’Regan, 2001).  

We investigate the task of a mobile robot being 
able to identify the dynamics of a moving target in 
its environment using only local information. In 
nature this is an important skill that enables animals 
to hunt prey, evade predators and also to 
communicate with gesture or dance. The work is an 
extension of the experiment by (McKibbin et al, 
submitted for review) where three recurrent neural 
architectures are evaluated however in this paper, a 
comparison is drawn between those controllers that 
are allowed to invoke Sensory-Motor Coordination 
(SMC) in their motion strategy and those that are 
not. The controllers have been designed in such a 
way that they can be conceptually defined by a 
number of features. This definition makes the study 
of the effect of each feature more apparent.  

The controllers that are prevented form using 
SMC are given a pre-trained set of weights that 
control their movement and these weights are not 

adpated throughout the optimisation process. Each 
controller is given the same pre-trained weights 
allowing a comparison to be drawn between them 
and also with the controllers that are free to adapt 
their motion strategy. The work carried out in this 
paper is an extension of previous work by the author 
(McKibbin et al, submitted for review) and focuses 
on the role of SMC in simplifying or complicating a 
task that requires some amount of deliberative 
processing. 

2 TASK DESCRIPTION: 
IDENTIFYING MOTION 
DYNAMICS 

The task under investigation in this paper requires a 
mobile robot to discriminate and identify the two 
phases of the trajectory of a moving target object 
using only local information (McKibbin et al, 
submitted for review). 

The robot used in the task is a simulated version 
of the Khepera II robot from k-team, it is cylindrical 
in shape with a diameter of 32mm and it is simulated 
in the Webots 3D fast prototyping software package 
from Cyberbotics. The robot has two wheels 
controller by independent motors (m0 and m1) that, 
when spun in opposite directions, allow the robot to 
rotate on the spot. It has 8 IR sensors (ds0 – ds7) 
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distributed around its perimeter and the particular 
configuration of the sensors is shown in figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1: A functional diagram of the Khepera robot 
showing the configuration of the IR sensors (ds0 – ds7) 
and the motor driven wheels (m0, m1). 

The target object moves in a bounded arena with 
a constant “figure of 9” trajectory as shown in figure 
2. It moves with a constant speed and takes no input 
from the environment and will not stop if confronted 
with an obstacle i.e. a robot. The size and shape of 
the target are approximate to that of the robot, being 
cylindrical in shape with a radius of 32mm. Since 
the shape of the target is cylindrical its sensory 
profile will remain the same from which ever angle 
it is sensed and on its trajectory as it changes 
direction and turns corners this sensory profile will 
remain unchanged from the point of view of the 
robot. As a result of this uniformity of shape, there is 
only one distinguishing feature of the target and that 
is the dynamics of its motion plan; the path of its 
trajectory. 

 
Figure 2: Screenshot of the arena showing the robot next 
to the target. The arrows indicate the target’s straight 
edged “figure of 9” trajectory. 

The targets trajectory is considered to have two 
phases, the lower part of the loop, phase0, 
comprising of a flat horizontal rectangular shape, 
and the upper part, phase1, comprising of a regular 
square-like shape. The task for the robot is to follow 
the target and to decide which phase of the trajectory 
it is currently executing and to display this using an 
output LED. When the LED is switched on it 
denotes phase1 and when it is off it denotes phase0.  

The task has 2 parts;  

1) Follow the target through the “figure of 9” 
loop, keeping it within sensory range 
2) Indicate at each time step which phase of its 
trajectory the target is currently performing 

Part 1 of the task is a predicate for part 2. Since 
the only sensory information available to the robot is 
that provided by its IR sensors, in order to decide 
which part of the loop the target is in at any given 
time, the robot should be able to sense it. The only 
way the robot can sense the target is when it is at 
close range (<50mm). As detailed in Section 4.2, the 
robot needs to remain close to the target at each time 
step in order to gain fitness.  

Considering part 2 of the task, the robot must be 
able to discriminate the two phases of the trajectory 
using only local information. As we have already 
described, the sensory profile of the target remains 
constant throughout each phase. The target moves in 
straight lines and takes corners at 90 degrees for 
each turn.  The transition from one phase to another 
is performed in a straight line through the grey 
banded “no man’s land”. This locally uniform 
motion does not give any clue to the transition 
between phases. In view of these constant and 
regular conditions, there are no explicit signals or 
sensory states presented to the robot to aid it in its 
identification task. There is no single sensory state 
afforded by its environment that would allow the 
robot to distinguish the two phases of the targets 
movement. The robot must incorporate an ability to 
add context to its current sensory information and, 
depending on the context, identify the current 
trajectory of the target.  

3 RECURRENT NEURAL 
NETWORK CONTROLLERS 

The neural networks examined for this task are 
DNNs with update functions that take into account 
previous activation levels when producing new 
activations. The architectures of the networks are 
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inspired by a rough model of how the human body 
uses internal and external senses. The use of the 
combination of external and internal senses is called 
proprioception and it is this feedback system that 
allows the human body to modulate its behaviour. 
For example, it is through the use of proprioception 
that we are able to touch our nose with our finger 
whilst we have our eyes closed. Motor commands 
are sent to the muscles to cause actions and so too 
sensory signals are returned for processing to 
provide closed loop control. The mechanisms used 
to process these flows and contra-flows of 
information are still active areas of research in 
biology. 

We describe 3 types of DNN below, each of 
which have an input layer, a fully connected hidden 
layer and an output layer. Each of the 3 architectures 
uses different types of recurrent feedback. We have 
named the 3 types of DNN Ego-sensing, Exo-
sensing and composite. They are so named due to 
the type of sensing they employ;  

1. The Ego-sensing controller takes the output 
of the previous motor actions as inputs to 
the hidden layer.  

2. The Exo-sensing controller takes inputs to 
the hidden layer only from the IR sensors. 

3. The Composite controller uses inputs to the 
hidden layer from both the motor actions 
and the IR sensors. 

The input layer consists of 6 input nodes each 
connected to one of the 6 frontal IR sensors of the 
robot. The actual input value is the IR activation 
normalised in the range [0, 1]. There is also a bias 
node which provides a constant input of 1. This 
layer feeds forward only to the motor outputs in the 
Ego-sensing architecture, in the Exo-sensing and 
Composite architecture it also feeds forward to the 
hidden layer and the IDU output.  The hidden layer 
consists of 5 nodes that are fully connected to each 
other also with recursive connections that encode the 
hidden node activation at the previous time step. The 
input to the layer is the weighted sum of all its inputs 
and each node operates with the logistic transfer 
function however the output of each node is both a 
function of its current inputs and its previous output 
(Nolfi, 2002a). In each of the 3 types of controller 
this layer feeds forward to the IDU output but does 
not connect to the motor outputs. The update 
equation for the hidden nodes is given in (1). 
 

hidden_unit_outi  =  
√(mem_coefi *hidden_unit_outi) +  

(1 - √(mem_coefi *hidden_unit_outi(t-1)) 

(1) 

Where hidden_unit_outi is the output of the 
current hidden node in the supervisory layer and 
mem_coefi is the memory coefficient associated with 
the current node in the supervisory layer. The 
memory coefficient for each hidden node is an 
encoded parameter in the PSO algorithm and is 
bound in the range [0, 1]. This parameter determines 
to what extent a hidden node is affected by its 
current inputs and its previous outputs. This has the 
effect of altering how quickly a particular node 
reacts to changes at its inputs. 

3.1 Ego-Sensing Controller 

The architecture for the Ego-sensing controller 
consists of 2 parts. The first part is a purely reactive 
system that connects the sensors at the input directly 
to the motors with weighted connections. The 
second part consists of a fully connected hidden 
layer containing recursive feedback loops that takes 
input from the sensors and feeds forward to the 
Identification Unit (IDU). In an analogy with natural 
systems, the first part is similar to the reflex system 
found in mammals where motor actions are coupled 
closely to sensory input and the second part is 
loosely based on the afferent signal feedback system 
in proprioception that processes self-initiated motor 
actions. Figure 3 shows the reactive part on the left 
with the connections directly from the sensors to the 
motor shown with the thick arrow and the 
deliberative part on the right with connections from 
the outputs of the motors and the IDU feeding back 
into the hidden layer. These connections are 
weighted and they connect to each node in the 
hidden layer. The hidden layer only connects to the 
IDU and is thus the decision maker. 

 
Figure 3: The architecture of the Ego-sensing controller. 
The thick arrow indicates the reactive part of the network. 
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3.2 Exo-Sensing Controller 

The Exo-Sensing controller also has two parts, the 
reactive part with its direct coupling to the motors 
and the deliberative part which processes 
information over time that feeds forward to the IDU. 
In the Exo-Sensing controller however, the input to 
the fully connected hidden layer comes from 
external information sensed by the sensor nodes. 
There are no feedback connections from the output 
layer thus providing no information on internal 
states or actions. There is still feedback in this 
controller however, provided by the recursive 
connections in the hidden layer. The analogy for the 
this controller is the exteroceptive sensing system 
found in mammals that respond to stimuli 
originating outside the body such as the sense of 
touch, smell, sight and sound. Figure 4 shows the 
input connections from the sensors that feed forward 
to the hidden layer and to both the motor outputs and 
the IDU output. 

 
Figure 4: The architecture of the Exo-Sensing controller. 
The thick arrow indicates the reactive part of the network. 

3.3 Composite Controller 

The Composite controller as shown in Figure 5 is a 
hybrid of the Exo-Sensing and the Ego-sensing 
controllers described previously. Again this 
controller has two parts, the reactive part which is 
the same as the other two controllers and the 
deliberative part. The deliberative part in this 
controller takes inputs both from the outside world 
using its IR sensors and from its internal states and 
actions provided by the feedback inputs from the 
output layer. In fact a truer description would be that 
the previous two controllers are a decomposition of 
the composite controller. This represents a more 
complete system as found in nature where organisms 
are furnished with sensory information from the 
outside world along with information of their own 

internal state. An example of this would be moving 
one’s hand through space, whilst watching it move 
and feeling it move at the same time. The structure 
of the composite controller is shown in Figure 5 with 
connections to the hidden layer from both the 
external sensors and from the feedback from the 
output layer. 

 
Figure 5: The architecture of the Composite controller. 
The thick arrow indicates the reactive part of the network. 

3.4 Pre-Trained Reactive Controller 

For each of the three types or architecture detailed 
above, there are 2 sets of experiments carried out. In 
the first set, all of the weights for each of the 
connections shown in figures 3 – 5 are allowed to 
adapt freely throughout the adaptation process. In 
the second set of experiments, the weights of the 
connections from the sensors to the motors, 
indicated by the thick arrow in each figure, are not 
adapted by the PSO algorithm. The weights 
associated with these connections are fixed and are 
taken from a pre-trained architecture which was 
trained only on its ability to follow the target. By 
comparing the performance of the architectures in 
each of the two experiments we should be able to 
highlight the role of sensory-motor coordination in 
their identification strategy. The pre-trained 
architecture used is the same as the reactive part of 
the network in each of the architectures, without the 
hidden layer and the IDU output. Figure 6 shows the 
details of the reactive network that was trained only 
on its ability to follow the target. This can be 
considered an expansion of the boxes labelled 
“MOTORS” and “SENSORS” and the connections 
between them in figures 3 – 5. 
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Figure 6: Reactive architecture used to obtain the pre-
trained weights for the second set of experiments. 

4 PSO FOR ADAPTATION 

In this paper, we employ Particle Swarm 
Optimisation (PSO) to adapt the weights of a robot 
neural controller. It is a bio-inspired technique that 
was introduced by Kennedy and Eberhart (Kennedy, 
1995) and draws inspiration from the flocking 
models of birds and fish.  

The free parameters, n, of an individual robot 
controller are represented as the position of a single 
particle that is flying through an n-dimensional 
hyperspace. The particle updates its velocity at each 
iteration based on its own previous best position, 
pbest, and also the previous best position of its 
neighbours, nbest. With time, the particles tend to 
explore the solution space and, by sharing 
information on the areas each of them have covered, 
converge on good solutions. 

The methodology for applying PSO to 
adaptation in robotics is akin to that used in 
Evolutionary Robotics (ER). A similar iterative 
process is used for PSO in robotics, however, the 
selection methods and update operators are PSO 
specific. Figure 7 shows the basic methodology and 
iterative process of the PSO algorithm. 

 

 
Figure 7: PSO in robotics. 

4.1 PSO Parameters 

The PSO used in this work was the constriction 
factor version that was developed by (Clerc, 1999). 

vi = K(vi(t-1) + c1r1(pi - xi) + c2r2(pg - xi))  
K = 2/(| 2 - φ - √(φ² - 4φ)|) ,  

φ = (c1 + c2),  
φ > 4  

Where:  
K =    constriction factor 
vi =    velocity 
xi =    position 
pi =    own best position 
pg =   group best location 
c1 = constant weight of attraction to own 

best location 
c2 =  constant weight of attraction to group 

best location  
r1 & r2 = uniform random variables in the 

range [0,1] 

 
 
 

(2) 

This version of the algorithm has been shown to 
always converge towards a solution (Clerc, 2002) 
for a particular range of parameters. The constriction 
factor version of the algorithm is given in (2). 

Some standard parameter settings are used rather 
than trying to tune the algorithm using empirical 
methods to be problem specific (Eberhart, 2000). 
The constriction factor, K, has been set to 0.729 and 
the cognitive coefficient and the social coefficient 
(c1 and c2) have both been set to 2.05.  

The free parameters of the controller that are to 
be adapted include the dynamic range of the 
weights, which are randomised in the range [-10, 10] 
and the memory coefficient, that has been 
randomised in the range [0, 1]. These two 
parameters are encoded to represent a particle’s 
position vector. Each particle’s velocity vector is 
also initialised to a random value in the same range 
as the position vector. The velocity and position 
vectors are also hard-limited to the range [-10, 10] 
throughout the adaptation process. A population size 
of 40 particles has been used for the swarm. This 
value was achieved through empirical testing and is 
an acceptable compromise between performance and 
training time. The neighbourhood topology used for 
each experiment is the ring topology with a 
neighbourhood size of 3. Each particle has 2 
neighbours and since the neighbourhood size is 
restricted, the current particle can be its own 
neighbourhood best particle. 
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4.2 Fitness Function 

Per iteration of the algorithm, each robot is allowed 
to live for 4 epochs of 2500 time steps of 96ms each. 
An epoch is ended early if the robot crashes. At the 
beginning of each epoch, the robot is place close to 
the target in one of each of the four starting 
positions; 2 in the part0 

The fitness function (4) for the task has two 
parts. The first part rewards for staying close to the 
target object as it moves along its trajectory. The 
definition of “close” here is that the robot must be 
within sensory range of the target. For each time 
step that the robot is close to the target 
found_target_count is incremented. Fitness is given 
as the percentage of the total time (4 epochs x 2500 
life steps) that the robot is close to the target. If 
found_target_count is greater than threshold, then 
the second part of the fitness function is evaluated 
and the first part is ignored.  

For the pre-trained Reactive Controller, only the 
first part of the fitness is evaluated since this 
network has no identification output. The result is a 
controller that consistently follows the target well 
and attains maximum fitness in doing so.  

The second part of the fitness function rewards 
for the robot correctly identifying which part of its 
trajectory the target is currently in. Figure 6 shows 
the trajectory of the target and the robot, with its 
projected IR sensor beams, next to it. The white 
square shape in the upper part indicates phase1 of 
the trajectory and the white rectangle shape in the 
lower part indicates phase0. The grey band between 
the two phases represents “no man’s land” where no 
reward is given as the robot and target travel 
between the two phases. The identified_ 
phase0_count is incremented for each time step that 
the robot correctly identifies phase0 of the trajectory 
and identified_phase1_count is incremented for 
correctly identifying phase1. The second part of the 
fitness function uses these values represented as 
percentages of the correct identifications for each 
phase. 

fitness  = (found_target_count / 
max_life_span)  

(4) 

 
if(found_target_count > threshold) 
 

fitness  = 1 + (perc_identified_phase0 * 
perc_identified_phase1) 

 

 
where: 
max_life_span  
     = number of epochs * life span 

 

     = 10000 
 
threshold  
     = max_life_span * 0.8  
     = 8000 

5 RESULTS 

For each of the neural network architectures and 
both the fixed and non-fixed weight test, the 
experiment was run 10 times and the fitness data 
was recorded and averaged. Figures 8a, 8b and 8c 
show the plots of the training data. Each plot shows 
the fixed weight training data and also the same data 
shifted to the right to the point where the non-fixed 
weight controller achieves a similar fitness score. 
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Figure 8a: Training data of the best individual at each 
iteration for the Ego-sensing controller. Maximum 
theoretical fitness is 2.0. 
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Figure 8b: Training data of the best individual at each 
iteration for the Exo-sensing controller. Maximum 
theoretical fitness is 2.0. 
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Figure 8c: Training data of the best individual at each 
iteration for the Composite controller. The plots in figures 
8a, 8b and 8c show the data from both the fixed weight 
and non-fixed weight training. Also the fixed weight data 
is shown shifted so the fitness scores start at the same 
point to aid in their comparison. Data is averaged over 10 
runs. Maximum theoretical fitness is 2.0. 

The reason for this is to make the comparison 
between the experiments more clear. The controllers 
in the non-fixed weight experiment had to learn to 
complete the following part of the task, part 1, 
before they could gain any fitness from the 
identification part, part 2.  The fixed weight 
controllers in each case made use of the pre-trained 
reactive weights and so where already able to 
complete part 1 of the task from the start of the 
adaptation process. 

The Ego-sensing controller was the only one of 
the three architectures that performed less well when 
the motion strategy of the robot was not allowed to 
adapt along with the identification strategy. For the 
other two architectures, when the weights 
controlling robot’s motion strategy were fixed, they 
were both able to train faster on the identification 
task and achieve a higher maximum score. 

comparison of fixed-weight averages
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Figure 9: Training data of each of the three architectures 
for the fixed weight version of the experiment. Data is 
averaged over 10 runs. Maximum theoretical fitness is 2.0. 

When comparing the three architecture types of 
the fixed weight experiment, it is clear from figure 9 
that the Ego-sensing controller also performs the 
worst with a highest average score of 1.851. The 
Exo-sensing controller and the Composite 
controllers perform similarly well scoring highest 
average scores of 1.921 and 1.925 respectively.  

6 DISCUSSION 

For the non-fixed weight experiment, each of the 
controllers was able to quickly adopt a target 
following behaviour. For each architecture this took 
between 43 and 44 iterations. This shows that each 
controller was able to learn a good motion strategy 
that enabled it to remain close to the target object at 
all times and that also prevented it from crashing 
into the target as it suddenly changed direction when 
turning corners.  

In the fixed weight experiment each controller 
used the same pre-trained weights from the reactive 
architecture and so all of them were instantly able to 
follow the target without crashing. All fitness scores 
above 1.0 are attributed to the robot’s ability to 
identify the phase of the target’s trajectory. Each of 
the fixed weight fitness scores start above 1.0 due to 
the chance level of identification ability they might 
have. 

When the Ego-sensing controller’s performance 
in the fixed weight experiment is compared to non-
fixed weight experiment, the controller performs 
better when it is allowed to adapt its own motion 
strategy. The reason for this may be that the 
information that is fed to the hidden layer in the 
Ego-sensing controller is somewhat bland (only 2 
inputs instead of 6 in the Exo-sensing version). The 
Ego-sensing controller uses only its own outputs as 
inputs the hidden layer and these outputs are in fact 
a function of the sensor inputs. The motion strategy 
used in the fixed weight experiment was not adapted 
to aid in the completion of the identification task and 
was used only as a method to allow the robot to 
remain close to the target. This fixed motion strategy 
combined with the fact the that the inputs to the 
hidden layer were not as rich in patterns as some of 
the other controllers may have made it harder for the 
Ego-sensing controller to perform the identification 
part of the task without being able to adapt its 
sensory-motor coordination and thus its motion 
strategy. 

The Exo-sensing controller was able to perform 
better in the fixed weight experiment than the 
experiment where it was free to adapt its own 
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motion strategy. In the fixed weight experiment it 
trained faster and reached a higher maximum 
average score. Similarly the Composite controller 
performed better when the weights controlling its 
motion strategy were fixed. Both of these controllers 
had inputs to their hidden layer from the six IR 
sensors. Since this data was the raw instantaneous 
sensor values, the patterns will have contained much 
more information than was available to the Ego-
sensing controller. The Composite controller also 
had the ego-sensing data as inputs to its hidden layer 
and it scored the highest maximum average score of 
the three architectures.  

In previous work by the author (McKibbin et al, 
submitted for review) a study of the nature of the 
information being fed to the hidden layer revealed 
that the fast changing sensor (exo-sensing) data can 
make it more difficult for the controller to learn 
slower changing temporal patterns. Conversely, the 
slower changing output (ego-sensing) data seemed 
to be more useful to the controller to be able to learn 
the temporal patterns more quickly. However each 
of the controller types was able to identify the target 
trajectory with similar success after training for 1000 
iterations. The main difference between the 
architectures was the time taken to train. From the 
experiments in this work however, it is clear that 
when the motion strategy is fixed and not adaptable, 
the controllers perform differently. The controllers 
that had the fast changing sensor data available to 
them (Exo-sensning and Composite controllers) 
were more able to perform the identification task 
than the controller with only the slower changing 
output data (Ego-sensing controller). In the latter 
case, it seems to be that the restriction of the 
richness of the sensor information available to the 
controller combined with it not being able to invoke 
its own sensory-motor coordination strategy has 
inhibited it. 

It should be noted that in the fixed weight 
experiment, every individual was initialised with the 
weights that exhibited a pre-trained following 
behaviour. This meant that every member of the 
population could begin to optimise the controller for 
the second part, the identification task. In the non-
fixed weight experiment only the individuals who 
were able to complete the following part of the task 
could gain fitness in the identification task. It should 
be noted that even after 1000 iterations only 75% of 
the members had learnt the following task. 

 
 
 
 

7 CONCLUSIONS 

This paper has presented a study of the performance 
of three recurrent neural robot controllers in 
identifying environmental motion dynamics. 
Although all three can perform the task well, we 
have shown that there are significant differences in 
performance when sensory-motor coordination is 
eliminated from their motion strategy. We have 
highlighted the utility of DNNs as mobile robot 
controllers and suggest further investigation into the 
role of sensory-motor coordination in aiding 
complex robot tasks. 
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Abstract: Dependability is getting a more important non-functional property of a system. Measuring and predicting the
dependability is especially important for autonomous or semi-autonomous and safety-critical systems. Since,
at least for (semi-) autonomous systems, those systems are usually described by their behavior, a definition for
dependability based on the behavior of the system is evident. In this paper the behavioral based definition of
dependability was used together with a particle filter to estimate the dependability of an autonomous mobile
system.

1 INTRODUCTION

Non-functional properties reflect the overall quality
of a system. Beside performance the dependability is
getting a more important non-functional requirement
of a system. The general, qualitative, definitions for
dependability used in the literature so far are (in his-
torical order):

Military Standard. (Department of Defense,
1970) A measure of the degree to which an
item is operable and capable of performing its
required function at any (random) time during
a specified mission profile, given item avail-
ability at the start of the mission.

Carter. (Carter, 1982) A system is depend-
able if it is trustworthy enough that reliance
can be placed on the service it delivers.

Laprie. (Laprie, 1992) Dependability is that
property of a computing system which allows
reliance to be justifiably placed on the service
it delivers.

Badreddin. (Badreddin, 1999) Dependability
in general is the capability of a system to suc-
cessfully and safely fulfill its mission.

Dubrova. (Dubrova, 2006) Dependability is
the ability of a system to deliver its intended
level of service to its users.

All definitions have in common that they define de-
pendability on the service a system delivers and the

trust that can be placed on that service. The service a
system delivers, however, is the behavior as it is per-
ceived by the user, which in our case will be called
the mission of the system. They also have in com-
mon that they don’t define a system independent way
of how the measure or evaluate the dependability of
a system. Comparing the dependability of different
systems, even if a dependability measure for specific
systems exists (see (Wilson et al., 2002; Kanoun et al.,
2002; Brown et al., 2002; Rus et al., 2002; Cukier and
Smidts, 2002; Mukherjee and Siewiorek, 1997; Arlat
et al., 1990)), is almost impossible.
According to (Avizienis et al., 2004b; Avizienis et al.,
2004a; Randell, 2000) dependability is understood as
an integrated concept that further consists of different
attributes, threads and means (see Fig. 1). This set
of attributes is, however, application specific and thus
not fix. In (Candea, 2003) and (Dewsbury et al., 2003)
different sets of attributes for evaluating the depend-
ability were proposed. In (Rüdiger et al., 2007b) a
reduction of the dependability tree was proposed for
the application of autonomous mobile systems. The
reduced dependability tree is presented in Fig. 2.

This paper is outlined as follows: In Section 2 a
short introduction to the framework of dynamic sys-
tems described by their behavior is presented leading
to a definion for a system together with a mission, de-
fined in this framework. The section concludes with a
definition for a measure for the dependability of this
system. Section 2.5 describes different methods of
how to apply this definition to actually measure the
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dependability. The results of a simulation using par-
ticle filter are then presented in Section 4. The paper
ends with a discussion of the results in Section 5.

2 BEHAVIOR BASED
DEPENDABILITY DEFINITION

2.1 System Definition

In the framework of Willems (see (Willems, 1991))
a system is defined in an universumU. Elements of
U are called outcomes of the system. A mathemati-
cal model of a system from a behavioral or black-box
point of view claims that certain outcomes are possi-
ble, while others are not. The model thus defines a
specific subsetB ⊂ U. This subset is called thebe-
havior of the system.
A (deterministic) mathematical model of a system is
then defined as:

Definition 1. A mathematical modelis a pair (U,B)
with the universum U - its elements are called out-
comes- and B the behavior.

A dynamical system is a set of trajectories describ-
ing the behavior of the system during the time instants
of interest inW.
In contrast to the state space representation, like ˙x =
f ◦x, Willems (see (Willems, 1991)) defines a dynam-
ical system as:

Definition 2. A dynamical system∑ is a triple ∑ =
(T,W,B) with T ⊆ R the time axis, W the signal
space, and B ⊆ W

T the behavior.

Furthermore an autonomous system is defined as:

Definition 3. (Autonomous System) Let Σ =
(T,W,B), T = Z or R, be a time-invariant dynamical
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Figure 1: The dependability tree.
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Figure 2: Reduced dependability tree for autonomous mo-
bile systems.

system. Σ is said to be autonomousif
{

w1,w2 ∈ B and w1(t) = w2(t) for t < 0
}

⇒{w1 = w2}

The definition of an autonomous systems states
that the future behavior of the system is completely
defined by its past trajectory.
This aspect is an important assumption for modeling
the system later.

2.2 Behavior and Mission of
Autonomous System

To accomplish its task an autonomous system is usu-
allay given a set of behaviors. In (Rüdiger et al.,
2007a) the behavior set of the system was defined as:

Definition 4. (Behavior) Let Σ = (T,W,B) be a
time-invariant dynamical system then B ⊆ W

T is
called the set of basic behaviorswi(t) : T → W, i =
1...n and B the set of fused behaviors.

Likewise the mission of the system was defined
as:

Definition 5. (Mission) Let Σ = (T,W,B) be a time-
invariant dynamical system. We say the missionwm
of this system is the map wm : T → W with wm ∈ B.

The mission, as defined in (Rüdiger et al., 2007a),
is thus just a special trajectory or behavior inB. Hav-
ing the system together with a mission mathemati-
cally defined is important for a definition of depend-
ability.

2.3 Safe AreaS

Before presenting a definition for dependability, at
least the definition for the attribute safety in a behav-
ioral context is needed.
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BS
w

Figure 3: Safety: The system trajectoryw leaves the set of
admissible trajectoriesB but is still considered to be safe
since it remains insideS

While the other attributes of dependability, like avail-
ability, reliability etc., will only be indirectly included
in the dependability definition (see Section 2.4 be-
low), the attribute safety, since it is also included in
the dependability definitions seen in Section 1, is di-
rectly included in the definition (see (Rüdiger et al.,
2007a) for a definition of the remaining attributes in a
behavioral context).
From a reliability point of view, all failures are equal.
In case of safety, those failures are further divided
into fail-safe andfail-unsafe ones. Safety is reliabil-
ity with respect to failures that may cause catastrophic
consequences. Therefore safety is unformaly defined
as (see e.g. (Dubrova, 2006)):

SafetyS(t) of a system is the probability that
the system will either perform its function cor-
rectly or will discontinue its operation in a
fail-safe manner.

For the formal definition of safety an areaS was in-
troduced in (Rüdiger et al., 2007a) and further dis-
cussed in (Rüdiger et al., 2007b), which leads to
catastrophic consequences when left. This safety
area, however, must not be fully contained in the sta-
bility region of the system, butS is defined to be
aroundB (B ⊂ S). This margin is, likeB, highly
system specific, but can be set equal toB for a re-
strictive system.

Definition 6. Let Σ = (T,W,B), T = Z or R, be a
time-invariant dynamical system with a safe area S⊇

B. The system is said to be safeif for all t ∈ T the
system state w(t) ∈ S.

The definition is illustrated in Fig. 3. Leaving
the safe areaS does not necessary render the system
un-operable for the rest of the mission. The above
definition of safety permits that the systems trajectory
returns toB thus making the system fully operable
again. This could be achieved be reconfiguration etc.

2.4 Dependability Definition

In (Rüdiger et al., 2007a) the dependability of a sys-
tem was defined as:

Definition 7. A time-invariant dynamical system Σ =
(T,W,B) with the behaviors B and a mission wm ∈

B is said to be (gradually) dependablein the period
T ∈ T if, for all t ∈ T , the mission wm can be (gradu-
ally) accomplished.

To actually measure the dependability of a given
system, this definition needs, however, to be further
sophisticated. The main idea behind this definition is
to look at the dependability as the difference between
the mission trajectorywm and the system trajectory
w, which is the evolution of the system state. This,
together with the distance to the safety areaS will be
the main idea of a measure for the dependability.
After the systemΣ has completed its mission the de-
pendabilityD of this system with this missionwm can
be defined to as:

Dm = 1−
1
t∗

∫ t∗

0
d(τ)dτ (1)

for the continuous case and for the non-continuous
case

Dm = 1−
1
t∗

t∗

∑
0

d(τ). (2)

Wheret∗ is an appropriate normalizing faktor and
d is an appropriate measure of the difference between
the mission trajectorywm and the system trajectoryw
and as such a combination of different distance mea-
surements. Those distance measurements will be dis-
cussed in the following.

More important than knowing the dependability
of a system after the completion of the mission is to
know the dependability during the mission. For this
the equation 1 and 2 is split up into a past and a future
part. With this the dependability can be computed to
be

D(t) = 1−








1
t∗

∫ t

0
d(τ)dτ

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Past

+
1

t∗ +δ

∫ t+δ

t
d(τ)dτ

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Future








(3)

in the continuous case and for the non-continuous
case

D(t) = 1−









1
t

t

∑
0

d(τ)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Past

+
1

tm − t

tm

∑
t+ε

d(τ)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Future









(4)
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Computing thedi(t) is, of course, system and ap-
plication specific. For the simulation only the distance
between the mission trajectory and the system tra-
jectory (dm(t)) and the relative distance between the
system trajectory and the safe areadS(t) were used,
since these both will be used in most of the depend-
ability measures.
The distance between the mission trajectory and the
system trajectory was chosen to be the minimum eu-
clidian distance between system state and the mission
trajectory.

dm(t) = 1− e
−a∗

(
w(t)−wm(t)

wm(t)

)2

(5)

The distance measure for safetydS(t) was chosen to
be a reliable measure even when the mission trajec-
tory wm itself is close to the safe areaS. ThedS is
defined as follows:

dS(t) = 1− e

(
min|S−wm(t)|
min|S−w(t)|

)2

(6)

2.5 Measuring the Dependability

For computing the dependability of a system the ac-
tual state of the system and for adequate time horizon
the future states must be available with sufficient ac-
curacy. To achieve this different techniques are found
throughout the literature, among them:

• Using a model of the system and its environment
or

• probabilistic approaches like

– Kalman Filter or
– Particle Filter

If for the accomplishment of the mission a set of basic
behaviorsB rather than only one behavior is available,
the minimumd of those behaviors needs to be taken
and the future part of dependability thus computes to:

∫ tm

t+ε

min(d(t))2

tm
dt

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Future

(7)

If the System is further divided into sub-systems, the
different measures of those sub-systems needs also to
be joined according to the topology of the system.

3 DEPENDABILITY
MONITORING AS RECURSIVE
STATE ESTIMATION

The formulation of dependability presented above re-
quires estimating the state of the autonomous mobile
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Figure 4: Prediction model of the robot for a translatory
movement of 1m and 2m used to predict the dependability
of the autonomous mobile system

system and the environment as it changes over time.
This information must then be compared to the mis-
sion trajectorywm to compute the dependability of the
system.

3.1 Model based State Estimation

Using the mathematical model to compute the de-
pendability of the system is the simplest way. This
method, however, can only insufficient deal with
changes in the system, which could happen due to
system degeneration etc., or changes in the environ-
ment. Furthermore mathematical models usually fo-
cus on a specific aspect of the system and as thus
aren’t adequate for computing the dependability. A
more sophisticated model of the robot and the envi-
ronment could compensate this disadvantage with the
cost of higher computation time.

3.2 Particle Filter based State
Estimation

Since Kalman Filter restricts the state transition and
the observation model to be linear functions of the
system state, particle Filter are used here to track the
state of the autonomous mobile system.
To be able to estimate the dependability with a par-
ticle filter, the system is modeled as Markovian, non
linear, non-Gaussian. A Sample Importance Resam-
pling Filter (SIR) (see e.g. (Arulampalam et al.,
2002),(Chen, 2003)) was then used in a simulation de-
scribed in the following section to estimate the system
state.
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ω3

rr

Figure 5: Drawing of the robot used in the simulation.
Wheelω1 andω2 are two independently driven and mea-
sured conventional wheels. Wheelω3 is an undriven and
unmeasured castor wheel.

4 SIMULATION RESULTS

The robot in the simulation has two degree of free-
dom (DOF) as shown in Fig. 5. For evaluating the
dependability of this robot the state (pose)

x(t) =





x
y
φ



 (8)

was estimated using a particle filter. The kinematic
model of the robot presented in Eq. 9 was used to
obtain the prediction model for the movement of the
robot. 



xk
yk
φk



 =





xk−1 + δscos(φk−1)
yk−1 + δssin(φk−1)

φk−1 + δφ



 (9)

In this equationδs andδφ where computed using the
movement of the wheelsω1 andω2. A Gaussian noise
modell is applied separately to each of the two types
of motion because they are assumed to be indepen-
dent. The resulting prediction model can be seen in
Fig. 4 for a translatory movement of 1m and 2m.
The observation model used in the simulation is
shown in the following equation.

yk =

[
ω1
ω2

]

=

[
δX − rδφ
δY + rδφ

]

Wherer is the distance between the center of the robot
and the contact point of the wheels (see Fig. 5) and
δX , δY are the motion of the robot in X and Y direc-
tion according to the robot coordinate system.
The missionwm of the system in the simulation (light
green line in Fig. 6) was to follow a hallway with-
out colliding with the wall. Noise was added to the
wheels to simulate slippage and/or actuator degener-
ation.
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Figure 6: Simulation Setup. Left image shows the mission
trajectory (light green line) of the robot traveling down a
hallway (red line). Right image shows the particles used
for the state estimation for every 40th time step (blue stars)
together with the safe area (dotted red line).

To compute the dependability the distance between
the mission trajectory and the robot trajectory (dm(t))
together with the distance between the robot trajec-
tory and the safe area (red line in Fig. 6) relative to
the distance between the mission trajectory and the
safe area (dS(t)) was used to compute the depend-
ability as proposed above. The resulting dependabil-
ity can be seen in Fig 7. Since a diverge from the
mission trajectory also always decreases the distance
to the safe area both effects sum up.
In addition to just estimating the system state, the par-
ticle filter was also used to predict the future values of
the system state and as thus the future dependability
of the system. In this setup only the prediction for the
next time step was used.

5 CONCLUSIONS

Dependability is of great importance for autonomous
mobile systems. Not only for measuring the depend-
ability, but also for comparing it to other missions of
the same system or other systems aswell, a formal
definition of dependability is important. The defini-
tion of dependability used in this paper is based on a
mathematical description of the system and its behav-
ior. This property was used in this paper to propose
a method for estimating the dependability of an au-
tonomous mobile system using a particle filter.

BEHAVIOR BASED DEPENDABILITY ESTIMATION - Estimating the Dependability of Autonomous Mobile Systems
using Predictive Filter
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Figure 7: Measured (red) and predicted (blue) dependability
of the autonomous mobile system.
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Abstract: Ladder logic is a graphical language widely used to program Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs). 
PLCs are found at the heart of most industrial control systems used in automation because they are robust, 
they are relatively easy to program and because they are a proven technology. However there is currently no 
means to measure the intrinsic properties and qualities of the code produced. This paper details a method for 
creating tools to calculate software metrics for ladder logic, specifically Rockwell Automation’s 
implementation of ladder logic for its ControlLogix family of PLCs, Import-Export language version 2.6. 
Results obtained from these tools are briefly discussed also.  

1 INTRODUCTION 

Ladder logic was originally designed as a method 
for programming PLCs. It was intended to resemble 
electrical relay schematic diagrams so that the 
engineers familiar with the existing hard-wired, 
relay based electrical control systems could easily 
adapt to the new technology. It was so successful in 
this regard that PLC programmers have typically 
been recruited on the strength of their engineering or 
technicians background, as opposed to their strength 
in computer science. 

Although the basics of ladder logic have not 
changed much since that time, the language has 
evolved to help it meet the increasingly sophisticated 
needs of automation. Additional functionality has 
been added to the original relay specification 
language including: arithmetic operations, timers 
and counters, data comparison operations, data 
transfer commands, program control operations, 
ASCII operations, process control instructions and 
motion control instructions. Modern ladder logic 
now has much in common with more conventional 
programming languages (e.g. C and Java) in both 
functionality and in the way that the control 
strategies and algorithms can be implemented. Yet 
the shortage of software engineers in the field has 
meant that practices and techniques commonly used 

in computer science have been neglected in PLC 
programming languages. 

2 SOFTWARE METRICS  

The IEEE Standard Glossary of Software 
Engineering Terminology (IEEE Standard 610.12) 
defines software engineering as:  
“The application of a systematic, disciplined, 
quantifiable approach to development, operation, 
and maintenance of software; that is, the application 
of engineering to software.” 

The fact that the IEEE considers that engineering 
software systems requires quantification of system 
properties is highly relevant. This means that the 
inherent properties of a given piece of code must be 
measured in order to be able to ‘engineer’ it and 
improve it. 

The IEEE also defines a metric as “a quantitative 
measure of the degree to which a system, component 
or process possess a given attribute”. Software 
metrics should therefore be an implicit part of the 
engineering process. 

Various software metrics have existed since the 
1970s, and they have even been used to assess the 
complexity of manufacturing control architectures 
based on software and information flow (Phukan 
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2005), but very few have been used to evaluate PLC 
code. There is a desire to see practical tools to 
achieve this (Frey 2002) and recently a Java 
program has been built that analyzes the metrics of 
an Instruction List PLC program (Younis 2007). 

  

Metrics provide a way of analysing the code so 
the programmer can garner some information about 
its inherent properties. They are normally computed 
by static analysis techniques, which means that the 
program is analysed in an offline mode, as opposed 
to a dynamic analysis technique that analyses the 
program as it is running. 

 

Although metrics have not been used to 
meaningfully analyse PLC code, they have been 
used extensively on other languages. This means 
that there is a lot known about the strengths of these 
tools and the advantages they can offer. These 
include:  

 Wide acceptance of basic value of certain 
metrics. For example the cyclomatic 
complexity software metric (McCabe, 1976) is 
computed using a graph that describes the 
control flow of the program. The nodes of the 
graph correspond to the commands of a 
program. A directed edge connects two nodes 
if the second command might be executed 
immediately after the first command. This 
metric has been used extensively for the last 
thirty years and it is accepted that the higher 
the value of complexity, the harder the routine 
is to understand, test and maintain. Cyclomatic 
complexity is discussed further in section 
3.3.1.2.    

 Unbiased assessment of source code 
quality. Peer review can be used as a method 
of evaluating software code, but this is a 
biased assessment that could be affected by 
how the reviewer feels on the day. A computer 
program that analyses code will be unbiased. 

 Repeatability of measurements. The 
difficulty in reliance on peer review is 
consistency in measurement. A programmer 
reviewing the same code two weeks apart is 
unlikely to give an identical response. Is not 
the case with deterministic static analysis.  

 Ease of measurement. A metric 
measurement takes only a short time to collect 
and can be initiated by the programmer at their 
convenience; peer review takes far longer and 
involves more people.   

 Ability to judge progress in enhancing 
quality by comparing before and after 
assessments. 

The use of metrics allows organisation to set 
thresholds. If these thresholds are exceeded, action is 
recommended to inspect the code for problems, to 
reduce the measured values, either through 
modularisation or some alternate method. The initial 
coding effort might take longer, but it would in 
theory make it easier to program by fixing 
unnecessary complexity. It will also make it easier 
for a third party to understand the code. This would 
be a boon to any company, particularly for a modern 
factory where the demands of flexible automation 
and agile manufacturing mean that PLC code is 
changed more frequently than it ever was before. 
Another benefit of metrics is that they can help an 
organisation to identify the software in its portfolio 
that is of the lowest quality. By being able to tell the 
difference between what is good code and bad code, 
steps can be taken to improve the software that is 
most likely to cause problems in the future.  
 

An advantage of performing software metrics on 
PLC code is that code designed for similar functions 
(for example, interfaces for robots) from different 
manufacturers can be compared to help determine 
which equipment and software is the easiest to 
understand and work with. For example if the 
control interface for one robot manufacturer was 
found to have significantly less complexity than 
another company’s robot interface, then a purchaser 
of these robots might be influenced by this 
information. 

3 TOOL BUILDING 
INFRASTRUCTURE: DMS 

Although some metrics are quite simple in theory, 
extracting them in practice is complex. A lexical 
analysis approach to industrial control logic analysis 
has been suggested in the past (Danielsson 2003) but 
dismissed as being too difficult to implement. 

The tool chosen for this task was the “Design 
Maintenance System” (DMS®) by Semantic 
Designs. 

The DMS Software Reengineering Toolkit is a 
set of tools for automating customized source 
program analysis, modification or translation or 
generation of software systems containing arbitrary 
mixtures of languages (Baxter 2004). The term 
“software” for DMS is very broad and covers any 
formal notation, including programming languages, 
markup languages, hardware description languages, 
design notations and data descriptions. It was for this 
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versatility that DMS was chosen to analyze 
Rockwell Automation’s PLC code.  

A very simple model of DMS is that of an 
extremely generalised compiler, having a parser 
generator capabilities for arbitrary parseable 
languages, a semantic analysis framework and a 
general program transformation engine. It is 
particularly important that the analyzer output can be 
used to choose the desired transforms. Unlike a 
conventional compiler, in which each component is 
specific to its task of translating one source language 
to one target machine language, each DMS 
component is highly parameterized, enabling a wide 
variety of effects. This means one can choose the 
input language, the analysis, the transforms, and the 
output form in arbitrary ways.  

The computation of software metrics is based on 
the structure of the source code. This means metrics 
can be extracted from a parse of the program text. 
DMS® has the ability to parse large scale software 
systems based on the language definition modules 
used to drive DMS® for software reengineering 
tasks.  

The language definition for PLC control 
programs is Rockwell Automation’s Logix5000 
Controllers Import/Export Format Version 2.6. This 
version was introduced when RSLogix5000 
(Rockwell’s development environment program) 
Version 15 was introduced. The language definition 
module is intended to be backwards compatible. 
Although many earlier examples of code have been 
parsed by the module, it has not been extensively 
tested for every prior version of the import/export 
language (which will from here-on be referred to as 
‘L5K’, the file-type used by the import/export 
language. 

Some other things to note about this language 
module are that  
 The Motion Instruction set is included owing to 

the extensive use of these instructions in 
industry. Consequently, much of the example 
code used to test the parser made use of these 
instructions. 

 Of the five IEC 61131 languages (ladder logic, 
sequential function charts, function block 
diagram, structured text and instruction list), the 
only one that the parser is presently designed 
process is ladder logic. Further expansion to 
extend the functionality to the remaining 
languages is possible and would be a logical 
continuation of this work.   

 RSLogix5000 version 16 has subsequently been 
released along with version 2.7 of the 
import/export format language.  

3.1 Lexical Analysis 

The job of the lexer is to read in a source l5k 
program and to ‘tokenize’ it; that is to convert it 
from a stream of characters that make up the 
program body, to a sequence of lexemes. A lexeme 
is a single atomic unit of the language, for example a 
keyword. This sequence can then be input to the 
parser, which in turn will attach structure to the 
sequence and produce an abstract syntax tree. 

3.1.1 Lexical Definition Macros 

Macros are definitions of characters, character sets 
and other useful blocks of text that are made up from 
regular expressions. Macros may be defined to 
abstract lexical notions like blank or newline 
whitespace, case insensitive letters, digits, 
hexadecimal digits and floating point numbers.  

3.1.2 Lexical Modes 

DMS® supports the use of lexical modes to lex 
different source file sections that contain passages of 
distinct lexical vocabularies. Lexical modes used to 
lex L5K programs include: 
 ModuleDeclarations. Lexes module declarations 

after module attributes have been collected. 
 DataDeclarations. This lexes DATATYPE and 

TAG block contents. 
 RLL. This lexes the PROGRAM section 

containing the body of ladder logic code. 
 ParameterValue. Includes various types of 

structured values and unstructured strings. This 
is the lexical mode to collect attribute values 
including names, numbers etc. 

 
Depending on where they are defined, macros 

are global (meaning they can be referred to from 
every lexical mode) or local (meaning that only the 
lexical mode in which the macro was defined can 
use that particular macro).  

Lexical modes are stored in a stack. The mode 
that is at the top of the stack is the mode used to 
process the next token. 

Operations performed on the mode stack are 
nearly always prompted by the occurrence of a 
specific token in a given lexical mode. Certain 
tokens encountered in one mode can trigger a 
change to another mode, reflected in a mode stack 
modification. 

If there is no token found in the current lexical 
mode then the lexer can perform a last ditch error 
recovery. This is usually either a switch to another 
lexical mode, or popping the current lexical mode 
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from the stack. If the token is then found in a new 
lexical mode then the lexer carries on from there. 

3.2 Parsing 

The output from the lexer is a stream of terminal 
tokens stored within a metafile. This metafile is then 
used as the input to the parser. 

The job of the parser is to attach a hierarchy of 
significance to list of tokens input to it from the 
lexer, constructing an abstract syntax representing 
the source program. The means through which this 
happens is by applying a set of context-free 
grammar rules to the token stream. 

3.2.1 Context-Free Grammars 

Context-free grammar rules are written in a Backus-
Naur Form (BNF), which is an established method 
of describing a formal language. The form for 
declaring a context-free grammar rule is as follows: 

TNT →  
where NT is a single non-terminal symbol and 

T is a sequence that can contain terminals i.e. tokens 
that have come from the lexer including literals, or 
non-terminals (which are formed from other 
grammar rule productions, i.e. are internal to the 
grammar). T can also be empty. The order of the 
components in T is critical to the formation of the 
rule. It is not enough that the appropriate terminals 
and non-terminals are present - if they are not in the 
correct order then the grammar rule has not been 
satisfied. 

 
By substituting one grammar rule into another, 

each non-terminal can be expressed in terms of a 
sequence of terminal tokens. In other words, a non-
terminal rule is a set of strings that make up part of a 
legal L5K program. 

Multiple rules can be used to associate the same 
non-terminal symbol for different syntaxes, i.e. one 
NT  may have many different flavours of T . For 
example, the grammar rule for the production called 
‘Conditions’ is as follows: 

 
Conditions = ; 
Conditions = Conditions PrimitiveTest ; 

 
What this means is that Conditions can be empty, 

or it can contain an arbitrary number of 
PrimitiveTests. 

 

A Z  
Figure 1: A simple ladder logic rung. 

The Goal Non-Terminal. The topmost grammar 
rule is called the goal non-terminal. This is the first 
rule specified in the list of grammar rules that make 
up the formal language. It is unique because every 
other non-terminal will be used as a component part 
of another grammar rule, but the goal non-terminal 
has no ‘parent’ rule. The set of strings that the goal 
non-terminal can contain will be every possible legal 
L5K program, including the stream of tokens 
generated by lexing a legal program.  

3.2.2 Abstract Syntax Trees 

The data structure created by the parser that contains 
all the information about which grammar rules were 
used to parse a program can be represented 
diagrammatically by an abstract syntax tree (AST). 
In an AST, the nodes between branches represent 
non-terminal rules and the ‘leaves’ of the tree are 
terminal tokens. The goal non-terminal is the root 
node, and the branches show which non-terminal 
rules can be substituted in to each other. 

Figure (2) below shows a small part of an AST, a 
sub-tree for the simple rung shown in figure (1). 

 

 
Figure 2: Sub-tree of a simple rung. 

In this subtree, the lexed output are the literal 
instructions ‘XIC’ and ‘OTE’, the parentheses ‘(‘ 
and ‘)’ and the terminal token for both instances of 
NAME, which in this case would be A and Z. Every 
other node is a non-terminal, and the way in which 
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these non-terminals are structures represents the 
form of the grammar rules. 

3.3 Attribute Evaluation 

Attribute evaluation entails attaching rules to 
grammar productions and terminals that compute 
certain interesting values over syntax trees. 
Computation of these values involves composing the 
attribute computations for the constituents of the tree 
with intermediate values passed up or down the tree 
depending on what is being calculated. Ultimately, 
calculated values are stored in hash trees associating 
attributes with specific AST nodes. Passing down 
from a parent to child node is known as ‘inheriting’ 
a value, and from a child to parent is called 
‘synthesis’ of a value. The value passed is often then 
used in another rule associated with that particular 
production. 

If a parent node needs a value passed up from its 
child to complete a calculation then it is imperative 
that the child rule is evaluated before the parent rule. 
The ordering can be further complicated by 
directives included by the user which force one rule 
to be executed before or after another. The partial 
order for the collection of these values and how they 
are calculated over a structure as large as an abstract 
syntax tree is critical.   

3.3.1 Calculating Metrics 

Attribute evaluation can be used to measure the 
inherent properties of a piece of code. 

The following examples will show how to 
measure some basic metrics: 
 The number of rungs of ladder logic in a 

program. 
 The cyclomatic complexity of a ladder logic 

program. 

Number of Rungs 
Every time an AST node reflecting the grammar rule  
RungList = RungList CommentedRung ; 

 
is encountered, the following associated attribute 
evaluation rule is executed. 
 
RungList[0].CommentedRungCount = 

RungList[1].CommentedRungCount + 1 ; 
 
The CommentRungCount value can then be 

passed up the AST to a higher level grammar rule by 
synthesis. The grammar production 

RoutineDefinition = 'ROUTINE' NAME 
RoutineAttributes RungList 
'END_ROUTINE' ; 

Has the associated rule 
RoutineDefinition[0].CommentedRungCount 
= RungList[1].CommentedRungCount ; 

This hands the value of CommentedRungCount 
from the child node (RungList) to the parent 
(RoutineDefinition). Once the value has been passed 
higher up the tree, the value can be summed over the 
number of routines, and then over the number of 
programs to get the final value for the number of 
rungs in a file. 

Cyclomatic Complexity 
Calculating the cyclomatic complexity is more 
difficult. Knowing that 

Cyclomatic Complexity = Number of Closed 
Loops + 1 

(Watson, McCabe 1996) and the number of 
closed loops is essentially the number of ‘If’ 
statements makes this possible. But what constitutes 
an ‘If’ statement in ladder logic where no such 
construct is built in to the language? 

The assertion made here is that if a non-trivial 
condition precedes an action in a rung then that is a 
closed loop. This simplest example of this is shown 
in figure (1) above. This can be thought of as an If 
statement in a conventional language; IF A is true 
THEN execute Z. 

               
Figure 3.                                   Figure 4. 

Figure(3) and figure(4), like the example above 
still contain just one IF statement. In figure(3) IF A 
is true THEN execute Y AND Z; in figure(4) IF A 
OR B is true THEN execute Z. 

Of course it is possible to have multiple IF 
statements contained within the same rung. 

 

     
 Figure 5.                 Figure 6. 

Both figure(5) and figure(6) contain two IF 
statements. In figure(5), IF B true THEN execute Y 
AND IF A OR B true THEN execute Z; in 
figure(6) IF A true THEN execute Y AND IF A 
AND B are both true THEN execute Z. 
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Determining what is a non-trivial condition or 
action is achieved by passing around Boolean flags 
up and down the AST for each rung.  These flags 
assess whether a condition or action is trivial or not.  
The attribute NonTrivialCondition is defined to be 
 A non-empty Condition 
 An Action that starts with a non-null condition 

 
Conditions = ; 
Conditions[0].NonTrivialCondition = 
false ; 

 
Conditions = Conditions 
PrimitiveTest;Conditions[0].NonTrivialC
ondition = true ; 

 

An additional flag is required for Actions (which 
can contain Conditions in them). 
NonTrivialTrailingCondition is true if an Action 
ends with a non-null Condition.  

 

The number of If statements is then summed 
over all rungs within a routine, and to calculate the 
cyclomatic complexity one is added to that total. 

An example of a grammar rule, the associated 
attributes and complexity calculation is shown 
below. 

  

PrimitiveAction = '[' 
ParallelConditions ParallelActions ']'; 
      
PrimitiveAction[0].NonTrivialCondition 
= 
ParallelConditions[1].NonTrivialConditi
on /\ 
ParallelActions[1].NonTrivialCondition  
; 

 

PrimitiveAction[0].NonTrivialTrailingCo
ndition = 
ParallelActions[1].NonTrivialTrailingCo
ndition ; 

 

IF 
ParallelConditions[1].NonTrivialConditi
on /\ 
~ParallelActions[1].NonTrivialCondition 
THEN PrimitiveAction[0].IfCount = 
ParallelActions[1].IfCount + 1 ; 
ELSE PrimitiveAction[0].IfCount = 
ParallelActions[1].IfCount ; 
ENDIF; 

3.3.2 Reporting Metrics 

A family of metrics is calculated using this method. 
These include: 
 Lines code without blank lines and comments  

 Number of files *  
 Number of Programs * 
 Number of Routines * 
 Number of Rungs * 
 Number of Rungs with comments * 
 Cyclomatic complexity 
 Cyclomatic complexity of the largest rung * 
 Mean Cyclomatic complexity per rung * 
 PrimitiveTest Count * 
 Maximum number of PrimitiveTests on a rung * 
 Mean number PrimitiveTests per rung * 
 Decision density 
 Ladder instruction occurrence * 
 Motion instruction occurrence * 
 Halstead unique operators 
 Halstead unique operands 
 Halstead operator occurrence 
 Halstead operand occurrence 
 Halstead program length 
 Halstead program vocabulary 
 Halstead program volume 
 Halstead program difficulty 
 Halstead program effort 
 Halstead bug prediction 

 
These are standard software engineering metrics 

except the starred metrics which are ladder logic 
analogues. As well as these metrics, the location in 
the source code of the rung with the biggest 
cyclomatic complexity and also the largest number 
of PrimitiveTests is also reported. 

The metrics reporting engine collects the 
required base information at different points in the 
hierarchy: routine, program (a collection of 
routines), controller (a collection of programs) and 
system level (a collection of files/controllers). The 
necessary calculations are then performed and the 
metrics are collated in to multiple reports of 
different formats (.txt and .xml files). 

4 RESULTS 

The metrics tool has been used to analyze 
production code from automotive OEMs. Just under 
200000 lines of source code were analyzed – the tool 
took about 30 seconds to run. The results that it has 
produced have been very interesting. Some of the 
most notable are: 
 Mean cyclomatic complexity per rung is in the 

range 1.1 – 1.6. This seems reasonable, 
averaging just slightly over 1 decision per rung. 

 The maximum cyclomatic complexity found for 
any rung was 31. This level of complexity 
found on one rung means the program is harder 
to conceptualize than it needs to be and that to 
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enhance the readability of the routine for other 
programmers and users, this complicated rung 
should be split in to several smaller, simpler 
rungs.  

 The mean number of PrimitiveTests per rung is 
in the range 2 – 4. 

 The maximum number of PrimitiveTests found 
on a rung is 89. This is a very large value and 
makes navigating a program difficult as that 
amount of information cannot easily be fitted on 
to a standard monitor sized screen even when 
zoomed out. Action should certainly be taken to 
address this problem. 

 For a set of 729 routines, the mean cyclomatic 
complexity was 31.37 but the median was 16, 
indicating that the majority of the routines are 
relatively small, but some of the bigger ones get 
quite large. The programmer should re-examine 
the more complex routines to see if a) there is a 
better way to implement the logic so that the 
functionality is equivalent but the routines less 
complex, b) that the complex routines can be 
split in to multiple simpler routines  

 

A sample of some metrics report output can be 
found in the appendix. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

There is a need to evaluate the quality of code 
produced for industrial control systems. Using the 
DMS® Software Engineering Toolkit, tools have 
been developed that use attribute evaluation over an 
abstract syntax tree to compute metrics that have 
been in common use in more conventional 
programming languages for nearly thirty years.  

It is hoped that appropriate use of these tools will 
help programmers produce clear and concise code, 
will allow project managers to make better decisions 
concerning their code based upon the numerical 
evidence gleaned from the tool. Industrial partners 
willing to trial these tools within are being actively 
sought after. 
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APPENDIX 

FILE 
C:/RSLogix5000/l5k_files/Z24_PLC1.L5K 
55134 lines of source. 
54783 lines of l5k code without blank 
lines and comments. 
20 programs. 
232 routines. 
7407 rungs. 
Aggregate cyclomatic complexity: 7653 
Mean cyclomatic complexity: 32.99 
Median cyclomatic complexity: 21.00 
Cyclomatic complexity of the largest 
rung: 31 
Position of rung with maximum 
cyclomatic complexity, occurs @ line: 
54494 
Mean Cyclomatic complexity per rung: 
1.03 
PrimitiveTest Count: 19025 
Maximum number of PrimitiveTests of any 
rung in the Controller: 30 
Decision density: 5.01 
Halstead unique operators: 53 
Halstead unique operands: 1865 
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Halstead operator occurrence: 37222 
Halstead operand occurrence: 108478 
Halstead program length: 145700 
Halstead program vocabulary: 1918 
Halstead program volume: 1588914.89 
Halstead program difficulty: 1541.38 
Halstead program effort: 2449115919.79 
Halstead bug prediction: 529.64 
 
PROGRAM MainProgram @ line 59508 
 7027 lines of l5k code without blank 
lines and comments. 
  139 routines. 
  Number of Rungs: 2713 
  Aggregate cyclomatic complexity: 4535 
  Mean cyclomatic complexity: 32.63 
  Median cyclomatic complexity: 4.00 
  Mean Cyclomatic complexity per rung: 
1.67 
  Cyclomatic complexity of the largest 
rung: 26 
  Position of rung with maximum 
cyclomatic complexity, occurs @ line: 
63750 
  PrimitiveTest Count: 10989 
  Mean number PrimitiveTests per rung: 
4.05 
  Maximum number of PrimitiveTests on a 
rung: 81 
  Position of rung with maximum number 
of PrimitiveTests, occurs @ line: 59702 
  Decision density: 0.65 
  Halstead unique operators: 67 
  Halstead unique operands: 955 
  Halstead operator occurrence: 18365 
  Halstead operand occurrence: 56269 
  Halstead program length: 74634 
  Halstead program vocabulary: 1022 
  Halstead program volume: 746129.49 
  Halstead program difficulty: 1973.83 
  Halstead program effort: 
1472735785.88 
  Halstead bug prediction: 248.71 
 
ROUTINE S_Dcu @ line 20278 
   410 lines of l5k code without blank 
lines and comments.  
   Number of Rungs: 102 
   Number of Rungs with comments: 102 
   Cyclomatic complexity: 114 
   Cyclomatic complexity of the largest 
rung: 9 
   Position of rung with maximum 
cyclomatic complexity, occurs @ line: 
20675 
   Mean Cyclomatic complexity per rung: 
1.12 
   PrimitiveTest Count: 167 
   Maximum number of PrimitiveTests on 
a rung: 11 

   Position of rung with maximum number 
of PrimitiveTests, occurs @ line: 20675 
   Mean number PrimitiveTests per rung: 
1.64 
   Decision density: 0.28 
   Ladder instruction occurrence: 380 
   Motion instruction occurrence: 10 
   Halstead unique operators: 31 
   Halstead unique operands: 183 
   Halstead operator occurrence: 442 
   Halstead operand occurrence: 1251 
   Halstead program length: 1693 
   Halstead program vocabulary: 214 
   Halstead program volume: 13106.30 
   Halstead program difficulty: 105.96 
   Halstead program effort: 1388731.04 
  Halstead bug prediction: 4.37 
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Abstract: This work presents the optimisation of the heading controller of a small flying robot. A genetic algorithm
(GA) has been used to tune the proportional, integral, and derivative (PID) parameters of the helicopter’s
controller. Instead of evaluating each individual’s fitness in an artificial simulation, the actual flying robot has
been used. The performance of a hand-tuned PID controller is compared to the GA-tuned controller. Tests on
the helicopter confirm that the GA’s solutions result in a better controller performance. Further more, results
suggest that evaluating the GA’s individuals on the real flying robot increases the controller’s robustness.

1 INTRODUCTION

Flying Robots capable of vertical take off and land-
ing (VTOL) including miniature flying robots (MFR),
have gained a strong research interest within the last
decade (Bouabdallah et al., 2007). The manoeuvra-
bility of these robots presents new and exciting possi-
bilities for research, industry, military, and search and
rescue services.

Helicopters are very versatile in their manoeuvra-
bility and have a number of advantages over other
robotic platforms. However, one of the biggest disad-
vantages is the fact that they are nonlinear and highly
unstable systems, very sensitive to external distur-
bances (Bagnell and Schneider, 2001), and are there-
fore difficult to control. A simple manoeuvre like
hovering requires constant control feedback from the
pilot, similar to what a human needs to do when stand-
ing and balancing on a ball. Because of the char-
acteristics mentioned above, a controller for an au-
tonomous helicopter must be fast in computing the
control response. Active control is traditionally im-
plemented using a combination of proportional, inte-
gral, and derivative (PID) control methods (Skogestad
and Postlethwaite, 1996). Such a conventional con-
troller is fast and works well for many control appli-
cations and therefore has been chosen for this work.
Classical PID control techniques have been used be-

fore to stabilise an autonomous helicopter (Puntunan
and Parnichkun, 2002; Sanchez et al., 2005). The dif-
ficulty in applying this method is the right choice of
control parameters, and in our case the limited pay-
load of the helicopter for the necessary processing
hardware.

Genetic algorithms (GA) have been used be-
fore for identification and optimisation of PID con-
trol parameters (Perhinschi, 1997). A simulator
of the corresponding system is very often used in
order to evaluate the individual’s fitness within a
GA (De Moura Oliveira, 2005). This artificial model
requires extensive knowledge about the system being
controlled, or the system needs to be identified to cre-
ate the model. Rather than optimising the controller
using a simulation of the system we have explored
the possibility of using the robot itself for the opti-
misation and evaluation of the controller. By doing
so, the model identification becomes implicit and the
system becomes more accurate, more realistic, thus
overcoming the limitation of simulated optimisations
where the quality of the solution is restricted by the
quality of the simulator.
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2 BACKGROUND

The growth of interest and investigations in UAVs
includes vehicles capable of vertical take off
and landing (VTOL) and miniature flying robots
(MFR) (Bouabdallah et al., 2007). Such vehicles
are very versatile in their manoeuvrability and thus
present an advantageous robotics platform for re-
search in new areas.

Ludington et al. use the GTMax helicopter plat-
form for complex navigational tasks, pattern recog-
nition and test runs involving searching for a certain
pattern on a building and then identifying windows
and doors (Ludington et al., 2006). The achieve-
ment of this work shows what can be done using a
large autonomous helicopter platform. For a small
and light weight indoor helicopter the restrictions de-
mand other approaches.

In general, helicopters have 3 rotational degrees
of freedom (DOF), called pitch, roll and yaw, as well
as 3 translational DOF called up/down, left/right and
forwards/backwards. These outputs are controlled by
four inputs, the amount of lift with the speed and/or
collective pitch of the rotor, the heading with the anti-
torque system or the differential of two rotors, and
the pitch and roll rotational angles which are in turn
controlled by adjusting the rotor blades’ plane angles.
For more information the reader is referred to Coyle,
1996.

The helicopter used in this work is a Twister Bell
47 small indoor helicopter model. It is a coaxial rotor
helicopter with twin counter rotating rotors with fixed
collective pitch and 340 mm. span, driven by two high
performance direct current motors and two servos to
control rotor blades’ plane angles. The weight of the
helicopter in its original state is approximately 210
grams and it can lift up to 120 grams.

A helicopter’s engine causes a torque effect on the

Figure 1: Experimental setup: helicopter strapped to turn
table, ready for the GA tuning.

helicopter. The two engines and rotors of this dual
coaxial rotor helicopter turn in opposite directions,
creating opposite torque effects that cancel each other
out. If one rotor’s speed is reduced whilst the other’s
speed is increased by an identical amount, the heading
will change whilst the amount of lift is maintained.

Helicopter controllers have been successfully im-
plemented using a variety of methods, including clas-
sical PID control (Puntunan and Parnichkun, 2002).
Puntunan and Parnichkun introduce a heading direc-
tion and floating height PD-controller for a single ro-
tor helicopter. This confirms that classical control
techniques can be used to control helicopter inputs.

The design and evaluation of the controller is of-
ten done on a mathematical model and simulation.
Shim et al. present a study of three control design
methodologies for an autonomous helicopter (Shim
et al., 1998). The controllers are designed and eval-
uated on an artificial model based on aerodynamics
models.

Sanchez et al. (Sanchez et al., 2005) introduce
an unmanned helicopter control system combining
a Mamdani type fuzzy logic controller (Mamdani,
1974) with PID controllers. The design and evalu-
ation is done using a complex mathematical model.
The system is only tested via simulation for hovering
and slow velocities, but showed good performance.

Perhinschi (Perhinschi, 1997) used GAs to iden-
tify the gain parameters of linear differential equa-
tions which are used to stabilise and control a heli-
copters longitudinal channel. The GAs used a lin-
earised model of a helicopter and the controller per-
formance is not tested in simulation nor on a real he-
licopter.

3 CONTROL ARCHITECTURE

The model helicopter has four actuators to enable the
control of all six DOF. There are two motors which
independently control the speed of each rotor, giving
combined control over altitude and yaw. Two servos
control the lower rotor blades’ plane angles for pitch
and roll control. For autonomy, all of these actuators
need to be controlled by a microprocessor. As only
the heading controller is tuned in this work, only that
part of the system is described in detail.

A digital compass is used to determine the heli-
copter’s heading. The sensor is attached to the tail
of the helicopter to increase the distance to the mo-
tors and thus reduce the interference they have on the
sensor. The sensor is connected to a microchip PIC
microcontroller. The microcontroller handles all on-
board computation, sensor inputs, motor outputs, and
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serial communication used to transfer information to
and from the host computer on which the GA is run-
ning.

The control application running on the microcon-
troller reads all sensors, calculates all four PID control
responses, one for each control input, and then sends
the overall control responses to the actuators. In this
system there are 13 control cycles executed each sec-
ond.

The PID controller is implemented straightfor-
wardly by first multiplying the proportional part with
the proportional gain (PGain). Then the integral part
is calculated, multiplying the integral gain (IGain)
with the previous error which is limited by an positive
and negative limit (IMax and IMin). The derivative
part is computed multiplying the change of error with
the derivative gain (DGain). Finally all three results
are added up to get the final control response.

There are a number of existing techniques for tun-
ing PID controllers (De Moura Oliveira, 2005). Even
when tuning a PID controller by hand, a variety of
strategies can be applied. The method used in this
work is hand tuning and has been adapted from Smith,
1979. Using this method, the parameters shown in ta-
ble 1 (Value) were identified.

Table 1: Hand tuned parameters and GA’s parameter range.

Parameter Short Value Range
Proportional gain PGain 0.30 0 - 2.00
Integral gain IGain 0.02 0 - 1.00
Integral state maximum IMax 100 0 - 400
Integral state minimum IMin -100 0 - -400
Derivative gain DGain 0.70 0 - 4.00

4 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP FOR
THE GENETIC ALGORITHM

Genetic algorithms are widely used for search and
optimisation purposes (Holland, 1975; Haupt and
Haupt, 2004). GAs are very useful for optimising
controllers (Fleming and Purshouse, 2002): this ro-
bust and flexible method can handle ill-behaved prob-
lem domains as well as noise and can be used for
multi-objective optimisation.

Rather than using a simulator with the GA, we
optimise the controller on the real flying robot. The
system setup is shown in figure 1. It shows the dual
rotor helicopter attached to a ball bearing supported
turn table, restricted to turn up to 90o and -90o de-
grees from its middle position at 0o. The fan is used
for cooling down the helicopter’s motors and the em-
bedded system in between tests of individuals. Each

test takes about 20 seconds with an additional 20 sec-
onds to cool the system down. The fan is switched
off while individuals are evaluated. Each individual
is tested by automatically perturbing the helicopter to
each side and analysing the controller’s reaction. This
setup in combination with the GA running on a host
computer, enables the automatic implementation and
evaluation of individuals and thus the execution of the
GA on the real robot without any human intervention.
The GA running on the host computer is configured
as follows:
Solution Encoding. Based on the hand tuned con-
trollers parameters (table 1), parameter ranges have
been chosen and are shown in table 1. The chromo-
some consists of 5 integer values within that range.
The gain parameters are encoded in steps of one hun-
dredth, and the two integral state limits are encoded
in 16 steps of 25.
Initial Population. The initial population is created
in a random manner, choosing each chromosome ran-
domly within the limits previously defined in table 1.
The population size of 20 is chosen small enough to
have a fast evaluation of each generation while pro-
viding enough individuals to maintain variety.
Evaluation Function. The evaluation function needs
to evaluate each individual on the real helicopter. The
phenotype of an individual is the real helicopter con-
troller where the controller’s parameters are based on
the individual’s chromosome. The evaluation func-
tion is shown in equation 1.

e =
189

∑
t=1

(ht − s)2 (1)

where e is the measure of error, t is time, 189 is the
last control cycle of the evaluation, ht is the heading
at time interval t, and s is the setpoint. The fitness
of an individual is inversely proportional to the mea-
sure of error. Squaring the error on each time interval
increases selective pressure on large errors and helps
find better solutions more quickly.

The GA program runs on the host computer. To
evaluate an individual, its chromosome is sent to the
helicopter’s embedded system using a direct serial
connection. The helicopter uses the received chromo-
some as the new control parameters, starts the motors
and the controller reacts on the heading error based
on these new parameters. While the controller and
its evaluation are active, the heading sensor data is
sent back to the host computer. In order to test the
controller’s performance on a given error, the heli-
copter is initially and automatically perturbed by 90o

to the set point, by driving the two rotors with dif-
ferent power levels. The helicopter turns but cannot
go beyond 90o as the experimental setup physically
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Table 2: Min, mean, max, and standard dev. of measure of
error of 12 tests of hand tuned and best GA individuals.

Min Mean Max StD
Hand tuned 95080 114351 134705 13556

GA tuned 45584 75850 88306 11233

blocks it. At this point the controller starts acting and
is being evaluated. After 92 control cycles the eval-
uation and controller are paused and the helicopter is
perturbed -90o, into the opposite direction. Finally the
controller and its evaluation are started again.
Selection. The selection is based on the fitness com-
bined with random probability, similar to the roulette
wheel strategy, but without the possibility of choos-
ing an individual more than once. With this method
in place, every individual could be chosen for the next
generation although fitter individuals are more likely
to be selected.
Genetic Operators. The individuals selected for the
next generation are copied or changed using crossover
or mutation operators. The best individual is always
copied to the next generation. This process is also
known as elitism. Altogether 20% of the old popu-
lation are copied based on the probabilistic selection.
These individuals are not changed at all.

Crossover is applied by taking the average of an
individual’s chromosome and the chromosome of the
individual next in the probabilistic selection list. 40%
of the next generation are the offspring of the previous
generation’s individuals.

The mutation operator is the source for new va-
riety. It uses a probabilistic approach whereby the
chance of a small mutation taking place is higher than
that of big mutation taking place. This method has
been applied to 40% of the individuals and on each of
its loci.
Termination Criteria. The GA is terminated after
the 30th generation. In order to investigate the GA’s
behaviour no minimum fitness has been defined on
which the GA would terminate.

5 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The GA on the real helicopter platform has been run
without the need for manual interaction with the sys-
tem. Three complete runs have been conducted and
the results are shown and discussed now.

With a population size of 20, running for 30 gen-
erations, the GA evaluates 600 individuals from a
search space of over 2 billion. Each individual re-
quires about 20 seconds for evaluation and 20 seconds

Table 3: Solutions of 3 best individuals of 3 independent
GA runs plus measure of error.

PGain IGain IMin IMax DGain Error
0.89 0.98 200 0 2.68 45237
0.83 0.43 75 0 3.13 59385
0.86 0.56 75 0 2.97 59886
0.93 0.34 75 0 3.67 52080
1.08 0.15 0 0 3.95 55174
1.05 0.49 25 0 3.73 56036
0.96 0.69 275 0 3.20 48092
0.93 0.00 0 0 3.15 51827
1.12 0.81 325 0 3.07 53210
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Figure 2: Best individual’s measure of error of each gener-
ation in 3 independent GA runs.

for the helicopter to cool down, thus the overall time
for one GA to finish is about 6 hours 40 minutes.

Elitism is the method of always copying the best
individual to the next generation. In simulations this
often means a positive or at least zero increase in fit-
ness. Every generation’s best individual’s measure of
error from 3 GA runs is shown in figure 2. Although
elitism is used in this work, the fitness of the best indi-
viduals of every generation fluctuates and sometimes
even gets worse rather than showing a monotonic in-
crease. The cause for this is the deviation when re-
evaluating an individual. Retesting two individuals
12 times showed a standard deviation of 11233 and
13556 for the measure of error (table 2). This shows a
critical and important difference between using simu-
lated models with an unnatural consistency compared
to working with the real system.

Usually, when there is a suitable solution found
within a simulated system, such as in generation 11
in figure 2, it is not worth continuing the GA. Using
the real world system, continuing the GA helps en-
sure the consistency of the final solutions. Noise and
uncertainties in the system make the GA not converge
to one specific solution but to a more robust solution.
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Figure 3: Hand tuned PID controller response to heading
perturbed by 90o at t=0 and -90o at t=92. Composite of 12
individual tests.

Table 3 lists the three best solutions of the three in-
dependent GA runs together with their measure of er-
ror. The proportional gain value is similar in all three
GA runs, converging to a good value region. The
small difference between the values indicates that this
parameter has a high impact on the controller’s perfor-
mance. The derivative gain parameter did converge to
a smaller region of values too, but not as restricted as
the proportional gain. On the other hand, the integral
gain together with the integral state minimum value
seem not to be as important for the fitness as they are
not forced into a specific region of values by the selec-
tive pressure. In contrast, it is quite obvious that the
integral state maximum was forced to be zero. These
results show that the system is not symmetrical. They
show that the helicopter controller needs more gain in
one direction than in the other. This could be caused
by a variance in the motors’ efficiency factors, heli-
copter asymmetry, or other causes.

Out of 3 GA runs we chose the one with the least
fit final individual. From this GA we used the fittest
individual of the last generation to compare it to the
hand tuned controller. The individual has a PGain
of 0.92, IGain of 0.12, IMin of 250, IMax of 0, and
DGain of 3.64. Figure 3 depicts the response graph
of the hand tuned PID controller perturbed by 90o at
t = 0 and -90o at t = 92 as a composite of 12 indi-
vidual tests. Figure 4 shows the response graph of the
GA tuned PID controller. Figure 5 presents the plot of
the mean of these 12 tests, for both the GA and hand
tuned controllers.

These graphs confirm that the GA tuned controller
performs better than the hand tuned controller. After
the first and positive perturbation, in general the hand
tuned controller does overshoot the setpoint slightly
whereas the GA tuned controller does not. Further-
more, the GA tuned controller reaches the set point
quicker and maintains it more accurately. For the
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Figure 4: GA tuned PID controller response to heading per-
turbed by 90o at t=0 and -90o at t=92. Composite of 12
individual tests.
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Figure 5: GA (black) and hand tuned (gray) PID controllers
response to heading perturbed by 90o at t=0 and -90o at
t=92. Mean of 12 individual tests for each controller.

second and negative perturbation, in general the GA
tuned controller has less overshoot, approaches the set
point quicker, and maintains it more accurately.

The measure of error from all 12 tests with
the hand tuned and GA tuned controllers has been
recorded and the results are presented in table 2. Over
all 12 tests, based on the measure of error, the hand
tuned controller performed in average 50% worse
than the GA tuned controller.

It is quite normal in a real world system that run-
ning the same experiment again, evaluating the same
individual again, results in a slightly different out-
come. The standard deviation for the 12 hand tuned
and the 12 GA tuned controller evaluations is 13556
and 11233 respectively (table 2). This variation of
results is caused by noise everywhere within the sys-
tem. Due to the natural uncertainties of real systems,
the GA cannot converge to an absolute optimal solu-
tion; rather we have observed that it converges to a
robust approximate optimum that can cope with un-
certainties and noise.
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6 CONCLUSIONS

In this work we introduced a controller optimisation
methodology based on genetic algorithms running on
a real flying robot. A GA has been used to tune the
parameters of a PID controller using the real robot
rather than a simulator to evaluate the individuals.

When the evaluation of GA individuals is done in
a simulator, the performance of the final solution that
the GA can find, can only be as good as the accu-
racy of the model used for the simulation permits. We
proposed and presented a GA which evaluated the in-
dividuals on a real robot, which made implicit the for-
mal model identification.

Furthermore, we presented the results of three GA
runs indicating that its behaviour differs to the be-
haviour often seen on simulated systems. No mono-
tonic increase in fitness is exhibited by the algo-
rithm, although elitism was used. Additionally, re-
evaluating the same GA tuned individual 12 times
manifested a deviation, owing to the real system not
being as artificially consistent as a simulator, and thus
the GA converging to a more robust controller rather
than to a particular optimal solution.

In order to confirm the GA’s ability to optimise
a controller on the complex real flying robot, the best
control parameters the GA found have been compared
with previously hand tuned control parameters. The
performance of 12 individual tests with each con-
troller was compared, and confirmed that the real ex-
ecution GA found better and more robust solutions.

7 FUTURE WORK

In future work we will use the information from the
GA to identify the robot’s characteristics, which may
be useful to create a very accurate model of it. Based
on the individuals’ parameters and using the sensor
data from the robot we aim to identify the system for-
mally.

With the formal model it may be possible to im-
plement a simulator for the helicopter. At that point a
comparison of two GAs can be conducted, one using
a simulation and the other using the real robot for the
evaluation of individuals.
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Abstract: We consider the problem of designing a modular real-time embedded system for control applications with
unmanned vehicles. We propose a simple and low-cost solution. Its computational power can be easily
improved, depending on application requirements. To illustrate its performance, we report the implementation
of a 75 Hz Extended Kalman Filter used for state estimation ona small-scaled helicopter.

1 INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we present some of our research effort in
a current program aiming at proposing control strate-
gies and a control architecture for a group of hetero-
geneous autonomous vehicles.

To conduct this research, we designed a versatile
and simple real time embedded system, which can be
easily used as real time guidance and navigation sys-
tem on various platforms. Our work focuses on het-
erogenous vehicles, including small-scaled (typically
less than 2 m wide) Vertical Take-Off and Landing
aerial vehicles (VTOL as in (Castillo et al., 2005)) or
fixed wing aircraft, and ground vehicles with tank like
dynamics (as in (Morin and Samson, 2006; Vissière
et al., 2007)). In the future, these vehicles will be
asked to act cooperatively on the battlefield as pic-
tured in Figure 1 (see also (Kaminer et al., 2004;
Olfati-Saber, 2006) for other scenarios).

In practice, the aerial vehicles represent the most
challenging applications in terms of navigation and
guidance. The main reason for this, is that these ve-
hicles can not easily go into any safe mode, as op-
posed to the ground vehicles which are, in compar-
ison, slower and simpler. While it was proven that,
with lowered performance expectations, it is possi-
ble to stabilize a fixed-wing Unmanned Air Vehicles
(UAV) by directly closing the loop with signals from
well-chosen sensors (e.g. in (Lee et al., 2003), the
authors propose a solution to automatically control a
fixed-wing UAV using only a single-antenna GPS re-
ceiver), it is considered by the vast majority of the
UAV community that navigation systems require data

fusion (Cheng et al., 2006). In facts, each sensor
technology has its own flaws (among which are drift,
noises, and possibly low resolution or low update fre-
quency). Yet, large factors of accuracy can be gained
by reconciliating their data.

Example of on-board data fusion applications are
ubiquitous among autonomous vehicle control experi-
ments. Reconciliating GPS and Inertial Measurement
Unit (IMU) measurements is a classic case-study.
In (Xiaokui and Jianping, 2002), results of data fusion
from a BeeLine GPS receiver from NovatelTM and a
miniaturized IMU are presented. In (Cremean et al.,
2005), high-speed data fusion systems have been de-
veloped in view of the DARPA Grand Challenge.

In this later experiment, several technological
breakthroughs are presented using a high-end and
powerful computer architecture. Software compo-
nents communicate in a machine-independent fashion
through a module management system.

Our experiments can not use such a high end
setup, because the typical payload of our aerial ve-
hicles does not exceed 5 kg.

Much smaller and lower-weighting systems can
be considered though. In (Jung and Tsiotras, 2007),
an embedded system is proposed which does not
incorporate any powerful calculation board. A
simple Rabbit Semiconductor RCM-3400TM micro-
controller is used to perform complementary filtering
data fusion using a limited computational power. In
the same spirit, in (Jung et al., 2005), a low-cost test-
bed for UAVs is presented. It is reported that the
main advantage of designing such an autopilot from
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Figure 1: Cooperative autonomous vehicles in a future bat-
tlefield.

scratch is that, by contrast to commercially available
products (Cloud Cap Technologies, 2004; Micro Pi-
lot, 2004), it provides full access to the internal con-
trol structures. We totally agree with this point of
view.

In this paper, we present a solution lying in the
middle of the two previously mentioned categories.
Our system uses two processors. One processor is
used to gather data from the sensors and to control
the actuators. The other processor is used to perform
the data fusion calculations (and possibly the control
algorithms). The advantages of this structure are as
follows: i) task scheduling is easily programmed, be-
cause only one of the two processors is in charge of
handling the numerous devices and I/O;ii) the com-
putations are performed as one single thread on a ded-
icated board (PC type);iii) depending on the com-
putational requirements, the computation board can
be easily upgraded without requiring any software
changes or rising any concern about task scheduling;
iv) finally, the overall system is quite low-cost, since
it relies on off-the-shelf components and can be easily
maintained.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we present our system architecture. We detail our
hardware components and comment on their choices.
In Section 3, we present as a test-case the embedding
of our system into a small-scaled helicopter. Numer-
ous details of implementation are provided. Finally,
we conclude and give directions of future work.

2 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Our primary goal was to develop an embedded system
to test algorithms of various complexity on-board var-
ious small-scaled platforms. Early in the design pro-
cess, one first constraint which appeared to us was the
payload limitations of the considered flying machines.
This lead us to focus on designing a low weight em-
bedded system.

A second issue that was also raised early in the
design stage was that the real-time requirements of a
control system for such small UAVs are very strong.
This is mostly due to the short time horizons instabil-
ities. Yet, in the context of embedded systems, real-
time scheduling of a number of sensing and compu-
tation tasks is known to be a difficult problem. More
precisely, as exposed in (Caccamo et al., 2005), the
problem of determining the feasibility of a periodic
sequence of prioritized tasks is often (NP)-hard. Suf-
ficient, but not necessary tests are pessimistic. Pop-
ular strategies such as the Rate-Monotonic policy
(see again (Caccamo et al., 2005)), which consists of
putting the highest priority on the shortest task can be
proven to be unfeasible is the CPU load is too large1.
While being troublesome on ground vehicles, such in-
feasibilities (and the induced inconsistencies in the
embedded calculations) would represent a cause of
potential major failure for our aerial platforms.

Keeping these two considerations in mind, we de-
cided to develop a robust two-processors embedded
system, running two distinct softwares and communi-
cating through a simple two-ways protocol. The sys-
tem specifications are as follows.

1. It performs the sensing and calculation tasks sep-
arately.

2. It is fast enough to run a typical 15 to 30 dimen-
sional states EKF algorithm with a low latency
(to eventually produce satisfactory closed-loop re-
sults).

3. Itis easy to upgrade.

4. It is versatile enough to handle various type of
sensors and communication protocols.

As exposed in Figure 2 and Figure 3, this (mod-
ular) embedded system is composed of a micro-
controller, which is in charge of gathering information
from all the sensors, and a calculation board. These
two elements are connected by a serial interface. The
micro-controller also has a downlink to a ground sta-
tion. We now present the details of the hardware com-
ponents of our system.

2.1 Sensors

Considering both ground and aerial vehicles control
applications, we listed a series of useful sensors that
needed to be incorporated into our embedded system.
Among these are: an IMU, a GPS receiver, a pres-
sure sensor, an anemometer, magnetometers, and var-
ious switches. Other possibilities include odometers,

1the upper limit on admissible load is 69%, approxi-
mately.
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LADARs (as used in (Cremean et al., 2005)), and
sonars (as used in (Vissière et al., 2007)), or cameras
(as used in (Hamel and Mahony, 2007)). In the con-
text of our study, we only considered low-cost sen-
sors. We now detail these. In each case, we specify
the weight (in g), the cost (in USD), the dimensions
(in mm), the update rate (f in Hz), and the protocol of
communication (Comm.).

• Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU). Our IMU
is a 3DM-GX1 from MicrostrainTM. It contains
three angular rate gyroscopes, three orthogonal
single-axis magnetometers, and three single-axis
accelerometers, along with 16 bits A/D convert-
ers and a micro-controller. This IMU can deliver
different messages, ranging from raw-data, to rec-
onciliated measurements. In our setup, we ask
the IMU to deliver only calibrated sensors data at
a 75Hz rate.

Weight Cost Size f Comm.
30 1450 39,54,18 75 RS232

• Global Positioning System (GPS).Our GPS is
a TIM-LS from µbloxTM. Through a proprietary
binary protocol, it provides position and velocity
information at a 4Hz rate. Position error is 2.5 m
(Circular Error Probability CEP) and velocity er-
ror is 2 m CEP.

Weight Cost Size f Comm.
23 100 32,47,9.5 4 RS232

The GPS receiver is not very tolerant against
power supply voltage ripples. These can be kept
below the 50 mV requirements thanks to a dedi-
cated power supply regulator from TRACOTM .

• Barometer. Our barometer is the MS-5534 from
IntersemaTM. Using a SPI-type protocol, it gives
calibrated digital pressure and temperature infor-
mation. This device requires a 3 V power supply
which is obtained through a fast response diode
from the main 5 V power supply of the micro-
controller.

Weight Cost Size f Comm.
2 14 5,4,2 20 SPI

• Anemometer.A PXLA sensor from ASensTecTM

delivers a differential pressure analog signal,
which can be read through a 10 bit A/D converter.

Weight Cost Size f Comm.
10 25 11,8,12 75 Analog

• Magnetometer. We use a HMR2300 three axis
magnetometer from HoneywellTM. Its range is±
2 gauss and it has a 70µgauss resolution.

Weight Cost Size f Comm.
28 230 75,30,20 154 RS232

• Take-off and Landing Detector. Being able to
detect take-off and landing instants is necessary to
properly initialize data fusion algorithms. In de-
tails, detection of the corresponding switches in
the dynamics defines when the controls actually
have an effect on the system. This is not the case
when an UAV is on the ground. This detection
is performed with on-off switches which can be
located, e.g., on the landing gear. They deliver a
logic signal which can be readily interpreted. To
prevent electric arcs which might cause trouble to
the connected micro-controller, we added a spe-
cific interfacing circuit. This switches can also be
replaced by active switches which can be used to
activate various devices such as digital cameras,
or parachutes.

Weight Cost Size f Comm.
10 6 25,10,5 75 Boolean

Our system is data-driven by the IMU. The main
reason behind this choice is that the IMU is consid-
ered as a critical sensor.

2.2 MPC555 Micro-controller

The micro-controller which serves as an interface
for the sensors and actuators is a MPC555 Power
PC from MotorolaTM. It runs a specific software
we developed using the PhytecTM development kit.
The reason for choosing this micro-controller are as
follows. This device provides a double precision
floating-point unit (64 bit) which is convenient for po-
tential embedded algorithms (even if we do not use
this possibility here since all computations are per-
formed on the calculation board), it has a relatively
fast 40 MHz clock, it has 32 bit architecture and
448Kbyte of Flash memory and 4 MBytes of RAM.
Most importantly, among the family of 32 bits kits,
the MPC555 has substantial computational capabili-
ties and a large number of versatile and programmable
Input/Output ports. In particular, we make an exten-
sive use of its TPUs (Time Process Units), UARTs,
A/D converters, SPIs, MPIOs (Modular I/O system)
(see (Motorola, 2000)). Finally, it is small (credit card
format) and has a low weight.

Weight Cost Size f Comm.
25 450 72,57,8 all all

No operating system is used on the micro-
controller. Rather the MPC555 runs a specific
interrupts-driven software written in C. Information
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from each sensors is transferred using a dedicated in-
terrupt handler routine. Each external source or group
of sources has its own interrupt level which avoids po-
tential conflicts. Each data link is associated with a
checksum to validate reception.

The data acquisition software running on the
micro-controller is event-driven by the IMU messages
which periodically sends 31 bytes of data. Once the
message of the IMU is received and validated by the
micro-controller, others sensors information are ei-
ther directly read or picked in data buffers which are
constantly fed with serial messages from the sensors
through hardware interrupts. Information is gathered
in a 116 bytes message containing all the onboard
measurements. This message is sent to the calculation
board through a high-speed serial port. Once the mes-
sage is received and validated, the calculation board
carries out one navigation loop consisting of a predic-
tion equation and an estimation equation of a Kalman
filter.

2.3 PC Computation Board

The computing board is a PC running the Knop-
pix 3.8.1 Linux distribution. The PC board was se-
lected among numerous models (mostly mini-ITX,
and PC104) based on computational power, energy
consumption, toughness, and price. A fan-less board
was considered as the most relevant choice, due to the
often observed failures of fans in mechanically dis-
turbed environments.

The chosen fan-less calculation board has a stan-
dard mini-ITX PC architecture. Its processor is a
1.2Ghz C7-M from VIATM designed for embedded
applications. It can perform 1500 MIPS and has clas-
sic PC Input/Output ports such as a UART serial port
(used as main data link with the micro-controller), an
ethernet board (not used here), a VGA screen output
(which can be used to monitor the system during de-
bugging phases of the software and hardware devel-
opment), a keyboard, and 4 USB ports (which can be
considered for plugging future devices such has con-
trollable cameras).

Experimental preliminary tests have shown us that
multi-threading (one thread for message decoding and
one thread for the main algorithm) presents two major
drawbacks: some data can be lost, and the calculation
cycle may end unexpectedly (slightly) late. For this
reason, we decided to write our own UART driver us-
ing an interrupt handler in the kernel space. Further,
we de-activated all hardware interruptions associated
to unnecessary devices. As a result, only interrupts
from the UART are enabled. Finally, we used a single
computation thread.

The operating system is installed on a
bootable 1 Gbyte Disk-On-Chip system which
prevents all possible mechanical failure associated
to hard-drives. This flash memory device is directly
connected to the IDE port of the mother-board. The
board is powered by a pico-PSUTM power supply
which provides various voltages ranging from 5V to
18V. The computation software are written in C and
can be either be updated directly on the board via a
ssh connection, or transferred, in a compiled form,
from a remote PC. Custom scripts for compiling and
distributing our executable code and configuration
files are an efficient way to upgrade the software
during development and testing.

Weight Cost Size f Comm.
800 350 170,180,40 1.5e6 RS232

3 FIELD EXPERIMENT

We now report some field experiment using our em-
bedded system. To perform model identification
tasks and design a real-time state observer in view of
closed-loop control, we decided to load our embed-
ded system into a small-scaled helicopter. In this sec-
tion, we expose this work, and give numerous details
about solutions to specific interfacing and vibrational
issues.
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3.1 Experimental Setup

We conducted all the experiments with the help of a
human pilot which could,at any timeremotely con-
nect the inputs of the actuators of the helicopter to the
outputs of our embedded system or directly to the out-
puts of the radio receiver (and thus take direct control
of the helicopter). This is achieved thanks to a “re-
motely controlled switch board” which we designed.
This switch is actuated from our GraupnerTM MC24
remote controller using one of the 12 available radio
channels. This system provides a rapid transition be-
tween manual and autonomous flight.

During all flights, the pilot could see images from
an on-board camera and read measurements from the
embedded system received for the down datalink. A
convenient Head-Up display system on the ground
station was designed for that purpose. Our data link
is a MaxStreamTM module operating at 2.4 GHz. It
provides a RS232 serial data link at 9600 baud send-
ing the information from the embedded system to the
ground station.

Weight Cost Size f Comm.
250 230 40,68,9 30 RS232

3.2 Small-scaled Helicopter

We use a Benzin acrobatic helicopter from VarioTM,
with GraupnerTM electronics (C4441 servomotors
which have high speed and high torque (8.5 Nm), a 16
channels receiver, and a yaw hobby gyroscope). It is a
very reliable helicopter platform (we never observed
any mechanical issue over mode than 100 flights). Its
payload capacity (4Kg) is large enough for numerous
reconnaissance applications. Its rotor is 1.9 m wide.

3.3 Interfacing and Vibrational Issues

Wiring the embedded system to the existing heli-
copter circuitry was achieved using some specific ad-
ditional boards and connectors. To measure the pilot’s
orders in real-time, we used a 6 channels voltage fol-
lower circuit. Numerous LEDs were added to check
the status of our system.

A central problem observed on-board helicopters
is the 25 Hz vibrations induced by the main rotor
blades. These vibrations generate a large amount of
noise on the inertial sensors. In practice, these noises
totally overwhelm the useful signals. Fortunately, it
is possible to solve this issue by using well-chosen
noise dampers. On our helicopter, we decided that
the micro-controller and the sensors would all be lo-
cated on a board which would be physically con-
nected to the frame of the helicopter through four

Figure 4: Our embedded system fitted into the (custom-
built) landing gear of a small-scaled Vario Benzin heli-
copter. Springs and dampers are used to filter out vibrations
from the main rotor blades.

spring-damper systems (see Figure 4). Experiments
conducted on a vibrating table have shown that it was
advantageous to keep the embedded system as com-
pact and as rigid as possible. The total weight of the
subsystem is about 600 g. We decided to attach some
of the batteries to it to bring the weight close to 1.8 kg.
This enabled us to use off-the-shelf dampers yield-
ing appropriate cut-off frequencies. MV801-5CC
dampers from PaulstraTM were chosen for their abil-
ity to work with low masses vibrating at low frequen-
cies. With these, we obtained a satisfactory vibration
damping, with a cut-off frequency around 9 Hz. This
is represented in Figure 5. Further, resonant frequen-
cies due to the engine frequency (around 160 Hz),
the tail rotor frequency (around 115 Hz), and the tail
boom were removed using a digital notch filter. The
presented solution attenuates high frequency vibra-
tion inputs down to negligible levels.

3.4 Experimental Identification

Preliminary model identification experiments need
to be conducted before state estimation can be per-
formed.

In particular, using our embedded system, we
studied the actuators transfer functions and the yaw
rate gyroscope.

In some works (see (Mettler, 2003) or (Mettler
et al., 2000)), actuators (servomotors) are considered
as first order systems with dead band. We identified
such transfer functions for various GraupnerTM and
FutabaTM servomotors. Results of various tip-in and
tip-out in reference signals were recorded to compute
the time constant of the first order model.

On board our helicopter, a hobby gyroscope from
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Figure 5: Bode diagram showing the resonance peak and the cut-off frequency of the mechanical structure equiped with the
sensors, the micro-controller, and the spring-dampers suspension. The various plots are obtained on varying locations on the
vibrating structure and show a good spatial uniformity of the vibration damping.

GraupnerTM is used to help the human pilot keeping
the yaw rate as small as possible. Pilot orders are
transferred from the R/C receiver to the tail actuator
through this gyroscope.

To validate simple models of this transfer, we put
our IMU under this gyroscope to measure the angu-
lar velocity. Simultaneously, we connected the gyro-
scope and recorded the gyroscope signals sent to the
tail actuator. Surprisingly, it was discovered that the
gyroscope feedback behaves as a 2 Hz low-pass filter
on the pilot orders, and directly transmits the opposite
of the received angular rate, without filtering it. This
can be summarized under the form

δgyro = Nr rm+
δpilot

1+ τgyros

3.5 State Estimation

The helicopter is a 6 degrees of freedom mechanical
system with high bandwidth dynamic. Reconstruct-
ing the full state of this system from low-cost sensors
only is quite a challenge. We use an Extended Kalman
Filter (EKF, see e.g. (Simon, 2005)) to estimate the
state of this system. In practice, the state of our EKF
is composed of 23 variables including configuration
states (13 variables using quaternions instead of Euler
angles), and the aerodynamic and external forces and
torques (10 variables including the harmonic expan-
sion of the flapping phenomena as exposed in (Mettler
et al., 2001)). We used equally valued tuning parame-
ters for the 3 axis. These are chosen to capture fast
dynamics (statistics data areσacceleration= 8 m.s−2,

State EstimationReceive data Send Data

Figure 6: Succession of steps of data transfer and computa-
tion.

and σtorque = 4 rad.s−2, respectively). Classically,
discrete-time updates are implemented. As already
discussed, updates are synchronized with the 75Hz
measurements from the IMU.

The succession of tasks performed by the compu-
tation board of our embedded system is described in
Figure 6. As can be seen, it is necessary, due to a re-
ception time being superior to the available time be-
tween two calculation cycles to simultaneously read
or send data and perform computations. Some ex-
perimental results are presented in Figure 7. Position
estimates around hovering are reported. In practice,
they appear to be in great accordance with recorded
videos.

4 CONCLUSIONS

Designing an embedded system which can qualify
as a control system for various small-scaled air and
ground vehicles is the subject of the research project
presented in this paper. The embedded system we
propose here has some interesting features. It is sim-
ple, low cost and, most of all, easy to upgrade. Its two
processors architecture can incorporate various new
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Figure 7: Position estimates during a hovering flight.

processors and sensors.
In our laboratory, this embedded system has been

successfully used on a fixed wing aircraft (Ras-
cal 110), a small-scaled helicopter (VarioTM Benzin
trainer), and ground vehicles (Pioneer 4 from Mobile
RobotsTM).

Further developments focus on giving more au-
tonomy, including path planning algorithm, follow-
ing (Kogan and Murray, 2006; Murray et al., 2003), to
respond to high-levels orders from a remote user. We
will surely need more computational power, which
can be obtained by simply upgrading the computa-
tional board. In parallel, we develop a new aerial ve-
hicle for urban area applications. For this last project
we consider using other sensors. In particular, for
obstacle avoidance and navigation, we will connect
LADARS, and ultrasonic sensors to our embedded
system.
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Abstract: To simulate the automobile ingress movement, joint angles are needed. The joint angles are computed from 
the experimental data issued from an optoelectronic motion capture system. As these systems are often 
corrupted by problems related either to the system or to the experimentation, the computed angles are 
biased. Lempereur et al. (2003) proposed an optimization procedure to remedy to this problem. However, 
their method gives good results only on the end effectors’ trajectories, while the other bodies’ trajectories 
are not considered by their method. That degrades the positions of these parts and causes their eventual 
collisions with the vehicle’s parts. On the other hand the corrected angles present some vibrations causing 
unrealistic simulation. In this paper we present a multi objective optimization based procedure to correct the 
joint articulation angles in automobile ingress movement. Our method minimizes the distance between all 
reconstructed trajectories with the real ones at each step of time. Our method follows a compromise between 
all trajectories of the model. Our method gives better global results. Correction of the joint angles allows a 
realistic simulation.  

1 INTRODUCTION 

Automobile accessibility is a serious problem for 
elderly and/or disabled people that can lead them to 
stop driving definitely (Cappelaere et al., 1991). To 
avoid losing these customers, who are in a 
continuous increasing in the industrialized countries 
(Brutel, 2002), car manufactures show their interest 
in this population and in its behaviour during the 
accessibility movement. The new vehicles tend to be 
adapted so that to give less discomfort for drivers. 
However, vehicles can not be modified without 
considering the driver. Traditionally car 
manufactures use physical mock ups to test new 
vehicle prototypes. However, this procedure is very 
expensive and less reliable (Verriest, 2000). To 
remedy to its disadvantages, car manufactures had 
the recourse to the using of numerical simulation 
(Porter et al., 1993), (Tessier, 2000). HANDIMAN 
project goes in this direction and aims to integrate 
the accessibility discomfort evaluation in the first 
stage of the new vehicle conception for elderly 
and/or disabled people (Ait El Menceur et al., 2007). 

This evaluation is done on the basis of the 
accessibility movement simulation. Simulation 
requires modelling of the system to simulate. In our 
case the system is the human being.  

Modelling requires knowledge of the system. 
The knowledge is acquired from the experimentation 
on the human being. In HANDIMAN project we 
used an optoelectronic motion capture system to 
capture the ingress/egress movements of elderly 
and/or disabled people (Ait El Menceur et al., 2007). 
Even though they are among the most reliable 
movement studying systems, the use of 
optoelectronic systems encounters some problems 
(Cappozzo et al., 1996). These problems are due 
either to the system itself or to the experimental 
protocol. One of the problems met in the 
reconstruction, and caused by the experimental 
protocol, is the computation of joint articulation 
angles from non rigid bodies (human body) and the 
integration of these angles in a rigid body structure 
(humanoid model). The resulted angles are biased 
and their using in the movement reconstruction 
induces false trajectories of the humanoid. These 
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trajectories can provoke the humanoid’s collision 
with the different vehicle’s parts (collision of the 
head with the roof, knee with the steering wheel, 
penetration of the humanoid inside the seat…).  

Lempereur et al. (2003) proposed an 
optimization based approach to remedy to this 
problem. This procedure minimizes at each step of 
time the distance between the measured trajectory 
(desired trajectory) of the end effector and the 
trajectory of the humanoid reconstructed from the 
computation of the joint angles. This procedure 
gives good results on the end effortor’s trajectories. 
However, as it does not consider other body parts’ 
trajectories (like knees, ankles) these lasts can have 
erroneous trajectories as they can enter in collision 
with the vehicle’s parts.  

In our study we propose an optimization method 
based on a multi objective function that considers 
the trajectories of many body parts. Our method 
aims to minimize at each step of time the distance 
between the measured trajectories and the 
trajectories of some body parts (feet, ankles, knees, 
hips, trunk, neck and head).  

Our paper is organized as follows: Section 2 
presents the method. Section 3 will detail our 
optimization procedure. The results will be shown in 
section 4. The paper is concluded in section 5.        

2 METHOD 

2.1 Experimentation 

The experiments were conducted as part of the 
French HANDIMAN (RNTS 2004) project. This 
project aims at integrating the ingress/egress 
discomfort for elderly and/or disabled persons in 
first stages of new vehicle conception for these 
populations. This project considers several trials of 
ingress and egress movement of 41 test subjects on 
four vehicles representative of a large part of 
vehicles present in the trade (Ait El Menceur et al., 
2007). In the present study only the ingress trial of 
one subject on one vehicle is considered, the other 
trials of other subjects are similar. The trial is 
performed on a minivan vehicle (see figure 1).  

An optoelectronic motion capture system 
Vicon® 612 at sampling rate of 60 Hz is used. The 
system is equipped with 8 CCD cameras. 

Fifty three anatomical markers are set on the 
different body segments of the subject to capture the 
movements during the different acquisitions (Ait El 
Menceur et al., 2007). 

The joint angles are computed for each joint. The 
ISB recommendation is adopted (Wu et al., 2002). 

 
Figure 1: The stripped vehicle used in the study. 

2.2 Humanoid Model  

To reconstruct the ingress movement, we propose a 
three dimensional model of 20 DOF considering the 
two lower limbs and the trunk with the head. 

The 20 DOF of the Humanoid model are 
partitioned as follows: 3 DOF for each hip, 3 DOF 
for the joint linking the two bodies of the trunk (T10 
vertebra according to (Lempereur et al., 2005)), 3 
DOF for the joint linking the head to the upper 
trunk, 2 DOF for each knee and ankle. The 
humanoid’s articulations are rotoid. The convention 
of Denavit and Hartenberg (Denavit and Hartenberg, 
1955) was adopted in the humanoid modeling 
process. The humanoid model is represented in 
figure 2. 

 

 

 
Figure 2: Humanoid model. 

3 OPTIMIZATION PROCEDURE 

Our method uses a multi objective optimization 
procedure. It minimizes the sum of the distances 
between all reconstructed trajectories of different 
body parts of our humanoid with the measured ones. 
The mathematical formulation of our optimization 
problem is given by the following expression. 
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The first constraint concerns the physiological 
angles limitation (Kapandji, 1974). 

The second constraint imposes to the optimized 
angles to not diverge too much from the calculated 
angles. iε are found after several trial and error tests. 
For the lower limbs chains we kept same values of 

iε proposed by Lempereur et al. (2003). For the 
trunk chain we identified the corresponding iε : 

Table 1: Values of iε for the trunk chain. 

Joints iε  
Joint linking the two parts of the trunk  

- Flexion/Extension  19° 
- Abduction/Adduction 17° 
-Lateral/Medial rotation 13° 

Joint linking the head to the upper 
trunk  

- Flexion/Extension  23° 
- Abduction/Adduction 17° 
-Lateral/Medial rotation 13° 

 
The third constraint is the constraint of 

continuity. iV  is the maximum variation allowed 
between two successive optimized angles. 
The maximum variations of the different joints 
depend on the movement and on the population. 

Like in (Lempereur et al., 2003) our optimization 
procedure is achieved by using the Matlab® 
Optimization toolbox which uses the sequential 
quadratic program. 

4 RESULTS 

We have applied the method of Lempereur et al. 
(2003) and our method on different kinematic chains 
of our model. In general the method of Lempereur et 
al. (2003) gives good results on the end effectors 
trajectories. However it degrades the positions of 
other parts. On the other hand, the angles corrected 
by the method of Lempereur et al. (2003) show 
many vibrations and these lasts influence negatively 
on the reconstruction and rendering it “unrealistic”.  
For an illustration purpose we present the 
optimization results of the method of Lempereur et 
al. (2003) and our method on a bit of the right ankle 
trajectory. Our method allows good correction of the 
right ankle trajectory. On the other hand this last is 
smoothed. 

 
Figure 3: Right ankle different trajectories. 

The three dimensional RMS  between, respectively, 
reconstructed trajectories, trajectories optimized by 
Lempereur et al. (2003) method, our method and the 
real trajectories are represented in table 2. 

 

Table 2: RMS (in mm) between, respectively, 
reconstructed trajectories, trajectories optimized by 
Lempereur et al. (2003) method, our method and the real 
trajectories.  

 Model 
Method of 
Lempereur 
et al. (2003) 

Our method 

Right 
knee 19.0 19.4 18.5 

Right 
ankle 19.3 6.4 3.7 

Right foot 20.1 0.0 3.3 
Left knee 23.5 32.6 25.4 
Left ankle 23.3 13.0 5.6 
Left foot 24.4 0.3 5.0 
C7 4.3 56.8 34.6 
Head 69.6 5.7 16.6 
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The method of Lempereur et al. (2003) gives good 
results on the end effectors’ trajectories which can 
even lead to their superposition with the measured 
trajectories. 

However we can see some degradations on other 
body parts trajectories (like knees and ankles) and 
that induces to eventual collisions of these parts with 
the vehicle’s parts, like collision of the knee with the 
steering wheel or penetration of the legs inside the 
seat. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

We have proposed another optimization method 
based on a multi objective function to correct the 
joint articulation angles in automobile ingress 
movement. Our method minimizes at each step of 
time the distances between all humanoid body parts’ 
trajectories and their real trajectories. We kept same 
constraints defined by Lempereur et al. (2003) for 
the lower limbs.  

Unlike the method of Lempereur et al. (2003), 
our method gives good global results on all 
trajectories. This is due to the fact that it follows a 
good compromise between all trajectories and at 
every step of time. 

The correction of the joint angles will allow a 
realistic simulation. 

Our method presents slight degradations of some 
body parts’ trajectories. That can be enhanced by 
integrating some weighting factors on some 
trajectories. 
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Abstract: In this paper, we introduce a hardware-software architecture for controlling the autonomous mobile robot
Kapeck. The Kapeck robot is composed of a set of sensors and actuators organized in a CAN bus. Two em-
bedded computers and eigth microcontroller-based boards are used in the system. One of the computers hosts
the vision system, due to the significant processing needs of this kind of system. The other computer is used
to coordinate and access the CAN bus and to accomplish the other activities of the robot. The microcontroller-
based boards are used with the sensors and actuators. The robot has this distributed configuration in order
to exhibit a good real-time behavior, where the response time and the temporal predictability of the system
is important. We adopted the hybrid deliberative-reactive paradigm in the proposed architecture to conciliate
the reactive behavior of the sensors-actuators net and the deliberative activities required to accomplish more
complex tasks.

1 INTRODUCTION

The control architecture of an autonomous mobile
robot aims qualify the vehicle for operating in its en-
vironment using its computational and physical re-
sources. An instance of control architecture must
guarantee the accomplishment of its own tasks in a
robust-stable way. There are many proposed architec-
tures, but there is not a definitive paradigm that imple-
mentates all the functionalities required (Medeiros,
1998).

The more representative paradigms are the hi-
erarchic, reactive and hybrid (deliberative-reactive)
paradigms. In the literature, we can find several ex-
emples of classical control architectures: NASREM,
Subsumption, AuRa, SFX, Saphira and TCA (Mur-
phy, 2000), PyramidNet (Roisenberg et al., 2004),
SHA (Kim et al., 2003), hybrid architecture proposed
by Adouane(Adouane and Le Fort-Piat, 2004), CO-
HBRA (Heinen, 2002), Ly architecture (Ly et al.,
2004) and LAAS architecture (Alami et al., 1993).

A well projected architecture is essential for im-
plementing complex robots. It must have different
kinds of hardware and software modules. Moreover,
architecture must lead the implementation and the re-
lationship of the modules.

This work firstly specify a hardware-software ar-

chitecture for the Kapeck robot. In a second moment,
this architecture will be used to implement a con-
trol organization. Finally, an experiment was made
to demonstrate the proposed architecture.

2 HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE

The Kapeck (Figure 1) is a wheeled non-holonomic
multi-task robot. The robot has a differential locomo-
tion system. It has 1 stereo head with 2 cameras and 1
sonar belt with 8 sonars. Moreover, Kapeck has 2 ma-
nipulators with 5 degrees of liberty, but in the current
stage of the project, the manipulators modules are not
included in the proposed architecture, but the modular
feature of the architecture makes easy the inclusion of
these modules in the future.

The differential locomotion system has 2 indepen-
dent wheels with 1 DC motor each one. In addition
to the motor wheels, there are 2 free wheels, without
motors. Each motor wheel has 1 attached optical en-
coder. These optical encoders, as all encoders used in
Kapeck, generate 1024 pulses per revolution.

The stereo head has 5 motors with attached optical
encoders. There are 2 CCD cameras. These cameras
have 1024X768 per pixel max resolution. They cap-
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Figure 1: Robot Kapeck.

ture 30 frames per second.
All the sensors and actuators (just not cameras)

were attached to a CAN bus (Bosch, 1991). The CAN
protocol was developed in the Bosch Laboratories for
the automobilist industry, but nowadays this protocol
is used in other areas, as robotics. The CAN is very
suitable for systems with many sensors and actuators
and time constraints. This protocol can perform with
multiple masters or in master-slave mode. It supports
velocity of 1 Mbit/s in distances up 30 meters. The
maximum distance supported by CAN is 5 kilome-
ters. When used in this mode, the maximum velocity
reached in a CAN bus is 10 Kbit/s.

Due to the short sampling periods needed to ac-
cess the sensors and actuators, the presence of real
parallelism in the execution of the robot process is
needful. Thus, the proposed hardware architecture of
Kapeck (Figure 2) was developed to allow distributed
processing, using the robot 10 processors. This archi-
tecture is modular, which means the inclusion of new
hardware modules, like the software ones, is possible
and easy.

The hardware architecture is composed of 1 desk-
top computer, 2 embedded computers and 8 micro-
controlled boards. The embedded computers and mi-
crocontrolled boards are inside robot. This hardware
configuration permits the real parallel execution of the
software modules of robot.

The monitor computer (Figure 2) stays outside
Kapeck and communicates with the robot through
a wireless net (IEEE 802.11b). This computer has
the user interaction software module. This module
watches and interacts with Kapeck.

The kapeck1 computer (Figure 2) contains the
software responsible for the deliberation of the robot.
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Figure 2: Hardware Architecture.

It is responsible for the interface with the monitor
computer, passing to user interaction software mod-
ule information about the robotic system. Moreover,
kapeck1 can execute commands passed by monitor.

The kapeck2 computer (Figure 2) contains the
vision system (visonSis). The vision system was
placed in a separated computer due to its great com-
putational requirement. This computer communicates
with the kapeck1 using a TCP/IP Ethernet peer-to-
peer net (crossover cable).

The microcontrolled boards are responsible for
the lower control of the sensors and actuators of
Kapeck. In this way, there is a performance gain of
the robotic system due to the dedicated processing of
these boards, releasing the embedded computers to
other tasks. These boards are connected to a CAN
bus configured in master-slave mode. The CAN bus
is connected to the kapeck1 computer. Only the mas-
ter of the CAN bus, contained inside kapeck1, can
permit the access of sensors and actuators to the bus.
All the boards have a PIC 18F258. This microproces-
sor was chosen due to its embedded support to CAN
protocol . It also has PWM (Pulse Width Modulation)
generator, timers and IO ports, needful to the applica-
tions. There are 2 kinds of boards, one called motor
controller board, and another called sonar controller
board.

The motor controller board is responsible to gen-
erate the PWM signal for one motor through the PID
(Proportional Integral Derivative) control algorithm,
receiving from the high level controller the position
references or the velocity references. This board also
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has the function of acquiring encoder measurement.
When the board is attached to a stereo head motor,
the board receives a limit switch signal. The measure-
ments are returned to kapeck1 computer. The embed-
ded PID control algorithm uses the measurements of
encoder and limit switch. The sampling period exper-
imentally chosen to the control cycle of the embedded
PID controller is 10 ms.

The sonar controller board is responsible for the
sonar functioning. It collects asynchronously sonar
measurement when kapeck1 requires such measure-
ments. The board returns to kapeck1 the range mea-
surement to the nearest obstacle.

3 SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE

To take advantage of the distributed hardware of
Kapeck, the software modules of robot must be able
to execute in parallel way. To make it possible, this
work proposes two mechanism that permits parallel
execution of software modules. One of them is the
blackboard. The blackboards are shared memory area
that permits the interaction between software modules
(Hayes-Roth, 1985). The other mechanism is a logic
representation of the CAN bus called procCAN.

3.1 Blackboards

The blackboards are implemented by 3 C++ class
called bBoard, bBoardAtt, bBoardRe and the soft-
ware module called bBoardServer.

The bBoard class is used to create and destroy
the blackboards. This class also manages the access
to the blackboard created in mutual exclusion, using
semaphores. It is used by the system initiator mod-
ules, responsible to initiate the other software mod-
ules and create all blackboards and semaphores used
to exchange information inside the robot. All black-
board, when it is created, receives an unique identifi-
cation key (ID).

The bBoardAtt class is used to attach to existing
blackboards. This class provides the read-write prim-
itives of blackboard.

The bBoardRe class has the same methods and it
functions like the bBoardAtt, but it is used to attach
to a remote blackboard, created in another Kapeck
computer. The utilization of local and remote black-
boards is transparent to the client program, because
both classes have the same read-write methods.

The bBoardServer is a software module imple-
mented in both embedded computers. It uses in-
stances of bBoardAtt to accomplish the read-write

operations of local blackboards in the name of the re-
mote clients.

An example of architecture that uses blackboards
is the COHBRA architecture (Heinen, 2002). CO-
HBRA has a central blackboard where the software
modules share information. This approach is differ-
ent of the one used in this work, where there are many
distributed blackboards.

3.2 procCAN

This class makes transparent to the software mod-
ules the hardware features of the robot. The exis-
tence of this class makes easy hardware alterations
of the Kapeck, since it disconnects the software mod-
ules implementation from the hardware modules. The
software modules operate on the logic CAN bus, that
encapsulates the real CAN bus.

The CAN protocol has a native mechanism that
controls the simultaneous access to the bus. It uses the
CSMA/CA protocol (Carrier Sense - Multiple Access
with Collision Avoidance) (Bosch, 1991) to do that.
However, Kapeck has a node attached to the CAN
bus (kapeck1 computer) that contains many process
competing internally for the access to the CAN bus.
In this situation, the existence of a mechanism that
guarantee the mutual exclusion access of the bus is
needed, since the absence of this kind of mechanism
can create message collisions before these messages
reach the bus.

The mutual exclusion of the bus is guaranteed by
using the CAN bus in master-slave mode and using
a bus arbiter. All the methods implemented by the
procCAN class internally require the access to the real
CAN bus to the bus arbiter. If the bus is busy and a
software module requires the permition to access the
bus, the requiring module will be blocked until the ar-
biter concedes the access permition. When the access
permition is conceded, the requiring module must ex-
ecute the desired actions and after it must signal to
the bus arbiter that the bus is free to be used to other
modules.

An example of architecture that uses the CAN
protocol is the architecture present in Coronel work
(Coronel et al., 2005). In this work is used high-level
communication protocol, on the CAN protocol, called
SCoCAN (Shared Channel on CAN) to control bus
access.

4 CONTROL ORGANIZATION

The control organization developed for Kapeck (Fig-
ure 3) was based in hybrid deliberative-reactive
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paradigm. We adopted this paradigm to concil-
iate the reactive behavior of the sensors-actuators
net and the deliberative activities required to ac-
complish more complex tasks. Thus, the con-
trol organization is composed of the follow-
ing software modules: Perception, Localizer,
Cartographer, actionPl, pathPl, refRoGen,
avoiderObs, posCon, headCon, refHeGen and vi-
sionSis.

The Perception module is responsible for
adquires all the sensor measurements. It requires
measurements of sonars and encoders, in a fixed sam-
pling period. This module writes in blackboards the
received measurements. Perception writes in 3 dif-
ferent blackboards: one to write angular displacement
of wheels, other to write angular displacement of head
parts and a third blackboard to write the sonars mea-
surements.

The Localizer module was designed to localize
the robot in the current map. It reads data from black-
boards where Perception writes. This module cal-
culates the robot position using odometry. The calcu-
lated robot position is exported to a different black-
board.

The Cartographer maps the environment using
data exported by Perception. The map can be con-
structed in real-time or, in known environment, be a
priori defined. The generated or a priori known map is
exported to a blackboard. In the experiment presented
in this work, we used a priori known topologic map
with metric information, implemented as a graph.

The actionPl reads data from blackboards where
Localizer and Cartographer export data. Know-
ing the global task of the robot, this module deter-
mines the action to execute. In the experiment pre-
sented in this work, the robot global task is to explore
a building with many environments until find a known
mark. In this way, there are 4 possible actions:

1. Go to the center of a non-explored environment;

2. Explore a non-explored environment using the
stereo head;

3. Go to the mark, if and when it is discovered;

4. Go to another non-explored environment.

The topologic map of building is a priori known.
The exploration is done using depth search in the
graph that represents the connection topology of the
building.

In the case of action 1, an action corresponds to
go to the center of environment where the robot is.
An action 2 corresponds to execute specifc movi-
ments with the stereo head. These movements are
executed when robot reaches the center of the envi-
ronment. Such actions have as objective to provide to

visionSis a better pose to capture and process the
images.

The action 3 corresponds to go to the mark posi-
tion, discovered by visionSis. This action is trig-
gered only when the robot accomplishes its global
task. When this action happens, the building explo-
ration is finalized.

In the case of action 4, an action means go to a
non-explored environment. The path from the current
environment to the nearest non-explored environment
is determined by Dijkstra algorithm (Cormen et al.,
2002). All the possible paths are pre-calculated at the
initialization of the robot, because the map is a priori
known and it has little dimensions (in the case of the
experiment of this work). Thus, the actionPl is re-
sponsible for the execution of the depth search on the
map and for the election of the correct action in each
moment of robot execution.

The actions are synchronously passed to the
pathPl module. If the actionPl triggers an action
1, the pathPl exports the center position of current
environment. If the actionPl triggers an action 2,
the pathPl exports the positions that the stereo head
parts must reach. If the actionPl triggers an action 3,
the pathPl exports the position of discovered mark.
If the actionPl triggers an action 4, the pathPl gen-
erates a geometric path from the current environment
to the final desired one, passing through the environ-
ments between them. Two blackboards are used by
the pathPl module: One to export the data needed to
move the robot from an environment to another; other
blackboard to export data needed to move the stereo
head parts.

The refHoGen module reads the blackboard where
pathPl writes. It generates the reference positions in
each sampling period and exports these references in
a different blackboard.

The posCon is a reactive module that generates
velocities percentages for wheel motors using PID al-
gorithm to move the robot to a position read from
the blackboard where refHoGen exports data. These
percentages are sent to motor controller board, pro-
viding the reference to the embedded controller of
them. This module also reads the data exported by
Localizer, needed by the PID controller.

The avoiderObs reads sonar measurement ac-
quired by Perception module. The avoiderObs
monitors read data in order to identify obstacles in
the robot path. If an obstacle is detected, a safety
position is generated and exported to the blackboard
where refHoGen exports.

The headCon functions like posCon module, but
it reads references from blackboard where refHeGen
module writes data.
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Figure 3: Control Organization.

The refHeGen function in to possibles behaviors:
Standard behavior and Exploring behavior. In the
standard behavior, this module generates and exports
to a blackboard specific positions possible to reach
by the stereo head parts. In the exploring behavior
(started when actionPl triggers an action 2 and fin-
ished when the action 2 finishes), refHeGen starts to
read and export the positions generated by pathPl.

The visionSis processes the camera images to
find the desired mark. When the mark is discov-
ered, visionSis signals to actionPl. After this,
actionPl triggers an action 3. Together with the sig-
nal, visionSis exports the robot position to a black-
board.

5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experiment developed in this work to demon-
strate the proposed architecture consists in a robot
that explores a priori known map to find a mark.
When the robot finds the mark, it goes to its
position. This experiment contains the follow-
ing software modules of proposed control organi-
zation: Perception, Localizer, Cartographer,
actionPl, pathPl, refRoGen, posCon, headCon,
refHeGen e visionSis.

In the Figure 4 we present the experimental re-
sults. In the moments T0, T3, T6 and T10 the
actionPl triggers an action 1. In the moments T1,
T4, T7 and T11 the actionPl triggers an action 2. In
the moments T2, T5, T8 and T12 the actionPl trig-
gers an action 4. In the moment T13 visionSis iden-
tifies the mark, signaling to actionPl. So, actionPl
triggers a action 3. At this moment, the robot dis-

cards the rest of path generated in moment T12 and
goes to the mark, using the coordinates provided by
visionSis. In the moment T14 the robot reaches the
mark and accomplishes the global task.

Y
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Figure 4: Experimental Results.

6 CONCLUSIONS

This work presented the main ideas of a hardware-
software architecture for an autonomous mobile
robot. In particular, we propose the using of black-
boards to implement the interection between software
modules. We also presented the CAN bus access
mode, using a logical representation of the real CAN
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bus. The proposed architecture tries to manage not
only the organization software aspects, but also the
hardware organization and the interaction between
hardware and software modules. The concepts pre-
sented were applied to Kapeck. We pretend in next
works improve the software modules of the control or-
ganization and develop hardware and software mod-
ules to control the manipulators. In the current stage
of the work, we use a simple mechanism to coordi-
nate the access to the CAN bus. An evolution of the
work could be the utilization of a high-level protocol
on CAN.
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Abstract: A design and simulation environment for control network is presented. Control network design could be 
complex task because many technologies are involved. Each network technology uses its own design and 
configuration software. Also, it is necessary realize network installation in order to validate its correct 
operation. This situation introduces high temporal and economical costs in the network life cycle. 
Simulation design methodology as a task allows detect errors prematurely. System validations are made to a 
high level of abstraction. This paper proposes a design and simulation environment of digital home control 
network. It is based on a design independent from technology and postpone the technology choice and 
incorporates a simulation task that allows simulate the network.  

1 INTRODUCTION 

In this paper a digital home control networks design 
environment is proposed. The set of technologies 
that make the applications viable are diverse: X10 
(Fuster and Azorín, 2005), KNX/EIB (Haenselmann 
et al., 2007), LonWorks (Ming et al., 2007), CAN 
(Jung et al., 2005), for example. It turns out complex 
to integrate them in a common system. However, 
sometimes system requirements need to 
communicate them in order to provide higher 
services. Discovery protocols facilitate devices 
connection and the services negotiation like: 
Universal Plug and Play (UPnP) (Rhee et al., 2004), 
Jini Network Technology, Open Service Gateway 
initiative (OSGi) (Kawamura and Maeomichi, 
2004). In spite of standardization attempt, the 
integration is complex. As example, tools used by 
technologies considered as automation networks 
standard are: European Installation Bus Tool 
Software (ETS) for Konnex (KNX), and LonMaker 
Integration Tool (LonMaker) for Lonworks. Both 
tools have the same purpose, but they have different 
design methodology. Moreover these tools do not 
allow realizing simulations. A consequence is that 
the correct functioning will not be verified until the 
system will be implemented. These facts introduce 
high temporal and economical costs. Simulation 

brings advantages in the design of control 
installation. It allows detect errors prematurely in the 
design phase (Denning et al., 1989). Therefore 
simulation is seen as a test case (Norton and Suppe, 
2001), where checks are made to a higher level of 
abstraction. There are some control network 
simulators like DOMOSIM (Bravo et al., 2006) and 
VISIR (González et al. 2001) that are orientated to 
teaching methodology of facilities design. These 
tools present negative aspects like:  are oriented to 
one technology or are not valid for professional 
environment. 

The proposal gathered in this paper is to provide 
an environment to provide control network 
architectures in the digital home. The objective is 
that these architectures can be valid for any 
technology. We are going to pay special attention to 
network simulation task. 

2 MODELING CONTROL 
SYSTEMS 

The technologies and methods used for modelling 
home automated systems are based on the use of 
very low level technologies (Muñoz et al., 2004). 
The great diversity of control technologies causes 
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that the system creation, following bottom-up 
methodologies turns out to be a complex task. 

The top-down methodologies are characterized 
essentially abstract. They require that design 
network is conceived before any consideration 
imposed by the technologies. A model based on 
Model Driven Architecture (MDA) (Mellor et al., 
2004) and Services Oriented Architectures (SOA) 
(Newcomer and Lomow, 2005) is proposed. It 
consists in three layers called: functional, structural 
and technological. Each layer is defined by the 
corresponding question:  

What features I want to offer (functional). The 
design will provide features, and will be composed 
by a set of services.  

How should behave services (structural). How 
relate them to provide the features.  

What technologies will implement the system 
(technological). The implementation technology will 
be chosen among the available technologies. 

Functional is the most abstraction layer. It 
describes installation features. It avoids thinking 
about how to do this and technology 
implementation. In this layer, the control 
installation, CI, is defined by a set of services, Si, 
(1). Services, Si, need to satisfy a set of tasks, ti (2). 
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The next level of abstraction is called structural. 
It is focuses on the structure and generic devices 
behaviour. Since the structural layer, the control 
installation, CI, is composed of a set of generic 
resources, Rs, and a wide range of connections, C, 
which are established between resources (3). 
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A resource represents the entity that provides 
some tasks, tij. Resources are represented as a series 
of tasks, tij, offered to other entities (4). 

},...,,{ 21 imiiii tttRsRs =  (4)

Connections are seen as associations between 
two resources, Rsi and Rso (5).  

),( oiii RsRsCC =  (5)

Lower abstraction layer is technological. It is an 
instance of structural layer using a specific 
technology. Resources are defined by the set of 
tasks, Ti, and by set of characteristics, CAi, (6).  
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In order to design specific system implantation is 
necessary to make the transition from the functional 
to structural and finally, to technological. To achieve 
the first transition, the services should have all their 
tasks matched with some of the tasks that provide 
the resources of the technological layer. Therefore 
should there some task, txy, belong to any resource, 
Rsx, which is equivalent to the task, tij, required for 
service Si. This must be met for all tasks, tij, 
required by the service, Si (7). 
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Structural technological transition needs to 
match generic resources Rs, with technological 
resources Ri. Therefore all tasks, txy, from all 
generic resources, Rsx, should be matched with task, 
tij, from technological resources Ri. This matching 
must be among equivalent tasks, (8). 
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3 TRASGU: DESIGN 
ENVIRONMENT 

Trasgu is a design environment based on the 
previously model defined. The installation is 
designed from a higher level of abstraction and the 
specific implementation aspects are chosen in last 
steps. It provides robustness design and reduction of 
development time, because transitions from the 
highest abstraction level to the lowest are 
progressive and simple.  
 

 
Figure 1: Environment features and their possible users. 
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Environment provides the following features: 
designing a control installation independently any 
technology; perform simulations to verify and 
validate that our design meets users specifications; 
create architecture in agreement to the chosen 
technology for implementation; making budgets 
with each technology; develop different types of 
reports. These features will be used by their 
respective actors who are involved in a control 
installation: designers, integrators, property 
developers, engineer... (See figure 1). 

The installation design is the first task. First of 
all, services (2) should be added then input and 
output resources (4) should be added and connected 
with their corresponding services.  

Network design is simulated in order to 
guarantee that design satisfies specification. This 
simulation will be explained in next points. The 
architecture creation task allows architecture 
generation that will implement the design in a real 
installation. This architecture is based on a 
middleware (Valdivieso et al., 2007) (Fuster et al., 
2005) that provides communication among different 
control technologies. The budget creation task 
generates budgets from the technological design. 
The reports development task allows generate some 
types of reports: wired connections, devices 
situation, etc. 

4 SIMULATION 

The environment is designed to perform simulations 
from different abstraction levels. Simulations are 
from functional layer (1), (2), structural layer (3), (4) 
and (5) and technological layer (6). The functional 
simulation is responsible for simulating the 
behaviour of generic control network. With this 
validation the generic device configuration and 
connections can be ensured. The structural 
simulation includes the functional, but adds new 
features, like the real resources position and 
installation regulation. The technological simulation 
determines the real behaviour that the implemented 
control network provides.  

Simulation calculations are realized by an 
external module that has been developed in Matlab / 
Simulink. The communication between the 
simulation calculations module and environment has 
been done through a Java library called jMatLink 
(Müller and Waller, 1999). It is responsible for 
sending commands to Matlab. A library called jSCA 
has been developed. It is responsible for 
encapsulating Matlab commands for facilitate the 

communication. The jSCA features are implemented 
as methods which allow: create Matlab instances; 
create, configure, and remove blocks in Simulink; 
configure parameters simulation, and obtain the 
simulation results. This library is a level above 
jMatLink. The environment calls jSCA library and 
this library calls jMatlink library.  

 

 
Figure 2: Architecture that achieves communication 
among Java application and Simulink. 

The architecture that achieves the 
communication among Java application and 
Simulink is showed at figure 2. The first layer is the 
own Trasgu that communicates with jSCA library in 
order to use jMatlink library that allows 
communication with matlab engine. It is daemon 
that is listening matlab commands thrown by 
jMatlink and uses own Simulink library for simulate. 

4.1 Implementation 

The environment has been implemented in Java and 
uses an information system implemented in XML. 
These XML files reflect information of the resources 
that can be used in the installation and the 
information about the current network. This 
information is reflected from abstraction layers 
defined at the model.  

Environment presents distinct areas. Services 
that the user can add to the network are at the top of 
the window. Generic resources are on the left side of 
the window and can be used in the design. Building 
plant is on the centre. Services and resources can be 
added to this area. Services (2) define their 
behaviour based on inputs from input resources (4) 
and provide outputs to output resources (4). These 
functions are logical, arithmetical and comparison 
operators. This specification is done in a form that 
contains inputs, output and operators that allows 
interconnect them. Figure 3 shows control network 
designed at environment. 

Simulation requires a parallel model from the 
functional layer in Simulink. This model is 
equivalent to the XML files defined in the 
information system used by the environment. Each 
resource defined in the environment is corresponded 
by another defined in Simulink library created for 
control network simulation. The Simulink model 
consists in a block set formed by input blocks, 
output blocks, input-output blocks, and connections 
in order to establish a logic circuit. For this purpose  
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Figure 3: Network designed at environment. 

there are two block types: discrete and continuous. 
The discrete blocks are for digital devices, and 
continuous are for analogic devices. 

The simulation starts creating an equivalent 
control network in Simulink. The corresponding 
network blocks must be added to create the mdl file. 
Parameters of each block are configured and 
connections among blocks are created. The last step 
is to add probability or schedules events for activate 
sensors. Finally the mdl file is created and Simulink 
executes the simulation and the environment reads 
values from all Simulink network blocks and 
represents them at environment. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

This paper presents a design and simulation 
environment of control networks in digital home. 
The objective is to facilitate the tasks of designing 
and validating control networks. A top-down 
methodology is proposed, where technology 
implementation choice is left to the end phase of 
designing process. The environment kernel is the 
control network model around different abstraction 
layers: functional, structural and technological. 

Simulation is presented as a new phase in 
methodology of design control network. It reduces 
costs and helps us to design effective and efficient 
control networks. 

The future work is aimed to deepening in aspects 
of results generalization: new models for structural 
and technological layers, simulation of technological 
layer and interactive simulation module.  
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Abstract: The development of intelligent wheelchairs is a very good solution to assist severely handicapped people 
who are unable to operate classical electrical wheelchair by themselves in their daily activities. This paper 
describes the integration of a robotic simulator with our intelligent wheelchair shared control and planning 
modules. An adapted version of the free Cyber-Mouse robotic simulator was used to simulate the movement 
of the intelligent wheelchair in a hospital environment. Adaptations of the subsumption architecture, Strips 
Planning and A* Algorithms were employed and integrated to allow wheelchair intelligent behavior. The 
experimental results have demonstrated the success of the integration of these algorithms in our simulator 
allowing very safe motion of the intelligent wheelchair in the simulated hospital environment. Also, the 
adapted Cyber-Mouse simulator proved its capability and robustness in simulating the hospital environment 
and wheelchair physic characteristics. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Wheelchairs are important locomotion devices for 
handicapped and senior people. With the increase in 
the number of senior citizens and the increment of 
people bearing physical deficiencies in the social 
activities, there is a growing demand for safety and 
comfortable Intelligent Wheelchairs (IW) to 
practical uses. The main functions of IWs are (Faria, 
2007a)(Faria, 2007b)(Jia, 2005):  

•Interaction with the user, including hand based 
control, such as, joystick, keyboard, mouse, touch 
screen; voice based control, such as audio; vision 
based control, such as camera; and other sensor 
based control, such as pressure sensors.  

•Afford Services, for instance autonomous 
navigation (with safety, flexibility and robust 
obstacle avoidance), communication with other 
devices (like automatic doors). 

This paper discusses the application of a Cyber-
Mouse simulator, developed at the Univ.Aveiro in 
Portugal (Lau, 2002) in the study, development and 
test of shared control and high-level planning 
algorithms applied in an IW operating in a hospital 
environment.  

A shared control algorithm was tested, allowing 
IW automatically avoids danger situations. Also, 

typical algorithms used in most intelligent robotics 
applications were applied in the control of the IW 
and simulated in the hospital scenery. Blended with 
the control, a motion planner was developed capable 
of generating the behavior/path commands 
according to an a-priori map of the world. This 
motion planner is capable of instructing the low-
level motion controller module to achieve the high-
level commands desired by the user (Luo, 1999). 

Cyber-Mouse is a competition among virtual 
robots, which takes place in a simulated 
environment running in a computer network. The 
simulation system creates a virtual arena with a 
starting grid, a target area, signalled by a beacon, 
and populated with obstacles. It also creates the 
virtual bodies of the robots. The simulator estimates 
sensor measures which are sent to the agents. 
Reversely, receives and apply actuating orders 
coming from agents (Lau, 2002). 

The paper is subdivided in 5 different sections: 
section 2 presents some brief definitions of the 
control algorithms applied in this research; section 3 
contains a description of the system developed; 
section 4 provides experimental tests and result 
discussion and section 5 presents the final 
conclusions and points out some future research 
topics. 
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2 INTELLIGENT WHEELCHAIR 
CONTROL ALGORITHMS 

To test the simulator, the algorithms used to 
implement the control system and algorithms used 
for the high-level planning system were:  

- Adapted Subsumption Architecture. (Brooks, 
1991) (Russell, 2002)(Ferber, 1991) for basic 
moving; 
- Knowledge Representation using Grids. 
Spatial knowledge for robotic movement, 
navigation and planning (Borenstein, 
1991)(Thrun, 1996).  
- A* Search Algorithm for Trajectory 
Generation. used to find a path from a given 
initial node to a given goal node (Shapiro, 2000) 
(Hart, 1968) (Barr, 1986). 
- Adapted Strips Planning Algorithm. Planning 
is the task of searching for an action sequence to 
achieve a given goal (Russell, 2002)(Weld, 
1999)(Fikes, 1971) (Bonet, 2001). 

3 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION  

The hospital environment was created modifying the 
Cyber-Mouse labyrinth definition XML file that 
contains positions of a set of walls of arbitrary shape 
and beacons that emit signals. Figure 1 shows our 
hospital modified floor plan.  

 
Figure 1: Hospital environment represented using the 
Cyber-Mouse simulator. 

The hospital representation is composed of five 
rooms: bathroom, kitchen, hall and garden and a set 
of walls of different shapes. IWs are represented by 
modified robotic agents. UDP Sockets are used for 
communication between the robotics agents and the 
simulator. The communication is based in 
dispatching XML messages of five types: request 
register; refuse reply; acceptation reply; sensor data, 
action order.  

Figure 2 presents the developed agent control 
software interface. A communication configuration 
panel can be seen in left side of the interface, the 
sensor values are depicted in the middle of the 
interface. In the right side, there are three function 

modules. The first module has the following 
functions: semi-automatic control, revolve in a point 
direction, move to a point, move through planning 
path. 

 
Figure 2: Intelligent Wheelchair software interface.  

The semi-automatic control, also denoted shared 
control, was constructed with fusion between user 
command and subsumption architecture. This way it 
achieves safe movement allowing automatic obstacle 
avoidance. Figure 3 presents the implemented 
architecture. 

 

Figure 3: Subsumption architecture used in shared control. 

Figure 4 shows the path generation interface 
module. The path generation was implemented using 
the A* algorithm. The state world information is 
loaded into the system using a XML file. A grid of 
56x28 cells representing the world- state, for this 
development, was considered as the world state 
environment. Also, object extension techniques were 
used, in such manner that a robot may be 
represented as a point in the system without the risk 
of collision with the walls.  

The path generation module searches for a path, 
starting in the actual point and finishing in the user 
selected point. The path generated can be seen in the 
interface provided.  

The last module (see Figure 5) is an automatic 
planning module developed based in Strips Planning 
Algorithm with inverse chaining. Initially, we 
developed five general high-level objectives: “go-
bathroom”, “go-garden”, “go-room”, “go-
kitchen”, “go-consulting_room”. These general 
objectives generate different final objectives, 
depending on the patient, wheelchair and location 
set for the actions. For example, the action patient 1 
with wheelchair 2 go-room for Room 1 results in the 
objective: patient 1 in Room 1, patient 1 without 
wheelchair, wheelchair 2 free and situated in hall. 
In this way, it is allowed to set many different final 
objectives and since the plan depends on the initial 
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state, it will have different sequences and number of 
actions for arriving the final objective.  

 
Figure 4: Path generation module interface. 

After plan generation, we can execute it in the 
simulated environment. Now, the system uses the 
path generation module for the generation the paths 
for movement actions and automatic move control 
module to execute the movement through the path 
generated with collision avoidance. This module 
executes step by step the actions of the plan using 
the other modules whenever it is necessary. 

 
Figure 5: Planning module interface. 

4 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

This section presents a simple operation example of 
our robotic agent and results gathered in this 
experiment. After initiating the simulator, the 
configuration, map and grid file are loaded in the 
simulator, through a XML file. 

As focus is primarily testing the simulation 
system and the implementation of an ordinary multi 
level control, sensor and motor noise were disable. 
Another simplification is the robot data position, 
which is provided by the simulator GPS system that 
represents a robust odometry system. 

The simulator configuration is presented in 
Table 1. The simulator allows inserting noise in the 
robots sensors and actuators. However in this stage 
of development, the sensor and actuators noise was 
not used. 

The first test was the use of the A* algorithm for 
searching the path from point (x=9,5 and y=13,2) to 
point (x=14 and y=7). The plan devised is presented 
in Table 3. The plan is presented in inverse order, 
i.e., the first point is in the table bottom and last 
point is in the table top.  

Table 1: XML file to configure simulator. 

<Parameters SimTime="18000" CycleTime="80" CompassNoise="0" 

BeaconNoise="0"  ObstacleNoise="0" MotorsNoise="0" 

RunningTimeout="1350" GPS="On" ShowActions="False" Nbeacons="5" 

Lab="C:/CiberToolsWindows-1.2.0/Labs/My2Lab.xml"  

Grid="C:/CiberToolsWindows1.2.0/Labs/MyGrid.xml" /> 

The resulting movements are shown in Figure 6. 
The black letters represent before of move, the blue 
line represent plan path and the red line represent the 
path travelled. The number ‘0’ represents free space, 
‘1’ represents the expanded wall. In this test, the 
move was free collision and with minimum 
trajectory error.  

 
Figure 6: Movement result. 

Next step was to generate a comprehensive plan 
using the implemented path generator. The goal in 
this case was to pick up patient 1 in bedroom 1; 
carry him to bedroom 5, to make company to patient 
5; and finally go back to the lobby. In this example 
we had as objective: “Go to the bedroom”, as Place: 
5 and Patient: 1. This parameters result as final 
objective: On(P1,R5) ^ WithoutC(P1) ^ On(C2,H). The 
world state before the action, the resulting plan and 
the following state are represented in Figure 7. 

 
Figure 7: World state s, plan and world state s'. 

The grid containing the final state and the 
travelled path, based on the plan mentioned before, 
can be observed in Figure 8.  This grid contains the 
four basic movements that the IW needed to perform 
to achieve the final objective: from the initial point 
until the lobby, from lobby to bedroom 1 (to pick up 
patient 1), then to the bedroom 5 and after leave 
patient 1 going back (empty) to the lobby. The time 
to conclude movement in automatic control was 982 
second and for manual control was 870 seconds. 

 
Figure 8: Final movement result. 
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5 CONCLUSIONS 

This paper presented the implementation of a robotic 
Intelligent Wheelchair, simulating its behavior in an 
adapted Cyber-Mouse simulator. This agent resulted 
of a modular system composed of three modules. 
The first one is a shared control that merges user 
commands with the information received by the IW 
sensors. This advantage prevents the collision with 
objects in its way becoming movement system more 
reliable and safe. The algorithms developed use a 
subsumption architecture: once there are objects 
close to the wheelchair, the user commands are 
disabled and deflect commands are sent to the 
motors, ensuring a safe motion. 

A module was develop using the A* algorithm as 
path generator to calculate the shortest path from the 
robot’s actual position to the objective point. The 
third module was implemented to plan some usual 
tasks in a hospital environment, using Strips 
planning to solve these interactions. In most of the 
cases Strips proved to be efficient, delivering 
complete plans, with exceptions presented under 
Sussman anomaly effects, where one operation 
cancels other in the plan. 

It was also demonstrated that Cyber-Mouse is a 
friendly tool to test control algorithms, IW 
navigation and its interaction with hospital 
environment.  

Future research directions include the 
improvement to non-linear planning and upgrade 
from A* to D* algorithm, once it’s preferable in 
such a dynamic environment. To be fully intelligent, 
it’s not enough the wheelchair to plan its own path 
or share its control. It is also necessary to 
communicate with other intelligent wheelchairs and 
devices like doors activation systems, elevators and 
lights. Due to this, it is intended to perform an in 
depth study in proper methodologies to implement 
these capacities in the wheelchair, and this way, 
implement some functions as cooperative behavior 
among a group of IW and collaboration among the 
user and the system. In Cyber-Mouse it is necessary 
to increase its present simulation capacities, from its 
actual three IW, enabling hybrid systems test, where 
real and virtual IW interact with each other. These 
interactions make possible high complexity tests 
with a substantial number of devices and 
wheelchairs, representing a reduction in the project 
costs, once there wouldn’t be necessary a large 
number of real IW. Still, in Cyber-Mouse, it is 
necessary to implement noise treatment in the 
motors and sensors to have actions in the simulated 
wheelchair closer to those of real wheelchairs. 
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Abstract: This paper deals with the dynamic control of a parallel robotwith C5 joints. Computed torque control and
robust control have been studied and implemented. For this purpose, we have used the inverse dynamic model
whose parameters have been experimentally identified. The closed loop stability has been studied using the
Lyapunov principle. The addition of a robustness term basedon sliding mode technique ensures good tracking
performances. The experimental results show the effectiveness of the robust control.

1 INTRODUCTION

Parallel manipulator is a closed-loop mechanism in
which the end-effector (mobile platform) is connected
to the base by at least two independent kinematic
chains. Compared to the serial ones, the parallel ar-
chitectures have potential advantages in terms of stiff-
ness, accuracy, high speed and payload. They are
widely applied to the following fields, like the Pick
and Place operation in food, medicine, electronic in-
dustry, etc.

Due to their complex architecture, precise and ro-
bust control of parallel machines is a hard and open
problem which has been widely addressed in the lit-
terature. When the task requires fast motion of robot
and high precision, it is very important to design a
controller with good performances in order to match
the mechanism. In literature, various control methods
are proposed such as proportional, integration, deriva-
tive (PID) control, computed torque control (Middle-
ton and Goodwin, 88) adaptive control (Slotine and
Li, 88), neural networks control (Miller et al, 87),
fuzzy control, fuzzy adaptive control.

Computed torque control has been proposed in the
litterature. The latter requires the exact knowledge of
inverse dynamic model. In theory, it ensures the de-
coupling and the linearization of equations of robot
motion, resulting in a uniform response for any robot
configuration . This technique is more efficient in
term of precision for high moving than PD and PID
linear control. However it is sensitive to the parame-
ter variations and external disturbances of the system

(Zhiong et al, 07). In practice, the dynamic model of
robot can not be exactly known. Therefore in order to
circumvent the problem of dynamic model uncertain-
ties, an adaptive technique is needed.

In literature, several works have been published
in the field of intelligent control methods such as
Fuzzy control, neural network control (Miller et al,
87). Thus, a fuzzy neural network hybrid control
(FNN) is proposed. In this control technique the hy-
brid control system, combines the computed torque
controller, the FNN uncertainty observer and a com-
pensated controller to control the position of a slider
of the motor–toggle servomechanism. Recently, a
new approach, combining the computed torque con-
trol with fuzzy control has been proposed in litera-
ture. The latter is used to approximate lumped un-
certainty due to parameters variations. Among other
recent work, an on-line updated PID algorithm is pro-
posed (Chen and Huang, 2004).

In this paper, we have addressed the robust control
of a parallel robot with C5 joints. This type of con-
trol allows us to improve the trajectory tracking for
fast motions. This approach is based on sliding mode
technique. It consist to add a compensation term in
the control law in order to compensate the identifica-
tion and modeling errors.

This paper is organized in five sections. The first
one describes the mechanical architecture of the C5
parallel robot. The second section presents the dy-
namic model and its properties. Section 3 is devoted
to the control law synthesis. Section 4 is dedicated to
the presentation and analysis of the experimental re-
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sults. Finally, a conclusion and some perspectives are
given in the last section.

2 DESCRIPTION OF THE C5
PARALLEL ROBOT

The C5 parallel robot consists of a static part and a
mobile part connected together by six actuated links.
Each segment is embedded to the static part at point
A i and linked to the mobile part through a spherical
joint attached to two crossed sliding plates at point Bi
(Fig. 1)

Theoretical study concerning this architecture has
been presented in the literature. The C5 links paral-
lel robot is equipped with six linear actuators; each of
them is driven by a DC motor. Each motor drives a
ball and screw arrangement. The position measure-
ments are obtained from six incremental encoders,
which are tied to the DC motors.

Figure 1: Parallel robot.

3 DYNAMIC MODEL AND
PROPERTIES

The dynamic model of the considered parallel robot
is given by the following equation :

Γ = M(q)q̈+H(q, q̇) (1)

with

• q the(6×1) vector of joint positions

• q̇ the(6×1) vector of joint velocities

• q̈ the(6×1) vector of joint accelerations

• M(q) the(6×6) inertia matrix

• H (q, q̇) the(6× 1) vector of gravitational forces,
frictions, Coriolis centripetal forces and other dy-
namics.

• Γ the vector of the torques.

The robot dynamics (1) have physical properties
that can be used in the control law synthesis :

Property 1. The matrix M is Symmetric Positive
Definite (SPD).

Property 2. The matrixC can be chosen so thaṫM−
2C is skew symmetric.

MatricesM and H are identified by using least
squares method. We note bŷM andĤ the estimation
of M andH respectively. The detail of this identifica-
tion method is given in (Janot et al, 07).

4 CONTROL LAW SYNTHESIS

Assuming that the dynamic model is exactly identi-
fied (case of negligible identification errors), we can
use the following control law :

Γ = M̂(q)q̈r + Ĥ(q, q̇) (2)

with

q̈r = q̈d +kvė+kpe (3)

e= (qd
−q) (4)

ė= (q̇d
− q̇) (5)

where

• e is the trajectory tracking error vector

• qd, q̇d, q̈d are respectively, desired joint positions,
velocities and accelerations

• kp andkv are respectively, diagonal positive def-
inite matrices that represent the proportional and
derivatives gains.
The combination of equations (2 and (3) gives the
following equation:

ë+kvė+kpe= 0 (6)

The solution of equation (6) is globaly exponen-
tially stable. In our case, the functions of the dy-
namic model (matrices M and H) are estimated by
least squares method. The parameters of these func-
tions are fixed. The robot carries out different tasks
and generally the identification error is never close to
zero. It is then imperative to take into account these
identification errors. For this purpose, we introduce
in the control law a term of robustnessδu based on
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the sliding mode technique. The control law is then
given by:

Γ = M̂(q)q̈r + Ĥ(q, q̇)+ δu (7)

In closed loop, the equation of the dynamic error
is given by :

ë+kvė+kpe= M̂−1 [(M− M̂)q̈+(H− Ĥ)− δu
]

(8)
We consider the state form of the equation (9) :

ė= A e+BM̂−1[(M− M̂)q̈+(H− Ĥ)− δu
]

(9)

with

• e=

[
e
ė

]

• A =

[
0 I
−kp −kv

]

• B =

[
0
I

]

• 0 andI are the(n×n) zero and identity matrix re-
spectively.

Consider a new signal errors:

s= Ce (10)

with

C =
[

Λ I
]

(11)

Λ is a positive diagonal matrix, such that the
transfer matrix[C(pI−A)−1B] is strictly positive real
(SPR). For the purpose of the stability analysis we
use the formulation given in (Meddah, 98).

We chooseδu inspired from sliding-mode theory
as follows :

δu = βsign(s) (12)

whereβ is the sliding gain.
For stability study, we use the following Lyapunov

functionV :

V(t) =
1
2

eTPe (13)

whereP is a symmetric positive definite matrix
solution of the Lyapunov equation:

ATP+AP=−Q

PB= CT

Q a symmetric positive definite matrix.
The time derivative of the Lyapunov function (13)

is expressed by the following equation:

V̇(t) = −

1
2

eTQe (14)

+sTM̂−1 [(M− M̂)q̈+(H− Ĥ)−βsign(s)
]

ConsequentlẏV ≤ 0 when the following inequal-
ity is satisfied :

β≥
λmax

M̂

λmin
M̂

∥
∥(M− M̂)q̈+(H− Ĥ)

∥
∥ (15)

whereλmax
M̂

andλmin
M̂

are respectively the greatest

eigen value and the smallest eigen value ofM̂−1.
If we choose the gainβ, according to( 15) we ob-

tain :

V̇(t)≤−
1
2

eTQe

for anyt ≥ 0, thus s is bounded.

To prove thats→ 0 whent → ∞, we can apply a
Barbalat lemma to the following non negative func-
tion :

V1(t) = V(t)−

t∫

0

(

V̇(t)+
1
2

eTQe
)

dτ (16)

V̇1(t) =−
1
2

eTQe (17)

V̇1(t) is uniformly continuous.
According to Barbalat lemma we can conclude

that V̇1(t)→ 0 and consequentlye→ 0 ands→ 0.
Therefore the system represented by equation (9) is
asymptotically stable.

Even if the value of the gainβ is determined from
condition (15), it is difficult to find this value as ma-
tricesM andH are unknown. Thus it is not possible
to obtain the exact value of((M− M̂)q̈+ (H − Ĥ)).
In practice,β is chosen heuristically. Note that the
term sign used in (14) produces the chattering phe-
nomenon in the control input. In order to avoid this
drawback, Slotine and Li (Slotine and Li, 91) propose
to replace the functionsignby the functionsat. (satu-
ration)

5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section we present the experimental results of
the application of the control laws described in sec-
tion 4. These control approach is compared to a PID
control. A chirp function is used as a desired trajec-
tory, the frequency varies between 0.1hz and 0.3hz.
The trajectory tracking error concerning the first axis
(filtered by the 4th order Butterworth) is shown in Fig.
2. Concerning other axis, we obtained the same per-
formance as the first one.
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Figure 2: Tracking error of computed torque control, robust
control and PID control.

5.1 Discussion

Figure 2 show that computed torque approach clearly
improve the tracking performances compared to the
PID control, but it remains insufficient because the
precise values ofM andH are difficult to obtain due to
measuring errors, environment and parameters vari-
ations. Therefore, we can conclude that computed
torque method exhibits good performances only when
robot dynamics model is precisely identified.

However, we obtained good tracking perfor-
mances when the robust control (control law with
compensation termδu) is used. Besides, we also note
that the errors increase for fast motions due to PID
control. For robust control, these errors remain small
with respect to PID control and Computed torque con-
trol errors.

6 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we implemented a sliding mode ap-
proach for the robust control of the C5 parallel robot.
The stability of the system in closed loop with the
control law including a compensation term is guar-
anteed. Thereafter a comparative study of above ap-
proaches show that the control using a robust term en-
sures a good trajectory tracking compared to the oth-
ers presented approaches. The experimental results
show clearly that the robustness term, based on the
sliding mode method, reduces the effect of the identi-
fication errors. In our short term project, we propose a
new control law such that the identification and mod-
eling errors will be compensated in an adaptive way.
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Abstract: This work proposes a localization system for mobile robots using the Extended Kalman Filter. The robot
navigates in an known environment where the lines of the floorare used as natural landmarks and identifiqued
by using the Hough transform.The prediction phase of the Kalman Filter is implemented using the odometry
model of the robot. The update phase directly uses the parameters of the lines detected by the Hough algorithm
to correct the robot’s pose.

1 INTRODUCTION

Borenstein et al. have classified the localization
methods in two great categories: relative localization
methods, which give the robot’s pose relative to the
initial one, and absolute localization methods, which
indicate the global pose of the robot and do not need
previously calculated poses (Borenstein et al., 1997).

As what concerns wheel robots, it is common the
use of encoders linked to wheel rotation axes, a tech-
nique which is known as odometry (Borenstein et al.,
1997). However, the basic idea of odometry is the in-
tegration of the mobile information in a determined
period of time, what leads to the accumulation of er-
rors (Park et al., 1998).

The techniques of absolute localization use land-
marks to locate the robot. These landmarks can be
artificial ones, when introduced in the environment
aiming at assisting at the localization of the robot, or
natural ones, when they can be found in the proper en-
vironment. It is important to underline that even the
techniques of absolute localization are inaccurate due
to noises produced by the manipulated sensors.

Literature shows works using distance measures
to natural landmarks (walls, for example) to locate the
robot. The obtaining of these measures is generally
made with the help of sonar, laser and computational
vision (Lizzaralde et al., 2003; Kim and Kim, 2004;
Pres et al., 1999).

Bezerra used in his work the lines of the
floor composing the environment as natural land-
marks (Bezerra, 2004). Kiriy and Buehler, have used
extended Kalman Filter to follow a number of artifi-
cial landmarks placed in a non-structured way (Kiriy
and Buehler, 2002). Launay et al. employed ceiling
lamps of a corridor to locate the robot (Launay et al.,
2002).

This paper proposes a system enabling to locate
a mobile robot in an environment in which the lines
of the floor form a bi-dimensional grid. To turn it
possible, the lines are identified as natural landmarks
and its characteristics, as well as the odometry model
of the robot, are incorporated in a Kalman Filter in
order to get its pose.

2 THE KALMAN FILTER

The modeling of the Discrete Kalman Filter - DKF
presupposes that the system is linear and described
by the model of the equations of the system (1):

{
st = Atst−1 + Btut−1 + γt

zt = Ctst + δt
(1)

in whichs∈Rn is the vector of the states;u∈Rl is the
vector of the control entrances;z∈Rm is the vector of
measurements; the matrixn×n, A, is the transition
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matrix of the states;B, n× l , is the coefficient matrix
on entry; matrixC, m×n, is the observation matrix;
γ ∈ Rn represents the vector of the noises to the pro-
cess andδ ∈ Rm the vector of measurement errors.
Indexes t andt−1 represent the present and the pre-
vious instants of time.

The Filter operates in prediction-actualization
mode, taking into account the statistical proprieties
of noise. An internal model of the system is used to
updating, while a retro-alimentation scheme accom-
plishes the measurements. The phases of prediction
and actualization to DKF can be described by the sys-
tems (2) and (3) respectively.

{

µ̄t = Atµt−1 + Btut−1

Σ̄t = AtΣt−1AT
t + Rt

(2)







Kt = Σ̄tCT
t (Ct Σ̄tCT

t + Qt)
−1

µt = µ̄t + Kt(zt −Ct µ̄t)

Σt = (I−KtCt)Σ̄t

(3)

The Kalman Filter represents the vector of the
statesst by its meanµt and co-varianceΣt . Matrixes
R, n× n, and Q, l × l , are the matrixes of the co-
variance of the noises of the process (γ) and measure-
ment (δ) respectively, and matrixK, n×m, represents
the prot of the system.

A derivation of the Kalman Filter applied to non-
linear systems is the Extended Kalman Filter - EKF.
The idea of the EKF is to linearize the functions
around the current estimation using the partial deriva-
tives of the process and of the measuring functions
to calculate the estimations, even in the face of non-
linear relations. The model of the system to EKF is
given by the system (4):

{
st = g(ut−1,st−1)+ γt

zt = h(st)+ δt
(4)

in which g(ut−1,st−1) is a non-linear function repre-
senting the model of the system, andh(st) is a non-
linear function representing the model of the measure-
ments.

Their prediction and actualization phases can be
obtained by the systems of equations (5) and (6) re-
spectively.

{

µ̄t = g(ut−1,µt−1)

Σ̄t = GtΣt−1GT
t + Rt

(5)







Kt = Σ̄tHT
t (Ht Σ̄tHT

t + Qt)
−1

µt = µ̄t + Kt(zt −h(µ̄t))

Σt = (I−KtHt)Σ̄t

(6)

The matrixG, n×n, is the jacobian term linearizes
the model andH, l ×n is the jacobian term linearizes

the measuring vector. Such matrixes are defined by
the equations (7) e (8).

Gt =
∂g(ut−1,st−1)

∂st−1
(7)

Ht =
∂h(st)

∂st
(8)

Next we will describe the modeling of the prob-
lem, as well as the definition of the matrixes which
will be employed in the Kalman Filter.

3 MODELING

3.1 Prediction Phase: Odometer Model
of the Robots Movement

A classic method used to calculate the pose of a robot
is the odometry. This method uses sensors, optical
encoders, for example, which measure the rotation of
the robot’s wheels. Using the cinematic model of the
robot, its pose is calculated by means of the integra-
tion of its movements from a referential axis.

As encoders are sensors, normally their reading
would be implemented in the actualization phase of
the Kalman Filter, not in the prediction phase. Thrun
et al. propose that odometer information does not
function as sensorial measurements; rather they sug-
gest incorporating them to the robot’s model (Thrun
et al., 2005).

In order that this proposal is implemented, one
must use a robot’s cinematic model considering the
angular displacements of the wheels as signal that
the system is entering in the prediction phase of the
Kalman Filter.

Consider a robot with diferential drive in which
the control signals applied and its actuators are not
tension, instead angular displacement, according to
Figure 1.

Dq
d

Dq
d

DL

Dq

b

Dq
e

re

rd

Figure 1: Variables of the geometric model.
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With this idea, and supposing that speeds are con-
stant in the sampling period, one can determine the
geometric model of the robot’s movement(system 9).







xt =xt−1+

∆L
∆θ

[sin(θt−1 + ∆θ)−sin(θt−1)]

yt =yt−1−

∆L
∆θ

[cos(θt−1 + ∆θ)−cos(θt−1)]

θt =θt−1 + ∆θ

(9)

The turn easier the readability of the system (9)
representing the odometry model of the robot, two
auxiliary variables have been employed∆L and∆θ

{
∆L = (∆θdrd + ∆θere)/2

∆θ = (∆θdrd−∆θere)/b
(10)

in which ∆θd is the reading of the right encoder and
functions relatively the robot by means of the angular
displacement of the right wheel;∆θe is the reading of
the left encoder and functions as a displacement ap-
plied to the left wheel;b represents the distance from
wheel to wheel of the robot;rd andre are the spokes
of the right and the left wheels respectively.

It is important to emphasize that in real applica-
tions the angular displacement effectively realized by
the right wheel differs of that measured by the en-
coder. Besides that, the supposition that the speeds
are constant in the sampling period, which has been
used to obtain the model 9, is not always true. Hence,
there are differences between the ” angular displace-
ments of the wheels (∆θ̂d e ∆θ̂e) and those ones mea-
sured by the encoders (∆θd e ∆θe). This difference
will be modeled by a Gaussian noise, according to
system (11).

{

∆θ̂d = ∆θd + εd

∆θ̂e = ∆θe+ εe
(11)

It is known that odometry possesses accumulative
error. Therefore, the noisesεd andεe do not possess
constant variance. It is presumed that these noises
present a proportional standard deviation to the mod-
ule of the measured displacement.

With these new considerations, system (9) is now
represented by system (12):







xt =xt−1+

∆L̂

∆θ̂
[sin(θt−1 + ∆θ̂)−sin(θt−1)]

yt =yt−1−

∆L̂

∆θ̂
[cos(θt−1 + ∆θ̂)−cos(θt−1)]

θt =θt−1 + ∆θ̂

(12)

in which

{

∆L̂ = (∆θ̂drd + ∆θ̂ere)/2

∆θ̂ = (∆θ̂drd−∆θ̂ere)/b
(13)

One should observe that this model can not be
used when∆θ̂ = 0. When it occurs, one uses an
odometry module simpler than a robot (system 14),
obtained from the limit of system 12 when∆θ̂→ 0.







xt = xt−1 + ∆L̂cos(θt−1)

yt = yt−1 + ∆L̂sin(θt−1)

θt = θt−1

(14)

Thrun’s idea implies a difference as what concerns
system (4), because the noise is not audible; rather,
it is incorporated to the function which describes the
model, as system (15) shows:

{
st = p(ut−1,st−1,εt)

zt = h(st)+ δt
(15)

in whichεt = [εd εe]
T is the noise vector connected to

odometry.

It is necessary, however, to bring about a change
in the prediction phase of the system (6) resulting in
the system (16) equations:

{

µ̄t = µt−1 + p(ut−1,µt−1,0)

Σ̄t = GtΣt−1GT
t + VtMtVT

t

(16)

in which M, l × l , is the co-variance matrix of the
noise sensors(ε) andV, n×m, is the jacobian map-
ping the sensor noise to the space of state. Matrix V
is defined by the equation (17).

Vt =
∂p(ut−1,st−1,0)

∂ut−1
(17)

Making use of the odometry model of the robot
described in this section and the definitions of the
matrixes used by the Kalman Filter, we have:
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G =





1 0 g13
0 1 g23
0 0 1



 , onde (18)

(19)

g13 =
∆L̂

∆θ̂
[cos(θt−1 + ∆θ̂)−cos(θt−1)]

g23 =
∆L̂

∆θ̂
[sin(θt−1 + ∆θ̂)−sin(θt−1)]

V =





v11 v12
v21 v22

rd/b −re/b



 , onde (20)

(21)

v11 = k1cos(k2)−k3[sin(k2)−sin(θt−1)]

v12 =−k1cos(k2)+k3[sin(k2)−sin(θt−1)]

v21 = k1sin(k2)−k3[−cos(k2)+cos(θt−1)]

v22 =−k1sin(k2)+k3[−cos(k2)+cos(θt−1)]

M =

(
(α1|∆θ̂d|)

2 0
0 (α2|∆θ̂e|)

2

)

(22)

Elementsm11 and m22 in the equation (22) rep-
resent the fact that the standard deviations ofεd and
εe are proportional to the module of the angular dis-
placement. The variablesk1, k2 andk3 are given by
system (23), consideringrd = re = r.







k1 =
r(∆θ̂d + ∆θ̂e)

b(∆θ̂d−∆θ̂e)

k2 = θt−1 +
r(∆θ̂d−∆θ̂e)

b

k3 =
b∆θ̂e

2(r(∆θ̂d−∆θ̂e)/b)2

(23)

3.2 Update Phase: Sensor Model for
Detecting Natural Landmarks

In this work we will use as natural landmarks a set
of straight lines formed by the grooves of the floor
in the environment where the robot will navigate be-
cause, besides being already available in the referred
environment, they are also very common in the real
world.

Due to the choice of the straight lines as land-
marks, the technique adopted to identify them was the
Hough transform. This kind of transform is a method
employed to identify inside a digital image a class of

geometric forms which can be represented by a para-
metric curve (Gonzales, 2000). As what concerns
the straight lines, a mapping is provided between the
Cartesian space(X,Y) and the space of the parame-
ters(ρ,α) where the straight line is defined.

Hough defines a straight line using its common
representation, as equation (24) shows, in which pa-
rameterρ represents the length of the vector andα the
angle this vector forms with axis X. Figure 2 shows
the geometric representation of these parameters.

ρ = xcos(α)+ysin(α) (24)

a

r

X

Y

Figure 2: Parameters of the Hough.

The system discussed in this paper is based in a
robot with differential drive, possessing a rm and sta-
ble camera embedded in its structure, as in Figure 3.
The idea is to use information obtained directly on
the image processing(ρ,α) in the actualization phase
of an Extended Kalman Filter to calculate the robot’s
pose. Thereof, one must deduct the sensor model (that
is, the image processor) in function of the variables of
state.

Figure 3: Robotic system.
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Figure 4: System of Coordinates.

Robot navigates an environment in which the po-
sition of the straight lines of the world (αF , ρF ) is
known and, at each step, it identifies the descriptors of
the straight lines contained in the image (αM, ρM) us-
ing image processing and the parameters of the cam-
era gauging.

Figure 4 illustrates the systems of steady{F} and
mobile{M} coordination used to mathematic deduc-
tion of the sensor model. The point(xF

M,yF
M) is the

coordinate of origin of the mobile system mapped in
the system of steady and mobile coordinates, while
variableθF

M represents the rotation angle of the sys-
tem of mobile coordinates.

Our point of departure is a simple change map-
ping a point in the system de mobile{M} coordinates
for the system of steady{F} coordinates, as in sys-
tem (25).

{

xF = cos(θM
F )xM

−sin(θM
F )yM +xF

M

yF = sin(θM
F )xM +cos(θM

F )yM +yF
M

(25)

Using an equation (24) and considering the system
of steady{F} coordinates, we have:

ρF = xF cos(αF )+yF sin(αF ) (26)

Also using the definition of system (24), but now
considering the system of mobile{M} coordinates,
we have:

ρM = xM cos(αM)+yM sin(αM) (27)

Replacing (25) in (26) and doing the necessary
equivalences with system (27), we can obtain sys-
tem (28), which represents the sensor module to be
used in the filter.

{

αM = αF
−θF

M

ρM = ρF
−xF

M cos(αF )−yF
M sin(αF )

(28)

In this system,αF andρF are given, because they
represent the description of the map landmark, which
is supposedly known. The equations express the re-
lations among the returned information (αF ,ρF ) and
the height that one wants to estimate (xM

F ,yM
F ,θM

F ).
One should note that there is a straight relation

among these variables (xM
F ,yM

F ,θM
F ) and the robot’s

pose (xR,yR,θR), which is given by system 29.







xR = xM
F

yR = yM
F

θR = θM
F +

π
2

(29)

The model of system 28 is incorporated to the
Kalman Filter through matrix H (equation 8), given
by equation 30.

H =

(
−cos(θF

M) −sin(θF
M) 0

0 0 −1

)

(30)

4 RESULTS

The situations presented here have been obtained by
simulation. We tried to use the noise measure of the
sensors consistent to reality. For that, it has been em-
bedded to encoders a noise which standard deviation
is proportional to the amount of read pulses. In the
identification of the parameters of the straight linesρ
and α, the standard deviation of noise also obeys a
proportion which is ruled by the size that the straight
line occupies in the image.

In the Figures, the hatched rectangle represents
the robot’s real pose, while the continuous rectangle,
the calculated pose.

Figure 5 presents the result of the localization sys-
tem us- ing only odometry.

Another localization system largely used has also
been implemented: the localization system using ge-
ometric correction. In this system, at each step the
straight lines are identified and used to calculate the
robot’s pose using trigonometry. When there are
no straight lines, the correction is made by odome-
try(Figure 6).

Finally, in Figure 7 is shown the result of the pose
calculation using the fusion of the data of odometry
and of the landmark detection by EKF.

A particular situation has been implemented to
test the robustness of the localization systems. For
that, it has been introduced to the system a perturba-
tion whenever the robot gets near position (6.5,4.5).
The results coming from the use of geometry and
Kalman are exhibited in Figures 8 and 9.
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Figure 5: Localization by odometry.
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Figure 6: Localization by odometry and geometric correc-
tion.
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Figure 7: Localization using Extended Kalman Filter.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND
PERSPECTIVES

This paper has proposed a localization system for mo-
bile robots using the Extended Kalman Filter. The
main contribution is the modeling of the optic sensor
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Figure 8: Effect of perturbation: Localization by odometry
and geometric correction.
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Figure 9: Effect of perturbation:Localization using Ex-
tended Kalman Filter.

made such a way that it permits using the parameters
obtained in the image processing directly to equations
of the Kalman Filter, without passing any intermedi-
ate phase of pose calculation, or of distance, only with
the available usual information.

When analyzing Figures 5, 6 and 7 one can per-
ceive that the behavior of the localization system us-
ing the Kalman Filter has proved more satisfactory
than those using odometry and geometric corrections.

As what concerns perturbation rejections (Fig-
ures 8 e 9) the system based in Kalman also proved
efficient, for it tends to return to real pose, while the
system based in geometric correction did not exhibit
the same performance.

As future works, we intend to: Implement other
formulations of the Kalman Filter. For example,
the Kalman Filter with Partial Observations; Replace
the Kalman Filter by a Filter of Particles, having in
view that the latter incorporates more easily the non-
linearities of the problem, besides leading with non-
Gaussian noises; Develop this strategy of localization
to a proposal of SLAM (Simultaneous Localization
and Mapping), so much that robot is able of doing its
localization without a previous knowledge of the map
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and, simultaneously, mapping the environment it nav-
igates.
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Abstract: Surgery is one of the fields where robots have been introduced due to their positioning accuracy which 
exceed the human capabilities. Parallel robots offer higher stiffness and smaller mobile mass than serial 
ones, thus allowing faster and more precise manipulations that fit medical applications. In the paper is 
presented the modeling and simulation of a new parallel robot, based on an innovative structure, used in 
minimally invasive surgery. The parallel architecture has been chosen for its superiority in precision, 
repeatability, stiffness, higher speeds and occupied volume. The robot kinematics, singular position 
identification and workspace generation are illustrated. Using the developed virtual model of the parallel 
robot, some simulation tests are presented.   

1 INTRODUCTION 

Simulation is one of the essential aspects in the 
robots research field. The industrial trend is to 
develop simulation systems, which could be helpful 
for the robot off-line control and for the robot 
operational workspace generation. Due to the high 
graphical possibilities and memory capacities, the 
personal computers offer already the necessary 
instruments to achieve efficient simulation systems. 
Within the simulation system, an important role 
plays the achievement of a virtual robot functional 
model, which allows its interactive visualization and 
functional simulation. 

The first important application of the simulation 
systems is during the design process of a new robot 
structure or a new flexible cell. In both cases it is 
possible to test the functionality and the restrictions 
influence without the actual building of the 

prototype. In this way the costs, the implementation 
and testing time are considerable reduced. 

The second kind of important application of the 
simulation systems refers to the existent robots that 
could be better programmed, analyzed and 
optimized if the research activity is considered. 

Within the simulation systems, the visualization 
of the robot trajectory with collision detection is 
achieved, offering a safer system especially for the 
case in which several robots are coupled, situation 
that requires a more rigorous planning. 

The robotized system performance can be tested 
without any danger for the man or for the robot. The 
programs generated within the simulation system 
could be optimized before their practical 
implementation leading to any damage avoidance 
due to programming facilities, cost reduction and 
quality improvement. 
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Another advantage of the simulation systems 
consist in their use in the research field. New control 
algorithms can be created and tested before 
investments in the necessary hardware devices for 
the robot control to be made. 

To the parallel robots simulation systems are 
attributed different meanings: numerical simulation 
for a specific robot function or element in transition; 
parallel computing for the robot state and transitions 
definition; the graphical simulation of the robot 
structure and motion. In some cases the animation is 
considered as simulation. 

Geometric modeling is one of the keystones of 
CAD systems. It uses mathematical descriptions of 
geometric elements to facilitate the representation 
and manipulation of graphical images on a computer 
display screen. In three-dimensional representations, 
there are four types of modeling approaches, (Foley 
et al., 1990) and (Pisla, 2001): Wire frame 
modelling; Surface modeling; Solid modeling; 
Hybrid solid modeling. 

Simplifying the virtual model enables 
researchers to apply for the use of different methods 
(usually starting with the most recommended one) in 
correspondence with the available time and existing 
endowment in order to compare the obtained results 
and refine only the most adequate solution. In 
practice, the application of simulation techniques is 
used in two situations: for already made structures to 
improve their characteristics; for new designed 
structures to forecast their behaviour before 
construction. 

Lately is considered more the second case, due to 
the intense development in creating new structures 
with better dynamics and larger cinematic facilities, 
or considering the parallel kinematic, a multibody 
system can be designed to be used like a machine 
tool or like a robot, therefore the same kinematical 
structure must respond to different tasks that can be 
demonstrated with the simulation techniques.  

One of the first achieved models in order to 
achieve the robot simulation is the geometric model. 
There are many possibilities to create this model 
also in this case. In respect with the chosen model, 
different aspects regarding the mechanism properties 
or actuating methods are emphasized. 

The modeling process is oriented to the 
correlation between the method and the structure in 
order to point out the influence of the modeling 
instruments on the structure design. 

Considering that the robot performances depend 
on the adequate combination between the designed 
structure, the actuating and the control system, the 
applying of suitable modeling and simulation 
techniques could improve the robot design and 

control through: identification of standardized 
element behaviour with modular dimensions; 
identification and visualization of the operational 
workspace, which is harder to be achieved in the 
parallel robot case; identification of different parallel 
robot singularities and their avoiding; trajectory 
visualization which must be programmed for certain 
parallel robot tasks; speeds and acceleration 
visualization in different trajectory points. 

Regarding the application of robots for medical 
applications there are some investigators focused on 
exploring the capabilities of parallel robots in this 
field (Ben-Porat, 2000), (Glozman, 2001), (Grace, 
1993). AESOP robotic arm, used to guide a tiny 
camera inside the body, was the first robotic system 
used in surgery dating from 1993 (Brown 
University, 2005). It was produced by Computer 
Motion, which developed several such versions of 
AESOP until they created ZeusTM Robotic Surgical 
System with three robotic arms attached on the side 
of the operating table. A competitor of Computer 
Motion, Intuitive Surgical, designed another 
revolutionary equipment, da VinciTM Surgical 
System, which became the market competitor of 
Zeus until 2003 when the two companies merged 
(Brown University, 2005).  

Most of the robots, which assist the surgeons, are 
serial robots (Brown University, 2005). The serial 
module generates a large workspace while the 
parallel module is steadier and offers a high 
accuracy during the surgical operation. In this case, 
there are used force control algorithms in order to 
ensure the safety behavior and the accepted 
accuracy. 

Parallel robots offer a higher stiffness and 
smaller mobile mass than serial robots, thus they 
allow faster and more precise manipulations. The 
problems concerning parallel structures kinematics 
are usually more complicated than for the serial 
structures. The drawbacks of serial robots, 
determined by their structural construction, motivate 
the research in the field of robotic assisted surgery 
for a continuous search of task oriented robot 
architectures that best fit a specific group of medical 
applications. 

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is 
dedicated to modeling techniques; Section 3 deals 
with kinematic modeling of the new parallel 
structure designated to minimally invasive surgery; 
Section 4 presents its workspace modeling, Section 
5 presents the developed simulation program for 
parallel robots with some simulation tests on a 
studied parallel robot. The conclusions of this work 
are presented in Section 6. 
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2 MODELING TECHNIQUES 

Bottom-up Modeling Assembly Approach is the 
modeling technique where component parts are 
designed and edited in isolation of their usage within 
some higher level assembly (Pisla, 2004). All 
assemblies using the component are automatically 
updated when opened to reflect the geometric edits 
made at the piece part level. Using the bottom-up 
approach, characteristic of traditional engineering 
design practices, designs are built from known 
components (embodiments) in anticipation of 
satisfying functional requirements. The bottom-up 
approach is known to be highly iterative. In the case 
of large or complex designs, the problem quickly 
leads to combinatorial explosion, inefficiency in the 
design process, and difficulties assessing the 
effectiveness and merits of design alternatives.  

Bottom-up design is the traditional method. In 
bottom-up design, you create parts, insert them into 
an assembly, and mate them as required by your 
design. Bottom-up design is the preferred technique 
when you are using previously constructed, off-the-
shelf parts. An advantage of bottom-up design is that 
because components are designed independently, 
their relationships and regeneration behavior are 
simpler than in top-down design. Working bottom-
up allows you to focus on the individual parts.  
Top-Down Modeling Assembly approach is the 
modeling technique where component parts can be 
created and edited while working at the assembly 
level (Pisla, 2004). Geometric changes made at the 
assembly level are automatically reflected in the 
individual component part immediately. In the top-
down approach, characteristic of a systems 
engineering process, design is driven from 
functional requirements toward solution alternatives. 
While design solutions using this approach are likely 
to meet functional requirements, there is no 
guarantee that solutions are realizable in terms of 
physical manifestations.  

Top-down design is different because you start 
your work in the assembly. You can use the 
geometry of one part to help define other parts, or to 
create machined features that are added only after 
the parts are assembled. You can start with a layout 
sketch, define fixed part locations, planes, and so on, 
then design the parts referencing these definitions. 
For example, you can insert a part in an assembly, 
then build a fixture based on this part. Working top-
down allows you to reference model geometry, so 
you can control the dimensions of the fixture by 
creating geometric relations to the original part. That 
way, if you change a dimension of the part, the 
fixture is updated. 

Analyzing both techniques characteristics, the 
bottom-up assembly approach has been chosen for 
parallel robot modeling due to their advantages. 

3 KINEMATIC MODELING OF 
THE PARAMIS ROBOT 

In Figure 1 is presented the kinematic scheme of the 
new parallel structure – PARAMIS, which can be 
used for surgical instruments positioning (Plitea, 
2007). The structure has three degrees of freedom in 
space and it consists of three active joints (two of 
them are prismatic and one is rotational). The 
passive joints are two cylindrical joints, one 
prismatic joint and one Cardan joint. The robot must 
position the end of the laparoscope, namely the 
video camera in any point of the operational field. 
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Figure 1: Kinematic scheme of the new parallel robot. 

The particularity of this motion is the fact that 
the endoscope will move around a fixed point in 
space, which is the entrance point of the trocar in the 
abdominal wall of the patient (namely the point B). 
The presence of the passive Cardan joint before the 
laparoscope will allow the motion around the fixed 
point of the abdominal wall. The trocar, the 
abdominal entrance point and the endoscope can be 
seen as a virtual joint with four degrees of freedom, 
which allow the camera the rotation around the three 
axis and a translation parallel with the axis of the 
trocar. Thus, the endoscope can be positioned in any 
point of the abdominal area using the three degrees 
of freedom of the robot. The geometrical parameters 
of the PARAMIS robot are given by 

BBB Z,Y,X;h,d,b  (figure 1). In (Plitea, 2007) 
the inverse and direct geometric and kinematic 
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models for speeds and accelerations of the structure 
have been already presented. 
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Figure 2: The angles of the passive Cardan joint: φ, θ. 

The implicit functions equation system, which 
has been obtained from the kinematic model, are:  
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Through derivation of the relations (1), it yields: 
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where A is the Jacobian matrix of the direct 

kinematics and B is the Jacobian matrix of the 
inverse kinematics, x the vector of end-effecter 
coordinates and q the vector of generalized 
coordinates of the actuators. 

The form of the A and B matrices are: 
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3.1 Singularities Analysis 

An important problem for the parallel robots is to 
identify and avoid singularities, ensuring the system 
stability and kinematic accuracy. Physically, these 
singular positions lead to an instantaneous change in 
the system number of degree of freedom and hence 
loss of controllability and degradation of the natural 
stiffness. Therefore it is important to identify 
singular configurations at the design stage in order 
to improve the system performance. For an optimal 
robot control these positions should be identified and 
avoided from the robot workspace. 

A number of papers have studied the singularity 
problem for close kinematic chains (Merlet, 2005), 
(Sefrioui, 1992), (Park, 1999), (Romdahne, 2002). 

The used algorithm for the PARAMIS structure 
singularity analysis is based on the deriving the 
determinants for the two Jacobian matrices derived 
from the inverse and the direct geometric model. 
Singularities of Type I. First type of singularities 
occurs when the determinant of the Jacobian matrix 
B is zero.  

Using (1), it yields:  
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If det(B)=0, physically, the parallel robot looses 

one or more degrees of freedom. 
 
Case 1. 21 qq =  - The mechanisms is locked. 

The situation corresponds to the positioning on the 
horizontal plane of the rod of length d (the first 
extreme position). 

Solution. Constructively, the mechanical 
structure of the robot will impose 21 qq <  

Case 2. ( ) 12
2

12
2 qqdqqd −=≡−=  - The 

mechanisms is locked. This situation corresponds to 
the positioning on the vertical axis of the rod of 
length d (the second extreme position). 

Solution. Constructively, the structure of the 
robot will not allow displacements so long as the rod 
of length d to reach a vertical position.  
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Case 3.  

( ) ( ) 0qqd0b0qqdb 2
12
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is impossible (as they represent lengths of 
mechanical components).  
Singularities of Type II. Second type of 
singularities appears when the determinant of the 
Jacobian matrix A is zero.  

Using (1), it yields:  
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If det(A)=0, the system gains one or more 
degrees of freedom. 

 
Case 1. 1hh =  it yields a point where the robot 

cannot be controlled. In case of the point A will 
superpose over point B. 

Solution. The attachment mechanism of surgical 
instruments on the robot and the shape of the trocar 
will not allow point A to superpose over point B. (In 
this situation the instrument or laparoscope will be 
situated entirely in the patient). 

Case 2. 0h1 = , correponds to the situation when 
the laparoscope is positioned completely out of the 
surgical field, with BE ≡ situation which will be 
impossible to attain with the robot, as the insertion 
and removel of the laparoscope is done manually by 
the surgeon.  
The Third Type of Singularities so called 
“architectural singularities” takes place when both 
Jacobian determinants are zero.  

Superposing the cases when the two 
determinants are equal with zero, it can be easily 
seen that in none of the above situations the 
determinants cannot be null in the same time. In 
conclusion, from the constructive point of view, for 
the functioning conditions imposed, there are no 
singularity points of type III. 

These types of singularities can be easily 
avoided in the design stage.  

Based on the fact that the only singularity cases 
appear in areas where the positions that the robot 
cannot attain it can be concluded that, in the working 
space of the robot, there are no points where the 
robot cannot be controlled.  

4 WORKSPACE MODELING 

For the geometrical determination of the working 
space of point E (the laparoscope extremity where 
the camera is placed) the first step is the 
determination of the working space of point A and 
its projection, keeping in mind that for on the 

segment ABE the point B is fixed in space and AE 
has a constant length. 

The working space of point A can be easily 
determined, by determining the cross-sections within 
the working space in a parallel plane with OXY 
which for the limits imposed for 1q  and 2q  will 
have the same shape for any position of the Z axis.  

 
Figure 3: Motion of point A in a parallel plane with OXY 
(horizontal). 

The hatched area in Figure 3, represents all the 
possible coordinates that point A can attain in a 
horizontal plane. Generating the three-dimensional 
working space it results the shape presented in 
Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4: The workspace of point A. 

For the workspace generation for point E has to 
be considered that the laparoscope (or any other 
surgical instrument) has a constant length and will 
always pass through a fixed point in space. The 
working space of point E by generating two 
intermediate working spaces whose intersection will 
represent the effective working space. The first 
intermediate working space is generated by 
projecting the point A from sections parallel with 
OXY plane. The second one is generated from 
sections of the working space of point A 
perpendicular on the plane OXY. 
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The intersection of the two intermediary 
volumes will result in the working space of point E 
presented in Figure 5. 

 
Figure 5: The workspace of point E. 

5 SIMULATION PROGRAM FOR 
PARAMIS PARALLEL ROBOT 

A complex simulation program was developed in 
order to study the geometric, kinematic and dynamic 
characteristics of parallel robots with different 
degrees of freedom (Pisla, 2001), (Pisla, 2005). 

This simulation system consists of the following 
modules:  

-the geometrical module (GM) defines the robot 
geometric structure; 

-the kinematic module (KM) defines the parallel 
kinematic structure. The KM consists of: the 
algorithms for the kinematics, the algorithms for 
workspace generation and for singularities 
identification; 

-the modeler (MM) represents the combination 
of the geometrical representations, kinematic 
descriptions and the adequate disposition of different 
objects; 

-the simulator (SM) has the main task to 
compute the current state of the parallel robot with 
respect to certain instructions such as: the robot 
source program or signals which are generated by 
sensors; 

-the graphical module (GPM) is responsible with 
the simulated robot transformations and screen 
graphical visualization. 

The simulator is interactively achieved such as 
the user could influence the simulation parameters 
and could be informed about the possible errors 
during the simulation process. 

The simulator determinates the next robot state, 
independent of the input mode. If an error appears, 
the user is informed through an error message with 

its type and elimination way. The simulator is 
interactively achieved such as the user could 
influence the simulation parameters and could be 
informed about the possible errors during the 
simulation process. 

The data exchange between simulation system 
modules is achieved through data files, which allow 
future module integration in the existing system and 
makes easy the data exchange with another off-line 
programming systems. 

For the graphical modeling of the parallel 
structures it was used Solid Edge©, one of the most 
advanced software for computer aided design, 
available on the market (www.solidedge.com). This 
program was selected especially for its outstanding 
performances in terms of stability and user-friendly 
interface, and even more for its total compatibility 
with Visual Basic.Within the simulation system the 
virtual graphical model of parallel structures has 
been created.  

The geometric parameters of the parallel 
structure can be modified within the 3D modeling 
software (Solid Edge Assembly) influencing the 
simulation environment. The assembly relations 
between parts, between subassemblies or between 
parts and subassemblies can be also modified (Pisla, 
2001), (Pisla, 2004).  

The program has the possibility to select the 
parallel structure from a list in accordance with the 
class of the mechanism and its degree of freedom.  

The parallel structure parameterization enables 
the possibility to develop a study regarding the 
geometric optimization and the robot workspace 
shape. 

The results obtained are useful for the designers 
not only to understand the distribution of 
characteristics of the workspaces for various 
geometrical parameters of parallel structures, but 
also to optimize the parallel robots. 

The presented simulation system enables the 
motion visualization, it is valid for any structure of 
parallel robot enabling to introduce the kinematic 
model over the virtual robot the single foreseen limit 
being the hardware computing capacity. The 
introduction of extra conditions related to any 
element, joint or overall behaviour of the robot is 
possible with a small number of actions.  

These facilities of the simulation software enable 
the possibility to develop a complex study about the 
kinematics and dynamics in order to optimize the 
parallel structure. 
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Figure 6: Simulation of the PARAMIS parallel structure. 

In Figure 6 is presented the graphical interface for 
graphical modeling for different parallel structures. 
The kinematic algorithms have been implemented in 
the kinematical module (Kinematics). In the 
simulation is included the parallel robot with the 
instrument and the virtual human body.  

Within the simulation system (Figure 6) the 
virtual graphical model was created. The 3D 
functional model of the parallel structure allows the 
designer to understand better its form and its 
functionality. Using the Solid Edge Assembly 
module it is possible to impose the assembling 
conditions between the components including the 
mounting possibilities and the tolerance for and 
between the parts.  
 

 
Figure 7: The PARAMIS robotic system. 

The simulations were performed using the 
parallel robot presented in figure 7 which 
manipulates the laparoscope in the virtual human 
model to ensure also the fixed point in the working 
space of the robot (point B from Figure 1).  

The virtual model was used for the validation of 
the geometrical model. For that, the robot was 

placed in an arbitrary position and all its parameters 
measured, including the point B (Figure 1). The 
second step was the computation of the coordinates 
of the point E in parallel with their measurement on 
the virtual model (Figure 8).  

The calculated results based on the equations 
matched 100% with the ones given by the virtual 
model.  
 

 
Figure 8: Validation of the geometric model. 

The second goal concerning the virtual model 
was its use for the simulation of the robotic structure 
in the medical environment created. In this stage it 
was important to achieve proper motions for 
different commands in the active joints. Solid Edge 
allows a the definition of motion trajectories in 
terms of displacements, speeds and accelerations as 
points, lines or equations implemented in the active 
joints, as shown in figure 9.  

 
Figure 9: Input of motion trajectory in a module. 

The simulation enabled the validation of the 
structure from the points of view of both engineers 
and surgeons and opened the way for the next step in 
the PARAMIS robotic design evolution, the 
construction of an experimental model.  
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6 CONCLUSIONS 

Modeling and simulation are important and essential 
stages in the engineering design and problem solving 
process because it allows to prevent the risks and to 
lower the costs that appear with the design, 
construction and testing stage of a new robot. Since 
parallel mechanisms have a complex structure, using 
the proposed approached of modeling and 
simulation will lead to an increased efficiency in 
developing new structures. 

In the paper the modelling and simulation of the 
PARAMIS new parallel robot is presented. The 
simulations results obtained with the developed 
simulation system for parallel robots allow a 
structure verification before a parallel robot is built. 

The developed simulation system for the parallel 
robots offer multiple advantages: modularity of the 
simulation system for parallel robots; friendly 
graphical user interface of the simulation system; 
possibility for parallel structure parameterization; 
possibility  to generalize some parallel structures; 
Identification of singularities; possibility to identify 
the optimal working zone; workspace generation: 
the structures verification before a parallel robot is 
built. 

In this case, the contribution is the use a virtual 
reality definition system to create the virtual objects 
(bodies) that includes shape, dimensions, mass and 
center of mass, surface characteristics and the 
deviations from these characteristics may be also 
considered. Between the virtual objects are defined 
the appropriate structure joints. The type of joint, 
their constructive dimensions, together with the 
actuating define the motion restrictions that are 
encapsulated within the subassemblies. 

Over the predefined virtual structure is applied 
the kinematic model using a programming interface 
in Visual Basic ensuring the PTP or the path control 
motion. 

The presented simulation system enables the 
motion visualization, enabling to introduce the 
kinematic model over the virtual robot the single 
foreseen limit being the hardware computing 
capacity. The introduction of extra conditions related 
to any element, joint or overall behavior of the robot 
is possible with a small number of actions. The up-
to-date results validated the solution creating the 
premises for the next step, the construction of the 
experimental model for the PARAMIS robot.  
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Abstract: In this work we propose an enhanced model for mapping from sonar sensors and odometry that allows a robot
to represent an environment map in a more suitable way to boththe sonar sensory data and odometry system
of the robot. We use a stochastic modelling of the errors thatbrings up reliable information. As a contribution,
we obtain a final map that is more coherent with the reality of the original data provided by the robotic system.
Practical experiments show the results obtained with the proposed modification to be trustable in such a way
that this map can be used to provide previous knowledge to themobile robot in order to perform its tasks in an
easier and accurate way. Moreover, the map can help the robotto support unexpected situations inside of the
environment.

1 INTRODUCTION

In order for a robotic system to be efficient in the ac-
complishment of tasks, an important requirement is a
correct spatial description of its underlying space that
can be constructed from its own sensorial data. This
description, a trustable map, makes possible a coher-
ent interaction of the robot with its environment, so
that it can perform its tasks efficiently and also can
deal with unexpected situations like dynamical obsta-
cles appropriately. The process of construction of this
representation is generally named as mapping and the
result is a map of environment.

Two main approaches are used to represent an en-
vironment in a map: the topological and the metric. In
the topological approach, the environment map is rep-
resented by using graphs, in which the nodes are free
spaces and the edges have information about connec-
tion among the nodes, for example, distance. Topo-
logical mapping makes easier the accomplishment of
high level tasks, as navigation, with smaller computa-
tional cost.

In the metric approach, the geometry of the envi-
ronment is defined in a more detailed way, presenting,
accurately, the position of the objects inside of the en-
vironment, for instance walls, chairs and desks.

A common method used in the construction of
metric maps is the occupancy grid. In this method,

the environment is represented by a matrix in which
each element represents a place in the environment
that can be empty or occupied, or can be a unknown
area.

In this work, we propose a mapping methodology
with representation using an occupancy grid with a
modification proposed in the model of the sonar sen-
sor that embodies the uncertainty of the odometry sys-
tem.

2 RELATED WORKS

There are many works in the literature dealing with
occupancy grid. In 1987, Elfes (Elfes, 1987) pro-
posed the occupancy grid method that is better for-
malized in his Ph.D thesis (Elfes, 1989). His work is
implemented in two robots, Neptune and Terregator
and is part of a more complete system, that integrates
navigation and mapping based on sonars. This sys-
tem is named Dolphin. Our current work also deals
with sonars in the construction of the map in occu-
pancy grid, but we have improved the sonar model by
treating the noise of the system in a better way.

Moravec (Moravec, 1988) proposes a system, in
wich the occupancy grid map is based on sonar data
and stereo data. Information from a sonar sensor array
and from a stereo vision system is combined to build
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the metric map of environment.
In a subsequent work, Moravec (Moravec, 1996)

introduces the idea of a map represented in a three
dimensional occupancy grid. During the mapping, a
sequence of stereo images is processed and the result
of the mapping stored in a three dimensional array
named evidence grid. The cells are initializes with
zero value, indicating that there is no occupation ev-
idence. After several sensor readings, the cells are
filled out so that blocks of negative cells indicate free
space, while positive blocks indicate obstacle. In his
work, Moravec has used the theory of evidence of
Dempster-Shafer. We use here the Bayesian approach
also used by Elfes (Elfes, 1987).

Konolige (Konolige, 1997) has presented a
method to treat the problems relative to the sonars
in a more efficient way. Example of problems are
the specular reflection and redundancy of reading.
The proposed method is a mathematical refinement
of the method introduced by Elfes (Elfes, 1987). The
method is named as MURIEL (MUltiple Representa-
tion Independent Evidence Log).

In the Elfes’ works, mapping is performed without
considering dependence among the cell and its neigh-
bours. This implicates in inconsistent maps when
the mapping is performed in cluttered environments.
In a more recent work, Thrun (Thrun, 2003) has in-
troduced an advanced sensor model to deal with the
problem of dependence among cells presented by the
standard algorithm of Elfes (Elfes, 1987). The model
introduced by Thrun (Thrun, 2003) verifies the val-
ues of occupation of the neighboring cells and then
attributes the value of occupation to the current cell.
Thrun has based his work on the Bayesian theory.

Thrun et. al. (Thrun et al., 2005) affirm that
the main usefulness of the mapping with occupancy
grid is in the post-processing, that is, in the map con-
structed. The map can be useful in several appli-
cations like, navigation, path planning, recognition
of landmarks, obstacle avoidance and localization.
Borenstein and Koren (Borenstein and Koren, 1991)
for example, have implemented a method of obsta-
cle avoidance in real time named VFF (Virtual Force
Field). This method uses an occupancy grid map, ob-
tained from sonar data, to define the localization of
the obstacles inside of the environment.

In the Dutra’s work (Dutra et al., 2003), a robot
provided with an array of 24 sonars builds an occu-
pancy grid map of its surroundings and store it in its
internal memory. Later, this map is used for naviga-
tion, but the results obtained by this work in both nav-
igation and mapping were quite influenced by accu-
mulated errors of the odometry system. In our work,
we model the sonars taking into account the intrinsic

errors also to the odometry system.
Other works in the literature exemplify the use of

occupancy grid maps. Kong et. al. (Kong et al.,
2006) has implemented a localization system based
on EKF (Extended Kalman Filter) in which features
inside the environment, as corners and flat surfaces,
are detected. The information obtained about the fea-
tures is integrated with an occupancy grid map known
a priori to yield an accurate localization of the robot
in the environment.

3 THE STANDARD ALGORITHM
OF OCCUPANCY GRID
MAPPING

The standard algorithm formalized by Elfes (Elfes,
1989), builds the map from both the sensorial data and
the robot position (localization and orientation). The
mathematical formulation of the occupancy grid map-
ping is derived from Equation (1), which gives the
value of occupation of the whole map (Elfes, 1987;
Thrun et al., 2005; Thrun, 2003).

p(m|z1:t) (1)

In this equationm represents the obtained map,z1:t
represents the set of measurements until the instantt.
The continuos space of the environment is converted
in a discrete space of cells, which form together an
approximation of the environment. Thus, the map is
defined as a finite set of cellsmx,y. Each cell posses a
value, among 0 and 1, associated which corresponds
to the state of the cell, occupied and empty, or can
represent an unknown state. The value 0 means empty
cell and 1 occupied cell. The notationp(mx,y) refers
the probability of a cell of index< x,y > to be occu-
pied.

The standard algorithm divides the problem of
construction of the map in a set of smaller problems
of estimate of the values of each cellmx,y separately.

p(mx,y|z1:t) (2)

Due to reasons of numerical instabilities for probabili-
ties near 0 or 1, it is common to calculate the log-odds
of p(mx,y|z1:t) instead ofp(mx,y|z1:t). The log-odds is
define for:

lt
x,y = log

p(mx,y|z1:t)

1− p(mx,y|z1:t)
(3)

The probabilities are easily recovered from the log-
odds ratio:

p(mx,y|z1:t) = 1−
1

1+ eltx,y
(4)
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The value of the log-odds can be estimated recur-
sively in any instant t by the rule of Bayes applied
on p(mx,y|z1:t):

p(mx,y|z1:t) =
p(zt |z1:t−1,mx,y)p(mx,y|z1:t−1)

p(zt |z1:t−1)
(5)

Supposing that we are mapping static environment,
we can affirm that the current measurements of the
sensors ones are independent of the last ones:

p(zt |z1:t−1,m) = p(zt |m) (6)

Because the map is decomposed in cells, this suppo-
sition is also extended all. We assume, then, the inde-
pendence of each cell. Without take into account the
occupation of the neighboring cells, we have:

p(zt |z1:t−1,mx,y) = p(zt |mx,y) (7)

This allows us to simplify the Equation (5).

p(mx,y|z1:t) =
p(zt |mx,y)p(mx,y|z1:t−1)

p(zt |z1:t−1)
(8)

Applying the Total Probability Theorem top(zt |mx,y)
we obtain:

p(mx,y|z1:t) =
p(zt |mx,y)p(mx,y|z1:t−1)

∑mx,y p(zt |mx,y)p(mx,y|z1:t−1)
(9)

The Equation (9) provides the probability of a cell
mx,y to be occupied.

4 THE PROPOSED MODEL OF
THE SONAR

In our work, we consider that noise is intrinsic to both
data sources, sonar sensor and odometry system, in
the construction of the map. The sonar sensors have
internal and external features which arouse errors in
their measurements. Usually, these errors are pub-
lished by the manufacturers and made available to the
public. In Figure 1, for example, we can verify some
typical features of a sonar Polaroid series 6500, that
are used in our work. This sonar presents higher sen-
sibility in the area near to its main axis. Besides, it
presents an error of absolute measurement of +/- 1%.

Besides the typical errors of the sonar, we attempt
to the errors accumulated by the odometry during the
motion performed by the robot. The odometry cal-
culates the robot’s current pose in relation to the pre-
vious pose. With this, errors accumulate in an incre-
mental way.

If we neglect these two sources of error, the final
map will not be kept in accordance with the data orig-
inated from the robot, committing others applications
like, navigation, path planning and others.

Figure 1: Features of the Polaroid sensor.

To deal whit those errors, we looked for a way of
include them in the occupancy grid map representa-
tion. Thus, we modified the sonar sensor model of the
standard algorithm, so that, in a probabilistic way, the
typical errors of the sonars and odometry are incorpo-
rated to the value of occupation of the cell in the grid
(Equation 10).

p(zt |mx,y) =
1

2πσzt σθt

×e

[

−
1
2

(

(Dx,y−zt )
2

σ2
zt

+
(θx,y−θ)2

σ2
θt

)]

(10)

Where:
zt represents the sensor reading in the instantt;
θt represents the orientation of the sensor;
σzt represents the standard deviation regarding the er-
ror in the measured distance by the sensor;
σθt represents the standard deviation regarding the er-
ror in the orientation of the sensor;
Dx,y represents the Euclidean distance between the
sensor and the cellmx,y;
θx,y represents the angle of orientation of the cellmx,y.

The standard deviation regarding the error in the
measured distance depends the value of the odometry
error of a translational movement, that is,

σzt = zt × k + f (11)

Where:
k is the factor of errors intrinsic of the sonar (in our
case, +/- 1%);
f is a function which describes the odometric system-
atic error, when the robot moves linearly.

The standard deviation regarding the error in the
orientation angle of the sensor depends on the value
of the odometry error of a rotational movement, that
is,

σθt =
β
2

+ g; (12)

Where:
β is the solid angle subtending the main lobe of the
area of sensitivity;
g is a function which describes the odometric system-
atic error, when the robot moves in a rotational way.

Functionf in Equation 11 and functiong in Equa-
tion 12 were experimentally deduced from several
data samples. Figure 2 shows a graph of the sensor
model deduced.
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Figure 2: Graphics of the proposed model.

With this modification, the value of the probabil-
ity of occupation of a cell passes to be weighed by
the uncertainties in the real robot position, due to the
odometry errors. Thus, the map is corrupted gradu-
ally, representing the real error.

5 EXPERIMENTS

To validate de proposed model, we have made some
experiments with the mobile robot named Galatia,
model Pioneer 3-AT of the ActivMedia Robotics, pro-
vided with two array sonar sensor (front and back)
and odometry system (Figure 3).

Figure 3: The robot Pioneer 3-AT.

The experiments are performed inside of the De-
partment of Computing Engineering and Automation
- UFRN, trying to map the corridors. The first experi-
ment is performed using the standard algorithm of oc-
cupancy grid mapping without relying on the odome-
try errors. The result of this experiment can be seen
in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Map without representation of the errors.

Later, we perform the same experiment again
using the probabilistic sonar model proposed here,

to represent the systematic errors of the sonars and
odometry (Figure 5).

Figure 5: Corrupted map.

In the maps, the white cells represents free areas or
no obstacles, the black cells represents occupied areas
or obstacles and the grey cells represents the unknown
areas. The sketched lines show the real contour of the
corridors.

6 CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we propose a modification in the sensor
model used in the standard algorithms based on oc-
cupancy grid mapping, including in the probabilistic
model the intrinsic uncertainties of the robotic sys-
tem. In order to consider these uncertainties in the
mapping, we have found a way to include them in the
representation of the map of the environment. Thus,
we basically modify the sensor model so that, in a
probabilistic way, the typical errors from sonars and
odometry can be incorporated in the occupancy value
of a cell. The model was tested in practice with the
robot Pioneer 3-AT and demonstrated to be correct,
giving the right expectation for the error

Based on the presented results, we can see that the
proposed model supplies a more realistic way to rep-
resent a mapped environment using occupancy grid,
being known that the originated information from the
robot have errors, and what are really these errors.
That is, the errors corrupt the quality of the map,
showing in this way coherence whit the sensorial data.

As extension of this work, we will improve the
treatment of the incoherent readings from the sonars,
like speculate reflections and so. Furthermore, a way
for relocation of the robot, when the errors grow a lot,
will be studied and implemented.
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Abstract: The paper presents the design strategies for two typical configurations of intelligent systems, using as active 
elements the Shape Memory Alloy (SMA) cantilever strip and the SMA helical spring. Based on the 
advantages and unique properties of shape memory alloys the authors defined the operating mode, the 
mechanical considerations and the design assumptions for these two examples. It also includes the 
experimental results of thermal analysis in order to determine the transformation temperatures for studied 
SMA elements. A comprehensive graphical interface, which runs under Visual Basic environment, has been 
developed for each design strategy. Each one provides a user friendly environment that allows intelligent 
system parameters configuration as well as the choice of the most adapted analysis methods and data 
displaying. At this moment, these two Visual Basic applications are used for engineering purposes as well 
as didactical ones. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The shape memory alloys (SMA's) possess the 
ability to undergo shape change at low temperature 
and retain this deformation until they are heated, at 
which point they return to their original shape (Van 
Humbeeck, 2001), (Waram, 1993).  

The unique behavior of SMA’s (e.g. shape 
memory effect, pseudo-elasticity) is based on the 
temperature-dependent austenite-to-martensite phase 
transformation on an atomic scale, which is also 
called thermoelastic martensitic transformation.  

The SMA’s can exist in two different 
temperature-dependent crystal structures (phases) 
called martensite (lower temperature) and austenite 
or parent phase (higher temperature). 

When martensite is heated, it begins to change 
into austenite and the temperatures at which this 
phenomenon starts and finishes are called austenite 
start temperature (As) and respectively austenite 
finish temperature (Af). When austenite is cooled, it 
begins to change into martensite and the 
temperatures at which this phenomenon starts and 

finishes are called martensite start temperature (Ms) 
and respectively martensite finish temperature (Mf). 

SMA’s have been extensively studied as 
functional materials for a wide range of applications: 
robotics, actuators, automobiles, aerospace, military 
field, medicine, toys, electronics, optical industry, 
constructions, agroalimentary sector (Degeratu, 
2003), (Dolce, 2001), (Van Humbeeck, 1999). 

The use of SMA’s can sometimes simplify a 
mechanism or device, reducing the overall number 
of parts, increasing reliability and therefore reducing 
associated quality costs. Moreover, their functioning 
can be scheduled and controlled by establishing an 
adequate strategy in respect to the operating mode 
(Bizdoaca, 2006), (Petrisor, 2007).  

2 CHARACTERISTICS OF SMA’S 

The thermoelastic martensitic transformation causes 
the folowing main properties of SMA’s: one-way and 
two-way shape memory effect, hysteresis behavior, 
superelasticity, vibration damping capacity (Dolce, 
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2006), (Waram, 1993), (Van Humbeeck, 2001). The 
two applications presented in this paper are mainly 
using the two-way shape memory effect representing 
the ability of SMA's to recover a preset shape upon 
heating above the transformation temperatures and to 
return to a certain alternate shape upon cooling. 

3 DESIGN STRATEGIES FOR 
SMA ELEMENTS 

The first step an engineer should take when 
undertaking a design involving shape memory 
material is to clearly define the design requirements.  

This article includes the design strategies for the 
SMA cantilever strip and for a SMA spring working 
against a conventional steel spring (referred to in 
this case as the “biasing” spring). In both design 
models the friction effect is neglected and a linear 
stress-strain behavior is assumed (Nasser, 2005). 

3.1 Operating Modes of SMA’s 

The most used operating modes of SMA's are: free 
recovery, constrained recovery and work production. 

The two Visual Basic applications presented in 
this paper use a work production operating mode. In 
this kind of operating mode a shape memory 
element (SME), such as a strip or a helical springs, 
works against a constant or varying force to perform 
work. The element therefore generates force and 
motion upon heating. 

3.2 Transformation Temperatures 

SMA’s exhibit a large temperature dependence on the 
material shear modulus, which increases from low to 
high temperature. Therefore, as the temperature is 
increased the force exerted by a SME increases 
dramatically (Dolce, 2001), (Nasser, 2005).  

This section presents the transformation 
temperatures obtained for the studied SMA elements 
(strip and helical spring) using Thermal Analysis 
Methods. Ni-Ti-Cu (Raychem proprietary alloy) is 
the material used for the two SMA elements. 

Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA), Differential 
Thermal Analysis (DTA) and Differential Scanning 
Calorimetry (DSC) methods were used to determine 
the required parameters. The measurements were 
carried out on a Perkin Elmer Thermobalance in 
dynamic air atmosphere, showing that the sample’s 
mass does not undergo any changes at heating and 
cooling. In consequence, the TGA curves are ignored.  

SMA strip transformation temperature  
The temperature control program used for SMA 

strip measurements contains the following sequences: 
 heating from 30°C to 160°C at 5°C/min;  
 holding for 10min at 160°C; 
 cooling from 160°C to 20°C at 5 °C/min. 
The DTA and DSC curves are presented in Figure 

1. By analyzing this figure we can observe two phase 
transitions. The first occurs during the heating while 
the second one appears during the cooling process. 
The details of these thermal effects are presented in 
figures 2 and 3 (reported from the DSC curve). 

Figure 2 shows that the determined transformation 
temperatures at heating are As=80°C and Af=111°C. 
The enthalpy of the endothermal transition process is 
ΔHh=36.8858J/g. The temperature corresponding to 
maximum transformation speed is 98.79°C. 

The transformation temperatures at cooling result 
from Figure 3: Ms=69°C and Mf=48.25°C. The 
enthalpy of the exothermal transition process is 
ΔHc=-28.7792J/g and the temperature corresponding 
to maximum transformation speed is 59.75°C. 

SMA helical spring transformation temperature 
The transformation temperatures of SMA helical 

spring are obtained by similar measurements as in 
the case of SMA strip, using the following 
temperature-control sequences: 

 heating from 30°C to 100°C at 5°C/min;  
 holding for 10 min at 100°C; 
 cooling from 100°C to 20°C at 5 °C/min. 
The form of DTA and DSC curves is similar to 

the ones represented in Figure 1, for 6.849mg SMA 
spring sample. The experimental transformation 
temperatures at heating are As=58.89°C and 
Af=67.93°C. The enthalpy of the endothermal 
transition process is ΔHh=9.2J/g and the temperature 
corresponding to maximum transformation speed is 
60.42°C. The transformation temperatures at cooling 
are Ms=45°C and Mf=33°C, the enthalpy of the 
exothermal transition process is ΔHc = -5.03J/g and 
the temperature corresponding to maximum 
transformation speed is 39.07°C. 

 

 
Figure 1: DTA and DSC curves for 18.275mg SMA strip. 
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Figure 2: Detail of DSC curve for computation transition 
at heating of SMA strip. 

Figure 3: Detail of DSC curve for computation transition 
at cooling of SMA strip. 

4 VISUAL BASIC APPLICATIONS 

Two Visual Basic applications were implemented 
for SMA cantilever and SMA helical spring with 
biasing spring. This section details these 
applications. 

Visual Basic application for SMA cantilever strip 
Cantilevers made from SMA strip can be used to 

provide a lifting force and a nominal amount of 
motion by heating. 

For the design example, assume that a cantilever 
is required to lift a force F=2N (at electrically 
energized) for a distance of 5mm (required motion) 
and that the maximum allowable width is 3.8mm. 
The high temperature stress is σ=140MPa. The 
operational temperatures, at heating and cooling, are 
those determined at section 3.2, that are 111°C and 
respectively 48.25°C. For these temperatures the 
experimental determined values of Young’s modulus 
are Eh=59000MPa and respectively El=6900MPa. 

A Visual Basic project SMA cantilever strip was 
implemented. The application background computations 
are entirely presented in (Degeratu, 2003).  

After providing the initial parameters in the 
dialogue boxes of the user interface (Figure 4), by 
pressing the compute button the designed parameters 

are being displayed in the upper part of the window: 
cantilever length, thickness and width, reset force, 
high and low temperature deflections. The middle of 
the window displays the typical SMA cantilever 
configuration as well as all design parameters. 

SMA cantilever strip can be used to provide 
thermal control of a microswitch or automatic control 
of a cooling fan (Waram, 1993, Bizdoaca, 2006). 

Visual Basic application for SMA spring with 
biasing spring. In the work production operation 
mode the SMA helical spring can work against 
varying forces such as a steel spring, fluid presure or 
a magnetic force. In this application the varying 
force is produced by a steel spring. 

For the design example, assume the following 
requirements: a Ni-Ti-Cu spring/biasing spring 
combination is required which provides a net force 
Fn=3N with a 8mm stroke; the maximum cavity length 
and diameter are 38mm and respectively 5.5mm. 

Assume that the force exerted by the biasing 
spring Fh=2N, the maximum corrected shear stress 
Tc=175MPa, the SMA spring index c=6 and the low 
temperature shear strain γl=0.015 (in order to ensure 
a good cyclic life of 50000 cycles). The operational 
temperatures, at heating and cooling, are those 
determined at section 3.2, that are 67.93°C and 
respectively 33°C. For these temperatures the 
experimental determined values of shear modulus are 
Gh=16890MPa and respectively Gl=3759MPa. Also 
assume that the two springs are separated by a plug 
of thickness 2.5mm. 

A Visual Basic project SMA spring with biasing 
spring was implemented. The application 
background computations are entirely presented in 
(Degeratu, 2003) and (Degeratu, 2007). 

Using standard steel spring design procedure, 
assume that the maximum shear stress for the wire    
T = 675MPa and the shear modulus G = 79300MPa. 

When the VISUAL BASIC project for SMA 
spring with biasing spring design is run, a user 
interface is displayed, Figure 5. 

First the user has to provide the initial parameters 
in the dialogue boxes in the lower part of the 
interface. By clicking on the Compute button, the 
designed parameters are being displayed for both 
SMA spring and biasing spring in the upper part of 
the interface. The total actuator system comprised of 
SMA spring and biasing spring is shown in the 
middle part of the interface. 

This configuration is frequently used for SMA 
Controlled Valves (Bizdoaca, 2006) and SMA 
Latching Mechanisms and SMA Bell Crank 
Mechanisms (Nesser, 2005, Waram, 1993). 
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Figure 4: Dialog interface for SMA cantilever design. 

   
Figure 5: Dialog interface for SMA spring with biasing 
spring  

5 CONCLUSIONS 

The paper presents two design strategies for SMA 
cantilever and SMA spring with biasing spring. For 
these two design strategies the authors defined: the 
operating mode, the mechanical considerations and 
the design assumptions.  

Using Thermal Analysis Methods the authors 
determined the experimental transformation 
temperatures for the studied SMA elements. These 

temperatures were necessary to precisely establish 
the shear modulus values for a high-quality design. 
In addition, for each design strategy, a Visual Basic 
application was developed, providing: 

 adequate dialogue boxes for fast and easy initial 
parameters configuration; 

 fast computation and display of all required 
information for a complete SMA element design; 

 remarkable facilities to analyze results and 
choose an optimal solution. 

These two Visual Basic applications are already 
used by ICMET Craiova for engineering purposes 
and by the Faculty of Electromechanical 
Engineering of Craiova for didactical ones. 
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Abstract: In our daily life, we use many elements that help us by means of a higher protection level (thimble, door 
stop) or by improving our dexterity (funnel, compasses). Both kinds of elements allow us to execute well 
known tasks with less concentration, faster, and, above all, improving performance. Like the real tools 
mentioned above, in the robotics field, virtual constraints enhance human-machine interaction. This work 
presents a multi-parametric behaviour model for an agent that increases task safety, and enables higher 
integration possibilities. The model presented here allows the perturbation of a programmed task, by 
introducing virtual elastic and viscous forces. This work presents the behaviour model, a description of it’s 
implementation and experimental results in human-robot interaction. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Some robotic applications need to benefit from the 
accuracy and precision of a robotic system, while 
preserving a degree of human control. Some of such 
application fields are assistive or surgical robotics. 
The goal of a robotic assistant is to provide motion 
commands that enhance precision, stability, safety 
and skilfulness. Significant research of assistant 
robotics systems is illustrated in Dario et al (1999), 
as an assistant for colonoscopy.  In assistive 
robotics, due to the difficulties in modelling the 
environment with enough definition or under 
changing scenarios, it is necessary to aid the robotic 
arm to adapt its movements to the real environment 
or to the needs of the user. 

These requirements have motivated the study and 
development of behaviour models. The model must 
allow software-generated force, velocity and 
position signals applied to human operators through 
the robotic system. A behaviour model can improve 
human performance in robot-assisted manipulation 
tasks, restricting movements into a region, 
constraining velocities in a specific direction and/or 

introducing virtual correction forces. The presented 
multi-parametric behaviour model allows perturbing 
on-line a predefined path, applying forbidden region 
restrictions, and tuning model parameters (like 
masses, viscosity, and stiffness). 

There’s many procedures performed nowadays 
by surgical robots, most of them are in the 
orthopaedic field, using CAD/CAM surgical 
systems, or teleoperated surgical robots for 
laparoscopic interventions. Examples of successful 
procedures performed with the Zeus system are 
reported in Zhou et al (2006). This success has been 
achieved as a result of the human enhancement that 
robotic-assisted surgery systems offer. 

Despite this success, there are several key 
challenges that require to be solved in order to 
achieve a complete development of surgical robotic 
systems. Kanade (2004) carries out an analysis of 
technological barriers. Introduced in Rosenberg 
(1993), virtual fixtures are playing an important role 
in the development of human-machine cooperative 
interaction enhancement. Several groups have 
integrated different implementations of virtual 
fixtures in surgical robotic systems, as described in 
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Bettini et al (2002). The work presented increases 
human capabilities, integrating three categories of 
restrictions: geometric, kinematic and dynamic. On 
the other hand, by being a parametric representation, 
different responses can be achieved with the same 
model. Changing the virtual mass, length, elasticity 
and viscosity... the behaviour can be tuned according 
to specifications of a certain task. 

2 FLEXIBLE TRAJECTORY 
GENERATION 

2.1 Task Oriented Trajectories 

Many robots execute tasks by repeating a 
programmed sequence of movements. These 
sequences can be stored either with teaching by 
demonstration techniques or by using the 
corresponding robot programming language. 

The work presented here aims to provide some 
means of changing this trajectory during the 
execution of the programmed task, through the 
action of a human that perturbs the robot movement 
by steering the end effector in the desired direction, 
with a given force, F . 

The developed method is based on the definition 
of the robot path by means of two functions: 

 ( )  ( ,  ,  )A t x y z=  and ( )  ( ,  ,  )B t x y z= . As the 
Figure 1 shows, the segment defined by 1P  and 2P  
is considered the non-perturbed position of the end-
effector. 

The programmed path can be modified if an 
external force is applied on the robot, or the 
presence of an obstacle is detected on its way. In 
both cases, the trajectory is modified producing an 
elastic movement away from the trajectory of the 
end-effector. Considering the two trajectory 
functions ( )A t and ( )B t , the resulting behaviour can 
be compared with a cable car, where the cabin is 
modelled by a linear segment held from two extreme 
points. The two links are springs with non linear 
behaviour endowed with damping. In this way the 
end-effector trajectory (the cabin) can be moved 
away with respect to the theoretical trajectory (the 
cable) by applying a perturbation force which is 
perceived by the user itself. 

 

   

Figure 1: End-effector trajectory and the resulting forces. 

The perturbation of the position caused by an 
external interaction produces a movement away 
from the position of the segment 1 2( ) ( )P t P t− . The 
representation for one such segment can be seen in 
Figure 1. 

The perception of the increasing effort enables us 
to get better results to produce smooth movements 
with a reasonable effort of the user. The distance 

1 1 'P P−  and 2 2 'P P−  that can be produced in each 
movement is the result of the following four set of 
forces: Two vectors 1Fr  and 2Fr  equivalent to the 
forces and torques measured on the force sensor. A 
second component is an elasticity force 1Fe  and 

2Fe . A third element is an attraction force 1Ft  
and 2Ft , towards the non perturbed trajectory. And a 
forth factor corresponds to viscosity, Fv , that 
contributes to smoothing the trajectory when the 
robot returns to its programmed trajectory after a 
perturbation. 

The forces that appear at each instant are shown 
in Figure 1. The resultant of these two systems, of 
four forces each, is what determines the segment 
dynamics. 

2.2 Behaviour Model for the      
Human-Robot Interaction 

The implementation of this model uses the motion 
equation for a rigid body. Below, the structure of 
this implementation is described, as well as several 
equations and concepts needed. For a system of n  
particles ( )X t  extends to 

( )( ) ( ) ( ) TX t x t v t=  (1)
We define the sum of forces acting at this 

particle at time t as ( )F t . Then, if the particle’s 
mass is m , the change of ( )X t  is defined by 

( )( ) ( ) ( ) / Td X t v t F t m
dt

= (2)

Given these equations, a simulation starts with 
initial conditions for (0)X  and uses a numerical 
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solver to trail the change of X over time. When 
simulating a rigid body, 

( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) TX t x t R t P t L t=  (3)
With ( )R t  representing the orientation of the 

body, ( ) ( )P t M v t= ⋅  it’s linear momentum and 
( ) ( ) ( )L t I t tω= ⋅  it’s angular momentum. Where the 

mass, M , of the solid is constant; and the inertia 
tensor is computed as ( ) ( ) ( )T

bodyI t R t I R t= , with 

bodyI  also constant. With this, (2) is now 

( )( ) ( ) ( )* ( ) ( ) ( ) Td X t v t t R t F t t
dt

ω τ=  (4)

Where ( )F t is the sum of forces applied to the 
body, and ( )tτ  is the sum of torques applied to it. 

Arrived at this point, different behaviours can be 
designed and implemented changing parameters like 
the mass, and the inertia tensor. But what brings 
further capabilities of this model is the insertion of 
virtual forces and torques, so that ( )F t and ( )tτ  
become the sum of the external actions and the 
virtual ones. This virtual forces and torques are 
designed to add different types of constraints like 
impedance walls, viscosity of the medium, forbidden 
regions or elastic correction forces. 

 The basis of the proposed model is defined as a 
rigid body with two masses and a rigid link between 
them. The virtual environment is a spring connection 
element between each of the masses and a reference 
point, as well as a viscosity of the medium. 

Using this model, the reference point location, 
damping, elasticity, mass and rigid link length are 
parameters. Also, a constant virtual force can be 
added to the system in either solid or world 
reference. The equations of the virtual forces in the 
solid reference frame are: 

11 ( ) ( 1 ( ) )solid world worldA R t A x t−= ∗ −  (5)
1 ( ) ( ( ) 1 ) ( )viscous solid solid solidF t v t P cω= + × ⋅ −  (6)
1 ( ) ( 1 ( ) 1 ) ( )elastic solid solidF t A t P k= − ⋅  (7)
1 ( ) 1 ( ) 1 ( ) 1 ( )solid elastic viscous constantF t F t F t F t= + + (8)
1 ( ) 1 1 ( ) 1 ( )solid solid solid constantt P F t tΓ = × + Γ  (9)

The analogous equations can be written for the 
second mass. At this point, the external forces can be 
included in the model, and the resulting forces and 
torques in the world reference are 

1 ( ) ( ) ( 1 ( ) 2 ( ) ( ))world solid solid externF t R t F t F t F t= ∗ + + (10)
1 ( ) ( ) ( 1 ( ) 2 ( ) ( ))world solid solid externt R t t t tΓ = ∗ Γ + Γ + Γ  (11)

The added value that this model of behaviour 
provides is based on the fact that both virtual and 

real interactions are defined with a natural, intuitive 
and transparent approach. 

From the dynamic behaviour point of view, the 
parameters that have been tuned for a desired 
response are the mass, distance between the spheres, 
viscosity of the medium and elasticity of the virtual 
links. 

These parameters can be fixed for a desired 
performance during the execution of a task, but their 
values can also be tight to a parameter that evolves 
during the execution of the task. This dynamic 
adaptation can be model based and environment 
based. In the first case, both viscosity and elasticity 
parameters are function of the minimum distance to 
an object. 

3 EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM 

An experimental setup has been designed in order to 
evaluate the different behaviours, shown in Figure 2. 
The system developed includes a 6 degrees of 
freedom robotic arm manufactured by Stäubli, a 
motion controller by Adept, an ATI force and torque 
sensor and a Dell personal computer. 
 

   
Figure 2: Experimental system used for the evaluation of 
the proposed behaviour.  

The robotic arm is initially programmed to 
perform task. The trajectory is specified by either 
position and orientation, transformation matrices or 
two trajectory paths as mentioned before. 
Geometric, cinematic and dynamic restrictions of the 
robotic arm are also considered when the trajectory 
is programmed. 

The motion controller is programmed with a low 
level firmware that computes motion commands. A 
hybrid position/force control loop is running with a 
16 millisecond period time. Motion orders can be 
sent in either Cartesian or Joint type, as well as in 
either incremental or absolute modes. The motion 
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controller runs a communication server under 
TCP/IP protocol. 

The force sensor measures forces and torques 
applied at the tool sustained by the robot. An analog 
to digital converter hardware and a calibration 
routine are called by the personal computer. As a 
result, two vectors are ready to be introduced to the 
behaviour model: external forces and torques. 

The personal computer runs the hybrid 
force/position control loop linked to the motion 
controller and the force/torque sensor. As described 
in next section, a set of algorithms have been 
developed to accomplish all computing 
requirements. 

The control loop accomplishes the main 
functionality of the software developed for the 
system. The sequence of routines called at each 
cycle is: 

• Capture position and orientation of the robot 
• Capture voltages at the force sensor 
• Compute forces and torques from voltages 
• Subtract weight of the tool using its orientation 
• Calculate new state according to the behaviour 
• Send new state to the motion controller 

4B4B4 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

The model proposed, based on a double virtual mass 
body, and elastic and viscous links has been tested 
with some results shown in Figure 3. Different 
experiments have been designed and tested. Simple 
tasks like object pick and place, path following or 
surface polishing are accomplished. During the 
execution of the overall task, a perturbation is 
introduced by means of external forces and torques. 
The system reacts to the perturbations measured by 
the force sensor, computing new positions according 
to the described model, and sending the perturbed 
positions to the motion controller. After the real 
perturbation, the virtual forces described earlier act 
as guidance of the endpoint, smoothly driving the 
end effector back to the pre-programmed path. 

In order to increase human capabilities, some 
cooperative tasks include virtual constraints. The 
proposed model integrates three categories of 
restrictions: geometric, kinematic and dynamic. In 
order to accomplish the geometric constraints, a 
proximity library (Giralt and Hernansanz 2006) and 
a surface navigation method (Hernansanz et al 2007) 
have been developed and incorporated. 

As it’s a parametric model, different responses 
can be achieved with the same model. By changing 
the values of the virtual mass, elasticity and 

viscosity, the behaviour can be tuned according to 
specifications of a certain task. 

 

  
Figure 3: Experimental results. The left picture shows the 
perturbation of a trajectory by means of external forces. 
The two below the picture describe numerical values of 
the reaction. First graph is the evolution of the external 
force applied to the endpoint of the manipulator. The 
graph in the middle shows the evolution of velocity of the 
end effector. Last graph describes position response to 
these force steps. 
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Abstract: Inter-vehicle communications, in the context of Intelligent Transportation Systems, will probably bring a 
significant improvement in both traffic safety and efficiency. In order to evaluate in what measure this is 
true, traffic simulations that take into account the communications between vehicles are needed.   
In this paper, we propose an agent-based architecture, in which the simulation and management of the inter-
vehicle communications are integrated in the simulation of vehicles, in a hierarchical multi-agent environ-
ment. An overview of multi-agent methodologies, platforms, among other, is also presented.

1 INTRODUCTION 

Human transport in urban spaces relies mostly on 
individual vehicles, congesting the transportation 
networks. Studies and simulations of traffic have 
been made for decades, through macroscopic, 
mesoscopic and microscopic traffic simulators.  

Recently, in the context of Intelligent Transpor-
tation Systems (ITS), vehicle to-vehicle (V2V) and 
vehicle to infrastructure communications (V2I) are 
being developed, namely the DSRC (Dedicated 
Short Range Communications), operating in 5.9 
GHz band. The standardization process is almost 
finished under IEEE 802.11p/IEEE 1609.x (also 
designated by WAVE: Wireless Access in Vehicular 
Environments) and IEEE 1556 standards. In EU, the 
International Organization for Standardization 
(ISO), under the Technical Committee TC204, is 
working in similar standards – Communication Air 
Interface Long and Medium Range (CALM) – to 
ensure European-wide inter-vehicle communications 
interoperability. 

To study the impact that such systems may have 
in the near future, efforts to integrate traffic and 
network simulators have been pursued. However, a 
useful solution has not been reached yet. 

The integration of both traffic and network simu-
lations in a system may be considered a complex 
task, due to a vast set of reasons, such as the intrinsic 
complexity of traffic theory, the wireless network 
transmissions involved, the real-time constraints and 

the distributed nature of the system, among others. 
At the present, traffic theory does not account to 
driver behavior changes due to the existence of 
communications. Therefore, equation-based model-
ing is not the most appropriate method to use in 
simulation. Agent-based modeling allows the devel-
opment of a more adaptive system, and although 
system validation may be more difficult, it can be 
done at both system and individual levels.  

2 RELATED WORK 

The use of intelligent agents in traffic simulation is 
an emergent area of research. Table 1 presents some 
of the works in this area and simulators integration. 

Table 1: Related work. 

Vogel and 
Nagel (2005) 

Multi-agent simulation model with 
application to Berlin traffic. 

Hallé et al., 
(2004) 

Agent-based architecture to develop 
centralized and decentralized platoons. 

Li et al., 
(2006) 

Urban traffic control system using 
multi-agent technology. 

Dresner and 
Stone (2005) 

Agent-based simulation of a traffic 
intersection. 

Eichler et al., 
2005 

Coupling traffic and network simula-
tors and a V2V messaging application. 

Piorkowski 
et al., 2006 

Network- and application-centric 
evaluation oriented architecture. 

Avila et al., 
2005 

Intersection warning system, coupling 
traffic and network simulators. 
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3 DEVELOPMENT ISSUES 

According to Wooldridge (2002), “an agent is a 
computer system that is situated in some environ-
ment, and that is capable of autonomous action in 
this environment in order to meet its design objec-
tives”. Autonomy, situatedness, reactivity and proac-
tivity are some important characteristics of agents. 
In a multi-agent architecture, issues like organiza-
tion, coordination and security are also relevant. 

To develop a MAS system, a disciplined ap-
proach should be followed, and an appropriate plat-
form should be chosen, along with communication 
standards between agents – preferably based on open 
standards – and appropriate ontologies. The simula-
tion platform must also be selected or developed.  

3.1 Methodologies 

Several proposed methodologies to develop a MAS 
may be considered. Prometheus, Gaia and Tropos 
are some of the examples in the literature. However, 
not all existing methodologies are appropriate for 
every problem. Some of them aim at generality. 
Others focus more on specific platforms and lan-
guages, gaining in detail and adaptability. 
Prometheus methodology was proposed by 
Padgham and Winikoff (2002). According to the 
authors, the reason why they proposed a new meth-
odology was the methodology claimed detail, sup-
port of BDI (Beliefs, Desires and Intentions) agents, 
scaling ability and tool support. To support design 
and development of multi-agent systems using Pro-
metheus, Padgham and Winikoff developed the 
Prometheus Design Tool, that implements the three 
phases of Prometheus and process some consistency 
checking. 
Gaia methodology presents a general approach, to 
allow its use for a broad type of agent-based sys-
tems. However, this characteristic, which is one of 
its strengths, is also its most pointed weakness, since 
the detailed design phase and implementation have 
intentionally been left out.  

Other methodologies appear in literature, namely 
ROADMAP, Tropos, SODA, MESSAGE, MaSE, 
MAS-CommonKADS, AOR, OPM/MAS, MAS-
SIVE, Ingenias, DESIRE, PASSI and AgilePASSI. 

In Table 2, the phases of some methodologies are 
presented. 

Prometheus seems an appropriate methodology 
for initial system development. All the relevant 
phases are covered conveniently, and PDT tool al-
lows consistency and completeness checking 
through the steps of each of the phases. 

3.2 Platforms 

Choosing the right platform for the problem domain 
at hand is not a trivial task. The choice is closely 
connected with the methodology adopted.  
Follows a short description of some platforms: 
Jade framework is probably the most used agent-
oriented middleware. Is an open source distributed 
middleware system, compliant with FIPA specifica-
tions, that implements both white and yellow pages, 
agent mobility, ontologies and content languages, 
among other features. JADE does not provide, how-
ever, direct support to the development of BDI agent 
architectures.  
Jadex is a software framework for the development 
of goal-oriented agents following the BDI model. 
Since JADE platform does not allow direct imple-
mentation of this model, Jadex, using JADE, allows 
the creation of rational agents. Jadex agents have 
two main components: an agent definition file 
(ADF), coded in XML, and Java code. Jadex BDI 
metamodel is specified in XML Schema. 
Jason is an interpreter of the an extended version of 
AgentSpeak(L), allowing agents to be distributed 
over the net using Simple Agent Communication 
Infrastructure (SACI). Jason is available as open 
source and uses jEdit (http://www.jedit.org) as IDE. 
JACKTM is a commercial agent platform, which uses 
syntactic and semantic extensions of Java that allows 
the implementation of BDI agents. 

The use of an open source platform is preferable. 
Moreover, the compliance with FIPA specifications 
is important to allow interoperability of the systems. 
JADE platform provides those and other features. 

Table 3 presents some platform characteristics. 

Table 2: Methodology phases. 

Method-
ology 

Phases 

Prome-
theus 

1-specifications; 2-architectural design;  
3-detailed design; 4-implementation. 

Gaia 1-requirements; 2-analysis; 3-design. 
Road-
map 

1-requirements; 2-analysis; 3-design. 

OPM/ 
MAS 

1-requirements; 2-analysis; 3-design;  
4-deployment. 

Table 3: Platform classification. 

Platform Open 
source BDI Com-

pliance 
White & 

yellow pages 
JADE Yes No FIPA Yes 
Jadex Yes Yes FIPA* Yes* 
Jason Yes Yes KQML No 
JACKTM No Yes FIPA Yes 
* with JADE 
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3.3 Ontologies and Languages 

Communication is a valuable tool for agents to in-
teract, exchange information and request services. 
At the present, Ontology Web Language (OWL) is 
the language of the Semantic Web that is being stan-
dardized by the World Wide Web Consortium.  

An agent platform must allow the use of content 
language (e.g. FIPA-SL Content Language Specifi-
cation), and communication languages (e.g. FIPA-
ACL Agent Communication Language). 

3.4 Simulation 

Multi-Agent Based Simulation is considered the 
support of choice for the simulation of complex sys-
tems, replacing or integrating with other micro-
simulation techniques, most of them object-oriented. 

4 THE MODEL 

The model proposed consists of a novel multi-agent 
system that manages the communications inside 
each vehicle and simulates the communications be-
tween each of them and the infrastructure. Inter-
vehicle communications are managed by an agent-
based module that simulates real wireless communi-
cations between vehicles, using the appropriate stan-
dards. To allow interoperability, the platform sup-
porting the development of the proposed multi-agent 
system complies with FIPA specifications. 

The architecture will be tested in the context of 
an intersection, where the management of communi-
cations and localization of the vehicles will have 
both a distributed and a centralized component. This 
option aims to provide simulation functionalities at 
the communication level that, in the reality, would 
be provided by the transmission media. Moreover, 
localization of hazardous situations (vehicles with-
out communications, pedestrians) is better provided 
by centralized facilities. 

The architecture proposed to the multi-agent sys-
tem is depicted in Figure 1. 

4.1 Multi-agent Architecture 

A brief description of the main agents involved in 
the proposed architecture follows: 
Network Simulator: The main function of the Net-
work Simulator (NS) is to receive all communica-
tions between Communication Manager agents, and 
simulate the network transmission between them, 
considering the environment and the location of each 

one. Appropriate communication standards must be 
used by this agent, namely DSRC and CALM. 

 
Figure 1: Multi-agent architecture. 

Intersection Traffic Rules Arbiter (ITRA) must deal 
with intersection control of traffic, recording all traf-
fic events and dealing with resolution of conflicts 
between User Managers (UM). With low traffic 
throughput, we may have a distributed control of 
traffic, where UM may agree with the priority of 
each other, always under ITRA supervision. As traf-
fic flow grows, ITRA will have to validate all UM 
decisions, eventually overcoming some of them. In a 
high traffic flow scenario, all traffic rules decisions 
must be taken by ITRA, and vehicles become “data 
probes” of the centralized traffic rule management. 
Although this might seems contradictory with the 
choice of an agent-based system, real-time con-
straints impose the option presented above. 
Communication Manager (CM) manages commu-
nications between the vehicle and external systems, 
such as the infrastructure and other vehicles. In both 
cases, NS is used as an intermediary, to simulate 
wireless network transmissions. Each vehicle com-
municates through its own CM. 
Message Broker (MB) must manage all internal 
messages, and has the incumbency of filtering and 
its prioritization, ensuring that critical messages are 
dealt first by the appropriate agents. In this scheme, 
MB may delay low priority messages or, in some 
cases, even discard such messages. 
User Manager (UM) main function has to do with 
decisions about the priority of the vehicle, with the 
agreement of all vehicles in its direct neighborhood, 
always under ITRA supervision. As stated before, as 
traffic flow grows, the decisions are taken by ITRA, 
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in a centralized manner. To avoid deadlocks, all the 
decisions must be taken with anticipation, allowing 
the forecast of possible deadlocks and its resolution 
before they actually occur. 
Interface Manager (IM) agent deals with the selec-
tion of the most appropriate message interface to the 
driver, taken in account the type of message. 
Localization agent determines the localization of the 
vehicle in the intersection map, using GPS data and 
an intersection beam signal, and compares its posi-
tion with neighbor vehicles positions, periodically 
transmitted through wireless communications. This 
agent must decide whether the situation is critical, 
based on position and vehicle data, and warn UM in 
case of imminent danger. 
Vehicle agent gathers vehicle data (e.g. speed, ac-
celeration, brakes, steering) and feeds Localization 
agent with that information. UM receives also simi-
lar feedback. Moreover, this agent gets commands 
issued by Driver agent. 
Driver agent deals with the control of the whole ve-
hicle. It receives information, whether critical or not, 
via IM agent and responds accordingly to that in-
formation and the type of driver modeled. For that 
purpose, Driver agent maintains a driver type data-
base. This agent issues commands to Vehicle agent 
directly and indirectly through IM. 
Traffic Simulation Environment represents the en-
vironment where the agents evolve. One of its main 
functions is to provide communications between 
agents, in the platform level, allowing appropriate 
management of agents’ percepts and actions. 
Graphical presentation of simulation results will also 
be directly connected with this component. 

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE 
WORK 

In this paper we propose an architecture in which the 
simulation and management of the inter-vehicle 
communications are integrated in the simulation of 
vehicles, in a hierarchical multi-agent environment. 
We also present a short survey of existing method-
ologies, platforms, ontologies and languages, and 
suggest some possible choices to allow appropriate 
system implementation. 

MAS development using the appropriate meth-
odology, the implementation of the solution in the 
selected platform, the validation of the process and 
final deployment will follow. 
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Abstract: The dynamic analysis is the basic element of the mechanical design and control of parallel mechanisms. The 
parallel robots dynamics requires a great deal of computing as regards the formulation of the generally 
nonlinear equations of motion and their solution. In this paper a solution for solving the dynamical model of 
a 6-DOF parallel structure destined to helicopter flight simulation is presented. The obtained dynamical 
algorithms, based on the kinematical ones, offer the possibility of a complex study for this type of parallel 
structure in order to evaluate the dynamic capabilities and to generate the control algorithms. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Parallel robots have some advantages over serial 
ones such as higher stiffness, very good precision, 
high speeds and accelerations, a better weight over 
payload rate. However, kinematic and dynamic 
analysis of the parallel structures is much more 
complicated due to the constraints and singularities 
presence. Dynamic effects and their analysis are the 
basis of design specifications and advanced control 
of the parallel mechanical systems. 

Many of the mechanics classical methods cannot 
be successfully applied for parallel robots. 

There are essentially four methods: 
 

1. Newton-Euler equations with impulse and 
momentum formulation or the D’Alembert 
equations; 

2. Lagrange equations of first kinds with so-
called Lagrange multipliers; 

3. Lagrange equations of second kind with a 
minimum number of system coordinates; 

4. Virtual work formulation including inertia 
forces. 

 
In (Pierrot, 1990), a simplified method of 

determining the dynamic model of the HEXA robot 
in two steps is proposed.  

(Codourey, 1991) proposes the first dynamic 
model that can be used to control the parallel 
DELTA robot in real time. 

(Guglielmetti, 1994) presents the inverse 
dynamic model for the DELTA robot in the 
analytical form using the Newton’s laws. 

(Honneger, 1997) suggested the use of the 
dynamic equations in an adaptive control scheme for 
the Hexaglide robot, in which the pursuance errors 
are used on-line to correct the parameters used in 
dynamic equations. 

(Stamper, 1998) present a dynamical model for a 
parallel structure with three degrees of freedom. 
This model was also generated with the 
simplications of the Codourey model. 

(Tsai, 1999) present a dynamical model for a 
parallel structure with three degrees of freedom, 
using the virtual principle. 

(Miller, 1992) presents the complete dynamic 
model of the DELTA robot based on Lagrange 
equations. In this case one considers that the robot 
bars possess inertia moments themselves.  

To solve the dynamic model, (Merlet, 2000) uses 
Lagrange formulas. He has applied the direct and the 
inverse dynamic model for the “left hand”, to a 
prototype accomplished at INRIA based on a KPS 
kinematic chain structure. 

(Pisla, 2000) propose a generalized dynamic 
model for parallel robots using first order Lagrange 
equations on the basis of equivalent masses. 

(Guégan, 2002) presents a new solution for the 
dynamic model for the Orthoglide with Newton-
Euler equations. 

(Itul, 2003 and 2006) present a comparative 
study among various dynamical methods and 
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different solutions for solving the dynamical model 
for the guided in three points parallel robots. 

Generally, in the above mentioned contributions, 
the experimental identification of dynamics for the 
parallel robots is restricted to simple models in 
combination with adaptive control algorithms. 

Flight simulators are extensively used by the 
aviation industry and the military for pilot training, 
disaster simulation and aircraft development. The 
different types of flight simulators range from video 
games up to full-size cockpit replicas mounted on 
hydraulic, electric or electromechanical actuators 
(Nahon, 2000), (Andreev, 2000). 

Contrary to popular belief, flight simulators are 
not used to train pilots how to fly aircraft. Today’s 
modern simulators are used by commercial airlines 
and the military alike, to familiarize flight crews in 
normal and emergency operating procedures. Using 
simulators, pilots are able to train for situations that 
they are unable to safely do in actual aircraft. These 
situations include loss of flight surfaces and 
complete power loss etc. In all cases dynamics plays 
a very important role for the behaviour of parallel 
structures used as flight simulators. 

It is widely acknowledged that the cues provided 
by a good visual system offer the bulk of realism in 
a flight simulator. It has also been shown that pilots 
consider the provision of consistent motion cues to 
add substantially to the realism of the simulation and 
to be helpful in the piloting task (Reid, 1988). 

Thus, motion platforms are used on modern 
high-end flight simulators in order to provide motion 
cues consistent with the visual, auditory and control-
feel cues to which the pilot is also subjected. 

Within the motion-related subsystems, the most 
consistent research effort is over the washout 
subsystem which takes the motions generated by the 
aircraft equations including large displacements and 
filters to provide simulator motion-base commands. 
These commands must provide the pilot with 
realistic motion cues, while remaining within the 
simulator's motion limits (Nahon, 2000). 

The paper is organized as follows:  
Section 2 is dedicated to the description of the 

studied 6-DOF parallel structure; 
Section 3 deals with the dynamic modeling using 

the virtual work principle; 
Section 4 presents some simulations tests on a 

parallel robot; 
The conclusions of this work are detailed in the 

section 5. 
 
 

2 DESCRIPTION OF THE 6-DOF 
PARALLEL STRUCTURE 

Taking into consideration the imposed requirements 
for a flight simulator, which should have 6-DOF, it 
was chosen the family of type Stewart-Gough 
parallel structures (Figure 1). 

 
Figure 1: The 6-DOF parallel structure. 

Generally, these parallel structures consist of six 
mobile arms, connected to the base and mobile 
platform through universal joints located at each end 
of the arm. 

The mobile platform materializes the end 
element (end-effector). These kind of parallel 
structures are characterized by a robust mechanical 
structure and a high dynamic performance, a good 
ratio between the manipulated mass and the own 
mass. 

The main difficulty results from the complexity 
in the motion control. Thus, the dynamics and its 
simulation is an important stage in order to test the 
capabilities of the robot and to develop the adequate 
control system. 

2.1 Structural Considerations 

For parallel mechanisms of F family the number of 
degrees of mobility is calculated with formula 
(Plitea, 2005): 
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123

45
C)F1(C)F2(C)F3(

C)F4(C)F5(N)F6(M
−−−−−−

−−−−−−=  (1) 

 
where: 
M - mobility degree of the mechanism; F - 
mechanism family - the number of common 
constraints for all mechanism elements; N - number 
of mobile elements; iC  - number of “i” class joints; 
k = number of kinematic chains which connect the 
mobile platform to the base; n - number of elements 
of a kinematic chain for platform guidance for 
symmetric structures; ic  - number of “i” class joints 
of a kinematic chain for platform guidance.  
 

The parallel robot mechanism family is: 
 

0F =  (2) 
 

In our case: 
 

;21C;6C;13N 35 ===  (3) 
 

 
The mobility degree of the parallel mechanism 

will be: 
 

35 C3C5N6M −−=  
6M =  

 
(4) 

 

2.2 Kinematic Modeling 

In the case of inverse geometric problem, the 
actuation displacements are obtained with respect to 
the position and orientation of the mobile platform. 
An analytical solution could be obtained and applied 
in the control algorithms. For solving the inverse 
geometric problem, the transformation matrices 
method was used, using the Euler angles. The model 
has been already presented in (Pisla, 2007). 

In the case of direct geometric problem the 
position and orientation of the mobile plate is 
calculated with respect to the actuation 
displacements. For solving the inverse geometric 
problem the transformation matrices method was 
used, using the Euler angles. The solution is a 
numerical one and the obtained nonlinear system 
could be computed by means of Newton-
Raphson method (Pisla, 2007). The singularities 
of this paralle structure have been extensively 
discussed in (Pernkopf, 2002). 

3 DYNAMIC MODELING OF THE 
6 DOF PARALLEL ROBOT 

The inverse dynamics consists in finding the 
relationships between the actuating joint forces iτ , 
(i=1,2,…,6) and the motion laws for the manipulated 
object.  

To study the dynamics, several simplifying 
hypotheses were adopted in the model: 

-all joints are frictionless; 
-the masses of guiding arms AiCi are neglected; 

 
In Figure 2 the geometric parameters, the 

corresponding system coordinates and the forces are 
represented. 

The used notations in the model are: 
BR  - radius of fixed base; Be , Bd  - geometric 

parameters on the base; 021 =λ=λ ; 
0

43 120=λ=λ ; 0
65 120−=λ=λ ; pr  - radius of 

the working platform (WP); pe , pd  - geometric 
parameters on the working platform; 

0
21 0=δ=δ ; 0

43 120=δ=δ ; 0
65 120−=δ=δ ; 

pm  - mass of the working platform + the 
helicopter; 
C = mass centre for the working platform + the 

helicopter; Cx’,Cy’,Cz’ - main central inertia axes; 
Ix’,Iy’,Iz’ - main inertia moments; oxyz - coordinate 
system of the mobile platform; OXYZ - fixed 
reference coordinate system; iii ZYXO ′′′  - coordinate 
system rotated with the angle iλ  with respect to the 
OXYZ system around the Z axis; iii zyxo  - 
coordinate system rotated with the angle iδ  with 
respect to the oxyz system around the z axis; 
CXY’Z’ - mobile reference system; its axes are 
parallel with the fixed coordinate system OXYZ 
axes; xc, yc, zc - the coordinates of the mass centre C 
with respect to the oxyz system; Xc, Yc, Zc = the 
coordinates of the mass centre C with respect to the 
OXYZ fixed system of the robot. 

In the inverse dynamic model, the input data are: 
 

)t(),t(),t(
),t(xz),t(yy),t(xx CCCCCC

ϕ=ϕθ=θψ=ψ
===   

 
The actuation forces should be computed. 
 

)t(),t(),t(
),t(),t(),t(

665544

332211
τ=ττ=ττ=τ

τ=ττ=ττ=τ
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Figure 2: Dynamic modeling of the parallel robot. 

The algorithm for solving the inverse dynamic 
model is presented as follows. 

 
6,....,2,1i,e)1(e B

i
Bi =−=  (5) 

 
The coordinates of Bi points with respect to the 

iii ZYXO ′′′  are: 
 

6,...,2,1i,dZ,eY,RX BBiBiBiBBi ==′=′=′ (6) 
 
The coordinates of Bi points with respect to the 
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The coordinates of Ai points with respect to the 
iii zyxo  are: 
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The coordinates of Ai points with respect to the 

OXYZ are: 
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Using the relations (7) and (11) the joint 

coordinates are: 
 

( ) ( ) ( )
6,...,2,1i

,BiAiBiAiBiAiq ZZYYXX 222
i

=

++= −−−  (12) 

 
We consider the rotations around the 

ZC,YC,XC ′′′  axes (axes parallel with the fix ones 
OX, OY, OZ): 

 

A1=CθCφ A2=-Sφ A3=
0 

B1= CθSφ B2= Cφ B3= 
0 

C1=-Sθ C2=0 C3=
1 

(13) 

 
Then, the angular speed ω  and the angular 

acceleration ε  of the mobile platform may be 
determined with the following relations: 
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(15) 
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For the rotations around the fix axes 
ZC,YC,XC ′′′  the corresponding cosines may be 

determined using the following equations: 

θΨ=γθΨ=γθ−=γ
ϕθψ+ϕψ−=βϕθψ+ϕψ−=βϕθ=β
ϕθψ+ϕψ=αϕθψ+ϕψ−=αϕθ=α

cccss
ssccssssccsc
cscsscsssccc

321

321

321
 

(16) 

 

The inertia moments are: 
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Then, the actuation forces iτ  are obtained: 
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In (19)-(21): 3311 aa ,,L  depend on the 
platform inertia moments XZZYYXZYX IIIII,I ′′′′′′′′′ and 

3..1iC,B,A iii = ; 3311 b,,b L  depend on the 
platform inertia moments XZZYYXZYX IIIII,I ′′′′′′′′′ and 

3..1iC,B,A iii =&&& ; 6611 C,,C L  depend on the 
direction cosines for the platform, the coordinates of 
points 6..1iAi = and the coordinates of the platform 
mass center 6..1iCi = . 

4 SIMULATION TESTS 

The achieved kinematic and dynamic algorithms 
have been implemented in the developed simulation 
system (Pisla, 2005), (Pisla, 2007). It consists of five 
main modules: Kinematics; Singularities; 
Workspace; Trajectory, Dynamics. Within the 
simulation system the virtual graphical model was 
created, the 3D functional model allows the designer 
to understand its functionality (Figure 3). 

The geometric parameters can be modified 
within the 3D modeling software influencing the 
simulation environment. The assembly relations 
between the parts, subassemblies and between parts 
and subassemblies can be also modified. These 
facilities enable the possibility to develop complex 
relations between the shape of the workspace, links 
and geometrical dimensions in order to optimize the 
parallel structure. 

The parallel structure parameterization enables 
the development of the geometric optimization and 
the robot workspace shape. The obtained results are 
useful for the designers in understanding the 
workspaces characteristics distribution and parallel 
robots optimization. 

 
Figure 3: Simulation program for a 6-DOF parallel 
structure. 
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The presented simulation system enables the 
motion visualization in a modular manner valid for 
virtually any structure of parallel robot, introducing 
the kinematic and dynamic models over the virtual 
robot. The introduction of extra conditions related to 
any component is possible with a relative small 
number of actions. By using the graphical interface 
presented in Figure 3, the facilities of the simulation 
software enable to develop a complex study about 
the robot kinematics and dynamics in order to 
optimize the parallel structure. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper a solution for solving of the inverse 
dynamics for a 6-DOF parallel robot conceived for a 
helicopter simulator has been presented. The 
dynamic model derived through virtual work 
principle has a compact form and offer the 
possibility of a more complex dynamic study in 
order to evaluate their dynamic capabilities and to 
generate innovative control algorithms. 
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Abstract: In the field of robot soccer, mobile robots must exhibit high responsiveness to motion commands and possess
precise pose control. This article presents a digital controller for pose stability convergence, developed to
small-sized soccer robots. Special emphasis has been put on the design of a generic controller, which is suitable
for any mobile robot with differential kinematics. The proposed approach incorporates adaptive control to
deal with modeling errors and a Kalman filter which fuses odometry and vision to obtain an accurate pose
estimation. Experimental results are shown to validate the quality of the proposed controller.

1 INTRODUCTION

This paper describes the work that is being done
in the field of digital control and real time sys-
tems for mobile robots within the RACbot-RT M.Sc.
project. Many approaches for differential control
of mobile robots have been presented. For in-
stance, (A. Gholipour, 2000) presents a generic con-
troller where pose estimation is extracted from the
robot’s kinematics, and an adaptive control block
is introduced to deal with modelling errors. In
(Y. Kanayama, 1990), a Lyapunov based nonlinear
kinematic controller is presented where the influence
of the control parameters is studied, without giving
emphasis to modeling errors. The present approach
brings together the simplicity of the Lyapunov math-
ematical laws, the adaptive control concept to deal
with modeling errors and proper fusion of two sen-
sorial data – vision and odometry – for robust pose
estimation (T. Larsen, 2000).

2 ROBOT DYNAMIC MODEL

Based on the Lagrange’s mathematical modelation of
mechanical systems, on (A. Gholipour, 2000), and
considering G(q) = C(q, q̈) = 0, the dynamic equa-
tions of the mobile robot can be written as

 m 0 0
0 m 0
0 0 I

=

 ẍ
ÿ
ḧ

= (1)

1
R

 cos(h) cos(h)
sin(h) sin(h)

L −L

 .

[
τ1
τ2

]
+

 sin(h)
cos(h)

0

λ, (2)

where τ1 and τ2 are the left and right motor
torques respectively, m and I are the robot’s mass and
inertia, R is the wheel’s radius and L is the line dis-
tance between the two wheels. The non-holonomic
restriction is deduced from (1) and given by the equa-
tion

ẋsin(h)− ẋcos(h) = 0, (3)
from where it is imposed that a non-holonomic mo-
bile robot can only move in the direction normal to
the axis of the driving wheels.

3 TRAJECTORY DEFINITION
AND ROBOT KINEMATICS

Our 2D path planner defines a trajectory as a time
variant pose vector represented in the playing field,
which has its own global cartesian system defined.
The robot in the world possesses three degrees of free-
dom, which are represented by the actual pose vector

q =

 x
y
h

 , (4)
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where x, y are the robot’s coordinates and h is
its heading. The latter is defined positively in the
counter-clockwise direction, beginning at the positive
xx axis. The state q0 is denoted as the zero pose state
(0,0,2nπ), where n is an integer value. Since the
robot is capable of moving in the world, the pose q
is a function of time t. The movement of the robot is
controlled by its linear and angular velocities, v and
ω respectively, which are also functions dependent of
t. The robot’s kinematics is defined by the following
Jacobian matrix ẋ

ẏ
ḣ

= q̇ = Jp =

 cos(h) 0
sin(h) 0

0 1

q, (5)

where the velocity matrix is defined by

p =
[

v
w

]
(6)

This kinematics is common for all non-holonomic
robots.

4 POSE ERROR

To implement the controller, two pose vectors need to
be defined: the actual pose of the robot already repre-
sented in (4), and the desired pose vector represented
by

qd =

 xd
yd
hd

 , (7)

which, by definition, is the target pose for the
robot to achieve at the end of its movement. We
will define the pose error qe as the transformation of
the reference pose qd to the local coordinate system
of the robot with origin (xc,yc), where the actual
robot’s absciss is given by hc’s amplitude. Such
transformation is the difference between qd and qc,

qe =

 ẋe
ẏe
ḣe

=

 cos(hc) sin(hc) 0
−sin(hc) cos(hc) 1

0 0 1

 .(qd −qc)

(8)

One can easily see that if qd = qc, the pose error
is null, being this the ideal final state.

Figure 1: Control scheme.

5 DIGITAL CONTROLLER
DESIGN

The controller is designed in three parts. In the first,
kinematic stabilization is achieved using nonlinear
control laws. For the second, the acceleration is used
for exponential stabilization of linear and angular ve-
locities. The uncertainties related with the robot’s
physical structure modeled parameters are compen-
sated using adaptive control. For the final part, pose
estimation is made fusing odometry and vision by
means of a Kalman filter. The latter was designed in a
way that independence of the mathematical system’s
model is achieved.

The developed approach is depicted in Fig. 1. It
is a feedback controller, in which the input state is the
desired robot’s pose [xd yd hd ]′. At its output, proper
update of the torques for each wheel is done to fulfill
the controller’s objective. Next, we will explain the
relevant blocks.

5.1 Pose Error Generator

The error dynamics is written independently of the
inertial (fixed) coordinate frame by Kanayama trans-
formation. Expanding (8), we have

qe =

 xe
ye
he

=

 cos(h) sin(h) 0
−sin(h) cos(h) 1

0 0 1

 .

 xd − x
yd − y
he−h


(9)

which will compose the pose error vector.

5.2 Nonlinear Kinematic Controller

Lyapunov based nonlinear controllers are very simple
and yet, at the same time, very successful in kinematic
stabilization. So, bringing together the concepts sim-
plicity and functionality, the Lyapunov stability theo-
rem proved to be of great utility for this project. Based
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on such theorem, the deduced equations for the de-
sired linear and angular velocities of the platform are,

vd = vr cos(he)−Kxxe (10)
wd = wr +Kyvrye +Kh sin(he), (11)

where Kx, Ky and Kh are positive constants. By
La Salle’s principle of convergence and proposition
1 of (Y. Kanayama, 1990), the null pose state q0 is
always an equilibrium state if the reference velocity
is higher than zero (vr > 0). This way, we can have
three weighting constants for the pose error, without
interfering in the overall pose stability of the robot.

5.3 Model Reference Adaptive Control

The motivation to include this block comes from the
need to alter the control laws used by the controller for
it to cooperate with parameter uncertainties. Based on
(A. Gholipour, 2000), one can extract the adaptation
rules for the linear velocity,

dθ1

dt
=−ε1ev̇d ⇔ θ1 =

∫
−ε1ev̇ddt (12)

dθ2

dt
=−ε2ev̇d ⇔ θ2 =

∫
−ε2ev̇ddt. (13)

where vd is the desired linear velocity, and e the ve-
locity error. The parameters ε1 and ε2 are manually
tuned for best performance achievement.

Identically, similar rules for the angular velocity
can be found.

5.4 Kalman Filter

A differential robot with odometry system as in our
case, is equipped with an encoder in each motor. An
angular displacement of α radians on the rotor corre-
sponds to a performed distance d on the periphery of
the wheel, and subsequently to an encoder count. The
distance is given by d = kα with k = 1

r , where r is
the wheel radius. If the robot’s movement is assumed
to be linear, the distances d1 and d2 performed by the
left and right wheels respectively, can be transformed
in linear and angular displacements. For a particular
sample instant, we have:

∆dk =
d1,k +d2,k

2
; ∆hk =

d1,k−d2,k

b
. (14)

The robot’s coordinates referenced on the world’s co-
ordinates can be determined by the following equa-
tions:

Xk+1 = Xk +∆dk cos(hk +
∆h
2

) (15)

Yk+1 = Yk +∆dk sin(hk +
∆h
2

) (16)

hk+1 = hk +∆k. (17)

Figure 2: Filter test case results.

These coordinates constitute the state vector, and are
observed by the vision coordinate vector z. These
measurements can be described as a nonlinear func-
tion c of the robot’s coordinates, which possesses an
independent noise vector v. Defining the above equa-
tions as vector α and placing ∆dk and ∆hk in an input
vector uk, the robot can be modeled by the following
equations

xk+1 = a(xk,uk,wk,k) (18)
zk = c(xk,vk,k), (19)

where wk˜N(0,Qk) and vk˜N(0,rk), being both not
correlated, i.e., E[wlvT

l ] = 0.
We can now design the extended Kalman filter, using
the odometry-based system model:

x̂k+1 = a(xk,uk,wk,k) (20)
Pk+1 = AkPkAT

k +Qk (21)

Kk = PkCT
k [CkPkCT

k +Rk]−1 (22)
x̂k = x̂k +Kk[zk−Ckx̂k]Pk = [I−KkCk]Pk (23)

The process noise is modeled by two Gaussian white
noises applied on the two odometry displacement
measurements ∆dk and ∆hk.
– Filter simulation test case: Robot in x = 0, y = 0,
heading = 0, σ2

vis = 1, σ2
odo = 1

In this simulation, the displacement made by the robot
in open loop will be indefinitely linear along the xx
axis. Fig. 2 shows this situation, being the blue slope
the displacement over xx, the red slope the displace-
ment over yy and the green one, the robot’s heading.
The magenta slope represents the vision error. As we
can see, the filter possesses little but visible sensitivity
to vision noise.

6 ON-THE-FIELD RESULTS

– Setpoint (final target position) command to (0,0)
For this test, we send a setPosition command to (0,0).
In Fig. 3(A), we see a screenshot of the visualizer
tool developed for the controller module. The robot
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Figure 3: (A) – SetPoint command to x = 0,y = 0. (B) –
setVelocity with v = 0.3mps and desired velocity angle = 0.
(C) – Sequence of setVelocity commands with v = 0.3mps
and velocity angle = 1.3rad.

accurately goes to the defined setPoint, but possess-
ing a yy axis precision error of 1 to 2 centimeters
maximum. This precision error exists because of
two main causes. The first is the backward force
exerted by the energy cable that feeds the robot in test
environment1. The second is because of the defined
tuned parameter for the influence of the robot’s error
over the yy coordinate – Ky. Tuning for near-zero
error is possible but leads to a very hard control
scheme in the presence of a physical disturbance,
making the controller produce high overshoot for
compensation. Since our robot is to walk on a field
where collisions with other robots may be present, the
revealed accuracy perfectly suits for our needs. For
collision-free applications, where minimum physical
errors exist and depending on the world’s space, we
can make the control harder, raising Ky.

– setVelocity (velocity vector) with v = 0.3mps and
desired velocity angle = 0
For this test, the robot was subjected to extreme noise
conditions.

Referring to Fig. 3(B), the robot is subjected to
two disturbances done by blocking its left wheel,
evident by the multiple white dots in the same place.
Also, we blocked the color code of the robot used to

1During tests, we prefer to have the robot constantly fed
with energy instead of placing the batteries that discharge
with time.

be identified by the vision module for a while, so that
no vision data was being received by the controller
for it to estimate the actual pose. Controller’s robust-
ness is proved.

– Sequence of setVelocity commands with v = 0.3mps
and velocity angle = 1.3rad
In this final test (Fig. 3(C)), we sent a sequence of
setVelocity commands to evaluate the control mod-
ule’s response in the presence of new velocity in-
structions. This test approaches from our real appli-
cation target, the soccer game, where a high move-
ment dynamic is required for the robot. Referring to
Fig. 3(C), a velocity vector with zero desired angle is
first sent, followed by two setVelocitie’s with the same
module and 1.3 rad for the desired velocity angle. Fi-
nally, the robot is halted with a halt instruction. As we
can conclude, the robot accurately executes the per-
formed commands, evidencing the software module’s
robustness.

7 CONCLUSIONS

A controller for pose error elimination of a soccer-
player robot was projected and its practical results
have been shown. For the theoretical basis of the con-
troller, particular interest was given to create a gen-
eral scheme independent of the mathematical extrac-
tion of the test structure. On-the-field tests reveal that
the projected approach is not only valid, but also ro-
bust. Despite the fact that the Real Time System has
not already been implemented, the idea of placing it in
the system is planned and will be present in the final
version of this project.
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Abstract:  Nowadays production flows are modular, each module in the enterprise being specialized and used to 
achieve a particular task. In many cases the modules are connected and materials are sequentially processed 
in each module resulting a final, unique product or assembly. One typical such production module is a 
flexible cell/system using multiple robots. In this structure, providing continuous service for applications is 
a key component of a successful robotized implementing of manufacturing. High availability (HA) is one of 
the components contributing to continuous service provision for applications, by masking or eliminating 
both planned and unplanned systems and application downtime. A high availability solution in robotized 
manufacturing provides automated failure detection, diagnosis, application recovery, and node (robot 
controller) re integration. The paper describes a platform which is a software product designed to control 
and supervise multiple robot-vision controllers using remote connections with a number of Adept 
Technology V+ controllers configured to use a high availability implementation, either located in a local 
network or via Internet.  

1 INTRODUCTION 

In a robotized flexible manufacturing cell, robot (-
vision) controllers are masters over local 
workstations or cells, because robot manipulators 
connect two important material flows: the 
processing flow and the transportation flow. One 
solution to integrate these two flows with on-line 
quality control in the manufacturing module, further 
networked with the design and planning modules, is 
to adopt a unified feature-based description of parts 
and assemblies, technological operations, geometric 
& surface quality control, grasping and manipulating 
(Tomas Balibrea, et al., 1997). 

The system is configured for high availability . 
HA systems are a combination of hardware and 
software components configured to work together to 
ensure automated recovery in case of failure with a 
minimal acceptable downtime (Harris et. al., 2004). 

2 THE STRUCTURE OF THE 
SYSTEM 

The system is composed by the following 
applications (Figure 1): 

The Server Application (SA): Remote visual 
control and monitoring of multiple robot controllers 
from mobile and stationary matrix cameras.  
• Visual control: the Server Application supports 

almost all V+ and AdeptVision program 
instructions and monitor commands.  

• Monitoring: a Monitoring/Treatment scheme can 
be defined for each Client/Station. For each client 
a list of events and controller variables to be 
monitored according to a user-definable timing 
and precedence, and reacted at by user-definable 
actions/sequences can be specified in an 
Automatic Treatment Window. 

• Communication management: the Server 
Application manages the communication with the 
robot controllers and cameras, transfers real-time 
images from the cameras observing the robot 
workplace and production environment, reports 
status information, stores in a database and 
displays images taken by the robot camera.  

The eClients Applications (eCA): Java 
applications running in web browsers. They provide 
portal services and the connection of networked 
production agents: image data and RV program / 
report management; real-time robot control and cell / 
workplace observation. The eCA are composed by 
two applications: 
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Figure 1: The System Structure. 

• one application which has the function of 
retrieving the images from the observation 
cameras and display them in real-time and also 
gives the user the possibility to change the 
orientation and zoom factor of the cameras. 

• the second application is a VNC client. 
The VNC viewer is a web teleoperation 

application which can be executed into a web 
browser. The application connects to the Domino 
web server which makes a secure connection using a 
TCP/IP tunnel with a server having a private IP 
address, which cannot be accessed from internet but 
only using the Domino server. 

The private IP machine has a VNC server that 
exports the display, and also the teleoperation 
application. Using the exported display the user can 
view and use the application as when the application 
runs on his own computer. The access is made using 
a username and a password, process managed by the 
Domino server. 

3 ACCESSING THE SYSTEM 

To have access to the system, a user must have a 
username and a valid password to enter in the 
system. First the user must access the portal site 
using a java aware browser (like Internet Explorer, 
Opera, Firefox, with the JRE installed).  

The portal is structured in two zones:  
• one zone is a public zone which contains all the 

documentation, tutorials courses and so on..., 
needed by users to learn how to use the system  
this part of the portal can be accessed by anyone. 

• and a private zone where the access is based on 
username and password. The private zone gives 
access to the eClients for teleoperation purposes. 

After entering the correct username and 
password, the user is allowed in the system and has 
access to a the teleoperation application which is a 
menu driven interface which allows him to interact 
with the system (see Figure 2). 

The teleoperation application is composed by 
two windows: 

A command window where the user can select 
the robot system which he want to control and issue 
commands from the command line or activate the 
vision window. 

The robot stations are commanded using the 
command line and the menus. When a client is 
connected, the IP address is checked and if the client 
is accepted, the name attached to the IP address is 
added to a drop down list from which the user can 
select what client he wishes to command. When a 
client who has a video camera attached the VISION 
button is enabled and if it is pressed the VISION 
Window will open. 

From the VISION window, vision commands 
can be issued by selecting the wanted actions from 
the menus. The most important functions are: 
• selecting the physical and virtual cameras, and 

the virtual image buffers; 
• selecting the display mode and the resolution; 
• image acquisition; 
• issuing primary operations; 
• displaying the vision system status; 

training models; 
• switches and parameters configuration for 

virtual camera set-up.  
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Figure 2: Accessing the system.

4 SOLUTION IMPLEMENTING 
FOR NETWORKED ROBOTS 

In order to implement the solution on a network of 
robots, first a shared storage is needed, which must 
be reached by any robot controller from the cluster. 

The file system from the storage is limited to 
NFS by the operating system of the robots. Five 
Adept robot manipulators were considered, each one 
having its own multitasking controller.  

For the proposed architecture, there is no option 
to use a directly connected shared storage, because 
Adept robot controllers do not support a Fiber 
Channel Host Bus Adapter (HBA). Also the storage 
must be high available, because it is a single point of  
failure for the Fabrication Cluster (FC). 

Due to these constraints, the solution was to use 
a High Availability cluster to provide the shared 
storage option (NFS Cluster), and another cluster 
composed by Adept Controllers which will use the 
NFS service provided by the NFS Cluster (Figure 3). 
The NFS cluster is composed by two identical IBM 
xSeries 345 servers, and a DS4100 storage. 

The storage contains a volume named Quorum 
which is used by the NFS cluster for communication 
between nodes, and a NFS volume which is exported 
by the NFS service which runs in the NFS cluster. 
The servers have each interface (network, serial, and 
HBA) duplicated to assure redundancy (Anton et al., 
2006; Borangiu et al., 2006).  

There are three communication routes: the first 
route is the Ethernet network, the second is the 

Quorum volume and the last communication route is 
the serial line. If the NFS cluster detects a 
malfunction of one of the nodes and if this node was 
the node which served the NFS service the cluster is 
reconfiguring as follows: 
1. The server which is still running writes in the 

Quorum volume which is taking the functions of 
the NFS server, then  

2. Mounts the NFS volume, then 
3. Takes the IP of the other server and 
4. Starts the NFS service.  

The Fabrication Cluster can be composed by at 
least two robot controllers (nodes) – group leader  
(GL) and a common node. The nodes have resources 
like: robot manipulators (with attributes like: 
collision detection, current robot position, etc...), 
serial lines, Ethernet adapter, variables, programs, 
NFS file system. The NFS file system is used to 
store programs, log files and status files. The 
programs are stored on NFS to make them available 
to all controllers, the log files are used to discover 
the causes of failure and the status files are used to 
know the last state of a controller. 

In the event of a node failure, the production 
flow is interrupted. In this case, if there is a 
connection between the affected node and the group 
leader, the leader will be informed and the GL takes 
the necessary actions to remove the node from the 
cluster. The GL also reconfigures the cluster so the 
fabrication process will continue. 

REMOTE ROBOT CONTROL AND HIGH AVAILABILITY
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Figure 3: Implementing the high availability solution for the networked robotic system.

5 CONCLUSIONS 

The project was started at the end of 2005 as part of 
the P.R.I.C. research program and is in the final 
stage of development. 

The research project will provide a 
communication and collaboration portal solution for 
linking the existing pilot platform with multiple V+ 
industrial robot-vision controllers from Adept 
Technology located in four University Labs from 
Romania. This will allow teachers to train their 
student using robots and expensive devices which 
they do not dispose, and allow students to practice 
their skills using specialised labs without 
geographical barriers, and even from home. Also the 
portal will allow team training and research due to 
the messaging feature introduced by Domino. 

The high availability solution presented in this 
paper is worth to be considered in environments 
where the production structure has the possibility to 
reconfigure, and where the manufacturing must 
assure a continuous production flow at batch level. 

The advantages of the proposed solution are that 
the structure provides a high availability robotized 
work structure with a insignificant downtime. 

The project is under development and can be 
accessed at: http://pric.cimr.pub.ro. 
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Abstract: In industrial robot automation, the integration of intelligent peripheral devices becomes more and more 
important. But there is no standardized mechanism to setup the communication interface between them and 
to configure the usage of the device information for the robot applications. This makes the integration task 
often very tedious and time consuming. XIRP – the XML-based Interface for Robots and Peripherals is a 
recommendation that was published by the German standardization institute DIN in 2006. It specifies a 
standardized mechanism and the corresponding communication protocol for robot device integration. Our 
experiences with XIRP-based implementations have shown its big potential to support robotics PnP on the 
communication and configuration level. As one of the topics within the SMErobot™ project, we are 
working on further developments or the concept. This paper introduces our approach for a revised XIRP 
concept, and discusses our experiences made on test-bed implementations. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Integration of peripheral devices like sensors to an 
industrial robot becomes more and more important 
because of the demands on more intelligent 
solutions. However, there is no standardized 
mechanism to achieve the integration. In most cases, 
proprietary interfaces and protocols are used that 
require a profound knowledge about the 
communication level and often requires an 
implementation of the interface on one of the 
devices. This often causes significant costs and time 
efforts and is one of the burdens especially for small 
and medium-sized enterprises for using industrial 
robots in their environments. There is a high demand 
to support “Plug and Produce” (PnP) integration. It 
should be as easy as plug-in a USB device to a 
personal computer, so that the devices are 
recognized, configured and ready to use.  

Within the SMErobot™ project, robotics PnP is 
one of the major research topics (Nilsson et.al., 
2005, Naumann et.al., 2006). In this project, several 
levels and aspects for Plug’n’Produce were 
identified as depicted in Figure 1.  

On the application level, we can consider each 
device as a provider of certain functionalities, which 
we also could call as services. These services have 

to be combined to compose an application level 
service that can be used to carry out the desired task. 
In order to obtain the appropriate services, the 
devices, including any control units, must be 
configured accordingly. The single services must be 
assigned with the right parameters. Finally, on the 
communication level, the parties have to agree on 
which protocols are to be used. To achieve PnP, 
there must be a standardized mechanism for the 
configuration and for the establishment of the 
communication. The communication protocol must 
be also standardized. In this way, there will be no 
need to implement the communication interface for 
different devices each time when you get a new 
device, or connect an existing device to another 
control unit. 
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Figure 1: Aspects and Levels of Robotics PnP according 
to SMErobot™. 
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In this paper, we will focus on the lower levels, 
thus the communication and configuration levels.  

Our approach is based on the general concept of 
XIRP – the XML-based Interface for Robots and 
Peripherals (VDMA 2006, Gauss et. al. 2006). XIRP 
is a recommendation that was published by the 
German standardization institute DIN in 2006. It 
specifies a standardized mechanism and the 
corresponding communication protocol for robot 
device integration. Our experiences with XIRP-
based implementations have shown its big potential 
to support robotics PnP on the communication and 
configuration levels.  

Within the European project SMErobot™ (Plug 
and Produce work package), the project partners are 
working corporately on a revised XIRP version, also 
defined as XIRP version 1.1 or XIRP+. This paper 
introduces our approach that was partly our 
contribution to XIRP+, and discusses our 
experiences made on test-bed implementations. 
Finally, we will describe our view on the integration 
of different communication concepts and standards 
to support robotics PnP. 

2 THE APPROACH 

2.1 Application Model 

In an automation environment, there are basically two 
roles: control units and peripheral devices. This can be 
compared with the control points and the services in the 
context of UPnP. Depending on the application 
scenario and how the user configures the whole system, 
each device can theoretically take both of these roles. 
However, in a robot work cell, the control unit is 
usually the robot or the cell controller. 

For the control unit, a device providing certain 
services can be seen as a logical unit with three 
types of functions: 

- connection 
- execution of commands 
- exchange of data 

This is independently from the complexity of a 
device. It can also consist of several physical devices 
that in their turn can be connected in any form to 
provide a more powerful service. 

This view is common both for service-oriented 
or client-server communication models. There is no 
clear separation between both. However, we don’t 
emphasize the concept of loosely-coupled client-
server relationship. We use the client-server model 
and combine it with the discovery methods of 
service-oriented concepts. 
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(visio n) sensor

connection

commands

d ata

A comp lex
(vision ) sensor system
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connection

commands

d ata

 
Figure 2: Relation between control units and devices. 

In our client-server model, there is a defined 
relationship between two parties during runtime. 
One party, typically the robot controller, is a master 
of the application during the whole session. It 
provides a better overview of the coherences 
between services, and allows easier management of 
the logical structure in an automation world, 
especially in an industrial robot application. Service-
oriented approaches have the potential for flexibility 
and upwards scalability, which can be beneficial for 
large scaled, distributed environments. But dealing 
with robotic cells for small and medium-sized 
enterprises (SME), it is important to have 
controllable structure, other than scalability. 
Furthermore, the real-time efficiency is also 
essential for robot-device communication. 

2.2 Protocol Stack 

Figure 3 shows the communication stack of XIRP 
devices according to the ISO/OSI reference model 
from ISO/IEC 7498-10.  

Although XIRP does not specify Ethernet for the 
physical layer, it is recommended to use IP over Ethernet. 
The standardized protocols like TCP, UDP or HTTP can 
be used on the session layer to handle the reliable or 
unreliable transport of communication packages.  

The message presentation uses XML, whereas 
XIRP specifies the basic structure of the messages, like 
SOAP does for Web services. But XIRP messages 
have less overhead so that it is much more efficient. 
Metadata as required in the SOAP messages are not 
required for XIRP, as XIRP presumes, that metadata 
are exchanged during the device configuration phase, if 
they are not available before that. 
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Figure 3: Protocol stack. 
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There are basically three types of messages that a 
client device can send to a server device: commands or 
requests for getting and setting property values. XIRP 
specifies the structure of these messages and the 
corresponding reply messages. On top of the basic 
specification, device type or application domain 
specific agreements can be defined.  

2.3 Communication Channels 

When connecting two devices, one device takes the 
role of the client and the other one the role of the 
server. The main communication channel (command 
channel) allows the client to “control” the server by 
sending command messages, which triggers the 
execution of an action (command) on the server 
device, or getting and setting the value of properties 
on the server.  

To enable the PnP integration of devices, 
automatic discovery via UDP multicast is supported 
like in UPnP, but XML is used for the message 
representation without the SOAP overhead. 
Similarly, device and service descriptions and other 
files can be retrieved via HTTP. It is furthermore 
possible to transfer files from a client device to a 
server device via HTTP.   

A client device can subscribe individual events by 
sending a subscription message to the server over the 
command channel. If the server device confirms the 
subscription, the client device will receive these events 
on the event channel. In addition a XIRP client can also 
send events to a server device. Before an event can be 
sent, the client announces it to the server via the 
command channel, so that the server can be prepared to 
receive the event on the event channel. 

In robotics applications there is also demand for 
the periodical transmission of data on a defined rate 
and under some time constraints. This can be done 
via a periodic channel. Similar to event subscription, 
periodical data are also subscribed (for receiving) or 
registered (for sending) using appropriate messages 
on the command channel. 

 Device  
 

Pe riodic C hannel (TC P/UDP ) 

Even t Channe l (TCP) 

Command  Ch annel (TCP) 

Fi le C hannel (HTTP, Port  80) 

Discove ry Channel (U DP, Port 6800) 
Device  

 C lient Server 

 
Figure 4: Communication channels. 

Most robotics applications nowadays can be 
supported using these communication channels. For 
applications that have special requirements, we also 
allow the creation of additional channels via the 
command channel. These channels would use other 
standardized protocols. One example is the time 
synchronization channel that can use the PTP 
(Precision Time Protocol) protocol of IEEE 1588, to 
adjust the clocks in a distributed system and create a 
common time basis. A binary channel using a 
standardized binary transfer protocols could be also 
created, even when binary data can be embedded 
into XML messages using Base64 coding and 
transferred via the above mentioned standard 
channels too. These additional channels and the 
corresponding protocols have to be specified in the 
description of the devices, and can only be used, if 
both sides of a communication session support them. 

2.4 Device Profiles 

The definitions described in the XIRP specification 
are specified as mandatory or optional agreement. 
Mandatory definitions have to be implemented as 
specified. Optional agreements don’t have to be 
supported, but if such a definition is implemented, it 
has to be done according to the XIRP specification. 
Furthermore, the definitions are grouped into so-
called device profiles and organized into Basic 
Profile, Class Profiles and Custom Profiles as 
depicted in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5: Device profiles. 

The Basic Profile contains general agreements 
that are mandatory for all devices that claim 
conformity to the XIRP specification. It specifies the 
basic commands for the connection establishment 
and parameters for the control of common functions 
of XIRP-confirm devices. Also specified as general 
agreements are aspects like 

- Schema and rules for description of devices 
- Supported communication channels 
- Basic structure of communication messages 
- Message synchronization 
- Termination of communication messages 
- Language selection for comments 
- Parameters for connection management  
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- Connection establishment 
- Primitive data types 
- Rules for extensions 

To run applications, additional agreements on 
commands and parameters are needed. Those are 
specified in the class or custom profiles. Definitions 
in a class profile are only mandatory for devices that 
claim conformity to this device class, which could 
be smart cameras, laser trackers, complex vision 
systems, etc. Devices that conform to a certain class 
profile should be exchangeable without affecting the 
execution of an existing application, if no custom 
profile is used in addition. Otherwise, a smooth 
replacement of devices is not ensured. 

Custom profiles can extend the general 
agreements and class profiles with additional 
commands and parameters that are needed to run a 
specific application. They do not represent a 
standardized specification, but have to conform to 
the specifications in the General Agreements. If an 
application can be implemented with existing device 
class profiles, no custom profile should be defined 
and used in addition.  

Preliminary, a communication profile for a new 
device, or a set of device functions, which has not 
been defined in a class profile yet, can be defined as 
a custom profile and submitted to the XIRP working 
group as a proposal for standardization. For a certain 
time slot the preliminary profile will be put up for 
discussion and then released as a standardized class 
profile. 

2.5 Protocol Schemas  

Commands and data type definitions, as well as 
definitions for message structure are specified as 
XML schemas, which can be stored in one or several 
files. A device can refer to multiple schema files as 
long as they do not contain conflicting definitions. 
The benefit of using the standardized XML Schema 
format for these definitions is that the files can be 
interpreted with validating XML parsers and created 
with common XML tools.  

2.6 Device Description 

Each device must be supplied with a device 
description. It contains the general information about 
a device and is stored in a XML file. The contents 
are:  

- The XIRP version 
- the unique device identifier (or name) 
- the type classification for the device 
- the category classification for the device 

Optionally, it can also contain: 
- a textual description of the device 
- the user interface URL of the device 
- custom or device class schemes associated 

with the device 
- the selection of languages that are 

supported by the device for the comments 
on commands and parameters in the 
configuration files 

- The collection of communication channels 
that are supported by the device. 

Following is an example for a device 
description: 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>  
<Description Version="1.1"> 

<Name>TestDevice</Name>  
<Vendor>MyVendor</Vendor>  
<Model>MyModel</Model>  
<Class>SmartCamera</Class>  
<Url>127.0.0.1</Url>  
<Schemes> 
  <Schema Path="Camera.xsd" />  
  <Schema Path="Calibration.xsd" />  
  <Schema Path="Contour.xsd" />  
</Schemes> 
<Languages> 
  <Language Code="en" />  
  <Language Code="de" />  
</Languages> 
<Channels Url="127.0.0.1"> 
  <Discovery />  
  <File Port="80" />  
  <Command Port="3002" />  
  <Event Port="3003" />  
  <Cyclic Protocol="UDP" Port="3004"/>  
</Channels> 

</Description> 

The device description is an important element 
for PnP, and can be used to automatically establish 
connection and configure the communication and 
programming setting. 

2.7 Plug’n’Produce 

When talking about PnP, we mean the ability to use 
a device after plugged it onto the network, without 
the need of manually setting communication 
parameters or configure the interfaces. As indicated 
in previous sections, the key elements for PnP are: 
the device description, the corresponding schema 
definitions and the mechanism of connection 
establishment. 

The following figure shows how PnP works in 
our approach. 
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Figure 6: The PnP mechanism. 

The discovery channel is the first mandatory 
functionality of a device that supports PnP. After 
physically connected the device to a control unit or 
to the network of the work cell, the device will 
announce it’s presence with a broadcast message via 
the discovery channel. A control unit has to listen to 
this broadcast channel, if it wants to be aware of 
devices that are plugged-in. The other option is to 
actively detect new devices by sending a discovery 
message. Every PnP device would respond with a 
unicast message to this control unit. In this way, the 
amount of broadcast messages can be reduced to a 
minimum during runtime of the robot cell, because 
they are only sent as needed. 

After device discovery, a control unit would be 
able to identify the server devices and check, which 
additional information are needed to establish the 
connection to these devices. First of all, the device 
descriptions must be made available to the control 
unit. A PnP enabled device should have the device 
description accessible via the file channel. 
Alternatively, there could be also a repository of 
device descriptions elsewhere. But the safest way to 
provide compatible and up-to-date device 
description is to provide it on the device itself. 

With the device description, the control unit can 
be prepared to establish the connection to the server 
device. This means, the communication level PnP 
would be done. The device can be connected 
whenever it is needed for the application. 

Configuration level PnP needs more information 
than directly provided in the device description file. 
But with the references specified in the device 
description, the control unit can further retrieve the 
schema files. Information provided with the schema 

allows the control unit to configure the interpretation 
of the communication messages. Also possible is to 
create or update the user interface for application 
programming based on the commands and data type 
definitions in a schema. 

3 TEST-BED 
IMPLEMENTATIONS 

Three test-bed implementations are described briefly 
in this section. They represent three scenarios with 
different requirements on robot-device 
communication, so that the functionalities of the 
different communication channels could be 
demonstrated and evaluated. 

3.1 Smart Camera 

As an example for relatively simple, but intelligent 
device, we used a smart camera from DVT (now 
owned by Cognex) of the type Legend 510. This 
camera has embedded image processing functions 
and Ethernet link on-board. It can be configured and 
programmed using a kind of scripting language via a 
PC. Afterwards, the camera can be used stand-alone. 

The device description file and corresponding 
schema files are located on the camera, and are 
automatically downloaded to the robot system via 
the file channel (using HTTP). The robot system is 
then automatically configured so that the commands 
and variables defined in the schema file are 
accessible for robot programming. 

Robot controller Smart camera

Embedded
Vision processing

XIRP
server

Smart camera

Embedded
Vision processing

XIRP
server

Teach
pendant

 
Figure 7: Smart camera test-bed. 

In the sample application, a vision method for 
blob finding and analysis is implemented on the 
camera. It can be triggered from the robot system. 
Results like number of objects found, and size and 
position of each object can be read from the camera 
using the "GetOnce" command. This data is used to 
generate robot motion targets to pick up the objects. 

The device and its properties as well as the 
vision object data are automatically mapped to 
variables in the robot programming language 
RAPID. They can be used like other RAPID 
variables on the teach pendant. 
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3.2 The Chess Robot 

The ChessRobot scenario, which has been presented 
on the Hannover Fair 2007, was used for the 
evaluation of XIRP-based PnP as well. In this 
scenario, multiple XIRP server instances were 
connected to the robot controller, using command 
and event channels. The test-bed architecture is 
illustrated in Figure 8. Figure 9 shows the setup on 
the Hannover exhibit 2007. 

The robot controller is the control unit in this 
scenario. It controls two robot arms, each of them 
playing two games – one against a visitor and the 
other one against each other. The boards for the 
games with visitors are observed by cameras. The 
moves of the visitors are recognized using a vision 
system, whereas a game engine checks the validity 
of the visitor moves and generates counter-moved 
for the robot. To test the concurrent communication 
with several server devices, we used three instances 
of XIRP server device running on three separate 
PCs.  
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Figure 8: ChessRobot testbed. 

 
Figure 9: ChessRobot on exhibition. 

3.3 Safety Zone Supervision 

Another test-bed application used cameras to 
supervise the safety zone in the robot workspace. A 
modified version of SIMERO (Gecks, Th., Henrich, 
D., 2004) runs on a Linux PC and analyses the 
spatial relation between human worker or moving 
obstacles and the robot arm. Depending on the 
spatial situation, it sends then adapted velocity data 
to the robot so that the robot moves always safely. 

For this purpose, a periodical channel is used to 
transmit robot data to the vision system and the 
updated velocity data to the robot controller. The 
data exchange could be done in real-time with very 
small jitters. In addition, the robot data are assigned 
with timestamps so that correct mapping of spatial 
data is possible. 

4 DISCUSSIONS AND OUTLOOK 

We implemented our XIRP-based approach for three 
scenarios with different requirements. With the 
smart camera test-bed, it has been shown that even 
using scripting language, it is possible to implement 
XIRP server on a low-cost smart device. PnP 
worked with downloading the device description 
from the camera. With the ChessRobot test-bed, 
multiple server devices were connected to the robot 
controller. Also the functionality of event 
subscription could be demonstrated. The safety zone 
supervision test-bed further evaluated the 
subscription of periodical data for real-time 
communication. 

These examples have shown that the 
implementation of XIRP protocol doesn’t require 
much computation resources. The approach works 
both for simple intelligent devices and PC-based 
systems. 

This approach is control unit centric, with clear 
controller-device relationship. This is also the 
typical case for SME scenarios. Even though, the 
XIRP-based architecture is also scalable to support 
scenarios with multiple clients and servers, we 
haven’t tested our approach with large-scaled 
distributed environments. Because of the nature of 
this kind of client-server model, it has limitations 
with flexibility and scalability in terms of 
distributed, large-scaled environments. 

When considering distributed environment 
without real-time constraints, Web services 
approaches have big potential. We are the opinion 
that a hybrid approach would better fulfil the 
different requirements rather than trying to 
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implement one protocol for all cases. Furthermore, 
we observe progresses in the standardization of 
communication protocols on the field device level 
like EtherCAT and OPC UA. Also considering that 
XIRP might be still too complex for simple I/O 
devices, it is proposed to develop an integration 
framework that supports different protocols.  

teach pendant robot program robot controller
modules

Robot device interface control
(unified data structures and interfaces)

XIRP UPnP OPC UA …

TCP UDP HTTP …

XIRP UPnP OPC UA …

TCP UDP HTTP …
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Configurable 
and extensible 

to support 
different device 

protocols

Configurable 
and extensible 

to support 
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networking 
protocols

Interface to 
different 

domains of the 
robot system

 
Figure 10: Device integration framework. 

Certainly, a careful selection of the protocols 
should be done so that they really complement each 
other. Figure 10 only shows the principle and 
doesn’t mean any preferences of protocol selection.  

To have different kind of devices running 
different protocols concurrently with minimal 
implementation and processing overhead, we have to 
find the common features of the selected 
approaches. Also to be investigated are the 
boundaries of each protocol. Based on the 
investigations, recommendations for the users 
respectively application engineers can be worked 
out. 

It is very hard, or even impossible to make a 
standard that fits to everyone’s needs. But a 
selection of standards, a common understanding of 
the methods and some guidelines or 
recommendations would help the users, especially 
SME’s to apply robotics PnP. 
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Abstract: This paper deals with the concept of a control architecture for robot cells that enables Plug’n’Produce 
according to Plug’n’Play in the office world. To achieve this, the cell controller needs special functionality 
located in a software module called “P’n’P-Module”. This module takes as input descriptions of devices and 
processes. These descriptions are then automatically evaluated in order to offer the user device-independent 
high-level commands to define a task for the robot cell. Based on this task definition an executable code has 
to be generated. The focus of this paper lies on the descriptions and algorithms necessary to generate this 
executable code. The presented method will be realized as a test bed within a bin picking cell using UPnP 
and XIRP. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

In Germany, 45% of all robots in 2006 have been 
shipped to the automotive industry, not counting 
other industry sectors with mass production 0. The 
tasks robots have to fulfil there are mostly highly 
repetitive and do not change over an extended period 
of time. Therefore, the main requirements for robots 
used in mass production are short cycle times. The 
goal of the european project SMErobotTM 0 is to 
broaden the field of applications for robots from 
mass production to small lot size production, as it is 
typically encountered in small and medium sized 
enterprises (SMEs). Because of small lot sizes, fast 
adaptability of robot and surrounding cell to new 
products and processes is much more important for 
SMEs than short cycle times. To make this possible 
the programming of applications for robot cells and 
the integration of new devices into these robot cells 
must be adapted to these new requirements. 

2 APPROACH AND SCOPE OF 
THIS PAPER 

In the office world it is very easy to install and use 
new devices. For example, to install a printer to your 
PC, you just plug it in. The entire configuration is 

then done automatically and your application will 
offer you the service “print”. This automatic 
configuration is called “Plug’n’Play”. Carried 
forward to a production environment this would 
mean that you would connect e.g. a robot to a cell 
controller and it would offer you the service 
“move_to” on a HMI. Even more advanced, it 
could mean that you connect e.g. a robot and a 
gripper to a cell controller and the cell controller 
would recognize the new possibilities enabled 
through the combination of two or more devices and 
offer you the service “pick and place”. To 
achieve this, the cell controller needs to know about 
the functionality of the connected devices and must 
be able to draw conclusions which services it can 
offer to a user. The approach pursued in this paper is 
based on device- and process-descriptions evaluated 
in order to offer services representing the 
functionality of the robot cell to a user. 

The ability to add devices to a robot cell and to 
use the functionality of these devices without the 
need of configuration is called “Plug’n’Produce”, 
according to “Plug’n’Play” in the office world and is 
provided by a so called “Plug’n’Produce-Module”. 
Plug’n’Produce (P’n’P) can be broken down into 
three layers depending on the amount of 
configuration done automatically: 

 Communication Plug’n’Produce: deals with 
communication protocols. Automatic setup of a 
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basic means of communication between cell 
controller and devices includes discovery and 
addressing of devices. 

 Configuration Plug’n’Produce: automatically 
configures all the settings the users should not 
need to care about, e.g. bandwidth 
requirements, default values, … 

 Application Plug’n’Produce: automatically 
offers services to the user corresponding to the 
functionality of the robot cell. 

The focus of this paper lies on the Application-
P’n’P-layer. Of course, this layer depends on the 
Configuration- and the Communication-P’n’P-layers 
in order to get to know which devices are available, 
to communicate with these devices and to get to 
know the descriptions of these devices 0. However, 
the two lower layers will not be within the scope of 
this paper as they are already realized in available 
communication protocols like XIRP and UPnP that 
will be used. 

3 STATE OF THE ART 

UPnP 0 and XIRP 0are both XML-based client-
server communication protocols that both support 
eventing and in the case of XIRP also cyclic 
communication. UPnP was mainly developed by 
Microsoft® for the PC-world while XIRP (XML 
Interface for Robots and Peripherals) was developed 
by a consortium of companies within the German 
public funded project ARIKT. 
Both protocols support the definition of device 
profiles as do also many other communication 
protocols 0. These device profiles define 
programming interfaces that have to be supported by 
a device in order to belong to a certain device 
category. The functionality of the device can partly 
be inferred from the programming interface, but it is 
not itself part of a device profile. Therefore, device 
profiles do not contain enough information to allow 
detailed assumptions about the functionalities of 
devices. 

In the domain of knowledge representation, 
languages have been developed that can be used to 
describe functionalities of devices in form of a 
taxonomy plus additional attributes. The most 
popular of these languages is OWL (Web Ontology 
language). It was developed as a key technology of 
the Semantic Web 0 with the goal to add meaning to 
the information that is today merely displayed in the 
internet. This additional information can be used to 
enable knowledge based services that contain 

several entities. 
In the context of home entertainment systems, a 

function planning module was developed within the 
SmartKom project. This module tries to serve 
complex user requests by first determining which 
devices are necessary and then determining how to 
control devices based on abstract descriptions of the 
functionalities of devices 0, 0. 

In this paper, the concept of device profiles 
augmented by a detailed description of the device’s 
functionality with a knowledge representation 
language is used to infer the functionality of a robot 
cell within the Plug’n’Produce-Module that adapts 
concepts of the function planning module of the 
SmartKom project to the robotic domain to generate 
executable code for UPnP- and XIRP-devices thus 
enabling Application-P’n’P. 

4 APPLICATION-P’N’P 
OVERVIEW 

Application-P’n’P as the highest P’n’P-layer has the 
goal to offer the user as easy as possible means of 
using the functionality of a robot cell. In the context 
of SMErobotTM this means offering the user as easy 
as possible means of adapting robot cells to new 
tasks. 

State of the art of defining the sequence for robot 
cells is to enter commands in the dialog of some sort 
of a programming system. The entered commands 
are then uniquely mapped to devices. This is an 
appropriate way of programming as long as the user 
has detailed knowledge about the control structure of 
devices as well as about programming itself. In the 
context of a SMErobotTM-application this cannot be 
granted. Users of robot cells in SME environments 
normally know a lot about the processes they have to 
perform in order to achieve the desired result, but 
have only minor knowledge about programming 
devices (a robot is a special kind of device). 
Therefore, the definition of sequences for robot cells 
in SME environments should be possible without the 
need of device programming. Instead, programming 
should be focused on the processes the user wants to 
execute. In this paper, this will be called “process-
oriented programming” and the corresponding 
commands will be called “process commands” as 
opposed to traditional “device commands”. 

Process commands trigger whole processes like 
drilling a hole or gripping a part, while device 
commands trigger a state change in a single device 
like setting a digital output or moving a robot from 
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point A to point B. Process commands are a much 
more general approach than subroutines because 
they define the sequence of actions for a process and 
the required functionalities. They abstract 
programming interfaces and communication and are 
therefore independent of specific device properties 
or communication protocol properties. 

The mapping of specific device commands to a 
process command in order to generate executable 
code will be described in detail in the following 
chapters. 

The introduction of process commands imposes 
the following requirements on the robot cell 
controller: 

 The robot cell controller needs information 
about the functionality of the available devices 
and must be able to infer the subset of available 
process commands that can be executed by the 
current setup of the cell. 

 The robot cell controller must be able to 
automatically generate code to execute the 
sequence of process commands defined by the 
user. 

To fulfil these requirements the “P’n’P-Module” is 
introduced. It acts as an intermediate between user 
and devices. The operating mode of the P’n’P-
Module will be described in detail in the following 
chapters. Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the 
P’n’P-Module and its environment. 
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the P’n’P-Module and its 
environment 

5 DESCRIPTIONS 

As shown in figure 1, three types of descriptions are 
necessary: 

 Device Descriptions containing information 
about the functionality and the programming 
interface of devices. 

 Process Descriptions containing information 
about the required functionality of a process 
and the sequence of actions. 

 One user-defined task description containing 
information about the sequence of processes 
and according process parameters. 

 
Information on the determination of the functionality 
of the robot cell can be found in 0. Therefore, this 
paper concentrates on the generation of executable 
code out of descriptions of programming interfaces 
of devices, the description of the sequence of actions 
of processes and the user-defined task description. 

5.1 Device Descriptions 

The description of programming interfaces of 
devices is realized in form of state charts, called 
“Device State Charts”. Device State Charts can have 
as many states as necessary, but depending on the 
functional description of a device certain states are 
mandatory. If the functional description of a device 
contains a certain skill, the state chart must contain 
certain mandatory state(s), e.g. if the functional 
description of a gripper contains the skill “CanGrip”, 
the Device State Chart of this device must contain 
the states “open” and “closed”. Apart from these 
mandatory states, the Device State Chart may have 
other additional states that replicate special 
properties of the device controller. Figure 2 shows 
an exemplary Device State Chart of a gripper. The 
states “configuring”, “opening” and “closing” are 
additional states. 

open

closed

opening closing

WaitFor:
XIRP:Request 

<Open>

Send:
XIRP:Event

<gripper closed>

WaitFor:
XIRP:Request 

<Close>

Send:
XIRP:Event

<gripper opened>

configuring
WaitFor:

XIRP:Request 
<SetAngle>

Send:
XIRP:Event
<angle set>

 
Figure 2: Device State Chart of a simple gripper. 
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The transitions of the state chart describe the 
device commands that triggers the state changes. In 
the case of the bin picking test bed described in 
chapter 7 UPnP and XIRP will be used as 
communication protocols. Therefore the transitions 
of the Device State Charts describe device specific 
UPnP and XIRP communication to control the 
devices. 

Several languages exist to describe state charts. 
One of them is SCXML 0. SCXML allows the 
concurrent execution of parallel state charts and their 
synchronization and is therefore well suited for the 
use in Device State Charts. 

Device State Charts are a mandatory part of 
device descriptions in order to generate the 
necessary sequence of commands to reach certain 
states – that means, to execute a certain task. 

5.2 Process Descriptions 

General Process State Charts describe the states the 
involved devices have to reach, their order and 
synchronizations that must be taken into account. 
They are the counterpart of Device State Charts. 
General Process State Charts have the purpose of 
describing the sequence of actions of a certain 
process. “General” means that they describe this 
sequence independent of the devices actually used 
and therefore independent of their specific 
programming interfaces. Therefore, they must 
describe which states must be reached by the devices 
in which order to execute a certain action, but they 
must not describe how these states can be reached as 
this depends on the devices actually used. General 
Process State Charts consist of separate state 
machines for each involved devices. These separate 
state machines are synchronized where necessary, 
e.g. to assure that a gripper is closed only after the 
robot has reached the gripping position. Figure 3 
illustrates the General Process State Chart of a 
picking process. 

General Process State Charts are expressed in 
SCXML, too. 

5.3 Task Description 

The task description is defined by the user of the 
robot cell on the Generic HMI as sequence of 
process commands. The Generic HMI displays all 
executable processes to the user. The user defines a 
sequence of processes and enters the corresponding  

gripper state chartrobot state chart

open

closed

idle

move

idle

move

idle

 
Figure 3: General Process State Chart of a picking process. 

process parameters like e.g. gripping force, picking 
position or robot speed. For that purpose dialogs are 
automatically generated out of the process 
descriptions. It is either possible to enter the required 
process parameters directly on the HMI or, if 
available, with the help of input devices. Positions 
could e.g. be taught with lead through programming 
if the robot is equipped with a force torque sensor 
and the controller supports lead through 
programming. 

6 GENERATION OF 
EXECUTABLE CODE 

In order to run the task defined by the user code has 
to be generated that can be executed by the code 
generator (see figure 1). This code generation 
consists of two steps. First, General Process State 
Charts and Device State Charts are combined to 
(device-) Specific Process State Charts. Second, the 
Specific Process State Charts are concatenated 
according to the user-defined task description to a 
Task State Chart. In this Task State Chart, the user-
defined process parameter values are included. 
Figure 4 illustrates the workflow. 
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Figure 4: Workflow to generate executable code. 

6.1 Generation of Specific Process 
State Charts 

Specific Process State Charts are generated out of 
General Process State Charts by adding device 
commands to the transitions. 
Therefore, the states of the General Process State 
Chart are mapped to states of the Device State 
Charts of the used devices. The mapping is possible 
because the states of the General Process State 
Charts and the states of the Device State Charts are 
related by an ontology. The device commands are 
then added stepwise by searching a path in the 
Device State Chart for each Transition in the 
General Process State Chart. This path including all 
states, transitions and device commands in between 
is then inserted into the General Process State Chart. 
Once this path-search has been done for a whole 
General Process State Chart, the result is a (device-) 
Specific Process State Chart. Figure 5 illustrates this 
approach exemplary using the Device State Chart 
shown in figure 2 and the Process State Chart in 
figure 3. 

Part of resulting 
Specific Process 
State Chart

open

closed

opening

Extract from 
General Process 
State Chart

open
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Extract from 
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Chart
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Send:
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<gripper closed>

WaitFor:
XIRP:Request 

<Open>

WaitFor:
XIRP:Event

<gripper closed>

 
Figure 5: Generation of Specific Process State Chart out of 
Device State Chart and General Process State Chart. 

6.2 Generation of Task State Chart 

To generate the Task State Chart, the Specific 
Process State Charts are concatenated according to 
the task description. If a process does not involve a 
device, this device stays in the last state of the 
previous process. Finally, the user-defined process 
parameters are included. Result is a state chart 
containing device commands of the used devices 
that can be executed. Figure 6 shows an example of 
a Task State Chart. 
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Figure 6: Generation of Task State Chart by concatenating 
processes. 

While concatenating the processes, a basic 
plausibility check is performed to assure that only 
processes with matching final and start states are 
attached. This plausibility check assures e.g. that the 
gripping process shown in figure 3 cannot be used 
without in between opening the gripper again in 
some other process. In this way some errors of the 
user defined Task Description can be detected. 

6.3 Executing the Task State Chart 

The execution of the Task State Chart is done by the 
code executor in the cell controller (see figure 1). 
For each involved device, a state machine is 
initialized with the start state of the first process. 
From then on these state machines check cyclically 
if the condition of a transition is fulfilled. If yes, a 
state change is triggered and the state machines 
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switch to the next state. State changes of a device 
can either be triggered by an incoming message 
from that device, by a state change of another device 
or by a transition without a transition condition. 

7  TEST BED BIN PICKING 

The presented concept will be realized as test bed in 
a bin picking robot cell. This cell consists of the 
following devices: 

 Robot 
 Gripper 
 3D-Sensor 
 PC that runs the bin picking algorithms 

All these devices are connected to a cell controller. 
The cell controller runs the P’n’P-Module with the 
described functionality. Figure 7 illustrates the 
underlying control architecture. 
 

 
Figure 7: Control Architecture of the bin picking cell. 

All devices have their own controller that offers a 
programming interface to access their functionality. 
This programming interface is accessible either via 
XIRP or the UPnP communication protocol. 
Because both protocols support automatic discovery 
and initialization of communication, the devices are 
integrated into the cell controller without manual 
configuration effort. Then, description files 
containing the Device State Chart are loaded into the 
P’n’P-Cell-Controller. The P’n’P-Cell-Controller 
uses these descriptions to evaluate the cell 
functionality and – after the user has defined a task – 
generate and execute code as described in this paper.  

8 CONCLUSIONS AND 
OUTLOOK 

The presented concept allows programming of a 

robot cell without knowing details about the 
underlying programming interfaces and 
communication protocols and therefore permits 
users with little knowledge of (robot) programming 
to use robots. The user has to combine and 
parameterize the processes but does not need to use 
device commands. To facilitate the parameterization, 
intuitive input devices can be integrated into the cell 
controller. 

The abstraction layers introduced to achieve this 
goal furthermore allow easy exchange of devices 
with different programming interfaces and 
communication protocols as long as they offer the 
same functionality. 

The concept should help users in a SME 
environment to define typical machine tending or 
part handling tasks that do not require closed control 
loops extending over several devices as the present 
concept cannot cope with real time requirements. 
One possible solution would be to include 
mechanisms into the communication layer to support 
real-time provided that real-time communication 
protocols are used. Another, more advanced 
approach would be to establish direct real-time 
connections between devices that need to exchange 
time-critical data. This approach would impose new 
requirements on the devices and the underlying 
network. 

Another possibility to further advance the 
presented concept is to upgrade the plausibility 
check described in chapter 6.2. The available 
information about the meaning of processes and 
states could be used to not only detect task definition 
errors, but also make suggestions to the user on how 
to correct them. 

A third advancement of the presented concept 
could be an upgrade of the code executor. At the 
moment it executes the generated Task State Chart 
sending single commands to devices to trigger 
actions. Because state charts are a very general way 
of representing programs, the Device State Chart 
could be used to generate complete programs for 
single devices using transformation rules. This 
would allow generating e.g. a program for a robot, 
downloading it and running it on the robot controller 
thus significantly reducing the communication 
effort. 

The bin picking test bed will give the opportunity 
to prove the presented concept, to draw conclusions 
about its strengths and weaknesses and by this 
means decide about the next steps. 
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Abstract: Plug-and-Produce (with the meaning that devices can be plugged in without any manual configurations 
needed) is an attractive paradigm for manufacturing systems, and in particular for Small and Medium 
Enterprises (SMEs) that do not have the expertise of system integrators but do need to be able to reconfigure 
their systems by themselves. One approach for loosely (in terms of timing) coupled devices is that of 
Service-Oriented Architectures (SOA). As can be understood from developments with multiple robot arm 
and online operator interactions, future applications will in some cases need real-time guarantees for 
performing services. That includes both real-time communication and the need to perform services with a 
predictable timing. A review of available technologies and inherent limitations of distributed computing 
leads to the conclusion that the standard SOA approach based on process oriented (like for RPCs and web 
services) calls similar to distributed object orientation will not be practically useful. Instead, a data or state 
centric approach should be adapted together with one-way message-based communication. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The idea of "just plug in and produce" for 
manufacturing equipment is very attractive. It is 
inspired by the Plug-and-Play concept for PCs, 
which has been developed from something less well 
working for the old ISA-bus PCs running 
Windows95, into a quite useful end-user support for 
plugging in USB and other types of devices. There 
are sometimes real-time requirements on the 
communication between PCs and their peripherals, 
and in manufacturing there are real-time 
requirements on the communication between 
different devices.  

Such devices in manufacturing can be various 
types of equipment such as robots, advanced sensors 
and PLCs, and real-time communication is 
accomplished via field buses or direct wiring, but 
then with very limited PnP support. Comparing with 
the simplicity of connecting appliances to a home 
PC, one should observe that the PC then is a master 

device that deals with real-time over dedicated 
communication lines such as fire-wire for a camera.  

The real-time problem is not really there, it just 
works in a reasonable way when sufficient resources 
are provided (such as USB2 for a memory stick), 
and when that is not the case the user has to be a bit 
more patient. 

Large enterprises have technical experts that deal 
with system integration and setup of communication 
around robots and other types of machines. The 
future anticipated wide-spread use of robots in 
SMEs, however, leads to a situation where non-
experts (home PC users expecting PnP to work) 
need to setup and maintain their robot installations. 
In this situation, the lack of competence is not a 
problem; it is a reasonable challenge that 
automation/computer/software engineers should 
solve. The problem is, however, the lack of 
awareness within the involved engineering 
disciplines concerning the inherent or hidden 
limitations that pop up as peaks of complexity for 
the end user, which efficiently prevents the PnP 
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paradigm to work in practice in SMEs. A certain 
infrastructure coping with the (then internal) 
complexity is needed. 

Is explicit support for real-time communication 
part of the needed infrastructure or not? Well, it is 
typical for infrastructure (phone lines, high-ways, 
health care, and so on) that: 
• Persons (in this case engineers) have different 

opinions about what need to be provided and 
what it left to be solved on a case-by-case basis. 

• Persons (still engineers, considering real-time 
and PnP) imagine a cost for additional features, 
and if the imagined cost is high compared to the 
imagined (not actual) benefits, there is a 
resistance of supporting development of the 
support. 

• Lack of a complete supporting infrastructure 
can result in complete systems being developed 
in parallel, with deficient overall efficiency, 
since experienced problems (even if only in few 
cases) may be severe. 

• A well-working infrastructure is not really 
noticed since it is taken for granted (only 
noticed when not working), so even persons that 
actually depend on it may pay no attention to it. 

Returning to PCs and IT infrastructure, a 
comparison with security is relevant. Security should 
better be built in using solid principles within device 
drivers, operating systems and in middleware 
solutions. Since that has not been the case for typical 
PC systems, the costs in terms of failing 
systems/enterprises and add-on protective systsems 
(hardware and software) has been enormous. In 
development of future automation solutions we 
should be extra careful since the field by itself is not 
big enough to cover huge extra costs; instead we 
have to benefit from low-cost solutions. Therefore, if 
PCs and low cost devices (hardware and software) 
do not provide the needed solutions, we should pay 
extra attention to get the foundations right for future 
efficient SME usage. 

Is then real-time communication and real-time 
execution something we need; is it something that 
can be added afterwards; or what should be the 
foundation for future applications? The standard 
answer today is that real-time is needed in very few 
cases, so let's neglect it and focus on other 
application aspects.  

One promising approach is then so called 
Service-Oriented Architectures (SOA), which could 
be quite suitable (at least for non-real-time parts) but 
the implementations tend to be slow and hard to map 
onto real-time suitable implementations. For 
instance, both UPnP and web services are 

implemented on top of http with XML-based 
information structures that not necessarily map on 
hardware supported real-time means of 
communication. We will come back to this issue, but 
first some preliminaries that our discussion can 
benefit from. 

2 PRELIMINARIES 

So called middleware and models of distributed 
components providing software services typically 
come from enterprise systems, but is also being used 
for mobile robots and other system interconnections 
with no strict real-time requirements. For real-time 
communication within industrial automation, the 
current practice is based on field buses. In modern 
integrated systems with the need for so called 
vertical integration, there enterprise and device 
levels need to be able to communicate and the 
different technologies need to be unified. 

2.1 Basic Model of Communication 

Software developers today normally use object-
oriented programming, and from the beginning they 
learn how to use method calls for object interaction. 
Multi-threaded applications, today typically written 
in Java or C# with language support for 
synchronized methods, also follow the object-
oriented paradigm quite well, which means that two-
way synchronous communication is the basis for 
inter-object communication within a single program. 
 Developers with experience from computer 
networking or from data-flow oriented applications 
with needs for buffering of asynchronous messages 
may build distributed applications differently than 
local programs, simply to deal with the quite 
different and complex communication reality. 
However, along the lines of hiding complexity, a 
perhaps more common trend is to stretch the object-
oriented paradigm to cover also distributed systems, 
which by definition are concurrent (but so far we 
assume no real-time requirements). This is also the 
basis for several of the middleware approaches that 
are listed below. The problem is, however, the 
distributed object-oriented paradigm has limited 
applicability when assumptions about the networked 
object interaction do not hold. That is, for realistic 
applications (such as robot work cells) the 
networking for object interaction does not scale or 
does not handle typical deployment contexts. This 
has been known for over a decade as appropriately 
described by (Waldo, 1994), and the reader is 
suggested to read at least sections 2 and 7 of that 
report before continuing here. 
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In our case dealing with automation and real-time 
demands (not to mention safety), the situation is 
even more difficult, but still some of the dead-end 
approaches are being promoted. To review the 
current situation some further details on existing 
solutions and requirements now follow.  

2.2 Fieldbuses 

The classical field buses are usually setup in a ring-
like structure, which is natural since the original 
purpose was to minimize cabling. Some of them 
provide hard real-time capabilities (like Sercos), 
others just implement soft real-time like Profibus 
and CAN bus. There, messages can almost be made 
sure to be delivered in time – depending in their 
priority. Nevertheless, the CAN bus supports 
distributed hard real-like control although the 
communication itself doesn’t (CAN, 1991). These 
field buses make use of their own physical layer. 
Sercos uses fibre optics, CAN bus relies on a three-
wire cable.  

Typically a rather limited number of devices can 
be connected to one network. Profibus and CAN bus 
for instance support up to 127 participants. 

Newer developments don’t use their own 
hardware layer but rely on the Ethernet technology. 
Well-known examples are Sercos III (Sercos, 2002), 
ProfiNet (Profibus, 1999) (ProfiNet is part of the 
Profibus specification since 2003) and EtherCAT 
(ETG, 2007]. All of them implement real-time 
capabilities. This is mainly done by replacing some 
of the ISO/OSI layers (Zimmermann, 1980) in the 
standard TCP/IP stack. Therefore, the wiring gets 
less complex and requires less effort. Further more, 
in some of these technologies – if hard real-time is 
not required – standard hardware like network 
switches from the office world can be used. 

As these technologies make use of the IP 
technologies, the number of participants gets larger 
and is not limited to only a small number. One fairly 
successful attempt to bring together several 
protocols under a unifying overall framework is the 
CIP (ODVA, 2006) initiative. However, such 
general solutions go with lengthy descriptions and 
detailed APIs that are not easily adopted. 

2.3 Middleware 

Apart from the field bus technologies there are 
several approaches to communicate not only 
between different automated hardware devices but 
as well between different programs, spread in the 
network. Currently, some main directions can be 
observed: 

2.3.1 Web Services 

The web services are a mainstream technology in the 
B2B (business to business) communication and are 
used there mainly as Enterprise Java Beans (Sun, 
2007) and Microsoft’s .Net technologies. The web 
services are usually implemented using the SOAP 
protocol (W3C, 2007) that communicates via Http 
and TCP/IP over Ethernet. The main advantage is its 
flexibility and availability in the intranets and the 
internet due to using the http port. But in this scope, 
the main disadvantage is the lack of real-time 
capability due to the standard network protocols.  

2.3.2 OPC/UA 

OPC/UA (OPC Unified Architecture) is the newest 
of all OPC specifications (OPC, 2007). It contains 
an own communication stack which is scalable from 
embedded controllers up to main frames. 

The architecture follows the SOA paradigm 
(service oriented architecture) including several 
logical layers. It supports profiles which can be 
queried. Therefore, communication partners can 
query their provided services. 

As OPC/UA was invented for communication 
via the internet, its architecture supports security 
features like encryption and authorisation. 
Determinism is not included. Internal tests 
discovered that round-trip times are short enough to 
implement even control loops for devices in 
automation technology. 

2.3.3 Corba 

Particularly in the research area different Corba 
implementations are used widely. Corba is the 
abbreviation for Common Object Request Broker 
Architecture and is a specification of an object-
oriented middleware (Mowbray, 1997). Its core is a 
so-called object broker which defines platform-
independent protocols and services.  

Usually the program code for the communication 
over the network is not written manually. Instead, an 
abstract language, the Interface Definition Language 
(IDL) is used. From that, the stubs and skeletons are 
generated automatically for various programming 
languages and different operating systems. This is 
why Corba is platform-independent on the one hand 
and programming language-independent on the other 
hand. 

Newer implementations of Corba even support 
real-time, provided that the underlying operating 
systems and communication channels do as well. 
Due to the fact that there are several different Corba 
implementations it cannot be assumed a priori that 
all the different implementations interoperate well as 
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there seem to be some differences in the concrete 
implementations. The specifications for Corba and 
IDL can be retrieved from (OMG, 2007). 

2.3.4 Universal Plug and Play 

The main purpose of Universal Plug and Play 
(UPnP) is to control devices independent of their 
manufacturers. UPnP is well-known in controlling 
routers and multimedia equipment. 

Originally, UPnP was introduced by Microsoft, 
but nowadays, certifications for devices are 
performed by the UPnP Forum (UPNP, 2007) which 
at the time of writing consists of 845 vendors. 

UPnP can be used on any communication 
channel supporting IP communication. Basically, 
UPnP makes use of several protocols for discovery, 
addressing, description, eventing and so on. Also the 
technologies IP, UDP, Multicasting, Http, and 
SOAP are well known and are used in this 
technology. 

Unlike some the other middleware standards 
described here, UPnP does not support any security 
features. A good introduction to UPnP can be found 
in (Jeronimo, 2003). 

2.3.5 Representational State Transfer 

The standard way of implementing web service 
(using  SOAP as in UPnP) has a number of 
drawbacks in terms of (Newmarch, 2005): 
1. Inefficiency with XML-based RPC-like 

communication on top of http. 
2. Unclear semantics in the use of GET and POST 

requests. 
3. Unclear object model and deficient referencing 

of attributes in nested data structures. 
To overcome these difficulties, the REpresentational 
State Transfer model was suggested by Fielding 
(Fielding, 2000) to overcome the above drawbacks.  

Technologies used in Microsoft Robotics 
Studio® (MSRS, see Microsoft.com for latest info) 
is claimed to include a lightweight REST-style 
service-oriented runtime, but the Decentralized 
Software Services Protocol (DSSP) is actually 
SOAP based. Therefore, even if DSSP is oriented 
towards exposing device states, it is not clear how 
the transfer of state information can be mapped to 
real-time eventing as we aim for.  

3 FUTURE COMMUNICATION 
AND MIDDLEWARE 

For PnP automation devices to become a reality, it 
must be easy and streamlined to develop such 

devices. The reason is that the strong arguments for 
interoperability as in telecommunications do not 
apply to automation, which also is to small an area 
to cover extensive developments of special 
solutions. Hence, we must be able to make use of 
available technologies in a swift manner.  

Note that the solution is not standardisation, at 
least not in the traditional sense with agreements that 
are negotiated in committees and then maintained as 
thick documents. There are already a lot of 
standards; we do not need more of them (unless 
there is a core new technical solution that calls for 
some agreements on how to make use of it). 

What is the suitable approach then, and what are 
the requirements? 

3.1 Requirements for R&A Systems 

To support the desired PnP developments we need 
middleware providing an API with a suitable 
expressiveness and simplicity. These two demands 
are contradictory and it is an open issue if a good 
solution can be found or not. For instance, even if 
there are abstractions and APIs for communication 
channels, the profiles and specifics for fieldbuses 
may add too much of complexity if the selected 
abstractions do not map onto the actual setup. 
Another example is CORBA that should simplify 
programming of distributed applications, but still 
adds too much complexity (for programming, for 
deployment, and for troubleshooting). Thus, 
abstractions need to be defined on an appropriate 
(probably medium) level to avoid problems: 
1. Too low level: The complexity of networking 

and field-buses gets exposed and the API gets 
useless for a majority of the developers. 

2. Too high level: Communication setup not 
reflecting actual needs in terms of timing and 
resources, and a variety of APIs will evolve. 

Hence, the middleware should deal with 
communication in terms of an application oriented 
(not networking oriented) API that is designed to 
map well on the most suitable alternatives for real-
time communication. To structure the topic we may 
separate between: 
• Mechanism: How are things accomplished 

technically, typically locally in a computer node 
or on the network? 

• Policy: How are the mechanisms used and 
configured locally? 

• Deployment: How is an actual system 
configured before and during run time?  

Taking a look at just the mechanisms for 
communication and connections between devices, 
there are at least the following to consider, some if it 
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affecting the software in a less obvious way. For 
brevity, the following items (that each deserves one 
paper) are very shortly described without references: 
a) Driven by time or events: EtherCAT, TTP, and 

RTNet are time driven while ThrottleNet and 
normal socket connections naturally forms 
event driven communication. Combinations? 

b) Exposing services or data: Configuration 
methods and operational state, RPC or REST? 

c) Operating peer-to-peer or master-slave: Is an 
EtherCAT slave PC node a slave or a peer? 

d) Connecting peer-to-peer or client-server: 
Server socket in server, client, or p2p software? 

e) Topology as star or ring: Implications on 
predictability, reliability, resources and cabling? 

f) Connection-based or datagram channels: 
How to deal with the tradeoff between 
performance and reliability/simplicity? 

g) Synchronous or asynchronous: Both events 
and calls can be both. Best practices and APIs? 

h) Bidirectional or one-way: Should there be a 
built-in support for handling event replies, for 
unreliable low-cost means of communication? 

i) Hot-plugging or reset: EtherCAT connected to 
an end-effecter via tool exchanger, is a commu-
nication dip during tool changing acceptable? 

j) Predictable or best-effort: Specification of 
performance requested or obtained, but what 
does it mean for the application software? 

k) Dependable or fail-safe: SME robots only need 
to be failsafe or are there mission-critical cases? 

l) Guarded or collaborating nodes: Does 
human-robot space-sharing imply a need for the 
‘babbling-idiot’ protection as in TTP. 

Since not all this complexity should be exposed in a 
complete API (that nobody would use), we need: 
o Tradeoffs such that the most critical and 

common cases are well supported, for instance 
by suitable default configurations. 

o Abstractions in layers and a guide such that only 
a few types of configurations are needed in 
actual scenarios. Integration with model-driven 
design tools is desirable. 

o Ontology-based definitions of the communi-
cation model, including formal definitions of 
items a to l above. Today standards and 
definitions are only expressed in documents (for 
humans) and code (for computers), but there is 
no meaning including semantics that is 
understandable by both humans and machines, 
which is necessary for application-level PnP. 

o Open source reference implementation working 
with some generic devices. Different vendors 
will then adopt the software (or perhaps re-
implement in other languages and for other 
platforms) but agreements and specifications 
need to be with respect to actual runnable code. 

Suitable tradeoffs with respect to embedded 
distributed software for robot work-cell devices 
should primarily suit low-cost solutions as needed 
for SMEs. Our research indicates that the following 
decisions are appropriate: 
A. Real-time data-flows should be based on one-

way data streams that from a programming 
point of view is equal to an event or message 
stream, but only resource use should be defined 
programmatically (e.g. by providing a 
maximum size message and a maximum 
frequency) and no configuration of 
communication profiles should go into the 
application code. 

B. There needs to be a binary version of the real-
time data flows, with complete description of 
message types when a connection is established 
but with only minimal binary information 
during real-time operation. That way most 
control messages fit into Ethernet frames and 
low cost raw Ethernet can be used for 
predictable communication. 

C. Real-time RPC, RMI, CORBA method calls, or 
web services, should not be permitted, at least 
not the standard IDL way. If permitted, the 
underlying asynchronous operation should be 
explicit, meaning that there is a call object that 
can be queried for completion, errors, etc. 

D. Non-real-time network traffic should be 
possible to do in the same way as for real-time 
communication, but in this case synchronous 
method calls could map (automatically) to RPC 
calls or web services. 

E. All encapsulated entities used by the real-time 
parts of the application should be resource 
aware; real-time is just a special case of 
resource limitations (namely CPU power and 
the scheduling of it), so also memory usage and 
IO bandwidth allocation should be taken care of 
in a structured way. 

F. The use of safe languages such as Java and C# 
should be used for improved modularity and 
robustness of hand-written code. Unsafe 
languages such as C++ should not be used for 
flexible dynamic parts of systems since the risk 
for dangling pointers and crashes get too high. 

G. All systems should (without extra engineering) 
run on standard desktop computers for 
simulation and debugging purposes, then 
without real-time performance but with full 
concurrency using a virtual time scale. 

There will of course be no power to enforce the 
decisions above and standardization via a committee 
would not work; freely available implementations of 
selected abstraction must be the most simple and 
efficient way of building systems, and thereafter de-
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facto standards should evolve. In this perspective 
compatibility (either directly or via bridges) with 
major wide-spread middleware solutions such as 
MSRS must be supported. A variety of initiatives are 
ongoing, including the Apache CXF Open Source 
Service Framework (Apache, 2007). 

The focus in REST on data rather than methods 
(or nouns instead of verbs) suits our manufacturing 
scenario quite well since it is data that is actually 
transferred over the network and simple mappings of 
device state to network data should permit tiny 
devices to be part of the PnP system. Using switched 
raw Ethernet (Martinsson, 2002) and self-descriptive 
data packets (Blomdell, 2007) then supports low-
cost solutions. To find out if the above technical 
decisions are appropriate or not, more assessments 
are needed to get application experiences. That is 
ongoing but outside the scope of this paper. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

Appropriately designed real-time capable 
middleware and PnP support will most likely 
simplify for application development rather than 
being a complication. Support for real-time 
communication should be built into the abstractions 
we use for communication between programs and 
computers. Real-time support means permitting real-
time operation (when OS and all involved parts 
comply), so well-written applications will provide 
real-time capabilities when deployed on a real-time 
capable system. Many promising technologies and 
partial solutions have been developed over the years, 
but it appears there are no solution with the 
completeness and scalability that is needed for the 
future very flexible and modular SME applications. 
A suitable approach appears to be open-source 
reference implementations of suitable abstractions 
for Ethernet-based communication and development 
of middleware that is compatible with (but also 
useful independently of) the Microsoft Robotics 
Studio. Additionally, special attention should be 
paid to self-descriptive binary communication 
channels that map well onto raw Ethernet and that 
can be bridged automatically to high-level XML-
based eventing as used in several of the existing 
standards. Such developments are currently ongoing 
in the SMErobot consortium. 
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Abstract: The Plug-And-Play is a synonym for the simple use of computer systems in office applications. This 
appealing idea also emerges in the branches of robotics and automation. But due to their specific technical 
and application driven requirements i.e. real-time, determinism, safety… a simple taking over of the 
technology is not sufficient. Plug-and-Produce extends the “easy to use” for applications in robotics and 
automation. This will lead to a dramatically reduction of set-up times of work-cells. In order to fulfil the 
various requirements a three layered Plug-and-Produce architecture is presented.  The communication layer 
addresses all topics regarding the bus-system level; the configuration layer is responsible for the control and 
operation system level; and the application layer addresses the needs of the user and system programmer. A 
prototypical implementation is also presented. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Technically, the integration of components i.e. a 
memory stick, a camera, or a disk drive into a 
computer system is a very complex task. Different 
kind of knowledge is required. This includes 
hardware, communication systems, operating 
systems, programming and application interfaces. 
Practically, the user wishes the simple addition of 
his new device without requiring reconfiguration or 
manual installation of device drivers. “Plug-And-
Play“(PnP) is the synonym for this wish. In the early 
1980s the NuBus (NuBus, 1983) which was 
originally developed by MIT and used by Apple 
Macintosh and Texas Instruments was one of the 
earliest PnP-busses. Today the Universal Serial Bus 
(USB) is the widest spread and probably best known 
PnP-bus (Axelson, 2005). 

The Plug-And-Play technology was developed 
for the simple use of computer systems in office 
applications. Recently this appealing idea also 
emerged in the branches of robotics and automation. 
But due to their specific technical and application 
driven requirements (details see in section 2) a 
simple taking over of PnP is not possible. Hence the 

EU funded project SMErobot™ (SMErobot, 2005) 
created the term „Plug and Produce“(PnProduce) to 
express these peculiarities and to delimit from the 
office applications.   

The potential of PnProduce is very obviously: 
The set-up time of robot cells is time-consuming and 
thus an important cost factor. It take days or even 
weeks just to get all peripheral systems 
communicating and working with each other, even 
though the system was planed and designed very 
detailed in advance. Costs could be dramatically 
reduced, if it is possible to reduce the installation 
time. Especially future robotics systems will require 
much more flexibility due to frequent task and 
equipment changes. It should be possible to connect 
a new, even a priori unknown device to the robot 
controller and to use it immediately without the need 
of a long and error prone manual configuration.  

Besides the reduction of costs a further important 
factor is the “easy to use” feature. In future, more 
and more robots will find their way into small and 
medium enterprises, into the public and the health 
sector. Also service robots or assistants for 
entertainment and at home are emerging. These 
systems will be in common, that non-robotic experts 
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will have to deal with such complex systems. 
Adding of new tools, exchanging of faulty devices 
or upgrading the system has to be manageable 
without the need of an expert.  

By means of scenarios and use cases section 2 
motivates the details of PnProduce and specifies the 
inherent technical requirements. In section 3 we 
introduce the three layer concept of PnProduce and. 
Some first implementation results are presented in 
section 4.  

2 PLUG AND PRODUCE 
REQUIREMENTS  

PnProduce concepts for industrial applications 
especially robotics can adapt existing PnP concepts 
from IT. But there are some special issues that have 
to be covered and which are not solved by available 
solutions. By means of use cases some features of 
PnProduce are discussed and also the specific 
technical requirements.  

 

Figure 1: Scenarios for PnProduce. 

2.1 Use Cases  

Figure 1 shows a generic setup of a work cell with 
multiple, different robots, tools, grippers, hands, 
sensors, and controllers. They are connected via 
real-time bus systems i.e. EtherCAT, Sercos …. 
Also the single components inside a robot should be 
connected via PnProduce. 

2.1.1 Device Exchange 

A robot component i.e. a drive unit has to be 
exchanged or upgraded. The servicing staff powers 
off the robot, exchanges the devices. In case of 
PnProduce the robot has only to be switched on 
being operational again. The central control unit 
automatically identifies the new device, reads the 
actual device status information, configures it and 
integrates its functionality into the application.  

2.1.2 (Automatic) Tool Change 

Especially for versatile robot assistants frequent tool 
changes are a common requirement. A device driven 
approach is just a subversion of the previous use 
case, where a new tool (e.g. driller) is plugged to the 
robot and the associated tool service (e.g. “drill”) is 
available for the user.  

In a service driven approach the user first selects 
the service (e.g. “drill”) and then the tool that could 
perform the task is automatically selected by the 
robot system itself. This means that an automatic 
tool changer system has to be set up. 

2.1.3 Start Up of a New System/Application 

In general an application can be characterized by the 
potential functionality of the connected components 
and devices. When powering on the functionalities 
of the devices are communicated with the central 
controller or a programmer. Bus, devices and robot 
controller are already configured for the immediate 
use. The application itself can be described by the 
detailed device configurations needed for running 
the task. This could be done manually or (semi-
automatic).  

2.1.4 Start Up of an Existing 
System/Application 

An application as described above may be stored in 
a file. When switching on the system the controller 
gets all status information from the devices which 
are connected via the real-time bus. These data can 
be compared with the stored description of the 
planned application. The controller can verify 
whether all devices are connected and properly 
configured. If not appropriate feedback to the user 
can be given. 

2.2 Deterministic and Real-time 
Communication 

The communication in robotics and automation must 
guarantee some features to facilitate a proper and 
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safe operation of the system. One of the most 
important features are real-time and determinism. As 
there are multiple specifications on the term real-
time, we will use in the context of PnProduce: “The 
timing constraints of the system must be guaranteed 
to be met. Guaranteeing timing behaviour requires 
that the communication is predictable”. The term 
deterministic tightens the requirement in real-time 
communication. It is not sufficient to guarantee the 
data within a time frame. The data have to be 
delivered at a precise time.  

2.3 Static and Dynamic Parameters 

In the past, the application programmer 
differentiates cyclic and acyclic communication. 
Cyclic data are i.e. the sensor values from a force 
torque sensor or the nominal and real value of the 
robot joints. These data types are also called 
“process images” (CAN, 2007), that are a complete 
or partial local data base. The application or the 
devices operate only on this local data, whereas the 
bus system is responsible to keep the distributed data 
consistent. The advantage is that communication and 
application are highly decoupled. Another important 
factor is the deterministic exchange of data as the 
bus load is constant and could be analyzed a priori. 

 
robot controller (master)

process image
P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6

Application

(acyclic) read/write

Device A (sensor)

P1 P3 P5 P6

Device B (actor)

P2 P4 P6

Cyclic data exchange

robot controller (master)

process image
P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6

Application

(acyclic) read/write

Device A (sensor)

P1 P3 P5 P6

Device B (actor)

P2 P4 P6

Cyclic data exchange

 
Figure 2: Cyclic/acyclic data exchange. 

Also there is an acyclic communication 
regarding the application. Data types are commands 
or events. Commands are triggered by the 
application program and are explicitly programmed 
by the user. Examples are “gripper open” or “sensor 
on”. They are typically for actuators and tools that 
are connected to the robot controller. The 
philosophy of commands is very similar to the 

Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) approaches.  
Most existing robot languages are command based 
and therefore PnProduce concepts could be 
integrated seamlessly. 

Events are used for the asynchronous transfer of 
small data sets to inform the control system or the 
devices on their actual status. They may also be used 
for setting parameters of the attached devices and/or 
software.  

The parameters may be classified in static and 
dynamic parameters. The latter may be set during 
system start-up or in case of configuration purposes. 
But they cannot or should not be changed during 
run-time. Thus there is no need to include these 
parameters in the process data sets. In general, static 
parameters are device specific.  Dynamic parameters 
dynamically lead to more flexible systems. For 
example, if a gripper with an adjustable gripping 
force is used, the force parameter can be set once 
(configuration data) before the application starts or 
can be changed depending on what kind of object 
has to be gripped (process data).  

Commands and events are still called acyclic 
even it is communicated in a cyclic manner on the 
bus level. The process images as well as the data 
exchange between the local data bases has to be 
configured, which is a complex task and leads to 
high demands for a PnProduce system. This is 
especially true if the data exchange should be 
dynamically changed. 

2.4 Plug-And-Play Variants 

There are different grades in the performance of 
Plug-And-Play systems. The simplest version is 
Cold PnP: All devices and components are switched 
off and get connected. Thereafter the entire system is 
switched on.  

The most difficult variant is Hot PnP. The entire 
system is in operational mode. The user may remove 
or attach a device without further intervention and 
most important without disturbing the running 
application.  

An intermediate level is Coordinated PnP which 
is a preliminary stage of Hot PnP. The chance nature 
of attaching/removing devices is eliminated. This 
guarantees that the application itself is not disturbed. 
The attaching/removal is user or program controlled.  

Another classification scheme for PnP is 
complete, semi-automatic, or configurable. 

Complete PnP:  
- The attached device is automatically 

recognized and may be used without further 
intervention. 
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- Device descriptions are stored in a data 
base; drivers are automatically configured 
and integrated to the application system.  

  
Semiautomatic PnP: 
- The device is attached and device type/class 

is recognized.  
- User has to integrate the appropriate drivers 

(CD, DVD, Internet …)  
- No further configuration is needed 

 
Configurable PnP: 
- Additionally to semiautomatic the user has 

to configure the drivers, devices manually.  

2.5 Abstraction and Descriptions 

Hot-PnP, Complete-PnP, and the other variants 
presuppose the description of devices, 
configurations, and applications. The purpose is to 
encapsulate some device/configuration/application 
dependent functionality thus it can be used in a 
modular fashion.  

Device Descriptions are a key technology for 
PnProduce. There are a several approaches which 
will be shortly presented. 

The first is EDDL, the Electronic Data Definition 
Language and its predecessor the GSD, the Generic 
Station Description. Both of them are used in the 
PROFIBus Setting (EDDL, 2007). 

The GSD is the obligatory “ID card” for every 
Profibus device. It contains the key data of the 
device, details relating to its communication 
capabilities and other information relating, for 
example, to diagnosis values. In the device 
integration process the GSD is sufficient to employ 
for the cyclic exchange of measurement values and 
manipulated variables between the field device and 
the automation system. 

The EDDL is a textual and OS independent 
format to describe field devices. It gives hints on 
how to model the GUI, which is used to configure 
the devices. This results in a standardized GUI for 
devices of every manufacturer. The EDDL holds 
fields for metadata, such as ordering and 
maintenance information. The standardization is IEC 
61804-2. 

Another example for a description language is 
EDS and DCF. EDS stands for electronic data sheet 
and is used with the CAN bus, mainly with 
CANopen and DeviceNet. EDS is just a template, 
DCF, device configuration file, is a concrete 
instance of this template. 

EDS is also a plain ASCII or XML file, 
standardized in ISO 15745. By means of an EDS, a 

device can be described with respect to the content 
of its object dictionary. User defined data types 
(records), their value(s), simple values of predefined 
type, arrays, "funktion pointers” and similar data is 
stored there and therefore described in the EDS. 
There are a lot of EDS Files predefined for devices 
supporting the CAN bus (CAN, 2007).  

FDCML is the field device configuration markup 
language. It describes identity, logical and physical 
communication facilities (bus independence), 
functionality, and configuration facilities. Also it 
supports the multilingual documentation of the 
device. It's flexible in respect to future developments 
and is capable of describing dependencies between 
device parameters. It is possible to describe the 
different types of devices which can be connected to 
this device, the needed resources to use this device, 
its structure and so on (FDCML, 2007). 

The descriptions used in UPnP are written in 
XML syntax (therefore again multilingualism 
possible). UPnP describes identity, provided services 
(functional units within devices), actions (functional 
units within services) and state variables related to 
these services. For each service the description 
contains the type and URI's for eventing and 
controlling. The device itself contains a URI for its 
presentation. With these URIs it is possible to 
interact with the service and to examine the device 
(UPnP, 2007). 

The actions are parameterized with supplied 
arguments, which are defined within the service. 
These arguments can be in or out arguments, relate 
to any state variable within the service and have a 
defined return value.  

The state variables are typed, have a value range 
and can send events. It is a very abstract approach, 
so it doesn't include any description of physical 
connections and therefore bus-independent. 

Used in our setting the abstract approach and the 
missing definition of the physical connection display 
the need for extensions of the description. 

Configuration descriptions are another category 
of descriptions. They describe how a unique 
instance of a device is actually used. Configuration 
descriptions are only valid for exactly one device 
instance and often are dependant from a single 
application. A configuration description is more or 
less just a “snapshot” of the actual device state, e.g. 
the values of the static parameters. They can be used 
to make device data persistent, to check if the actual 
configuration is valid and for automatic 
configuration of devices after a device exchange. 

The application description contains the devices 
and services needed to run an application. It is used 
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to check, if all conditions are met to start the 
application or if there are modifications regarding 
the connected devices. 

3 THREE LAYER CONCEPT 

It is obviously to see that PnProduce has different 
levels of abstraction. You can identify three “Plug-
And-Produce”-layers to meet the requirements of 
robotics and automation systems:  
1. Communication and bus-system level: log-in 

and log-out of subscribers;  
2. Control and operation system level: integration 

and release of components in the environment;  
3. Application level: the offered functionalities of 

the subscribers are used. 
The German national project PAPAS: Plug And 

Play for Automation Systems (PAPAS, 2006) 
addressed this complexity and suggested a layered 
structure similar to the famous ISI/OSI layers for 
communication. Figure 3 relates the PAPAS 
structure both to the ISO/OSI model and the typical 
field bus approach.   

 

Figure 3: The PAPAS Plug-And-Play layer architecture
(Plank et.al. 2006). 

The Datalink and Physical Layer are directly 
related to the communication bus and its physics. 
Examples of a field-bus are CAN or Profibus. 
PAPAS investigated among others Sercos 
(SERCOS, 2007) and the Ethernet-based real-time 
busses EtherCAT (ETG, 2007) and Ethernet-
Powerlink (EPSG, 2007). The two layers are the 
only, clear delimited layers regarding the ISO/OSI 
specification. The layers Session, Transport, and 
Network are not used in the general field-bus 
approaches. In all three models the application and 
presentation layers are oriented towards the 
application and/or the configuration of the 
application. The limits of these ISO/OSI layers are 
indistinct. 

3.1 Communication PnProduce 

The basis of PnProduce is the communication layer, 
as it addresses the potential (i.e. bandwidth, load, 
determinism, clock …) of the communication itself. 
It is directly related to Layer 1 to Layer 5 of the 
ISO/OSI reference model. The PAPAS Plug&Play 
layer addresses here the PnP-functionality regarding 
the bus-systems and their specific communication 
protocols. At this level the independency of the bus-
system is implemented.  

When these layers are successfully switched on 
the systems knows all the participants by its network 
address but not by its function. The transferring data 
types are not known yet which guarantees the 
independence of the application. 

3.2 Configuration PnProduce 

The effect of this layer is twofold. It configures the 
system with regard to the communication as well as 
to the application.  

When the communication system is operational, 
the participants are known and the master is able to 
read their device descriptions (see 2.5). Typical 
device information is: 
- Synchronous, asynchronous communication 
- Minimal/maximum bandwidth for sending 

and/or receiving data i.e. joint value, 
force/torque value, image data …  

- Minimal/maximum clock for sending and/or 
receiving data  

According to their requirements and the needs of the 
specific application the communication system can 
be configured.  

Analogue the devices and controls have to be 
configured regarding their functionality. Following 
tasks can/should be done in this layer: 
- Determining which devices i.e. sensor are 

available; 
- Determining which functions, services, and 

parameters are available (see device 
descriptions); 

- Automatic reconfiguration of a device after it 
has been exchanged because the old one was 
defect; 

- Reading device status information i.e. error log, 
software release, operating hours, and other 
statistical data. 

3.3 Application PnProduce 

The intention of this layer is to structure the open 
ended world of applications thus you can reuse robot 
programs or tasks (synonym for robot applications) 
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in another context or environment. A robotic task 
could be i.e. to “drill a hole”. This task is composed 
by a robot, a sensor, a drilling machine, a piece of 
wood, and software commanding the active devices. 
You can repeat the task with the same components 
but also with i.e. another robot. The application 
remains the same. Only the functionality of the 
connected devices is of interest. 

The following scenarios describe a graded 
structure, which can be distinguished within 
Application PnProduce. 
- Standardised Functions/Services: If functions, 

services and parameters are standardised like 
CANopen profiles (Pfeiffer et.al. 2003, CAN,  
2007), they can be used automatically and 
called from the system or the application.  

- User integration: If a new device with an 
unknown functionality is attached, the system is 
able to autonomously detect and integrate it at 
the communication level. But it is not able to 
integrate its services or functions. It will inform 
the user on the new component its offered 
functionalities. 

- Semantic information: Another possibility is to 
integrate semantic knowledge into unknown 
functionality. But this is a very difficult and not 
completely solved task. Besides the syntactic 
description a service the meaning must also be 
represented.  

Whereas the application PnProduce layer is fully 
independent from the communication PnProduce 
layer and vice versa, the configuration PnProduce 
layer can have dependencies with both, 
communication and application. 

3.4 PnProduce Layer Model 

The following will explain the PnProduce layers and 
their interdependencies in more detail. 

The new high performance communication 
systems must meet the modern robotics and 
automation demands: 
- Distributed automation 
- Close and coordinated coupling of devices with 

different functions, timing, and data loads 
- High clock speed 
- Short reaction time 
- Reduction of costs 
 

The actual serial real-time bus systems (i.e. 
EtherCAT, Ethernet-Powerlink, and Sercos) comply 
with these demands. But they differ in transfer 
modes and protocols. Thus the integration of 
different devices equipped with different bus 

systems into one robotics application is very difficult 
and needs a lot of expert knowledge. In order to 
reach the Communication PnProduce functionality 
and thus a transparent and deterministic access to the 
bus system level, an abstraction of the PnP-
behaviour from the bus-system is needed.  

 

Configuration 
PnProduce

Client Software

Application

Device Function

PAPAS
 System Software

Logical Device

Bus Interface
i.e. EtherCAT, Sercos Bus Interface

physical data link 

logical data link

Function Layer

Device Layer

Bus Layer

Master- Node Slave- Node (Device)

Communication 
PnProduce

Application 
PnProduce

 
Figure 4: The PnProduce layer model. Each transition 
interface provides a specific kind of PnProduce-
capability. 

PnProduce assumes a master/slave architecture 
which is commonly used in robotic and automation 
systems. The PnProduce layer model (Figure 4) 
shows the most important components and the data 
flow.  
- Master-Node: i.e. robot controller; 
- Slave-Node: i.e. sensor device in its entirety; 
- Device Function: description of the input/output 

characteristics i.e. sensor values; 
- Client Software: API of the device; 
- Logical Device: Basic interface, which 

facilitates the master an unified handling of  the 
varying devices; 

- PAPAS System Software: Specific w.r.t. the 
operation system but independent of the client 
software and the bus interface; 

- Bus-Interface: hardware i.e. EtherCAT, Sercos 
 
Master and slave are composed of three layers. The 
Bus Layer provides the physical and packet oriented 
connection. The Device Layer contains all the 
system information needed for the device 
configuration. The Function Layer describes the 
logical interconnection between master and slave.  

The master puts a request on the bus. If the 
needed communication resources are available either 
the master or the slave sends its data. The success is 
indicated by acknowledge. The PnProduce protocol 
provides four data transfer modes: 
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1. Control: configuration of new attached devices 
and device control. All devices have to support 
this mode. 

2. Interrupt: Asynchronous data transfer of small 
data sets. The protocol guarantees the data 
transfer in device specific service intervals.  

3. Bulk: Asynchronous data transfer of large data 
sets. The protocol guarantees the data transfer as 
soon as the needed bandwidth is available.  

4. Isochronous: This mode guarantees fixed data 
rates and a maximum latency. When a new 
device is attached the master verifies whether 
the requested communication bandwidth is 
available.  

4 EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEMS 

This section describes in short the first version of an 
implemented PnProduce system. Here the focus is 
mainly on the communication PnProduce 
functionality. The application addressed within the 
PAPAS experimental setup is based on a robot 
assistant for human working in industrial 
environments (see Figure 5). One chosen task of the 
robot is a typical example of an industrial 
manufacturing process, which is still executed 
almost completely manually today, with a very low 
degree of automation. The assembly algorithms 
developed and tested on a set of planar objects with 
complex, non-convex geometric forms are described 
within (Stemmer et.al, 2006). 
 

Figure 5: A light-weight robot arm as an assistant for 
human-like working in industrial environments the 
PAPAS experimental setup is designed to demonstrate a
typical example of an industrial manufacturing process. 

For verification of the PnProduce approach a set 
of typical industrial tools has been prepared to 
demonstrate hot plugging. Typical tools are a 

Programmable Focusing Optics (PFO), a compliant 
force-torque sensor or a parallel gripper (see Figure 
6). The PFO of Trumpf Laser flexible welds spots 
and seams without moving the workpiece, neither 
the focusing optics having to be moved at all. The 
PFO focuses the laser beam to any defined location 
in the working area.  

 
  

Figure 6: Typical classes of slave tools and devices for 
robotics and automation applications: a gripper with 
parallel jaw motion, a force torque sensor and a 
programmable focusing optics (PFO) which have been 
prepared to interact as an EtherCAT slave device. 

Especially for assembly and part mating with 
industrial robots, a compliant force-torque sensor 
was developed. The compliant sensor does not only 
yield the forces and torques but also the 
positional/rotational displacements of a tool, e.g., 
under the influence of gravity.  

 

 
Figure 7: JAVA-based tools can be used to monitor the 
plug-and-play process, to display recorded device data 
and to command plugged devices using a general purpose 
class-specific interface. 

With the Ethernet Control Automation 
Technology (EtherCAT) a new Ethernet-based field 
bus system was chosen at the drive or I/O level 
(ETG, 2007) for real-time transportation of process 
data.  

The experimental set up uses a line structure 
configuration. A chain of EtherCAT slaves can be 
connected in any sequence to the EtherCAT master 
which monitors the Ethernet bus for plugged 
devices. Inserting a new device into an expansion 
slot forces the master to trigger the PnProduce 
process of the overlaying PnProduce layer without 
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requiring reconfiguration or manual installation of 
device drivers.  

5 SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK  

The integration of industrial components i.e. gripper, 
force/torque sensors, intelligent tools… into a robot 
work-cell is a very complex task. Different kind of 
knowledge is required. This includes hardware, 
communication systems, operating systems, 
programming and application interfaces. Plug-and-
Produce extends the very well known concept of 
Plug-And-Play towards the use in industrial 
environments. Due to their specific technical and 
application driven requirements i.e. real-time, 
determinism, safety… a simple taking over of the 
PnP technology is not sufficient. Plug-and-Produce 
extends the “easy to use” for applications in robotics 
and automation. This will lead among other things to 
a dramatically reduction of set-up times of work-
cells. 

In order to fulfil the various requirements a 
layered Plug-and-Produce architecture was 
presented. The key feature is to properly encapsulate 
the functionalities of one layer with regard to the 
neighbouring. Standardized interfaces i.e. the device 
description will permit the interchangeability of 
hardware and software  

Three “Plug-And-Produce”-layers were specified 
to meet the requirements of robotics and automation 
systems:  
1. Communication and bus-system level: log-in 

and log-out of subscribers;  
2. Control and operation system level: integration 

and release of components in the environment;  
3. Application level: the offered functionalities of 

the subscribers are used. 

The first implementation results especially the 
Communication PnProduce are very promising.  The 
future activities of Application PnProduce may be 
influenced by the research in Service Oriented 
Architectures (SoA). Here we have to investigate 
whether these concepts satisfy the PnProduce 
requirements and how they can be integrated.  
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Abstract: Achieving rapid, intuitive, and error-free robot setup andinstruction is a challenge. We present our work
towards an assistive infrastructure for robot setup and instruction that attempts to address it. In this paper, we
describe the ongoing development of a system that automatically generates multimodal dialogue interaction
from product and process ontologies. The prototype currently generates two modalities, digital paper and
spoken dialogue.

1 INTRODUCTION

Traditional robotics supports long-batch production
and requires skilled personnel to handle setup and in-
struction. On the contrary, new robot markets often
involve shorter series and small and medium enter-
prises. This means that the shift of products is faster
and the change-overs often need to be carried out by
non-experts. This sets new challenges for the robot
user interfaces to be more intuitive and user friendly
in order to reduce number of errors and cost/time
(Haegele, 2007). Such challenges outline the need for
assistive systems within the robot cell to make the op-
erator less dependent on expert knowledge and turn
complex tasks feasible. Examples that could benefit
from assistance include calibration of tools, fixtures,
and workpieces; usage of CAD/CAPP/CAM soft-
ware such as task planners; configuration of process-
specific software packages, such as the ABB palletiz-
ing PowerPac.

In this paper, we present an assistive infrastructure
for robot setup and instruction that attempts to address
these challenges. We introduce the ongoing develop-
ment of a system based on semantic web technologies
that automatically generates multimodal dialogue in-
teraction. We also describe a prototype that currently
generates two modalities, digital paper and spoken di-
alogue.

The purpose of an assistive system is to enhance
the usability and usefulness of the robot and its
connected resources (sensors, CAD/CAPP/CAM sys-
tems) through:

• The use of semantic standards in information ex-
change, such as RDF/S, OWL, SPARQL, and
SWRL;

• Production documents such as product and pro-
cess data including a semantic layer;

• The definition of compatible semantic layers so
that they can be used across the relevant tasks,
such as aiding cell calibration and robot instruc-
tion.

• Increased automation of tasks using the seman-
tic layer, such as finding calibration sequences to
make sure nothing is forgotten.

The roadmap we follow to implement the assis-
tive infrastructure is based on the use of an ontologi-
cal network to encapsulate knowledge about the prod-
uct data and manufacturing processes. It requires the
derivation of ontology concepts that will serve as the
main data source to generate — or refer to — the
complete specifications and the operating instructions
used to automate information management necessary
for task planning and execution.

2 MULTIMODAL FORM-BASED
DIALOGUE

From the user viewpoint, the operation starts with an
initial selection command from the operator to tell the
machine which work piece to produce and possibly
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from positions and equipment data sensed by devices
on the floor.

After the initial selection, the system extracts data
from the ontology that enables the operator to config-
ure the task and the product, and to prepare the task
execution. The configuration step uses a multimodal
interface that lets the operator fill in the different op-
tions. It ends with the monitoring and execution of
the configured task.

The process flow uses conversion tools such as
transformation rules, inference rules, and the JastAdd
compiler (JastAdd, 2007) to select and convert por-
tions of the ontology. This results in process and
product data divided into configurable and noncon-
figurable parts (Figure 1). The extracted data are first
formatted as an XML document corresponding to a
production sketch that we call the XML appconf.

From this sketch, the system automatically gener-
ates user interfaces with multiple input modalities for
all the parameters. A first demonstration prototype
will be available in Spring 2008.

3 ONTOLOGY MODELING

In computer science, ontologies correspond to hier-
archical models to represent concepts, objects, and
their relationships. They enable systems to (Buitelaar,
2007):

• Encode and interpret data using a rich hierarchical
and relational structure.

• Extract data and integrate them into applications.

• Share data with a common format.

As ontology modeling language, we have chosen the
web ontology language (McGuinness and van Harme-
len, 2007) and the Protégé toolkit (Protégé, 2007)
as a data entry and validation tool. Both are well-
established standards in their domain with a large de-
veloper’s community. We are currently using them to
build the ontology of a specific domain shown in Fig-
ure 2 that serves in the demonstration prototype. This
ontology acts as an advanced data repository for the
product configuration and the production operations.
In the future, we will populate ontologies from man-
ual modeling, specification databases, and 3D mod-
els. In addition to what we develop within SMErobot,
the data model we will use could also possibly benefit
from work being carried out at LTH for the SIARAS
project (SIARAS, 2007) on production ontologies.

The conversion pipeline shown in Figure 1 uses
W3C recommendations associated with the semantic
web such as XSLT or SWRL. The choice of these
tools needs some clarification. We first summarize

Figure 2: An excerpt of the ontology detailing the operation
hierarchy.

the concepts that are around OWL and then explain
the conversion principles.

3.1 Resource Description Framework -
RDF

OWL is based on the resource description framework,
RDF (RDF, 2007). RDF models statements as triples
in the form of a subject, a predicate (a verb), and an
object. As an example, the statementthe milling pro-
cess starts with a calibration can be split into a sub-
ject, the milling process, a predicate,starts with, and
an object,a calibration. Such triples are also named,
respectively, the resource, the property, and the value.
RDF is restricted to binary predicates.

This framework can use two encodings. The first
one, called Notation 3, consists of sequences of tex-
tual triples and the second one adopts an XML syn-
tax. The subject – the resource – must be a URI.
The predicate or property, which is also a resource,
is a URI too. The object or value can be a resource
or a literal. To represent the example above, we use
the lrc namespace – Lund Robotics Core – and URI
http://cs.lth.se/lrc/ontologies/1.0/. This URI is still
nonexistent when this article is being written. Using
Notation 3, we can represent the example above as:

@prefix lrc: <http://cs.lth.se/lrc/ontologies/1.0/>.

<#milling_process> lrc:starts_with "calibration";
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Figure 1: The process workflow.

And in XML syntax as:

<rdf:RDF

xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"

xmlns:lrc="http://cs.lth.se/lrc/ontologies/1.0/">

<rdf:Description rdf:about="#milling_process">

<lrc:starts_with>calibration</lrc:starts_with>

</rdf:Description>

</rdf:RDF>

More generally, triples (subject, predicate, ob-
ject) can be encoded in Prolog or Datalog aspredi-
cate(subject, object) that is, with the sentence above
as:

starts_with(milling_process, calibration)

3.2 RDF Schema – RDFS

RDF schema, RDFS, is built on RDF and defines
two predicates that enable the programmer to build
an ontology:rdfs:Class andrdfs:subClassOf (RDFS,
2007). Therdfs:Class element allows to declare a
RDF resource as a class and therdfs:subClassOf ele-
ment allows to declare subclasses of a class and build
a hierarchy. When a resource has been declared as a
class, we can userdf:type to create individuals mem-
ber of this class. In addition, RDFS comprises similar
predicates to build a property hierarchy.

In addition, RDFS has constructs to type the sub-
ject and the object of the triples. It corresponds to
the domain and range of a function, and in the case
of RDFS applies to properties. RFDS uses the con-
structsrdfs:domain for the subjects andrdfs:range for
the objects to restrict the values of the two arguments
of a property.

3.3 OWL

Although the combination of RDF and RDFS forms
an ontology language, it lacks some features to build
large, realistic ontologies. They include cardinality
restrictions, Boolean operations on classes, etc. In ad-
dition, RDF and RDFS are not well coupled to logic
and reasoning tools.

The web ontology language, OWL, is an extension
of RDF and RDFS that attempts to complement them
with better logic foundations and a support for practi-
cal reasoning (McGuinness and van Harmelen, 2007).
It comes with three flavors of increasing expressivity
– light, description logic, and full – that are upward
compatible. Only the two first ones are guaranteed to
be tractable in practice.

Important constructs of OWL include
the owl:Class, which is derived from the
rdfs:Class, two properties, owl:ObjectProperty
and owl:DatatypeProperty, that relate objects to
respectively another object or a data type value like
a string, an integer, a float, etc.,owl:Restriction
that enables the programmer to use existential and
universal quantifiers and cardinality.

4 PROTOTYPE SETUP

4.1 Nameplate Manufacturing

As described in (SMErobot, 2007b), the ontology
programming approach uses automatically generated
forms to select and configure both the task and the
product. The prototype selected to demonstrate the
concepts associated with our approach corresponds to
the manufacturing of wood nameplates.

Figure 3 shows a configuration form where the left
column configures the shape and looks of the plate.
The right column configures the process for manufac-
turing the plate. In this example it is possible to skip
steps, execute in a stepwise manner, and choose data
acquisition methods for steps involved. The left col-
umn can be filled out at an earlier date while the right
column is filled out close to task execution time. The
upper right barcode identifies the process and is pos-
sibly unique to individualize the sheet.
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Figure 3: Prototype form for manufacturing wood name-
plates.

4.2 Nameplate Manufacturing Ontology

We have built a prototype ontology to encode the pro-
cess templates and we are developing well-defined
conceptual interfaces toward work cells (equipment,
capabilities, communication) and process data, assist-
ing construction of process templates, and assisting
(manual/automatic) work cell reconfiguration.

The ontology is restricted to the prototype domain
and Figure 2 shows an excerpt of it. It describes the
finished products its components, together with pos-
sible features as well as the operations involved in the
manufacturing process of the product.

4.3 Intermediate Appconf
Representation

Given a product to manufacture, the conversion pro-
cess extracts an intermediate, flat representation from
the ontology. This representation is designed to be
modality-independent, which makes it easier to build
user views (forms, speech, gestures). We call it the
application configuration – appconf.

As an example, in the application prototype we
are building, the sheet requires the operator to sup-
ply data, such as the corner shape, the hole configu-
ration, and the pattern and text (person name for in-
stance). All these items are shown as input areas on
the sheet in Figure 3. The intermediate appconf rep-

resentation has corresponding elements representing
all these configurable items, for instance the corner
shape.

We give an idea of how to represent the corner
shape options in the XML code snippet below. This
code replicates the possible options, sharp, soft, or cut
corners, with the images to display in the e-form using
the img element and the messages to utter using the
snd element in the case of a spoken dialogue.

<shape>
<one-of>

<option>
<name>sharp corners</name>
<command code="sharp.cd"/>
<img src="sharp.jpg"/>
<snd src="sharp.wav"/>

</option>
<option>

<name>soft corners</name>
<command code="soft.cd"/>
<img src="soft"/>
<param name="diameter" unit="mm"/>

</option>
<option>

<name>cut corners</name>
<command code=".cd"/>
<img src="cut.jpg"/>
<param name="height" unit="mm"/>

</option>
</one-of>

</shape>

Using this configuration sketch, presentation
rules, and modality specific constraints, the conver-
sion process produces displayable forms or spoken
dialogues so that the operator can supply the missing
parameters. Once the operator has filled in the data,
the corresponding XML fragment is:

<shape>
<name>sharp corners</name>
<command code="sharp.cd"/>
<img src="sharp.jpg"/>
<snd src="sharp.wav"/>

</shape>

4.4 Methods and Languages to Extract
Information from Ontologies

The conversion pipeline extracts and infers informa-
tion from the ontology and generates the user input
modalities. The appconf configuration sketch is an
XML intermediate document between the ontology
and the user interfaces. Unlike the sketch, the on-
tology is a structured and hierarchical representation,
where features are shared and inherited across a va-
riety of pieces and processes. This means that ex-
traction is not trivial because the representation lan-
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guages involve three complex and intricate layers:
RDF, RDFS, and OWL.

Such a setting requires specific query languages
and techniques. In addition to the ontology manage-
ment, we need to process other XML documents in
the processing chain such as the appconf sheet to con-
vert them into forms or dialogue programs. We review
here techniques and their application in the manage-
ment of information along the conversion chain. They
include accessing XML nodes, querying RDF triples,
and reasoning about the ontology knowledge. Most
difficulties come from the apparent masses of “solu-
tions”. Wikipedia lists not less than 11 different RDF
query languages and ten OWL reasoners! We focus
here on what have become the (likely) standards in
their respective ecosystems.

4.4.1 XSLT

The simplest way to access and transform XML doc-
uments is to use the combination of XPath and the
extensible stylesheet language transformations, XSLT
(XSLT, 2007). XPath enables programmers to express
a path and access nodes in an XML tree, while XSLT
defines conversion rules to apply to the nodes. A typi-
cal application of XSLT is the transformation of XML
documents into XHTML files destined to be read by
web browsers.

Provided that the amount of paraphrasing (syn-
tactic variation) is limited, XSLT XPath is fairly us-
able to run the conversions. From studies we have
done, this is the case for the conversion of the app-
conf sketch to the user modalities. We are completing
the implementation and integrating it in the prototype.

However, this is not the case for ontologies. They
are built on OWL, which is built with RDF triples,
which allows reformulating similar structures using
different constructs. Querying ontologies require ei-
ther query languages or reasoning rules. For a justifi-
cation, see (Antoniou and van Harlmelen, 2004), pp.
100-102.

4.4.2 SPARQL

SPARQL (SPARQL, 2007) is a RDF query language.
It enables the programmer to extract RDF triples us-
ing the SELECT keyword where the variables are de-
noted with a question mark prefix using a set of condi-
tions defined by the WHERE keyword. It is also pos-
sible to build a new graph using the CONSTRUCT
keyword. SPARQL’s syntax is similar to that of the
SQL language. The query below extracts all the pairs
where?subject is a subclass of?object:

SELECT ?subject ?object

WHERE {
?subject rdfs:subClassOf ?object. }

However, as SPARQL makes the join operation
implicit, it bears some resemblance with Prolog as in
this query:
SELECT ?subject ?config
WHERE {

?subject rdfs:subClassOf <#FinishedProduct> .
?prop rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty .
?prop rdfs:range ?config . }

SPARQL is becoming a de facto standard for RDF.
It is a stable language with a quality implementations
from various sources. Competitors include XQuery, a
generic XML query language, which has not gained
acceptance in the RDF community.

4.4.3 SWRL

While SPARQL enables a programmer to extract in-
formation from an ontology, it is only designed for
RDF. In addition, it cannot easily derive logical con-
sequences from its results. To exploit fully the ontol-
ogy knowledge, one needs a reasoning or inferencing
mechanism. This is the purpose of a language like the
semantic web rule language, SWRL (SWRL, 2007).
SWRL rules have a Prolog-like structure. They con-
sist of an antecedent corresponding to a conjunction
of conditions (predicates) and a consequent. When
the conditions are true, the consequent is also true and
can be asserted. In addition to being a inference lan-
guage, SWRL features an extension that lets it act like
a query language, SQWRL.

SWRL is supported from the 3.4 version of
Protégé in the form of a development environment
with editing tools. This means that we can write,
modify, and to a certain extent validate rules. How-
ever, version 3.4 is still in the beta stage at the time
we are witing this paper. In addition, Protégé does not
include a full-fledged inference engine. This means
that it cannot by itself execute the rules. It just sup-
plies a bridge that connects to an external module. So
far, Protégé supports only one inference engine, Jess
(Friedman-Hill, 2007).

4.4.4 JastAdd

JastAdd is not a query language in itself, but a gen-
eral compiler construction tool with some very useful
features; aspect oriented programming and attribute
grammars. Using results from earlier work (Malec
et al., 2007) we can automatically create a parser for
an OWL ontology. Utilizing the aspect-oriented fea-
ture of JastAdd, we can then implement queries in the
form of aspect modules that will be weaved in with
the generated parser at compile time.
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While it does not possess the expressive power of
SWRL, it will enable the user to extract almost any
information from the ontology with just a few 10s of
lines of Java code.

4.4.5 Prolog

Prolog – or Datalog – is a last example of reasoning
tool that could be used to extract information from the
ontology. Some Prolog implementations have a RDF
interface like SWI Prolog that has been used with suc-
cess in semantic web applications (Wielemaker et al.,
2007). It is then possible to query an ontology from a
logic program and to run inference rules on the result.

As Prolog predicates and rules have much in com-
mon with SWRL, logic programs written in Prolog
and SWRL would be very similar and with equiva-
lent performances. Difference would come from the
location of the bridge between the ontology and the
inference engine, at the RDF level for Prolog, at the
OWL level for SWRL.

However, although Prolog is more expressive than
other languages and has a proven record of industrial
applications, Protégé does not support it. It is not
standardized within the context of the semantic web
either. This makes its choice, at the moment, riskier
than the other options.

4.5 From an Ontology to the Appconf
Sketch

The first step of the conversion pipeline generates
the XML Appconf sketch from the ontology. As the
SWRL formalism is more flexible and powerful, as
well as adopted by the semantic web community, we
are using it for this step in the demonstration proto-
type. As inference engine, we are using the built-in
bridge that is for now only coupled to Jess.

However, SWRL is a new feature of Protégé 3.4
and athough it already supports manyabox andtbox
built-in predicates, it is still under active development.
Many of the predicates are not yet implemented. The
beta version status of SWRL pose timetable problems
and we are also using SPARQL to query the ontology
and write the rules.

We wrote rules using both formalisms to extract
information from the ontology. We show below an
example of SWRL rule that finds all the properties of
the subclasses of FinishedProduct and Figure 4 shows
a screenshot of the editing window in Protégé. We
also show its counterpart in SPARQL. We embedded
the rules in the Java prototype using the Protégé API
that resembles SQL drivers.

PREFIX list: <http://jena.hpl.hp.com/ARQ/list#>

Figure 4: A screenshot of the SWRL interface in Protégé
and an example of a rule.

SELECT ?product ?configuration
WHERE {
?product rdfs:subClassOf <#FinishedProduct> .
?property rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty .
{{?property rdfs:domain ?product} UNION
{?property rdfs:domain ?union .
?union owl:unionOf ?list .
?list list:member ?product}} .
?property rdfs:range ?configuration}

4.6 From the Appconf Sketch to Input
Modalities

The second step of the conversion pipeline generates
user input interfaces from the XML Appconf sketch.
As final products frequently need to be customized
according to the order, the manufacturing operator
will be able to enter a part of the specifications at
production time. In the demonstration prototype, we
will investigate three configuration modalities that are
core to the SMErobot project (SMErobot, 2007a),
namely E-forms, gestures, and spoken dialogue.

We are developing tools to generate automatically
the work piece production forms, the gesture tracking
and interpretation module, or the dialogue specifica-
tions from the XML Appconf. Before the piece is
manufactured, the operator fills in the remaining data
corresponding to the final piece using the modality
of her/his choice. To ease the interaction, we are in-
vestigating a framework to combine simultaneously
the different modalities so that the operator can use
speech and gestures at the same time for instance.
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Figure 5: Multimodal dialogue architecture.

4.6.1 Transformation Language

As transformation language to produce the forms and
the dialogue specifications, we are using XSLT. XSLT
enables to apply transformations to Appconf nodes
accessed via the XPath language. It can produce
XML documents in formats like XHTML for the
forms or VoiceXML for the dialogues. In addition, we
are investigating the XSL-FO page-formatting stan-
dard where the description of a document content uses
objects such as blocks, tables, footnotes, etc. It is
richer than HTML-like descriptions and can be con-
verted to PDF. The conversion of an XSL-FO doc-
ument to a PDF uses a sequence of transformations
that builds the XML tree, produces graphical objects,
renders the objects as text areas with their pixel posi-
tioning, and finally generates PDF.

4.6.2 VoiceXML

The demonstration prototype includes a voice modal-
ity that enables the operator to configure the prod-
uct through a dialogue and hence have his hands free
while s/he fills in the manufacturing options. The di-
alogue uses a system-initiative scheme, which means
that the dialogue structure resemble a form filling pro-
cedure where the user answers questions posed by the
system.

We have chosen the Voice Extensible Markup
Language, VoiceXML, to generate the dialogues.
(VoiceXML, 2007) is markup language that enables
a programmer to build form-based, goal-oriented dia-
logues (system-initiative mostly). The user fills fields
in forms using speech, where the field input can be
constrained with a grammar. It is designed to be in-
tegrated in a speech server and supports IP telephony.
As VoiceXML is a standard, the programs should be
portable to any platform that supports this language.

4.7 Perspectives: Multimodal
Management

We will examine possible designs for the multimodal
management architecture such as the one shown in
Figure 5. It is mainly derived from a previous work
of a member of the LTH team (Bersot et al., 1998;
Godéreaux et al., 1998) and a recent system devel-
oped by the Bell labs (Ammicht et al., 2007; Potami-
anos et al., 2007). One input channel corresponds to
the speech recognition module, which transcribes the
user’s speech into a word stream. The language en-
gine then processes the character flow dealing with
syntax, which is constrained by the VoiceXML struc-
ture, and semantics. The semantic module converts
words into a semantic representation that is common
to speech and other types of interaction. The other
channel corresponds to form filling, which are pro-
cessed by the multimodal manager. The pragmatic
module merges data from both modalities and keeps
track of the context and the application goals. The re-
sulting answers are either converted into speech to the
user by a speech synthesizer or presented visually by
a visualizing module.
The multimodal architecture will use a client-server
architecture and instantiate some of the modules
shown in Figure 5. We are currently defining them. In
the future, it could evolve into an integration platform
enabling partners to plug their applications. As a use
case we consider interactions where the user fills in
the data using one modality, the corresponding client
sends the data to the server, and the server updates the
context of all the modalities. There are then continu-
ous visual or audio updates of the current context. For
instance, an audio message is synthesized each time
the user has selected an option with the form, to con-
firm or remind the next actions. Modality switching
could be carried out manually by the user or automat-
ically.
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5 CONCLUSIONS

We have described the design and implemention of an
assistive infrastructure based on the use of an ontolog-
ical network to encapsulate knowledge on the product
data and manufacturing processes. We have imple-
mented a prototype ontology that serves as the main
data source to automatically generate digital forms
and voice dialogues to configure a wood nameplate
manufacturing process. As a perspective, we intend
to synchronize modalities for a more flexible, effi-
cient user input. A first prototype will be available
for demonstration in Spring 2008.
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Abstract: Programming industrial robotic workcells is a challenging task, namely because it means dealing with 
several types of machines, mange the data flow between them and orchestrate their basic functionality into a 
working program. In this work service oriented architectures are used for the task of programming robotic 
workcells along with managing the communication between cell components, and a statechart model engine 
is implemented to orchestrate the system logic. The objective of this paper is to focus in merging service 
oriented architectures with StateCharts XML, and in evaluating that robotic workcell programming 
approach using a simple laboratory test bed.  

1 INTRODUCTION 

The integration of different components in an 
industrial robotic cell is a time consuming task. 
Nowadays, industrial automation is using 
technologies originally designed for wider range of 
non-traditional industrial companies. The evolution 
of vision systems, 3D scanners, intelligent sensors 
PLC’s, with their special languages and 
programming environments, etc., originated an 
enormous collection of interesting and powerful 
devices which are easier to program, although harder 
to integrate in their full extent. Consequently, 
porting plug-n-play concepts from PC’s to the 
industrial automation environment is a promising 
opportunity. Even though similar to plug-n-play, in 
many aspects, the plug-n-produce concept (Veiga et 
al. 2007) has to deal with some specifics from the 
industrial automation world. One of these specifics 
is related with the presence of many highly 
programmable devices. Considering an industrial 
robotic cell, connecting a sensor to a robot controller 
can be compared to connecting a mouse to a PC, but 
integrating a programmable vision system or a PLC 
with an industrial robot requires some orchestration 
logic. To materialize this plug-n-produce concept 
regarding highly programmable devices, service 
oriented architectures (SOA) have been pointed as a 
promising approach (SMErobotTM 2007-2009). 
service oriented architectures are composed by 

autonomous services and are extensively event 
driven.  

Finite-state automatons are very commonly used 
in the task of modeling the behavior of industrial 
automation systems. Due to their discrete event 
nature, industrial systems are well described by 
states and event driven transitions.  

Harel StateCharts are a widely used extension to 
the finite-state automata model, and SCXML 
(Barnett et al. 2007) is a modern standardized way 
of specifying them. 

The purpose of the current paper is to evaluate a 
SCXML-derived language to program service-
oriented industrial robotics cells. This paper also 
presents a software application that materializes this 
concept, and the results obtained using a simple 
laboratory robotic test bed. 

2 SOA - UPNP 

With the advent of internet, service oriented 
architectures (SOA) emerged to increase the degree 
of decoupling between software elements. A SOA 
relies on highly autonomous but interoperable 
systems. The definition of a service is ruled by the 
larger context; this means that all technological 
details are hidden, but also that the concept which 
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supports the service is more business (or process) 
oriented (instead of being technology oriented). 
SOA enables software engineers to focus more on 
the business logic and less on the interconnection 
details. At the device level, service-oriented 
architectures are emerging as the way to deal with 
the increasing amount of embedded devices present 
in our homes and offices.  

In manufacturing, the inherent complexity 
(necessarily hidden from the user) associated with 
the presence of many types of devices and machines 
makes the concept of service-oriented architectures 
particularly attractive (SIRENA 2005, SODA 2006, 
SOCRADES 2006). In fact, it leads to the idea that 
each workcell programming block (that is, not only 
physical devices) should be considered as a potential 
device (SOA device style) that offers programming 
services. 

Considering a holonic workcell structure (Gou, 
1998), with holons composed by automation 
devices, like an industrial robot or a vision system, 
one can classify as uncommon the need to have real-
time in the communication framework. The majority 
of the component connections can instead be 
described in terms of coarse-grained services, with 
synchronous calls for setup and asynchronous events 
for operation.  

Considering an industrial robotic cell ecosystem, 
past work (Veiga et al, 2007) revealed that service-
oriented architectures can provide a suitable 
platform to a plug-n-produce environment. 

Nevertheless, there are several approaches to 
SOA, namely, if we consider only the four most 
relevant platforms: Jini (Jini 2006), UPnP (UPnP, 
2007), DPWS (Chan, 2006) and DSSP (Nielsen, 
2007). 

Jini is an architecture proposed by Sun 
Microsystems based on Java. This fact makes it 
platform independent but language dependent. It 
also carries a large memory footprint, due to the 
presence of a virtual machine and extensive 
libraries, making it less appropriate for very small 
devices.  

UPnP and DPWS rely extensively on standard 
network protocols such as TCP/IP, UDP, HTTP, 
SOAP, XML, and the web technology. This makes 
them platform and language independent, which is a 
major advantage for their adoption. XML formats 
are broadly used and accepted and provide modern 
data interchange mechanisms and communications. 
Their style is close to the one defined in the 
enterprise world with the pair WSDL/SOAP. 

Although similar in many aspects, the UPnP and 
DPWS architectures use different languages for 
device description and different protocols for 
discovery and event notifications. There is an 
enormous dynamics around DPWS. Nevertheless, 
the new Microsoft operating system, Microsoft 
Vista, supports both technologies under the name 
plug-and-play extensions for Windows (PnP-X, 
2006) 

DSSP is a simple SOAP-based protocol that 
defines a lightweight, REST-style service model 
(Nielsen, 2007) that also relies extensively on web 
technology. Paired with concurrency and 
coordination runtime (CCR) it constitutes the major 
parts of the Microsoft Robotics Studio (MSRS) 
platform.  

DSSP architecture style is radically different 
from the WSDL/SOAP model. UPnP and DPWS are 
very similar technologies which mean that concepts 
and design styles can be easily ported between each 
other.  

In this work UPnP was selected due to 
representativeness of the platform, the quantity and 
quality of the tools available, and our experience 
with the UPnP based services. 

3 SCXML 

StateChart XML (SCXML) can be described as an 
attempt to render Harel StateCharts in XML. The 
aim of this standard is to provide a basis for future 
standards in the area of multimodal dialogue 
systems. Even though this effort is being carried by 
the W3C group for voice technologies, SCXML 
provides a generic state-machine based execution 
environment and a modern (XML) state machine 
notation for control abstraction. In fact, SCXML is a 
candidate for control language within multiple 
markup languages coming out of the W3C. 

Harel StateCharts are an extension to finite-state 
automata. These extensions are needed in order to 
make finite-state automata useful, and they include: 

Hierarchy – StateCharts may be hierarchical, i.e., 
a state may contain another statechart down to an 
arbitrary depth.  

Concurrency – Two or more statecharts may be 
run in parallel, which means that their parent state is 
in two states at the same time. 

History – A state holds information that allow a 
“pause and resume” behavior. 
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Consider for example the microwave oven model 
presented in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1: Microwave oven (Adapted from Barnett et al 
2007). 

The equivalent SCXML specification is: 
 
<?xml version="1.0"?> 
<scxml xmlns= 
       "http://www.w3.org/2005/07/scxml" 
       version="1.0" 
       initialstate="off"> 
   
  <state id="off"> 
    <!-- off state --> 
    <transition event="turn_on"> 
      <target next="on"/> 
    </transition> 
  </state> 
  <state id="on"> 
    <initial> 
        <transition> 
            <target next="idle"/> 
        </transition> 
    </initial> 
    <onentry> 

… 
    </onentry> 
    <transition event="turn_off"> 
        <target next="off"/> 
    </transition> 

<transition cond="${timer ge 
cook_time}"> 

        <target next="off"/> 
    </transition> 
    <state id="idle"> 

<transition 
cond="${door_closed}"> 

        <target next="cooking"/> 
      </transition>   

<transition event="door_close"> 
<assign name="door_closed" 
expr="${true}"/> 

        <target next="cooking"/> 
      </transition> 
    </state> 
    <state id="cooking"> 
      … 
    </state> 
  </state> 
</scxml> 

Has it can be seen in this example, an SCXML 
statechart can be divided in two major parts: the first 
composed by the machine states and correspondent 
transitions, and the other composed by the 
executable content. 

 
The SCXML executable content consists of 

actions that are performed as part of taking 
transitions and entering and leaving states. The 
executable content is responsible for the 
modification of the data model, for raising events 
and invoking functionality on the underlying 
platform. It’s worth noting that executable content 
cannot cause a state change, or fire a transition, 
except indirectly, by raising events that are then 
caught by transitions. This separation in the 
specification leaves room for platforms to add 
additional executable content corresponding to 
special features. 

4 EXPERIMENTS 

4.1 Experimental Setup 

The robotic cell used in this demonstration is 
composed of an industrial robot (ABB IRB 140), 
equipped with the modern IRC5 controller, a 
conveyor controlled by a PLC (Siemens S7-200) and 
a USB web camera (Figure 2). 

 
Figure 2: Equipment for experimental setup. 

Basically, the conveyor transports sample pieces 
over the machine vision system which calculates the 
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number and position of the pieces. The results are 
sent to the robot controller to command the robot to 
pick them from the conveyor and place them into a 
box.  

Two different applications were developed to 
operate the cell: a speech interface and a PDA 
interface.  

4.2 Previous Work 

In previous work (Veiga et al, 2007) this Industrial 
Robotic cell test-bed was used in order to validate 
SOA in a plug-n-produce environment. The cell 
components were represented in the network by 
UPnP devices that provided services as way to 
expose their functionality (Figure 3). 

 
Figure 3: UPnP Network of the industrial test-bed. 

Five UPnP devices representing five workcell 
components were developed. In some of these 
devices an extra layer was needed because native 
UPnP support could not be implemented. Detailed 
description can be found in (Veiga et al, 2007). 

The Cell Programmer Interface (Figure 4) is a 
software application developed to control the flow of 
high level tasks in a manufacturing cell. Basically, 
it’s an UPnP control point, with some tools suitable 
to build a generic stack. This stack represents the 
control flow of process related tasks. In the left side 
of this interface a tree shows all UPnP devices 
founded on the network. 

Clicking over them it is possible to get additional 
information (access the presentation page, for 
example). Using the “arrow” button, actions or 
events are added to the stack. Furthermore, when 
running the resulting program and the program 
counter is pointing to an event, it means that the 
program is “waiting” for that event to occur. 
Inversely, if the program counter is pointing to an 
action, it means that it is calling that action and 
waiting for the return. There is also the possibility of 
defining auxiliary variables to store values that can 
be used as arguments in later stack steps. 

4.3 Analysis 

The simple stack approach revealed to be very 
limited to handle more complex systems. These 
systems often have concurrent tasks, multiple 
transition events and many other orchestration 
requirements which are impossible to model with a 
simple stack system.  

 
Figure 4: Simple orchestration system (Veiga et al, 2007). 
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To address this problem, this paper proposes a 
more powerful orchestration model that relies on 
standard technologies (SCXML) and solves many of 
the described problems. 

Another issue with the previous approach was 
related with the use of the auxiliary variables and the 
need to check the presence of remote functionality 
on distributed systems. A robot cell program is only 
valid if all the services needed are available, but also 
if the used variables have the desired value. If this 
value is obtained by previous steps it’s not possible 
to check if that value is still valid (corresponding to 
a live device, for example). To address this issue the 
solution proposed only relies on UPnP state 
variables to manage data, discarding the use of 
auxiliary variables 

4.4 Implementation 

The software developed can be divided in two 
distinct parts: the implementation of the statechart 
engine; and the user interface itself. 

4.4.1 StateChart Engine 

Actually there are too few SCXML implementations 
available, and the most notable effort is 
CommonsSCXML (CommonsSCXML 2007). Since 
CommonsSCXML is still in a 0.x version, and there 
was the need to extend the standard functionality, it 
was decided here to develop an SCXML engine 
from scratch.  

The application presented in this paper was 
developed in C# following the guidelines of (Samek, 
M. 2002) including the basic part of the SCXML 
language. Considering the W3C standard (Barnett et 
al. 2007), our implementation doesn’t include the 
Extensions to the basic State Machine Model and the 
Executable Content.  

This approach was taken not only for simplicity 
but also with the objective of keeping the cell 
program as simple as possible. This objective of 
simple orchestration programs is sustained by the 
holonic cell structure referenced earlier, where 
devices expose high-level functionality services and 
the cell orchestration programs are reduced in terms 
of flow control, managing data etc. As such, all 
executable content within the cell orchestration 
program is always related with processing UPnP 
events or UPnP actions.  

4.4.2 User interface 

The UPnPSCXMLCellProgrammer is a graphical 
user interface that allows the composition of 
workcell orchestration programs relying on UPnP 
devices and the SCXML derived model (Figure 5). 
To behave like this the StateChart engine has the 
added capability to recognise whether an event or 
executable content are UPnP or not.  

When the engine gets an UPnP event it converts 
it into an SCXML event. When the statechart engine 
finds an UPnP action inside an executable content 
block it just calls that action with the parameters 
(UPnP arguments) enclosed.  

 

 
Figure 5: UPnPSCXMLCellProgrammer Interface. 
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In this application the user can drag and drop 
UPnP actions and UPnP events from the UPnP 
network and place them into the SCXML program. 
It’s worth noting that the events in this program are 
always network events, and that only UPnP actions 
can be assigned to the OnEntry and OnExit handlers 
and to the executable content of the transitions, 
which are executed between the OnExit handler of 
the source state and the OnEntry handler of the 
current state. 

UPnP events and UPnP actions are defined by 
their complete Unified Resource Name (URN) that 
includes the name of the action or service, plus the 
URN of the owning service, plus the URN of the 
device. 

5 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

The test bed used to experiment this new approach 
that merges UPnP with SCXML is the same used 
previously (Figure 2). The program logic is a little 
bit more complex with the objective to show some 
of the new possibilities (Figure 6).  

 
Figure 6: Program statechart. 

In fact, the new program logic allows the user 
to give alternatively speech commands or PDA 
commands, and re-picking leftovers before asking 
the conveyor to run again. 

In comparison with the previous situation much 
more complex orchestration schemes can be 
obtained. Statecharts provide a very nice way to 
model systems logic but are very limited when 
dealing with data processing. With this combined 
approach pairing statecharts with SOA all data 
processing is made within SOA, leaving statecharts 

for modeling systems states and logic. Considering 
the experiments made so far we can point statecharts 
as a suitable model to orchestrate holonic 
automation workcells, due to their capabilities in 
dealing with events and states in opposition of 
dealing with data processing.  

6 CONCLUSIONS 

This paper reports results from an ongoing research 
work. Experiments done so far revealed that the 
added features enable the cell programmer to define 
powerful and more complex orchestrations that can 
handle complex systems. 

Consequently, merging service oriented 
architectures with statecharts proved to be an 
interesting approach to model the workcell 
orchestration logic. Future work will focus on the 
evaluation of this approach with more complex 
systems and in providing a more user friendly 
graphical interface. 
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Abstract: We present in this paper several ideas about the usability of the robotic arms and mobile robots as an 
assistive technology in a smart house where people with disabilities daily live. First, psychological and 
social aspects of smart home technology are presented and after that the modularity and standardization 
processes are discussed. Next we propose a smart house plan, equipped with a mobile robot which has a 
manipulator arm. This robotic system is used to help vulnerable persons, the handicapped men vehicle seat 
being equipped with a robotic arm which can manipulate objects by a hyper-redundant gripper. For the 
control of the processes in the smart house, we propose a hierarchical control system and for the mobile 
robot we use the artificial potential field method. Also, this paper points out the edutainment concept 
(EDUcation and enterTAINMENT) by robotics. Finally, some applications are presented. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Technology can play a major role in assisting 
process of the people in their daily life. Designing 
smart environments is a goal that appeals to 
researchers in a variety of disciplines, including 
artificial intelligence, pervasive and mobile 
computing, robotics, middleware and agent-based 
software, sensor networks, and multimedia 
computing (Cook, Das, 1989). Because smart 
environment research is being conducted in real-
world, physical environments, design and effective 
use of physical components such as sensors, 
controllers, and smart devices are vital.  

We define a smart environment as one that is 
able to acquire and apply knowledge about the 
environment and its inhabitants in order to improve 
their experience in that environment (Youngblood et 
al., 2005). 

Systems are required to be robust and reliable as 
the person with disabilities will rely on the installed 
devices and they will become internalized within 
their self-concept (Dewsbury, Edge, 2000, 2001), 
(Lupton, 2000). 

Some of the properties of the environment need 
to be captured and they can be measured thus: 
motion properties (position, velocity, angular 
velocity, acceleration), presence (tactile/contact, 

proximity, distance/range, motion), biochemical 
(biochemical agents), physical properties (pressure, 
temperature, humidity, flow), contact properties 
(strain, force, torque, slip, vibration), identification 
(personal features, personal ID) (Lewis, 2004). 

The information required by smart environments 
is measured by sensors and collected using sensor 
networks. These sensor networks are responsible for 
acquiring and distributing data needed by smart 
buildings, utilities, industries, homes, ships, and 
transportation systems. Sensor networks need to be 
fast, easy to install and maintain, and self-
organizing. 

There are many potential uses for a smart 
environment. With the maturing of smart 
environment technologies, at-home automated 
assistance can allow people with mental and 
physical challenges to lead independent lives in their 
own homes. Pollack (Pollack, 2005) categorizes 
such assistive technology as meeting the goals of 
assurance (making sure the individual is safe and 
performing routine activities), support (helping 
individual compensate for impairment), and 
assessment (determining physical or cognitive 
status) (Cook and Das, 1989). 

Pineau, et al. (Pineau, 2003) demonstrate the 
benefits of robotic assistants in nursing homes, while 
Helal, et al. (Helal, 2005) provide a visitor-
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identifying front door, inhabitant-tracking floor and 
a smart mailbox to volunteer seniors living in the 
Gator Tech Smart Home. Kautz, et al. (Kautz, 2002) 
show that assistance is not limited to a single 
environment. Using their activity compass, the 
location of an individual can be tracked, and a 
person who may have wandered off can be assisted 
back to their goal (or a safe) location. 

Finally, smart environments can be used to 
actually determine the cognitive impairment of the 
inhabitants. Carter and Rosen (Carter and Rosen, 
1999) demonstrate such an assessment based on the 
ability of individuals to efficiently complete kitchen 
tasks. 

While performance measures can be defined for 
each technology within the hierarchical architecture, 
performance measures for entire smart environments 
still need to be established. 

(Mann and Bendixen, 2007) makes a distribution 
of the assistive technology in a smart house on eight 
levels, from the lowest level (basic communications) 
to eighth level (household arrangements). 
Most people see robotics as being a vital technology 
for providing society with the assistive solutions that 
it needs in present and will need in the future. The 
purpose of Assistive Technology (AT) is to provide 
assistance, without to be a substitution for personal 
care, to enable people to lead a better quality of life. 
This technology was applied to devices for personal 
use created specifically to enhance the physical, 
sensory and cognitive abilities of people with 
disabilities and to help them function more 
independently in environments oblivious to their 
needs (Story, Mueller and Mace, 1998). People with 
disabilities are the principal beneficiaries of the 
technological growth.   

2 PSYCHOLOGICAL AND 
SOCIAL ASPECTS OF SMART 
HOME TECHNOLOGY  

The use of technology appears to present dramatic 
compromises in social activities, role definition, and 
identity (Gitlin, 1995). 

Approximately all older persons and people with 
disabilities might feel that they are not included in 
discussions on technology, as it is perceived as 
irrelevant to their needs.  

Isolation is a major problem for any person who 
is older or has a debilitating disability (Marshall 
2000). 

People who are incapacitated in some way are at 
the mercy of others to provide the simple basic 
needs. People who do not have disabilities should 
not to be concerned with food, shelter or human 
contact as they are part of every day life. It is there 
essential that people with disabilities are not given 
substandard care packages that do not meet their 
needs in all areas: social, psychological, physical, 
social and emotional. Similarly, care packages 
should not be over technologies so that the person is 
reduced to being the slave of technology (Dewsbury, 
Edge and Taylor, 2001; Dewsbury, 2001). 

3 EDUTAINMENT BY ROBOTICS 
FOR PEOPLE WITH 
DISABILITIES 

Edutainment is a neologism with is derived from the 
expression “EDUcation by enterTAINMENT” 
(Muscato and Longo, 2003). It means “Learning and 
playing”. In the edutainment systems or products are 
included different elements that have been designed 
to teach or to train persons and at the same time to 
entertain those persons. For young people with 
disabilities is very important to learn reading and 
writing. In the future is very important toad to these 
processes initiation and learning new assistive 
technology and devices (computer science, internet, 
telecommunications, robotics, flexible automation 
etc.) with will be present inside each smart home. 
Edutainment has a great success, especially, to 
young people. A person with disabilities can get 
through 5 levels of the edutainment which cover a 
large period of time, from pre-school level to 
researchers’ and practitioners’ level: pre-school, 
kindergarten, school, university, and applications/ 
research (Stoian, Bizdoaca and Pana, 2006). On the 
last level the researchers design systems and 
applications for the others levels. 

4 MODULARITY AND 
STANDARDIZATION  

(Virk, 2003) focuses on the state of play of 
component modularity and standardization in a 
number of application sectors that have good 
potential for adopting the robotics technology in the 
near future. In a smart house for people with 
disabilities there are many and different 
technological systems. Because the design of such 
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mechatronic systems is very complex, is necessary 
to split this design problem into specific areas of 
mechanics, sensor systems, actuators and powering 
systems, communication interfaces and hardware 
and software components of the computing process. 
In this mode is easier to develop a generic 
methodology. 

The modular design methodology supposes to 
enable the individual modules to be designed as 
black boxes that interact with one another via an 
interaction space (data buses, intelligent actuators, 
intelligent sensors, intelligent power supply, 
mechanics, and controllers). The design process 
should include aspects of standardization so that 
wider issues of open components can be determined. 
This can be done by looking for specific application 
areas and establishing the status in each from the 
viewpoint of where the technologies are and what 
the status as regards standards is and what are the 
future requirements. 

5 A PROPOSAL FOR A SMART 
HOUSE DESIGN 

Here we propose a map of a smart house where live 
vulnerable people (Figure 1). HMVS means 
Handicapped Men Vehicle Seat and MR means 
Mobile Robot. These devices with locomotion 
facilities are controlled by smart systems (controllers 
or computers) and implement some methods or 
algorithms lake in Section 7. 
 

 
Figure 1: A smart house map. 

The external areas can be compound from 
garden, terrace, drive way, entrance, and stairs. The 

internal areas can be termed circulation and external 
for the others and can be compound from: kitchen, 
living room, bedroom, bathroom, and general. This 
area has minimal physical barriers between the 
rooms. Technological systems could be allocated to 
these functional areas. Some systems (for example, 
motorized windows or doors), may be the same 
(physically and functionally) in more than one 
functional area. This is especially the case for people 
with long-term degenerative conditions whose 
quality of life can be enhanced by judicious 
introduction of this technology (Edge, Taylor, 
Dewsbury and Groves, 2000).  

Systems map to one or more rooms (functional 
areas). A system that is not mapped to any 
functional area is not required. Also many of these 
systems will interact with each other. Some systems 
may be sufficiently interconnected that they would 
be better treated as two parts of one bigger system. 

It is concluded than that there are two basic types 
of mapping: either a system will map to one or more 
rooms (functional areas) or a functional area will 
map to one or more systems. 

6 THE MOBILE ASSISTANT 
ROBOTS 

In this section we propose two solutions which 
presuppose the use of the robotic systems. First, we 
propose the installation of a robotic arm on the 
handicapped men vehicle seat (Figure 2).  

 
Figure 2: Handicapped men vehicle seat with robotic arm. 

This arm can execute different actions and 
different functions which the vulnerable persons are 
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deprived of. It is endowed with a hyper-redundant 
gripper. The gripper can manipulate different objects 
with different forms (Figure 3). 

 
Figure 3: The hyper-redundant gripper of the arm. 

Second, we propose a mobile robot with 
anthropomorphic arm which is endowed with an 
anthropomorphic manipulator (Figure 4). 

 

 
Figure 4: Mobile robot with anthropomorphic arm. 

This device can run inside of internal and 
external areas and can satisfy many needs of the 
resident. For example, it can grip and bring a cup of 
tee, milk or coffee.   

7 MOBILE ROBOT CONTROL 
BY ARTIFICIAL POTENTIAL 
FIELD METHOD 

7.1 The Artificial Potential Field 
Approach 

In order to avoid the difficulties associated with the 
dynamical model, the control law is based only on 
the gravitational potential and a new artificial 
potential. It is shown that to drive the mobile robot 

to a desired point in an unconstrained movement is 
necessary the artificial potential to be a potential 
functional whose point of minimum is attractor for 
the system. Also, this method is used for a 
constrained movement in the environment with 
obstacles. The target position is represented by an 
artificial attractive potential field and obstacles by 
corresponding repulsive fields, so that the trajectory 
to the target can be associated with the unique flow-
line of the gradient field through the initial position 
and can be generated via a flow-line tracking 
process. This approach is suitable for real-time 
motion planning of robots since the algorithm is 
simple and computationally much less expensive 
than other methods based on global information 
about the task space. It is difficult in the artificial 
potential field framework to regulate the transient 
behaviour of the generated trajectories such as the 
movement time to the target and the shape of the 
velocity profile. For example, even if the potential 
function without local minima is used, it is difficult 
to estimate the movement time required for reaching 
beforehand. 

Potential field was originally developed as on-
line collision avoidance approach, applicable when 
the robot does not have a prior model of the 
obstacles, but senses them during motion execution 
(Khatib, 1986). Using a prior model of the 
workspace, it can be turned into a systematic motion 
planning approach. Potential field methods are often 
referred to as “local methods”. This comes from the 
fact that most potential functions are defined in such 
a way that their values at any configuration do not 
depend on the distribution and shapes of the 
obstacles beyond some limited neighbourhood 
around the configuration. The potential functions are 
based upon the following general idea: the robot 
should be attracted toward its goal configuration, 
while being repulsed by the obstacles. 
 

In order to make the robot be attracted toward its 
goal configuration, while being repulsed from the 
obstacles, ∏ is constructed as the sum of two 
elementary potential functions: 

 
            ∏(x) = ∏A(x) + ∏R(x)   (1) 

  
where: ∏A(x) is the attractor potential and it is 

associated with the goal coordinates and it 
isn’t dependent of the obstacle regions. 

  
∏R(x) is the repulsive potential and it is 
associated with the obstacle regions and it 
isn’t dependent of the goal coordinates. 
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In this case, the force F(t) is a sum of two 
components: the attractive force and the repulsive 
force: 

        F(t) = FA(t) + FR(t)  (2) 

7.2 Attractor Artificial Potential Field 

The artificial potential is a potential function whose 
points of minimum are attractors for a controlled 
system. It was shown (Takegaki and Arimoto, 1981; 
Douskaia, 1998; Masoud, and Masoud, 2000; Tsugi, 
Tanaka, Morasso, Sanguineti and Kaneko, 2002, Mohri, 
Yang, and Yamamoto, 1995) that the control of robot 
motion to a desired point is possible if the function 
has a minimum in the desired point. The attractor 
potential ∏A can be defined as a functional of 
position coordinates x in this mode: 
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The function ∏A(x) is positive or null and attains 

its minimum at xT, where ∏A(xT) = 0. ∏A(x) defined 
in this mode has good stabilizing characteristics 
(Khatib, 1986), since it generates a force FA that 
converges linearly toward 0 when the robot 
coordinates get closer the goal coordinates:  

 
                   FA(x) = k(x – xT)                       (4) 

 
Asymptotic stabilization of the robot can be 

achieved by adding dissipative forces proportional to 
the velocity x& . 

7.3 Repulsive Artificial Potential Field 

The main idea underlying the definition of the 
repulsive potential is to create a potential barrier 
around the obstacle region that cannot be traversed 
by the robot trajectory. In addition, it is usually 
desirable that the repulsive potential not affect the 
motion of the robot when it is sufficiently far away 
from obstacles. One way to achieve these constraints 
is to define the repulsive potential function as 
follows (Latombe, 1991): 
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where k is a positive coefficient, d(x) denotes the 

distance from x to obstacle and d0 is a positive 

constant called distance of influence of the obstacle. 
In this case FR(x) becomes: 
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For those cases when the obstacle region isn’t a 

convex surface we can decompose this region in a 
number (N) of convex surfaces (possibly 
overlapping) with one repulsive potential associated 
with each component obtaining N repulsive 
potentials and N repulsive forces. The repulsive 
force is the sum of the repulsive forces created by 
each potential associated with a sub-region.  

We propose the mobile robot to move from 
initial point (x, y) = (0, 0) to final point (xT, yT) = (7, 
5). If any obstacles are not between the two point, 
the trajectory is a straight line.  If we consider that 
there is a dot obstacle, in the point (xR, yR) = (4, 3), 
with distance of influence d0 = 0.4, the trajectory is 
like in Figure 5. 

 
Figure 5: The constrained robot trajectory by one obstacle. 

8 CONCLUSIONS 

Most people see robotics as being a vital technology 
for providing society with the assistive solutions that 
it needs in present and will need in the future. The 
purpose of Assistive Technology (AT) is to provide 
assistance, without to be a substitution for personal 
care, to enable people to lead a better quality of life. 
This technology was applied to devices for personal 
use created specifically to enhance the physical, 
sensory and cognitive abilities of people with 
disabilities and to help them function more 
independently in environments oblivious to their 
needs. People with disabilities are the principal 
beneficiaries of the technological growth.   
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Abstract: From the RoboCup goal of having a fully autonomous humanoid soccer team, it is possible to see many 
applications of the research in the Humanoid Soccer, such as the development of mechanical legs and arms 
and exoskeletons. The onboard vision algorithms for multi target tracking and the cooperative decision 
making of some Soccer Leagues can be used in squadrons of autonomous vehicles in a variety of missions. 
The algorithms for image processing of the Small Size League can be used in aerial or satellite images to 
track vehicles. The Simulation League allows the development of many intelligent agents applications. The 
formations and team play positioning of the Simulation League can be used to optimize the positioning of a 
squadron of autonomous vehicles. The research of Robotic Soccer fosters and strengthens the research in 
Robotics, allowing and contributing to the development of many powerful applications which can great 
benefit the mankind. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The RoboCup initiative is an attempt to foster AI 
and intelligent robotics research by providing a 
standard problem where a wide range of 
technologies can be integrated and examined. 
RoboCup chose to use soccer game as a central topic 
of research, aiming at innovations to be applied for 
socially significant problems and industries. The 
ultimate goal of the RoboCup project is by 2050, 
develop a team of fully autonomous humanoid 
robots that can win against the human world 
champion team in soccer (The RoboCup Federation, 
2007). 

Although clearly stated by RoboCup that in or-
der for a robot team to actually perform a soccer 
game, various technologies must be incorporated 
including: design principles of autonomous agents, 
multi-agent collaboration, strategy acquisition, real-
time reasoning, robotics, and sensor-fusion (Ro-
boCup, 2007), some people do not understand why 
RoboCup choose the soccer and not another robotic 
application with real and direct benefits to the man-
kind as its central topic of research. Some robotics 
researches even do not recognize the Robotic Soccer 
research as a serious one. And even among Ro-

boCup researches there is some which are so con-
centrated in developing competitive Soccer Teams 
that do not really realize the real potential of their 
research in Robotic Soccer.  

With the introduction of the RoboCup Rescue 
and RoboCup Leagues, part of the research for Ro-
boCup Competitions can be direct and immediately 
applied to some robotic applications, but the re-
search in Robotic Soccer may also foster the re-
search in more advanced and specific topics which 
lead to great advances in Robotics, both in hardware 
and software. 

The objective of this work is to show some of 
the many relevant and important applications which 
can be derived directly or indirectly from the re-
search in Robot Soccer.  

Starting from the main RoboCup goal of having 
a fully autonomous humanoid soccer team, it is pos-
sible to see many direct applications of the research 
in the Humanoid Soccer League, such as the devel-
opment of mechanical robotic legs and arms for the 
cripple and exoskeletons for paralytic. The onboard 
computer vision algorithms for multi target tracking 
and the cooperative decision making of Humanoid, 
Middle Size and Four Legged Soccer Leagues can 
be used by squadrons of sea, ground or aerial un-
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manned vehicles in search-and-rescue, surveillance, 
recognition or even attack missions. The algorithms 
applied in the image processing of the Small Size 
League for image segmentation and multiple target-
ing of fast moving objects can be used in aerial or 
satellite images to track vehicles or boats and even 
aircrafts and isolate each target and its velocity and 
attitude. Finally even the Simulation League re-
search is very important and besides helping the 
development of algorithms for the other Leagues, 
can allow many intelligent agents applications to be 
developed in many areas. In conjunction with the 
multi target algorithms and cooperative decision 
making algorithms developed in other RoboCup 
Leagues the defensive and offensive formations and 
team play positioning of the Simulation League can 
be used to optimize the group positioning and area 
coverage of a squadron of unmanned autonomous 
vehicles. 

Some research topics of the RoboCup Soccer 
Leagues are presented in the next section and in sec-
tion 3 the relations among the research in the Ro-
boCup Soccer Leagues and powerful real world ap-
plications are explained in detail, leading to the con-
clusion that the research of Robotic Soccer in the 
various RoboCup Soccer Leagues foster and 
strengthen the research in Robotics, allowing and 
contributing to the development of many powerful 
hardware and software which can great benefit the 
mankind.  

2 ROBOCUP SOCCER LEAGUES 
AND SUB LEAGUES 

The RoboCup Soccer Competition has a total of five 
senior Leagues, some with Sub Leagues, but for our 
purpose we should consider only four different 
approaches for Robotic Soccer Research. The first of 
these four approaches to be considered is the 
Humanoid Soccer League, were anthropomorphic 
autonomous robots must be developed to play 
soccer, perform penalty kicks and accomplish some 
technical challenges related with soccer playing 
skills. The second embodies the Four Legged and 
the Middle Size Soccer Leagues were autonomous 
robots must coordinate their actions to play a soccer 
game. The third approach is the Small Size Soccer 
League, where a unique program controls an entire 
team of robots using the information provided by a 
camera that has a satellite like view of the entire 
field of play, including all robots, field marks and 

the ball. The fourth and last approach is the 
Simulation League where team play algorithms must 
be developed to autonomous intelligent agents play 
soccer coordinating their efforts. 

2.1 Humanoid Soccer  

In the RoboCup Humanoid Soccer League, autono-
mous robots with a human-like body plan and hu-
man-like senses play soccer against each other. In 
addition to soccer games, penalty kick competitions 
and technical challenges take place. Dynamic walk-
ing, running, and kicking the ball while maintaining 
balance, visual perception of the ball, other players, 
and the field, self-localization and team play are 
among the many research issues investigated in the 
Humanoid League (RoboCup Humanoid League, 
2007). Figure 1 shows some of the Humanoid Ro-
bots which participated in the RoboCup 2006 at 
Bremen. 

 
Figure 1: Robots of the Humanoid Soccer League at the 
RoboCup Championship - Bremen2006.  

To ensure that the humanoid robots perform 
well all these activities a wide range of technology 
must be researched and adapted. Some of the re-
search topics in the RoboCup Humanoid League are: 

• The design and assembly of anthropomorphic 
robots; 

• The development of optimal and robust con-
trol algorithms that optimize the speed of the move-
ments keeping a robust stability of the robots; 

• The development of real time image process-
ing algorithms, capable of tracking moving objects 
and even anticipates actions of adversary robots; 

• The development of team play algorithms 
that allow the coordination of the robots actions ac-
cording with the state of the game. 

Some RoboCup teams fully design and assem-
bly their robots (Santos et al, 2006), (Behnke, S. et 
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al, 2006), while other augment some commercial 
robots and there is even Robotic Companies which 
adapt their robots to test their capabilities in the 
Humanoid League (Faconti, 2006).  

2.2 Autonomous Multi-Agent Soccer  

For our purpose of establish the relations of the 
research in the RoboCup Soccer Leagues and real 
world applications the Four-Legged and the Middle 
Size RoboCup Leagues can be explored together. In 
the Four-Legged League teams consisting of four 
Sony Aibo robots each play on a field of 6 m x 4 m. 
The robots operate fully autonomously, i.e. there is 
no external control, neither by humans nor by com-
puters (Four-Leegged, 2006). In the Middle Size 
League two teams of mid-sized robots with all sen-
sors on-board play soccer on a field; relevant objects 
are distinguished by colors; communication among 
robots (if any) is supported on wireless communica-
tions and no external intervention by humans is al-
lowed, except to insert or remove robots in/from the 
field (RoboCup2004 Middle Size League, 2007). 

The great difference among these two leagues is 
the hardware. In the Four-Legged League, all teams 
are limited to the Sony Aibo robot, while in the 
Middle Size the teams have the freedom to design 
and build their robots according to some dimensions 
and weight limitations. But both leagues have some 
research challenges in common, which are also Hu-
manoid Soccer challenges: 

• The development of real time image process-
ing algorithms, capable of tracking moving objects 
and even anticipates actions of adversary robots; 

• The development of team play algorithms 
that allow the coordination of the robots actions ac-
cording with the state of the game. 

But as the concern about stable biped walking 
doesn’t exist and the design of the robots is easier or 
also nonexistent in these leagues and usually the 
processor power of the Aibos and mainly of the 
Middle Size Robots are far better than the humanoid 
ones, more advanced and complex techniques can be 
developed and applied in these two leagues. Such 
techniques can latter be used by the humanoid robots 
when their processor power reach better standards. 

2.3 Small Size League 

The Small Size Soccer League focuses on the prob-
lem of intelligent multi-agent cooperation and con-
trol in a highly dynamic environment with a hybrid 
centralized/distributed system. A Small Size robot 

soccer game takes place between two teams of five 
robots each.  

Although local on-board vision sensors are 
permitted, most teams use a global vision system, 
where an overhead camera and an off-field PC are 
used to identify and track the robots. The off-field 
PC also performs most of the processing required for 
coordination and control of the robots (Small Size 
Robot League, 2007). Figure 2 shows the structure 
of the control loop for the robots using the global 
vision system and Figure 3 shows a typical image 
acquired by the overhead camera.  

Fast moving multi-target tracking and multi-
robot coordination are some of the big research chal-
lenges in the Small Size Soccer League.  

  
Figure 2: Control Loop Structure for the Global Vision 
System. 

  
Figure 3: Typical Small Size image (Manzuri-Shalmani et 
al, 2006). 

2.4 Soccer Simulation League 

The RoboCup Soccer Simulation League have two 
main objectives, the first is to develop a simulation 
environment where it is possible to research the 
software aspects of RoboCup, allowing a fast 
development of new techniques and algorithms. The 
second is to present by itself a challenge multi-agent 
problem, for that it enables for two teams of 11 
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simulated autonomous robotic players to play soccer 
(The RoboCup Soccer Simulation, 2006) . 

So, the main challenge in the Soccer Simulation 
League is to develop efficient team play algorithms 
for autonomous intelligent agents. The offensive and 
defensive formations of the players are one of the 
researches topics associated with this challenge. 

3 REAL WORLD APPLICATIONS 

RoboCup not only create student and media interest 
in the research of Robotics (Brãun, 1999) and 
RoboCup Soccer Competitions are not limited to just 
make students to work in practical solutions. The 
research in the Robotic soccer teams should allow a 
great advance in the Robotics field and besides the 
most obvious applications of the RoboCup research 
being of military or space exploration use (Kitano et 
al, 1998) the methods, techniques and algorithms 
developed to make robots play soccer can be used in 
many real world applications which can benefit all 
the mankind. 

To start understand the extension and potential of 
the research in Robotic Soccer it is easier to imagine 
that the main RoboCup objective of develop a team 
of fully autonomous humanoid robots that can win 
against the human world champion team in soccer 
was achieved. The year is 2050 and the RoboCup 
humanoid team is able to win against the human 
soccer world champion team. What more these 
robots should do? What more should be done with 
the technology used in these robots? 

From the electromechanical point of view, 
having such humanoid soccer players will help many 
cripple and paralytic people. Using the same 
technology and components used to assembly the 
soccer robots it will be possible to assembly 
mechanical legs and arms so or more efficient than 
the humans members. Also, the same algorithms 
used in the robots to walk, run, jump, kick and pick 
a ball should be used to control these robotic 
prosthesis. With some changes the robotics 
prosthesis can be turned in orthosis and even full 
body exoskeletons can be assembled.  

The vision algorithms and the cameras should be 
used to help blind people and to monitor everything. 
The robots will be able to accurate track the ball, all 
the teammates and adversaries and all the field 
landmarks. If the image processing techniques used 
in the robots should do that the will also be able to 
guide blind people in a crowded metropolis. The 
vision processing will be able to tell when an obsta-

cle is approaching, the best way to avoid a collision 
and even anticipate movements of other people. But 
we do not need to wait until 2050 to see some of the 
powerful applications that can be derived direct or 
indirect from Robotic Soccer. 

3.1 Humanoid Research, Prosthesis, 
Orthosis and Exoskeletons  

Although not all direct related with Robotic Soccer 
much researches are already being done and some 
important results are already being obtained with 
robotic prosthesis, orthosis and Exoskeletons.  

It is true that one of the main usages of exo-
skeletons or lower part exoskeletons (Chu; 
Kazerooni; Zoss, 2005), (Low et al, 2006) is the 
enhancement of human soldiers, improving their 
endurance, speed and load carrying ability, but there 
are also other uses for them. Figure 4 shows the 
BLEEX (Berkeley Lower Extremity Exoskeleton). 
Exoskeletons may be used by paralytic people to 
perform all actions that any another people should 
do. Construction workers, miners, firefighters and 
rescue agents should also use exoskeletons to do 
their jobs more safely and efficiently. In the case of 
firefighters and rescue agents and exoskeleton may 
be the difference for saving an human life.  

Exoskeletons or orthosis, like ankle-foot orthosis 
(Agrawal, 2005), (Ferris, 2005) may also be used in 
the rehabilitation of patients and help in physiother-
apy. 

 
Figure 4: The Berkeley Lower Extremity Exoskeleton - 
BLEEX. 

In the research directed related with humanoid 
soccer robots one should cite the use of reinforce-
ment learning for humanoid robots (Latzke; Behnke; 
Bennewitz, 2007) and studies of dynamic stabiliza-
tion techniques for humanoid robots (Renner; 
Behnke,  2006). Both research topics are very im-
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portant to have humanoid robots capable to adapt 
themselves to adverse conditions. 

3.2 Image Processing,  
Self-Localization, Sensor Fusion 

Two common problems in most Soccer Leagues are 
the image processing and the coordination of multi-
robots. The solutions for both problems can be ap-
plied in a wide range of robotic and even just moni-
toring applications. Recognizing and tracking ob-
jects and using images for self-locating are general 
image processing research topics and are not limited 
to the Robotic Soccer. 

Algorithms used to track a moving ball and 
predict changes in its movements due to contact with 
robots (Li; Zell, 2007) can be used to track vehicles 
in a road or the trajectory of any moving object, 
anticipating possible collisions. Algorithms 
developed to differentiate opponent robots from 
teammate robots (Lange; Riedmiller, 2007) can be 
used in traffic cameras to easy identity a suspect or 
robed car and in military operations in armored 
vehicles and aircrafts to avoid friendly fire. 

Although some tracking and localization 
algorithms used in the RoboCup Soccer Leagues still 
relays on colored artificial landmarks (Iocchi, 2007) 
there is already research in the Four Legged League 
for self localization of the robots based on field 
features and not in colors (Herrero-Pérez, 2007). 
These algorithms can be use in any kind of 
unmanned vehicles to detect features in the terrain 
around it and self locating its position. They can also 
be used in conjunction with terrain data bases for 
better localization. 

In the RoboCup Soccer Leagues there are also 
researches in fusion the visual information of the 
robots for better ball and robot localization on the 
field (Nisticó et al, 2007). These sensor fusion 
algorithms and techniques can be extended to sensor 
fusion and movement coordination in the target 
tracking of a squadron of unmanned vehicles 
(Ludington, 2006) the target should be a fugitive, a 
suspicious car, an airplane or even a spaceship or 
rocket which must be followed with precision. 

3.3 Global Image Processing, Team 
Coordination 

The Global Vision System of the RoboCup Small 
Size Soccer is very similar to the satellite imaging 
and surveillance aircraft image systems, where the 
images is collected from a point high above the 
ground, resulting in a practically 2D image. The 
image processing algorithms used in the Small Size 
Soccer League to track multiple fast moving objects 
can be used in satellite tracking and with aerial 
video. Figure 5 shows a unmanned aircraft vehicle 
with its camera field of view and a sample image. 

 
Figure 5: UAV camera field of view (left) and sample 
image (right) (Arrambel et al, 2004). 

There are also research in RoboCup to autono-
mous extract relevant information from robot marks 
and used this information to anticipate robots actions 
(Umemura, 2007). The same algorithms can be used 
to extract relevant information from any moving 
target and also anticipate its movements. 

Bruce and Veloso (Bruce; Veloso, 2007) 
extended a motion planning algorithm primary 
developed and used in the Small Size Soccer robot 
navigation to an unmanned aircraft vehicle. 

The Team coordination algorithms of the Small 
Size League and of the Simulation League can be 
used for teams of ground, sea or aerial unmanned 
vehicles. Search and Rescue, Patrol, Surveillance, 
and Escort Missions among others will need team 
coordination. If an off-field computer has the global 
view of the field of interest the Small Size decision 
Algorithms should be used, but if each vehicle has to 
take its own decision on coordinating efforts the 
Soccer Simulation algorithms and team positioning 
strategies should be used.  

A good example for the use of the team 
positioning and team coordinating algorithms are the 
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search for missing people. A Squadron of UAVs 
must cover a wide forest area searching for missing 
tourists. A defensive positioning for covering a wide 
area without blanks like the one used in Soccer 
Simulation to block passes should be assumed by the 
UAVs squadron. Also, when one of the UAVs 
leaves the formation to see an area of interest the 
others UAVs should close the formation to cover the 
space left, like to close a defensive formation when 
one player is not available for the defensive action. 

Multi-agent coordination techniques can also be 
applied in Air Traffic Management to ensure safer 
and more efficient operation of civilian aircrafts 
(Nguyen-Duc, 2003). And finally the Soccer Simu-
lation league should be used to explore many intelli-
gent agent cooperation techniques, which should be 
used in any of the Intelligent Agent applications 
fields, like Process Control, Manufacturing, Air 
Traffic Control, Information Management, Elec-
tronic Commerce, Business Process Management, 
Patient Monitoring, Health Care, Games or Interac-
tive Theater and Cinema (Jennings; Wooldridge, 
1998). 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

The RoboCup Soccer Competition is more than just 
an attractive for students and media and more than 
one place to test hardware and software outside the 
laboratories. The research done to create fully 
autonomous soccer robots can really be applied in 
many useful robotics applications and allow and 
foster the development of even more powerful and 
important applications to the mankind. 

From prosthesis and orthosis to cripple, passing 
to image processing algorithms which can save lives 
and arriving in multi-agent cooperation algorithms 
and decision making which will optimize the actions 
of squadrons or even swarms of robots or intelligent 
agents, the researches in Robotic Soccer can really 
allow and foster the development of powerful ro-
botic applications. 
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Abstract: A team of robots and an exploratory mission are modeled as a multiagent planning problem in a decentralized
decision theoretical framework. In this application domain, agents are constrained by resources such as their
remaining battery power. In this context, there is an intrinsic relation between collaboration, computation
and the need for the agents to observe their resource level. This paper reports on an empirical study of this
relationship.

1 INTRODUCTION

Among formal models for the control of collabora-
tive multiagent systems, decision-theoretic planning
has focused on Markov Decision Problems (MDPs)
(Boutilier et al., 1999). There exist several multi-
agent extensions to the MDP framework. The de-
centralized MDP framework (DEC-MDP) represents
agents whose knowledge is partial and that act rel-
atively to their local models of the world. An even
more general framework is the decentralized partially
observable MDPs (DEC-POMDPs) where individual
agents do not fully observe their portions of the world
(Bernstein et al., 2002). The multiagent control prob-
lem where agents have both stochastic actions and in-
ternal continuous state-spaces can be represented as
decentralized hybrid MDP (DEC-HMDP). By hybrid
it is meant that it involves both continuous and dis-
crete variables. DEC-HMDPs are related to DEC-
POMDPs with the difference that the former decide
in the observation space whereas the later decide in
the belief space.

Many real-world planning applications that in-
volve teams of agents can be modeled as DEC-
HMDPs. Our application domain is that of teams of
exploratory robots. The interest in building and con-
trolling teams of agents is motivated by an expected
increase in both the overall capabilities and the ro-
bustness of the system. In our application domain,
the continuous state-space of an agent represents its
available level of resource, such as battery power and
remaining time for the mission. A consequence of the
resource constrained nature of the agents is that each

of them is rarely able to achieve all the tasks in a mis-
sion. It follows that agents have to pay close attention
to their resource levels before taking decisions such
as achieving one task or the other. In this context,
what the designers of multiagent robotic missions and
systems may not foreknow is that there is an intrin-
sic relation between collaboration, computation and
the need for the agents to observe their local world.
In other words, the amount by which the agents con-
strain each others, that is the level of collaboration
allowed, affects the need for observation of the agent
local worlds, as well as the difficulty of computing
an optimal controller for the team. This has poten-
tial consequences on the design of both missions and
robots themselves.

Modern algorithms allow solving DEC-HMDPs
with a small number of agents (Becker et al., 2004;
Petrik and Zilberstein, 2007). This paper’s focus
is not on the computational techniques for DEC-
HMDPs but rather on the form of their solutions and
the light they shed on the relation between collabo-
ration, computation and the need for agents to ob-
serve their local world. Through simulations and
tests, empirical evidences are given of the structured
relationship between collaboration, computation and
the need for observation. The first half of the paper
lay the required background for understanding the re-
source constrained DEC-HMDP framework. The sec-
ond half reports on a series of experiments and em-
pirically establishes a few useful facts that connect
collaboration, computation and the need for observa-
tion.
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2 BACKGROUND

We give with a brief overview of decentralized hy-
brid Markov decision processes, and its resource con-
strained variant. The reader interested in more de-
tailed description is referred to (Becker et al., 2004).

2.1 Decentralized Hybrid Markov
Decision Process and Resource
Constraints

A team ofm agents is modeled as a DEC-HMDP. It
is defined by a tuple(N,X,A,φ,R,N0). N is a set
of m discrete variablesNi ,i = 1, · · · ,m, that refer to
each agenti discrete component, andni denotes a dis-
crete state inNi . X =

⊗m
i=1Xi is the continuous state

space, andxi denotes a continuous state in state-space
Xi . A = A1 × ·· ·×Am is a finite set of joint actions.
φ = φ1 × ·· · × φm are joint transition functions.φ is
decomposed into the discrete marginalsP(n′ | n,x,a)
and the continuous conditionalsP(x′ | n,x,a,n′). For
all (n,x,a,x′) it holds ∑n′∈N P(n′ | n,x,a) = 1 and
∫

x∈X P(x′ | n,x,a,n′)dx= 1.
Rn(x) denotes the reward obtained in joint state

(n;x) wheren ∈ N,x ∈ X. N0 is the initial discrete
state, with initial distributionsP0(xi) for each agent
i = 1, · · · ,m andP0(x) =

⊗m
i=1P0(xi).

In our application domain, continuous variables
model non-replenishable resources. This translates
into the assumption that the value of the continuous
variables is non increasing. Each resource is internal
to an agent and is thus independent of other agent re-
sources. It is thus assumed that an agent action has no
effect on other agent resource states. In this work we
rely on the stronger assumption that the DEC-HMDP
is transition independent, that is an agent action has
no effects on other agent discrete state as well (Becker
et al., 2004). This assumption greatly simplifies the
computation and adds useful properties to the frame-
work.

An m-agents transition independent DEC-HMDP
(TI-DEC-HMDP) is a DEC-HMDP such that fora∈

A, n∈ N, x∈ X, φ is such that

∀i = 1, · · · ,m,

{

P(n′i | n,x,a) = P(n′i | ni ,xi ,a)

P(x′i | n,x,a,n′) = P(x′i | ni ,xi ,a,n′i).

In the rest of the paper, we consider anm-agents
resource constrained TI-DEC-HMDP (RC-TI-DEC-
HMDP).

2.2 Goals, Policy and Reward

Agents operate in a decentralized manner, and choose
their actions according to their local view of the

world. They do not communicate but are cooper-
ative, i.e. there is a single value function for all
agents. We assume a set of identified global goals
{g1, · · · ,gk}, each of which is known and corresponds
to an achiement by one or more agents. Eachg j ∈ N
is such thatg j = {gi j}i=α1

j ,··· ,α
qj
j

wheregi j ∈ Ni and

αq
j ∈ {1, · · · ,m}. For simplifying notations, we note

i ∈ g j the fact thatgi j ∈ g j , i.e. agenti is involved in
goal stateg j . The reward function for a RC-TI-DEC-
HMDP is decomposed into two components for each
goal j: a set of individual local reward functions for
each agent, theRgi j (xi); a joint rewardc j(x) the team
receives and that depends on the actions of more than
one agent.

The joint reward articulates the interaction among
agents. In general agents seek to maximized the local
and joint reward functions. In this case negativec j
such as in our case study (see 2.3) can be seen as a
penalty put on some agent interactions. Positivec j
naturally favor certain other interactions.

Given a RC-TI-DEC-HMDP, we define a policy
π = {π1, · · · ,πm} : (N,X) → A to be a mapping from
the spate space to the action space. A global value
functionGV : (N,X) → ℜ gives the expected total re-
ward of the system starting from an initial state and
acting according to the policyπ until termination.
Termination occurs whenever all goals are achieved
or all agents have run out of resources. Similarly,
the local value functionV i : (Ni ,Xi) → ℜ gives the
expected total reward for agenti, and the joint value
functionJV : (N,X) → ℜ gives the joint expected to-
tal reward of the system. The joint value function is
given by

JV(x | π1, · · · ,πm) =
k

∑
j=1

c j(x) ∏
i∈g j

Pgi j (xi | πi) (1)

where thec j are the joint rewards, andPgi j (xi | πi) is
the probability agenti has to achieve goalj according
to the policyπi . Often the joint rewards are in fact
penalties. The global value function is given by

GV(x | π1, · · · ,πm) =
m

∑
i=1

V i
0(xi)+JV(x | π1, · · · ,πm)

(2)
whereV i

0(xi) is the local value function for the initial
state of agenti. The optimal joint policy is notedπ∗ =
{π∗

1, · · · ,π∗

m}, given by

π∗ = argmax
π1,··· ,πm

EX[GV(x | π1, · · · ,πm)] (3)

whereEX denotes the expectation over state spaceX.
The optimal value function isGV∗(x | π∗

1, · · · ,π∗

m) =
max

π1,··· ,πm
GV(x | π1, · · · ,πm). Note that action Aborti

ends the policy of agenti.
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Figure 1: Case-study: a 3 agents / 3 goals problem.

2.3 Case-study

Consider the problem on figure 1. Three rovers
share three rocks over four locations. The(µi ,σi)
are the standard mean and variance of the Gaussian
distribution that models resource consumptionP(x′i |
xi ,n,n′,a) of roveri on each path(n,n′). Rgi j is the re-
ward function for achieving goalj and agenti. Each
rover starts from a different initial location.
We study a joint value of the form

JV(x | π1, · · · ,πm)

= −β max
i∈{0,··· ,m}

k

∑
j=1

Rgi j (x) ∏
i∈g j

Pg j (xi | πi) (4)

whereβ ∈ [0,1]. In other words, the joint reward sig-
nal c j(x) for goal j is a negative factor, or penalty, of
value the maximum reward possibly obtained by an
agent for that goal. The rational behind this model is
that it allows to parametrize the collaboration among
agents. Thus forβ = 1 no collaboration is beneficial,
and each agent has a high incentive of avoiding goals
already achieved by other agents. Whenβ < 1, there
is incentive for all agents to consider all goals, with
the amount collaboration inversely proportional toβ.
For this reason, in the following, we refer asthe col-
laboration factorof a team of agents as a function that
is inversely proportional toβ.

2.4 Oversubscription, Conditional
Policies, Branches and Observations

2.4.1 Oversubscription in Goals

In a RC-TI-DEC-HMDP, the resource constrained na-
ture of each agent gives rise toover-subscribedplan-
ning problems. These are problems in which not all

branchesa0a0

ai

a j

ai1

ai2

ai3

oioi

o jo j

n0n0

nini

n j x0

xi ≤ x∗i1

x∗i1 < xi < x∗i2

xi ≥ x∗i2

ki

Figure 2: MDP policy (left) and HMDP policy (right).

the goals are feasible by each agent under its internal
resource constraints and the initial distribution over
its resources. Their solutions are characterized by the
existence of different achievable goal sets for differ-
ent resource levels. In our application domain, it is
assumed that each goal can be achieved only once (no
additional utility is achieved by repeating the task).

2.4.2 Conditional Policies

As defined earlier, the policy solution to a RC-TI-
DEC-HMDP is a set of individual policies, one per
agent. In fact, an agent policy is solution to an under-
lying HMDP (Becker et al., 2004). There is no need
to define this HMDP here. What we are interested in
is the form taken by an HMDP policy, in general.

Most traditional planners assume a discrete state-
space and a small number of action outcomes. When
the model is formalized as an MDP, the planner
can decide on discrete action outcomes. The policy
brancheson discrete action outcomes. A policy thus
readsfrom state n0 and action a0, when action out-
come is oi , do action ai ; else when action outcome is
o j , do action aj ; .... A MDP solution policy is pic-
tured on the left-hand side of figure 2.

When the model includes continuous resources
and is modeled as an HMDP, a consequence of over-
subscription is that a HMDP policy is conditional
upon resources. Thus the planner must branch not
only on the discrete action outcomes, but on the avail-
ability of continuous resources. In this case, a policy
readsfrom discrete state n0, continuous resource x0
and action a0, when action outcome is oi, then if con-
tinuous resource is xi ≤ x∗i1, do action ai1, else if con-
tinuous resource is x∗i1 < xi < x∗i2, do action ai2, etc...;
else when action outcome is oj .... The right-hand side
of figure 2 pictures a portion of an HMDP policy.

2.4.3 Observation, Collaboration and
Computation

Now, the important point is that each branch of an
HMDP policy calls for an observation of the agent re-
source state. Each observation is to be carried out at
execution time. Because of the oversubscribed nature
of the planning problem, each agent has to make a
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Table 1: Empirical measures and related information on the underlying planning problem.

Empirical measure Information
OCS Dependency of one agent on the other agents’ policies
Local plans studied Dependency of agent on the other agents’ policies.

Complexity of the local decision problem.
Joint policies studied Computational difficulty of finding of the joint controller.

Dependencies among all agents.
Branches in the optimal joint policy Observations of their local resource states by the agents.
Size of the optimal joint policy Repartition of goals (rocks) among agents.
Discretization (number of pieces) Complexity of the decision problem (local or global).

certain number of observations before deciding which
goals to achieve. In the multiagent framework, the
collaboration among agents and its possible penal-
ties affects the repartition of goals, and thus the need
for observation of its resource state by each agent.
As a consequence, this also affects the computational
weight of finding an optimal policy for a team of
agents. The rest of this paper reports on the results
of a series of simulations and tests that yield empir-
ical evidences of the relation between collaboration,
observation and computation.

3 COMPUTATION AND
COMPLEXITY

3.1 Solving RC-TI-DEC-HMDPs

Here we give a little background on the solving of an
m-agents RC-TI-DEC-HMDPs. The Cover Set Algo-
rithm (CSA) is an efficient algorithm that finds opti-
mal policies (Becker et al., 2004; Petrik and Zilber-
stein, 2007). It is a two steps algorithm. The first
step consists in finding a set of policies for each of
(m− 1) agents, called the optimal cover set (OCS).
Each agent’s OCS is such that for any of the other
agent’s policies it contains at least a policy that is op-
timal. In other words, the OCS of an agent is guaran-
teed to contain the optimal policy for this agent that
belongs to the optimal policy for the team. In com-
puting the OCS for an agent, the CSA has to study
a number of competing local policies for this agent.
This number yields an information on the dependency
of the agent w.r.t. the other agent policies. The second
step iterates all combinations of policies in the(m−1)
OCS, computes an optimal policy for them-th agent,
and returns the combination ofm policies that yields
the maximal expected global value (2). Table 1 sums
up the empirical measures and their information on
the underlying planning problem.

Computationally, the challenging aspect of solv-
ing an HMDP is the handling of continuous variables,
and particularly the computation of the so-called Bell-
man optimality equation. At least two approaches,
(Feng et al., 2004) and (Li and Littman, 2005) ex-
ploit the structure in the continuous value functions
of HMDPs. Typically these functions appear as a col-
lection of humps and plateaus, where the later corre-
spond to a region in the continuous state space where
similar goals are pursued by the policy. The steepness
of the slope between plateaus reflects the uncertainty
in achieving the underlying goals. The algorithms
used for producing the results analyzed in this paper
exploit a problem structure where the continuous state
can be partitioned into a finite set of regions. Tak-
ing advantage of the structure relies on grouping those
states that belong to the same plateau, while dynam-
ically scaling the discretization for the regions of the
state space where it is most useful such as in between
plateaus. It follows that the dynamic discretization of
the continuous state-space reflects the complexity of
the decision problem: the less discretized pieces, the
easiest the decision, see Table 1.

3.2 Empirical Evidences

This section reports on planning for our case-study.
It helps understanding the relation between collabo-
ration and computation. Figure 3 reports on the com-
putation of the optimal joint policy. Figure 3(a) shows
the number of joint policies studied for selecting the
optimal joint policy. This number jumps with the re-
duction of the collaboration factor among agents that
is implicitely carried by the joint reward structure.
One hypothesis is that the problem becomes globally
more computational when the amount of collabora-
tion among agents is reduced. In fact, this hypothesis
is confirmed by the results on figure 3(b). The number
of discretized regions in the optimal four-dimensional
global value function reflects the discretization of the
optimal value functions of individuals. The finer the
discretization, the more complex and thus the more
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(b) Dynamic discretization of the optimal global value
function.

Figure 3: Case-study: joint policy computation.

Table 2: Case-study: Optimal joint policy.

β local
policies
studied

joint pol-
icy size

branches unused
agents

1 113256 17 5 1

0.9 89232 20 5 0
<0.9 68640 > 20 5 0

difficult the decision problems at the level of indi-
vidual agents. The very clear drop in the number of
regions with the reduction of the collaboration fac-
tor among agents corroborates our hypothesis: low
collaboration puts the stress on the global controller
and relieves the individuals. On the opposite, whenβ
moves toward 0 and collaboration is high, each agent
has an incentive to visit all rocks.

Fact 1. The computational difficulty of finding the
global controller for a team of resource constrained
agents is a decreasing function of their collaboration
factor.

Table 2 characterizes the optimal joint policy for
our case-study. These numbers confirm the trend ob-
served in other figures: agents involved in less collab-
orative problems (i.e.β ≈ 1) are more dependent on
the strategies of others since they are forced to avoid
the goals possibly achieved by others.

Interestingly, forβ = 1, agent 1 is useless, that
is its policy is empty. In fact, agent 1 is dominated,
i.e. the two other agents do what it does, and do it
better. This is an indication that in larger problems,
with more agents, heavy computations might lead to
a empty optimal policies for certain agents. The next
section studies the number of branches and the rela-
tion between collaboration and observation.

4 COLLABORATION AND
OBSERVATION

In this section we empirically study the relation be-
tween collaboration and the need for observation at
agent level. To this end, we have considered a five
rocks, two agents problem in the Mars rovers do-
main. We have varied the collaboration factorβ for
this problem. Figure 4(a) reports on the number of
branches in the optimal joint policy forβ ∈ [0,1]. The
number of branches is the number of times the policy
asks for an observation of the level of continuous re-
sources before acting. We see a four times increase
of the number of branches, which reflects a growing
need for the individual agents to observe their internal
resource state and cast away uncertainty1.

Fact 2. The number of observations required by the
optimal policy of a team of resource constrained
agents is a decreasing function of their collaboration
factor.

Now, consider figure 4(b) that shows the num-
ber of local policies that are studied decreases when
β increases. This number is a function of two vari-
ables: i/the discretization of the continuous space;
ii/the structural dependency on other agent strategies.
Figure 4(c) shows that the size of the coverage set of
agent 1. It shows that the number of policies in the
OCS of agent 1 augments, and does not significantly
decreases whenβ increases. This means that agent 1
grows more dependent on agent 2 whenβ increases.
This is because when collaboration becomes more pe-

1The ratio (branches/number of actions in the optimal
joint policy) remains rather constant, thus reflecting the
structure of the problem: in most cases decision is taken
before navigation to a rock.
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(d) Mean time needed to solve agent 1 local policies.

Figure 4: Collaboration vs. Observation: report on a 2 agents, 5 rocks problem from the Mars rovers domain.

nalized, agent 1 has to be increasingly aware of agent
2’s strategy before it takes action, thus mitigating its
potentially negative effect on the global reward.

It follows from i/ and ii/ that this is the discretiza-
tion of the continuous space that becomes less dense
whenβ increases. Equivalently, this indicates that the
underlying local decision problems are less complex.
Less formally, this means that the world becomes
increasingly sharper for the individual agents, with
value functions that exhibit more plateaus and less
slopes. Metaphorically, the world, as seen by each in-
dividual agent, turns into ablack & whitedecisional
space, where rocks must be clearly partitioned among
agents, and collaboration tends to be avoided. In other
words, there is less room for uncertainty, and risk is
agressively eliminated, as early as possible. This cor-
relates naturally with the higher number of observa-
tions required by the optimal joint policy. Each ob-
servation disambiguates the reachability of each rock
and sharpens the view of an otherwise very stochastic
world.
Fact 3. The complexity of the agent local decision
problems is an increasing function of their collabora-
tion factor.

In parallel, since local decision is sharper, it in-
creasingly needs to be articulated with that of other
agents. A consequence is that with increasingβ, the
decisional stress is increasingly shifted to the global
controller. We had already noticed this behavior in
section 3. Here we choose to observe the side-effect
that is a relief of the computational weight that is put
on individual agents. Figure 4(d) shows the mean
time needed to solve an augmented HMDP for dif-
ferent values ofβ. The sudden decrease indicates the
decisional shift from the local controllers to the global
controller.

Fact 4. A decrease in the collaboration factor for a
team of resource constrained agents implies a shift of
the computational weight from the local controllers to
the global team controller.

To summarize, agents, each with eclectic abilities,
acting in a specialized world in which collaboration is
not well valued, are forced to agressively decide upon
their objectives more often, while the final computa-
tional burden is shifted to the global controller that
governs them.
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5 CONCLUSIONS

We have reported on an empirical study of the con-
nections between collaboration, computation and the
need for observation in optimal policies for resource
constrained multiagent problems. These problems
well model number of real-world situations for mod-
ern teams of robots. This includes our application do-
main, that of team of exploratory rovers.

We have defined the collaboration as the positive
value given to interactions among agents in a team.
Interestingly, we could show that the need for obser-
vation is a decreasing function of the collaboration
among agents. We can sum up our empirical find-
ing by considering a world where the division of la-
bor is extreme, and collaboration not much valuable.
In this world, resource constrained individuals with
eclectic abilities (i.e. that are equally able with every
task), are stressed to take sharp decisions, more of-
ten, and based on recurrent observations of their own
resources.
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Abstract: The ability of robots to quickly and accurately localize their neighbors is extremely important for robotic
teams. Prior approaches typically rely either on global information provided by GPS, beacons and landmarks,
or on complex local information provided by vision systems.In this paper we describe our trilateration ap-
proach to multi-robot localization, which is fully distributed, inexpensive, and scalable (Heil, 2004). Our prior
research (Spears et. al, 2006) focused on maintaining multi-robot formations indoors using trilateration. This
paper pushes the limits of our trilateration technology by testing formations of robots in an outdoor setting at
larger inter-robot distances and higher speeds.

1 INTRODUCTION

The main contributions of this paper are: (1) a presen-
tation of our trilateration approach to multi-robot lo-
calization (i.e., each robot locates its neighbors), and
(2) a set of experimental results obtained with our tri-
lateration approach under outdoor conditions. These
experimental results highlight the advantages of our
approach and clarify its limitations. The outdoor ex-
periments are conducted in an environment with vary-
ing terrain (e.g., grass, dirt, and concrete), rocks, pro-
truding tree roots, leaves, pine cones and other ground
protrusions. Also, there was a considerable amount
of dust and wind (over 9 meters per second). Despite
this, the robots are able to maintain high quality for-
mations.

The organization of this paper is as follows. Sec-
tion 2 introduces our trilateration approach to local-
ization, which is fully distributed and assumes that
each robot has its own local coordinate frame (i.e.,
no global information is required). Each robot deter-
mines its neighbors’ range and bearing with respect
to its own egocentric, local coordinate system. After
such localization, sensor values and other data can be
exchanged between robots in a straightforward man-
ner. Next, sections 3, 4 and 5 describe our trilatera-
tion implementation and current robot platforms. Sec-
tions 6 and 7 present results from our experiments.
Section 8 summarizes and concludes the paper.

2 LOCALIZATION VIA
TRILATERATION

The purpose of our trilateration technology is to cre-
ate a plug-in hardware module to accurately local-
ize neighboring robots, without global information
and/or the use of vision systems. Our localiza-
tion technology does not preclude the use of other
technologies. Beacons, landmarks, vision systems,
GPS (Borenstein et. al, 1996), and pheromones
are not necessary, but they can be added if de-
sired. It is important to note that our trilateration
approach is not restricted to one particular class of
control algorithms – it is useful for behavior-based
approaches (Balch and Hybinette, 2000), control-
theoretic approaches (Fax and Murray, 2004; Fierro
et. al, 2002), motor schema algorithms (Brogan and
Hodgins, 1997), and physicomimetics (Spears et. al,
2004; Zarzhitsky et. al, 2005; Hettiarachchi, 2007).

In 2D trilateration, the locations of three base
points are known as well as the distances from each
of these three base points to the object to be localized.
Looked at visually, 2D trilateration involves finding
the location where three circles intersect. Thus, to lo-
cate a robot using 2D trilateration the sensing robot
must know the locations of three points in its own
coordinate system and be able to measure distances
from these three points to the sensed robot.
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2.1 Measuring Distance

Our distance measurement method exploits the fact
that sound travels significantly more slowly than light,
thereby enabling us to employ a Difference in Time of
Arrival technique. To tie this to 2D trilateration, as-
sume that each robot has one radio frequency (RF)
transceiver and three ultrasonic acoustic transducers.
The ultrasonic transducers are the “base points.” Sup-
pose robot 2 simultaneously emits an RF pulse and an
ultrasonic acoustic pulse. When robot 1 receives the
RF pulse (almost instantaneously), a clock on robot 1
starts. When the acoustic pulse is received by each of
the three ultrasonic transducers on robot 1, the elapsed
times are computed. These three times are converted
to distances, according to the speed of sound. Be-
cause the locations of the acoustic transducers are
known, robot 1 is now able to use trilateration to com-
pute the location of robot 2 (precisely, the location of
the emitting acoustic transducer on robot 2). Of the
three acoustic transducers, all three must be capable
of receiving, but only one must be capable of trans-
mitting.

Measuring the elapsed times is not difficult. Since
the speed of sound is roughly 340.2 meters per second
at standard temperature and pressure, it takes approx-
imately 2.9 ms for sound to travel one meter. Times of
this magnitude are easily measured using inexpensive
electronic hardware.

2.2 Channeling Acoustic Energy into a
Plane

Ultrasonic acoustic transducers produce a cone of en-
ergy along a line perpendicular to the surface of the
transducer. The width of this main lobe (for the in-
expensive 40 kHz transducers used in our implemen-
tation) is roughly 30◦. To produce acoustic energy
in a 2D plane would require 12 acoustic transducers
in a ring. To get three base points would hence re-
quire 36 transducers. This is expensive and is a large
power drain. We adopted an alternative approach.
Each base point is comprised of one acoustic trans-
ducer pointing downward. A parabolic cone (Heil,
2004) is positioned under the transducer, with its tip
pointing up toward the transducer (see Figure 2 later
in this paper). The parabolic cone acts like a lens.
When the transducer is placed at the virtual “focal
point” the cone “collects” acoustic energy in the hor-
izontal plane, and focuses this energy to the receiving
acoustic transducer. Similarly, a cone also functions
in the reverse, reflecting transmitted acoustic energy
into the horizontal plane. This works extremely well
– the acoustic energy is detectable to a distance of 3.5

m. which is adequate for our needs. Greater range
can be obtained with more power (the scaling appears
to be quite manageable).

2.3 Related Work

Trilateration is a well-known technique for robot lo-
calization. Most approaches (including ours) are al-
gebraic, although recently a geometric method was
proposed (Thomas and Ros, 2005). Many localiza-
tion techniques, including those involving trilatera-
tion, use global coordinates (Peasgood et. al, 2005);
however ours relies on local coordinates only.

MacArthur (MacArthur, 2003) presents two dif-
ferent trilateration systems. The first uses three acous-
tic transducers, but without RF. Localization is based
on the differences between distances rather than the
distances themselves. The three acoustic transducers
are arranged in a line. The second uses two acoustic
transducers and RF in a method similar to our own.
Unfortunately, both systems can only localize points
“in front” of the line.

Cricket (Nissanka, 2005) is another system that
makes use of RF and ultrasound for localization. It
was developed to be used indoors. Compared to our
system, which does not require fixed beacons, the
Cricket requires beacons attached to fixed locations
in order to function. This is not practical for mobile
robot localization in outdoor environments.

Our particular approach was inspired by the CMU
Millibot project. They also use RF and acoustic trans-
ducers for trilateration. However, due to size lim-
itations, each Millibot has only one acoustic trans-
ducer (coupled with a right-angle cone, rather than
the parabolic cone we use). Hence trilateration is a
collaborative endeavor that involves several robots.
To perform trilateration, a minimum of three Milli-
bots must be stationary and serve as beacons at any
moment in time. The set of three stationary robots
changes as the robot team moves. The minimum team
size is four robots (and is preferably five). Initializa-
tion generally involves having some robots make L-
shaped maneuvers, in order to disambiguate the local-
ization (Navarro-Serment, 1999). Our approach oper-
ates with as few as two robots (but is scalable to an
arbitrary number), due to the presence of three acous-
tic transducers on each robot (see below).

In terms of functionality, an alternative localiza-
tion method in robotics is to use line-of-sight infra-
red (IR) transceivers. When IR is received, signal
strength provides an estimate of distance. The IR sig-
nal can also be modulated to provide communication.
Multiple IR sensors can be used to provide the bear-
ing to the transmitting robot (e.g., see (Rothermich
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et. al, 2004; Payton et. al, 2004)). We view this
method as complementary to our own; however, our
method is more appropriate for tasks where greater
localization accuracy is required. This is especially
important in outdoor situations where water vapor or
dust could change the IR opacity of air. Similar issues
arise with the use of cameras and omni-directional
mirrors/lenses, which require far more computational
power and a light source.

3 OUR TRILATERATION
APPROACH

Our trilateration approach to localization is illustrated
in Figure 1. Assume two robots, shown as circles. An
RF transceiver is in the center of each robot. Each
robot has three acoustic transducers (also calledbase
points), labeledA, B, and C. Note that the robot’s
local XY coordinate system is aligned with the L-
shaped configuration of the three acoustic transduc-
ers, as shown in the figure.Note, Y points to the front
of the robot.
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Figure 1: Three base points in an XY coordinate system
pattern.

In Figure 1, robot 2 simultaneously emits an RF
pulse and an acoustic pulse from its transducerB.
Robot 1 then measures the distancesa, b, andc. With-
out loss of generality, assume that transceiverB of
robot 1 is located at(x1B,y1B) = (0,0) (Heil, 2004).1

In other words, letA be at(0,d), B be at(0,0), andC
be at(d,0), whered is the distance betweenA andB,
and betweenB andC (see Figure 1).

For robot 1 to determine the position ofB on robot
2 within its own coordinate system, it needs to find the
simultaneous solution of three nonlinear equations,
the intersecting circles with centers located atA, B
andC on robot 1 and respective radii ofa, b, andc:

1Subscripts denote the robot number and the acous-
tic transducer. The transducerA on robot 1 is located at
(x1A,y1A).

(x2B − x1A)2 +(y2B − y1A)2 = a2 (1)

(x2B − x1B)2 +(y2B − y1B)2 = b2 (2)

(x2B − x1C)2 +(y2B − y1C)2 = c2 (3)

Given the transducer configuration shown above, we
get (Heil, 2004):

x2B =
b2

− c2+ d2

2d
y2B =

b2
−a2+ d2

2d

An interesting benefit of these equations is that they
can be simplified even further, if one wants to trilater-
ate purely in hardware (Spears et. al, 2006).

By allowing robots to share coordinate systems,
robots can communicate their information arbitrarily
far throughout a robotic network. For example, sup-
pose robot 2 can localize robot 3. Robot 1 can local-
ize only robot 2. If robot 2 can also localize robot 1
(a fair assumption), then by passing this information
to robot 1, robot 1 can now determine the position of
robot 3. Furthermore, robot orientations can also be
determined. Naturally, localization errors can com-
pound as the path through the network increases in
length, but multiple paths can be used to alleviate this
problem to some degree. Heil (Heil, 2004) provides
details on these issues.

In addition to localization, our trilateration system
can also be used for data exchange. Instead of emit-
ting an RF pulse that contains no information but only
performs synchronization, we can also append data to
the RF pulse. Simple coordinate transformations al-
low robot 1 to convert the data from robot 2 (which is
in the coordinate frame of robot 2) to its own coordi-
nate frame.

4 TRILATERATION
IMPLEMENTATION

Figure 2 illustrate how our trilateration framework is
currently implemented in hardware. Figure 2 (left)
shows three acoustic transducers pointing down, with
reflective parabolic cones. The acoustic transducers
transmit and receive 40 kHz acoustic signals.

Figure 2 (middle) shows our in-house acoustic
sensor boards (denoted as “XSRF” boards, forEx-
perimental Sonic Range Finder). There is one XSRF
board for each acoustic transducer. The XSRF board
calculates the time difference between receiving the
RF signal and the acoustic pulse. Each XSRF con-
tains 7 integrated circuit chips. A MAX362 chip con-
trols whether the board is in transmit or receive mode.
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Figure 2: The acoustic transducers and parabolic cones (left). The XSRF acoustic sensor printed circuit board (middle), and
the completed trilateration module (top-down view, right).

When transmitting, a Microchip PIC microprocessor
generates a 40 kHz signal. This signal is sent to
an amplifier, which then interfaces with the acoustic
transducer. This generates the acoustic signal.

In receive mode, a trigger indicates that an RF sig-
nal has been heard and that an acoustic signal is arriv-
ing. When the RF is received, the XSRF board starts
counting. To enhance the sensitivity of the XSRF
board, three stages of amplification occur. Each of
the three stages is accomplished with a LMC6032 op-
erational amplifier, providing a gain of roughly 15
at each stage. Between the second and third stage
there is a 40 kHz bandpass filter to eliminate out-of-
bound noise that can lead to saturation. The signal is
then passed to two comparators, set at thresholds of
± 2 VDC. When the acoustic energy exceeds either
threshold, the XSRF board finishes counting, indicat-
ing the arrival of the acoustic signal.

The timing counts provided by each of the XSRF
boards is sent to a MiniDRAGON2 powered by a
Freescale 68HCS12 microprocessor that performs the
trilateration calculations. Figure 2 (right) shows the
completed trilateration module from above. The
MiniDRAGON is outlined near the center and the
three XSRF boards are outlined at the bottom.

4.1 Synchronization Protocol

Trilateration involves at least two robots. One trans-
mits the acoustic-RF pulse combination, while the
others use these pulses to compute (trilaterate) the
coordinates of the transmitting robot. Hence, trilat-
eration is a one-to-many protocol, allowing multiple
robots to simultaneously trilaterate and determine the
position of the transmitting robot. Our “token pass-
ing” scheme to allow robots to take turns transmitting
is not used for the experiments in this paper, to sim-
plify the experimental design. Only leader/follower
experiments are presented herein.

2Produced by Wytec (http://www.evbplus.com/)

5 Maxelbot PLATFORMS

Our University of Wyoming “Maxelbot” (named after
the two graduate students who designed and built the
robot) is modular. The platform is an MMP5, made by
The Machine Lab3. Figure 3 (left) shows four Max-
elbots. A primary MiniDRAGON is used for control.
It communicates via an I2C bus to all other peripher-
als, allowing us to plug in new peripherals as needed.
Figure 3 (right) shows the architecture. The primary
MiniDRAGON is the board that drives the motors. It
also monitors proximity sensors and shaft encoders.
The trilateration module is shown at the top of the
diagram. This module controls the RF and acoustic
components of trilateration. Additional modules have
been built for digital compasses, thermometers, and
chemical plume tracing (Spears et. al, 2006). The
PIC processors provide communication with the I2C
bus.

6 TRILATERATION ACCURACY
AS A FUNCTION OF
VELOCITY AND DISTANCE

In (Spears et. al, 2006) we presented the accuracy of
our trilateration technique on stationary robots, to a
distance of one meter. In this paper we present results
for a moving Maxelbot on a treadmill from 0.5 to 3.5
meters behind a stationary Maxelbot placed ahead of
the treadmill, at two speeds: 0.32 m/s and 0.64 m/s.
Hence we are measuring the accuracy of the perfor-
mance of the whole system, including the trilatera-
tion module and our physicomimetics control algo-
rithm. The results shown are the mean± range of
the error ≡ ideal distance−measured distance (in
cm), as measured physically with a ruler (see Tables 2

3See http://www.themachinelab.com/MMP-5.html
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Figure 3: Maxelbots and the architecture.

Table 1: Mean and range of error of the followers’ X position at different distances and velocities.

Ideal Distance (cm)Velocity
50 100 150 200 250 300 350

0.32 m/s 0.0± 0.2 0.3± 0.3 -0.3± 0.3 -0.6± 0.4 0.6± 0.5 1.9± 0.6 0.6± 0.6
0.64 m/s 0.0± 0.6 0.3± 0.3 -1.3± 0.9 -1.0± 1.0 1.0± 1.0 1.9± 1.1 0.0± 1.3

and 1). Above 3.5 m the acoustic signal is lost, be-
cause the acoustic energy falls below the threshold of
± 2 VDC and hence is not detected.

The mean error in X is very small (< 1%), which
means that the side-to-side position of the Maxelbot is
very close to the desired position. The mean error in
Y is larger, and at higher distances the Maxelbot lags
more behind the desired position (but the mean error
is < 5%). However, note that the range in error is less
at the higher velocity. The increased momentum of
the robot helps filter sensor noise.

7 OUTDOOR EXPERIMENTS

This section presents three experiments that test the
trilateration system outside. In particular, the Maxel-
bots are run in a region in the center of the University
of Wyoming campus. This region consists mostly of
grass, of average height 5 cm, interspersed with con-
crete sidewalks, trees, rocks, leaves, and other debris.
The grass hits the bottom of the Maxelbot. Although
generally flat, the ground slope can change rapidly
(within 0.6 m), by up to 20◦, at boundaries. Results
presented below are averaged over five independent
runs, each taken over a 20 minute interval. The speed
of the robots is approximately 0.55 m/s. For these ex-
periments we are forced to use the trilateration read-
ings themselves as an estimate to the quality of the
formation. Given the accuracy of the results in the
prior section, this is a reasonable and practical ap-
proach.

7.1 Accuracy of a Linear Formation

The first experiment has three Maxelbots in a linear
formation. The purpose of this experiment was to de-
termine the effect of having the middle robot occlude
the acoustic signal between the first and third Maxel-
bots. The first follower (middle robot) tries to keep
the leader at (0 cm, 63.5 cm) with respect to its local
coordinate system. The second follower tries to keep
the leader at (0 cm, 145 cm) with respect to its local
coordinate system.

Table 3 summarizes the quality of the results. This
first follower maintains position quite well. The sec-
ond follower does exhibit some difficulties due to oc-
clusion, since it does lag a bit behind the ideal dis-
tance. However, even in this case the distance is ap-
proximately only 10% off from the ideal distance.
Also, the standard deviation is acceptably low.

7.2 Accuracy of Non-Linear Formations

The second and third experiments examine the effect
of position with respect to the quality of the results
(trilateration accuracy can be affected by the differ-
ence in the bearing of one robot with respect to an-
other (Heil, 2004)). We try two different configura-
tions of the robots. In the first, there are three robots.
The right follower tries to keep the leader at (-48 cm,
91 cm) with respect to its local coordinate system.
The left follower tries to keep the leader at (53 cm,
91 cm) with respect to its local coordinate system. In
the second configuration we use four Maxelbots in a
diamond formation. In this latter experiment the wind
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Table 2: Mean and range of error of the followers’ Y position at different distances and velocities.

Ideal Distance (cm)Velocity
50 100 150 200 250 300 350

0.32 m/s -1.0± 1.6 0.0± 1.3 -1.3± 2.5 -1.9± 3.2 -1.3± 5.1 -5.0± 10.2 -5.0± 7.6
0.64 m/s -5.7± 0.6 -0.6± 1.9 -3.8± 2.5 -5.1± 3.8 -3.2± 4.4 -14.0± 3.8 -16.5± 3.8

Table 3: Accuracy of the two followers’ X and Y positions
in a linear formation (results in cm).

Ideal Mean Std. dev.
Follower1-X 0 -1.5 0.8
Follower1-Y 63.5 67.1 1.0
Follower2-X 0 0.3 4.8
Follower2-Y 145 159.8 4.1

speed near the ground ranged from 4 to 9 m/s.
Table 4 shows the XY-coordinates derived from

the trilateration readings, for both configurations.
From this table, it can be seen that the means are very
close to the ideal. The standard deviation is some-
what higher, reflecting the more difficult environmen-
tal conditions. However, very good formations are
maintained by the trilateration system despite ground
disturbances, wind, dust, and relatively high speed
(Y has at most an error of roughly 11%). Results
are averaged over five independent runs. Thus far no
position-dependent effects have been noticed (other
than distance, as is expected).

7.3 Trilateration Reliability Results

A detailed data analysis has been performed on the
reliability of the trilateration system during the out-
door experiments. The RF failure rate is 0.2%. The
rate at which the RF pulse is received but acoustic
pings are not received (at all three receivers) is only
1%. Almost every acoustic failure was isolated, and
not consecutive. Consider the interpretation of these
results. Given that acoustic pings are sent at a rate of
approximately four per second (4.17 Hz), this implies
that 1% of the time, the Maxelbots ran for only 0.25
seconds on old data. Only once were two consecutive
pings in a row not received, yielding one 0.5 second
gap in readings.

Of all of our tests, the factor most important to
success was the temperature. Below roughly 6◦C the
electronics failed. Given that our components are not
ruggedized, this is not surprising.

8 SUMMARY

This paper describes a 2D trilateration framework for
the fast, accurate localization of neighboring robots.
The framework uses three acoustic transducers and
one RF transceiver. Our framework is designed to be
modular, so that it can be used on different robotic
platforms, and is not restricted to any particular class
of control algorithms. Although we do not rely
on GPS, stationary beacons, or environmental land-
marks, their use is not precluded. Our framework is
fully distributed, inexpensive, and scalable.

To illustrate the general utility of our framework,
we demonstrated the application of our new robots
in outdoor situations. The results from these ex-
periments highlight the accuracy of our trilateration
framework, as well as its current limitations (range
and environmental temperature). For all of the Maxel-
bots, their X and Y positions are within roughly 11%
of the desired values.

Open Source Project URL

The open source URL http://
www.cs.uwyo.edu/∼wspears/maxelbot provides
schematic details and videos of this project. We thank
the Joint Ground Robotics Enterprise for funding
portions of this work.
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Abstract: In this paper we present an approach for multi-robot cooperative exploration based on the potential field
generated by several basic behaviours. When an unknown environment is explored the uncertainty in the
localization normally grows, this fact may cause the failure of the Simultaneous Localization and Mapping
(SLAM) algorithm, and thus constructing an useless and inaccurate map. The exploration algorithm described
here considers the current knowledge of the environment, the location of the robots and the uncertainty in their
positions in order to return to previously explored areas when it is needed. These actions definitely help the
SLAM algorithm to build a precise map. Several simulations are presented that demonstrate the validity of the
approach.

1 INTRODUCTION

In the last years, a large number of applications have
emerged that require the utilization of cooperative
mobile robots. Most of these applications require the
robot team to be able to explore unknown environ-
ments autonomously. Employing multiple robots in-
stead of a single robot in exploration is an advantage
because the exploration time could be reduced (Cao
et al., 1995).

Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM)
techniques are generally used to explore an unknown
environment. They allow to build a map that de-
scribes the environment while simultaneously using
that map to localize the robots. However, the result
obtained by the SLAM algorithm strongly depends
on the trajectories performed by the robots (Stachniss
et al., 2005). When the robots travel through unknown
environments, the uncertainty over their position in-
creases and the construction of the map becomes dif-
ficult. Returning to previously explored areas or clos-
ing loops reduces the uncertainty over the pose of the
robots and improves the SLAM process.

Typical exploration algorithms do not take local-
ization uncertainty into account and direct the ex-
ploration in order to minimize the distance traveled
while maximizing the information gained. However,
the solution presented here explores the environment
efficiently and also considers the requisites of the

SLAM algorithm. Our algorithm considers return-
ing to previously explored places when the uncer-
tainty becomes too large. This idea has been previ-
ously exploited by other authors and is commonly de-
noted asIntegrated Explorationor SPLAM (Simulta-
neous Planning Localization And Mapping). A solu-
tion to the SPLAM problem enables a mobile robot to
acquire data from sensors by autonomously moving
through its environment while at the same time build-
ing a map. The main contribution of this paper is a
new technique forIntegrated Explorationfor multi-
robot teams.

The remainder of the paper is structured as fol-
lows. Section 2 discusses related work and Section
3 presents the behaviour based exploration algorithm.
In Section 4 we explain the active localization state.
Next, Section 5 presents simulation results to test the
functionality of the method proposed. Finally, the
main conclusions and future work are presented.

2 RELATED WORK

Exploration techniques work basically using the fron-
tier concept introduced by (Yamauchi, 1997). He di-
vided the map into a regular grid of cells where to rep-
resent the occupation probability. At the beginning of
the exploration all the cells are unknown, so they are
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initialized with an occupation probability of 0.5. This
value is updated with the information of the sensors
of the robots during the exploration. Relying on the
occupation probability for each cell, the cells are la-
beled as free, occupied or unknown. Frontier cells are
free cells that lie next to an unknown cell.

A group of exploration methods employ path plan-
ning techniques in order to direct the robots to the
frontier cells (Simmons et al., 2000; Burgard et al.,
2005; Zlot et al., 2002). They differ in the coordina-
tion strategies used to assign a frontier to each robot:
the robots can go to the nearest frontier (Yamauchi,
1997) or they can follow a cost-utility model to make
their assignments. Normally, the cost is the length of
the path to a frontier cell, whereas utility could be un-
derstood in different ways: (Simmons et al., 2000)
consider the utility as the expected visible area be-
hind the frontier. (Burgard et al., 2005) consider in
the utility function the proximity of frontiers assigned
to other robots. (Zlot et al., 2002) suggest using a
market economy where the robots negotiate their as-
signments.

Another group of exploration techniques makes
use of potential field methods (Arkin and Diaz, 2002).
Potential field based exploring methods take into ac-
count a set of behaviours to generate a resultant po-
tential field. The most common behaviours in explo-
ration are attraction to frontiers and repulsion from
obstacles and other robots. This leads to the avoid-
ance of other robots and collisions and also improves
the exploration by dispersing the robots. As stated by
many authors, the main drawback of this technique is
the occurrence of local minima in the potential field,
which may trap the robot and block the exploration
process. A common solution to this problem is to plan
a path to a frontier cell in order to get the robot out
from the local minimum (Lau, 2003).

A few authors used integrated exploration in the
last years (Feder et al., 1999; Bourgoult et al., 2002;
Makarenko et al., 2002; Sim et al., 2004; Stachniss
et al., 2005). (Feder et al., 1999) decide the next
movement for robots by optimizing the information
gain of the environment and minimizing the uncer-
tainty in the localization of the robot. (Bourgoult
et al., 2002) and (Makarenko et al., 2002) use a simi-
lar idea including the uncertainty in the localization as
part of the utility function in the assignment of desti-
nations to robots. These 3 techniques are based on the
estimation of landmarks and they try to prevent that
the uncertainty in the pose of the robots grows, by
means of keeping always well estimated landmarks
in the field of view. (Sim et al., 2004) recover the
certainty over the pose of the robots during the explo-
ration using a parametric curve trajectory and includ-

ing returning to explored zones when the uncertainty
in the pose of the robot is too high. (Stachniss et al.,
2005) reduce the uncertainty by actively closing loops
with previously explored areas. They create a topo-
logical map of the environment and look for oppor-
tunities for closing loops in it. As we can see, there
are two main approaches to the problem of localiza-
tion during the exploration: to take the uncertainty
in the pose of the robots into account when choosing
the movements for the robots or to explore and re-
turn later to previously explored zones when the un-
certainty is large.

In this paper, a potential field based SPLAM tech-
nique is described. It is based on the potential field
generated by several basic behaviours designed to
rapidly explore the environment. It also considers re-
turning to previously explored zones when needed.

3 BEHAVIOUR-BASED
EXPLORATION ALGORITHM

In typical environments we can find a set of highly
distinctive elements that can be easily extracted with
the sensors of a robot. These elements are typi-
cally called landmarks. In our application, we as-
sume that the robots are able to detect a set of distinc-
tive 3D visual landmarks and they are able to obtain
relative measurements to them using stereo cameras.
These landmarks can be extracted as interest points
found in the images of the environment (Mozos et al.,
2007). The robot team is able to build a map with
a vision-based technique consisting on a particle fil-
ter approach to the SLAM problem, known as Fast-
SLAM (Gil et al., 2007).

Landmark based maps do not represent the free or
occupied areas in the environment. This is the rea-
son why we make use of a grid map to represent free
and occupied cells detected using the information of
the sonar. In addition, all the cells have a numerical
value associated that indicates their degree of explo-
ration, which is increased each time it falls into the
field of view of the robot, until it reaches a limit value
when the cell is considered to be fully explored. A
cell with an exploration degree of zero is considered
unexplored. We define the frontier cells as explored
cells that lie next to an unexplored cell that do not
belong to an obstacle.

Our approach to the problem of multi-robot explo-
ration consists of five basic behaviours whose com-
position results in the trajectory of each robot in the
environment:

Go to unexplored Areas: Each cell attracts each
robot with a force that depends on the degree of ex-
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Table 1: Forces defined for each behavior.

Go to unexplored areas:
~F1

k = 1
M ∑M

i=1
ν−ei

ν
~si−~pk

r3
i,k

Go to frontier:
~F2

k = 1
MF

∑MF
i=1

~si−~pk
r3
i,k

Avoid other robots:
~F3

k = 1
X ∑X

j=1−
~p j−~pk

r3
j,k

Avoid obstacle:
~F4

k = 1
MO

∑MO
i=1−

~si−~pk
r3
i,k

Improve imprecise landmarks:
~F5

k = 1
nt

∑nt
l=1 σl ~ql−~pk

r3
l ,k

M: Number of cells in the map.
MF : Number of frontier cells.
MO: Number of obstacle cells in the range.

X: Number of robots.
nt : Current number of imprecise landmarks.
ei : Exploration level of cell i.
ν: Maximum exploration level.

σl : Landmark position measure uncertainty.
~si : Position vector of the i-th cell.
~p j : Position vector of the j-th robot.
~pk: Position vector of the k-th robot.
~ql : Position vector of the l-th landmark

r i,k: Distance from i-th cell to robot k.
r j ,k: Distance from robot j-th to robot k.
r l ,k: Distance from l-th landmark to robot k.

ploration of the cell.
Go to Frontier: This behaviour attracts the robots

to frontier cells since these are the cells that give way
to areas of interest.

Avoid other Robots: This behaviour results in a
repulsive force between robots that normally allows
to spread the robots around the environment.

Avoid Obstacle: Each cell within a specific range
that is identified as belonging to an obstacle, applies
a repulsive effort over every robot. This range allows
to easily adjust the system.

Improve imprecise Landmarks: This behaviour
tries to improve the quality of the exploration of those
areas where some landmarks have been extracted but
whose accuracy is not high enough.

Table 1 shows how the forces are calculated for
each behaviour. This way, the resulting force of the
combination of those five behaviours on each robot
constitutes a vector that indicates the trajectory of the
robot to optimize the exploration process as follows:

~FA
k = k1~F

1
k +k2~F

2
k +k3~F

3
k +k4~F

4
k +k5~F

5
k . (1)
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Figure 1: Weighted outputs of the behaviours and resultant
force in an exploring situation. Also, the landmarks that
have been detected until that moment are shown.

The composition of the behaviours is carried out
taking into account a set of weightski whose value is
deduced experimentally. Fig. 1 shows the bird’s eye
view of an exploring situation with three robots.

Potential field methods have a main disadvantage:
when exploring complex environments, a robot may
be trapped at local minima in the potential field and
may not move, thus stopping the exploration process.
To solve this problem, we assume that we are able to
detect the situation in which the robot is trapped at a
local minimum. In this case, a new state is triggered
that enables the robot to escape from the local mini-
mum by planning a path to the nearest frontier cell.

4 INTEGRATED EXPLORATION

As an unknown environment is explored the uncer-
tainty in the localization of the robot grows. When
the uncertainty over the pose of the robots is high,
it is difficult to generate a correct map, and thus the
exploration process is inefficient. If the error in the
localization is very high, some frontiers and obstacles
could be added to the grid map erroneously and some
zones could remain unexplored. The perceptions of
the robots in a given moment can be in conflict with
past perceptions or with perceptions of other robots
because of a deficient localization.

Figure 2 shows an example of an extremely de-
ficient exploration caused by a large error in the lo-
calization. It can be observed how the wrong loca-
tion of some obstacles obstructs the corridor and part
of the environment remain unexplored. The error in
the map of landmarks created is considerably high.
All the landmarks in the map should appear over the
walls but they are situated erroneously. These are the
reasons we introduce new techniques to improve the
localization.

The SLAM method we use in our experiments is
commonly known as FastSLAM (Gil et al., 2007). It
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Figure 2: The upper figure shows the visual landmark map
created in an exploration with deficient localization. The
trajectories performed by the the robots are indicated in con-
tinuous lines and the estimated trajectories in discontinuous
lines. The landmarks detected are marked in their estimated
position. The bottom figure shows the grip map generated
for this situation. The grade of exploration is indicated in
gray levels and the obstacles detected in red color. Real ob-
stacle positions are marked in yellow.

consists of a particle filter, each particle having an es-
timation for the path of each robot and an estimation
of a set of landmarks conditioned to the path. We can
measure the uncertainty on the localization of a robot
by considering the dispersion for all the particles in
the position of the robot. When travelling through un-
known terrain, the dispersion of the particles usually
increases since each is well localized in his own local
map. Since we are using a finite number of particles
to represent the pose of the robots, this representa-
tion gets worse when the uncertainty is too high. In
this case we consider returning to previously explored
areas to reduce this uncertainty. This idea has been
employed by many authors (Feder et al., 1999; Bour-
goult et al., 2002; Makarenko et al., 2002; Sim et al.,

2004; Stachniss et al., 2005). Avoiding large periods
of time with a high dispersion is a good technique to
avoid the accumulation of error in the global localiza-
tion and an accurate map can be obtained. Thus, our
strategy is to return to positions with low dispersion
when the dispersion in the pose of the robot grows.
This solution produces a better estimation of the map
and the robot’s path.

We denote the model explained in Section 3 as the
Exploration State(StateA). Besides, we introduce an
Active Localization State(StateB). TheExploration
Stateallows exploring new areas of the map mean-
while the robots are well localized. TheActive Local-
ization Stateintends to lead the robots to previously
explored areas when they have a relatively high uncer-
tainty associated, thus improving their localization.
The transition between both states is made according
to a hysteretic model with two transition thresholds
that are compared with the dispersion in the pose of
the robot.

In theActive Localization State, the control action
of the robot is the composition ofAvoid Obstacle, al-
ready presented, and a new behaviourGo to Accurate
Landmarks. This new behavior aims at localizing the
robot returning to previously explored landmarks.

Go to Accurate Landmarks: This behaviour tries
to improve the estimation of the position of the robot,
driving it to landmarks whose position has a robust
estimation. Given a landmark, its position is calcu-
lated for each particle and a measure of its dispersion
εl is calculated using the correspondent landmarks for
the different particles. The correspondence is done
considering an unique visual descriptor for each land-
mark. Each accurate landmark attracts the robot with
a force inversely proportional to the distance:

~F6
k =

1
n

n

∑
l=1

1
εl

~ql −~pk

r2
l ,k

. (2)

beingn the current number of landmarks in the map,
~ql is the position of the l-th landmark,~pk is the po-
sition of the robotk andr l ,k is the euclidean distance
between both positions . Then the trajectory to follow
is pointed by the vector:

~FB
k = k4~F

4
k +k6~F

6
k , (3)

where the weights are deduced experimentally.
As stated before, the local minima in the poten-

tial field can block the exploration process. In these
cases, we plan a path to the nearest frontier cell. This
solution directs the robots to unknown areas and thus
is only a good solution in theState A. In StateB, local
minima are also likely to appear. In this case, we plan
a path to the last past position in the trajectory of the
robot where the dispersion is low.
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Figure 3: State transition diagram.

Figure 3 shows the state diagram for a robot. We
can distinguish two zones of operation: when the
robot is well localized and when it is not. When it is
well localized, it explores the environment by follow-
ing theState Acombination of behaviors. If it finds a
local minimum during the exploration it plans a path
(State C) to the nearest frontier cell. When it arrives
to this cell it returns to theState A. If the dispersion on
the robot position in the particle filter is over a given
threshold the robot is considered to be bad localized
and it switches to theActive Localization State(B). If
it finds a local minimum being in this state, it plans
a path (C’) to a past position in the trajectory with
low dispersion. When the dispersion decreases below
a threshold the robot returns to theExploration State
(A).

5 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

In this section, we analyze simulation results of the
method proposed in this paper. The proposal is tested
in presence of uncertainty in the robots localization to
show the improvement in the quality of the maps gen-
erated and in the estimated path using the techniques
proposed to return to previously explored areas.

The scenarios chosen to test the method are shown
in Figure 4. Scenarios that represent hypothetical real
places likeScenario 1or Scenario 2were chosen at
the same time that other artificial scenarios as for ex-
ampleScenario 3or a completely random scene as
Scenario 4.

The method proposed is tested with and with-
out considering the uncertainty in the position of the
robots. Besides, it is compared with a pure path plan-
ning approach where the robots always plan a path
to the nearest frontier cell. The mean error per robot
in the estimated trajectories, the exploration time, as
well as the error in the map of landmarks are ana-
lyzed.

The results of the simulation are shown in Figure

Figure 4: Scenarios.

5. On Scenario 1and Scenario 4, the error on the
estimated path and in the map is smaller with the pro-
posed integrated exploration approach than when not
returning to previously explored zones. This two sce-
narios have large free spaces. When the robots travel
in these zones the measurement of the landmarks is
difficult as they are far away. This makes the dif-
ference between including theGo To Accurate Land-
marksbehaviour or not. This large periods of time
with bad localization increases the global localization
error when not considering the dispersion to try to re-
localize the robot.

For Scenario 2andScenario 3we do not observe
an improvement. Note that the global localization er-
ror depends on the form of trajectories and the ex-
ploration time that depend on the structure of the en-
vironments which is unknown. If the measurements
are good enough this other factors affects in a random
way and in average no difference is observed between
the methods.

The exploration time always increases because
this method does not always guide the robots to the
direction of the maximal information gain as it looks
also for the localization. As a conclusion, we think
that a method that only tries to minimize the explo-
ration time produces normally inaccurate maps use-
less for navigation. We consider that taking into ac-
count the requisites of SLAM while exploring the en-
vironment allows to obtain more precise maps.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
WORK

In this paper a method for multi-robot cooperative ex-
ploration has been presented. The method is based
on the computation of a set of behaviours designed
so that we simultaneously consider the necessity of
rapidly exploring the whole environment and the req-
uisite to build an accurate map. In this sense, the
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Figure 5: Results with uncertainty in localization: Path er-
ror on x,y and orientation (1st and 2nd graphs), exploration
time (3rd graph) and map error (4th graph).

method directs the robots to return to previously ex-
plored places when the uncertainty on the location
becomes significant, and this fact improves the qual-
ity of the resulting map. Several simulation results
demonstrate the validity of the approach. On scenar-
ios with large free space where there is a lack of good
measures of the landmarks the accuracy of the map
improves considerably.

As future works, we consider the extension of
the approach in dynamic environments, adding tech-
niques to learn automatically the multiple settings of
the system. New behaviors that avoid the dispersion
in the localization by trying to keep accurate land-
marks in the field of view will be added. Furthermore,
behaviors of attraction between robots will be incor-
porated in order to improve the localization since the
observation of one robot by other member in the team
may improve its localization. Semi-operated models
that integrate the commands expressed by a human
operator in the exploration task will also be studied,
where these commands would be taken as an advice.
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Abstract: Despite much research on companion robots and affective virtual characters, a comprehensive discussion on a
generic architecture is lacking. We compile a list of possible requirements of a companion robot and propose
a generic architecture based on this list. We explain this architecture to uncover issues that merit discussion.
The architecture can be used as a framework for programming companion robots.

1 INTRODUCTION

Recently, research in companion robots and affective
virtual characters has been increasing steadily. Com-
panion robots are supposed to exhibit sociable be-
havior and perform several different kinds of tasks
in cooperation with a human user. Typically, they
should proactively assist users in everyday tasks and
engage in intuitive, expressive, and affective interac-
tion. Moreover, they usually have multiple sensors
and actuators that allow for rich communication with
the user. Of course, the task of designing and building
a companion robot is highly complex.

Companion robots and affective virtual charac-
ters have already been built up to quite advanced
stages. However, teams wishing to research compan-
ion robots often have to start from scratch on the soft-
ware design part, because it is hard to distill a firm
framework from the literature to use as a basis. Of
course many figures representing architectures have
been published, but it remains difficult to find out
how existing companion robots really work internally.
This may be due to most publications focusing on test
results of the overall behaviors rather than on explain-
ing their architectures in the level of detail required
for replication.

The lack of emphasis on architectures may be
caused by much of the research on companion robots
being driven by the teams’ research goals, resulting in
their architectures mostly being designed to support

∗This work supported by SenterNovem, Dutch Compan-
ion project grant nr: IS053013.

just the desired behaviors instead of being generic for
companion robots. If there were a good generic ar-
chitecture for companion robots, a (simple) default
implementation could be made, providing (new) re-
searchers with a framework that they could use as a
starting point. Depending on the application domain
and research goals, some default implementations of
modules constituting the architecture may be replaced
to achieve the desired custom behavior, while other
modules can just be readily used to complete the soft-
ware of the companion robot.

Of course, anyone wishing to build the software
of a companion robot can just start up his/her favorite
programming environment and try to deal with prob-
lems when they occur, but obviously this is not a very
good strategy to follow. Instead, designing and dis-
cussing an architecture beforehand raises interesting
issues and allows questions to be asked that otherwise
remain hidden. Indeed, there are many non-trivial
choices that have to be made, pertaining to e.g. dis-
tribution and assignment of control among processes,
synchronization of concurrent processes, which pro-
cess is to convert what data into what form, where
to store data in what form, which process has ac-
cess to which stored data, which process/data influ-
ences which other process and how, the types of ac-
tion abstractions that can be distinguished (e.g. strate-
gic planning actions, dialogue actions, locomotion ac-
tions), the level of action abstraction used for reason-
ing, who converts abstract actions into control sig-
nals, how are conflicts in control signals resolved,
what are the properties of a behavior emerging from
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a chosen wiring of modules, what defines the char-
acter/personality of a companion robot (is it stored
somewhere, can its parameters be tweaked, or does it
emerge from the interactions between the modules?).
Answers to these and many other questions may not
be obvious when presented with a figure representing
an architecture, but these issues can be made explicit
by proposing and discussing one.

In this paper we introduce an architecture which
is generic for companion robots and explain it in as
much detail as possible in this limited space. This
architecture contains the components necessary to
produce reasonably social behavior given the mul-
timodality of a companion robot’s inputs and out-
puts. We do not claim that the proposed architecture
represents the ultimate companion robot architecture.
Rather, the aim of this paper is to provoke a discus-
sion on the issues and choices involved in designing
the software of a companion robot. Ultimately, this
work could lead to the implementation of a generic
framework that could be used as a basis for the soft-
ware of new companion robots.

This paper is outlined as follows. In Section 2,
we gather a list of possible requirements for a com-
panion robot and introduce our architecture satisfying
these requirements. In Section 3, we treat the func-
tional components in the architecture in more detail.
In Section 4, we connect the functional components
by explaining the interfaces between them. We dis-
cuss some related work in Section 5 and finish with
conclusions and plans for future research in Section
6.

2 POSSIBLE REQUIREMENTS
FOR A COMPANION ROBOT

In order to come up with a generic architecture suit-
able for companion robots, we must first investi-
gate the possible requirements for a companion robot.
These requirements are optional, meaning that only
the ‘ultimate’ companion robot would satisfy them
all. In practice however, a companion robot does
not have to. The actual requirements depend on var-
ious factors, such as the application area of the robot
and its hardware configuration. However, below we
compile a list, as exhaustive as possible, of possible
requirements which a generic architecture must take
into account.

First of all, a companion robot should be able to
perceive the world around it, including auditory, vi-
sual, and tactile information. The multimodality of
the input creates the need for synchronization (e.g.,
visual input and simultaneously occurring auditory

input are very likely to be related), and any input
inconsistent over different modalities should be re-
solved. Moreover, input processors can be driven
by expectations from a reasoning system to focus the
robot’s attention to certain signals. Of course, any in-
coming data must be checked for relevancy and cate-
gorized if it is to be stored (e.g., to keep separate mod-
els of the environment, its users, and domain knowl-
edge).

A companion robot should be able to communi-
cate with the user in a reasonably social manner. This
means not only producing sensible utterances, but
also taking into account basic rules of communication
(such as topic consistency). In order to maintain a ro-
bust interaction, a companion robot must always be
able to keep the conversation going (except of course
when the user indicates that he is done with the con-
versation). This also involves real-time aspects; e.g.,
to avoid confusing or boring the user, long silences
should not occur in a conversation.

Additionally, a companion robot is likely to be de-
signed for certain specific tasks, besides communicat-
ing with its users. Depending on e.g. the domain for
which the companion robot is designed and the type
of robot and the types of tasks involved, this may call
for capabilities involving planning, physical actions
such as moving around and manipulating objects, or
electronic actions (e.g., performing a search on the
internet or programming a DVD recorder). Proactive-
ness on part of the robot is often desirable in tasks
involving cooperation.

A companion robot should also exhibit some low-
level reactive behaviors that do not (have to) enter
the reasoning loop, such as blinking and following
the user’s face, and fast reactive behaviors such as
startling when subjected to a sudden loud noise. To
make the interactions more natural and intuitive, a
companion robot should also be able to form and ex-
hibit emotions. These emotions can be caused by
cognitive-level events, such as plans failing (disap-
pointment), goal achievement (joy), and perceived
emotions from the user (if negative: pity). Reac-
tive emotions like startle or disgust can also influ-
ence a robot’s emotional state. Moreover, emotions
can manifest themselves in many different ways; e.g.,
facial expressions, speech prosody, selecting or aban-
doning certain plans, etc.

Finally, a companion robot should of course pro-
duce coherent and sensible output over all available
modalities. Because different processes may produce
output concurrently and because a companion robot
typically has multiple output modalities, there should
be a mechanism to synchronize, prioritize, and/or
merge these output signals; e.g., speech should co-
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incide with appropriate lip movements, which should
overrule the current facial animation, but only the part
that concerns the mouth of the robot (provided it has
a mouth with lips).

In Figure 1, we present a generic architecture for
companion robots which accounts for the require-
ments described above. Note that we abstract from
specific robot details, making the architecture useful
for different types of companion robots. We empha-
size again that this is an architecture for an ‘ultimate’
companion robot; in practice, some modules can be
left out or implemented empty.

3 FUNCTIONAL COMPONENTS
CONSTITUTING THE
ARCHITECTURE

In this section we describe the ‘blocks’ that constitute
the proposed architecture. The interfaces (‘arrows’)
between the components are explained in Section 4.

To begin with, the architecture is divided into
eight functional components (i.e. the larger boxes
encompassing the smaller blocks). Each functional
component contains several modules that are func-
tionally related. Modules drawn as straight boxes rep-
resent data storages, the rounded boxes represent pro-
cesses, and the ovals represent sensors and actuators.
Each process is allowed to run in a separate thread, or
even on a different, dedicated machine.

No synchronization is forced between these pro-
cesses by the architecture; they can simply send in-
formation to each other (see Section 4), delegating
the task of making links between data coming in from
different sources to the processes themselves. Below,
each of the eight functional components is described,
together with the modules they encompass.

Input Modalities. A companion robot typically has
a rich arsenal of input modalities or sensors. These
are grouped in the lower left corner of Figure 1, but
only partially filled in. Of course, different kinds of
companion robots can have different input modalities,
of which a camera and a microphone are probably the
most widely occurring. Other sensors may include
touch, (infrared) proximity, accelerometer, etc.

Input Preprocessing. It is impractical for a reason-
ing engine to work directly with most raw input data,
especially raw visual and auditory data. Therefore,
several input preprocessing modules must exist in or-
der to extract salient features from these raw inputs
and convert these to a suitable data format. Some in-
put modalities may even require multiple preprocess-

ing modules; for example, one audio processing mod-
ule may extract only speech from an audio signal and
produce text, while another audio processing module
may extract other kinds of sounds to create a level of
‘sound awareness’ for the companion robot.

Note that some of these input preprocessing mod-
ules may be readily available as off-the-shelf software
(most notably, speech recognizers), so a generic archi-
tecture must provide a place for them to be plugged
in.

Furthermore, there may be need for an input syn-
chronizer that can make links between processed data
from different modalities, in order to pass it as a sin-
gle event to another module. The input synchronizer
may initially be implemented empty; that is, it sim-
ply passes all processed data unchanged to connected
modules. The input synchronizer can also be used to
dispatch expectations that are formed by the action
selection engines to the input preprocessing modules,
which can use these expectations to facilitate feature
recognition.

Low-level Behaviors. Low-level behaviors are au-
tonomous processes that compete for control of actu-
ators in an emergent way. Some behaviors may also
influence each other and other modules. Examples
of low-level behaviors include face tracking and gaze
directing, blinking, breathing, and other ‘idle’ anima-
tions, homeostasis such as the need for interaction,
sleep, and ‘hunger’ (low battery power), and reactive
emotions such as startle and disgust.

Action Selection Engines. The ‘heart’ of the ar-
chitecture is formed by the action selection engines.
These are cognitive-level processes that select actions
based on collections of data, goals, plans, events,
rules, and heuristics. The outputs that they produce
can generally not be directly executed by the actua-
tors, but will have to be preprocessed first to appro-
priate control signals. Note that the interpreters of the
action selection engines are depicted as layered to in-
dicate that they can be multi-threaded.

The reasoning engine may be based on the BDI
theory of beliefs, desires, and intentions (Bratman,
2002), deciding which actions to take based on per-
cepts and its internal state. It should be noted that
in terms of the BDI theory, the databases component
plus the working memories of the action selection en-
gines constitute the robot’s beliefs.

An action selected by the reasoning engine may be
sent to an output preprocessing module, but it can also
consist of a request to initiate a dialogue. Because dia-
logues are generally complex and spread over a longer
period of time, a dedicated action selection engine
may be needed to successfully have a conversation.
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Figure 1: A generic architecture for a companion robot. The architecture takes into account the possible (or rather, probable)
existence of multiple input modalities, multiple input preprocessing modules for each input modality, databases for filtering,
storing, and querying relevant information, action selection engines for complex, goal-directed, long-term processes such as
conversing, planning, and locomotion, an emotion synthesizer producing emotions that influence action selection and ani-
mations, multiple (reactive) low-level behaviors that can compete for output control, multiple output preprocessing modules
including a conflict manager, and finally, multiple output modalities. Straight boxes stand for data storages, rounded boxes
for processes, and ovals for sensors/actuators. The interfaces (arrows) between different modules indicate flow of data or
control; the connections and contents are made more precise in the text. Note that only the ‘ultimate’ companion robot would
fully implement all depicted modules; a typical companion robot implementation will probably leave out some modules or
implement them empty, awaiting future work.

This dialogue engine contains an extra process called
an utterance formulator; the task of this module is to
convert an illocutionary act to fully annotated text, i.e.
the exact text to utter together with information about
speed, emphasis, tone, etc. This text can then be con-
verted to audio output by the text-to-speech module
(in the output preprocessing component).

A similar discussion about separating dialogues
and (strategic) planning can be held for locomotion.
In our research we have worked with stationary com-

panion robots that focus on dialogues and facial ani-
mations. But there can of course be companion robots
with advanced limbs and motions. For such robots
there may be need for a third action selection engine,
dedicated to motion planning. In the proposed archi-
tecture, there is room for additional dedicated engines
in the functional component of action selection en-
gines.

Finally, the architecture provides for a module
called heuristics / timing rules. This is a collection
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of heuristics for balancing control between the differ-
ent action selection engines, as they are assumed to be
autonomous processes. The different engines will get
priorities in different cases; e.g., the plans of the dia-
logue engine will get top priority if a misunderstand-
ing needs to be repaired. On the other hand, if the
dialogue engine does not have any urgent issues, the
reasoning engine will get control over the interaction
in order to address its goals. Furthermore, it can ver-
ify whether the goals of the different action selection
engines adhere to certain norms that apply to the com-
panion robot in question, as well as provide new goals
based on timing rules; e.g., to avoid long silences, the
robot should always say something within a few sec-
onds, even if the reasoning engine is still busy.

Databases. We have created a distinct functional
component in the architecture where data is stored in
different forms. This data includes domain knowl-
edge, ontologies, situation models, and profiles of the
robot itself and of other agents. The ontologies and
domain knowledge are (possibly static) databases that
are used by the input preprocessing modules to find
data representations suitable to the action selection
engines and databases. The agent profiles store infor-
mation about other agents, such as the robot’s interac-
tion histories with these modeled agents, the common
grounds between the robot and each modeled agent,
and the presumed beliefs, goals, plans, and emotions
of each modeled agent. These agent models also in-
clude one of the robot itself, which enables it to reason
about its own emotions, goals, etc.

In order to provide a consistent interface to these
different databases, a query manager must be in place
to handle queries, originating from the action selec-
tion engines. A special situation arises when the robot
queries its own agent model, for there already exist
modules containing the goals, plans, and emotions of
the robot itself. So the query manager should ensure
that queries concerning these types of data can get
their results directly from these modules.

Finally, a relevant data extractor takes care of
interpreting incoming data in order to determine
whether it can be stored in a more suitable format;
e.g., if visual and auditory data from the input pre-
processing component provides new (updated) infor-
mation about the environment of the robot, it is in-
terpreted by the relevant data extractor and stored
in the situation model. Moreover, simple spatial-
temporal reasoning may be performed by the relevant
data extractor. If advanced spatial-temporal reasoning
is needed for some companion robot, it may be better
to delegate this task to a separate input preprocessing
module.

Emotion Synthesizer. Typically, companion robots
must show some level of affective behavior. This
means responding appropriately to emotions of a (hu-
man) user, but also includes experiencing emotions it-
self in response to the current situation and its internal
state. The emotions that concern this functional com-
ponent are those of the companion robot itself and are
at a cognitive level, i.e., at the level of the action se-
lection engines. Examples of emotions are joy when
a goal is achieved, disappointment when a plan fails,
resentment when another agent (e.g. a human user)
gains something at the expense of the robot, etc. More
reactive emotions (e.g., startle) can be handled by a
low-level behavior.

The emotion component consists of three parts.
The appraiser is a process that triggers the creation
of emotions based on the state of the action selec-
tion engines. The intensity of triggered emotions is
influenced by the robot’s mood (the representation
of which may be as simple as a single number) and
a database of previously triggered emotions. This
database of emotions then influences the action se-
lection engines (by way of their emotional heuris-
tics module) and the animations of the robot, e.g., by
showing a happy or sad face.

Output Preprocessing. Different processes may try
to control the robot’s actuators at the same time; obvi-
ously, this calls for conflict management and schedul-
ing of control signals. Moreover, some modules may
produce actions that cannot be directly executed, but
instead these abstract actions need some preprocess-
ing to convert them to the low-level control signals
expected by the robot’s actuators. E.g., the dialogue
engine may want some sentence to be uttered by the
robot, but this must first be converted from text to a
sound signal before it can be sent to the loudspeaker.
This functionality is provided by the text-to-speech
module, which is also assumed to produce corre-
sponding lip sync animations.

For companion robots with a relatively simple mo-
tor system, it suffices to have a single module for
animation control which converts abstract animation
commands to low-level control signals. This can be
done with the help of an animation database contain-
ing sequences of animations that can be invoked by
name and then readily played out. For companion
robots with a complex motor system, the animation
control module may be replaced by a motion engine
(which is placed among the other action selection en-
gines), as discussed above. In this case, an anima-
tion database may still fulfill an important role as a
storage of small, commonly used sequences of motor
commands.

Finally, actuator control requests may occur con-
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currently and be in conflict with each other. It is
the task of the conflict manager to provide the actua-
tors with consistent control signals. This can be done
by choosing between conflicting requests, scheduling
concurrent requests, or merging them. These choices
are made on a domain-dependent basis.

Output Modalities. All output modalities or actua-
tors are grouped in the lower right corner of Figure 1.
Similarly with the input modalities, these will be dif-
ferent for different kinds of companion robots, but a
typical companion robot will probably have at least
some motors (for e.g. facial expressions and locomo-
tion) and a loudspeaker. Other actuators may include
lights, radio, control of other electronic devices, etc.

4 INTERFACES BETWEEN
FUNCTIONAL COMPONENTS

In this section, we explain the meaning of the inter-
faces between the functional components. For cos-
metic reasons, the ‘arrows’ in Figure 1 appear to lead
from one functional component to another, while they
actually connect one or more specific modules inside
a functional component to other modules inside an-
other functional component. References to arrows in
Figure 1 are marked in boldface.

Raw Data that is obtained by the input sensors
is sent to the input preprocessing component for pro-
cessing. Needless to say, data from each sensor is sent
to the appropriate processing module; e.g., input from
the camera is sent to the vision processing and facial
emotion recognition modules, while input from the
microphone is sent to the sound awareness and speech
recognition modules. Any module inside the low-
level behaviors component is also allowed to access
all raw input data if it wants to perform its own feature
extraction. In addition to raw data, low-level behav-
iors also have access to the Processed data from the
modules inside the input preprocessing component.
After the processed data is synchronized (or not) by
the input synchronizer, it is sent to the action selec-
tion engines, where it is placed in the events mod-
ules inside the engines. The processed data is also
sent to the databases, where the relevant data extractor
will process and dispatch relevant data to each of the
databases; e.g., context-relevant features are added to
the situation model, while emotions, intentions and
attention of a user that are recognized by the various
input preprocessing modules are put in the appropri-
ate agent model. Furthermore, the action selection
engines can form Expectations about future events.
These expectations are sent from the action selection

engines back to the input synchronizer, which subse-
quently splits up the expectations and sends them to
the appropriate input processing modules. They can
then use these expectations to facilitate processing of
input.

All processing modules in the input preprocess-
ing component have access to Ontology information,
which they might need to process raw data properly;
e.g., the vision processing module might need onto-
logical information about a perceived object in order
to classify it as a particular item. This also ensures
the use of consistent data formats. The processing
modules can obtain this ontological information via
the query manager in the databases component, which
takes care of all queries to the databases. Updates to
the databases can be performed by the action selec-
tion engines. The updates are processed by the rel-
evant data extractor, which places the data in a suit-
able format in the appropriate database, in the same
way as the processed data from the input preprocess-
ing component. Query results can be requested by
the action selection engines from the databases. The
query manager processes the query and searches the
proper database(s), guaranteeing a coherent interface
to all databases.

(De)activate signals can be sent from the action
selection engines to the low-level behaviors compo-
nent. These signals allow the action selection engines
some cognitive control over the robot’s reactive be-
havior; e.g., if needed, the face tracker can be acti-
vated or deactivated, or in some special cases the re-
active emotions can be turned off. Urges arising from
the low-level behaviors can be made into goals for the
action selection engines. For example, if the home-
ostasis module detects a low energy level, a goal to
go to the nearest electricity socket can be added to the
goals of the motion engine.

The action selection engines provide their Cog-
nitive state to the emotion synthesizer. The cog-
nitive state can be used by the appraiser to synthe-
size appropriate emotions. In addition to the cogni-
tive state, a Primitive emotional state is also sent to
the appraiser, where it can influence the intensity of
cognitive-level emotions and the robot’s mood. The
current Emotional state, which is a compilation of
the collection of triggered emotions, is sent to the ac-
tion selection engines. The emotional heuristics in-
side the action selection engines then determine how
the interpreter is influenced by these emotions. The
animation control module inside the output prepro-
cessing component also receives the emotional state
of the agent, so that it can select a suitable facial ex-
pression from the animation database representing the
current emotional state.
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Output Requests are sent from the interpreters
inside action selection engines to the output prepro-
cessing component. Of course, the different kinds of
output requests are sent to different modules inside
the output preprocessing; e.g., (annotated) utterances
from the dialogue engine’s utterance formulator are
sent to the text-to-speech module, while any actions
from the action selection engines that involve motors
are sent to the animation control module. The syn-
chronization of all output signals is taken care of by
the conflict manager, as explained in the previous sec-
tion. Finally, Control signals are gathered and syn-
chronized by the conflict manager inside the output
preprocessing component and sent to the appropriate
output modality.

5 DISCUSSION AND RELATED
WORK

We do not claim that the presented architecture is
perfect, and although we claim that it is generic for
companion robots, it is probably not unique. Another
team setting out to make a generic companion robot
architecture will probably come up with a different
figure. However, we expect the level of complexity
of alternative architectures to resemble that of the one
presented here, as it takes many components and pro-
cesses to achieve reasonably social behavior. It should
be noted that the intelligence of the system may not
lie within the modules, but rather in the wiring (the
“arrows”). The presentation of an architecture should
therefore include a discussion on the particular choice
of interfaces between modules. We draw confidence
in our architecture from the fact that mappings can be
found between this one and the architectures of exist-
ing companion robots and affective virtual characters,
several of which we discuss next.

Breazeal (Breazeal, 2002) uses competing behav-
iors for the robot Kismet in order to achieve an emerg-
ing overall behavior that is sociable as a small child.
Kismet has a number of different response types with
activation levels that change according to Kismet’s in-
teraction with a user. In Kismet’s architecture, the Be-
havior System and Motivation System can be mapped
on our low-level behaviors; however, it lacks cogni-
tive reasoning (obviously this was not necessary for
its application), which is provided by our action se-
lection engines. Other components in Kismet’s archi-
tecture pertain to input and output processing, which
map to corresponding preprocessing modules in our
architecture.

Max, the “Multimodal Assembly eXpert” devel-
oped at the University of Bielefeld (Kopp, 2003), can

also be mapped to our architecture. For example, it
uses a reasoning engine that provides feedback to the
input module to focus attention to certain input sig-
nals, which is similar to our expectations. It also has
a lower-level Reactive Behavior layer that produces
direct output without having to enter the reasoning
process, and a Mediator that performs the same task
as our conflict manager (i.e. synchronizing output).
However, Max only has one (BDI) reasoning engine,
where we have provided for two or more action selec-
tion engines.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
RESEARCH

In this paper, we have presented a generic architecture
for a companion robot. We do not claim that it should
be the foundation of the ‘ultimate’ companion robot;
rather, we have presented this architecture in order to
make many of the issues encountered when program-
ming a companion robot explicit, so that these issues
can be appropriately discussed.

The implementation of our companion robot ar-
chitecture is yet to be finished, although it should be
noted that it does not have to be fully implemented in
all cases. Some of the functional components can be
left out, simplified, or even extended (depending on
the application) or programmed empty (awaiting fu-
ture work), while for some modules, off-the-shelf or
built-in software can be used. We are using the Philips
iCat (Van Breemen, 2005) as a platform for develop-
ing a proof of concept of the proposed architecture.
Ultimately, it can be used as a framework on top of
which the software of new companion robots can be
developed.
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Abstract: The new Department of Defense (DOD) transformational doctrines for future battlefield operations 
emphasizes the need to more aggressively pursue program developments with unmanned systems 
technologies. Currently, there are ongoing Battle Experiments testing and assessing the operational 
performance of these technologies. These experiments in turn are uncovering current and future capability 
gaps that need to be fulfilled with aggressive research, engineering, test and evaluation. The Innovation 
Center at SPAWAR Systems Center, San Diego, has established a research and development process to 
better address Future Naval Capability gaps in the areas of both, Intelligent Autonomy and Autonomous 
Command and Control for Unmanned Systems.  In this paper we report our research on two important 
components concepts for AC2: 1) Autonomous Resource Allocation, 2) Autonomy and Commanders Intent, 
and 3) A discussion on Self organizing C2. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Sea Power 21 is a Naval vision that seeks to 
transform defense processes and modernize 
technologies for the battlefields of the future. The 
greatest challenges to transforming Naval doctrines 
from the industrial age to the information age has 
been the development of a clear notion of the value 
that distributed command architectures bring to 
modern combat Fig1. Distributed command 
architectures bring increased update speed of 
situational awareness. Each modernization step in 
C4ISR technology that enables faster horizontal 
integration is one step closer to a fully distributed 
command structure allowing for near real-time 
transmission of intent from the Commander on 
downwards resulting in better Situational Awareness 
of the Battlefield. Intention awareness is therefore an 
integral part of distributed command architecture 
and must be properly established in the information 
environment where faster and optimum execution of 
mission objectives is needed. 

The fundamental infrastructure enabling 
command and control (C2) is undergoing a 
revolutionary change. The assumptions embedded in 
traditional C2 such as a centralized decision 
authority and well-defined hierarchy are being 
reassessed, especially in light of mission areas that 

involve coalition operations and the emergence (and 
dependence) on a ubiquitous IT capability (Alberts, 
2007). While moving away from traditional C2 to a 
net-centric environment represents unique 
challenges, the prevalence of unmanned systems 
must also be considered within the context of 
emerging architectures and concepts. If properly 
architected, unmanned C2 systems should meld 
seamlessly into the operational environment 
augmenting and working in concert with C2 for 
manned units. Most investment in autonomy is being 
made at the platform level. This work focuses on the 
next level of autonomy- that is, the autonomous 
interaction of autonomous platforms to achieve pre-
specified objectives. 

The DoD Definition for C2 is given (Joint 
Publication, 2002) as the exercise of authority and 
direction by a properly designated commander over 
assigned and attached forces in the accomplishment 
of the mission. 
Autonomous is defined as not controlled by others or 
by outside forces; independent and independent in 
mind or judgment; self-directed. 

Considering these definitions, Autonomous 
Command and Control (AC2) can be defined as the 
independent, self-governed exercise of authority and 
direction over the assigned forces in the 
accomplishment of the mission. 
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Figure 1: Unmanned Systems in DODs Transformational Information Architecture. (http://www.army.mil/fcs/). 

 

Figure 2: Autonomous Command & Control (AC2) for Self Organizing Unmanned Systems. 

The prevalence of unmanned systems has increased 
dramatically across the DoD services in recent 
engagements. In addition, user acceptance has 
become well established over this time ensuring that 
unmanned platforms will remain pervasive in future 
conflicts. Recently released Master Plans for both 
USVs (UUV, 2007) and UUVs (UUV, 2004) allude 
to the need for autonomous group/cooperative 
behavior to achieve the desired mission objectives 
for these types of systems. Fig. 2 illustrates the self 
organizing concepts of a disparate set of unmanned 
platforms. 

The capabilities required to achieve AC2 include: 
• Self-Organizing C2 
• Translate Commander Intent to Executable 

Missions 
• Autonomous Allocation and Management 

of Resources 
• Machine Learning from 

Training/Experience 
• Near Real-Time Analysis for predicting 

future C2 actions 
• Seamless Interoperability of C4ISR 

Systems 
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• Sufficient BW and communications   
• Autonomous Platforms and Sensing 
• Level 3, 4 Fusion 

The first three bullets are elaborated on in the 
following sections. While critical to achieving AC2, 
the remaining topics are advancing under a myriad 
of other efforts. For example, the seamless 
interoperability of C4ISR systems is being addressed 
under next-generation C2 efforts which are focused 
on providing a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) 
to the warfighter. In addition to architecture, mobile 
add-hoc networks (MANET) are being studied to 
determine the best methodologies to achieve self-
forming/self-healing networks and provide desired 
QoS levels. Bandwidth utilization will continue to 
improve with spectrum management, compressed 
sensing, along with novel routing and radio 
capabilities. Higher levels of sensor fusion are being 
rigorously investigated in order to ascertain enemy 
course-of-action analysis, turn data into 
understanding and wisdom, and autonomously 
improve sensor fusion capability. Autonomous 
sensing is also in the critical path as that dovetails 
with the allocation and management algorithms that 
are incumbent in AC2. Finally, significant 
investment continues in imbuing individual 
platforms with autonomy and analyzing the benefits 
of shared information/awareness. 

2 SELF ORGANIZING C2 

The key attributes of next-generation C2 include 
agility, focus, and convergence (Alberts, 2007). 
Agility is the ability of distributed platforms to self-
synchronize and organize into an appropriate C2 
topology in a dynamic manner. Self-synchronization 
will determine the decision rights across the 

platforms, and, in effect, serve as part of the cost 
function in the formation of the C2 topology. It is 
imperative that any self-organizing C2 topology 
yield deterministic behavior(s). The salient features 
that should be used to automatically determine an 
appropriate C2 topology remain to be discovered. 
Intuitively, the decision space could include the 
number of assets, the information capacity of the 
assets, the connectivity bandwidth between assets, 
and mission and environmental complexities. For 
purposes of discussion, C2 topologies are 
characterized in (Figure 3) as centralized, localized, 
and distributed. If, for example, a key component for 
determining C2 topology is the number of assets in 
the area of interest, then thresholds could be 
configured to trigger the formation a different 
topologies as exemplified in Figure 4.  In addition to 
determining the salient factors, there is significant 
challenge is in determining the threshold functions.  

A more effective approach may consider 
decomposing the problem such that these lower-
level categories are mapped into the higher levels 
characterizations of information distribution, 
interaction patterns, and allocation of decision rights 
such as discussed by Alberts (Alberts, 2007). This 
hierarchical decomposition may serve to simplify 
the complexities involved in determining effecting 
AC2 topologies. 

3 COMMANDER’S INTENT 

The understanding of Commanders Intent (CI) 
clearly demonstrates that although the concept of 
intent has been in our doctrine for quite a while, 
confusion still exists and there is little empirical 
investigation into the process of communicating 
intent. 

 

 
Figure 3: C2 Topologies: (a) Centralized, (b) Localized, and (c) Distributed. 
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Figure 4: A notional mapping between the number of assets in the region of interest and the most effect C2 Topology. 

CI has long been used to guide the actions of 
subordinates, but has only recently been formally 
included in doctrine. CI first appeared in US Army 
Field Manual in 1982 (GPO, 1982). During the 
1970s, when the military tended to centralize 
decision making; however, failed hostage missions 
and similar events signaled the need to empower 
subordinate players on the scene. A model of today 
concept of CI can be traced to Army doctrine writers 
that used the German army’s Aftragstaktik (Silva, 
1989) first introduced in the early 19th century. The 
word means “mission-oriented” reflecting the 
developments in response to the French Revolution.  
This mission oriented methodology was the 
realization that battle is marked by confusion and 
ambiguity and that trust between superior and 
subordinate is the cornerstone of mission-oriented 
combat. Today, CI consists of a brief directive, 
usually in written format with a purpose, a method, 
and an endstate for any given operation. It is also the 
single unifying focus for all subordinates elements 
or groups of a command structure which are 
dedicated to different activities (communication, 
Intelligence, surveillance…) but which 
cooperate/collaborate to achieve mission 
effectiveness and success. 

3.1 Concepts for Automating 
Commanders Intent (CI) 

Automating Commanders Intent (CI) and military 
courses of action are very complex and difficult 
activities. These activities should take into 
consideration environmental information, 
predictions, the end state targeted and resource 
constraints. Automating Commanders Intent 
involves solving simultaneously planning and 

scheduling problems. In this section we provide 1) 
an approach to transforming CI objectives into an 
algebraic form, 2) a discussion on task scheduling, 
optimization, and resource allocation.  

3.1.1 Algebraic Representations of CI 

An approach to transforming CI into an algebraic 
form can best be described by the flow diagram 
Figure 5. As mentioned above, a CI consists of a 
brief directive containing objective statements. The 
first transformation (formalization) of these 
statements is done by utilizing a formal specification 
language such as the one provided by Berzin & Luqi 
(Berzins and Luqi, 1991). Formal statements of 
objectives and constraints are then stored 
permanently on a database. A Natural Language 
Processing (parsing) function aided by a Naval 
Lexicon provides formal unambiguous objective 
statements for encoding; the encoder creates an 
algebraic representation of these objectives creating 
what we call elementary actions.  The elementary 
actions together with proper task scheduling 
algorithms, multi-objective optimization functions, 
and resource allocation methods provide a 
framework for automating Commanders Intent. 

3.1.2 Task Scheduling & Optimization 

We suggest a task (course of action) approach to 
automating Commanders Intent based on 
evolutionary algorithms that use multi-objective 
optimization methods and support resource 
constrained CI development with both cardinal and 
ordinal objectives.  
During the development step, the commander 
analyses the relative combat power of friendly and 
enemy forces, and generates the CI. 
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Figure 5: An approach for transforming CI into a formal algebraic representation. 

During the mission analysis, the objectives are 
identified, assigned, and tasks (courses of action) are 
implemented to perform the mission. These tasks 
can be decomposed into sub-tasks. Tasks and sub-
tasks can be represented by means of a hierarchical 
structure –a Graph. Synchronization analyses leads 
to identifying temporal and spatial relationships 
between elementary tasks. The automating algorithm 
must consider all available resources and capabilities 
and assign them to tasks. Synchronizing tasks then 
requires scheduling of all tasks according to resource 
availability, deployment constraints, and task 
relationships. We provide a task (courses of action) 
planning model as a multiple mode resource-
constrained scheduling problem (MRCPS) since, 
from a methodological point of view planning and 
scheduling are not much different. Our model 
consists of representing generic activities (tasks with 
specific combinations of resources) into elementary 
(or primitive) actions interrelated to accomplish the 
mission objectives. This process implies the 
identification of the tasks (when and where), 
precedence relationships, the pool of available 
resources with their localization, and the objectives 
of the mission. An objective is then represented as 
an oriented time-space graph of tasks. Figure 6. 

 
Figure 6: An Objective represented as a task. 

Depending on the combination of resources 
allocated and the actions in the scheduler, different 
courses of action networks could be obtained, such 
as the one above. They constitute variants (or 
alternatives) of a mission with different evaluations 
on objectives. Solving CI and courses of action 
planning problems is NP-Hard. But a feasible 
process for automating CI with respect to multiple 
objectives for resource allocation may include 
evolutionary algorithms (EA) with meta-heuristic 
approaches or a method  that addresses the multi-
objective aspect of resource-constrained scheduling 
problems in which all objectives are combined into 
one single scalar value by using weighted 
aggregating functions. The search is then performed 
several times to find a compromise solution that 
reflects these preferences. Another approach is to 
generate the set of compromise solutions in a single 
execution of the optimization such as done by 
multiple-objective Evolutionary Algorithms. In this 
section, we provide a construct for the tasking and 
resource allocation associated with a CI that can be 
implemented using multiple-objective EAs. 
Evolutionary Algorithms are able to deal 
simultaneously with multiple solutions for solving 
multi-objective optimization problems allowing a set 
of potential Pareto optimal solutions to be found in 
the same iteration.  

Here is our construct: Multi-objective CI can be 
characterized by a set of tasks, a set of resources, 
precedence relationships, resources, constraints and 
global performance functions Fz shown in Figure 7. 

Once a CI has been decomposed into its requisite 
tasks, the question of which autonomous unmanned 
system should be responsible for executing each 
particular task still remains. Many techniques for  
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Optimize:    , 1,...,zF z Z=

s.t.     t D∈

s.t.   R D∈

Use vector of tasks   { }1 2,...,, nt t  having the following attributes for each task  : 

 

 

 t t= it

Define starting and ending time [ ( )b iτ , ( )f iτ ] 

Define earliest and latest starting and ending time [ ( )s iτ , ( )e iτ ] 

Define type and quality of resources required, represented by a   set  R composed of renewable 
and nonrenewable resources available in limited quantities, i.e: 

{ }1 2( ) , ,...,k i i i miR t r r r= is the  k  set of resources required to accomplish the task  t . 

 

 

 

 

 th
i

Consider set of predecessors {PR} characterized by the tasks that temporally and /or spatially precedes   it

Use resources  R  having the following attributes: 

Define starting and ending time of availability [ ]( ), ( )rs ret k t k  

Define localization of resources (x,y,z) 

Define types of resources. 

Define other specific characteristics such as “mean speed of (for mobile resources)”, reliability, etc. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: A construct for multi-objective task optimization for low size problem (~10actions). 

 

Figure 8: Summary of the main concepts needed for Commanders Intent Automation. 
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multi-robot task allocation are included in the works 
of Parker (Parker, 1998), LePape (Le Pape, 1990), 
and others (Botelho and Alami, 1999). Mataric 
(Gerkey and Mararic) provides a thorough review of 
several Multi-Robots Task Allocation Frameworks. 

4 AUTONOMOUS RESOURCE 
ALLOCATION 

Another key attribute of next-generation C2 is 
convergence (Alberts, 2007). Convergence is the 
ability for independent actors to achieve operational 
coherence in a deterministic manner. The emergence 
of platforms with multiple modalities (eg. sensing, 
SAR, strike, etc….) in the manned and unmanned 
arenas allows for additional flexibility in the 
allocation of resources at the added cost of an 
increasing complexity in the search space. The 
resource allocation problem for AC2 must be able to 
consider any platform for any task based upon the 
platform’s capabilities. Optimizing across any 
modality (COMMS, strike, sensing, etc…) is an NP-
hard problem. The AC2 resource allocation must 
consider all modalities simultaneously in assigning 
assets to objectives. 
As stated above, the AC2 resource allocation 
problem is a combinatorial optimization problem 
that must consider the dynamic environment; a 
nonlinear, multi-modal objective function; nonlinear 
constraints; and binary decision variables. 
Algorithms which address resource allocation 
problems of this nature tend to be based on heuristic 
methods. The extreme team methods (Scerri et al., 
2005) are effective in the presence of 
communications limitations where global decision 
support is not a viable option. Extreme teams have 
the following characteristic:  
• Near real-time assignments 
• Platforms may perform more than one task 
• Inter-task constraints may be present 
 
Extreme teams are largely based on distributed 
constraint optimization problems (DCOP) methods. 
These types of algorithms can be applied to either 
end of the C2 topology spectrum or can be used in a 
complementary fashion for a localized topology 
shown in Table 1.  

Table 1: Recommended Resource Allocation Algorithms 
for C2 Topologies. 

 
 
The AC2 resource allocation performance must be 
considered in light of scalability, satisficing behavior 
(GPO, 1982), robustness, and generality. It is 
important that the resource algorithm scale for large 
numbers of assets and mission objectives. If the 
solutions are near-optimal and generated in a 
reasonable timeframe, the performance can be 
considered to meet the satisficing criteria. In 
addition, the algorithm must be stable, converge 
rapidly, and insensitive to initial conditions. Finally, 
the algorithm must be able to accommodate the 
general nature of the objective described above.  

The objective function under consideration by the 
optimization engine should consider the following 
components; 
• Mission Effectiveness 
• Mission Risk 
• Mission Persistence 
• Information Utility  

The Mission Effectiveness considers all aspects 
sensing communications and weapons required to 
meet mission goals. The risk component considers 
items such as METOC enemy defenses, 
deconfliction and energy consumption.  The 
Persistence parameter may be required to minimize 
global change in the solution set. For example, if a 
global optimizer is used, then the results could be 
dramatically varied at every solution step. 
Persistence will reduce this variability. Finally, the 
Information component is must be incorporated as a 
metric to ensure that the right data gets to the right 
place and platforms. For Autonomous C2 the 
ramifications of automated subtask generation 
should also be considered. Mission planners 
generate many subtasks to satisfy the overall mission 
objectives to achieve the desired effect(s). AC2 must 
also be able generate sub-goals in a parsimonious 
manner so that objectives can be accomplished and 
new constraints generated by these sub-goals are 
readily satisfied. The process of introducing sub-
goals and their associated constraints introduces a 
complexity versus performance issue that should be 
bounded within the AC2 construct. This notion is 
analogous to Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC) 
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Figure 9: Notional depiction of an AC2 Turing test in a mixed manned/unmanned systems environment.

where the number of parameters and the log-
likelihood of the error in the function being fitted are 
balanced. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

Command and control in the ether represents a shift 
away from traditional C2 constructs. AC2 represents 
the ubiquitous nature of C2 in the distributed realm 
where emergent behaviors are manifested by large 
groups of platforms that are more complex than 
those emulating ants and birds in colony and 
flocking models, respectively. The potential 
collaborative behaviors that would emerge under 
different information management strategies should 
be addressed as part of an integrated investigation 
incorporating the C2 topology and resource 
allocation ideas described here. 

While C2 of UxVs will be a driver in developing 
AC2, the evolutionary step of mixed manned and 
unmanned missions can be considered as an AC2 
Turing Test. This notion is exemplified in Figure. 8 
where the manned platforms under direction of the 
AC2 system do not know whether they are under 
direction of manned or unmanned systems.  
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